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Dedication 
 

 
 
 
 

‘Who are you?’ said the caterpillar. 
This was not an encouraging opening for a conversation. Alice replied, rather shyly. 
‘I-I hardly know sir, just at present –at least I know who I was when I got up this 
morning, but I think I must have changed several times since then. 
‘What do you mean by that’ said the caterpillar sternly. ‘Explain yourself!’ 
‘I can’t explain myself, I’m afraid, sir said Alice, ‘because I’m not myself, you see.’ 

Carroll 1962 p. 42 
 

 
 
I am surrounded by books and articles, currently greedily treasured, which remind me that 
so many people have opened the doors that I might see and change during this project. It is 
difficult to determine if life is changed by each individual decision taken where paths 
divide, or if we actually do little but surf the swells of destiny. In May 1968 I left Australia 
House in Piccadilly as the first reserve for the two scholarship places at the University of 
Western Australia. Thirty years later, without another thought of that past opportunity I find 
myself living close to and completing a doctorate at that University.  
 
The period of this project has not been easy. It began with an academic proposal and a twin 
pregnancy. The project has progressed while Ché and Cymion have grown from blinking 
white dots on the ultra sound to quite wonderful walking, talking social beings. It has been 
a race to produce the text before they can read it, but they continue to be the finest 
production, unfortunately replacing two loved grandfathers lost in the same year, who now 
live on within them.  
 
It is not surprising that this project owes an initial debt to my Mum, couriering unique 
documents to this Australian space and more recently creating the space for this project to 
be completed. She has been an ultimate moral supporter and her intervention, 
encouragement and editing have been critical to this project. 
 
While I have been a daily friend with my boys, I do wish there had been more hours for my 
partner Caroline. I am lucky that she has been a close model of good practice for this 
process and lit a path for me, being the greatest supporter, with an amazing ability to focus 
on the key issue, give comment and be gorgeous at the same time. Together they have 
allowed me to be selfish for rather too long. 
 
There are those times when I believe your life is changed in an instant. Geoff did so by 
simply saying yes to me when requested to be my supervisor. I am most thankful for that 
decision, as without it this document might not exist. I have been sustained by his 
encouragement and great confidence in the direction I have charted. Most of all for teaching 
me that we are constantly positioned by the polar forces that keep the world turning and 
that broad measures obscure the reality of detail. It is now time to make music, explore 
oceans and return to people rather than subjects. 
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Abstract 
 

This thesis is an analysis of a technology that is radically changing the location, process 

and position of manager learning, leveraging organisational learning agendas, and 

creating networks re-ordering institutional frameworks. The thesis examines the 

discourses, performances and productions associated with the Frontline Management 

Initiative (FMI) and provides a model of workplace-based management development. 

Academically, it provides new knowledge about the discourses constituting, enacting 

and producing manager development. Practically, it provides an understanding of the 

relations between workplace learning and outcomes that can inform practice.  

 

The FMI is a critical technology in terms of leveraging enterprise growth, due to its 

extensive national profile within the politically dominant societal structures of 

organisations, the critical interpreting role of frontline managers, and the innovative 

workplace-based, learner-centred framework. As the solitary Karpin (1995) report 

beacon, the FMI is positioned in highly contested terrain. Managing practice confronts 

the complexity of ordering knowledge work, where meaning and knowledge are more 

fluid and transient. Management development practice is more workplace located where 

knowing is more situated, distributed and relationally negotiated, but framed by 

politically endorsed competency-based frameworks. 

 

This study takes the unique opportunity to examine a learning technology that is being 

shaped by powerful mediating discourses. It examines how these multiple discourses 

construct FMI practice, what meanings of managing they develop and what effect these 

relational experiences have on subsequent managing practice. The constructivist 

research design takes an inductive and naturalistic approach to the study’s detailed 

empirical field study. The research process is recursive, with multiple stages of 

investigation forming a funnel towards deep longitudinal case studies. Each engagement 

with practice informs the emerging method. Multiple instruments and research methods 

with a specific focus on the researcher, triangulate and illuminate the tensions 

positioning individual and organisational practice.  
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Each of the ten research phases within the study is reviewed in chronological sequence. 

Concluding with substantial rich case narratives, constructs emerged across cases and 

across study phases. The interpretation focuses on the tensions that position the 

diversity of FMI practice. A grounded approach with iterative processes was used to 

construct the modes of the discourses constituting and enacting the FMI and the 

subsequent productions of the FMI. Four established theories of social change and 

learning were used to clarify these emerging constructs.  

 

FMI engagement was found to be characterised by diversity and positive, often 

evangelical, responses, with a footprint of networks of reflection and evidence 

collection. The study found FMI practice was enterprise mediated diversity. Positioned 

as a fluid learning technology, performances were mediated by the values that the 

enterprise placed on workplace learning and distributed knowledge generation. 

Managerial discourses shaped learning relations, modes of learning and forms of 

management knowledge, continuously impacting on organisational interaction and 

managing practice. The FMI contested existing practice by emphasising cognitive 

inclusion and seemed to be a litmus test of organisational learning values.  

 

First the study clarified that, where human agency was privileged above structure, 

thicker FMI productions repositioned frontline managers from technical to social 

inclusion, mediating and modelling organisational change. The value placed on 

inclusion and ownership was pervasive. Second, the study highlighted the critical 

influence of the nature of the FMI performance itself. The focus of manager learning, or 

the extension of leading identity, mirrored the process by which the FMI was 

networked and managed. Third, the tensions between the FMI and existing work and 

learning practices produced new learning relations, spaces and agendas of learning 

within organisations. The FMI is viewed a technology of discursive translation. 

 

Texts of a technology can never fully script the complex social relations of situated 

learning practices, or the production of identity. Existing managing values were found 

to be the dominant discourse. This thesis makes a contribution to our understanding of 

these relations by providing a model of workplace-based management development, 

typographies of FMI practice and models of workplace learning practices and 

implementation. The study highlighted the problematised role of the People 

Development Manager orchestrating an internal learning agenda and developing 
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networks of pedagogic understanding, who has emerged as a critical, pivotal, yet poorly 

supported figure, in a new national framework that is displacing 60 years of VET 

institutionalism. Finally the study interprets these conceptualisations to inform future 

managing and researcher practice to extend such capability building.  
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1-Introduction 
 

 

Alice attended to all these directions, and explained, as well as she could, that she had lost her way. 

‘I don’t know what you mean by your way.’ Said the Queen; ‘all the ways here belong to me - but 

why did you come here at all?’ she added in a kinder tone. ‘Curtsey while your thinking it saves 

time.’ Carroll 1962, p. 241 

 

 
We wanted to encourage them to have more autonomy, more control of their own learning options, 

and we had to find a program that was going to meet the diversity of needs of this organisation, 

from your chainsaw-wallers to your PhD scientists…..which is a pretty tall order. 

 Frontline Manager Initiative (FMI) Manager - Environco 

An introduction to the research issue 
 

We exist in a social space that is a battleground between the desires of individuals and 

the mediating patterns of organisational discourses. Now, physical technologies enable 

us to cognitively leave this space and negotiate between such spaces in seconds. 

Nevertheless, we struggle to construct social technologies that can provide meaning, 

direction and identity. Within this transitional phase, much of the social world clings to 

the illusion that there are right actions and goals waiting to be discovered, as such a 

perspective offers the prospect of a future paradise and deflects attention from a highly 

contested present that is increasingly awash with competing discourses. At the edge of 

this changing social space and, in this specific case, at the edge of the physical world, a 

social technology was generated and cast into the field organisational practice. This 

study took the opportunity to explore the discourses associated with the genesis and 

enactment of this technology and provides a narrative that illuminates the meaning of 

emerging social practices.  
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This study investigated the first nationally based management development technology 

in Australia as it focussed on the Frontline Management Initiative (FMI).1 This initiative 

has already impacted on the development of more than 30,000 managers within 

Australia since 1997 and at least an equivalent number of more senior managers have 

been involved in coordinating and supporting roles. 

 

It is remarkable that, while organisational leaders have shaped individuals and social 

structures for many centuries, the formal study and investigation of developing leaders 

and managers is a relatively recent phenomenon. A practice that was once largely 

determined by birth and privilege has, more recently, been ‘taught’ with considerable 

diversity, in method, philosophy and physical location. The many rather sporadic 

practices that have emerged reflect the conflicting assumptions and values about the 

nature of learning, rather than suggesting any intention to create learning processes that 

adapt to match the needs of individuals, times and locations. 

 

The FMI is unique as a framework for management learning. First, it is claimed to be a 

national technology of management learning. Second, it puts relational leading above 

ordering management. Third, it reflects and embodies a number of emerging shifts in 

social belief in the move from: 

• institutionalised learning to workplace learning 

• educational expertise to industry generated standards 

• acquiring exclusive knowledge to local knowledge generation 

• learning as transmission towards a more constructivist approaches.  

In short, the framework is an attempt to re-position the location, time, and control of 

management learning.  

 

The FMI is the first of the second-generation competency-based training approaches 

developed within Australia that has removed the previous curriculum chains to be 

learner centred. It challenges the polarisation of learning and work and contests the 

existing management of pedagogic interaction by positioning learning complexity 

within organisations. The discourses associated with FMI performances are re-

constructing ideologies of learning and managing, mediating the subjectivity of 

managing actors and having a pervasive influence on practices of workplace learning 
                                                 

1  A complete listing of acronyms used in the Australian VET context is provided in Appendix 1. 
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and managing. The present study explored how actors negotiate, partner and collude to 

determine new locations, networks content, processes, and productions of learning and 

managing.  

 

Such a significant social project as the FMI demands investigation. It purports to 

combine a centralised social technology with workplace determined pedagogy. This 

study explored the relational diversity, conflicts and productions of FMI enactment. In 

broad terms the study asked what kind of a technology is the FMI, how does it mediate 

social practice, and what does it produce? 

An introduction to the broad research context 

 

This is not a training program.   Australian National Training Authority (ANTA) 1998, p. 6 
 

This phrase in a Government publication is arguably one of the most significant 

Australian pedagogical statements of recent times, heralding a change in organisational 

practice, individual learning and institutional reconfiguration. However, the ruts of 

institutionalised training are so deep that many actors are unable to escape them or 

visualise beyond them. Social traditions of externalised instructional and content 

acquisition have created sufficient institutional patterning to prevent learning dialectic 

and obscures new meaning and patterns of practice. The FMI is a milestone in 

vocational training, marking the collusion of four discourses of change in Australia 

(Smith 1995). First, there were the formative inscriptions that legitimised the 

competency-based approach (Dawkins 1988; Finn 1991; Mayer 1992). Second, there 

was the federalisation of the system as the Australian National Training Authority 

(ANTA) was created. Third, the institutional regulation of the Australian Standards 

Framework (Carmichael 1992) supported a competency-based approach. Fourth, the 

deregulation of the training market displaced institutionalism and placed the workplace 

in a pivotal position (ANTA 1994).  

 

The framework of the FMI contests several prior patterns of organisational performance 

and suggests new configurations of organisational and learning relations. Structurally, 

the FMI is Australia’s first national management development programme, the first to 

extensively use competency-based learning with managers and the first programme 
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promoted by ANTA within Australia. Radical programmes contest existing 

subjectivities. The FMI, by moving the locus of learning into the workplace, confronts, 

contests and attempts to re-negotiate existing social practices and relations. It 

introduced texts of codified knowledge, and included previously isolated groups of 

managing actors as active constituents in the learning process, developing contextually 

related knowledge. Consequently, operationalising the FMI confronts organisational 

values about where learning is located, who is included, who directs the process, and 

who owns the knowledge produced.  

 

While the focus of this study was on the FMI as a management development tool, the 

FMI confronts related social issues concerning the situated nature of learning and 

knowledge production, the value placed on learning, and ultimately the value placed 

upon inclusion by managing actors.2  

A background to the issues 

 

In recent decades, conceptualisations of the economy serving society have been 

reversed. Dominant discourses based on markets and using economic metaphors, 

attempted to position society as the servant of economics. These discourses, operating 

from a market paradigm and valuing enterprising actors, have privileged the work 

organisation and began to displace the nation state as the focal societal grouping (Du 

Gay 1996b). Ways of understanding the world not based on markets have increasingly 

limited currency, exposure and, ultimately, legitimacy. It was into such an environment 

that the FMI was introduced in the late 1990’s. 

 

Globalised corporations reach through increasingly deregulated markets and electronic 

commerce and penetrate national economies. Individual identity is less aligned with 

national flags, and more readily aligned with company logos. The almost universal 

response to global marketisation within developed economies has followed macro and 

micro economic reform. Within these extensive reform agendas, social development has 

been mainly limited to the enterprising self of individuals. Research into constructing  

                                                 

2  An investigation of the business impact of the FMI is the focus of a related parallel research project 
that is detailed in Appendix 2. 
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more systematic, industry led, competency-based platforms for training and 

management development has produced an unusual agreement and political will for 

change and investment in the mid 80’s and the early 90’s. 

 

During this period, organisations have been undergoing a radical and turbulent 

reconfiguration in terms of function, shape, location, relationships and modes of 

production (Palmer & Hardy 2000; Gee & Lankshear 1996). The previous emphasis on 

commodity production has shifted towards an emphasis on identity production (Du Gay 

1996). Workplaces have increasingly become more fluid and cognitive spaces, where 

previous modes of locating subjects in time and place to control mechanical production 

now restrain development. Organisation is increasingly about shaping and reshaping 

knowledge and identity, where ownership is less dictated by previous relationships and 

where knowledge and power inhibit each other (Foucault 1980). There can be little 

doubt that such shifts in the role of knowledge within organisations and their impacts on 

organisational structuring, managing and learning reflect wider social change (Hassard 

& Pym 1990; Law 2001).  

 

In terms of managing, there was always a limited agreement about what managers 

should do, how they should do it and how they should acquire such knowledge. More 

recently, traditional concepts of stability and exclusivity have increasingly been 

replaced with managing concepts anchored to transience and inclusivity. There is a 

greater recognition of the complexity of managing (Clegg & Palmer 1996) and the need 

to engage in relationships and debates as a continual recursive development process, 

conceptualising managing as a discursive process, rather than as a series of rule 

discoveries. The process of managing is increasingly located in a textual environment in 

which language and the negotiation of meaning demand a more organic management 

style (Latour 1986/94) and challenge previous patterns of managing and learning about 

managing. 

 

In the United Kingdom, these patterns have been investigated in a range of management 

studies (Silver 1991). In response the Management Charter Initiative (MCI), a 

competency-based management development programme was formed in 1990 and was 
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the subject of empirical study by Leman (1994) and Winterton (1997) that examined 

hypotheses related to the chain of development derived from a matrix of case studies.3 

 

In Australia in 1995, the ‘Enterprising Nation Report’4 (Karpin 1995) made a wide 

range of recommendations for management development reform. The FMI was a one of 

a number of key levers suggested to revitalise management development and increase 

the effectiveness of Australian business and is the most visible of the Report’s 28 

recommendations. The FMI Kit that was subsequently developed noted that ‘frontline 

managers have been identified as central to improved productivity in the workplace’ 

(ANTA 1998b, p. 1).  

 

During this period, the inadequacies of the current highly systematised competency-

based training practices for an increasingly transient workplace environment became 

more evident. Socio-cultural approaches to learning, grounded in Vygotsky’s (1978) 

earlier work, and extended by communities of practice theory (COPT), among others 

(Lave & Wenger 1991), were emphasising the relational, situated and distributed reality 

of knowledge generation and emphasising the critical importance of the workplace in 

learning. 

 

In Australia, a significant and complex web of investigation work was carried out 

within this field by the National Centre for Vocational Educational Research (NCVER). 

Research by Smith and Hayton (1997/9) underlined the key drivers of training activity 

in the new market, while a range of studies suggested the organisational value obtained 

from inventing in training (Maglen et al. 2001) and suggested the triggers of 

organisational learning (Volet & Harris 1997/9). NCVER research projects also 

reviewed the impact of competency-based system on enterprises, curriculum and 

assessment, criticising the rigidity of the system, the lack of learner centring and 

suggesting a more developmental approach towards building competence (Billett, et al. 

1999; Smith et al., 2000; Mulcahy & James 1998/9). This focus on more developmental 

learning practices has been followed up in more recent studies that noted the importance 

of building social capital (Falk et al. 1999) and relational capability (Seddon 2001b).  

                                                 
3  A critique of the framework of this study, and the reasons why this methodology should be viewed 

with caution, is discussed in detail within Appendix 3. 

4  Frequently referred to as the Karpin report after the Chair of the Industry Taskforce on Leadership 
and Management Skills. 
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In 1996 the FMI was constructed on the political imperative of a competency-based 

platform, but embodied a relational, learner directed, socio-cultural approach to learning 

interaction. The FMI was launched as a radical product into a developing training 

market to shape managing practice, and to be shaped by engaging organisations. 

Engineered to be almost invisible and to adapt to diverse organisational and individual 

needs, the FMI reflects a constructivist process within a competency-based framework.  

 

The initial pilots of the FMI indicate the death of the meta-narrative of ‘training’ 

(Lyotard 1984) as obsession with instructional design control was replaced by a focus 

on learners and organisational contexts. The FMI was a shift in management 

development and vocational education and training (VET) thinking away from 

restricting learning to be within defined boundaries of time and space. It contests 

managing and learning practice. The study of the FMI as a social technology is a 

significant opportunity to gauge the social impact of such an approach. The present 

study was the first major study that examined this type of impact. 

The significance of the study 
 

The significance of this study lies within its focus, research design, and outcomes. In 

terms of focus, the study was directed at an innovative social technology that challenges 

many conventional relationships of learning, managing and developing. In terms of 

research design, the study provided both the width of a national overview and the depth 

of intensive longitudinal case studies. In terms of outcomes, the study provided the first 

map of emerging social practice mediated by the FMI and clarified the FMI’s 

technology in practice.  

 

In the first case, this was a significant study because it is critically opportune and was 

the first study to examine this radical social technology. The study is significant, 

because the FMI is significant. In terms of organisational penetration, the FMI is a 

significant social engineering venture targeting more than 100,000 frontline managers 

(FLMs) and so is likely to have a pervasive influence on Australian managing and 

organisation. In terms of target participants the study is significant because frontline 

managers are increasingly pivotal learners and organisational players. Involved in 

substantive face to face negotiation and interpreting management meaning, they form a 
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reflexive channel to re-negotiate meaning with senior management. They are boundaries 

spanners who mediate external discourses of learning and managing. Once included for 

their technical skills, they are currently engaged in a battle for cognitive inclusion.  

 

In terms of timing this was a significant study because it engaged with an embryonic 

social technology that contests perspectives about managing, learning and knowledge 

making. A technology that straddles the binary educational divide, it questions 

locations, inclusion and methods of learning. Finally, the study is significant because 

the FMI is engineered to have a far wider impact than FLMs and to orchestrate 

organisational change through broader manager inclusion. As the critical legacy of 

Karpin, the FMI represents an investment in changing organisational culture as part of a 

wider strategy to improve business performance through constructing new ways of 

organising, learning, knowledge making and managing.  

 

Second, the study is significant in terms of research design. The existing body of 

competency based training (CBT) research in Australia has constructed research 

through retrospective evaluations, with a specific focus on impact, focusing on the 

limitations of CBT, the inadequacies of management, the rationale for training 

investment and on the triggers for learning climates. While indebted to this existing 

research base, the present study operated in a broader socio-cultural context by using 

longitudinal case studies. It examined practice as it unfolded, rather than being 

restricted by a retrospective single shot case study methodology.  

 

The study also made a significant contribution in terms of outcomes. It provided a 

grounded model of workplace based management development and comprehensive 

maps of the discourses and tensions constituting and enacting the FMI, as well as 

subsequent productions in terms of managing and learning identity. The study also 

modelled the emerging FMI network within the frames of four established social 

learning theories.  

The purpose of the study 
 

The present study explored how a significant initiative (the FMI) is mediating 

management learning and management practice, how emerging concepts of managing 
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are represented within the technology and how the technology is being interpreted and 

operationalised to create new relationships, meaning, subjectivity and structures. While 

the national FMI agenda is well documented, it is only by an examination of practice 

that we can determine what kind of technology the FMI is and what it is producing.  

The study’s aims  
 
The study was designed to examine how discourses constitute and mediate FMI 

managers’ learning and practice. The broader purpose of the project was to contribute to 

our understanding of the current technologies of workplace based, competency-based 

management development processes and their relationships to the extension of 

managing identity and organisation. 

The research problem 
 
The study focussed on the increasing incongruence and paradox of enacting managing 

discourses of control within organisational environments that require continual learning 

and renewal. The study contributed to the ongoing academic debate about the 

construction of technologies that mediate managerial practice and learning and also 

informed current practical issues for managers organising or participating in 

management development programmes.  

 

From an academic perspective, the study investigated issues concerning mediating 

managing identity, managing practice, and organisational networks. It illuminated the 

discourses and relationships that shape this fluid, centralised competency-based 

management development pedagogy into learning practices within the workplace and 

examined what concepts of managing and learning are subsequently embedded.  

 

From a practical context, the study investigated how the significant resources invested 

within this initiative have been engaged and applied within organisations. It examined 

the diversity of learning and managing practices generated by FMI engagement and 

modelled the components associated with more generative, thicker practice.  

 

The study was based on an a priori view that managerial discourses played a significant 

role in shaping the practices of the frontline management initiative, legitimising the 

specific modes of learning and forms of management knowledge that subsequently 
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mediated managerial and organisational culture. The following diagram shows the 

cyclic nature of the relationship that lies at the core of the present study.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1:  The relationship between management cultures and management 

development 

The research thesis  
 

The thrust of the study is encapsulated in Figure 1. Management discourses mediate 

development processes within organisations, determining what concepts of managing 

and learning are appropriate, legitimising certain relationships and networks of 

managing and learning. These practices re-form concepts of managing and mediate the 

continuous enactment of management practice, forming a critical part of the social 

performances within the organisation. Subsequently, these managers construct and 

reconstruct managing and learning practices though their interactions within the 

organisation, continually reinforcing and mediating managerial discourses. 

 

This cycle of managing and learning has considerable influence on individual 

subjectivity and on organisational interactions. As a social technology of manager 

learning, the FMI is positioned to be a major intervention within this cycle. As a social 

technology that is positioned to mediate organisational cultural development, it is a 
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particularly invasive technology with powerful national allies legitimising the concepts 

of managing embedded within the standards and texts, producing a latent textual 

violence that contests existing organisational social performances and subjectivities. 

 

The FMI is a disembodied text, although it does have powerful allies, but what does it 

produce? Figure 1 suggested there are three broad issues of particular research interest 

in FMI practice, namely:5 

 

1. How do the many discourses associated with the FMI contest and collude to 

form patterns of management learning practice?  

2. What are the management subjectivities they engender?  

3. How are these subjectivities enacted as managing practice?  

 

While considerable resources have been spent constructing this technology, an 

examination of organisational practice is critical to determine what is actually produced 

and to understand the kind of technology the FMI has become in practice. The present 

study is designed to find answers to these questions. 

Assumptions  
 

A researcher can be a clinical subject unaffected by examining practice or unsullied by 

previous knowledge sources. This study did not subscribe to these views, but searched 

for diverse perceptions, recognised positioning tensions, and acknowledged that prior 

experiences and current practice informed the study. The project was based on a number 

of pre-determined perspectives, both ontological and epistemological, that shaped and 

positioned the study and that have been subsequently mediated by the perspectives of 

FMI practice and practitioners. Six major assumptions shaped this research study, 

namely: 

 

1. The study was different to a parallel national impact-based evaluation project. 

This is an unusual doctorate study. It ran in parallel with an NCVER national 

                                                 

5  These are the broad issues of interest from which the key research question in Chapter 3 were 
subsequently honed.  
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research and evaluation study.6 While the NCVER project focussed on evidence 

of outcomes and benefits, the doctoral study was concerned with emerging 

patterns of managing learning and managing practice and had been conceived in 

1997 (Barratt-Pugh 1997). In 1999, the opportunity arose to undertake a national 

evaluation of the FMI and a team was assembled, including the author, which 

gained the contract for the national evaluation. The purpose of the national 

evaluation study was to examine the impact and benefits of the FMI at 

individual, organisational and business levels and to make recommendations to 

improve the effectiveness of the FMI scheme for primary stakeholders (Barratt-

Pugh & Soutar 2002/b). Differentiation and integration between the doctoral 

study and the national project formed an ongoing personal research debate. 

While there is a synergy between the two parallel processes through the parallel 

contextual groundwork and co-located data collection, there is a clear distinction 

between the discrete research questions and goals. In short, the projects have the 

same location, but different purposes. It is the assumption of this thesis that 

issues of business impact and recommendations to improve FMI practice have 

been dealt with in the National evaluation project and are not a concern in the 

present study. While many learners may have had unsatisfactory learning 

experiences within FMI frameworks, this study focuses upon the learning to be 

gained from rich or thick enactments of the framework. 

 

2. An inductive approach was felt to be more appropriate when examining a new 

social practice, such as FMI. An inductive approach lies within the interpretive 

paradigm and is a mode of inquiry that seeks to understand the meaning of social 

processes and thus generate social knowledge. An inductive approach is more 

appropriate, as the FMI is largely un-researched, diversely enacted and 

engineered to be invisible, with no central records locating engagement. At the 

start of this research the FMI was an immature initiative, diversely enacted, and 

had not had sufficient time within organisations to establish patterns of practice. 

Thus, the study mapped the unknown. Structural control was difficult as 

associated discourse patterns were multiple and the conceptualisation of 

managing and learning nebulous reifications. In addition the focal participant 
                                                 

6 Full details of the aims and objectives of the associated NCVER study are provided in Appendix 2. 
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group was heterogeneous and diversely included within organisations. However 

considerable literature and academic comment upon the emerging field enabled 

the study pilot stages to construct sensitising frameworks to guide the 

investigation of the complex reality of a nationally diverse and expanding 

network with large numbers of participants, to guide the subsequent deeper 

investigation. 

 

3. While research resources excluded an ideal one-to-one scale map of the FMI 

terrain, the priority was for the study to be positioned close to practice, engaging 

with enacted FMI, rather than investigating representations of the practice. 

Organisational practice abounds with phenomena labelled as ‘organisational 

learning,’ which, on examination, appear virtually ‘meaning…less.’ Engagement 

with practice removed the veneer of intention, revealed the diversity of practice, 

and contextually located emerging meanings of practice.  

 

4. The FMI is more than a codified set of management practices presenting an 

idealised representation of managing. The texts place significant emphasis on the 

pedagogic process of knowing and exploring identity (ANTA 1997/8b). This 

study therefore focussed on the social and relational changes the FMI generates 

rather than on attempting to measure more functional outcomes (Miller 1999). 

 

5. Located in the naturalistic, interpretive and constructivist paradigm of 

approaches to research, a relativist conceptual approach frames this study where 

one way of knowing the world is valued as relevant as any other. Thus the study 

focuses upon local constructed realities to locate the many meanings of the FMI 

experience that are inevitably context specific.  

 

The study is nominalist in approach as it values multiple actor perceptions over 

representations of practice. Such an investigation requires multiple instruments 

to trawl and then probe for meaning within the voices of practice. At the core of 

the investigation are case studies and an ethnographic approach to data 

collection using the researcher as a focal instrument.7 

                                                 

7 The pilot studies and associated NCVER studies also set a precedent for an inductive case study method 
to explore such a vocational education and training initiative (VET). 
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In terms of epistemology this study approaches knowledge and knowing as 

equivalent domains of social practice. The subsequent analysis process first 

investigates the diverse experiences within workplace practice to generate 

meaning through a grounded theory approach that incorporates discourse 

analysis. The analysis then employs the existing theories of Structuration, 

Learning Network, Activity and Actor Network to explore those emerging 

patterns. 8 

 

While the study has an ethnographic and case study core, the study does not 

meet the extended criteria to be an ethnography or ethnographic study. Similarly, 

while grounded theory and discourse analysis have been instrumental in 

informing the analysis process, the analysis does not adhere to any of the now 

multiple variations of grounded theory. 

 

6. The investment of research resources is always a significant concern at the start 

of a study. It was assumed that CBT workplace based management development 

will remain a substantive social and economic issue and that the outcomes of this 

study will inform future workplace learning practice and subsequent national 

initiatives, rather than critiquing another management fad.  

Definitions of terms  
 

This study investigates the discourses associated with the Frontline Management 

Initiative and their relationship to managing practice. Each of the disciplines associated 

with the study have been subject to fundamental challenges of meaning during the last 

decade. Dialectic and texts play a particularly critical role within this thesis as managing 

and learning are re-configured by local negotiation. Establishing the meaning of the 

critical terms framing this study assisted in locating the ontological and epistemological 

stance of the thesis and in clarifying subsequent conceptualisations.  

 

                                                 

8  The frameworks of Structuration theory, Actor Network theory, Learning Network theory and 
Activity theory are introduced with detailed briefs within Chapter 7 and used in the analysis to 
explore patterns of FMI practice.  
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In some cases, meanings in common use within organisational practice are conceptually 

divorced from the terminology in academic debates and texts. Some aspects of social 

practice are reified within organisations, embedded in everyday practice, language and 

texts of organisations, and deny the diversity, complexity and paradox of practice. This 

study bridged these worlds, and the text was often compelled to interlace both forms of 

meaning and expression, such as training and learning. These definitions seek to clarify 

the meaning of key terms used within the thesis but perhaps more importantly indicate 

to the reader the current stance of the researcher in relation to these concepts. As 

definitions they may, as is usually the case, raise more questions than they answer. 

However, the debates they introduce are explored in greater detail within the literature 

review in Chapter 2 where critical influences shaping the researchers subjectivity are 

introduced9.   

Managing  
 

Traditionally the process of management has been objectified, segmented and reified. 

However, attempts to categorise management work have been highly contested 

culturally, hierarchically, contextually and temporally. More recently, some researchers 

have focused on the complexity of both the process and the social environment that 

creates the intractable dilemmas of negotiating meaning and direction within 

organisations (Boje 1994; Linstead et al. 1996; Palmer & Hardy 2000). Divisions 

between managing and leading can be arbitrary and reflect how social changes are 

mediating organising contexts and roles. In the broadest sense, managing was 

positioned in this thesis as a process of negotiating meaning and direction through 

relationships. Thus, managing was seen as a continuous process of engaging in active 

debate with others so that new meaning and continued action may develop to reshape and 

pursue organisational objectives and visions (adapted from McKenna 2000; Fulop & 

Linstead 1999; Palmer & Hardy 2000). 

Discourse 
 

The common currency of the word discourse in a range of academic disciplines has 

produced a wide range of conflicting meanings. Discourse is widely used as to describe 

                                                 

9  Indeed that chapter will conclude by providing two sensitising conceptual frameworks that attempt 
to map the relations of discursive interactions within organizations based on the researchers view of 
current literature and organisational experience.  
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the formal and informal conversations within organisations. Confusingly, discourse is 

often used interchangeably with the word text, leading Mulcahy (2001, p. 2) to argue 

that a ‘discourse is a shorthand for a whole set of power/knowledge relations.’ The 

multiplicity of meanings and interconnections between these associated words and 

phrases concerning speech and action is complex enough to warrant an entire text (Mills 

1997). In this text the term discourse is used in three ways. First, as a description of 

organisational conversation – the discursive nature of organisation. Second, as a specific 

form of analysis – discourse analysis. Third, and most importantly within this study, as 

the collective intent and beliefs of a groups – a discourse. Here discourse is seen as the 

recursive and ideological discussion, talk, concepts, language and behaviours exhibited by 

specific groups which embodies their reality, of knowledges, relationships and identity and 

attempts to promote that reality (adapted from Mills 1997; Mulcahy 2000/1). 

Learning and knowing. 
 

The FMI is positioned by its architects as a technology of manager learning that is 

located in the workplace. By changing the location of learning, the FMI contests 

previous institutionalised conceptualisations of learning. Primarily, it embodies a 

rejection of behaviourist approaches that focus on exclusive globalised knowledge 

consumption and internal cognitive processing. Its texts linguistically tie the FMI 

learning process to the relational production of innovation and cultural change. 

Learning is, therefore, re-positioned as a social production and a socio-cultural process. 

From this perspective, meaning arises from the struggles and negotiation of social 

interactions. Actors give discursive shape to experience and representations of practice, 

to contest, negotiate and form new shared assumptions or knowledge that includes 

metacognitive or ‘duteruo’10 learning that is embedded in their specific social relations 

and context (Vygotsky 1978). 

 

Learning from this perspective is an active relational social process, linking thinking to 

acting, and moving the conceptualisation of the learning process away from the mind, 

and into the social world (Billet 1996/2001). The focus on learning as a process shifts 

towards a focus on learning as a social production or knowledge making. The term 

‘knowing’ is perhaps more useful, as it links the concepts of thinking and acting to their 

social context. Knowing is therefore attached to specific contexts relations and times 
                                                 

10 The capabilities associated with learning how to learn. 
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and seen as a continual process changing individual subjectivity. Law (2000, p. 4) 

argues that ‘knowing is a relational moment, or an effect, not a substance’. In terms of 

this study, which focussed on a social technology in the workplace, learning is the 

common expression used by practitioners, while knowing is increasingly more current 

in academic social discourse. In this thesis learning refers to the process and knowing to 

the performed outcome. Thus, the learning process consists of located social practices 

that contest and negotiate meaning to extend identity, while knowing consists of located 

assumptions about social relations that are continually renegotiated (adapted from Law 

2000; Mulcahy 2000; Billett 2001; Sanchez 1996/7). 

Managing practice – cultural patterns 
 

This study emphasised managing and organising to distance the text from the reification 

of these processes and to focus on the continuity and dislocated nature of such 

productions. However, there are specific occasions where the text, while not 

discounting the multiple meanings within a network, attempts to characterise the broad 

patterns of social practice as ‘culture.’ Culture, at the level of practice, has always been 

pictured as ‘the way we do things about here’ (Schein 1995). However, unitary cultures 

are a social myth, maintained by the exclusion of difference. Organisations are awash 

with competing and dislocating alliances and are best characterised by their internal and 

external interfaces. Cultures are best read at the edges, but the heart lies within what has 

been negotiated and what is now shared, embedded and enacted meaning. This study 

traversed between the contesting meaning of discourse, and the normalising meaning of 

culture. In this thesis, culture was taken as the internally reinforcing patterns of 

interaction, while discourses have an external agenda, and an ideology. Thus, culture 

consists of the patterns of shared assumptions and enacted values, developed through and 

embedded within social interaction, which guide evolving social practice (adapted from 

Schein 1991/5; Sanchez 1996). 

Study limitations  
 

This study recognised a range of ‘out of focus issues’ that place limitations on what this 

project can achieve. 

This study consciously avoided a comparative methodology. While recognising the 

importance of the precedents of CBMD initiated by the MCI in the UK system, the study 
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was not concerned with international comparison. A comparative research project was 

both beyond the resources of the project and complex due to the differing maturities of 

the initiatives and the considerable differences in social political and economic contexts. 

The study was constrained to Australia. Within this context there was a broad data 

collection across the country, but the deep and intensive case study activity was 

restricted to Western Australia and Victoria.11 However, considerable supporting field 

study data was used to position these case studies within the wider FMI field. 

 

The limited number of case studies placed some limitations on the extent to which 

interpretations can be generalised (Yin 1994). While the case study sites were 

purposefully selected for their revealatory qualities, the limited locations inevitably 

restricted the contexts in which the FMI was studied in detail. A decision was made to 

undertake deep and longitudinal exploration rather than case replication as previous 

surveys and telephone interviews within the parallel national study had provided a broad 

map of the initiative that positioned the cases within a wider framework. 

 

The inductive deep case study approach requires considerable participant observation. 

Such an ethnographic approach positions the researcher as subject-instrument12, where 

observations of practice are coloured by the subject’s historical palette and selectivity 

tints the meaning collected. Cultural misunderstanding may always occur if a researcher 

is not indigenous, but this limitation was partially offset by close association and a 

recursive analysis between the researcher and practitioners. 

 

Any study, when selecting specific modes of analysis, discards potentially useful 

alternatives. While this study was limited by the analytical processes chosen, it did 

combine grounded approaches to mine meaning with comparative approaches by using 

the frameworks of four existing theoretical frameworks to highlight the tension of 

practice. Further, by focussing on work organisations and managers, ‘other’ employees, 

forms of work and people seeking managing identity and access to organisations were 

excluded. While such areas are important, they remain the focus of subsequent study. 

                                                 

11 Together spanning over 4,000 kilometres and an area the size of central Europe. 

12 This issue is expanded in greater detail in Chapter Four. 
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Abbreviations and conventions 
 

The study is grounded within an Australian context and a training system that was 

unified during the 1990’s. This process generated a complex institutional network with 

considerable acronymania. This language can exclude those without textual navigation 

skills, divorcing the agenda from the constituent group it was created to serve. Each 

acronym is initially explained with the body of this thesis and a comprehensive listing is 

also provided in Appendix 1.13  

 

During 2001-2002 a significant review was undertaken by the Business Services 

Industry Training Advisory Board to consolidate their portfolio of training programmes 

into a single nationally endorsed training package. From May 1st 2002, the Frontline 

Management Initiative was subsumed within this new training package and renamed 

Frontline Management (FLM). The present study was based on data collected prior to 

this change and will, consequently, use the ‘FMI’ abbreviation throughout the text. 

Organisation of the rest of the study      
 

Having presented an overview of the research issue and research approach, this section 

provides an overview of the rest of the thesis. Chapter 2 reviews the literature associated 

with the implementation of the FMI as a nationally produced social technology and as 

an enterprise based learning mechanism within a complex and contested organisational 

space in which managing and learning are diversely enacted. The chapter pictures the 

FMI as a radical technology contesting existing managing and learning practices and 

suggests three specific issues that underpinned the resulting conceptual framework, 

namely: 

1. The complex political struggle that constructed a technology that operationalised 

the national agenda.  

2. The radical shift in what is valued in managing and organising.  

3. The emergence of learning and knowing as critical issues within organisational 

production. 
                                                 

13  Familiarisation with these acronyms is important to facilitate understanding of the subsequent text. It 
may be desirable for readers not familiar with this specific body of acronyms to scan the meanings 
detailed in Appendix 1. 
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Chapter 3 presents a framework for the study based on previous British and Australian 

studies that indicated the critical relationships in FMI performance and forming an 

heuristic tool that underpinned the project’s design and method. Further conceptual 

maps are provided of the micro processes of national implementation, organisational 

interaction, and individual identity extension. Three critical research questions, are 

developed from this framework that reflect the Habermasian perspective of the 

construction of knowledge, 

 

Chapter 4 outlines the overarching framework of the research design. The rationale for a 

naturalistic, inductive and broadly qualitative study is argued. There is a specific 

emphasis on the deep case study process that is at core of the study’s ‘funnel’ design. 

The role of the researcher was as a primary research instrument and the relationship to 

the parallel evaluation project is also addressed. Chapter 5 explores the details of the 

research method. The purpose of sequential phased investigations and generative 

protocols is explained. The evolving and organic nature of the critical ethnographic field 

research is explored and the resulting triangulated, diverse data collection is discussed. 

This chapter also addresses the trustworthiness of the method and data, indicating the 

high ethical standards underpinning this project and providing an account of barriers 

and changes to the research method. 

 

There is clear division within this text between the reporting on the voices and patterns 

of practice (Chapter 6), and the subsequent analysis of those voices and patterns 

(Chapter 7). Chapter 6, reports on the findings, providing a sequential and condensed 

case study thematic report of the field data and concluding with the rich detail of the 

deep longitudinal case studies. These findings are presented without discussion to 

provide an overview and narrative of field practice, indicating major phenomena or 

themes and representing the weight, dimensions and characteristics of practice. The 

chapter only attempts to highlight the emerging themes. Chapter 7 provides the analysis, 

synthesis and interpretation of these findings. It begins with conceptual exploration 

across all the cases, phases and discourses of the study, to build relational networks of 

the discourses constituting and enacting the FMI, and those produced by the FMI. The 

focus is upon thick or rich FMI enactments. Detailed briefs are then provided for the 

four established theories that are used to extend the analysis.. The frameworks of 

Structuration theory, Actor Network theory, Learning Network theory and Activity 

theory are used to explore the emerging grounded models and patterns of FMI practice. 
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Responses are then made to each of the research questions and the text addresses the 

meaning of the FMI as a technology. Chapter 8 reviews all of the study, suggesting the 

critical outcomes of the study in terms of a contribution to theory, recommendations for 

practice and future research targets.  

Summary 
 

This introductory chapter established the significance of the study, explored and defined 

the research issues and indicated its broad goals and empirical orientation, concluding 

with an overview of the thesis. The chapter positioned the FMI as a significant social 

technology, embedded with new meaning of managing and learning, mediating learning 

and managing practices in complex, politicised and highly contested organisational 

space. Thus, the FMI presented a significant opportunity to examine the discursive 

enactment and production of new social practices, meaning and identity. The following 

chapter explores and reviews the multiple knowledge disciplines associated with the 

FMI as a social technology. It synthesises the knowledge and details the critical issues 

that assisted in constructing the subsequent conceptual framework, focusing the primary 

research questions and determining the thrust of the research design.  
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2- Literature review 
 
 
‘Do you know I always thought Unicorns were fabulous monsters, too! I never saw one live 
before ! 
 
‘Well now that we have seen each other,’ said the Unicorn, ‘if you’ll believe in me I’ll believe in 
you. Is that a bargain?   Carroll 1962, p. 257 

  
I’ve spent a lot of my time saying I don’t know….what do you think….give it a go. 

 Coordinator – Environco 

Introduction  
 
The focus of this chapter is on the existing knowledges, academic theory, and concepts 

that underpin, and are associated with, the development of the FMI. The FMI is simply 

text distributed to organisational actors. However the process of forming the text, 

enacting the development performance and producing organisational meaning and 

outcomes can be viewed from a number of perspectives. The interaction is about social 

change, political actions, competing discourses, current organising practices and 

managing histories. It concerns the regulation of human resource practices, learning 

theory, technologies and practice, training markets, and the extension of frontline 

manger identity. 

 

This study is about managing beliefs, identity and the nature of knowledge. There 

would be significant popular public appeal in a conceptual map of this territory that 

indicated simplified linear cause and effect relations, but such a chart would mask the 

complexity of relations and knowledges associated with social knowledge generation.  

 

This study proposes that a complex web of interweaving disciplines, with traditional and 

emergent theory in significant tension, underpins this research field and mediates FMI 

practice, as the key phenomenon in focus. Indeed this investigation seeks to illuminate 

FMI practice from several perspectives. 

 

Practically, the study is about mechanisms of manager development. For organisations, 

it is about constructing platforms for learning, knowledge construction and change. 

From a social context, it is about competing discourses and struggles for identity and 
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inclusion. Epistemologically, it is about the location and value placed on knowledges, 

knowledge production and learning. Ontologically, it examines the FMI’s technology 

and what it produces. However, once knowing is considered as a continuous located 

social process, traditional divisions between the ontological and epistemological 

become blurred, as reflected by the often arbitrary textual borders and ordering of issues 

found within this chapter. 

 

The present study examined the mediation of organisational performance by a social 

technology and this chapter explores the multiple knowledge disciplines associated with 

the FMI, seeking to synthesise these knowledges to form a conceptual framework for 

this study, and illuminating critical issues that focus the thrust of the research questions 

and research design. The following diagram, which is explained subsequently in the 

chapter, provides a broad conceptual overview of the complex and intertwining 

academic disciplines and political relations that underpin the generation of the FMI and 

mediate FMI relational practice. 

 

As an inductive, interpretive study, this project will subsequently produce detailed and 

grounded relational maps of the discourses constituting, enacting and produced by the 

FMI. However, as this study is engaging with the FMI multiple interpretations of the 

FMI nationally across States and through seven years of research the complexity of the 

task requires sensitising frameworks to investigate the relevant research, organisational 

discursive relations, and the patterns of FMI managing relations and workplace learning 

relations14. While in one sense these were all productions of the study, they were 

formed during the initial pilot work to help guide the researcher in the development of 

the project. Despite the inductive nature of this study, they are introduced at this early 

stage of the text so that the reader is able benefit from a broad conceptual over view of 

existing theory assists in making sense of the considerable complexity of the data from 

this national initiative. 

 

 

                                                 

14  The mapping of the relevant research follows in Figure 2. At the end of the Chapter a diagram 
attempts to show the relations between organisational discursive relations. Chapter 3 provides two 
maps of the patterns of FMI managing relations and a further map of workplace learning relations. 
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Figure 2:  The Issues and disciplines associated with the Frontline Management Initiative 
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Chapter overview  
 
The following narrative explains the relations in the diagram and the relations in the 

chapter. Processes of social change generate mobile contesting discourses (Aqua 

colour). The physical technologies of enterprising capitalism master commodity 

production and shift towards supplying service and identity, with increasingly 

inequitable distribution. Progressively language is the critical mediating social exchange 

process. Within this expanded textual environment of organisations, contesting 

discourses of production affect the location, positioning, and language of organising and 

managing. At the core of the present study lies the intention to re-examine and renew 

the practices of organising and managing in Britain and Australia, through technologies 

acting as change agents (Blue colour). Functionally, these reviews mediate discourses of 

organisational learning and leadership, displacing previous systematic practices (Lime 

colour).  

 

The inadequacies of managing practice and development in Australia are illuminated by 

the Karpin report and produce a reform package that includes frontline manager 

development, which gains broad political support. Changing concepts of educational 

pedagogy (Plum colour), including competency-based approaches, workplace situated 

learning, and constructivist methodology are incorporated within the emerging 

developmental framework. The location and time of learning is changed within an 

increasingly fluid and politicised training market. 

 

Changing concepts of knowledge and identity mediate the FMI practices, and fabricate 

diverse productions (Sea green colour). The struggle for managing meaning, 

representation and identity is a continual social performance. The FMI is positioned as a 

critical technology shaped by the discourses within this organisational space.  

 

This review, therefore, confronts pivotal questions concerning changing managerial 

perceptions towards control, learning and knowledge, and how they mediate 

development practices. The structure of the review is arranged as follows. 
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Discipline Area    Chapter Subtitle 
 
•  Social Change     Patterns of Social Change 

o Language and discourse  - The discursive nature of the FMI 
o Changes in Organising  - The FMI as an organisational  

• Managing Practices    The FMI as a tool of managing practice 
o Managing practice   - Managing in Complexity 
o Managing capabilities  - Defining leading capability 

• Development Practices   Instruments of development practice 
o Structural precedents   - FMI and manager development 
o Organisational Learning  - Generating Systemic change 

• Manager Development   FMI as a Karpin production 
o Structuring competence  - Developing managing competencies 
o Antecedents    - Generating Systemic change 

• The Karpin Intervention   FMI as a Karpin production 
o Frontline managers   - Frontline manager subjectivity 
o The FMI    - Enter the FMI 

• Educational Pedagogy   The FMI and changing pedagogy 
o Competency    - Origins of competency 
o Situated learning  - FMI as situated learning 
o Markets    - The FMI as a market commodity 

• Organisational Discourses   The FMI as an organisational discourse 
o Knowledge    - FMI regulated by concepts of knowledge 
o Identity    - The FMI as regulator of managing identity 

Technologies    - FMI regulated by concepts of technology 
 
The FMI pedagogic framework is subject to contesting discourses within organisational 

space. This chapter tracks and critiques the FMI as a technology of social change and a 

discursive tool of managing practice, as well as examining the functional development 

of the FMI. Finally, the chapter explores the shifting conceptualisation of learning and 

knowing practice, which is the battleground for FMI performances, as textually 

mediated discursive practice.  

Patterns of social change  
 
The FMI is a social production and instrument of social change, embedded with 

intentions to flexibly displace existing technologies of manager development. What is 

the nature of the broader social change processes that have produced the FMI and which 

the FMI is producing?  
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An enterprising social order 
 
Recent social change is framed in irony. Mastery of commodity production has 

dissipated organisational energy away from substantive production towards the 

production of the symbolic, with continued inequitable distribution (Du Gay 1996b). 

Revolutionary change in communication has not produced melting pots of consensus in 

a global village, but realities of local collectivism, individuality and a ‘global pillage’ of 

fiercely competitive discourses (Giddens 1999). Business enterprises have become the 

dominant social entity, and nation states ‘mere fictions’, acting as referees to regulate 

fast capitalism and fragmenting communities (Gee et al. 1996).  

 
Human experience constitutes the ‘self’ through these shifting discontinuous patterns of 

social life that are progressively more geographically and socially promiscuous (Scholte 

1993; Mann 1997). Harvey (1989) indicates that very different patterns of social change 

eroded feudalism and established goals of linear progress, absolute truths, cause and 

effect relations, and rational planning as the ideal social order. Casey (1995 p. 7) notes 

the strong focus on the ‘productive sphere of life’ in such discourses promotes the myth 

of technocratic rationalism charted by Durkheim (1951; Giddens 1978) and Weber 

(1947). 

 
The processes of industrialism were abetted and legitimised by the dominant modern 
religion of the age. Mechanisation, standardisation and routinisation... Accordingly, the 
methodical, reliable, disciplined bourgeois citizen became the ideal industrial worker in 
a rationalised bureaucratised society.   

 
Contemporaries of Adam Smith believed that the ‘order’ of benevolent capitalism 

would orchestrate social freedom. However, such ideals were increasingly challenged 

by Marx and Engels (1967, p. 80) for whom the myth of rational process merely 

obscured underlying contestation.  

 
Sprouting from the ruins of feudal society, it has not done away with class antagonism. It 
has established new classes, new conditions of oppression, new forms of struggle in place 
of the old ones.  

 
Lash and Urry (1994) suggest that the neo- liberal capitalism of the nineteenth century, 

based on capital circuits of money, capital and commodities (Marx 1978), changed from 

local, to national and then international, cyclic patterns. Revolutions and decolonisation 

aided the change from a locally organised, to internationally disorganised capitalism 

(Scholte 1993). As Einstein (1952) postulated the relativity of time and mass, disturbing 
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the solidity of imperial measures of time and space, there was a move away from the 

predictability of Cartesian and Newtonian causality and the rational autonomous subject 

of empiricism, behaviourism and logical positivism (McLuhan & Zingrone 1995). In 

this emerging new world order, the growth of interaction and interdependence breaks 

the patterns of established spatial and social ordering, revealing the complexity and 

intractable dilemmas of societies (Harvey 1989). 

 
Gee et al. (1996) and Madrick (1994) propose that, as the ‘technological advances’ 

fragment the American hegemony of mass production into niche markets and mass 

customisation and contest new spaces, the discourses of mobile fast capitalist texts 

specify ways of being enterprising in this new world order. Hofercamp and Smelser 

(1992) indicate that there is a complex interweaving of processes, triggers, directional 

forces and sustaining consequences underlying such change in social ordering and 

social values. As Toffler (1971 p. 37) predicted, society appears less solid, more diverse 

and continually in change, a technological engine ‘with knowledge as fuel’. Harvey 

(1989) connects this acceleration of production, exchange and consumption to the 

greater social volatility of fortunes. The production and transmission of knowledge 

accelerates economic, technical, cultural and organisational change (Smart 1993; Casey 

1999).  

 
For Lyotard (1984, p. xxiii), this proliferation of ‘information processing and 

transportation’, re-positions knowledge as both a production and a commodity, altering 

the rules of the social game. The polarisation of objectivity and subjectivity are 

questioned, with increasingly cyclic mediating relations between people, technology 

and organisations. Technologies once used to mediate the environment now mediate 

and define social action (Heidegger 1977). Technologies of ‘endless reification’ have 

become autonomous agents and prime mediators of social change (Tester 1994; Roe 

Smith 1994).  

 
Law & Urry (1994, p. 39) argue that globalisation is ironically positioned as the last of 

the meta-narratives, mediating a fragmented, unpredictable social world. 

 
The global is not so much a ‘cause’ of other effects but an effect in its own right. It is 
enacted, as aspiration rather than achievement, as effect rather than as condition, and 
as a project to be achieved rather than something that is pre-given.  
 

Displacing myths of linear cause and effect, the emerging social order is a complex mix 

of changing relations between subjects, objects and knowledges that are 
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organisationally grounded, continually eroding and constituting new social spaces and 

identities. The FMI is a knowledge making technology inhabiting a socially constructed 

reality, already awash with competing instrumental technologies (Searle 1995). 

 
Origins of new social orders  
 
Grenz (1996, p. 11) and Jencks (1984), point symbolically to the controlled explosion of 

a structurally sound housing complex in St Louis Missouri during 1972 as the start of 

the new social order.15 In the following year, the oil producing Arab States altered the 

balance of economic power, placing the developed economies over a barrel (Carlzon 

1987), and Japanese production exceeded that of America and Western European 

nations (Smart, 1993 p. 25). These social shocks created significant shadows of 

economic recession, provoking considerable reflection about the inadequacies of 

existing social technologies to effectively educate, organise and produce, and 

considerable debate, scrutiny, and speculation to generate replacements for new social 

orders. 

 
New social spaces 
 
In recent decades, conceptualisations of the economy serving society have been 

reversed. Dominant discourses based on markets and using economic metaphors have 

positioned society as the servant of economics. Operating from a market paradigm and 

valuing enterprising actors, they privilege the work organisation as the focal societal 

grouping, displacing the nation state and the ‘other’ gods of the church (Erkins 1992), 

Ways of understanding the world that are not based on markets have had increasingly 

limited currency, exposure and ultimately legitimacy (Du Gay 1996). It appears to be a 

political imperative that emerging social technologies seek legitimacy by alignment 

with such agendas.  

 
The central paradox of this new social order is the juxtaposition of overarching global 

patterns with local fragmentation. The emerging social structures like Janus, need an 

eye to the global and an eye to the local (Eco 1987; Gleick 1988). For Touraine (1986), 

in a social environment that re-enables human agency after feudal and Fordist 

oppression. The hegemony of the nation state has gone, reducing social distance and 

                                                 

15  The explosions have been echoed within many other cities since. Although in the case of the UK 
there has often been an added infection of fraudulently high alumina cement in the 1970 high rises 
located in major northern industrial cities. 
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enabling social actors with legitimacy and capacity to instigate change. In contrast, 

Boudrillard (1983) insists that the rapid intensity of social change has imploded or 

mutated our previously segregated life worlds. Social structure is no longer organised 

around tangible production, use and exchange values, but has shifted towards a political 

economy of ephemeral signs. Fordist production is being displaced by social 

reproduction, where the value of signs displaces the value of artefacts. A hyper-reality 

where the value of signs, images or simulacra, no longer linked to physical realities, 

transcends the value of real labour and money exchanges.16 Such a reality fragments 

subjectivity and dislocates actors from their social performances and searches for 

meaning (Kellner 1994). In this environment social technologies need to seek 

substantial local grounding. 

 

Lyotard (1984 p. xxiv) characterises this emerging plural landscape by focussing on the 

rapid production of knowledges, the fragmentation of absolutes, and ‘incredulity toward 

meta-narratives’. Lyotard (1984, p. xxv) also argues that deriving social meaning 

through Habbermasian consensus, discounts the ultimately repressed perspectives and 

ignores heterogeneity. Tolerance of diversity and paradox are required in a social order 

that lacks ultimate criteria for judgement, as social performance floats in a sea of 

relativity. Without previous unitary imperatives, more value is placed on local 

knowledges, performativity principles, and the search for instabilities (Lyotard 1984). 

Detractors of these perspectives bemoan the loss of previous ‘emancipatory’ 

knowledges, essential truths and direction, and are cynical about the slide from Kant to 

can’t, and towards Lyo-retardism (O’Neill 1995). 

 
The break from mechanistic ordering makes the emerging social condition difficult to 

describe.  

(It) escapes the capacity to model it, not only in the technical sense that it is beyond the 
grasp of current research methods, but in a more profound sense. It is constitutively 
resistant to the process of gathering it together into a single account, description, or 
model.   Law & Urry 1994, p. 43   

 
In the absence of universal truths, these unpredictable and complex knowledge flows 

mediate more mobile actor subjectivities (Lyotard 1984). Born into a complex global 

enterprising environment, to what extent is the FMI a meta-narrative? Does it purport to 
                                                 

16  This phenomena is most evident in global allegiances to clothing and footwear companies where 
brand symbols become part of group identity and essential habitus (Bourdieu 1977), displacing 
traditional national identities. 
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represent stable truths or assist in local knowledge production? Can the framework 

adapt to local relations and generate new organisational knowledge, fitting with the 

‘fragmentation, the pluralism and the authenticity of other voices’ that seek legitimacy 

on the stage of managing practice (Harvey 1989, p. 49)?  

The discursive nature of the FMI 
 
The previous account positions the FMI as a technology operating within a rapidly 

reconfiguring social environment, emerging from the myth of rationality. This argument 

is now extended by suggesting that language and discourse is of paramount importance 

within such an environment, for FMI enactment, and for this research process. It is the 

diversity, engendered by greater employment inclusion and the increased cognitive 

focus of enterprising activity that re-positions issues of language and discourse at centre 

stage (Agger 1989).  

 
The FMI is a textual configuration of managing, a codified political representation, a 

specific discourse, mediating patterns of organisational practice. However, the FMI text 

has far more meaning than the ‘material execution’ of the words on the pages as it 

develops new relations, beliefs within each social context (Chomsky 1971). This section 

will establish the importance of language in social environment, the role of language as 

a tool of technology, the role of language as an instrument for contesting discourses, 

and finally how deconstruction reveals the multiple meanings of language.  

 
Textual saturation and hegemony 
 
McLuhan and Zingrone (1995) note that mechanisms accelerating knowledge 

production and distribution, produce information overloaded social spaces, saturated, 

mediated and governed by electronic text, de-centralising, disintegrating and 

accelerating identity. Gee (1996, p. 5) highlights the irony that knowledge goes out of 

date so fast that ‘we are unable to rely on what we have learned’. Text and discourse are 

pivotal structural properties of our patterns of social interaction, positioning themselves 

in relationship to other texts, creating networks of signs we must interpret to maintain 

social participation (Luke 1997).17 Text therefore has a constitutive and constructing 

                                                 

17  Luke (1997) insists that these textual patterns are continual processes with even text ‘genres’ just 
momentarily stabilised texts. 
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effect and is the social artefact of sense and meaning making, particularly within 

organisations. 

 
Prior modes of physical control, involving location and time are being replaced with 

textual hegemony, modes of cognitive ordering, dismissal by memo and e-mail. How 

then is it possible to be ‘heard’ in such a noisy environment? Latour (1986/90, p. 23) 

suggests that the primary objective is to gather powerful textual allies, as legitimacy of 

knowledge assertions is defined by the power of supporters ‘if they can muster the 

greatest number of well aligned and faithful allies.’ 

 
Previously narratives spanned distance and then printing eradicated the conceptual and 

physical deterioration of meaning. Electronic transfer has accelerated instantaneous 

production and distribution. Language has become more than signs of meaning, it is 

also a tool of rapid transit, taking ideas from place to place. As Latour (1990, p. 26) 

indicates the goal of the game is to: 

 
Invent objects that have the properties of being mobile but also immutable, presentable, 
readable, combinable with each other.  

 
Mobility takes concepts from place to place, from person to person, building and 

bridging discourses, and mediating subjectivity. Texts can now be reproduced 

immutably, without infection. The ‘immutable mobile’, the reproduced, dispersed text, 

like the FMI, is a primary tool within the symbolic violence18 of organisational 

discourse, resisting infection, disabling alternative meaning and forming the core 

strategy of any social technology (Latour 1991).  

 
Social discourses and deconstruction 
 
The external world and organisational spaces overflow with contesting discourses, 

sometimes explicit and visible, sometimes repressed and less tangible. Fairclough 

(1989, p. 22) states that ‘language is part of society, not external to it’, and that 

language is a social…and socially conditioned process’. It is not just that language and 

texts shape our social actions, but that language and texts are themselves a socially 

constructed phenomenon. As Lemke (1985, p. 2) indicates, language is used to ‘control 

social interaction and present the meaning relations to the subject’. What is critical for 
                                                 

18  Powerful agents are able to physically abuse subjects, preventing them from doing what they wish. 
Powerful agents can represent and position subjects within texts, indicating what they are and how 
they should be, using a cognitive violence that prevents them from ‘being’ as they wish. 
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this study is that these modes of production and interpretation are often rooted within 

different social constructions, different ‘orders of discourse’, and ‘embody different 

ideologies’ (Fairclough 1989, p. 28). Fairclough asserts that we should recognise the 

power within and behind a discourse to understand how it positions the recipient and in 

the ways it is interconnected to maintain order and annex and mediate space.  

 
Wallace (2000 p. 42) describes the social environment as textual battleground where 

‘discursive practices…classify, characterise, observe, monitor, shape and control 

behaviour’. Discourses repeat and reiterate specific issues to contest identity, and have 

unequal effects on identity, and between users and inscribers. Mulcahy (2001, p. 2) 

describes discourses as: 

 
A shorthand for a whole set of power/knowledge relations (Foucault 1977, p. 255), 
which are embedded in and circulate through working practices. Discourses provide 
ways of being (identities), ways of relating (relations) and ways of understanding the 
world (knowledges).  

 
Discourses are hegemonic sense-making processes. They are ideological, defensive, and 

politically aware modes of ordering that seek social instrumentality by privileging their 

position, excluding alternatives, and mediating or compelling subjectivity. They seek to 

establish ‘signification’ that marginalises contesting discourses and establishes what 

counts as real (Mulcahy 2001). Discourses of scientific knowledge are used to 

propagate the ignorance of ‘others’, dividing the knowing from the unknowing (Hobart 

1993). Social understanding is mediated by powerful discourses that seek to establish 

truths as: 

 

Each society has its regime of truth, its general politics of truth: that is the types of 
discourse which it accepts and makes function as true; the mechanisms and instances 
which enable one to distinguish true and false statements; the means by which each is 
sanctioned; the techniques and procedures accorded value in the acquisition of truth; the 
status of those charged with saying what counts as true.  

Foucault 1980, p. 131 
 
Foucault (1980) insists that, within these interactions, power and knowledge ‘inhabit’ 

each other and that investigation of discourse must be done at the level of practice. 

Every interpretation of reality is an assertion of power, where ‘naming’ is power and 

(symbolic) ‘violence’ to the subject. Power is a part of the discursive network, a chain 

that circulates and is never in any specific individual hands as, ‘individuals are the 

vehicles of power not its points of application’ (Foucault 1980, p. 89). Subjectivity 
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results from such discursive positioning, although Giddens suggests that Foucault’s 

social analysis is history with the ‘agency’ removed (Clegg 1989, p. 203). 

 
This text has already suggested that dominant discourses based on a market paradigm 

have positioned society as the servant of economics and enterprise as the reason for 

being. Texts are meaning making material. Changes in ownership and appropriation of 

words and phrases are strategies used to take control of contesting discourse agendas, 

stealing back meaning (Derrida 1982). Thus, there is a deliberate use of the words 

technology and production in this text, to steal back meaning and represent social 

generation as a valid and valuable process and outcome, alongside economic 

productions.  

 
While this argument advances text as a critical social mediating tool, text is nothing 

without a reader. Meaning resides not within the words, but in the moment of the 

reading, when subjectivity is mediated by positioning the reader. Wittgenstein (1953, 

p. 48) introduced the term language games to indicate the need to abandon the prior 

belief that language is just a pattern of grammar, a truth/fact dispersal system (Saussure 

1960). The signs of language only have meaning in a social context, not within the self. 

Derrida (1991b) led the development of this perspective by encouraging deconstruction 

of the duelling texts of the social world. However, Derrida has been fastidious in his 

desire not to construct us, by defining such processes and attempting to ‘own’ meaning.  

 

I would say the same about method. Deconstruction is not a method and cannot be 

transformed into one Derrida 1991, p. 273 

 
Boje and Dennehy (1993, p. 339) agree that ‘stories have many interpretations’ but they 

provide deconstructional clues to assist in the search for the ‘other voices’, the 

excluded, the marginalised and the ‘not said’. Fairclough (1992/b) indicates that such an 

approach to understanding social performance is not just the preserve of research but a 

way of being, essential to prevent ‘regulation’ and protect and extend subjectivity (Gee 

& Lankshear 1996). All texts have disguised power relations, how they interconnect, 

construct and contest subjectivity. 

 
The strength of critical discourse analysis lies in its capacity to show the power relations 
in apparently mundane texts at work, to represent and interpret instances of everyday 
talk, reading, and writing….there is no space outside discourse.  Luke 1995, p. 40 
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There is an irony that the very language used to de-mystify such social interactions 

often acts to exclude readership. This review has sought to establish that an 

investigation of the FMI should focus on the contesting discourses of organisational 

environments, and include the complex and critical role played by language in an 

increasingly text saturated environment, to shape meaning and subsequent practice.  

The FMI as an organisational phenomena 
 
The FMI is designed to mediate organisational practice. This text has established that 

revolutionary social change, discursively produced, has positioned enterprises as focal 

societal entities, often displacing religions and statehood. Organisation can be viewed as 

a search for meaning and usefulness. This section proposes that the FMI encounters a 

highly turbulent, contested and diverse organisational environment that mediates 

diverse performance. 

  
Organising is positioned in this text as a relational issue. For Berquist (1993, p. 6), 

organisation is a ‘search for common purpose’ and a reason for existence. For Sims et 

al. (1993), organisation is ‘primarily about the construction of social meaning’, where 

order and disorder are held in tension, with organising as the ‘continual process of 

normalising relations’ (Cooper 1990, p. 167). Organisation, mediating disorganisation, 

is both a social construction and a ‘purveyor of social reality’ (Salaman & Thompson 

1980; Cooper 1990). Organisations are, therefore, socially constructed and discursively 

produced ‘sense-making resources’ (Boje 1996, p. 361). 

Organising production  
 
In Australia, as the strong public sector growth of the 1980’s was curtailed by economic 

rationalism, the skilled manual labour of shearers was being displaced by the knowledge 

production of receptionists in service industries, confirming Drucker’s (1980) previous 

hypothesis (Harper 1998). Currently service, financial and insurance industries 

dominate manufacturing employment by six to one (Dun & Bradstreet 2003). 

Organisational roles are increasingly concerned with the creation, ecology and the 

integration of knowledge (Handy 1994). Knowledge is a critical production as 

‘institutions have become shell organisations…, inadequate to do the tasks they are 

called upon to perform’, as their organising provides precious few resources for these 

new tasks (Giddens 1999, p. 2).  
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Work is mainly knowledge production, where learning, once peripheral and 

externalised, is now the core activity. Learning is production. Rhodes and Garrick 

(2000) emphasise that, in contemporary workplaces, there is little of an objective 

physical nature being produced. The primary impact is no longer on the body, but on the 

mind, as work is mediated textually not physically. Learning production is a commodity 

in itself, as well as self-development. This fusion of learning and work production has 

significant implications for organising. Organisation as hegemony, a quest for control, 

is de-powered as visible commodity production disappears. Organisation instead 

confronts the intangibles of identity and knowledge work, and is challenged by aligning 

the knowledge and identity of managers with organisational goals, through regulating 

and legitimising the texts they consume and produce. This shift confronts existing 

modes, structures and beliefs about organising. Commodity production was wedded to 

deterministic organisation. Organising now confronts both the problem and futility of 

gaining control over cognitive production, within chaotic environments (Berquist 1993). 

In response, organisations seek fluid relational patterns that include, rather than exclude, 

paradox and diversity (Hames 1994; Thompson & Mc Hough 1995). 

Organisational space  
 
The organising technology of the knowledge economy now reaches through borders, 

connecting disparate actors, across space and time. Organisations dismantle previous 

barriers, creating greater internal and external social network interactivity (Chapman, 

1997b). While traditional structural patterns endure, organisations reject much previous 

internal ordering and privilege a more open systems approach, with different shapes, 

locations, and patterns of actor membership (Legge 1995; Cope & Kalantzis 1997). 

Spherical, enabling, and cyclical networks, driven more by customer relations than 

internal control configurations reflects these patterns of change (Thompson & 

Mc Hough 1995, p. 165; Berquist 1993; Bridges 1995).  

 

Organisation is less a static configuration and more a virtual network, with a 

commonality of mission and loose boundaries (Berquist 1993). Hames (1994, p. 125) 

labels them ‘appreciative systems’ as they listen and respond to the smallest of fractal 

nudges, seeking re-unity, rather than offering resistance. Palmer & Dunford (1999) 

suggest that such analysis often lacks grounding and denies the polarised reality. How 

will the FMI technology be mediated by such diverse forms of organisation? 
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Organising diversity and culture  
 

The traditional organisational theory of Weber (1947) emphasises functional structure 

and objectifies human actors for their own protection. In a more turbulent environment, 

where problems constantly, but not consistently change, organisation located in a 

different context requires greater flexibility to produce more diverse contexts. Culture is 

a word almost used as a synonym for organisational context by many researchers 

(Sackmann 1992; Argyris 1999). Schein (1995) proposes that managing and culture are 

conceptually intertwined within the symbols, ideologies, languages, beliefs, shared 

experiences and the power of organisation. However, Cope and Kalantzis (1997) 

emphasise that, within the slide and shift of culture, there is increasing paradox between 

searches for shared meaning excluding plurality and the acceptance of diversity. It is a 

paradox that increases through globalism and workforce diversity, to a point where 

culture is better defined by edges, interfaces and segmentation than by similarities (Van 

Maanen & Barley 1985). The concept of culture traditionally exists as a discursive 

contest for organisational fidelity or uniformity, formed by management through 

regulatory and distribution systems, producing unitarian and homogeneous perspectives 

of organisation, and excluding layers of hidden, repressed, heterogeneous sub-cultures 

(Van Maanen & Barley 1985, p 40). Concepts of culture attempt to reify this continuous 

process of social enactment, as ‘the’ culture. As Lewis proposes (2001), culture is a 

unique, rarely transferable, social construction and a codified representation of practice 

that begins to masquerade as a ‘reality’. Of more interest are the mechanisms employed 

to develop, mediate or control culture (Lewis 2001). Culture is a production. As the 

FMI texts are dispersed nationwide, questions remain about how subsequent FMI 

performances are mediated and the diversity of FMI ‘cultures’ produced. Research 

should focus on the diversity, heterogeneity, paradox and continuous enactment of these 

FMIs, rather than search for unitary cultural comparisons (Salaman & Thompson 1980).  

Patterns of organisational change 
 
Shein and Greisis (1989/95) indicate how individual assumptions about the world are 

transposed as values onto the perceived world and produce organisational behaviours. 

Organisational actors and action are shaped by structure or ‘culture’ and reshape 

structure in continuous recursive cycles. Ironically, Shein (1991/5) makes no reference 

to the wider social theory of macro ‘culture’ analysis that pre-date his assertions. 

Gidden’s Structuration Theory (1984) postulates a third way between the polarised 
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functional structuralist theory of social development and the more Marxist perspective 

of social inequity and repression. While Clegg (1989) asserts that Gidden’s theory 

favours human agency, Burrell (1998) finds Clegg’s Foucaultian perspective of social 

change all too pessimistic. Structuration theory attempts to provide an integrated 

perspective of the vexed chook and egg19 problem, the relations between society and the 

individual, and proposes a cyclic duality of mutual mediation, that informs the analysis 

of FMI practice.20 

Organisational power 
 
Organisation is based on power relations, with power passing through a shifting 

network of alliances that resist, fracture, sabotage and re-group (Clegg 1994). Effective 

organisation is the extension of agency ‘across organisational time and space’ (Clegg 

1998, p. 44). As power meets diverse subjectivities, they accommodate, resist, limit or 

escape, forming political process. Power is embedded into rules and within delegated 

relationships that, ironically, produce discretion and the seeds of resistance or agency, 

from humour to sabotage, with varying degrees of collectivity and direction (Collinson 

1992; Kramer & Hanna 1998). Organising relations are concerned with what can be, 

rather than what it is, where power is a reified hegemony, mobilising consent, 

positioning the subject and restricting human agency (Clegg 1989). 

 

Clegg (1998) and Burrell (1998) privilege a Foucaultian perspective on organising and 

power, indicating that disciplinary power displaces sovereign power and ‘is invested in’ 

and transmitted by ‘professional discourses’ that seek to normalise social action 

‘through discursive formations and the construction of routine’, ‘decentring the locus of 

power’ (Clegg 1989, p. 7). Modernist perspectives, based on a ‘hard ontology’ and a 

desire to ‘close meaning’ give a false objectivity to organisational constructions 

(Knights & Vurdubakis 1994). Power within organisations is not a substance, or 

something that people have, but only exists relationally, constituted by interaction, and 

passing through the relations of organising to form subjectivities.  

 

                                                 

19  For non Australian readers a cultural explanation is required. The conversion of chicken to ‘chook’ 
adds no change to the traditional “ which came first” cyclic argument, but by evoking a valued 
cultural icon, grounds this text within Australian discourse. 

20  A detailed brief on Structuration Theory appears in Chapter 7 where the theory will be used in the 
subsequent analysis of this study’s findings. 
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Power as domination is less applicable within current organisations, positioned in a 

plural world, with ‘circuits of power’, discursive practices that define both meaning and 

membership of discourse, and where, ‘identity is never fixed…always in progress’ 

(Clegg 1989, p. 273). Subjectivities are always changing and always ‘contingent upon 

power relations’ (Clegg 1994, p. 274). Knights and Vurdubakis (1994) ask if 

subjectivity is the effect of power, how can there be agency and liberation? Burrell 

(1998) suggests that we are imprisoned by our knowledges but we may be freed by our 

ignorances, while Clegg (1989) suggests that the secret lies in the social relations or 

actor networks that can constitute effective agency or alternative discourses.  

 

Organising is a complex and fragile process, mediating homogeneity and heterogeneity 

(Burrell 1998). Significant changes in social expectations contest existing structural 

configurations of organisation, producing a labyrinth of regulation and resistance. The 

FMI is yet another intrusive discourse within organisation that can only be understood 

by examining the competing discourses, and the emerging practices of organisation. The 

FMI is organisation in practice, where meaning lies within the contesting plural and 

cyclic relations of organisation. 

Organising inclusion  
 
Not only is there a change in production, shape and cultural complexity of organisation 

but a change in the identity workplace actors, seeking greater social returns for their 

cognitive inclusion. Bourdieu’s theory (1977/90) proposes that we exist within an 

economy of practice, a political economy of exchange, where individuals acquire social, 

economic and cultural capitals to form a ‘habitus’ or ‘socially constructed 

disposition(s)’. This ‘habitus’ is worthless until powerful actors realise our ‘capital’ as a 

legitimate organisational contribution.21 Bergquist (1993) suggests that, increasingly, 

the capital that enables us to access cultural institutions and social practices is 

knowledge and expertise (Bourdieu, 1990; Luke & Carrington 1997). Inclusion, the 

process of converting actor habitus into valued organisational capital, is a critical issue. 

In terms of frontline managers, it is revealing to explore the terms under which actors 

are included within the organisation and learning practices, and what specific forms of 

FLM habitus are legitimised.  

                                                 

21  Bourdieu uses the term ‘field’ for the sites of performance. 
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The FMI as a tool of managing practice 
 
The previous sections have outlined the significant social changes that position the FMI 

as a phenomenon of social change within the discursive environment of organisation. 

The following text discusses the operational environment of the FMI as a representation 

of managing practice and as a developmental and manager development technology. 

 

Roslie and Boje (1996) note how the pre-modern institutional filters of the military, 

churches and universities have become increasingly less relevant in defining 

organisational performances as mechanistic production is superseded by knowledge 

generation. Managing is positioned within new and unexpected situations, where 

institutional rules seem obsolete when faced with ambiguity and paradox and where 

some past methods still function, while others do not. Managers live in an age of 

‘edginess’ moving from one world to an ‘unknown other’ and an ‘unbearable lightness 

of being’ (Berquist 1993, p. xii; Kunrdera 1984). Surrounded by Tiger economies, and 

with embedded European and American colonial linkages, this study views such change 

from Australia, a country at the world’s edge (Clegg & Linstead 1999). Berquist (1993) 

pictures managers as clutching at ‘solid pendulum’ visions of managing, in the midst of 

turbulent white water, at the edge of chaos. Managing has moved from order to 

discontinuity as Kauffman (1991, p. 42) describes: 

 
Liquid systems contain(s) chaotic elements as well as stable elements. There are both 
quiet pools and swirling eddies.....characterised by edges with shifting boundaries. 
 

This is ‘second order change’ for managers with few pools of tranquillity and is 

irreversible (Bateson 1979). Berquist (1993) asserts that ‘managing’ is being dislocated 

from the normal linear science or paradigm warfare of Khun (1970) towards fragmented 

and fractal relations that shatter the dualities of previous epistemologies, replacing 

objectivism with constructivist partnership. Enacting ‘one way fits all’ mentalities 

increasingly dislocates managers from employees and practice. Managing is 

problematised as the lack of an ultimate reality and the inadequacy of past precedence 

demands more systemic relational exploration.  

Changing managing practice 
 

Hassard (1996, p. 40) suggests that pre-modern managing, with hereditary positions of 

power and divine rights to control, was ‘God’ driven, and that modern industrial 
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managing was when man invented ‘himself’. Managing was primarily about locating 

and controlling people in time and space, defining the means and modes of production 

with mystical, mythical and scientific legitimacies.  

 
Frederick Winslow Taylor’s ‘Scientific Management’ in late nineteenth century laid the 

foundations for managing by reductionism (Taylor 1947), a perspective refined by 

Henry Ford with Model T workplace compartmentalisation (Braverman 1974). Fordism 

provided repetitive patterns of physical task differentiation, defining workplace 

relationships and identity (Gephart 1996; Hassard 1996). The body was mechanised to 

produce worker discipline and physical subjectivity (Boje 1996). The reductionist myths 

combined with Weberian bureaucracy to perpetuate controlling Cartesian managing 

perceptions, separating the mind and body (Hames 1994; Barry & Hazen 1996). 

Employees were ordered in time and through space under the ‘velvety grip of the 

managing actor’ (McKinlay & Starkey 1998, p. 45).  

 
Discourses of humanism repeatedly permeate the process of managing as a form of 

‘social Darwinism’, through World War Two mobilisation and subsequent industrial 

and social reconstruction (McKinlay & Starkey 1998). These military projects focused 

on the imperatives of managing, specifically produced discourses of quality that sought 

cognitive inclusion, mind and body, in the production processes (Deming 1986). 

McKinlay and Starkey (1998) characterise quality control as ‘administer and punish’ 

managing routines of pseudo-production, policing paper production, detached defensive 

routines of skilled incompetence, disengaged from the contesting discourses of the 

workplace (Argyris & Schon 1996). 

 
Workplace managing practice continues to move from physical to cognitive production 

with knowledge workers likely to be the largest working group by 2005 (Drucker 

1999b, 2000b). The production of commodity is being displaced by the production of 

knowledge, identity and access to the networks of fast capitalism (Gee et al. 1996). 

Such changes in the role of knowledge within organisations, and for managing, reflect a 

wider social change in both ontological and epistemological perceptions (Hassard & 

Pym, 1990). Knowledge production is situated and distributed, but is the competitive 

advantage (Sanchez 1996). Controlling bodies is futile, as knowledge work increasingly 

has no physical location. Organisational bodies may be located, but minds may be 

dispersed throughout communications networks as virtual employees (Boje et al. 1996).  
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Current managing practice is polarised. The Fordist one way, positivist, objectivist and 

behaviourist emphasis on measurement, function and prescription still exists (Chapman 

1997b). However, neo-economic rationalist approaches22 of privatisation, tariff 

deregulation, and market colonisation are creating cultures of enterprise, dismantling 

the protective layers of bureaucracy and placing responsibility upon the enterprising 

actor (Boje 1996; Du Gay 1996). Managing discourses reify the market environment 

and demand collaborative creativity 24/723, from enterprising beings, as to be decoupled 

from the organisational wealth machine means exclusion from the future (Toffler 

1980/85). Enterprising identity while good for the organisation is often unsustainable 

and costly for the actors (Casey 1999). As Hames (1994, p. 270) notes, the 

organisational ‘bars’ have not so much been taken down but given to each employee 

within a fluid ‘managementocracy’ (Gephart 1996).  

 

Managing practice balances the tensions of implicit compliance, within discourses of 

enterprise, where self-generated measurements of knowledge production provide 

regulatory leverage. 

Managing in Complexity  
 
Harvey (1989, p. 49) suggests that: 

 
The fragmentation, the pluralism and the authenticity of other voices and other worlds 
poses the acute problem of communication and the means of exercising power through 
command thereof.  

 
The practice of managing is confronted by a more diversely populated, dispersed and 

fluid organisation and must engage this changing complexity. 

 
To begin with we must identify and nurture quite different attitudes about organisational 
life and leadership given that change is neither predictable nor consistent from place to 
place in an organisation. (Bergquist 1993, p. 249) 
 

Managing is therefore positioned in the ‘seemingly complex and chaotic nature of the 

postmodern organisation’ (Bergquist, 1993, p. xiv). The search for managing in this 

environment takes on a broader relevance of constructing managing identity within a 

                                                 

22  Hamilton (2003) proposes that since the fall of the eastern block the ‘left’ has continued to run a 
discredited agenda aligned with the growth fetish that amounts to no more than Thatcherism with a 
human face, in endless pursuit of identity goods such as smaller phones and flatter screens. 

23  24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
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fragmented and commoditised environment (Gephart 1996 p. 38). As Fox (1992) 

suggests, central to the managing quest is the question, what are we? This search for the 

meaning of managing may indeed may be the new philosophy, where leaders are the 

‘priesthood’ and entrepreneurs the new Gods (Bowles 1997, p. 32). This search discards 

internal ordering as a transparent control myth and explores discourses of diversity and 

capability building (Gephart 1996, p. 44; Legge 1995; Hames 1994, p. 120). Major 

sources emphasise that complexity, cognitive inclusion, relations, continuity, context, 

transience, diversity and the discursive nature of managing are critical issues in post-

modern managing practice, and are detailed further in Appendix 4. 

Managing language 
 
This text has indicated how organisation is discursively produced. Berquist (1993, 

p. 24) emphasises the integrated nature of language and the practice of managing, where 

language often assumes its own reality and ‘becomes the shared experience’, rather than 

just a mode of negotiating meaning. Manufacturing consent, where language was a 

slave to ‘regimes of truth’, is being displaced by the production of identity, where 

language constructs meaning (Burawoy 1985; Hassard 1996, p 50/53; Roslie & Boje 

96). Organisations are a mental map not a reality, and managers weave words to frame, 

constrain, and produce subjectivity (Hames 1994). Managers’ words transform what is a 

continuous performance into a simple still picture for organisational actors, a way of 

seeing, creating a codified local ontology by an obscured author (Gergen & Whitney 

1996). Managers assault organisational actors with multiple, conflicting and often 

incompatible discourses, such as participation and downsizing (Watson 1994). The 

language of managing practice balances the fragile tensions of organisational reality and 

management produced subjectivity, where local conceptualisations contest global 

representations (Hassard 1996). In what way will FMI will become part of managing 

language and shape manager subjectivity? 

Managerialism  
 
In extreme enactments, discursive hegemony as managing practice still attempts to 

exclude other forms of seeing or being. Managerialism is a: 

 
Generalised form of governance, where knowing and acting are mediated by texts, and 
literate practices are the dominant means of exercising power and achieving 
conformance.  Jackson 2000, p. 2  
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New technologies can be used for greater inclusion, or utilised for surveillance, 

regulation and prescription. Du Gay (1996) suggests that a combination of reductionist 

and behaviourist assumptions construct managing as enterprising, corporate 

entrepreneurship, a textualised managerial response to knowledge production (Rees & 

Rodley 1995). The knowledgeable discourse of managerialism asserts direction through 

the unquestionable external legitimacy of consultancy, asserting that effectiveness is 

dependent on enabling market forces, reductivist production systems, regulative 

‘quality’ instruments, and output measurement control. It creates a linguistic electric 

fence, reinforcing self-governance, self-regulation and most importantly in the FMI 

context, self-development. Ways of relating and sharing meaning are regulated, with the 

‘self’ becoming objectified to disciplines of output and career. Workplace community is 

displaced by pervasive regulation systems in which empowerment is the new hegemony 

(Gee et al. 1996). Such managing practices appear discordant when juxtaposed with 

those discourses of ‘leading’ organisational performances, embodied within the Karpin 

philosophy and the FMI. 

Defining leading capability 
 
The Karpin report (1995, p. 134) embraced both the terms leadership and management 

(skills), used them interchangeably, and proposed that the use of ‘authority’ separated 

their enacted meaning. The distinction between the terms is a debate and distinction of 

dubious worth (Clegg et al. 1996). Attempts to form binary opposition through criteria 

of historicy, strategic intent, authority level or current meanings, deny the complexity, 

the relational nature, and the increasingly fluid context of organisation (Palmer & Hardy 

2000; Fulop & Linstead 1999). However, the argument indicates that imperatives of 

organising, commanding and controlling are giving way to those of listening, learning 

and launching conversations (Clegg et al. 1996 p. 282). 

 

Leadership is a diversely located practice, and concepts of leading often serve as an 

alienating myth, rather than facilitating organisational direction (Berquist 1993). The 

Karpin report (1995, pp. 134) defines leadership as ‘achieving business objectives 

without relying on authority’, and indicated that concepts of relegating managing to 

resource allocation were increasingly irrelevant. There is a movement from ordinary to 

extraordinary non-coercive practice (Kotter 1988; McKenna 2000). As 

conceptualisations of leadership range from heroic grand narratives to Greenleaf’s 
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(2002) servant and spiritual leadership, comparison is futile. Managers have to be 

leaders, conducting not controlling and ‘ultimately spiritual rather than secular’ 

(Berquist 1993, p. 94). Leading is a relational social performance discursively produced, 

encouraging disclosure and learning to gain directionality, ‘rather than soliciting it 

retrospectively’ (Berquist 1993 p. 249; Falk 2003). Leading is strongly associated with 

a search for uniqueness, where scanning and facilitation produce a relational impact, 

shaping and enabling expectation and directionality, building social capital, capability 

and competitive advantage (Hamel & Prahalad 1994; Hames 1994). To what extent will 

the meaning of the FMI be discursively produced as a ‘leading’ discourse?  

 

Leading capabilities described within the Karpin report indicate an emphasis on ‘soft 

skills’ and a relational emphasis (Drucker 1988; Stalk and Evans 1990; Handy 1990). 

The emphasis is on managing knowledge work by building capability between 

processes and creating unique configurations. It is a managing production based on 

distributed knowledge, recognition of complexity, valuing diversity and continued 

learning (Karpin 1995). It ‘ushers out’ blue collar dualisms and involves more 

democratic ‘relational working’ with teams, spanning the paradoxical dualities of 

consumerism and spirituality and unity and individualism (Hames 1994). Self-

management and thinking skills are centrally positioned in such a managing production 

(ESFC 1991). Change is enabled through continually sensing and creating relationships 

that contest existing practices, rather than moments of genius (Drucker 2000, 1999). 

Can such diversely located and contextually embedded competencies ever be developed 

from generic typographies such as the FMI (Lado & Wilson 1994; Hunt & Wallace 

1999)?  

What is managing practice? 
 
Clegg and Palmer (1996) indicate that it is debates, not management theories, which 

impose meaning on organisational life. Contesting discourses and their specific 

knowledge claims produce complex and diverse managing performances and these 

dualisms are modelled in Appendix 5. Managing practice is positioned by this review as 

a complex and continuous process of re-negotiating meaning, value and direction 

through each relationship, interaction and context. Managing is, therefore, diversely and 

chaotically defined at times and in places by each performance, weaving and 
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meandering between the polarised conceptualisations of managing, often bounded by 

specific territories. The FMI is an additional discourse within this process.  

Instruments of development practice 
 
FMI texts are placed into conversations about the meaning of managing with the 

authority of a national managing discourse. The FMI significantly regulates and 

textualises the workplace learning environment. Local conceptualisations of managing 

mediate subsequent FMI practice, producing diverse engagement patterns, legitimising 

a variety of performances, and mediating manager subjectivity. FMI performances are 

likely to reflect local ontological and epistemological assumptions about managing and 

organising. Mechanistic and relational perspectives of managing practice produce 

polarised patterns of development practices. This section reviews the contesting 

developmental discourses within organisations, to illuminate the tensions mediating 

FMI performances. 

Human resource management and development 
 
It is a measure of the considerable organisational permeation by human resource 

management (HRM) discourses that it is now difficult to use an alternative descriptive 

title that does not objectify organisational actors. ‘Hard’ HRM practices are, as Legge 

(1995, p. 310) describes them, concerned with prescribing units of rationality and 

performance, to enclose, partition and rank organisational actors according to a plan. 

Organisational development practices are imprisoned within such discourses. Townley 

(1993) calls HRM the black box of production that reifies action and objectifies human 

nature so that it is rendered invisible, ignoring the relational nature of identity in pursuit 

of absolutes. HRM is, in all respects, an ordering technology, directing compliant action 

and the ‘personnel’ response to TQM. Payne (2000) suggests that it is the 

‘communities’ within enterprises that substantively organise by producing meaning, 

while HRM enterprise capitalism actually disorganises, by producing only weak 

symbolic order behind an illusion of strength (Evans 1992; Kane & Hermans 1996).  

 
HRM uses language derived from economic and knowledge based disciplines as a 

dominant way of defining individual subjectivity. This is a ‘symbolic violence’ in 

supplanting the original meaning of ‘human’ (Rhodes 2000; Legge 1995). Being 

positioned as human resources by management prerogative constrains space for 
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reflexive work on the self. Order is performed though position statements and regulation 

is performed though the distribution of competencies and performance reviews.  

 
Of course, as Du Gay (1996) and Gee et al. (1996) would insist, if your business is 

about the production of identity (rather than a commodity) then controlling or mediating 

the development of your employee’s identity is the critical HRM project. Previously 

regulated in time and space by HRM, workplace actors are now asked to become 

entrepreneurs for the organisation, producing identity and regulating the production of 

identity (Legge 1995). Managing text consumption and production displaces the pre-

occupation with locating bodies. Perhaps, as Legge (1995) suggests, this is primarily 

involved with determining if the FMI is a project located by HRM in time and place, or 

practices integrated within organisational performance. 

In the dark shadows of HRD 
 
Nankervis (1990) positions Human Resource Development (HRD) activity as an 

intertwined production, in broad social tension between the search for knowledge and 

the pragmatism of business. Managing subjectivity places HRD initiatives in tension 

between organisational discourses investing in capability and those counting the cost of 

regulating competence. Development practices are a living performance of core values 

about the nature of truth, time, space, human nature and human relationships (Schein 

1991). Smith and Hayton’s (1999) Australian study indicates that the preponderance of 

short and sharp HRD activities is driven by constantly changing external discourses and 

local traditions. The discourse of HRD shapes workplace learning through a multitude 

of competing, market driven, educational providers who often privilege client needs 

above the negotiation of new meaning (Chalofsky (1996). The FMI is subject to such 

negotiation between learning partners. 

HRD effectiveness 
 
There is a torturous and unconfirmed relationship between HRD investment, subsequent 

performance and business effectiveness. There are many mediating contextual factors, 

the ‘causal texture’ of the organisational environment, which leave the jury ‘out’ on the 

effectiveness of development activity (Emery 1997; Billett & Cooper 1997). While 

comparative enterprises studies and triangulated manager self-reporting are indicated as 

the most productive research approaches (Maglen & Hopkins 1998/9; Dess & Robinson 

1984; Maglen et al. 2001), recent studies support a positive relationship between 
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strategic HR activity and business benefits (Becker & Gerhart 1996; Huselid et al. 

1997), although Rogers and Wright (1998) suggest such a relationship is neither 

consistent nor universal. It appears the impact of strategic HR activity is greatest where 

bundles or configurations of micro strategies are used simultaneously (Dyer & Reeves 

1995). Lepack and Snell’s model (1999) suggests that the FMI focus on internalisation 

would benefit from ‘alliance making’ partners. 

 

While strategic commitment critically mediates HRD effectiveness, cultural separation 

between the location of learning activity and subsequent workplace practice, the transfer 

issue, is also important. In terms of management development Mumford (1998) 

expresses this dislocation of context as the ‘vicious circle’, where attempts to ‘process’ 

individuals, produce learning that lacks workplace legitimacy and fails to be integrated 

within social practice. The contextuality and cultural ties of knowing are critical in 

establishing legitimacy (Cornford 1997; Volet 1999b). Burgoyne (Karpin 1995) states 

that managers are prisoners of local cultures, so development practices, such as the 

FMI, must move to ‘the context of the management job itself’ in the workplace, side 

stepping the vicious circle of learning transfer. 

Organisational learning 
 
Organisational learning discourses position learning practices within enterprises to 

produce continuous adaptation, rather than cultural replication. In contrast to managing 

discourses of quality, downsizing and outsourcing, these managing discourses stress 

continuous and collaborative workplace knowledge generation. These discourses of 

inclusion, participation and involvement are aligned with the development of enterprise 

and ‘may be viewed as a managerial attempt to extract more than bodily compliance’ 

from its workforce (Du Gay 1996, p. 35). Early investigation of change processes 

(Berman & McLaughlin 1975), or managing as continual organisation, highlighted the 

critical need for processes of ‘mutual adaptation’ whatever the origins of the 

mobilisation process, and are still supported (Beer et al. 1993). Such organisational 

development is therefore neither rational nor consensus based, but a plural political 

struggle (Schein & Greisis 1989).  

 
A web based declaration instigated by Peter Honey (2002) and notable associates, 

indicates the imperative of a focus on collective knowledge building, not certification. 

Dislocated mechanistic processes have provided the allure of learning control for 300 
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years of learning history (Chaofsky 1996). Embracing located and collective knowing is 

painful and contests core values of managing practice and managerial epistemology 

(Whiteley 1995; Clegg et al. 1996; Watkins 1996; Volet & Harris 1997).  

 

Senge (1990/b), Marsick & Neaman (1996), Watkins (1996) and Argyris & Schon 

(1999) have outlined how learning within organisations should be a strategically 

supported collaborative experience, enabling the production of new meaning that breaks 

away from simplistic individual learning cycles (Kolb 1984) and engages with the 

double and triple loop learning (Hames 1994). Authors, however, lack any consistency 

in their description of these processes (Flood 1996; Swieringa & Wierdsma 1994; 

Hames 1994). The enacted reality, and that of the FMI, depends on local patterns of 

inclusion within ‘organisational learning’ (Marsick 1997, Stevenson 1996/7). Indeed, 

delayered, relayered and marginalised middle management may well resist such 

cognitive inclusion (Sharp 1996). 

Organisation learning (OL) meaning, typographies and critique 
 
Practices and meaning of OL are diverse. Fulop and Linstead (1999), building on the 

seminal analysis by Easterby Smith (1997), indicate that, depending on disciplinary 

perspective, OL can be viewed as a learning system, a method, an environment, a 

learning space or as an agency. Marsick (1997) likewise recognises such multiple 

interpretations, suggesting OL may ‘mean’ knowledge extraction, inquiry, memory, 

mapping or congruence. Indeed research into OL starts with differing agendas and 

perspectives (Easterby Smith et al. 2000), some which reintroduce the Cartesian split, 

privileging knowledge custodianship over knowledgeable action. Positively, 

organisational learning discourses provide a toolbox of practices and a legitimate 

catalyst contesting and changing organisational ‘learning’ processes (Argyris & Schon 

1986, Senge 1990, Marsick & Neaman 1996, Watkins 1996).24 

 
Critics indicate that, unlike most OL descriptions, learning spaces within organisations 

are created by wounding warfare and are full of conflicting aspirations (Easterby Smith 

et al. 2000). Organisational learning discourses are reified rich fantasy worlds free of 

conflict where learning has legitimacy (Rhodes 1996). By using just one rose tinted 

                                                 
24  Organisational learning repositions learning from external to internal workplace activity; dislocation 

to integration; content to process; global to local knowledge making; an individual to a socio-
cultural perspective; isolation to collaborative activity; intermittent to continual reflexivity; 
replication to innovation; certification to performativity; additional to instrumental. 
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illusionary ‘lens for change’, vision may actually be restricted, as continual 

deconstruction is necessary to recognise the inherent fragmentary, contextuality of OL 

(Hatch 1997; Garrick & Rhodes 1998). The reality of the internal politics of the 

organisation is a contest for, and denial of, the psychic space for the knowing processes 

within the organisation (Cooper & Burgoyne 2000). OL is just as much about mastery 

and power within organisation, and analysis that rests at the level of communities of 

practice must recognise the wider socio-political framework of the learning context 

(Fox 2000/1; Blackley & McDonald 2000). Engestom’s Activity Theory (1999/b) 

positions the scaffolded organisational learning experience within such a broader 

context and provides a current framework for research analysis.25  

 

OL contests existing learning practices in the workplace promoting a discourse of 

integration and partnership, privileging a learning agenda. However, managerial 

rhetoric of participation, within a discourse of compliance, may place restricting goals 

on subsequent learning practices (Garrick 1998). Do managers really want, and will 

they legitimise, learning practices that will change organisation? If workplace knowing 

is locally situated, how will the diversity of knowing be distributed? Will organisational 

actors be ‘given sufficient voice’ within the FMI, and in the subsequent discursive 

activity of managing (Hardy & Palmer 1998)? 

FMI and manager development 
 
Given the considerable mediating influence managing exerts on actors, identity 

development and organising, formal technologies of management development (MD) 

are a surprisingly recent occurrence. The truncated history is dominated by conflicting 

discourses of detached processes, cult figures, mystical delivery modes, and exacerbated 

by limited research and evaluation that privilege in-flight magazines as primary delivery 

mechanisms. Du Gay (1996) insists that to develop the current enterprising identity, 

managers are now asked to continually reproduce and reconstruct their identity to meet 

targets of performativity. 

 
Trends in management development mirror trends in managing. What was once 

considered an inherited ability of class or vocation became a rational behavioural 

                                                 

25  A detailed brief of this theory is provided in Chapter 7 and is used as a framework for the 
interpretation of this study’s data. 
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science to be mastered, but is currently understood as a continuous search and extension 

of identity. Roslie & Boje (1996, p. 225) view management development as reciprocal 

with the act of managing that is ‘awash with the rhetoric of change’. The FMI as a MD 

tool confronts and interrogates the ‘silences’ of classic literature about the complexity 

of symbolic and substantive managing performance (Linstead et al. 1996). 

 
The mass formalisation of ‘management education’ in higher educational institutions 

developed through significant growth of Business Schools during the 1970's in many 

developed economies. Management education could be characterised as being elitist, 

classically based and with a strong ‘socially enriched’ psychological research base 

(Fayol 1948; Hertzberg 1968; Maslow 1970; Kolb 1974; Guillen, 1994). Conversely, 

management development was often an externalised experiential activity of ‘T’ groups, 

adventure training, management games and role play, based on the work of Dewy 

(1958), Lewin (1951), Bandura (1986) and Knowles (1990).  

 
It was Mintzberg's (1980) study of manager activities that debunked many myths 

concerning the classical approaches to management ‘training’, uncovering the 

‘irrational manager’, held in constant tension (Quinn 1996; Malick & Stumpf 1998). 

Learning systems that orchestrated compliance and consent were displaced by the socio-

cultural context of the influential Tavistock Institute (Emery et al. 1990) and Mumford 

(1994). This was juxtaposed by a grasping at ‘fads’ by those demanding off-the-self 

solutions (Hilmer & Donaldson 1996; Mickelthwaite & Wooldridge 1997), in an 

increasingly turbulent environment where managers existed in a context of continual 

change (Kanter 1983; Handy 1988). 

Investing in diversity and complexity  
 
Management development (MD) occupies a unique position within the field of HRD. 

Less permeated by instructional rhetoric, it exhibits more mixed modes of learning, 

harnessing the synergy of learning and working. However, the ‘vague link’ (Karpin 

1995, p. 272) between reflexive experiences and business growth has inhibited 

committed investment by powerful organisational actors (Hames 1994) and underpins 

the historical strategic poverty of much HR and MD.  

 
In the United Kingdom, Constable and McCormick (1987) positioned management 

development as a key driver of economic prosperity, voicing the persistent negative 
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impact of traditional patterns of thinking (Thompson et al. 1996), a view reiterated in 

Australia by Laver’s report (1991). Subsequently, the Karpin report (1995, p. 179) 

suggested MD investment was ‘the best investment the nation could make’, yet the 

reality is ‘limited engagement, investment and strategic coherence’ (Karpin (1995 

p. 148/9). The Karpin report (1995 p. 262/3) focused on the need to ‘reframe our views 

on how managers learn’ with learning positioned as the key competence of managing, 

enacted through a mix of education, development, relationships and experiences. 

Structuring management development 
 
The diverse perspectives of MD can be seen in HRM and development typologies (e.g. 

Miles & Snow, 1984; Dowling & Schuler, 1990; Kane & Hermans 1996). Prescriptive 

theories focusing on traits were largely superseded by more descriptive theories 

focussed on the relational aspects of the managing role (Finegold & Schechtre 1995). 

Ordione (1984) adapted Porter’s product matrix to indicate how MD applications could 

be differentiated to meet the segmented needs of a diverse manager population. In 

practice, keen negotiators extract personal outcomes from MD systems, but general 

impact on performance and motivation is low (Heyes & Stuart 1999). Several authors 

caution against activity that produces ‘packages of MD’ that may ignore the diversity, 

complexity and contextuality of the managing act (Hames 1994; Hocking & Carr 1996; 

Hilmer & Donaldson 1996). There is also the danger of focussing on the universally 

known and current activity, rather than on exploring local complexity and future 

unknowns (Kotter 1988; Antonacopoulou & Fitzgerald 1996). The Karpin report (1995 

p. 143/4) found a reliance on short courses, current skills and elite managers, with little 

evaluation, at the expense of broad inclusion in future needs. While business is placing 

greater value on effective MD, existing local manager values determine local MD 

practices (Kotter 1988; Antonacopoulou & Fitzgerald 1996). 

Legitimising manager learning 
 
Rhodes (1996) indicates that MD is an enactment of managing beliefs about truth, 

distribution of power, diversity and difference within an organisation. MD embodies the 

tensions between discourses of adaptability and systematic control, confronting 

gatekeepers of existing managing subjectivity (Jackson & Carter 1993). Management 

development is a political battle-ground where actors are positioned between 

recruitment to hegemonic ‘scientific’ managing claims, and the life-world of managing 
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practice, where ownership of process determines production of what counts as 

managing knowledge (Neilson 1996; Boje et al. 1996, p. 61). Narratives of dichotomous 

winners or losers abound in such interaction, where the managing-self is constantly 

objectified or disciplined to discourses of career, unless disrupting and eroding practices 

of self-reflexivity are legitimised (Roslie & Boje 1996; Bradshaw 1999, p. 99). 

Developing in complexity  
 
Hames (1994, p. 106) indicates that management development is often restricted by the 

‘pretence of objectivity’ when the only truths are those each manager creates. The 

process is much more ‘fuzzy’ than Kolb’s (1984) Newtonian abstraction of individual 

learning cycles, decontextualised and distanced from the wider context of meta, 

generative or epistemic learning cycles (Bateson 1972/9; Bawdon 1992). This 

complexity requires facilitative collaborative learning (Argyris & Schon 1986; Knowles 

1990). 

 
It is the relational aspects of managing practice, specifically mentoring that are 

increasingly seen as instrumental in mediating extended managing identity, including 

ethical and spiritual aspects (Covey 1992; Clegg & Hardy 1996: Deakins & Graham 

1997). Research supports active strategic choice by managers in locating new spaces 

and surfacing unique local knowledges (Hames 1994, p. 239; Thompson et al. 1998). 

Clegg et al. (1996) indicate that the increasing focus on cooperation over compliance 

and relational factors, represents a feminisation of management, changing development 

processes from vicious to virtuous cycles and requiring the specific ‘transitional skills’ 

exhibited more by women managers (Wawn 1995). 

  
MD and the FMI has to build core organisational competence, capability and function, 

not operate as a peripheral learning exercise (Lessem & Palsule 1997). The move from 

explicit instruction to situated social and third order expansive learning confronts and 

contests perceptions of the role of learning in influencing organisational performance 

(Engestrom & Middleton 1996; McLellan 1996). How are such developmental goals 

articulated? 

Developing managing competencies 
 
Since Boyatzis (1982) first explored managerial competency as a basis for development 

there has been a developing interest in the value of such a political and pedagogic shift 
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(Toohey 1994; Hunt & Wallace 1999). A competency-based approach offers industry 

more power in defining the goals of systematic and diverse learning in the workplace. 

Beginning within Australia in 1989, competency-based training has subsequently been 

recognised by successive Federal Governments as a necessary micro-economic strategy 

(Slater, 1992).26 

 

However, debates to define universal managing standards about what managers do, how 

they do it, and how they learn, often reflect a diversity of industry traditions, privileged 

voices, elite performances, and a ‘panoptic gaze’, rather than a future focus (Briscoe & 

Hall 1999; Neilson 1996, p. 275). Management competencies are criticised for failing to 

recognise local managing realities, failing to encourage reflection and with being the 

exclusive preserve of those with infrastructure (Jacques 1992; Hunt & Wallace 1997: 

Garavan et al. 1999). 

 

While criticised for an emphasis on constricting and narrow skills base, the competence 

approach is less elusive than a focus on ‘role’ and more relevant and holistic than 

dislocated courses (Hunt & Wallace 1997). Perspectives that view competency-based 

approaches as inherently hard and behaviourist erroneously focus on prescriptive 

competency statements, discounting the emphasis on softer learner directed processes 

(Briscoe & Hall 1999; Buckingham 1999). Broad-based generic competencies replace a 

concern with reified ‘management’, with a concern for developing ‘managing’, 

recognising the diversity of practice (Slater 1992).  

 

Far from being inherently mechanistic and associated with rigid pedagogy, managerial 

competency paradigms can be performative and can represent a shift from the 

inexorable focus on training to a more pluralist managing-learning perspective and 

context. Competence processes may prescribe broad learning targets, but are inclusive 

in recognising and accrediting existing capability, and empoweringly democratic in 

enabling multiple practices (Greatrex & Phillips 1989; Cant, 1993). The competency 

paradigm confronts the critical issues underpinning management development by 

providing a framework that bridges individual needs and organisational expectations, 

although there are concerns with mechanisms of assessment, underpinning knowledge, 

                                                 

26  An account of this period of development is subsequently detailed in this chapter when the 
constitution of the FMI is explored, and supported with a more detailed narrative in Appendix 11. 
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and collective development (Antonacopoulou & Fitzgerald 1996). Competency-based 

frameworks for MD, like the FMI, need to be contextually located, and broadly and 

collectively enacted.  

Generating Systemic change 
 
The broad practical application of the competency-based approach to management 

development (CBMD) began in Britain during the 1980’s (MCI 1992). Successive 

criticism of current manager competency in a European context was wedded with 

established VET competency-based approaches to produce a blue print for a broad 

national MD programme - The Management Charter Initiative (Silver 1990/1).27 

Despite considerable cultural differences, there is substantial symmetry between this 

competency-based approach and the later FMI. 

 
In Australia, there was a similar extensive history of investigations into the 

competencies of managing practice and development, but driven by freer and fiercer 

competition in the Asian market place, and dislocated by the segregated agendas of 

State and Federal initiatives, unions and industry, business schools and training 

organisations. The Karpin Report (1995) was the sixth major Commonwealth 

government funded review of management education in Australia in twenty-five years 

(Cyert Report 1970; Ralph 1981; Laver 1991; Midgely 1990), with similar reports being 

State funded. The so-called Taskforce on Leadership and Management Skills included 

an overseas study tour and multiple research initiatives. Simultaneously, Australia was 

embracing the competency movement and instituting significant moves to develop a 

truly national VET system. There appeared to be a growing understanding and political 

will to establish a competency-based approach to tackle the national issue of inadequate 

management capability. What is also evident is that any representations of managing 

and developing devised to leverage change, would confront diversely located and 

enacted existing managing performances.28 

                                                 

27  A detailed investigation of this British CBMD movement that predates the Australian experience has 
been provided in Appendix 7. Appendix 10 the establishment of the competence approach within the 
UK. 

28  Appendix 6 models these continua. 
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FMI as a Karpin production   
Leveraging manager learning 
 
The Industry Task Force on Leadership and Management Skills was the most extensive 

research ever undertaken to examine the role and needs of management and 

management development in an Australian context. The taskforce underlined the critical 

nature of changing enterprise cultures, as management skills ‘underpinned the living 

standards and employment prospects of all Australians’ (Karpin 1995, p. xviii).  With a 

remit of ‘management renewal’ and raising competitiveness, the Committee met over 

three years and, with three million dollars and 31 research studies, delivered 28 

recommendations (Karpin 1995, p.xix).29 The ‘study tour’ was the most significant 

research component, reporting favourably on the CBMD based initiatives viewed in 

Europe and the USA (Vines et al. 1995).  

 

The final ‘Enterprising Nation Report’ (Karpin 1995) focussed on a chain of five critical 

developmental levers (cultures of entrepreneurship; support for diversity; 

encouragement for innovative practices and significant changes in both management 

development and education) (Karpin 1995 p. 48). Together, these levers were seen as 

catalysts for organisational cultural change, producing managers with softer skills, with 

resulting business benefits, increasing global competitiveness and improved national 

prosperity.  

 

As the parent text for the FMI, the Karpin report (1995, p. 167/169) appears an overt 

servant for an ‘enterprising’ discourse of entrepreneurship, but it contests existing 

values with concerns for greater diversity and reflexivity as ‘a new paradigm of 

management’ (Karpin 1995 p. xix /43). The text is clearly critical of previous processes 

of identity production and managerial subjectivity, recommending a changing paradigm 

of management and management learning. 

A shift from traditional definitions, to one of team leader, coach and mentor (with) skills 
previously thought of as soft...vision, the ability to communicate, managing diversity in the 
workplace, engendering innovation, managing change.  

      Karpin, 1995, p. 263/40 
 

                                                 

29  The recommendations were categorised into three priority bands. The FMI was one of the primary 
recommendations and key levers placed within the priority one band. 
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The Karpin report (1995, p. 137) expresses concern about the large numbers of 

untrained frontline managers and their ability to ‘be at ease with uncertainty and 

ambiguity and to have the conceptual frameworks and experience to deal confidently in 

situations that are unfamiliar’. The Report (1995, p. 266) also suggests the critical role 

of ‘well-rounded’ managers in the change process, adapting from being ‘cops’ to 

‘coaches,’ to help improve organisational performance (Mintzberg 1994). There is an 

emphasis on facilitative leadership, with flexible managers exercising softer skills, 

valuing diversity and innovation from knowledge workers (Drucker 1988; Handy 1990; 

Stalk et al. 1992; Karpin 1995, p. xxxiii). Karpin outlines the critical ‘softer skills’ of 

more ‘enabling’ managers in 2010, but leaves the constituent ‘competencies’ open for 

debate. The report was, however, subject to considerable criticism.30 

 
The Karpin report (1995, p. 263) is dismissive of existing un-strategic, ad-hoc, existing 

skill focussed development practices, decrying the limited use of ‘the term management 

learning’. Clear statements value the benefits of ‘learning from experience’ and the 

‘value of diversity’, contesting the relevance of previous programmes, and promoting 

workplace reflection (Karpin 1995, p. 166/263).  

 
While the report expressed concern about management development in general, there 

was a ‘major concern’ about Australia’s estimated 450,000 untrained frontline managers 

(Karpin 1995, p. 33/1069). Recommendation eleven called for the creation of the 

Frontline Manager development programme as a band one priority, displacing existing 

learning based on opportunistic role modelling and media images by emphasising a 

competency-based framework. Seven years later, from the twenty-eight final 

recommendations, the re-named FMI is the sole continuing and visible legacy of the 

Karpin report. 

                                                 

30  While the Karpin report had wide influence, and created a benchmarking body of management 
research, it was subject to considerable criticism, not least from the wealth of bodies it criticised. A 
paradox existed between research findings indicating a deep management malaise, and its less than 
radical proposals for change (Schaafsma 1996, Lamond, 1997). For Harding (1997) and Lamond 
(1997), the report is based on ‘simplifying assumptions’, tied to economic rationalist metaphors and 
resists engaging with more expansive and inclusive views of leadership as human agency. Sharp 
(1996) criticises Karpin for by-passing a middle management, already battered by ‘de-layering’ and 
retrenchment. There was limited attention in the review to the space for collaborative partnership 
(Hardy & Palmer 1999). The Australian Institute of Management review (1995, p. 15) was sceptical, 
but hoped that ‘we (might) escape from the familiar pattern of waiting for the next report to be 
completed’. 
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Frontline manager subjectivity 
 
Frontline managers (FLMs) are a diverse group, the ‘first level of organisational 

coordination’, often in their ‘first encounter’ with managing and yet with immediate 

business impact as they are ‘experimenting with authority and teams’ (Karpin 1995). 

The move from cop to coach, outlined in the Karpin Report (1995, p. 667), places the 

frontline manager as a mediator of workplace learning, where management texts 

representing good practice, oscillating from compliance to identity development, meet 

the workplace dilemmas of managing practice (Hilgert & Haimann 1991). Previously 

frontline managers focussed on task and commodity production but, with the 

proliferation of knowledge workers, the focus is on the production of service, identity 

and access to networks (Gee et al. 1996; Du Gay 1996). Mastering this new complexity 

of managing knowledge workers is critical for organisational capability, for when 

business is about the production of identity, controlling or mediating the development of 

employee identity is a vital concern. In this scenario, frontline manager development is 

inseparable from enterprise development. The extension of their identity is 

organisational growth as frontline managers also orchestrate ‘the actors through whom 

(the enterprise) strategy unfolds’ (Hendry ey al. 1995).  

 

Frontline managers (FLMs) were specifically targeted by Karpin because of their low 

levels of training and their large numbers.31 They present a high leverage issue for 

increasing the effectiveness of Australian business, problematised by their diverse 

patterns of inclusion (Williams 1997). Frontline managers are diversely named and 

positioned within organisations, producing diverse subjectivity. Working the boundaries 

of both the organisation and management, they exist within multiple patterns of 

inclusion, pursuing a shifting managerial identity. The changing nature of their work 

role, the diversity of their relational patterns and managerial inclusion constitute an 

undeniable rationale for a flexible development framework.32  

 

                                                 

31  Both the target figure for engaging frontline managers and the estimation of the total population 
vary considerably within the five years of the Karpin and ANT/ FMI documentation. Starting at 80 
thousand, the target participation figure stabilises at 100 thousand participants while the estimate of 
the target population peaks at 450 thousand potential participants nationwide.    

32  A brief genealogy and detailed examination of frontline manager subjectivity is included in 
Appendix 8. 
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Any learning technology for FLMs must balance these tensions of organisational 

diversity with agendas of national uniformity. In practice, it is the frontline managers 

who will work the organisational boundaries, making contextual meaning from the 

textual representations of managing practice presented to them, through the realities of 

their local practice, as a battle for cognitive inclusion. 

Enter the FMI 
 
The Enterprising Nation report (Karpin 1995) proposed the development of a scheme 

that coupled the development needs of frontline managers with a competency-based 

approach to training. It was a significant proposal because of three specific reasons. 

First, the initiative targets over 100,000 frontline managers and is part of the wider 

strategy aimed at improving the performance of Australian Business. Second, it expands 

the application of competency-based technologies into the complex area of management 

development and learning. Third, it aims to develop a new generation of flexible CBT 

technology for nationwide application through a training market, underpinning moves 

towards continued situated learning and knowledge (Barratt-Pugh 1998b). 

Constructing competencies  
 
Representations of managing practice embody ideologies of managing that contest 

existing performances and codifications. The very focus on this specific frontline 

managing group, and the exclusion of other managing groups, is a strong political 

statement concerning their organisational worth and value. It focuses attention, creating 

a textually enshrined representation of managing and learning about managing. In effect 

it became the voice for 450,000 managers who could align themselves with this 

discourse, and tantalisingly encouraged organisations to prioritise this discourse within 

their social framework.  

 
The FMI demonstrates eclecticism in focusing current agendas towards competency- 

based approaches to management development (CBMD). At the time ANTA was being 

established33 and there was considerable political will (and pressure) for the new 

authority to develop this national training venture. Initially, ANTA’s Griss Reference 

group (Griss 1996) developed the FMI standards through a tortuous industry 

                                                 

33  Establishing ANTA took over half a billon from Department of Employment, Training and Youth 
Affairs (DETYA) coffers and autonomy from diversely focussed State based training departments. 
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consultation process, placating institutional interests, to draft the ‘pre-publication’ FMI 

Kit.34 The final design of the initiative was further developed through contracts 

orchestrated by ANTA and piloted in six sites from November 1996 (Blakeley, Quirk et 

al. 1997).  

 
The FMI was constructed to provide a generic set of industry approved frontline 

management competencies at Australian Qualification Framework (AQF) levels 3, 4 

and 5. It consisted of an assessment framework with performance criteria and evidence 

guides. Designed for delivery within enterprises, with facilitation from registered 

training organisations, there was no accredited curriculum. This was displaced by 

detailed specifications for multiple learning routes, involving coaches, mentors and 

projects, embodying a strong intention to breakaway from the over bureaucratic, 

curriculum-tied technologies of the first generation CBT approach (ANTA 1994). The 

FMI competency framework is a political construction, as organisations indicated 

unique managing contexts, proffered existing competencies, or proposed a legitimate 

right to define managing competencies. However, as well as manager skilling, the 

organisational development intentions of the Karpin group are deeply embedded within 

the FMI framework. 

 
While deeply grounded in Australian workplace needs and generated through 

considerable research, the initiative benefited from monitoring the MCI, which predated 

the FMI by more than five years (Blakeley, Benjamin & Quirk 1997). Revised FMI 

guidelines were formulated by August 1998 and commercially launched through a 

unique and innovative arrangement with Pearson Education.35 

The FMI pedagogic framework 
 
The framework, therefore, attempts to combine uniform standards across industries, 

enterprises, organisational sizes and managerial levels with a diversity of application 

(Slater 1992). The FMI framework was engineered for broad acceptance, for localised 

tailoring, privileging learner driven pedagogy and relational approaches to managing 

practice. This diversity of application was engineered to enable practicing managers to 
                                                 

34  The FMI Kit was a designer boxed set of five books with for segmented workplace audiences 
providing detailed guidelines and options for enactment. In 1998 it cost $240. 

35  This is a remarkable venture as it displaced previous AGPS arrangement with a commercial and 
market orientated approach in September 1998, establishing and ‘author’ a trust fund for future 
developments. 
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mediate emerging management development practice, rather than be passive recipients 

of yet ‘another’ agenda. 

 

The FMI competency framework includes eleven Modules that were greatly influenced 

by the Karpin Committee’s recommendations to emphasise leading, relations and 

learning.36 Learner flexibility was signposted through using core and elective modules 

that could be used to construct three vertically arranged qualification levels covering a 

broad span of interpretation of the frontline manager role within organisations. 

 
The FMI is a radical fluid learning technology, positioning a competency-based 

learning approach within workplace activity, contesting available production space, and 

eroding traditional managing practice, to empower a previously excluded group of 

managing actors. 

The FMI as a representation of change  
 
Merriam (1996, p. 1) indicates that obsessions with ‘improving’ pedagogy are ill-

directed, as more can be gained from increasing ‘access’, than by honing the tools. The 

FMI, in seeking to install and extend a formal learning culture within the learning 

vacuums of many enterprises, poses a learning management problem. Kirby (1988, 

Video) emphasises the critical importance of ‘managing’ such changed learning 

practices, the performativity aspect, arguing: 

The investment in education per se, does not deliver economic growth. But what is clear 
(is) when investment in human resources is associated with good management, 
appropriate research and development and innovation by governments, the skilled 
workforce provides the incentive for the exploitation of opportunities. 
 

The competency framework of the FMI is both a political and a pedagogic shift. It 

represents a movement of the focus of learning to the workplace context and places 

learning within the structure of work. ‘This is not a training programme’ states the FMI 

Kit (ANTA 1998b, p. 6), in one of the boldest educational statements of the decade, 

ushering in the second wave of competency-based packages to a semi deregulated 

training market, with a move from instructional curriculum towards facilitative and 

enterprise contextualised assessment (Stevenson 1996). 

 

                                                 

36  Full details of the competencies are provided in Appendix 9. 
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As a learning technology the FMI represents a merging of learning and work. Where 

training becomes learning (Field 1997) and where learning is work and work is learning 

(Billett, 1993). Politically, the FMI attempts to change organisational values by 

asserting that investment in learning is the key to business growth. Pedagogically, the 

FMI breaks the institutionalisation of VET by contesting existing relations between 

participants, providers and organisational workplaces, encouraging partnerships and the 

co-construction of knowledge (Billett 1997; Stevenson 1998). The FMI represents a 

shift in both MD and VET thought from compliance and ordering of learning, within 

defined boundaries of time and space, to the integration of learning within 

organisational processes, and the abandonment of the curriculum-rooted first generation 

competency-based approaches (Hager 1995). 

 

The FMI kit itself, through quantity of text and exclusive CBT language, is also an 

example of the changing textualisation of the FML identity. From one perspective it is 

regulatory text, designed to achieve compliance to the representation of enterprising 

management embedded within the competencies. From an alternative perspective it 

grounds such competency work within the workplace, enabling learners to filter and 

manage the global meaning of the text through local community practices.  

A litmus test for perceptions of learning and knowing 
 
This dynamic tension between global and local knowledges reflects the shift from 

culturally concentrated knowledge (Gibbons et al. 1994) to more transient socially 

distributed knowledge, where value is ultimately determined by performativity, not 

universal acceptance (Lyotard 1994). It is the prerogative of the dominant discourses of 

enterprise management, to mediate such processes and, thereby, manage FLM 

subjectivity. Managing discourses politically position the FMI as either a repository of 

knowledge, or as a framework for developing identity and socially located knowledges, 

by using specific descriptive language.37 Ironically, it is the very flexibility of the FMI 

framework that enables enactments, regulation and sense making. 

 

In theory, the FMI framework provides support for the concept of developmental 

generative competence, where the dual goal is to produce skilfulness and adaptability 

                                                 
37  Organisational language often telegraphs the choice that has been made, with FMI ‘training’ 

indicating the value adding through predetermined patterns, while FMI ‘learning’ indicates practices 
of reflexive space.  
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through continual interactions of individuals and their work (Elmstrom 1997; Khun 

1997; Billett 1998; Mulcahy & James 2000). However, the FMI learning framework is 

placed within managerial hands, for the managerial gain of managers, who may remove 

deviant social and non-productive learning aspirations (Garrick 1998). The FMI is an 

interpretive framework, not a learning script, in which only practices legitimised by the 

enterprise are enacted. From an academic perspective it is interesting to explore how a 

variety of discourses from training deliverers, package marketers, policy promoters and 

training managers, shape the meaning of and enact the meaning of the FMI pedagogy. 

The FMI and changing pedagogy 
 
The FMI is a VET learning technology based on a raft of significant changes taking 

place in the conceptualisation of learning. The FMI framework reflects the movement 

within management and VET towards a socio-cultural perspective.38 VET has history of 

marginalisation because, as Dewy (1916, p. 336) indicates: 

 
The source of this dualism(lies) in the division of society into a class labouring with 
muscles….and a class which, relieved from economic pressure devotes itself to the arts of 
social expression and social direction.  

 
During the 1990’s, VET has been shaped to act as a more pervasive social technology, 

through the rapid expansion of institutional bodies with significant mediational power 

(Chappell 2000). The FMI intensifies this development as a literary technology 

inscribing national standards. However, analysing the congruence of learning platforms 

is complex, as learning theories tend to privilege either the macro institutional or the 

micro interactional levels (Bernstien 1996). Excluding radicals like Freire (Taylor 

1993), there is a tendency for institutional perspectives of learning to position learners 

as consuming subjects with objective digestion, and prescriptively focus on curriculum, 

process, location and time of learning (Merrill & Li 1990), denying ‘their total 

experience’ (Nuthall 1999, p. 247). Interactional perspectives may focus on 

representational knowledge, acquisition and storage (Tennyson 1992; Anderson 1993), 

rather than on informal holistic ‘constructivist patterns’ of local knowing (Jonassen 

1990). 

                                                 

38  Bruner (1961/3, p. 45) warns the reader from "investigation the vineyard of learning" due to the 
paucity of rewards. There appears to be an irony in the contrast between the behavioural and 
cognitive paradigms of the 'free western world', and the Gestalt and Vygotskian approaches of the 
supposedly repressed and ordered societies of Germany and Russia (Davydov 1990). 
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Much learning theory is reductionist, representing an invisible and complex 

phenomenon, with simple patterns of institutional, community and individual 

interaction, denying the complexity of constructivist perspectives (Airasian & Walsh 

1997). However, current socio-cultural learning perspectives pursue such social 

constructivist perspectives, giving primacy to local social relationships as mediating 

discourses (Palincsar 1998). This creates a fundamentalist cultural paradigm war in 

which ‘one truth epistemologists’, pursue cognitive manipulation, an illness that infects, 

estranges and shapes consciousness through ‘realism, rationalism and reductionism’ and 

the social imperatives for diversity and cognitive growth (Giroux 1992; Gage 1989; 

Kincheloe 1993). How infected are the self-orchestrated, workplace-based learning 

patterns of the FMI?  

 
Socio-cultural perspectives, with constructivist methodology increasingly inhabit 

learning frameworks (Brunning et al. 1990). These perspectives are meshed with 

discourses of life-long learning and meta-cognitive skilling that are eroding concepts of 

front-end loading education (Weinstein et al 1988; Candy 1997) and asserting networks 

of collaborative action (Marsick & Neaman, 1996; Watkins 1996; Palmer & Rura-

Polley 1998). The FMI framework is aligned with these pedagogic discourses and with 

organisational discourses that perceive learning as a critical competitive resource for 

individual competence and for organisational capability, fuelling competitive advantage 

(Hamel & Prahalad 1994: Sanchez 1996). Organisational learning discourses, such as 

the FMI, re-position socio-cultural approaches to learning within organisations. So 

positioned, learning becomes mental and practical activity that is far more complex than 

the grand narratives of externalised knowledge inputs and passive data processors, so 

beloved of the instructional design fraternity (Merrill & Li 1990; Dick 1991; Engestrom 

1994).  

 
Workplace learner achievements are diverse because learner heterogeneity ensures a 

multiplicity of perception for each learning experiences (or text). 

 
Learners activate existing knowledge for the purpose of interpreting newly presented 
knowledge which, when decoded and interpreted, is added to existing knowledge. 

Jonassen 1989, p. 30 
 

Mechanistic approaches to learning sit ill at ease in a turbulent world. In contrast, rich 

socio-cultural approaches that scaffold the learner are grounded in organisational 
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context and located within communities of practice, provide adaptability (Engestrom 

1993; Lave & Wenger 1991). It is a measure of the radical nature of the FMI framework 

that it had considerable difficulty in achieving appropriate accreditation.39 Movement 

towards the complex set of pedagogic relationships at the heart of the FMI, that ally 

situated, constructivist technology with a competency-based approach, problematises 

FMI enactment. 

Origins of competency 
 
Marginson (1992, p. 143) suggests that ‘CBT’, or outcome based learning, is a recurring 

innovation in the history of education and training. This text asserts that the origins of 

the competency-based framework underpinning the FMI lie within World War Two 

military requirements and the subsequent social changes of the 1960’s and 1970’s.40 It 

was the political imperatives of the 1980’s that appropriated what was initially an 

American led pedagogy, re-shaping the components to drive a British national 

institutionalised programme for VET.41 Subsequently, CBT continued the pattern of 

colonisation and continued transportation to the Antipodes. Reaction to global economic 

pressures prompted a broad investigation and micro economic reform within Australia 

and resulted in the development of a cohesive national training system based on CBT 

approaches (Dawkins 1988).  

 
There are two central features of the competency-based approach in Australia that are 

important in framing the context of this research project. The first is that the 

competency-based approach was firmly established during the 1990's as the core VET 

methodology and as a necessary micro-economic strategy by successive government 

political initiatives (Finn 1991; Moran 1995; Slater 1992). The second is that there 

existed considerable academic disquiet about the limitations of a competency-based 

approach (e.g. Hager 1995; Gayle 1994; Collins 1992), especially when juxtaposed with 

                                                 

39  Ironically the battle for accreditation was within a system devised, instituted and orchestrated by the 
Australian National Training Authority itself. 

40  This text asserts that four diverse pedagogic frameworks from the 196/70 period are inter-woven 
into subsequent CBT frameworks, and this fascinating, yet tangential, historical pedagogic venture 
is argued and detailed with complete modelling in Barratt-Pugh (1996). 

41  A detailed account of these developments from both the political and pedagogic perspectives is 
provided in Appendix 10, as they underpin, and inform the subsequent Australian experience,  
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the wider context of developing a training market (Anderson 1996).42 Does the 

enactment of the FMI demonstrate the structuralist and behaviourist tendencies 

indicated by CBT critics?  

In-competency  
 

Critics have highlighted many weakness of the emerging CBT system, including a 

limited pedagogy that is suitable only for low skills, conflicting definitions of 

competency, a lack of links to knowledge, ignoring other performance components, 

constricting competencies, limited goals, over bureaucratic and unprepared staff.43 

However, much critical comment lacks ‘empirical grounding’ and is a simple echoing or 

vocal consensus about a ‘phoney debate’ missing the all important voice of the 

practitioner (Kellehear 1993, p. 8; Brown 1994, p. 14; Harper 1998). Hall (1995, p. 6), 

in a review of CBT research, concludes that the empirical substance behind much 

research is ‘thin’ and consists of a critique of combination of political statements, 

working party reports and unsupported generalisations that became ‘research’ 

knowledge when quoted by subsequent critics.  

 
Ultimately, it is the application, not the theory, that is critical as it offers escape from 

previous prescription (Fletcher 1991/3; Hager 1995), where: 

 

The participants become dependent on trainers and programs rather than becoming 

independent, lifelong learners who are able to continuously learn on the job in a mutual 

collaborative problem-solving framework. Lange 1993, p. 22 

 
Shouldn't we be placing more attention on making individuals responsible for their own 

learning and on presenting their achievements to employers and others? 
Baumgart 1992, p. 8 

 

In Australia, the most significant empirical research work in this area is facilitated by 

the National Centre for Vocational Educational Research (NCVER). In 1999 significant 

NCVER research projects reviewed the impact of the competency-based approach to 

training on enterprises, curriculum and assessment (Billett, et al. 1999; Smith, et al. 

                                                 

42  Further detail of this development is provided within Appendix 11. 

43  A full account of these critical stances are included and modelled in Barratt-Pugh (1996) 
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2000; Mulcahy & James 1999). These studies highlighted the issues of practitioners and 

indicated the new meanings of practice. From this wider perspective, learning goals 

appeared neither based on the job, nor on the person, but evolving in the relationship 

between the two components, which was seen as a developmental view of competency 

(Ellstrom 1997; Mulcahy & James 2000). Mulcahy and James (2000) indicate that there 

might continue to be low road users, who follow the first generation approach towards 

systematic procedural acquisition, skilling and accreditation, and high road users, who 

follow the second-generation approach towards more fluid and adaptive learning 

practices as a catalyst for innovation. The FMI has the high road firmly in view.  

Enter the next generation 
 

The initial competency–based approach to training staggered under weight of 

regulation, prescription and compliance induced by a revolutionary change of 

philosophy and ownership. Often behaviourist outcome statements were stapled below 

existing rigid curricula. Prescriptive discourses restricted learner practices and distanced 

and silenced learners. ANTA regulated, rather then innovated, and credentialism 

overpowered an administratively challenged approach to learning (Hager 1995, Gayle 

1992/4b). However, as Winter (1989, p. 26) commented: 

 

The emphasis upon criterion-referenced assessment and upon the detailed elaboration of 

learning outcomes is part of a serious attempt to embody a number of educational 

principles: a learner centred pedagogy, access to educational opportunity for the cultural 

disadvantaged, precision and justice in assessment, the encouragement of student 

autonomy, and the integration of theory and practice. 

 

The FMI was designed as the pilot training package of a new generation and, as such, 

the first ‘second-generation’ approach to CBT in Australia. Marking the move from 

instructional curricula towards facilitative and enterprise contextualised assessment 

(Stevenson 1996), the FMI also linked CBT pedagogy with the intangibility of 

management development. As enterprises operationalise such technology to order 

learning or develop competence what meaning is produced?  

FMI as situated learning 
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Ironically, two parallel forces have relocated learning and the FMI. First was the 

adoption of a socio-cultural, situated process of cognition (Lave 1991), based on 

authentic tasks and relationships (Billett 1996). Second was the political imperative of 

moving learning out of institutions, into markets and towards enterprise control (Garrick 

1998). However, the workplace is not just a site of learning, as it is a contested 

organisational space in which actors and texts battle for control of learning agendas and 

emerging knowledge. 

 
The ‘organisational learning’ discourse that seeped through the Karpin report (1995) 

were subsequently joined by multiple discourses of ‘knowledge management’ (e.g. 

Marsick, 1997; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995) that emphasised the situated nature of 

learning and the distributed nature of knowing (Volet & Harris 1997; Candy 1997; 

Hager 1998b). Jarvela and Neivert (2000, p. 57) suggest prevailing conceptions of 

learning ‘are largely based on the idea that learning is not only a process of knowledge 

construction but also social interaction.’ 

 
MeLellan (1994, p. 7) emphasises that ‘knowledge is contextually situated and is 

fundamentally influenced by the activity, context and culture in which it is used’. The 

FMI is designed to colonise organisational social space, harnessing the community 

scaffolding of learning, and annexing the relations that determine legitimate learning 

(Berryman 1993). Terrain previously contested as a site of work production, becomes 

space where learning access, time, process, content and outcomes are in tension with 

existing work productions.44 

 
Situated learning theory is significant because it both moves the focus of learning to the 

workplace domain and cognitively engages workplace actors within developmental, 

meaning-making processes. Beginning with the work of Vygotsky (1978) and Leont’ev 

(1978), approaches to learning that recognise the intrinsically social and relational 

nature of sense-making underpin the re-location of FMI ‘learning’ within the 

workplace.45 Situated theory places the act of knowing just outside the self and on the 

path of interaction with others within the community of practice. It is the cultural 

                                                 

44  This perception is expanded by Learning Network Theory (Poell et al. 2000), that forms an 
important framework for the analysis of data in this thesis and is explained in detail in Chapter 7. 

45  Details of the increasing recognition of peer and community mediation in legitimising learning and 
learning practices are provided within Appendix 12, with a specific emphasis on COPT. 
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legitimacy of knowing that is all and Engestrom (1999) provides an important current 

model of such ‘activity systems’.46 

Situational perspectives and legitimate learning 
 
 

Locating learning in the workplace privileges local context and local practices, 

generating more situated knowing. However, do such organisationally situated practices 

indicate a break from formal institutionally dominated educational chains? Stevenson 

(1997) suggests social context defines legitimacy. Workplace legitimacy is, therefore, 

diverse, in sharp contrast to the focused legitimacy of traditional academic pedagogical 

models. Breaking free of learning institutions to ‘learner mediated partnerships’ 

provides only nominal learner control. Learning is no more individual or isolated in the 

workplace than it was within educational institutions (Stevenson 1997; McIntyre 1997; 

Bagnall 1998). Workplace learning requires the tripartite legitimisation of knowledge, 

where the roles of manager, tutor and mentor become confused. Who legitimises 

learning and to what extent will ‘the workplace become the curriculum?’ asks Garrick 

and Kirkpatrick (1998, p. 173), while Garrick (1998, p. 157) suggests ‘what counts as 

valid informal learning has been shown to be tied to discursive communication patterns, 

power relations and particular types of workplace imperatives’.   

 
Garrick (1998, p, 6) argues that as market forces are left to determine valid knowledge, 

the capacity for change is lost. Located informal workplace learning may be no more 

self directed than previous formal educational processes, where market forces prevail. 

Changing the locus of learning replaces academic imperatives with organisational 

imperatives, with the only real change being masters of the discourses that virtually 

control the learning process. Management discursively determines values, and what 

learning is valued as productive. Learners are caged in workplace learning from the 

outset, as Boje (1994, p. 477) has noted: 

 

Learning occurs in the minute by minute interactions and the spaces along the hallways, 

lunchrooms and email networks. The iron cage of the bureaucratic teaching machine is so 

ubiquitous and seemingly benign that the prisoners of modern learning no longer see the 

bars, the gears or question the learning agenda. 

                                                 

46  Activity Theory forms an important framework for the analysis of data in this thesis and is explained 
in detail in Chapter 7.  
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Producing situated knowing 
 
Fenwick (2000) indicates the pointlessness of using reified knowledge and prescriptive 

practices as ‘learning’ in transient organisational spaces, where knowledge constantly 

changes (Harris & Volet 1997; Candy 1997; Hager 1998; Falk & Kilpatrick 2002). 

Understanding the ‘socially mediated and constructive processes’ of workplace learning 

and the roles of context and culture has replaced a century of studying institutionalised 

learning and codified knowledges (Hager 1998/b; Billett 1996, p. 45). The re-location 

and informal nature of learning in the workplace problematises the integration of work 

and learning productions by introducing new learning practices. 

 

Farrell (2000), paraphrasing Fairclough (1992), sees those who facilitate organisational 

learners as discourse technologists, bridging the meaning of reified knowledge within 

local communities of practice, developing knowing as a local achievement, to produce 

textually mediated social action. These actors are torn between two sites of regulation, 

the hegemony of nationally endorsed inscriptions, and local practices, in determining 

what counts as knowing (Simons & Harris 2000). What form are the grounded practices 

of FMI situated learning taking, and what discourses constitute and mediate these 

practices? Is such pedagogy subject to market discourses? 

The FMI as a market commodity 
 
The Labor Party’s creation of the Australian National Training Authority in 1992 was a 

major political move that produced a unified Vocational Education and Training (VET) 

system in Australia. The subsequent change to a Liberal government saw this same 

framework used to drive a market approach to VET, with a parallel reduction in the 

bureaucratic constraints and frameworks. While there was significant change in 

pedagogical theory that framed the genesis of the FMI, significant changes in the FMI’s 

organisational context as Government-ANTA discourses developed a competitive 

training market were no less significant in the FMI’s implementation (Allen 1994). 

 

Industry already had a privileged role in determining training texts. Now enterprises 

were further privileged as customers, determining product legitimacy, production and 

customisation. The previously educationally driven system became an industry 

determined system, with ‘training’ seen as a commodity, and accreditation as a more 

tangible product than learning (Barratt-Pugh 1997/2000/2000b). The FMI is the training 
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package guinea pig in such a market, where lack of separation between delivery and 

accreditation mechanisms makes governance fragile.  

 
Whitty (1996) labels this a quasi market of training, resisting the use of inappropriate 

‘market’ metaphors that induce inappropriate mental constructions, expectations and 

aspirations. It is difficult to define the nebulous nature of products in ‘service’ markets 

as they are ‘more intangible than tangible, produced and consumed simultaneously’ 

(Berry 1988, p. 72). 

 
Educational markets are often more about manipulation and control over what is taught 

and how much is taught, rather than the development of user choice (Whitty, 1996). 

Marketisation may drive the commoditisation of training, and of the FMI. Coercive 

discourses can prescribe system change, but they cannot prescribe the multiplicity of 

learning pathways that must be negotiated by diverse learners. Fisher (1993) suggests 

such markets may have a focus on short term credential outcomes, stifle diversity and 

place the dual clients of learners and organisations in tension. Training markets 

encourage competitive providers to cream skim, reducing equity (Bartlett & Le Grand 

1993; Merriam 1996). The associated dilemmas of unsupported staff caught in a 

changing first generation CBT system are well documented (Harper 1998). Will the 

FMI be able to avoid credentialism, serve two masters and include space for reflexivity 

and equity? 

The FMI as an organisational discourse 
 
This text has already established the discursive nature of managing and learning 

activity, indicating the critical role of organisational discourses in forming social reality 

and subjectivity. Organisation is a meaning-making performance, fuelled by contesting 

and competitive discourses. The FMI educational technology is a discourse of learning, 

competing with other discourses of production, for organisational space. To mediate 

learning practices, FMI texts have to gain legitimacy by aligning or colluding with 

existing strategy. How is such an ambitious project operationalised within 

organisations, and how may the FMI be positioned in such contested terrain? In the 

terms of Institutional Theory, the FMI displays an isomorphism in its overall 

assumptions and technologies (macro perspective), but this is mediated through 

textually constructed and enacted discourses (micro perspective), as the FMI seeks 

enacted diversity (Dimaggio & Powell 1983).  
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This section explores organisation as a complex discursively constituted social 

construction in which the FMI text must establish discursive legitimacy. How 

knowledge is perceived within the organisation is instrumental in determining the 

purpose of FMI technology, and ultimately FML subjectivity.  

Organisations as contested terrain  

 
The defining essence of the capitalist labour process is the simultaneous obscuring and 
securing of surplus value. How does the capitalist assure himself of surplus value when 
its production is invisible.  Buraway 1979, p. 30  

 

Buraway (1979) positions the labour process as a game, increasing in complexity as 

production moves from the tangible towards identity production, with contesting 

discourses jousting for meaning and direction in these primary sites of struggle (Parker 

1992). Burrell (1998) asserts that there is organisational health in the diverse 

conversations and stories that define characters, plots and scripts, and sequences of 

action, creating albeit conflicting perspectives and identities for individuals (Hardy et al. 

1998; Martin 1992). Organisation is the politics of discursive engagement, determining 

who gets what, and when: 

 
The efforts of actors, individual or corporate, to strengthen or defend their position and to 
exercise influence over goals, policies, rules and everyday routines and events that are 
internal or external.  Bell et al. 2000, p. 156 

 
Grant et al. (1998) underline the defining nature of discourses within organisations. 

Discourses seek to privilege one way of looking and being, one way of categorising 

relationships and one way of valuing or ordering social events to dominate meaning and 

direction. The game for FMI users is to turn a discursive perspective into an enacted 

repeated social event, through the myths and symbolic practices of managing that 

represent and position other organisational actors in their own backyard, and their wider 

institutional field (Fairclough 1992b; Brown 1994; Hardy & Phillips 1998: Hardy & 

Palmer 1998).  

 

Organisation as textually mediated warfare  
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Organisational texts are increasingly pervasive47, but they are neither naive nor 

conciliatory constructions. The battles of organisation are fought with paper, signs, print 

and diagrams (Latour (1986), with textual warfare determining which discourses will 

determine meaning. Derrida (1976, p. 139) cites Levi Strauss in noting that: 

 
If my hypothesis is correct the primary function of writing, as means of communication is 
to facilitate the enslavement of other human beings. 

 
Clegg (1998) insists that organisational dialogue is essentially about power and is an 

instrument of the powerful. Discursive activity is a powerful form of representation and 

power exerted without discourse may lack organisational legitimacy (Du Gay 1996b). 

As Palmer and Dunford (1998) suggest, here is much paradox embedded in discursive 

organisational activity. Indeed organisation increasingly exhibits some of the textual 

hyper-reality referred to earlier in Boudrillard’s work (1983), as corporate texts include 

self-referential codes of symbolic corporate discourse and almost meaningless speech 

that is sharply divided and increasingly divorced from the more meaningful interaction 

and language of organisational practice.  

  
Discourses may promote values through text, but to constitute organisation, there must 

be an inseparability of talk and action, through which the values and emotions of the 

discourse are embedded in social performance, (Van Dijk 1993: Grant et al. 1998). 

 

The simultaneous nature of discourse crucially mediates the connection between 
language and social context, and facilitates a more satisfactory bridging of the gap 
between texts and contexts. Fairclough 1995, p. 189 

 

Clegg and Palmer (1996, p. 650) describes this interconnectedness of ‘in the world’ and 

‘in the mind’, with the Wittgenstein phrase ‘meaning is use’. The discourse of the FMI 

must produce a complex mix of interactions and artefacts that symbolise identity and 

spin webs of organisational significance, taking the text into practice (Marshak 1989, 

p. 49; Pratt & Rafaeli 1997). As there are many meanings of learning and front line 

managing, this is inevitably a political process. 

The FMI as a mutating mutable mobile 
 

                                                 

47  The Ikea catalogue is now established as the most prolifically globally distributed social text (Salzer 
Morling 1998) 
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Comber (1997) asserts that human capital rhetoric and an obsession for easily 

measurable outcomes have produced a discursive shift from learning as a human right 

towards learning as a governmentally endorsed personal investment, for employment 

and career. Training and learning is no longer a social service developing people, but a 

social directive, feeding the economy. Thus, discourse and texts do not have equal 

effects in the world, or within an organisation (Callon 1991) and some assume 

privileged positions, shaping social values and performance and obscuring or 

shadowing the untold ‘other’ stories of resistance. Management discourses of harmony 

and mutuality are used to manufacture consent, using guilt and fear to self-discipline 

social performance (Collinson 1992/4).  

 
Latour (1986), drawing on Hobbes, asks how do groups construct the power, legitimacy 

and authority to secure collective orientation to binding rules? For Latour (1990 & 

1991), the answer is simple as no knowledge is any more valid than any other. Thus, 

knowledge is successful if it ‘can muster the greatest number of well aligned and 

faithful allies’. Einstein (1979) indicated that before type, texts were vulnerable through 

corruption in translation and through physical deterioration. It was only with print that 

‘immutability’ and ‘mobility’ were achieved to transport the intents of discourses 

without corruption, to recruit more actors to networks and, finally, to seal them within 

the stabilised ‘black boxes’ of discursive control (Latour 1999). Web based technology 

has increased the mobility of managerial texts to span distance and time. Organisational 

actors may still be bodies grounded in specific organisational contexts, but their minds 

can now interact virtually with wider technologies of the self, in spaces governed by 

alternative discourses.  

 
Kirby (1988, video) indicates how ‘learning texts’ that contest existing practices within 

black boxes are in conflict with predominant discourse, arguing:  

 
It seemed to us (The Kirby Committee of Inquiry into Labour Market Programs) 
therefore obvious that, the recommendations that we made, that were likely to prove the 
most difficult to accept, were those that affected the balance of power, which in some 
way threatened existing vested interest in developing and controlling what was done.  
And so it proved to be. 

The FMI challenges many prior conceptualisations of managing and learning, 

contesting the existing ‘pastoral governance of knowledgeable discourses’ of best 

practice, flexibility and excellence, that provide a non-coercive technology of work, 

shaping manager dispositions and behaviours (Harrison 2000). These discourses are 

safe havens of mainstream identity for ‘produced’ subjects, displacing the quality 
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assurance of mechanical production, with the textual control of cognitive production. 

The dynamics of human agency shape workplace texts, perceptions of knowing, and 

ultimately worker subjectivity to produce an idealised globalised working identity that 

becomes the only legitimate subjectivity within the organisation (Fenwick 2000; 

Harrison 2000). In the new enterprise marketplace old and new discourses often run in 

parallel, forcing organisational actors to balance the complex social performance of 

learning and work production (Simons & Harris 2000).  

 

Positioned in this context, the FMI is a ‘mobile’ textual tool, woven within and between 

related management discourses, to contest and shape organisational meaning. For 

frontline managers learning becomes just another production. They are engaged in a 

process of self-production, mediated now by the texts of the FMI, as discourses seep 

through the workplace into their community interactions (Grant et al. 1998).  

 

FMI regulated by concepts of knowledge 
 
As early as 1980, Drucker suggested knowledge workers would hold organisational 

resources within their minds as intellectual capital, adding to organisational democracy. 

Knowledge is an industrial product and a key lever of current capability and future 

competitive advantage (Hamel & Prahalad 1994). Epistemology is a central concern in a 

more fragmented and complex business world and reflects wider social changes in both 

ontological and epistemological perceptions (Hassard & Pym, 1990, Cornford 1998). 

Significant changes in the social perception of the nature of knowledge are increasingly 

permeating organisational space, which is being invaded by an exponential growth in 

transient and rapidly obsolescent knowledge. While previously privileged, restricted, 

and exclusive knowledge has become an integral work component for consumption and 

reproduction. What was once an instrument for workplace control is now a workplace 

production.  

Locating knowledge in the enterprise as a process 
 
Garrick (1998 p. 6), suggests that: 
 

Power structures are changing, centres of decision making shifting and traditional 
notions of knowledge construction….are being radically challenged. 
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Lyotard (1984, p. xxiv) expressed ‘incredulity’ about the hegemony of the meta-

narratives that sought to marginalise other voices and install themselves as ‘truth and 

facts’. Increasingly, knowledge is being viewed as a process for all, situated within and 

distributed throughout the organisation, replacing notions of knowledge as an exclusive 

commodity and a substance dispensed by a few (Chapman 1997; Nuthall 1999). 

Knowledge, ironically, is valued more in its emerging transient form within 

organisations and is commodified to become a critical resource and product (McIntyre 

& Solomon 1999). Exclusive perceptions of knowledge exclude diversity and curtail 

potential development.48 Reified, codified knowledges act to maintain or restrict social 

systems, and are less pervasive than culturally robust practical knowledge (Giddens 

1984, p. 26). Organisational actors develop locally their own and equally valid 

assumptions about how the world works, their own survival and development theories 

and, with varied consciousness, put them to practice. The FMI text presents a specific 

representation of managing but the subsequent FMI performances are likely to be based 

on ‘knowing’ as a continuous local production, strongly mediated by the representations 

supported by powerful managers.  

 
Changing assumptions about the way the world works is a relational activity that may 

be mediated by codified texts (Mayher 1990). Knowledge is a located societal 

enactment, where ‘knowing is a relational moment or an effect, not a substance’ (Law 

2000). Knowing is not about acquiring something, but about the ‘doing’ of practice. Far 

from being located within the FMI texts, ‘knowing about managing’ will happen for 

actors at times, in places and in action with others. FMI knowing will be a located, 

relationally legitimised act.49 

Producing knowledge, organisation and self 
 
Clegg and Palmer (1996, p. 190) suggest ‘management knowledge is irredeemably 

political’, as employees take on more cognitive workplace roles. Managerialist 

discourses exploit this new cognitive production capacity of the workforce, to control 

knowledge production and identity production, as the two become synonymous (Du 

                                                 

48  Previously, with knowledge viewed as a ‘substance’ to be possessed and dispensed, there was an 
emphasis on categorisation. This debate and those concepts that support the social and relational 
nature of knowledge are reviewed more extensively in Appendix 13. 

49  A more detailed review and argument of this perspective of ‘knowing’ as a located relational 
experience is located in Appendix 13. 
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Gay 1996). Reconceptualising knowledge as a distributed and socially constructed 

process, positions knowledge making as a valued and critical organisational asset for 

coping with discontinuous change and the distinction between ‘learning’ and enterprise 

production become less defined and more integrated. 

 

Changing perceptions about the form and role of knowledge within organisations has 

implications for the existing patterns of knowledge generation and distribution. These 

changing views about knowledge position FMI learning as shaping new assumptions 

about managing, and making new managing meaning, rather than the acquisition or 

digestion of codified knowledge about managing. Such an emancipatory pedagogy 

challenges most existing subjectivities.  

Knowledge as social change 
 
As Mayher (1990, p. 79) indicates, ‘there is no knowledge without a knower’. Knowing 

is a social product, an assumption about the way the world works, guiding individual 

performance, or as a negotiated reality where ‘causal assumptions are shared with 

others’ (Sanchez 1996). There is little knowledge waiting to be found, just 

representations of practice that have been agreed by powerful groups, like those found 

in the FMI ‘Kit’. Knowing ‘is a social product’, constructed through social interaction, 

and implemented as social action (Callon 1986, p. 216). As Callon (1986) suggests, 

legitimising knowledge depends on mobilising powerful allies that engender cohesive 

social acceptance. Fact and truth are just subjectivities championed by hegemonic 

discourses. Political interaction between networks of people and artefacts builds 

knowledge claims through involvement, securing interest, allocating roles and 

sustaining ‘the network’ to distribute the knowledge system Callon (1986 & 1999).50 

Locally generated FMI perceptions of managing need the protection of managing 

discourses and network access to spread their knowledge claims within the 

organisational space. 

Frontline knowing 
 
These contesting views of knowledge position the FMI as a codified regulatory text, and 

as tool of knowing. As a text, the FMI Kit is explicit about relational modes of 

                                                 

50  This perspective is developed in Chapter 7 through a brief on Actor-Network Theory, which forms 
an important part of the subsequent analysis of the data collected by this study. 
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managing and located modes of learning (ANTA 1998b). It is, however, a text diversely 

translated within organisational space. Management discourses are interpreters of these 

FMI codes, either regulating a prescriptive FLM identity with the text as meta-narrative, 

or mediating a negotiated managing identity through local knowledge generation (Fox 

2001).  

The FMI as regulator of managing identity 
 
If the meaning of the FMI is determined by powerful management discourses, the 

identity of frontline managers is constructed by those same meanings. Producing FLM 

management knowing produces FLM subjectivity and, therefore, frontline manager 

identity.  

 
The production of such ‘worker’ identity has become a critical organisational outcome. 

Fox, Cooper and Martinez (1992) indicate the interconnection of managing as ‘learned 

accomplishment’ and of learning as a ‘managed accomplishment’. Identity, or self, is 

not unitary, isolated, absolute, static, nor endowed. On the contrary, we hold multiple 

identities or situated selves, and through relations, continually extend self as an active 

project, in a process of ‘endless amalgamation’ (McKenna, 2001). The formation and 

extension of identity is inextricably a discursive production where past and present lived 

relations together produce a subjectivity or a personal construction of the sense and 

continuity of self, mediated by influencing discourses (Hall & Du Gay 1996; Clegg & 

Hardy 1996). Identity is always an incomplete project, a complex construct and process 

of being and becoming, in a variety of life worlds, as a reflexive project and fluid 

construct it is continually in a state of change and only makes sense within social 

performance (Giddens 1984; Casey 1995; Du Gay 1996). Identity or self is where 

knowing takes place, but knowing cannot take place without social interaction.  

 
Gortz (1989, p. 344) asserts that the culture of work for post-Marxist man has become a 

fragmented, de-centring experience, a ‘nothing of a life world’, with managerialism 

displacing professionality with accountability and an electronically policed environment 

(Casey 1995; Ball 1997). This problematises finding and extending identity in a space 

where the ‘hidden curriculum of work’ to be learned and complied with demands a 

cognitive enslavement, denying spirituality (Casey 1995). For managers, there has been 

a change from being the subject of production and producing consent, towards the 
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production of subjects (Du Gay 1996). Organisational space is a complex and contested 

environment for FLM identity work. 

Textual violence to the self 
 
The managing-self as a subject is positioned by organisational discourses that mediate 

subjectivity. Luke (1995) suggests that current organisational and social conflicts are 

primarily about representation and subjectivity. About representation, because the texts 

that are produced and consumed determine how individuals and groups are ‘seen’ 

within an organisation. About subjectivity, because identity and self are constructed by 

the way individuals are ‘named, positioned, described and desired’ within such texts 

(Luke 1995, p. 17). It is a battlefield as ‘it is these discursive practices that classify, 

characterise, observe, monitor, shape and control behaviour’ (Wallace 2000, p. 479). 

Organisational space is deeply permeated by texts so that there is textual osmosis or a 

subliminal absorption of subjectivities, determining what we are, our identity and how 

we will behave. 

 
Tennant (2000, p. 78) suggests that the attraction of conforming to a ‘management 

prescribed’ subjectivity is all too an attractive proposition as: 

 
High value is placed on locating oneself within a shared understanding which despite 
recognition of notions of difference and diversity is more often than not a singular new 
corporate culture. 
 

Textual mediation is a pervasive form of governance to mobilise self-governing 

practitioners (Jackson 2000). The workplace is a linguistic battleground employing 

technologies of identity or knowledge to control the production of identity. The 

continual extension of identity is subject to global workplace discourses of abstracted, 

filtered and codified, representative knowledge, which is used to shape subjectivity, by 

linguistically rubbing away existing meaning. Such textual interjections are mediated by 

competing discourses, local knowledge making experiences, and existing identities. 

Developing an integrated and extended frontline managing identity is dependent on a 

process of social negotiation, the reflexive development of encultured knowledge that is 

of that time and that place and not a substance privileged by managerial prerogative. 

Technologies of the self 
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Gauntlett (2002) explains that Foucault's phrase ‘technologies of the self’ refers to ways 

in which people put forward and police their ‘selves’ in society and the ways in which 

they are ‘enabled or constrained’ in their use of different techniques by discourses that 

judge us by our alignments and allies. ‘Work on the self’ involves specific thought, 

word and action practices that constitute and regulate identity within social performance 

and in relation to discourses. It also includes how this self-image is propagated and 

policed as it is through thought, word and action that we practice who we are (Devos, 

2000; Anderson & Englehardt 2001). Such technologies balance self-determination with 

constructing discourses. Managing actors are positioned as continual learners, extending 

identity in a seamless enterprising environment of limitless postponements, where there 

is no final goal, just the next stage of being (Deleuze 1992). 

 

FMI Participants may have previously held the name manager, but now they are 

positioned to develop that identity. Clegg and Hardy (1996, p. 685) indicate that: 

 

Identity is a complex multifaceted and transient construct; to appreciate that individuals 
have multiple identities; that identities intersect to create an amalgamated identity; that 
identities are socially, historically, culturally, and organisationally constructed and 
subject to contradiction, revision, and change. 

 
The FMI is just one of several technologies designed to develop workplace identity 

that may form a unified or competing discourse to influence FLM subjectivity. Olsen 

(2000) defines work identity as ‘subjective assigning of meaning’. How a frontline 

manager ‘sees’ the workplace environment is the result of a range of organisational 

discourses including the FMI, that build upon existing identity, collectively or 

collaboratively to produce a new subjectivity (Thompson & McHugh 1995). The 

resulting identity becomes a subjective structural component of the organisational 

societal context. If ‘self’ is a negotiable entity, who holds power within FMI 

negotiation processes (Sheeres & Solomon 2000)?  

 
Jorgensen (2000) suggests that the negotiation space consists of three intricately 

interwoven competing discourses (existing self, community of practice and managerial 

discourse) producing the resulting self or Habitus of the frontline manager (Harris, 

Simons & Bone 2000). Regulated learning spaces produce prescribed workplace 

subjectivity. Learning spaces that include dialogue, choice and self-reflection enable 

reflexivity and discourses of partnership to shape preferred selves (Rhodes & Garrick 

2000; Falk & Kilpatrick 2000a). As identity is processual, and subjectivity a social 
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production, the social practices of the FMI develop, culturally mediating new managing 

meaning and managing practice. While the texts prescribe specific ways of managing 

and implicitly indicate managing subjectivity, the fluid framework of the FMI enables 

diversity of practice, a diversity that may include space for re-negotiation of self. 

Ultimately, the extension of managing self is subject to the practices of local FMI 

performance. 

FMI regulated by concepts of technology 
 
Identity is subject to continual and multiple technologies. Technologies can be descri 

bed as the practical application of knowledge or knowing or as a technique or system of 

production. The FMI is a primarily text based social technology that is translated 

diversely within organisations to shape social performances.  

 

Technologies designed to shape the environment have increasingly been replaced by 

technologies designed to shape our social world and subjectivity. Far from being the 

instigators of social change, technologies are increasingly positioned in a dualistic 

relationship with social actors, mutually mediating performance (Roe Smith 1994).51 As 

a technology, the FMI is subject to multiple social enactments, with instrumentality 

determined by the social value and social interdependence accorded to the technology 

and subsequent interactions.  

Enter Actor-Network Theory 

 
Reductionist discourses of culture seek to unify, represent and model what is a complex, 

continuous and contested enactment (Law & Urry 2001). Such shorthand as ‘the 

government’, denies the complex social reality of social governing performance as the 

mechanics of power, or knowledge work, as a continued social enactment (Law 1992). 

Thus, attempting to divide technology from social performance would appear an 

erroneous exercise. There is, however, a significant field of social analysis that stresses 

the integration of technologies and human performance, and the symbiotic relations 

                                                 

51  The early passages of this chapter indicated the related nature of technologies and social change, 
emphasising the increasing organisational complexity, fragmentation, and paradox. Issues of 
technological determinism, concerning the cause and effect relations between social change and 
technology are briefly explored further in Appendix 14. 
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between subjects and objects called Actor-Network Theory (ANT).52 FMI performances 

are a complex mix of FMI texts, negotiated meanings and contested practices. 

Interaction between human agents and the ‘technology’ may therefore be seen as a 

dialectical process. Actors construct technology, and it reciprocally constructs them 

with production and re-production. Technology is neither a coercive, objective, nor a 

socially constructed object, but the outcome of social action that embodies meaning 

constructed from patterns of practice. 

What kind of technology? 
 
From the perspective of ANT, the ‘intrusion’ of the FMI Kit disrupts existing networks, 

forming new networks within and across organisational space. Only a detailed 

exploration will determine the complex forms of these locally defined networks and 

what they produce.  

 
In the ‘Kit’ the FMI is portrayed as a technology of managing and learning. Mulcahy 

(2000) views the FMI as both a technology of knowledge, defining what managing is, 

and a technology of representation, defining how managers should manage. 

Organisations are positioned to mediate the space where the FMI texts are decoded, 

supporting or resisting new representations of managing, and negotiating new meanings 

of managing. It is evident that the FMI is also a literary technology, providing 

templates, procedures and formats to shape subsequent inscribed production. 

 
Management discourses of best practice, excellence and enterprise are a powerful 

mediating influence on inexperienced managers and combine to provide a seductive 

legitimacy as a technology of work or career for frontline managers. The competencies 

also provide a schedule for a technology of the self or identity, enabling role definition, 

the valuing of relations, and evidence codes for continued policing. The FMI is a 

technology of discipline and governance as power seeps though the standards to 

legitimise, shape and assess certain practices, excluding others (Reed 1998). In 

regulatory environments the FMI may be a technology of power, determining the 

relationships between resources, with coercion and reward. 

 

                                                 

52  Actor-Network Theory (ANT) is described in detail within Chapter 7 and forms an important 
framework for the later phase of interpreting the data from this study. 
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The FMI may be seen as a technology of signs, determining meaning and status, 

orchestrating the production of identity. It is not as rhetorical inscription representing 

the process of change but a tool to assist the construction of new meaning (Farrell 

2002). Like ‘Schrödinger’s Cat’53 shut inside the box and left to an unknown fate, the 

only way to find out what kind of technology the FMI is, is to open the box and find out 

what social practices have developed.  

A summary 
 
This analytical review of the functional and conceptual framework of the FMI provides 

a detailed context for the study by introducing a number of contesting perspectives of 

organising, managing and learning. The functional exploration emphasises the 

complexity and diversity of subsequent FMI interaction, while the conceptual analysis 

positions the FMI as a significant organisational intervention and a powerful discourse 

of knowing about managing, contesting existing discourses. The political stage of 

organisation determines who defines, legitimises and validates such representations of 

managing practice.  
 
The FMI framework attempts to tackle two sets of complex and intensely explored 

relationships where research knowledge is limited. First there are the relations between 

developmental activity and organisational change, and the imprecision of 

‘training/learning’ as a strategic tool (Smith & Hayton 1997; Maglen & Hopkins 

1998/99). Second, there are the complex set of workplace learning interactions between 

participants, providers and managing actors to shape and extend managing identity 

(Billett 1996, Stevenson 1998). How FMI practice is shaped by enterprises, or shapes 

enterprises, is unclear, as FMI texts are subject to multiple translations within diverse 

environments. There are two conceptual sensitising frameworks that have emerged 

during this study of literature and reflection on practice that can assist the reader 

understanding the complexity of the FMI practice analysed in this study. 

 

The macro context of this review positions the FMI as a social technology, a 

governmental discourse, encountering the contested terrain of diverse organisational 

                                                 
53  In 1935 Schrödinger (1983) used a metaphor to explore our macro knowing or observations about 

micro changes in nature. A living cat is placed in a thick lead box with a vial of cyanide and the box 
is sealed. We now do not know if the cat is alive or if it has ruptured the cyanide capsule and died. 
Either state may be ‘true’. There is a superposition of states resolved only when the seal of the box is 
broken. The cat only becomes one state or the other to us, dead or alive, at that point of time. 
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environments. The micro context positions the FMI as a technology of management 

development within organisations, seeping new language into each interaction within 

practice.  

 

This study draws from previous ways of understanding, to inform understanding of the 

new processes, sites and spaces of FMI learning (Seddon 2001). This review concludes 

by mapping both micro and macro analytical perspectives. This involves co-locating 

some conceptual stances that espouse irreconcilable relationships. However, each 

theoretical perspective illuminates specific aspects of social interaction, and therefore 

FMI practice, with different lenses.  

 

To inform this study at the micro level, the following model attempts to display the 

meaning constructed within this text by the many and diverse academic contributions 

reviewed that position the FMI as a discourse, a text and, subsequently, as an object in, 

and a subject of, continual social performance. FMI practices ultimately involve 

dialectic in which texts and actors, consciously and unconsciously prisoners of wider 

discourses, attempt to convey meaning and interpret meaning, contesting and 

negotiating new meaning that establish new patterns of practice.  
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Figure 3:  A model of discursive organisational interaction 
 

In the model, the learning relations of FMI practice contest existing learner/instructor 

traditions. Dominant discourses construct the identity, relations and knowledges of the 

‘author’.54 The author subjectivity frames the interactional patterns of text, talk, 

conversation and dialectic that are presented along with the contextual cues of their 

habitus (Saussure 1960; Bourdieu 1990). The recipient actor, with a subjectivity also 

framed by wider discourses, seeks meaning from the contextual cues and habitus of the 

author. There is multiple and paradoxical sense making from the signified content, 

concepts, and (in Baudrillard’s terms) self-referential codes. Thus meaning from FMI 

interactivity may be agreed, negotiated or contested, producing agency, resistance, 

reflexivity or extended identity. 

 

The macro context of this study positions the FMI discourse as a governmental social 

technology. A technology of management development dispersed to highly diverse and 

contested organisational terrain. The figure below attempts to model the relationships 

explored within this text between the fields of practice, codified knowledges, 

technologies and productions as components of social change. This mapping informs 

the process of analysis rather than presenting a theoretical statement.  

                                                 

54  The ‘author’ in terms of FMI interaction may be the RTO provider, the enterprise HRD manager, 
mentor or facilitator of any interactional session. 
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Informed through discussions with Linstead and Mulcahy 
 

Figure 4:  A model of organisational interaction and social technologies 
 
This review indicates that the FMI should be conceived as a text-based technology, 

distributed widely by powerful actors. However, the relationships between these texts, 

prevailing discourses, social actors and existing social structures are highly 

epistemologically contested. Indeed, this review displays how issues of agency, 

subjectivity and object enactment are the focus of strong academic debate. In terms of 

the FMI, little is known about the relationships between FMI practice and resulting 

production.  
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The model shown in Figure 4 positions the FMI as a technology constructed to 

operationalise specific representations of managing that have been abstracted from the 

dilemmas of organisational practice and encoded as discursive knowledge. As a 

technology the FMI is dispersed within the organisational environment to recruit and 

legitimise particular forms of learning and managing that mediate social performances, 

subjectivity and managing identity. The representations dispersed by the technology 

contest existing practice and new patterns of practice emerge that might change the 

productions resulting from performance. Ways of doing and being are changed and the 

new performance becomes fertile ground for subsequent abstractions and codifications 

of knowledge. This eclectic model was used to understand the diverse relational patterns 

of FMI practice, to guide the study design and to frame the more reductionist analysis 

frameworks. 

 
The present study is concerned with two areas of intense debate, namely:  

• The development of the work-placed based development practices 

• The extension of more enabling managing identity.  

 

In the first arena, the FMI represents an emerging form of CBT as an open market 

training package, based on partnered facilitation in an organisational context. This study 

will explore the patterns of workplace based development that are being produced by 

the FMI to locate those relational patterns that extend manager and organisational 

learning and capability. 

 

In the second arena, the FMI underpins moves towards a more relational approach to 

managing, with continued situated learning and distributed knowledge development 

displacing regulative activity in an increasingly textualised workplace. This study will 

explore the patterns of workplace-based development and their relations with 

subsequent managing practice to identify development practices that facilitate more 

relational forms of managing. 

 

This review displays the FMI as a critical initiative, in terms of new approaches to 

learning and knowledge development, and in terms of more discursive technologies of 

managing and organising. The FMI is a shift in management development and VET 

thinking from restricting learning within defined boundaries of time and space to the 
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integration of learning within organisation. It is evident that the FMI framework is a 

move within both management and learning towards a socio-cultural perspective. 

Engineered to be almost invisible and capable of being customised and adapted to 

diverse organisational and individual needs, the FMI reflects aspects of a constructivist 

approach within a competency-based framework. The paradox is that, because of this 

adaptability, the FMI is an instrument that can be re-shaped by any powerful discourse.  

 
This chapter indicates the radical nature of social change that frames FMI practice and 

the highly contested nature and tensions of organising that produce FMI practice. 

Significant changes within the epistemological and often ontological perspectives of 

many discipline areas illuminated by this review preclude predictions of emerging FMI 

practice. While some studies have informed CBT practice, there is an inadequate 

empirical base for understanding CBMD. There is little doubt that due to the extensive 

impact of the FMI, a detailed diagnosis of practice based on empirical evidence will be 

a valuable contribution to the understanding of management development and work-

placed based learning practices. This study confronts critical questions concerning 

changing manager perceptions of organisation, learning and knowledge and how such 

discourses and gatekeepers mediate FMI practice, in complex, chaotic and diverse 

forms of organisation. FMI practice is in tension between regulatory and reflexive 

discourses. What are the critical discourses, issues and relationships that act to mediate 

and produce FMI practice? What performances are being generated and what are they 

producing? 
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3-Conceptual Framework 
 

 
‘I declare it’s marked out just like a large chessboard!’ Alice said at last. ‘There 

ought to be some men moving about somewhere – and so there you are!’,,,,. ‘It’s 

like a huge game of chess that’s being played - all over the world – if this is the 

world at all you know. Oh what fun it is! How I wish I was one of them. 

 Carroll 1962, p. 177 

Introduction 
 
This chapter maps the territory and relations of FMI practice. The purpose of this 

chapter is to produce a sensitising framework for the investigation of what is a complex 

and extensive initiative, linking many thousands of individuals and organisations.55 The 

chapter also provides research questions that emerge from such a framework to guide 

the subsequent extensive fieldwork. The aim is to provide a framework that can guide 

research practice but does not curtail the voices of practice or the patterns of practice 

they create. A research study seeking to explore such an extensive phenomena requires 

broad maps of the territory and critical relations56. 

 

This text has positioned the FMI as a social technology, distributed into the contested 

space of diverse Australian organisations. The FMI is a powerful representation of 

frontline managing in organisational contexts that increasingly demand cognitive 

inclusion and identity extension from managing actors. The FMI is constructed to be a 

significant discourse of organisational change, but as a text, it must recruit and form 

networks to permeate the continuous dialectic of social performance, producing new 

                                                 

55  This study is engaging with multiple interpretations of the FMI nationally, across States and through 
seven years of research. Despite the inductive nature of this study such a task requires sensitising 
frameworks to investigate the complex patterns of FMI managing relations and workplace learning 
relations formed by the FMI. 

56  These initial conceptualisations were the result of considerable pilot activity, prior personal research 
experiences and an initial review of texts in the public domain. They should be considered as the 
primary production of the pilot phase. They are introduced at this early stage of the text so that the 
reader is able benefit from a broad conceptual over view of the foiled of FMI practice that will assist 
in making sense of the complexity relational analysis that will follow.  
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social practices, constituted and situated within each location. This is the location of this 

research study. 

 

The previous chapter has outlined the diverse disciplines underlying the nature of the 

FMI as a social construction. The review indicates that there while considerable related 

theory exists, there is a lack of specificity in the literature concerning workplace-based 

learning technologies. The review also indicates the inadequate existing empirical base 

for understanding competency-based management development and justifies the 

initiation of a field study to explore FMI practice and conceptualise the emerging 

relations. 

 

The chapter provides multiple, merging, and often conflicting perspectives, indicating 

that the FMI can be viewed from a variety of different lenses, and positioned within the 

many contesting discourses of organisation. The FMI is both a textual production of 

those tensions, representations and relationships reviewed, and also a multiplicity of 

diversely enacted social performances. It is therefore both an organisational production 

about managing, and is generating organisational managing identity production. The 

synthesis of the literature provides the foundations for a conceptual framework that 

must embrace the diversity of FMI constitution and enactment. 

 

This chapter provides an explanation of the research precedents and rationale 

underpinning the conceptual framework for the study, a well as a detailed explanation 

of the critical relations within that conceptual framework. The complexity of these 

multiple relations are then richly mapped in three subordinate and interconnecting 

network frameworks. Finally the key questions used to interrogate these frameworks are 

detailed.   

A framework for investigation 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to propose a conceptual framework and primary research 

questions for the investigation of the FMI, to form the basis for the subsequent research 

design and method. The preceding chapter maps the underpinning theoretical 

knowledges, indicating historical trends and emerging conceptualisation that are 

constituting the FMI as a text, and subsequently an organisational practice. The review 

highlights the many tensions that are changing managerial perceptions towards 

organisation, control, learning and knowledge, re-positioning management learning 
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practices within organisations. What is evident from this review is that the FMI is a 

most interesting phenomenon for investigation.  

 

The conceptual framework emerging from this review attempts to reflect the range of 

relations and perspectives that may mediate operationalising the FMI. As a technology 

the FMI is specifically interesting because it is being enacted within socially 

instrumental organisations at a time of significant organisational change. The 

production of the FMI is an enactment of the competing discourses on managing, 

organising and knowing, reflecting the more dominant values in each specific context. 

FMI practices, as the focus of such an investigation, will illuminate which discourses 

and gatekeepers have mediated practice, how practice has been mediated, and what 

forms of production have been generated by this technology, in complex, chaotic and 

diverse forms of organisation. 

 
This study is concerned with emerging patterns of manager learning and managing 

practice. The conceptual framework for this study is significantly mediated by the 

concepts that were explored in the macro and micro theoretical frameworks at the close 

of the last chapter. Those theoretical frameworks indicate that the functionality of the 

FMI is not determined primarily by the texts of the FMI, but by discourses abstracting 

and producing representations of managing, and through the subsequent networks of 

actor interaction, where meaning is continually and inconsistently constructed and 

reconstructed. Those theoretical frameworks confirm the importance of the socio-

cultural nature of FMI production in understanding the meaning of the FMI. FMI 

practice is embedded in community relations and enterprise social performances where 

managing actors do identity work. The review clearly establishes the need for empirical 

investigation of those practices as the FMI has a primary impact on a significant number 

of organisational actors and the extension of their managing identity. In addition, they 

themselves are positioned as managers to mediate practices of managing organising and 

knowing within their enterprises. 

 

Conceptual frameworks by their very nature present an a priori statement constituting 

the domain of practice. Their use indicates a more functionalist approach to the research 

study because it reifies pre-existing organisational networks and bodies. However, due 

to the scale of the phenomena in question, this investigation requires a broad guiding 
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framework for the research design to enable more systematic location and exploration 

of critical FMI relations and interactional spaces to illuminate the emerging meaning of 

the initiative.  

 

The conceptual framework therefore proposes a critical network of FMI associations 

that locates the mediation and the production of FMI practice, and forms a platform 

from which to explore that FMI practice, guiding the research investigation. The 

framework maps the pattern of critical relationships that constitute the FMI texts and 

mediate the enacted meaning of those texts, forming the characteristics and dimensions 

of organisational practice. The conceptual framework theorises the key component 

relations in both macro-national, and micro-local FMI development. This holistic 

approach is appropriate because the phenomenon in question is innovative in structure, 

and therefore unique as an organisational performance. It would be inappropriate to 

produce a framework based upon more specific variable relationships constituting FMI 

practice as;  

1 The FMI is an embryonic textural representation of managing and learning that 

differs markedly from previous technologies and has not yet formed patterns of 

practice; 57 

2 The FMI text is subject to multiple and diverse interpretation within 

organisations; 

3 The FMI is a technology that attempts to mediate the complexity of workplace 

learning and organisational relationships where prior assumptions concerning 

the realities of social performance have little foundation. 

 

Both at the macro national level, and at the micro local community of practice level, the 

existing functionality of relational networks may be radically disturbed by the meanings 

emerging from the enactment of FMI texts. Organising, managing and knowing maybe 

achieved through compliance or through reflexive discourse, generating either imposed 

or negotiated realities. The conceptual framework is designed to underpin the 

investigation of these emerging practices and to illuminate what form of social 

technology the FMI is constituted as, and what it is producing. What are the critical 

                                                 

57  At the start of the research project the FMI was immature and had limited national penetration. 
There were few organisations who had established enduring patterns of workplace learning. 
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discourses, issues and relationships that will act to mediate and produce FMI practice 

and what are they in turn producing? 

Constructing a conceptual framework 
 
This conceptual framework is constructed as a functional platform for the investigation 

of the FMI phenomenon. It extends previous enterprise research models, but recognises 

and enables the examination of the new spaces and locations of learning practice being 

formed, and assessment of the strength and durability of these new relationships, 

instigators, gatekeepers and moderators of FMI practices. The framework also enables 

these networks to be interrogated as a complex of texts and practices, accommodating 

both subjects and objects as mediating actors within organisational space. Finally, the 

framework is constructed to accommodate the illumination of both local community 

practices and the broader political constructions of national inscriptions.  

 

The conceptual framework positions organising and managing as an enterprising 

performance integrally related to the ‘causal chain’ of management development and 

business benefit, where the focal relationship is that between learning processes, 

individual development, subsequent organisational implications and resulting business 

improvement. This is a relational chain that in knowledge driven enterprises, is 

increasingly about the production of learning, and about learning about, this production 

process. 

 

This conceptual framework is based on three major sources. The primary structural 

influences are the existing frameworks from already noted academic studies in the UK 

and Australia, while the third source is personal experience of management 

development practice.  

 

First, in the UK, Leman (1994) reviewed ways to evaluate competency-based 

management development and provided an exploratory investigation model of the 

relationship between strategy and organisational and business performance for the 

Department of Employment evaluation of competency-based management development 

(CBMD). This model was subsequently built upon by Winterton and Winterton (1997) 

when contracted to review the Management Charter Initiative (MCI). Their project was 

constructed as a relatively mechanistic evaluation, based around the examination of the 
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causal chain of management development.58 The framework was enacted by the 

gathering of evidence from a matrix of case studies, designed to gather evidence that 

would inform specific hypotheses concerning the comparative worth of CBMD. The 

framework of that study and the reasons why that methodology should be viewed with 

caution, is discussed in more detail in Appendix 3. However the core conceptual 

framework by Leman (1994) provides an effective and enduring representation of the 

micro-enterprise relationships between management development processes and 

strategic business improvement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Based on Leman 1994 

Figure 5:  Causal chain of management development   
 

Second, in Australia, the Karpin report (1995), almost simultaneously published an 

underpinning framework based on the same conclusions about management 

development and business growth. Government policy had already established the 

linkage between workplace reform, international competitiveness and improved living 

standards for all Australians (Karpin 1995, p. ix). The report proposed five associated 

levers for change. One driving factor was the development of enterprising culture, and 

the second, and specifically instrumental in this case, was improved management 

                                                 

58  The causal chain of management development is based on the assumption that management 
development activity has a primary impact of   generating improvement in manager activity. This 
creates a secondary impact of greater organisational effectiveness, and that subsequently there will 
be an ultimate impact of business benefits that can be attributed to the initial input of management 
development.  
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development. This however, was a macro framework specifically for national 

development, to be subsequently enacted at enterprise level. 

 
 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6:  Karpin enterprise development levers (based on Karpin 1995, p. xviii) 

 

Third, the conceptual framework for this research has also been shaped by previous 

personal experiences of the practice of business managing, manager development, 

management education and managing research studies. These experiences are grounded 

in two separate national systems, and from multiple practitioner and researcher role 

inputs. They have highlighted the fragility and imprecision of training / learning 

constructions in a business environment, the multi-factoral nature of learning transfer, 

and the imperative of strategic collusion in environments where negotiation of meaning 

is limited, and the direction of social performance often detached and discontinuous. 

Much of this understanding has been gained from association with recent National 

NCVER research studies. However a broad review of these studies has not located 

specific conceptual frameworks that would contribute to the structure of this study. 
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Key : 
 
                    Enterprise focus of this study.  
                      Critical enterprise network  
                      relationships. 
 
          National focus of this study. 

         Critical National network 
         relationships. 

  
                    Impact focus of related NCVER study. 
          Critical relationships orchestrating FMI  
           business impact. 
     

       The following areas of the conceptual framework are 
                     subsequently mapped in more detail. 

(1)  FMI discourses and enterprise production.  
(2)  National implementation process. 
(3)  Organisational actor learning environment. 

 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

           

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7:  Conceptual framework - institutional and organisational relations  
A technology, with what production? 
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The conceptual framework 
 

It has been argued that this study of the FMI should include both an investigation of the 

discourses constituting the FMI, and an exploration of the enacting networks social 

performance. The previous conceptual framework embraces both these perspectives, 

locating the study within networks of national generation and distribution, and within 

the local enterprise communities of practice.  

 

At the centre of the framework (yellow) are the bounded cyclical enterprise level 

processes concerning business development. In this study the contribution of HRD 

process, and specifically frontline management to business development, are privileged. 

However, these processes are inextricably networked to national patterns of FMI 

production and distribution (blue). Interaction between the two networks takes place 

within the space of the training market (pink), where both enterprise actors, and actors 

with broader state or national locations, form partnerships and negotiate meaning. The 

Karpin report (1995) delivered the basic framework for frontline manager development 

(blue), and this was produced by ANTA using the unique network of State departments, 

industry training bodies and commercial publishers. Key actors in this network are the 

registered training organisations who act as an interface of meaning interpreters, 

between the produced FMI texts and each enterprise. 

 

The cyclical enterprise processes (yellow) are based on Leman’s (1994) proposal, but 

extensively developed to include the critical role that managing practices perform in 

legitimising specific learning practices and knowing. This enterprise modelling is 

grounded in normative business cycles. In this cycle the specific business objectives are 

chosen to meet opportunities perceived in the business environment. These objectives 

shape organisational strategy and subsequently, HRD processes. Where organisations 

engage with the FMI, this engagement produces diverse forms of workplace based 

learning practices. Frontline managers engaging in these social performances may 

extend their identity, and their subsequent managing performance within the 

organisation, will change the nature of existing social interactions. This change in 

organisational performance may result in changes to external relations and improved 

business performance. This change in performance may subsequently trigger a re-

assessment of the previous business objectives and contribute to the cyclic nature of the 

business development. Central to this study are the significant role that managing 
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practices have in terms of determining inclusion in learning activity, legitimising 

specific learning goals and practices, and subsequently including new managing 

practices generated by those learning activities. There is a clear division within these 

cyclical processes (yellow), between those that are the focus of this study (3D boxes) 

and the remainder of the cyclical processes (yellow), that are the focus of another 

associated and parallel, but perceptually differentiated, national evaluation study, where 

FMI impact is illuminated (see Appendix 2).  

 

The nature of all the relationships within the model will vary from enterprise to 

enterprise and from location to location. This model excludes a wide range 

organisational activity that also contributes to business development that are not 

specifically the focus of this study. However the relevance of associated organisational 

performances is recognised by, and accommodated by this study. 

Dealing with complexity – sub networks 
 
This conceptual framework maps the critical relationships constituting the FMI and 

produced by the FMI. This framework establishes the relational boundaries of FMI 

related activity, and therefore this study, but does not attempt to frame the relational 

nature of discursive activity, predict the diversity of local enterprise relationships, or 

indicate the shape of emerging structures mediating individual actor identity.  

 

However, it is evident from the previous review of literature, that this study is informed 

by multiple text sources that suggest the relational patterns that could exist in each of 

these areas. Again, while such a priori ‘knowledge’ should not be used as a predictive 

mechanism, such relational propositions can be used to inform the exploration of the 

field of practice. This study is therefore further informed by three sub-networks, that 

provide more detail of specific areas of the conceptual framework (1,2,3). Each sub-

network augments the illumination of a specific area of relational tensions, and can be 

described as follows. 

 

Sub-network 1 – The discourses that negotiate and contest the form of FMI 

learning relationships, situated at the edge of, and within, organisational 

interaction; relations of negotiation and partnership. 
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Sub-network 2 – The critical order of events orchestrating the national 

production of the FMI which position subsequent enterprise context; patterns of 

constituting the FMI texts, distribution and enterprise engagement. 

 

Sub-network 3 – The interactional patterns within the workplace that engender 

the social construction of knowing; organisational performances that position the 

individual extension of management identity. 

 

These sub-networks will provide an over view of the complexity and multiplicity of 

variables associated with a learning technology that has a nationally orchestrated 

foundation, but exists only as a locally determined practice. They provide three distinct 

and informative perspectives of FMI development through using discursive, temporal, 

and interactional lenses. Each of these sub networks will now be explored to illustrate 

the tensions that may be positioning FMI practice and meaning. 
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Discourses Mediating FMI Learning Relationships 
 

Figure 8: Discourses mediating FMI learning relationships 
Institutional and Organisational fields. 

Discourses mediating FMI learning relationships 
 

The discourses that contest and negotiate the form of FMI learning relationships are 

situated both within the national network of FMI production and distribution, and within 

each organisation that engages with the FMI in the training market. They operate both 

within organisations, and at the edge, engaging in inter-organisational activities. These 

discourses seek to establish the form of networks of FMI practice and the learning 

relations. This framework situates acting groups in their relational positions at the time 

of FMI enterprise engagement. The FMI is a production of these contesting discourses 

over the subsequent development period.  
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Located at the national level, the ANTA discourse is positioned to privilege specific 

agendas through funding control, negotiate the profile of state activity, and orchestrate 

industry representative bodies. The discourse of the publisher reflects national agendas, 

and seeks local engagement for commercial gains. 

 

Located within enterprises, discourses of management development by senior or HRD 

managers instigate engagement with the external national FMI network. The discourses 

of frontline managers and established managers seek to mediate the resulting FMI 

practices. These are relations that will be enacted diversely from enterprise to 

enterprise, and from month to month as the performance matures. This study will 

investigate the many and shifting meanings that are produced by these relational 

patterns. 
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Figure 9: Temporal framework of critical events in the FMI production process 

Critical events in the FMI production process 
 
FMI practice has been constituted by regulatory enforcement and through simultaneous 

and sequential development processes. While it is possible to retrospectively construct 

this phased implementation plan, it is evident that the FMI has both seeped and been 

driven though the training market. An extended period of consultation and collusion 

marks the early production phases. However subsequent enterprise network 

relationships have been informally mediated by each group of actors often through a 

complex chain of relations exploring new learning practices. The process has been 

continuous, discontinuous, and developmental. Organisations have engaged with very 

different representations of frontline managing during this implementation period. Each 

series of relationships has produced and enacted an FMI that has subsequently provided 

wider resources and embedded practices to act as models for subsequent programme 

relations. This sub-network situates FMI production as emanating from political 

relationships formed from the Karpin report by government(s), that located the FMI 

within the ANTA. Extensive dialectic with representatives of practices developed the 

meaning and practices of the FMI sufficiently to achieve national certification as a 

product and subsequent commercial distribution though the actor groups of the newly 

formed training market. Diverse enterprise interpretation and practices mediated 

innovative workplace practices that change local learning agendas, generate learning 

partnership and provide models for subsequent ‘training packages’. 
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Figure 10: The social construction of knowing through organisational performance -  

Identifying the critical relationships mediating the extension of self within organisation
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The social construction of knowing through organisational performance 

  
While the broad patterns of FMI practice are constituted by the powerful and competing 

discourses of organisation, individual actors are subject to unique and diverse networks 

of ‘learning’ relationships in each organisational location.  

 

Just as social actors find that there is no space outside society, so their organisational 

selves find they are bounded by the norms and practices of the wider patterns of 

organisational performance and production. They are a component of the production 

process, even when the production is learning, and in enterprising times are positioned 

and represented as enterprising frontline managers, who continually produce their own 

organisational identity.   

 

The development of workplace learning, new relationships and spaces of learning 

within training markets has displaced many pedagogic models grounded in linear 

knowledge acquisition sequencing and the traditional institutionalisation of knowing. 

The review has indicated the eclectic disciplinary base and contested nature of the 

emerging socio-cultural approaches to understanding new learning relationships, 

process and locations. In some cases, these perspectives may be prisoners of either their 

own historic academic discourses or their specific sphere of application.  

 

The previous model, with specific focus on the FMI, attempts to map the discourses that 

mediate frontline manager learning practices (or knowing practices), in broad terms. 

This model is situated interactional learning processes (teal blue) within the 

organisation, and in the central core of the figure. However, these practices are 

positioned, as are frontline managers, between the worlds of commodity production and 

identity production, the worlds of doing and knowing (top and bottom of figure, Poell et 

al 2000). The model is constructed to reflect the diverse realities of organisational 

practice where these worlds may be fused and integrated, discursively coordinated, or 

divorced and segregated. The location of learning practices, the legitimacy of actor 

voices, and the formality of structure will also be significant determinants of subsequent 

individual experience. 
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The emerging theory reviewed in the previous chapter contributes some consistency 

about what constitutes socio-cultural nature of workplace learning and inform the broad 

shape of this sub-network. 

• It is a continuous process of organisational identity development (Clegg 1989) 

• It is relational, and strongly mediated by the dominant values of local managers, 

managers and facilitators who legitimise participation and the values placed on 

outcomes (Lave &Wenger 1991). 

• It is contextual and tied to specific locations, times and people, and communities of 

practice (Law 2000). 

• It is strongly mediated by past learning and identity, where actor learning pre-

dispositions mediate subsequent learning performance (Jonassen 1990). 

 

This model is an attempt to map this complexity mediating FMI learning practices as a 

socio-cultural organisational performance. At the centre of this model the actor-learner 

is situated in a continuous cyclic process of extending knowing and identity through 

engagement with organisational performance (Teal blue). Positioned above the actor-

learner in the model are the networks of production that include the actor in social 

performance for commodity production (Orange). Positioned below the actor-learner in 

the model are the networks of identity production that may include the actor in 

organisational performances of identity work (Orange). Each of these networks is 

subject to mediating organisational texts and discourses, themselves constituted by 

broader cultural discourses (Plum). 

 

Initially, the actor-learner imports into the organisational space a specific habitus, and 

actor identity. It consists of knowing from previous social performances, knowing about 

knowing (Weinstein 1988), embedded assumptions and routines as a form of personal 

ontology, and pre-existing patterns of relationships that mediate continued learning 

(Jonassen 1990). Relationships within the organisation, building on prior dispositions, 

constitute affordance, or the motivation to develop knowing through organisational 

performance (Billett 2001). Networked in a community of production, the actor-learner 

encounters representations of knowledge in the multiple texts and modelling of the 

workplace (Janks 1997). The actor-learner encounters propositional, procedural and 

dispositional knowledges that are often embedded in context (Billett 2001).   
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Opportunities to participate in more structured or more formal identity work may 

include the actor-learner in networks of learning production (Merriam 1996). The 

location and relationships of this production may be integrated with or separate from the 

networks of commodity production above (Garrick 1999). The unique patterns of actor–

learner knowing, co participation (Billett 2001), will strongly mediate the subsequent 

social performances of identity work (Kolb 1984). Similarly these social performances 

will be constituted with differing locations, mediating artefacts, authenticity, and 

technologies that will strongly mediate the process of knowing (Stevenson 1997, Farrell 

2002). These social performances may be negotiated, regulated or coercive in nature 

(Garrick & Rhodes 2000).  

 

The networks of production are subject to broader cultural mediation (Hofstede 1992) 

and mediating partnerships (Poell et al. 2000), and strongly mediate the relationships 

and nature of learning performances, discursively negotiating performances that 

accommodate both community practices and organisational prescription (Fenwick 

2000). In terms of the networks of learning production unique patterns of guidance, 

norms, roles, leadership, and control are established (Vygotsky 1978: Jonassen 1990). 

In terms of networks of commodity production the existing patterns of inclusion, 

reflection, and coercion mediate the integration of the knowing processes (Senge 1990; 

Engestrom 1999b). 

 

Finally, the production of knowing, the extension of self, constitutes an extended FLM 

identity that may be valued as social capital (Bourdeau 1990) by the dominant 

discourses of organisation, and included within subsequent organisation. This process of 

frontline manager knowing is continuous cyclical process of organising engagement 

that may create new relations and spaces of learning/knowing (Seddon 2001). 

Individuals are engaged in a continuous organisational experience where commodity 

productions and identity production are often intertwined, the patterns are unique to 

each location, and the knowing that takes place is culturally situated. This production is 

likely to be more accentuated where the organising process is located within knowledge 

production, or where the two productions are more integrated. Knowing, in a social-

cultural context, is mediated by specific discourses and located in particular places 

(Mulcahy 2001) 
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Socio-cultural models of learning are positioned on a twin horned dilemma, where 

inclusion of the multiple variables of self, community and organisation produce an 

eclectic model that offers little guidance, while on the other hand a generic and 

simplistic model fails to account for the unique situational relationships. This mapping 

of the territory indicates how this is deeply contested space, and that representations of 

the process are just that, and continue to be, a work in progress, as they exist within 

changing terrain.  

 

This model indicates that organisational-actor learning space includes multiple and 

unique configurations of discourses positioning the actor-learner, mediating the 

practices of learning and knowledge produced, and legitimising forms of knowing. It is 

unlikely therefore that there will be any significant consistency in the many different 

organisational relationships and spaces formed by FMI workplace learning practices 

that this study will investigate. 

Framing the research questions 
The preceding sections have mapped the critical relationships interacting to produce 

FMI texts, and the subsequent networks producing FMI practices. The purpose of this 

section is to propose the primary research questions that will drive the illumination of 

these relationships and the actual patterns of practice that are emerging, forming the 

basis for the subsequent research design and method.  

 

The first chapter indicated that the aim of this study in broad terms is to examine how 

the discourses associated with the FMI construct managerial learning, and to investigate 

what learning about management they construct, for both individual participants and the 

organisation. This focus enables the study to contribute to the understanding of current 

competency-based management development processes and the emerging networks and 

spaces of workplace learning.   

 

The literature review indicates a variety of perceptions through which the FMI may be 

framed as an elusive technology. While it is evident that the FMI is constructed as 

mobile and adaptive social technology, it is only an examination of practice and 

production that will determine what form of technology the FMI becomes. The previous 

chapter has positioned the FMI as a technology of change, a discourse to orchestrate 
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more flexible and adaptive social performance. The FMI is also a technology of signs 

indicating meaning and status within an increasingly textural and discursive 

organisational space. In organisational terms, FMI is a technology of managing, 

representing specific modes of ordering and relationships. Offered to management, the 

FMI is also a technology of power, through which identity can be prescribed, and a 

technology of production where the product can be controlled. More specifically the 

FMI can be perceived as a technology of HRD, specifying prescribed processes and 

alignment, or as a technology of management development, privileging a specific group 

and a particular mode of learning. For many HRD practitioners the FMI is a technology 

of hope, displacing institutionalised training and mechanistic workplace CBT practices 

with a more generative technology of organisational development. 

 

The FMI is a radical construction as a pedagogic technology. Formed as a technology of 

competency, it is the first technology of workplace-situated learning. Located within 

organisations the FMI purports to be a technology of knowing, constituting new 

relationships and knowing spaces. Finally for organisational actors the FMI is a 

technology of self, a tool for reflexive development, and within contested space, a 

technology of identity. 

 
 

The FMI is located in an increasingly incongruent space of paradox where management 

discourses of control are practiced within organisations that require continual renewal 

and innovation. Positioned to generate continual managerial learning, the FMI is also 

badged as a tool for organisational cultural development. However, the fluid framework 

the FMI may be used for either prescriptive or generative practices. The conceptual 

framework indicates the complexity of these relationships constituting the FMI. The 

sub-networks that followed have confirmed the contesting nature of the discourses 

involved, the discontinuity of the development period, and the dilemmas inherent in 

workplace knowing. 

 

Paradoxically constituted as an innovative technology and a flexible resource, the 

meaning of the FMI will be constituted by enterprise practices, and enterprise 

production. What practices and production will organisations generate from FMI 

networks? What form of technology is the FMI becoming? 
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The research questions 
 
While the locations, timeframes, and contexts of FMI practice are multiple and diverse 

the purpose of this study is to illuminate two areas of intense debate, the role of the FMI 

in constituting manager learning, and in constituting managing. What are the critical 

discourses, issues and relationships that act to mediate and produce FMI practices and 

subsequent managing identity. The continuous and cyclic nature of producing managing 

identity underpins the diversity of FMI social performances.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 :  FMI practices in the continuous cycle of producing managing identity 

 

Remenyi (1998, p. 107) indicates that the phenomenological approach, one that ‘views 

behaviour as determined by the phenomena of experience’, is specifically relevant to the 

study of the social world where the questions what, how and why dominate the 

investigation. This approach is based on such a belief that the world is socially 

constructed, that the observer is part of the world, and that meaning is deduced from 

progressive engagement with practice. Marshall and Rossman (1989) argue that 

whether the focus of such research is exploratory, explanatory, descriptive or predictive 

it should be driven by research questions rather than hypotheses. Le Compte and 

Preissle (1993, p. 37/38) note that the research questions should indicate the context of 

the field study and the relationships that will be investigated, but note that research 

questions are amenable to modification during a study as the research becomes more 

informed by the context of the research, in contrast to the more rigid detachment of 

                     Managing discourses 
mediate 

the FMI development processes 

        Specific concepts of 
managing and learning 

and relationships and networks, 
are negotiated & legitimised as 

FMI practices 

        Resulting managing 
practice re-constructs 
learning & managing 

values & agendas 

The relational interaction, within FMI 
learning and managing networks  

re-constitutes knowledge of managing, 
learning and social  practice 
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hypotheses. Merriam (1998) indicates that research questions are a more appropriate 

guiding tool in the paradigm of social research because they ‘guide the researchers 

thinking on the most significant factors to study’, and how to collect data on those 

factors and their context. This study therefore uses research questions to explore the 

newly emerging practice of the FMI and determine what is happening in practice, how 

it is happening, and what underlies these patterns. 

 

The conceptual framework(s) maps the networks that are the battleground(s) for the 

production of FMI performances. These performances that shape FLM subjectivity will 

be the subject of this study. Interrogating the bodies located within these networks will 

illuminate what kind of technology the FMI becomes, and what it produces. Therefore 

the thrust of the research is based on an interrogation of the actors and practices of the 

FMI, grounded in the cyclical model of managing identity development. Exploring how 

these actor networks constitute and produce the FMI can be encapsulated in three 

simple questions that are used to drive this research process and reflect the Habermasian 

categories of knowldge59. 

• How are the discourses associated with the FMI constituting manager learning?  

• What learning about managing are they constructing? 

• What effect is this learning having on managing practice? 

 

The first question directs the study to explore the political and pedagogic organisational 

conversations and activities that produced the conceptual framework of the FMI, and 

subsequently distributed and enacted the framework. The second question directs the 

study to explore the resulting partnerships, performances, and social practices to 

investigate the meaning-making activities formed by engagement with the FMI. Finally 

the last question focuses on what is produced by the FMI intervention, with a specific 

focus on managing practice and FLM identity. 

  

                                                 

59  The Habermasian framework has been used in generating the questions both to ensure the questions 
were broadly based as triggers for inquiry and also so that a theoretical framework existed for their 
interpretive development within the extensive and long term fieldwork where there would be a 
recursive relationship with the emerging patterns of practice. Chapter 5 provides detail of these 
relations.  
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In summary  
 

The conceptual framework locates the FMI as a text situated on the edge of the worlds 

of managing, organising and manager developing. The FMI text bridges conceptual 

worlds, physical worlds and identity worlds. In terms of conceptual worlds the FMI 

text acts as a bridge between those networks developing and producing the texts and 

networks interpreting and producing FMI practice. In terms of physical worlds the FMI 

text acts as a bridge between national actors and networks orchestrating systems of 

development and patterns of developing, and enterprise networks producing and 

extending manager identity for local business improvement. In terms of identity worlds 

the FMI text acts as a bridge between representations of managing identity for 

regulatory and internally focussed organising, and representations of managing identity 

for more relational and inclusive systems, and appreciative60 organising. The 

conceptual framework and research questions provide a platform for developing a 

research design for this study that is neither prescriptive, nor confining. 

 

The FMI landscape is emergent, broadly located and highly contested. It would 

therefore be inappropriate to construct a conceptual framework that attempted to 

identify a priori critical relationships and variables. This chapter has attempted to 

indicate the major networks of relationships that mediate text production and 

subsequent performance and practice. The framework and networks are presented as 

continual patterns of interaction. The examination of these frameworks and networks 

will be based upon the continuous interaction between organisational networks, the 

reciprocal relationships between identity and commodity production, and the cyclic 

nature of manager development processes.  

 

Exploring the social performances of FMI activity will produce a map of the emerging 

practices mediating managing identity within organisations. Such an investigation 

provides a unique opportunity to examine the textural patterns and practices of 

nationally orchestrated networks of change. 

                                                 

60  Hames (1994) uses this term to identify organisations who organise themselves both around external 
demands rather then internals processes, and are sensitive to changes in that environment responding 
appropriately. 
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What constitutes this technology and what does it produce? The FMI landscape 

provides both a complex and unique research challenge to determine what kind of 

technology the FMI is in practice. 
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4-Research Design 
 
 

Alice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the river bank, and having 
nothing better to do; once or twice she had peeked into the book her sister was reading, but 
it had no pictures or conversations in it, ‘and what is the use of a book,’ thought Alice 
without pictures or conversation?  Carroll 1962, p. 1 

Introduction 
 

This chapter discusses the research design used in the present study. The diverse range 

of disciplines underpinning the development of the FMI is critiqued and the complexity 

of contesting discourses associated with operationalising FMI practices is discussed. 

The third chapter proposed interrogative frameworks for the study to clarify the FMI’s 

discourses, the FMI’s emerging practices and the reconfigured practices of learning and 

managing that can occur. Only an examination of practice can generate an 

understanding of these patterns, suggest the type of technology the FMI has become and 

what the FMI is producing within organisations. This chapter surveys such intentions, 

debating and proposing the form of engagement with practice that will best generate the 

forms of data to answer the study’s research questions. The chapter also provides a 

strategic overview of the study as a precursor to the subsequent chapter that 

operationalises the chosen research design. 

 

The chapter begins by exploring some contesting approaches to research and knowledge 

development, indicating the relevance of socio-cultural approaches in similar studies 

and justifying appropriate strategies with which to engage with FMI practice. Ten 

components of a strategy that focus on the discourses constructing managers and 

managing are discussed. The funnel approach to practice, which is at the core of this 

design, provides a rigorous framework to locate national patterns and enables an 

engagement with practice to generate rich contextual material. The next section 

indicates the strength and pertinence of the design by detailing the units of analysis and 

the broad stages of data analysis. Finally, the ethical implications and considerations are 

discussed, together with a critique of the design’s limitations and the processes used to 

minimise these limitations. 
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The present study attempts to construct the first comprehensive mapping of the FMI 

landscape. The strength of the chosen design is that it provides a complex, flexible, 

sensitive and generative design, grounded in current practice, to produce empirically 

based theory. While the design has an ethnographic case study core it does not meet the 

extended criteria to be classed as an ethnographic study. Similarly, while grounded 

theory is instrumental within the analysis, the process does not adhere to any of the now 

multiple variations of grounded theory. 

 

The philosophical approach 
 
This section outlines the critical issues that mediate the research design. It begins by 

exploring the indeterminacy of researching and knowledge production and the 

implications of the complex, chaotic and discursive nature of organisational 

performance for the present research design. The arguments about pre-framing the study 

prior to engagement with practice are discussed. A clear rationale is then given as to 

how the study is positioned in regard to classic research paradigms. Finally, this section 

explores the conflicts between qualitative and quantitative method, indicating 

appropriate positions for the present study. 

Myths of progression towards truth 
  
The last one hundred years of research have been dominated by the social and political 

consequences of a modernist quest to develop the means to release the energy held 

within nature’s basic building blocks. There is, however, a deep ethical and perceptual 

irony that lies within that field of research. On the one hand, this quest represents the 

ultimate modernist project, positioning man with God-like powers, achieving 

enlightenment through the dominance of nature. On the other hand, those most closely 

associated with this project are responsible for not just clarifying the ethical dilemmas 

of the final research application, but also the futility of attempting to construct, or gain, 

an absolute understanding of a less than concrete world. It is ironic that, while pursuing 

the ultimate modernist project, their research demonstrates that what we see is relative 

to our observational position (Einstein 1952/54); that acts of research disrupt the 

observable world and that such illumination catches just glimpses of the complex 

patterns of practice (Heisenberg 1958) and that it is only by ‘complementary’ studies 
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using ‘different lens’ that we create a more complete picture of understanding (Bohr 

1987).61 In seeking to understand the very substance of our ontology, through the 

‘scientific method’, progressively, and cumulatively, they have indicated the 

indeterminacy of such a search and any ultimate ’knowing.’ The world was always 

changing and would always ‘look’ different each time we looked. No independent 

position exists from which to perceive the ‘real’ ontology of our world (Barratt-Pugh 

1998).  

Researching in the social world 
 
However, this project is grounded in the social world, where pretence of certainty and 

objectivity are even less relevant, although there are many who would like to see ‘the 

power of technical control over nature made possible by science’ (Habermas 1987, p. 

56) extended directly to social control. It would, however, be a mistake to undertake 

social research based on myths of organisational control and in search of linear 

development patterns. Managers may attempt to constrain, but cannot determine, 

organisation. The chaotic lives of individual actors collide within organisations to 

produce a complexity that only the blinkered may be unable to see, only the socially 

detached could believe they can control, and only the foolish might believe they can 

understand. Research of organisational social performance engages with contested and 

chaotic space, uncovering the tensions of practice, not linear relationships, and 

frameworks for engagement should reflect this complexity.  

 

However, the argument that privileges ‘rationality’ as the natural order and as the 

appropriate approach to ‘ordering’ has a long history: 

Chaos empire sits, 
And by decision more embroils the fray 
By which he reigns; next to him high arbiter 
Chance governs all. Milton, 1975 (1667), bk 2, p. 907 

 

Chaos is seen as the world without imposed order. In pre-modern society the concept of 

God provided a script for imposed order with chaos positioned as Hell. With the 

enlightenment, ‘man’62 attempted to establish ‘himself’, no longer as a servant of God, 

                                                 

61  An extended description of these critical and informative research method insights from the 
disciplines of physics and quantum mechanics are provided in Appendix 15 and they underpin the 
argument that stresses the indeterminacy of the research process. 

62  Given the social ordering of those times I believe the use of gender specific pronouns is appropriate. 
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but as a conqueror of nature. Concepts of destiny and pre-ordination were replaced by 

concepts of ordering chaos and chance, where actors were objectified by powerful 

discourses, and endowed with the agency to realign and rationalise their environment. 

Such ontological positions mediate research approaches. Thomas (1998, p. 141) 

outlines how such positivistic ontology has perpetuated ‘the myth of rational research’ 

based on the myth of the rational actor (Touraine 1986; Seddon 2000). In terms of 

positivistic ontology, research is constituted as the value-free search for underlying 

rationality and causal structure (Hassard 1990). From a more chaotic ontological 

position, research reflects the continual search for meaning that is diversely enacted and 

situated. Popper (1961) indicates that it is our dreams of obtaining the capability to 

predict the future that have resulted in the misconception that scientific research 

processes can be transferred to the social world, or ‘unwisdom’ as Koestler (1976) 

suggests.63 

 

Phillips (1997) indicates that logical positivism, cartesianism, behaviourism and 

empiricism are conceptual stances that are epistemologically inappropriate for 

researching social performance.64 This study rejected a search for causal determinism 

and models of best practice in a study of social performance that is diversely enacted in 

multiple sites with complex and conflicting variables. Clegg and Hardy (1996) argued 

that researchers should be constantly aware that ‘the map is not the territory’.65 What we 

sample remains just that - a representation or an abstracted truth grounded in the context 

of the location of the research. There is a duty to represent FMI practice with 

reflexivity, challenging awareness by mapping the ‘conflicting’ detail in the terrain. 

                                                 

63  Koestler (1976) attacks the poverty of psychology and behaviourism viewing their productions as 
akin the flat-earth society leaving people no more than the ‘ghost in the machine’. 

64  Phillips (1987, p. 36) discusses the ‘demise of positivism’ and value being generated from the field 
of practice, not from the relative worth placed upon disciplines of research. 

65  They also insist that this is increasingly a more complex issue as organisational bodies may be 
physically grounded in specific contexts but minds have been freed to electronically travel. There is 
a contrivance in any representations that reifies specific conclusions by excluding alternate voices 
and situations. What this research should guard against is ‘taking sides’ concerning FMI production. 
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Locating the meaning of interaction  
 

The literature review has already indicated the critical nature of language in managing 

process and it is no less critical within the research of managing. Language is both a 

representational layer of practice, through which researchers attempt to read meaning, 

and also a representational layer, through which researchers attempt to communicate 

meaning about that practice. Language gives shape to assumptions and concepts about 

how the world works and, in turn, shapes those concepts. Chapman (1997) asserts that 

meaning is discursively constructed and meaning cannot be understood outside social 

performance.66 Discursive analysis should, therefore, be an important component in the 

diagnosis of social action. Lempke (1996) indicates how language is the mechanism 

used to control social performance and to present to cultures specific representations of 

knowledge and subjects, shaping activity, relationships and social performances.67 

Garrick and Rhodes (2000) suggests that texts only reflect a shadow of the meaning that 

exists in the language of, and embedded in, organisational social performances. 

Language lies at the heart of managing action, where it is used to produce and to reflect 

the management of intent and meaning (Palmer & Dunford 1998). If, in Foucaltian 

terms, power and knowledge do inhabit each other, within organisations language and 

action constitute each other. Discourse is, therefore, both an organisational production 

and a socially mediating practice that creates ‘organisation’ through such circuits of 

performativity. If organisation is discursively produced, discourse should be a central 

focus of FMI analysis. 

 

The tangled relations of language and managing position the research of organising 

practice within the discourse of social interaction (Atkinson 1997). Jacobson and Jaques 

(1997) warn researchers of the ‘truth trap’, where textual representations and 

managerial assertions are recorded as social performances, excluding many silent voices 

as the plurality of power relations are left undisturbed. Burrell and Morgan (1979) 

suggest that questioned actors interpret workplace meaning diversely due to the 

dissimilar ways they structure their realities. Breen (2001) indicates that ‘proximity’ is 

                                                 

66  Chapman (1997) uses the term ‘social anthropology’ to describe the exploration of business 
cultures.  

67  Lempke also indicates how the same representations are embedded as re-occuring semantic 
relationships and thematic context in both social interactions and texts. 
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all in studies of social performance, where meaning is grounded in subject and context. 

Breen (2000, p. 2) in the following model indicates the layers that research should 

attempt to permeate to interpret meaning, which include the textual reifications of 

practice, the patterns of social activity and the wider context of production within which 

the acts are located, as modelled 

 

 

 
   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Developed from Breen 2000 

 

Figure 12:  Layers of meaning in social performance 
 

Of specific interest to this study is the assertion that meaning is not located in 

‘theoretical categories’ but grounded within current and continually re-constructing 

social performances. Locating such meaning requires more naturalistic forms of inquiry, 

reflecting the emerging patterns of meanings and belief embedded within the subjects of 

the study (Aune 1991). Breen (2000) emphasises how more ethnographic forms of 

research are used to explore and illuminate these emerging social phenomena, with 

analysis based on the interpretation of the functions and meaning of human interaction 

(D’Iribarne 1997).    

 

This argument has so far highlighted the indeterminacy of the social and discursive 

nature of the present study. Conflicting opinions exist about the degree of structural 

flexibility appropriate for such studies, the structural intent, structural framing, structure 

of method and structure of goals. Fundamentalists indicate the significant weakness in 
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strongly structured and unstructured approaches. Most studies are positioned on a 

continuum between these extreme positions. The genre of this thesis encourages 

retrospective methodologies and may obscure the extent to which more deductive 

approaches are informed by practice and how more inductive approaches rely on tacit 

frameworks.  

Inductive and deductive approaches 
 

While much research is concerned with locating and understanding concepts, 

ethnographies or interpretive approaches are in sharp contrast with more positivist 

approaches. Hypothetico-deductive designs set out to rigorously test pre-existing 

theory, while, in more ethnographic-inductive models, theory emerges from an 

exploration of social practice (Hammersley & Atkinson 1989). The contrast has been 

clarified by Kellehear (1993. p. 19)68, who argued: 

 

The hypothetico-deductive design are the quantitative approaches to the social 
sciences...Quantitative researchers believe that their research designs are scientific. 
They more than any other social scientists emphasise theory construction and concern 
for the issues of validity and reliability. Modelling themselves on their understanding 
of the physical sciences...(This is) a narrow or exclusive focus on measuring things 
scientifically is referred to as positivism. 

 

Kellehear’s personal bias is clear and is centred on underlying and contrasting 

ontologies. The search for specific relationships in what must be a concrete and ordered 

world, or a search for changing meanings in a socially constructed and continually 

changing chaotic world.  

 

The ethnographic-inductive format favoured by the qualitative researchers is 
influenced by different philosophical traditions. Qualitative social scientists have 
strong reservations about imposing a pre-structured theory onto the world. Human 
beings are not physical objects but, rather conscious, decision making and often 
irrational beings. Order is often unstable and changeable...Social science should 
indeed go out into the world but with only a desire to listen and participate.  

Kellehear, p. 27 
 

Geertz (1973) suggest that interpretists are ‘out to learn something’ by using thick 

description, while deductionists are ‘out to prove something’ with limited description of 

context. This study of the FMI is strongly positioned within the interpretist-naturalistic 
                                                 

68  It is recognised that research may be exploratory, hypothesis testing or confirmatory, 
although  these are not necessarily mutually exclusive.  
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frame as modelled by Guba and Lincoln (1994). Empirical investigation from this frame 

brings an understanding of the way in which individuals create modify and interpret the 

world. The search is for meaning within human action over collecting responses to 

inform predetermined hypotheses (Burrell & Morgan 1979). Primarily associated with 

qualitative data, the strength of such an approach is that form and meaning ‘emerges 

from the data incremental’ (Eisenhardt 1989, p. 534). Authors insist that actor-situated, 

relational contexts and experiences should take precedence over reductionist 

explanations based on industrial metaphors (Silverman 1985; Atkinson & Hammersley 

1994; Owen 1993).  

 

However, Van de Ven & Poole (1995) suggest that, while research designs may be 

positioned by specific ontologies and epistemologies, this should not preclude an 

interplay between a variety of research tactics or perspectives to gain a broader 

understanding of social performance, as slavish adherence to a specific perspective may 

offer only a partial account of organisational complexity, restricting the interplay 

between different perspectives. In practice ‘there is no competition, but rather an 

essential continuity and inseparability between inductive and deductive approaches to 

theory development' (Parkhe 1993, p. 237). Inductive practice is embedded within and 

operates in the shadows of tacit theory, while deductive approaches are frustrated and 

mediated by operationalisations that meet with the reality of practice. Research practice 

is an iterative performance, shifting from knowing to not knowing, and oscillating 

between inductive and deductive processes (Kaplan 1986; Vaughan 1992). 

Studies grounded in theory or practice. 
 
Contrasting approaches to research have the capacity to advance human knowledge 

through the development and testing of theory. Central to this debate is the grounding 

of studies within practice or theory. In many cases deductive studies that are grounded 

in theory are not precluded from ‘other’ observations and conclusions, while those that 

are grounded in practice often relate emerging conceptualisation to pre-existing frames.  

 

However, there is sharp contrast between the degree of a priori knowledge used to shape 

the research process (Eisenhardt 1989). Law (1994, p. 109) indicates that when 

researching social phenomena it is not possible to be seated, detached, in an armchair, 

and to ‘dream up modes of ordering’. From his perspective, modes of order are 
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embedded in the social performances that are observed and are not produced through 

prior engagement with theory. Ordering is a construction produced through the 

recursive nature of interacting social networks, not through decontextualised theory.  

 

There is a significant conceptual divide between researchers who emphasise the benefits 

of approaching the field of research with few preconceptions (Glaser & Strauss 1967; 

Strauss & Corbin 1994), and those who advocate conceptual structuring to avoid being 

overwhelmed by data (Emory & Cooper 1991; Yin 1993). Strauss and Corbin (1998) 

indicate how themes of social research can emerge by allowing the data to speak, rather 

than forcing data to fit a pre-conceived theoretical framework. They support a more 

naturalistic approach, reflecting the continually changing nature of social performance, 

whereas pre-framing by immersion in theory silences voices within practice. While Yin 

(1994) emphasises the integrity and rigour of commencing with research questions 

devised from preparatory research, Eisenhardt (1989) encourages researchers to mediate 

questions through engagement with practice. The approaches are not mutually exclusive 

and a combination of initial flexible and tentative questions encourages theory 

generation as well as theory investigation (Agranoff & Radin 1991; Perry & Coote 

1994). 

 

The FMI focuses on manager development and learning, a field where a conscious 

conceptual struggle and practical tension exists between learner direction and facilitator 

intervention. The same struggle exists in the research field, between research camps and 

within each researcher’s practice.  

 

Research constructions that indicate a lack of preconceptions, personal knowledge or 

structural intent are criticised for excluding the wealth of enriching prior knowledge. 

Similarly, logical predetermined framework of accurately measurable variables are 

criticised for excluding the embedded meaning of the unique social context. The 

position taken in this text is that just as there is no objective location from which to 

conduct research, there is no researcher who approaches the field of practice without a 

mass of preconceptions, favourite theories and modus operandi. 

 

However, this study avoids detailed theoretical frameworks that map the relational 

territory before engagement with practice. Miles & Huberman (1994) argued that 

theoretical frameworks provide directional focus and analytical frames for inductive 
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social studies, suggesting critical relations and introducing a common language for 

labelling around which meaning may develop (Strauss & Corbin 1998; Yin 1994).  

 
It is critical to remember that technology, old or new, is at its heart a cognitive construct. Without 
knowledge, there is no technology.  Tornatzky & Fleischer 1990, p. 13. 

 

While recognising the significant differences between deductive and inductive 

approaches and a priori frameworks, the present study positions them on a continuum, 

rather than as polarised forces. Diversity of practice, innovatory practice and the quality 

of existing knowledge are critical criteria that positioned the research framework on that 

continuum. This study uses a sensitising framework, preparing for and orientating the 

approach to the fieldwork, neither predetermining categories, nor avoiding prior 

knowledge in the sea of organisational complexity. It might be argued that this study 

provides significant detail in the sensitising frameworks that might indeed be the final 

production form some research studies. However, these frameworks are a reflection of 

both the considerable pilot fieldwork carried out by the researcher and of the 

complexity, national diversity and large numbers of participants. The sensitising 

frameworks for such a phenomena are likely to reflect such an complex reality and are 

constructed broadly to guide the subsequent research process rather than predict patterns 

of practice. 

A paradigm for this study 
 
Guba and Lincoln (1994, p. 108) propose that research methods are primarily assembled 

around the research paradigm chosen by the researcher, with the context of practice 

moderating the use and form of methods: 

 

The methodological question cannot be reduced to a question of methods; methods must be 

fitted to a predetermined methodology. 

 

There are no ideological ties between specific research positions and methods, but 

research positions do locate the research process within particular relationships, best 

serviced by particular process and instruments (Burrell & Morgan 1979). The alignment 

between research paradigms and methods is due to the ontological, epistemological and 

conceptual beliefs guiding the choice of problems, frameworks, methods and 

epistemological research goals (Tsoukas 1989; Filstead 1979, p. 34).  
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In terms of the typology offered by Guba and Lincoln (1994), this study oscillates 

between the critical and constructivist paradigms. Ontologically the study carries 

relativist assumptions about the world, focussing on local constructed realities, 

continuously re-shaped by social, political, cultural and economic discourses. It is an 

anti-positivist and relativistic stance. Epistemologically, the study focuses on ‘value 

mediated findings’ and the interactive subjective relations between researcher and 

practice (Guba & Lincoln 1994). This nominalist approach values organisational actors’ 

perceptions over representations and blurs the traditional distinctions between 

ontologies and epistemologies. In a socially constructed world, knowing is a located, 

negotiated, sometimes shared and contested social process, at a place and at a time. 

Knowledge in this paradigm is not discovered but ‘literally created’ as the study 

engages with practice (Guba & Lincoln 1994).  

 

Consistent with this position, the appropriate methodology is one based on researcher-

practice dialogue, valuing voluntarism not determinism and viewing social actors as 

autonomous perceivers. The resulting dialectic transforms ignorance and apprehension 

towards understanding. This approach is ideographic, viewing the world as an emerging 

social process that can only be understood by personal engagement with performances 

through an heuristic approach.  

 

The goals are to develop a ‘consensus construction’ that is more informed than any pre-

existing textual representations. The researcher role is ‘passionate participant’ and 

‘transformative intellectual’, where researcher values are ‘formative’ material, and 

where research ethics are intrinsic with a moral or ‘process tilt towards revelation’ 

(Guba & Lincoln 1994). Acknowledging a commitment to a naturalistic interpretive and 

constructivist paradigm involves a recognition, in positivist terms, of the critical issues 

involved in operationalising associated processes.  

 

What is particularly interesting about this paradigm of inquiry is that it is relational, 

with significant emphasis placed on the researcher as a focal instrument and on practice 

as the research location. This approach is limited by existing researchers capability and 

subsequent reflexive development within the frustration of fieldwork. In addition, the 

study is also constrained by the depth and length of access within the research field. 

Based on deep field interaction, and with a loose framework, this research approach 
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involves prolonged field interaction, where the study is dependent on the serendipity of 

practice for unique, rich and deep multi-source data. It is a developmental struggle for 

the researcher to locate and record the voice and meaning of practice.  

A phoney-war of method 
 
There is considerable academic and practical linkage between approaches to research, 

research methods, types of data collected and forms of analysis. The phoney-war and 

‘incompatibility thesis’ between qualitative and quantitative methodology overshadows 

considerable strategic similarities, with tactical differences (Howe 1988). While 

qualitative methods enhance understanding and identify association and relations, 

quantitative methods define relationships, moderating and mediating variables.69 

Rhodes and Garrick (2000) decry the hegemony of research systems that worry about 

correct method over fitness to purpose. As Morgan & Smircich (1980, p. 499) suggest: 

 

When the varying assumptions become explicit, less effort can be devoted to arguing about 
the relative superiority of this method over that, and greater effort devoted to more basic 
issues. 

 

The tyranny of method may advantage the already known over the unknown and begin 

to shape the future using the patterns of the past. Specific research methods become 

associated with specific approaches to research and method becomes the slave of 

discourses, not the slave of investigation (Morse 1996). Glaser and Strauss (1967), the 

originators of grounded theory, have later individually given differing explanations 

about what constitutes ‘appropriate’ method. What is perhaps more important is that 

each unique research situation should be engaged with the unique configuration of 

methods for that situation. The term qualitative research is actually a collective phrase 

for a description of methods rather than a specific paradigm (Guba & Lincoln 1994). 

Such methods should be viewed as applicable to any research paradigm, rather than the 

specific territory of a particular paradigm (Hunt 1991), or respectively synonymous 

with either idealism or positivism (Deshpande 1983). Methods and instruments are 

                                                 

69  The methods are both searching for relations. Qualitative research to find relations, and Quantitative 
methods the measure relations. Howe (1988) indicates that the conversation should be closed as 
each method is ‘pregnant with the other’ and not really a detached separated option. The ‘truth’ 
residing in what works. 
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research tools of the researcher as ‘bricoleur,’70 to be adapted to a purpose. Modes of 

inquiry and data types are not mutually exclusive.  

 

As the FMI is a radical social intervention that lacks an existing empirical platform and 

requires deeper investigation, this study of the FMI’s social performance uses 

qualitative methods to investigate both the emic and etic perspectives71 of 

organisational actor performance, generating rich contextual data of the ‘complex and 

dynamic interactions’ that fuel research insight (Snow & Thomas 1994).  

Setting study goals within uncertainty 
 
While most studies attempt to find an answer and to resolve a problem, the form of the 

solution offered varies greatly depending on the paradigm chosen. Scientific 

experimentation attempts to determine direct causal relationships to improve efficiency, 

by engaging with: 

 
The non-subjective (observable) side of human behaviour, [sic] the goal of behavioural 
science methodology is to uncover the empirical causes and effects that govern and explain 
behaviour and to organise them into law like factual statements subject to verification by 
observers…(Creating) propositional knowledge is the basis for the belief that the social 
sciences can generate reliable empirical data for solving societal difficulties  

(Ewart 1991, p. 349). 
 

However, the present study engages with the complexity of human kind and multiple 

interrelationship faces, which precludes generating causal goals as such knowing is 

located in a place and at a time. There is a tension between the details of such relations 

in practice and the subsequent generalised abstractions that are used to inform decisions 

in very different locations, times and places. Janesick (1994, p. 209) refers to ‘the dance 

of qualitative research’, where method lies closer to the heart than the cognitive 

construction of more positivist approaches.72 Jansec suggest that such studies tend to 

focus on a search for meaning and perspectives, relationships within events, seeking to 

                                                 

70  Guba (1994, p 104) alludes to a previous Levi-Strauss (1984) metaphor and suggests that the 
‘researcher as bricoleur’, should not be estranged from any research paradigm or unskilled with any 
method or instrument. They all form part of toolbox, that await a match with a specific social 
performance under investigation. 

71  Deshpande (1983, p 103) indicates that there are two substantive categories of subjective perception; 
emic (within culture) and etic (outsider) perspectives. 

72  The types of theory building can be placed on a continuum beginning with exploratory investigation, 
moving to descriptive study, correlational mapping and finally determining causal relations.  
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understand the tensions that determine action rather then determining right action, 

recognising tensions and not necessarily resolving them and breaching walls of 

ideologies constructed to produce feel-good outcomes (Seddon 2001b). The approach in 

the present study is to avoid producing a text suggesting certainty in an uncertain world. 

The emphasis is on reproducing stories of practice and the organisational alignments, 

alliances and tensions that are instrumental in producing those configurations and their 

political outcomes. 
 

A final structural issue concerns the display or publication of the research process and 

findings. Shaffir and Stebbins (1991) are critical of academic conventions that pressure 

researchers into providing an idealised accounts of research process, that retrospectively 

generate ‘reconstituted logic’, a re-constructed mythical study with illusionary rigor, 

that denies the iterative reality. This study follows the assertions of Kaplan (1986) who 

emphasises the greater validity and integrity of a text that emphasises ‘logic in use’, 

describing the emergent operationalised process.73 The implied rationality of a research 

process, reassembled after completion, obscures the multiple adaptations developed 

from engagement with practice. The present research design was based on continual 

discrimination between options, methods and practice to form a valid narrative of the 

process.  

Summary 
 
The present study is based on the a priori thesis that managerial discourses play a 

significant role in shaping, legitimising and mediating specific modes of learning, 

manager knowing and manager action. The study investigated what constitutes the FMI 

text and performances and what they produce. The past sections explored the tensions in 

positioning a research design for this purpose and indicated that all research, and 

specifically social research, is positioned in a sea of uncertainty. Understanding 

complexity demands close engagement with the language, relations and context of 

practice. This text emphasised the located nature of knowing and the discontinuous 

patterns of social performance that an inductive constructivist research practice samples. 

While such an heuristic ethnographic approach may include some pre-planning to assist 

in focus, inevitably engagement with practice will incrementally develop method. This 

study is clearly positioned in the naturalistic interpretive paradigm (Miles & Huberman 
                                                 

73  As opposed to the reconstructed logic of the research process, presented an idealised concept.  
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1994) and uses methods of engagement with practice that are reflexively determined 

throughout the research. Options for inquiry were often suggested consciously by the 

participants or through the initial analysis of their responses. The research design fluidly 

sought to clarify the tensions that position practice and critical social relations in what is 

continuous and complex social performance. The design attempted to provide explicit 

detail of generative methods to avoid the myths perpetuated by retrospectively 

constructed studies. A search for certainty is doomed to exclude the complex, 

intractable dilemmas of organising and developing. The present study attempted to 

unwrap the multiple performances of the FMI in a search for emerging meaning, 

enabling voices to speak and issues to emerge. 

If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called research, would it? 
 Einstein 1996 p. 23 

Research strategy  
 
The present Chapter justified the critical and constructivist approach of the study within 

the naturalistic and interpretive paradigm to promote engagement and immersion within 

the complexity of organisational social performance, incremental development within 

that field of practice and broad study goals. While such an approach is often associated 

with a particular group of research methods, it the study used diverse methods to 

explore unmapped territory. This project is a search for new knowledge in an area of 

sparse understanding and emerging meaning. Focussing on organisational actors and 

relations enacting FMI performances, it illuminates new meanings about manager 

learning and managing practice.74 What are the appropriate strategies to illuminate the 

interactions of the FMI?  

 

The FMI is in itself no more than a collection of augmented texts. It is the actors who, 

unscripted, engage with the text, turning symbols into interaction, as practices and 

patterns of interaction. Similarly the study’s research strategy is a framework for 

emerging meaning. The strategy was based on the hard imperatives of the locations of 

FMI practice and project resources, but centred with a softer emergent and incremental 

interrogation. The design is a multi-layered, longitudinal naturalistic exploration, 

reflexive and developmental within project engagement. Purposive rich multi-level 

                                                 

74  Ebers (1995) indicates that it is possible to engage with social performances and illuminate the 
integrated, differentiated or fragmented nature of the interaction depending on the lens used. 
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cases, national pattern sampling and multiple and diverse methods of data collection, 

characterised the design strategy. 

 

This section covers the issues that underpin and characterise the broad strategy for such 

a design. First the contribution of prior research projects in providing a strategic 

platform is acknowledged. Second, the inductive and naturalistic strategic approach of 

the study is justified. Third, the rationale for the longitudinal strategic approach with 

multiple and funnelled data collection phases is outlined. Fourth, there is an explanation 

for the strategic focus on discourses, case studies, ethnographic process and reflexive, 

emergent processes. Finally this section indicates the critical strategy that enabled 

access to FMI practice.   

Knowledges mediating the strategy 
 
There is no previous study of competency-based management development in 

Australia, but several sources of prior knowledge informed the present strategy. These 

included previous studies of the MCI in Britain, of CBT in Australia75, and researcher 

field experience that were relevant due to the strong focus on personal interaction with 

practice in a naturalistic paradigm. First, in Britain, investigations by Leman (1994) 

and Winterton and Winterton (1997) that reviewed the MCI have already been 

reviewed, and comment has been made about the rejection of their hypothetico-

deductive design76, while the contribution of these studies has been recognised.  

 

Second, in contrast, a number of NCVER research projects that reviewed the impact of 

CBT on enterprises, curriculum and assessment (Billett, et al., 1999; Smith, et al, 2000; 

Mulcahy & James 1999) and studies investigating training and learning within 

Australian enterprises (Volet & Harris 1997; Smith & Hayton, 1997; Smith, 2000) 

provided a platform for strategic development. A broad review of these studies 

                                                 

75  These studies were reviewed in detail in Chapter 2. 

76  The study used a matrix of differentiated case studies to comparatively inform hypotheses 
concerning the value of CBMD. The authors recognised the weakness of this approach that was 
designed to ‘prove’ the advantages of CBMD as a politically orientated evaluation. This 
methodology indicates a research strategy that is unlikely to inform this study. Appendix 3 provides 
a full critique. 
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suggested an emphasis on a socio-cultural approach, operationalisation through narrative 

case studies; and pre- framing by wider nationally based surveys.77  

 

Third, the contribution of my own practitioner and research experience was relevant.78 

Managing experiences in Britain, involving the introduction of CBT, the MCI and the 

IIP, were joined by CBT Masters research, involvement in NCVER projects emphasised 

the need for this study to engage with practice. 

Strategic Purpose  
 
The strategic purpose of this study was to investigate organisational practice, clarifying 

relationships and tensions, to generate understanding about what is working and 

suggesting patterns that may improve practice, not to determine causal relations, but to 

reduce uncertainty through heuristic inquiry (Guba & Lincoln 1981). The FMI offers 

the opportunity to explore how the associated discourses, which have been recognised 

as critical factors in preceding projects, both construct managers and manager learning. 

The focus of the data collection was on ‘the search for social constructs and meanings’ 

(Patching, 1999), within the competing discourses of organisations (Grant et al. 1998). 

Key events are seen as critical aids to understanding the patterns of social groups and 

explaining the context of the performances and productions of the FMI to others 

(Denzin 1989).  

 

This research strategy does not impose adherence to procedure and is constructed to be 

an emerging process, relevant to situations, audiences and data opportunities. It 

incorporates the tacit and explicit intentions embodied within previous studies and uses 

a constructivist framework that adapts to diverse contexts, encompassing multiple 

perceptions and mapping patterns, rather than attempting to measure relations (Deal and 

Kennedy 1982; Schein 1995b). Although Burrell and Morgan's (1979) work outlines 

specific perspectives for categorising organisational research strategies, Hassard and 

Pym (1990) argue that such divisions should not be looked on as mutually exclusive. 

Multi-paradigm research is an acceptable strategy within organisational studies and, in 

                                                 

77  Smith (2000), a central coordinator at the NCVER during this period specifically supports case 
study methodology and rich collaboration processes to determine meaning. 

78  A full and reviewed account of personal history indicating influences and bases lies in Appendix 21. 
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an Australian context, Griffin and Nix (1999) and Parry (1999) justify a grounded 

strategy when undertaking organisational and leadership research. 

Characteristics of this inductive strategy 
 
This is an unusual and voluminous study. Unusual because of its strategic association 

with a parallel national evaluation79, and voluminous because of the multiplicity of 

interactions with practice encompassed by the design. An inductive strategy would 

ignore the continuous and changing nature of FMI production, fail to locate sufficient a 

priori knowledge to develop a construct of the variables involved, be unable to 

disassociate the social performance being studied from the range of contesting and 

mediating influences of organisational production and would fail to capture the rich 

diversity of organisational practice.  

 

An inductive strategy mirrors the exploratory, iterative and relational nature of the 

phenomena in focus, and provides an appropriately flexible framework to explore the 

broad research questions in what is an emerging field of relations; providing directional 

purpose, without functional restriction. Such a strategy reflexively develops 

ethnographic and grounded approaches during fieldwork to build on the emerging 

realities of organisational performances. 

 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) describe such inductive-naturalistic strategies as those where 

researchers build on their own tacit knowledge through successive and diverse 

engagements of purposively sampled practice and recursive dialogues with social 

actors. Such a heuristic approach seeks illumination of basic questions about social 

practice. There are several reasons why an inductive field design was the appropriate 

strategy for an emerging social technology, such as the FMI, as it lacks an existing 

research base. VET research, however, has an existing socio-cultural tradition that 

suggests practice is discursive in nature, includes diverse FMLs and produces a 

diversity of practice, changing values and instigating organisational change.80 

                                                 

79  See Appendix 1 

80  These issues are developed in more detail in Appendix 16.  
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Longitudinal strategy 
 
Inductive strategies rely on continual and recursive engagement with practice, 

developing a dialogue through which the meaning embedded in practice can speak. The 

original research design conceived for this project consisted of multiple clusters of one-

shot cases.81 However, early association with FMI practice pilot activity and focus 

groups underlined how difficult it was to access and gather data on the conceptual 

constructs at the heart of the study, creating a strategic shift towards fewer and deeper 

cases over a period of time to gather rich data for this study. The strategic focus moved 

to an inductive research design based on longitudinal case studies due to the complexity 

of the discourse patterns, the difficulty of access, the location of multiple and excluded 

voices, the developmental synergy of the research relations, the opportunity to observe 

sequential phases, the ability to contribute to the networks, the chance to view relational 

change and the opportunity to cross check data. 

Funnelling strategy 
 
The broad strategy of a longitudinal inductive-naturalistic design has been established.82 

Such a design must incorporate a strategy to give structure to the recursive development 

process so the study is informed by the social performance of the FMI within 

organisations (Wollin 1996). The strategy must maintain a directional purpose and be 

responsive to the meanings emerging from practice. To enable a reflexive relationship, 

the design was based on a ‘funnelling’ strategy through the four sequential research 

phases, as can be seen in Figure 13. 

This strategy is portrayed as a funnel, depicting the phases of the research continually 

probing downwards into practice, from a broad initial phase, to a final tightly focussed 

and deep case study phase. However this is a flexible funnel, flexibly and reflexively 

focussing the resources of the study to the areas of practice that provide the most insight 

into practice, and not a rigid preformed framework. Indeed the focus of each phase and 

                                                 

81  On reflection it would have been impossible for a researcher to make a commitment to longitudinal 
case studies, despite their obvious advantages, until field relationships had been established and the 
option had ‘emerged’ for the study 

82  These strategic issues in this section are intrinsically enmeshed. The move to fewer longitudinal case 
studies was a direct result of tentative and reflexive engagement with the field of practice instigated 
by the strategy of ‘funnelling’. 
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selection of participants was an incremental process, continually informed by 

participant interaction. 

 

 

Initial Assimilation phase: Focus groups, Key figure interviews, texts 
 

 

Broad Mapping phase: Sequential Postal Surveys  

 

 

Engagement phase: Telephone Interviews 
 

 

Relational Case phase: 

                         Rich Case studies 

                                                 
                          Vignette review 

 
 

Figure 13: The FMI funnel data collection strategy 

 

The phases are sequentially funnelled so that each phase informs subsequent phases, 

ensuring more critical investigation and more appropriate data collection activity. This 

strategy progressively enabled deeper contact between the study and the field of 

practice by developing more effective criteria for case selection, refining protocols and 

by using more interactive methods. The strategy progressively gains disclosure and is 

suitable for a lone researcher83 (Reinharz 1992). The strategy also ensured key 

gatekeepers in the national managing space of the FMI were engaged early in the study, 

continuously shaped the project development and ultimately were available to review 

the vignettes and models produced by the study.  
                                                 

83  The initial assimilation phase generates knowledge of FMI practice. The subsequent broad mapping 
phases uses surveys to locate and position FMI practice. The engagement phase uses telephone 
interviews to explore the layers of practice. Finally deep cases studies are developed through 
relational involvement with specific clusters of practice and key market figures. 

Developing  
criteria for  
case selection  
 

Developing FMI 
understanding  
and re-focussing 
protocols 
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Emergent strategy of engagement 
 

Researchers may control study method, but they are unable to predict the path of 

interactions between their practices and organisational practice. While the strategy of 

‘funnelling’ is presented as a strategic means of fine-tuning each subsequent interaction 

with practice, a key strategy of the research design was that such pivotal interactions 

with practice were recursively developmental, informing subsequent research practice 

as an emergent and incremental process, in keeping with Guba and Lincoln’s (1994) 

naturalistic paradigm of investigation.  

Strategic focus on discourses  
 

Studies of emerging phenomena may compare and contrast those phenomena with the 

codified representation of those phenomena in ‘fidelity’ approaches or with fields of 

practice that exclude those phenomena. This strategy did not include these options, but 

focused on the discourses that produce the textual representation of the FMI, those 

discourses that are mediating the enactment and the productions of the FMI. It is social 

actors that enact the FMI, producing performances. The strategy of the study was to 

focus on those actors, their roles and relationships, to understand how they view the 

practices, and what knowledges they apply and generate within their networks.  

 

The critical importance of discourse in mediating organisation and meaning has already 

been mentioned. This strategy focuses on the discursive formation of the FMI through 

the multiple actors operating in the many layers of the national framework. The 

meaning of the FMI is embedded within the discourses of their social practices, and 

previous research indicates that such a strategy may exceed the validity of more 

quantitative approaches.84  

                                                 

84  Studies that have attempted to compare objective organisational performance data with current 
perceptions of organisational actors about organisational performance have found that multiple 
subjective accounts by organisational actors provide an effective representation of the current 
situation. In addition, more objective empirical data are often diversely configured and are rarely 
comparable, especially as they are often constructed for strategic deception, rather than illumination 
(Dess & Robinson 1984). 
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Case study strategy 
 
Previous sections have indicated that case studies lie at the strategic heart of this 

research design, mirroring the FMI intention of localised and customised learning 

groups. The term case study is a ‘portmanteau’ term for a particular method of inquiry 

that may incorporate a variety differing approaches and meanings, implying both 

research strategy and method (Burns 1994, p. 312). Case studies are an applicable 

component of this strategy because they enable interaction with the enacted phenomena 

within bounded organisational contexts (Merriam 1998) and use a diversity of data 

collection methods grounded in that context (Yin 1994, p. 13). 

 

Yin (1994) indicates that case studies are applicable as a strategy for contemporary 

phenomena like the FMI where few boundaries exist between the phenomena and the 

broader organisational context and where there are multiple variables and multiple 

sources of evidence (Stake, 1994), allowing the case to develop the broad research 

frame and questions. Miles and Huberman (1984, p. 134) argue that dialectic between 

tentative research questions and emerging social meaning provide a constructing 

relationship between the research process and practice within the cases. The use of this 

strategy positions the researcher as a critical instrument and tool of the research process 

as a participant-observer.  

Strategy of diversity  
 

Research studies engaging with social actors are confronted with issues of sampling. 

The act of research involves selectivity, the selection of specific locations, periods of 

time and clusters of actors can be argued as the most relevant for illuminating 

phenomena. Strategies may employ a broad quantitative width of engagement that maps 

the field, or deeper more localised qualitative relational perspective, gathering 

contextual variation, locating additional variables, generating alternative assumptions, 

and holistic accounts (Williams et al. 1988). To enable diversity, this study was 

designed to be eclectic in considering and operationalising diverse forms of data 

collection, but also recognised the value in using broader more quantitative data to 
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include wider samples that may position the more focussed case study findings.85 This 

approach may also serve to counterbalance researcher bias in the emerging case design.  

Strategy of association 
 

Perhaps the most important strategy of this research design was the decision to 

simultaneously tackle an associated national evaluation of the FMI for NCVER/ANTA 

and the inextricably intertwining of the projects. Involvement with the national 

evaluation was a consequence and deviation from the original intentions of this thesis 

that already recognised the strategic necessity and operational difficulty of gaining 

access to multiple research sites. The national evaluation was viewed as a solution to 

this problem, acting as an umbrella and a Trojan horse for the present study, enabling 

access, creating a national research network and raising the profile of academic debate 

in the area. 

 

The NCVER evaluation involved a functional mechanistic evaluation86, where project 

team management became a parallel activity with this study. There was a clear 

distinction between the two research processes, with the NCVER project focussing on 

evidence of impact and benefits and this doctoral investigation concerned with 

emerging patterns of management learning and practice. The studies had diverging 

processes towards linked, but discrete, goals offering a research synergy, distinctive 

data collection processes and differing paths for interpretation. In short the projects had 

the same location but very different purposes. 

Summary 
 

The present research strategy was formed by a close association with the field of 

practice and through a review of personal and codified research practice. This study is 

positioned by both mediating influences, with a tentative structure, and an ear to the 

voices of practice.  

 
                                                 

85  Qualitative case study relationships can be placed within the wider field mapped by more 
quantitative methods indicating their unique, shared or universal natures to aid subsequent 
generalisation. 

86  Complete details of this project are provided in Appendix 2, and the relations between the projects 
were described to the NCVER team members before the start of the National project and to delinate 
the research boundaries. 
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In summary, the design is strategically eclectic. Broadly inductive, it builds forward 

generatively from the framework and study questions. The design is longitudinal to 

situate the study within practice and uses funnelled phases to locate and explore that 

practice. The design is emergent to reflect the meanings of practice and focussed on 

discourses where such meaning is embedded. The core of the design is, therefore, case-

based to engage with practice, but used diverse methods to explore the case fields and to 

position those fields. Finally, the study used a national project to maximise engagement 

with the social performances of the FMI. This design used strategies broadly consistent 

ontologically, epistemologically and methodologically with the critical and 

constructivist paradigms outlined by Guba and Lincoln (1994). 

Unit of analysis 
 

The previous section confirms the strategic thrust of the study and this section confirms 

the focus of that thrust. Maintaining the inductive research paradigm and resisting 

contamination by preconceptions when exploring such a complex social performance, 

the unit of analysis of this study is multiple. The study follows multiple foci through the 

successive penetration of the layers of practice within the funnel design. 

 

This study uses a multiple case design, based on embedded case studies to explore the 

situated nature of diverse FMI enactments derived from a single representational text 

(Yin 1994). The complexity of FMI performance means that critical external relations 

were included within each bounded case. The following diagram illustrates the 

dispersed and integrated nature of the discourses relevant to this study design. 
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Figure 14: Mapping the discursive production of the FMI 
 

Fox et al (1992) question using the organisation as a unit of analysis in research that 

explores learning within organisations. A focus on the organisation excludes analysis of 

more localised communities of practice or learning networks that may develop, 

diversely situated and constructed within the organisation. Indeed, while individuals 

may be the initial units of analysis, they too are multiply connected in learning 

networks, managing networks and production networks. Tornatzky and Fleischer (1990) 

suggest that when relations of social performance are disrupted and generated by 

‘technologies’, no single unit of analysis is adequate to understand the holistic nature of 

the complexity. Such an approach is consistent with an embedded case study design and 

a nominalist approach of understanding individual actor realities, but these perceptions 
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and their relationships aggregate within discourses to form specific meanings and 

textual representations that studies should explore. 

The research questions highlight specific relationships within the field of practice, the 

constructing discourses, the participant actors and managers in practice. In order to 

clarify these research questions the principle focus of the analysis is on the 

organisational actors associated with the FMI. However, due to the distribution and the 

complexity of FMI enactment, the process of analysis involves locating those actors 

within the diverse discourses constructing, representing and enacting the FMI. The units 

of analysis in this study are modelled in Figure 15 as follows. 

 
1. The national actors involved in constituting the FMI.  

 
2. The codified representations of frontline managing used to construct and 

disseminated within the texts for FMI practice.  
 

3. The state located organisational actors mediating FMI engagement and 
implementation. 

 
4. The organisational actors managing and mediating FMI enactment, and the 

resulting practices. 
 

5.  The organisational actors engaged as managers or frontline managers in 
enacting FMI practice and producing extended managing identity. 
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Figure 15: The units of analysis for this investigation 

 

Process of analysis  
 

The previous section highlighted the complexity of social performance enacted by the 

FMI within organisational space and examined the diversely located data relevant to 

this study. This section indicates the modes of analysis used to examine the data.  

 

The process of analysis involved a clear division between the holistic overview of the 

data collected in the findings chapter and the relational analysis of that data in the 

subsequent interpretations chapter. The findings chapter involves a sequential overview 

of the data collection process indicating the form, weight and characteristics of each 

specific phase of the data collection process. The interpretation chapter presents the 

relational patterns87 that emerged from the discursive layers and cases. Conceptual 

                                                 

87  Kilduff and Mehra (1997) suggest that an appropriate research epistemology for organisational 
studies is one that searches for signs and images produced, and explores the margins for that which 
is overlooked. 
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models of practice were developed and existing theories were used to reframe the 

emerging models that were then used to address the research questions. The following 

section outlines the key stages and issues of the data analysis design in broad terms.88  

Findings overview 
 

QSR N-Vivo was used to aggregate and reduce data and to present emerging patterns 

where the data spoke for itself. Qualitative data were open coded so concepts and 

categories with related properties and attributes appeared. Coding nodes emerged 

mainly from reflection and the incremental emersion in practice. However, in the case 

of organisational culture and the discourse nodes a review of associated theory was used 

to enhance the grounded approach and ensure that the analysis was using a 

comprehensive framework89. The process of analysis began with a sequential 

descriptive narrative account of each phase and data set, indicating emerging 

phenomena that began an examination of the complexity of finding out ‘what is in and 

on someone else’s mind’ (Patton 1982, p. 278). 

The interpretation phase  
 

While each phase of the process was crafted from an extensive review of the qualitative 

research literature, the primary selection criteria were the form and nature of the FMI 

practice being investigated. There was a continual reflexive dialogue between the data 

and qualitative research theory as knowledge of both fields developed incrementally. 

Falk et al. (1999) argued that the exploration of emerging social performance and 

generation of social capital requires multiple processes of analysis that may include 

conversational and thematic analysis, electronic search for patterns and repetition and 

grounded theory building to provide multiple perspectives and holistic analysis of an 

enacted process. 

 

The emphasis in the interpretive phase of the data analysis was placed deliberately on 

the qualitative material emerging from the case studies for two reasons. First, this was a 

                                                 

88  The detail of each process and results of engagement with practice are the focus of the subsequent 
research method Chapter Five. 

89  This was specifically necessary in the case of discourse analysis where the search for meaning 
required the researcher to use existing typographies that had a proven capability of extracting local 
meaning. 
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rich source of data to locate the meaning embedded in FMI practice. Second the 

quantitative data sources in the study were designed to act as broad measures that can 

locate and position the emerging meaning of the case studies.90 It was assumed that 

neither approach provided a blueprint for analysis and that with multiple authors 

suggesting differing and often contrary advice, the process should be shaped for this 

specific study. 

The relational investigation 
 
The study moved from a descriptive form of analysis to investigate the conceptual 

relations and patterns emerging within practice. The design of this critical, bedrock 

phase of the analysis was also qualitative, but not based on a single analytical method. It 

involved both the identification of key conceptual linkages within the data and a search 

for conceptual intent through discourse analysis. 

 

The first approach used the grounded theory mechanism of axial coding to identify 

grounded relational linkages between phenomena within phases and cases. Grounded 

theory is a social research tool appropriate for the analysis of social performances where 

there is an intervention. It attempts to provide an objective framework with explanatory 

power for an inherently subjective process, recognising the complexity of a socially 

constructed world and bridging the divide between empirical field data, contextualised 

descriptive meaning and theoretical constructs of that practice (Hammersley & 

Atkinson 1989; Strauss & Corbin 1994; Denzin & Lincoln 1994). It provides a 

framework within which empirical data can be sorted, concerns and beliefs of social 

actors identified and imagination and intuition can be applied to form and check 

conceptual understanding. It has the power to bind rhetoric to the voices of practice, 

creating a connectivity that allows the actors to speak and simultaneously justifies a 

frame of representation with wider application. Miles and Huberman (1994) argued that 

a grounded approach, mediated by context and data as used in this study, is preferable  

                                                 

90  The inherent weakness of the case study approach is the limited generalisability. The quantitative 
approaches are used to locate FMI practice, providing a map of the territory which enable case 
selection and subsequent case positioning within that territory. In addition, quantitative approaches 
within the cases perform a similar locating function for the core selective qualitative processes by 
‘including’ a broader contribution into the study databank. 
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to slavishly following a grounded method.91 Parry (1996) supports the use of a 

grounded theory approach to the field of management and leadership due to the 

complexity and continuous nature of organisational production. Kendall (1999) argues 

that, in many cases, analysis should only be advanced to axial coding due to the 

uniqueness of specific situations, the limitation of available data, and the emerging 

nature of grounded theory. 

 

The second approach involved mapping the conceptual intents of discourses through 

the use of discourse analysis. Discourse analysis has moved from a literal emphasis on 

textual analysis towards a more pervasive socio-cultural approach92 that includes 

interconnectivity between texts and practice and a broader range of perceptive clues 

(Luke 1997; Falk & Kilpatrick 1999). Discourse analysis involves developing an 

understanding of the range of knowledge and power relations that circulate through 

social performance and are embedded within communities of practice (Mulcahy 2000). 

Palmer & Dunford (1998) noted that discourses are not just a representational 

mirroring of social performance, but are instrumental in constructing social 

performance and generating and securing specific relationships, subjectivities and 

beliefs that socially construct reality for organisational actors. The work of Fairclough 

(1989/92/92b/92c/95) underpins this approach, but work by Gee (1996/1999), Prichard 

(2000), and Janks (1997) has extended the approach from text to a form of discursive 

ethnography. Their work positions organisations as the primary site of contestation, 

with organisational actors linguistically shackled to emerging organisational 

discourses. Understanding the intent of those discourses enabled an understanding of 

the tensions positioning FMI practice. Discourse analysis provided a series of tools that 

inductively extracted meaning and intent from a rich pattern of texts, words and 

actions.  

                                                 
91  Glaser and Strauss (1997) may have provided researchers with an invaluable inductively analytical 

tool in grounded theory, but their own subsequent work demonstrates a deep divide concerning the 
purity of method, and specifically the extent that the analysis should be pre-framed. For Glaser 
(1992) total emergence is all, and preoccupation with theory contaminates grounded 
conceptualisation. For Strauss and Corbin (1990/4) acquaintance with associated literature is 
acceptable, as an iterative process, integrated with fieldwork. Strauss and Corbin (1994) do 
however encourage social researchers to be eclectic in crafting appropriate analysis methods.  

92 Luke (1995) indicates that there at least four separate approaches to discourse analysis and that each 
approach is tied to a specific discipline perspective and has developed its own distinctive methods, 
phases and categories. 
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Cross case analysis in three phases  
 

The next phase of the analysis involved forming relational statements and constructs 

across cases and viewed the data from three emerging categories of construct, (those 

constituting the FMI, those enacting FMI performance and those produced by the FMI). 

This phase tabulated the key relations, explored the paradoxical tensions93, and 

generated conceptual models and theoretical constructs in each of those areas. 

Comparison with existing theoretical constructs 
 
The next phase of the analysis involved a comparison with existing theory to reframe 

the emerging conceptual constructs from the study in a search for inconsistencies and 

contrary relations, and illuminate new relational patterns that may exist.94 

 

This investigation began by using network learning theory (NLT) to trace the 

contestation of, and tension between, evolving networks of production and learning 

(Van der Krog 1998). NLT is relevant because it focuses on the problematised roles of 

actors who find their learning located within and mediated by the contested territory of 

organisational production. Activity theory, from a cognitive Vygoskyan perspective, 

was then used to view FMI learning activity as a series of relational scaffoldings 

mediated by the organisational context and relationships, positioning FMI learning 

within an organisational context (Engestrom 1999).95  

 

From a more macro perspective structuration theory (Giddens 1984) and Actor-Network 

Theory (Law 1986) were then used as comparative models of social change. 

Structuration theory positions organisational actors as skilled and knowledgeable agents 

                                                 

93  Van de Ven & Poole (1989) provide four strategies for using the tensions of paradox within 
emerging theory.  

94  Guba and Lincoln (1981, p. 407) indicate that ‘culture is not a reified thing’ and that there is a need 
use a range of devices to gather a more holistic appreciation of the nature of social patterns. 

95  The study did consider further analysis using the community of practice framework, but in this FLM 
situation the communities of managing practice are increasingly dispersed and virtual. Earlier COPT 
‘theory’ offered a more narrative explanation and a limited analytical framework. COPT provides a 
specifically localised account that was considered less applicable to this study, as the critical issue of 
inclusion within exiting workplace discourses is adequately accounted for in this analysis process by 
the discourse approach, and actor network theory. However the contribution of COPT is critically 
embedded within the third sub-network of the conceptual framework, and influenced this analysis 
process as it has permeated 1990’s conceptualisation of the VET landscape. 
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making choices and acting to reinforce the structures and systems around them and 

actively mediate those forms. In contrast, actor-network theory focuses equal attention 

on humans and artefacts in mutually mediating relationships and networks and seeks to 

escape from pre-existing reifications that attempt to orchestrate the emerging social 

patterns.96 Repetition is seen as evidence of emerging system and structure in what are 

sites of struggle (Law & Hassard 1998).97 

Responding to the research questions 
 

The final phase of the analysis addressed the three research questions in turn, with 

focussed responses utilising the entire resources of the relational analysis. The analysis 

addressed the first research question by indicating how the discourses associated with 

the FMI are mediating social practice. A response was then made to the second 

question that asked about the learning about managing that was being constructed. 

Finally, the effect the FMI was having on managing practice (the way managers 

perform and what they are producing) was examined. 

 

This process of analysis reflected and continued the iterative nature of the research 

design. The process included diverse analysis that approached the data from different 

perspectives, and used the strength of multiple analyses to focus on the research 

questions. 

                                                 

96  The separation of active subjects and passive objects is disregarded from this perspective. 

97  While structuration theory perhaps has roots in classic social investigation of Durkheim (1951), 
ANT is the research application of a Foucaltian perspective of discursive social ordering. They 
provide a sharp contrast as tools of analysis illuminating the FMI practice with complementary 
perspectives. 
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Figure 16: The design of the analysis phases 
 

The study was designed to fit the emerging construct of FMI practice, developed 

incrementally from a deep association with FMI practice, rather than any adherence to a 

specific pre-framed plan or method of analysis. While it has an ethnographic and case 

study core, the study does not meet the extended criteria to be an ethnographic study. 

Similarly, while grounded theory and discourse analysis have been instrumental in 

informing the analysis process, the analysis did not adhere to any of the now multiple 

variations of grounded theory. While this section justified the rationale underlying the 

design, it is ironic that it must also be recognised that the methods chosen and their 

subsequent integration brought a particular set of issues and limitations to the research 

process that will be outlined in subsequent sections. 

 Ethical considerations  
 

The ethical standards of the research design included compliance and inclusion; 

compliance with three separate ethical monitoring bodies and the inclusion of research 

participants as active subjects mediating study development and outcomes. A 
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significant ethical issue for the study was the researcher’s role as an interactive 

instrument within the field of practice. Finally, the study was positioned between the 

worlds of practice and research, using one mode of being to display another mode of 

being. The representational choices made within this study concerning ‘person’ and 

‘tense’ were, therefore, important ethical issues.  

 

Ethical clearance was obtained from The University of Western Australia and Edith 

Cowan University ethics committees, as well as the Australian Bureau of Statistics for 

the national survey. These clearances gave specific attention to informed consent, 

confidentiality, possible adverse effects of the research on subjects and possible benefits 

of the research to subjects (Patton 1990).98 
 

The validation of the contextual and relational care99 taken by the researcher was such 

that no participant refused interaction or raised any concerns during the study. There was 

a wide circulation of draft materials and vignettes to solicit practitioner feedback. No 

participant raised any concerns after the study and many relationships have continued.  

 

Finally, the association of this researcher and this study with the parallel national 

evaluation project provided invaluable access to the fields of practice, but also generated 

considerable additional field data, collected by other researchers from samples and 

protocols designed by this researcher. These data have already been analysed for the 

national project and it would be impossible to remove their emerging meanings and 

conceptualisations. However, in terms of this study, the national data were viewed as 

‘secondary data.’ The primary data form this study was used to understand the emerging 

patterns and relationships, while the secondary data was used as an additional source of 

FMI evidence to support, confirm or contest primary conceptualisations. 

                                                 

98  These important issues are described in detail within Appendix 17 and their operationalisation 
detailed within Appendix 18 and 19. 

99  Jacques (1992) suggests that an ethic of care should replace ethics of judgement as subjectivity is 
omni present. 
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The researcher’s role 
 

Each phase of the research drew the focus of the study closer to the field of practice, 

involving greater interaction at a personal level between the researcher and the field of 

study. As the more ethnographic case study phase developed it became more apparent 

that the researcher was a critical instrument. There is growing support for participant 

observation as a primary tool of organisational research when the search is for the 

meaning embedded in practice (Easterby Smith 1997). This approach enabled the 

researcher to move beyond the location of social structures and to observe unfolding 

social relationships (Van Maanen 1983). From an ethical perspective, this approach has 

three specific concerns (consistency of engagement, contamination of practice and bias 

in the interpretation phase).   

 

In terms of consistency of engagement, two specific measures were taken. First, 

dialogue was initiated with a number of academics to ensure there was conscious 

understanding and self-awareness of the developing role, Second, protocols and field 

notes were used so the rationale for, and development of, field work would be 

transparent. 

 

In terms of contamination of practice it became evident in the pilot phase that the 

relationship between the researcher and the data sites was pivotal. There was an implicit 

quid pro quo operating between the sites and the researcher. The researcher made a 

clear statement of what the research engagement would mean to the organisation to 

make this transaction open, transparent, and bounded.100  

 

In terms of bias in the interpretation phase, ethical consideration was given to the 

inevitable intrusion of personal constructs into the analysis and interpretation phases 

potentially displacing the relations existing in practice. Inevitably, this validation can 

                                                 

100  This was the subject of many anxious discussions at the time as the study moved to new territory 
and fuller details are provided in Appendix 20. 
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only be made by each reader, and transparency is aided by providing a researcher life 

history that details the main mediating discourses on this critical ‘instrument’.101 

Textual presentation 
 

In the process of analysis, the research design gave particular consideration to the 

language used within this text. The importance of language in this study of FMI practice 

was reflected in the subsequent use of language to convey emerging meaning. The study 

engaged in active debate to determine the language, tense and the person appropriate to 

convey meaning in this thesis. Conventions of genre favour the ‘independent’ research 

position displacing the author by the use of the third person. This position has been 

largely undermined in previous arguments. The use of the past tense also acts to present 

a completed project. However, first person present tense was used where appropriate in 

the case studies to indicate transparently the bias of perception and to convey FMI 

practices as continuous and developmental. In terms of language, the study avoided 

reified concepts, such as ‘organisational learning,’ but also had a duty to reflect such 

words when they are used in organisational practice.102 

Logistical considerations 
 

This section outlines the practical limitations that mediated the research and the 

limitations of the design in practice. It considers the contextual situation of the study, 

the researcher as critical instrument and the adequacy of the methods used in the 

research design, commenting on the how the limitations have effected the design and 

what responses were made to limit their effect. 

Practical Limitations: Upon the Research Design 
 

The primary issue confronting this research was the lack of a supporting research base. 

While this research design was informed by recent CBT and management studies, with 

associated methods sourced from established practice, this was the first Australian study 

                                                 

101  An account of the significant influences that have constructed the researcher’s perspective is 
detailed at length in Appendix 21. 

102  Further details of this linguistic debate are given in Appendix 22. 
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of this nature. The research design was, therefore, of necessity eclectic and the 

compatibility of the components could not be known in advance.  

 

Resource allocation is a significant limitation in any study. This study was developed 

while maintaining work and family commitments that undoubtedly limited the available 

resource pool.103 Resource allocation also placed a stark choice between case study 

depth and the numbers of case studies (Smith 2000b). The choice was made to minimise 

the research management time lost in maintaining multiple case contacts and to 

maximise field work activity.  

 

This study attempted to track cases begun several years before the study and that would 

continue afterwards. The study seized the opportunity to track the continuing 

development of the FMI, but recognised that the investigation of the early constitution 

of the FMI would be a retrospective post evaluative research process. The FMI, as an 

enacted process, has multiple start times for each organisation involved. This precluded 

gathering a set of mirror-sequenced case studies. The study was limited to multiple 

cases without direct temporal comparability.   

 

The longitudinal nature design made the research design vulnerable to disturbance by 

wider life cycles. Academic and business cycles determine appropriate fieldwork 

schedules, rather than the desires for case study continuity. This was exacerbated by a 

continual fear of ‘losing’ sites.104 Being in Western Australia, nearly three thousand 

kilometres from the next area of practice, was also not advantageous for a national 

study.105 

 

The proliferation of electronic text and electronic data processing was also a specific 

limitation. Ethnographic approaches to field work encounter a duality of electronic and 

analogue data. The diverse data gathered subsequently required extensive work to 

reconcile the two forms of data within an electronic database.  

                                                 

103  It could be suggested that such continued association with other worlds may in fact assist in a more 
balanced analytical conceptualisation. 

104  However, there is every indication that data collection did correspond with most critical periods of 
intensive FMI activity within case studies. 

105  Despite this location, the study reflected a broad Australian experience. 
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Initial limitations of the research design 
 

A major issue with the research design was gaining access to FMI sites through the 

national evaluation project. This was only the first part of the problem as longitudinal 

case studies require continued relations. The study used a backup strategy of a wide 

pool of potential cases and maintained contact with a number of shadow cases 

throughout the study as potential replacements. 

 

The research design was adventurous in scale and complexity. The design was an 

intensive investigation of a little researched phenomenon, placing a significant burden 

on a sole field operative emersed in the multiplicity of FMI practice. The use of a 

conceptual framework and clear phases of the research were incorporated into the 

design to ensure there was a progressive and protective structure to guard against data 

overload. During the research period ten refereed papers, chapters and reports were 

completed to progressively map progress and conceptualisation. 

 

The research design had a hard outer framework and a soft centre, sensitive and 

responsive to practitioners and practice. This placed the development of the study 

within the discontinuity of business life and the indeterminacy and vagaries of 

organisational performance. Considerable attention was taken to strategically manage 

key relationships and the study survived key changes in staff and organisational 

dynasties. 

 

The research design focused on an intervention that changes organisational 

performance. Unfortunately, in field research it is not possible to hold all major 

variables constant. Each organisation may be involved in a raft of associated or 

disassociated change programmes that compliment or detract from FMI developments. 

The design attempted to recognise these multiply attributable relationships by using 

deep case studies to develop a better understanding of the relationships between the 

FMI and parallel interventions.  

 

A limitation of the design was the number of field operations that could be 

operationalised during the study period. Field research is always prisoner to the time of 

engagement and the perceptions of the actors engaged. Researchers inevitably exclude 

some people and some events from their research. This field research included multiple 
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visits to the same organisational actors and broad questionnaires were used to gain 

wider input from FMI participant actors. 

 

Early stages of the research design involved locating the FMI sites through a national 

survey. The composition of this survey was based on exiting codified knowledge of the 

FMI, a fidelity approach, due to limited contact with practice. This survey was repeated 

in the case studies. The study placed compatibility between the surveys above using a 

second more targeted, but incompatible survey, increasing later comparative capability. 

Limitations of the core case study approach 
 

The design relied heavily on case study material in the analysis phase. Case studies 

have been criticised for their lack of order and data overload (Miles & Huberman 

1994). This study ameliorated this issue through specific research problems, questions 

and foci, through the consistent application of protocols and the systematic collection 

and storage of data. The design was inevitably biased towards the case study sites of 

practice, but how representative were the case study sites, as they agreed to detailed 

investigation of their embryonic new initiative? Their invitation for research access 

marks them as having an ‘open’ relationship with the external world. It was evident that 

the case studies were not representative of the continuum of FMI practice but, 

importantly to this study, they provided an opportunity to investigate more active social 

FMI performances. Throughout the study, contact was continued with peripheral case 

studies, provider groups and individuals driving FMI activity. This interaction enabled 

the researcher to be aware of the positioning of the case studies within a wider field of 

practice. 

 

The research design focused on case studies that were not synchronised in terms of their 

initial engagement with the FMI or in terms of their engagement with the study. This 

complicated the data gathering process, but the progression enabled the researcher to 

sample a longer spread of FMI engagement and to use knowledge gained to inform and 

enrich protocols.  

 

The location of the researcher in Western Australia biased the data collection to 

organisations within that state. However, a majority of deep case data were from 
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another State and care was taken to ensure there was representation and engagement 

across the country for each phase of the data collection process.106 

Limitation of design in analysis 
 

The study uses a number of theoretical frameworks to assist the analysis of the data in 

the final interpretation phase. These theories (LNT/AT/ST/ANT), while widely 

supported, are each subject to critical comment. Any weakness in these theories is likely 

to be associated with the analysis framework of this study, although the selection of 

four theories may discount individual theory weakness. 

 

The naturalistic approach at the core of this study is a specific limitation, as it used 

multiple instruments within cyclical relations with specific organisational actors. 

Researcher subjectivity may have been extended due to these relationships, developing 

empathy with actors and sympathy with their organisational perspective. Systematic 

procedures, such as protocols and the search for contrary evidence, were used to ensure 

consistency of approach to guard against opportunistic interpretations. 

 

Knowledge of context changes researcher subjectivity. There is a dilemma for 

ethnographic researchers in ‘reading’ the communication in any social situation, 

reporting authentically or succumbing to the temptation to interpret and speak for the 

organisational actors, imposing values not evident in the data (McDonald 1993). 

Further, actors may respond to the researchers with what they think should be said, 

rather than what they believe, think or do. This weakness has been minimised by using 

reflective drafts and papers within the key data sites, soliciting comment and feedback 

as an ongoing processes107 and separating un-interpreted collated ‘findings’ from the 

subsequent interpretation chapter. 

 

The case study method has also been criticised for the development of overly complex 

theories, often due to the focus on a specific series of relationships in a location. This 

study avoided such a conclusion by structuring the study with specific research 

problems, questions and focus to guide research within a tentative framework, 
                                                 

106  The next chapter goes into this in detail, indicating the national coverage. 

107  These drafts have included both literal quotes and reflective analysis with practitioners often 
indicating that “you have put into words what I have been thinking – what’s happening here’. 
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continuously linking core concepts. In addition the study used multiple cases and 

supporting cases that provided a broad spread of FMI engagement to moderate localised 

conceptual findings. 

 
Case studies offer engagement and develop a deeper understanding of relations and 

transactions. However, the unique situations often mean the emerging constructs are 

similarly located (Platt 1992; Parkhe 1993). Yin (1994) argued that case studies produce 

theoretical propositions, rather than findings for a particular population. Case studies 

produce analytic generalisation as theory, rather than statistical generalisation and 

frequencies of occurrence. This may limit the transferability of findings and the wider 

application or generalisation of the constructs. In this case, the design used systematic 

multiple cases, supporting cases and triangulated evidence across industries and 

locations, providing an auditable trail through the analysis to theory construction and 

theory validation by multiple practitioner review.  

Summarising design limitations 
  

Inductive, naturalistic and multiply phased with core case studies, this research design 

was developed from established research practices for a specific purpose. However, 

there are potential limitations to the design and procedures were included to limit their 

effects and to ensure a rigorous and empirical approach to subsequent theory generation. 

 

In this case, the lack of a research base, the previous history of the initiative, the 

unsynchronised enterprise engagement and the researcher’s location impacted on the 

research. The study had to gain site access, work with one researcher, deal with 

business schedules, data overload and guard against unrepresentativeness and researcher 

bias in the critical case study phase.  

Research design summary 
 

This chapter established the indeterminacy of research processes, specifically in terms 

of investigating continuous and complex social performance, and emphasised the 

imperative of empirical grounding that locates the meaning embedded in the contexts 

and discourses of practice. It was argued that the research process was strengthened by 

using a conceptual framework as a heuristic device within the broader constructivist 
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paradigm of the study. Indeed, modes of inquiry should be used to mediate the selection 

of research methods rather than polarise the options available. The text also indicates 

how the study goals focus upon identifying the broad tensions positioning practice 

rather than attempting to determine causal relations between the multiple organisational 

variables involved. 

 

A naturalistic research design, based on an inductive approach using research phases 

that funnel towards core case studies, was seen as appropriate for investigating the FMI. 

The research phases enable emergent engagement with the field of practice to focus on 

the discourses within the social performances of the FMI. Individuals and organisational 

texts provided the basic units of analysis and, together, formed discourses constituting 

and enacting the FMI and producing managing practices, as shown in Figure 17. 

 

The strength of the reporting process was improved by segregating practitioners’ voices 

to within the findings and the researcher’s voice within the interpretation chapter, 

supporting the qualitative bias in the subsequent relational analysis process. The study 

used a grounded approach, discourse analysis and existing theories as comparative 

frameworks, to respond to the three principal research questions. Finally, details were 

provided of the substantial ethical considerations and self-policing within the study.  

 

The strength of the research design can be seen in the following diagram that shows 

how the design provides a strategy for engaging with emerging practice, based on a 

clear understanding of the theoretically and practical difficulties of achieving that goal, 

which is constantly informed through reflexive practices 
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5-Research Method 
 

Alice thought to herself, ‘Then there is no use in speaking.’ The voices didn’t join in this 
time as she hadn’t spoken, but, to her great surprise, they all thought in chorus (I hope 
you understand what thinking in chorus means – for I must confess that I don’t), ‘Better 
say nothing at all. Language is worth a thousand pounds a word!’ Carroll 1962, p. 185  

Introduction 
 

This chapter is about gathering the voices and words of practitioners. The previous 

chapter positioned this study as an inductive naturalistic inquiry engaging with the 

various discourses associated with the FMI through funnelled phases and longitudinal 

case studies to produce constructs of the tensions and meaning emerging from 

organisational practice. The present chapter provides details of how this design strategy 

was framed by literary paradigms and developed through interaction with practice, as it 

was operationalised as a method. 

 

The chapter provides details of the criteria used to locate and select research sites; the 

methods of selecting and developing instruments; the processes used for data collection; 

the process of analysis and concludes with a critical review. The strength of this method 

is its iterative and reflexive relationship with FMI practice with four prominent 

characteristics (the search to locate FMI practice; being informed by that practice; using 

both broad and deep exploration and the use of multiple instruments). While identified 

during the design stage, the operationalisation of the design and engagement with 

practice progressively resolved these issues. As Van Maanen (1983, p. 38) indicates: 

 

Field work is an emerging task. It involves both tension and surprise. There are 
no easy or pre-formulated answers to the dilemmas of fieldwork since one cannot 
know what one is getting into till one gets into it. 

Operationalising the Design 
 

The primary issue confronting this research approach is the invisibility of the FMI. 

Locating a population of FMI enterprises is as complex in Australia as it was in Britain 

(Winterton 1999) because of the lack of a central coordinating body and a 
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comprehensive database, the immaturity of most FMI initiatives and the confidentiality 

of the new training market relationships. 

 

The distribution of the FMI within the emerging training market is uncharted and often 

an issue of commercial confidence for both providers and clients, who are cautious 

about displaying the often faltering steps they are taking. The Pearson databases of the 

purchasers of FMI texts may indicate active implementers, but more likely includes 

potential managers, training organisations (RTOs) or academics exploring the FMI.108 

No database records known users and State based records of RTOs involved in FMI are 

retrospectively recorded and speculative. In short, no central system exists that locates 

FMI practice. Further, only small numbers of RTOs and enterprises are visible through 

their marketing activity, while most are secretive about their embryonic involvement.  

 

This opaque situation is exacerbated by the fluid customisation that is encouraged 

within the FMI. Integration of the FMI into existing enterprise systems often 

camouflages its use from external viewers, presenting the FMI as an in-house generated 

product, with little attribution to the national framework. The subjects and population of 

the FMI are obscure and, at best, anecdotal. The national study109 provided a strategy 

for access and engagement with FMI practice, with broadly fused purposes, but clearly 

distinguishably and different interests in practice. One study opened the door and this 

study stepped inside. 

 

The second issue concerns the incremental and reciprocal development of the research 

method. The research design proposed a directional framework that encompassed a 

developmental reciprocity between the method and the learning gained from successive 

engagements with practice. The research method includes continuous cycles of review 

and reflection, informing and developing subsequent direction and instruments 

employed in field study, progressively enabling a fine-tuning of the research method. 

As Maslow (1966, p. 46) insists, ‘there is no substitute for experience.’ 

 

The third issue concerns balancing deep engagement with practice against an ability to 

position data within the broader national patterns of the FMI. To meet these dual 
                                                 

108  This is a company owned and commercially sensitive database not in the public domain. 

109  Full details within Appendix 2. 
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intentions, balance needs to be maintained between the resources used to gather rich 

data in field clusters and broader methods that can track and position the spread and 

development of the FMI as a national phenomenon.  

 

The fourth issue concerns the development and integration of multiple research 

processes within the phases of the research. Specifically, in the case study phase when 

the longitudinal nature of the relations enabled reflexivity, the research method used 

multiple ethnographic methods.110 The strength of this method is in recognising these 

issues and developing appropriate strategies to capture their meaning in practice.  

Sampling FMI practice 
 
The major issues of locating and sampling FMI practice were explored in the research 

design chapter. This section outlines the criteria used to sample FMI practice, exploring 

the sample’s characteristics.  

 

As Le Compte and Preissle (1993, p. 38) indicates, ‘selection is recursive: it is dynamic, 

phasive and sequential’ in studies where rich data is being mined. In this case, the 

selection of organisations for case studies involved three levels of selection, with each 

level generating broad data about the FMI that sequentially informed the process of case 

selection.111 These primary case study sites contributed rich perceptual data about the 

strength and influence of discourse that was the critical focus of this method, while the 

early phases provide the robustness of the research framework. As the case studies 

focused on deep data collection, they were positioned and framed by the broader data 

collection processes. This follows the patterns recommended for grounded approaches 

to new practices in business research in which the ‘emphasis is on first obtaining a 

broad view of the situation and then exploring key issues arising from the research 

question in depth’ (Remenyi et al. 1998, p. 144). The following table summarises the 

sequential phases of sampling FMI practice and indicates the broad purpose of each 

phase and the instruments used. 

 
                                                 
110  This approach, however, does not meet the prolonged engagement criteria to be described as an 

ethnography. 

111  Each phase was constructed to provide data that will assist in forming the criteria for the selection of 
appropriate samples of practice in the subsequent phases. However, the interactive and continuous 
nature of the research process means that the phases were not mutually exclusive. 
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Table 5.1: A summary of research phases and research intent 
Research Phases Research modes Primary Research Instruments 

Initial Assimilation Phase Locating the network and 
practice of the FMI 

• Interviews 

• Focus groups 

• Observation 

• Records 

Broad Mapping Phase Surveying organisational uptake 

Surveying FMI users 
• Random questionnaires 

• Targeted questionnaires 

Engagement Phase Exploring the dimensions of 
practice 

• Interviews 

• Telephone interviews 

Relational Case Phase Determining the networks and 
meanings of practice through 
case studies and network 
contacts 

 

 

• Structured interviews 

• Unstructured interviews 

• A-synchronous 
interaction 

• Records 

• Questionnaires 

• Photographic 
recordings 

• Reflective vignettes 

 
The first stage of sampling FMI practice relied on existing texts, previous experiences 

and the expansion of existing practice networks. Seemingly random opportunities to 

initiate interviews with a wide variety of people and to attend relevant group activity 

culminated in structured focus group activity with a judicious mixture of subjects. In the 

second phase, questionnaires were randomly sent to located organisations, supported by 

a subsequent targeted survey to known FMI users. In the third phase, focused interviews 

and telephone interviews were held with organisational actors engaged and not engaged 

with the FMI. In the final stage, deep longitudinal ethnographic relationships with 

primary case studies with multiple methods of data collection were undertaken, while 

secondary case studies and interviews with critical network figures continued the 

research process. These multiple phases ensured triangulation of the data and funnelled 

the study towards suitable case studies, avoiding the protracted negotiations that may 

have eroded the validity of the previous British research (Winterton 1999). 
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Assimilation phase sampling 
 
The first phase involved an initial engagement with the network of FMI texts and 

practice. Multiple sources were used, including texts, interviews, observation and focus 

groups. Sample selection was purposeful in each case to develop an understanding of 

the diversity of relations, practices, issues and outcomes associated with the FMI.  

 

Text sampling involved an iterative and continuous exploration of the interrelated 

network, in which texts and actors are often self–referential. The interviews were more 

purposeful, following a snowball pattern through the network, becoming more 

judgemental as criteria emerged. Observations followed a similar network pattern, but 

were more determined by resource limitations and convenience, as their outcomes were 

less pre-determined.112  

Mapping phase sampling 
 
The second phase of the study consisted of two national surveys using the same 

questionnaire. The first was a broad random national survey sent to over 2,800 

organisations. This was primarily used to determine the spread and pattern of FMI 

practitioners as no database was available, collecting attitudes to the FMI and locating 

active practitioners. The sample frame ensured States, industries, locations and 

enterprise sizes were represented in the sample with a bias towards larger organisations 

due to the infrastructure demands of the FMI.113 The second survey targeted nearly 700 

known purchasers of FMI texts, using the Pearson Educational database.114 

Engagement phase sampling 
 
The first two phases provided insight about FMI practices and locations. This focused 

on specific engagement through telephone interviews with organisations using the FMI, 

but also sampled non-users and potential users. Again, selection criteria ensured a cross 

                                                 

112  This specific sampling practice is explored in greater detail within Appendix 23. 

113  The details of these decision-making processes are recorded within Appendix 24. 

114  The details of these decision-making processes are recorded within Appendix 24. 
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section of industry types, sizes, locations and States.115 The purpose was to examine the 

diversity of FMI practices and locate potential sites for deep case studies by following 

the networks and discourses of the FMI.116 In addition, there was continued 

interviewing with key FMI figures as the relational network unfolded. 

Relational phase sampling  
 
The first three phases examined FMI practices and FMI locations. The final used 

primary case studies and multiple methods of data collection in deep longitudinal 

relationships to provide the rich data that illuminated the FMI’s discourses, networks 

and relational practices. In addition, there was continued interviewing of key FMI 

figures and continued interaction with secondary case study organisations. 

 
This final phase used the networks and databases obtained in the first three phases to 

determine which organisations to include in a multiple case study design. A purposeful 

sample of FMI user organisations was selected to maximise the intensity of the FMI 

practice studied, variation within the cases selected and a variety of instruments were 

used to obtain perceptions of FMI participants, managers and training managers 

involved in and peripheral to FMI networks. 

Case sampling design 
 
An organic selection process permeates this research, locating and engaging 

incrementally with FMI practice in order to obtain rich case opportunities. Yin (1993) 

argued that the case study methodology can be used for the exploratory, descriptive or 

explanatory purposes and that a multiple embedded case study design with diverse units 

offers a robust framework for data collection, increasing generalisability (Yin 1993; 

Remenyi, et al. 1998) No attempt was made to locate average, typical or best practice as 

the enactment of the FMI has been diverse and situationally dependent. Non-users had 

already contributed their perceptions and were excluded from this stage to focus 

resources on the most interesting and informative fields of FMI practice over a period of 

time. As case selection was critical to the study, snowball and convenience samples 

                                                 

115  A decision was made to focus on NSW/Vic/SA/WA/Qld locations which provide sufficient 
representative variation, only following contacts into the ACT/NT and Tasmania where they 
occurred.  

116  Further details are included in Appendix 25. 
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were felt to be inappropriate and selection was based on criteria developed through 

phased and funnelled association with the phenomena itself. 117 

Case sampling numbers  
 
In the final phase a choice existed between the depth of case study and the number of 

case studies undertaken. Greater numbers enable a wider spread of organisational 

relations to be studied but reduce the depth to which repeating patterns can be explored. 

Inevitably resource limitations and time constraints restrained the number of cases and 

the depth of engagement. Dyer and Wilkins (1991, p. 613) argued that there are no 

consistent rules on 'how deep a researcher must go to generate good theory', or indeed 

concerning the number of cases required. Eisenhardt (1989) suggested there was general 

support for the use of between two and fifteen cases, depending on the situation and 

research purpose. Dyer and Wilkins (1991) and Yin (1994) indicated that the confidence 

and validity of generalisation increases with the number of cases, as small numbers of 

cases may produce chance and unique associations. In contrast, Patton (1990) cautioned 

against sole researchers attempting a large numbers of cases, beyond their experience 

and capability, as they can lose the relational contact through which meaning develops 

(Dyer & Wilkins 1991). Both Dyer and Wilkins (1991) and Van Maanen (1988) suggest 

a single deep revelatory case can provide opportunities for rich insight unobtainable by 

any other method, and cite several ‘classic’ single case studies. 

 

The complexity of FMI relations suggests that locating the multiple meanings of practice 

embedded in the radical cultural changes engendered by FMI activity requires repeated 

engagements with specific locations of practice, not one-shot data. The significant 

limitations of a sole researcher, however, prevented a large number of deep cases.  

 

This study was therefore based on three main longitudinal case studies, with supporting 

secondary case studies.118 The primary cases offered a diverse industry profile, diverse 

patterns of FMI adoption and a rich source of data to provide replication logic (Yin 

1994). While this may be close to the minimum case studies suggested by some (Yin 

1994), each of the embedded case studies chosen had multiple units and sites and was 

                                                 

117  The rationale for the case study choices is provided in greater detail within Appendix 26.  

118  Expanded rationale for the focus of fewer but deeper case studies is provided in Appendix 26. 
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interrogated longitudinally generating a depth of relations (Eisenhardt 1991). Indeed, the 

organisational actors viewed the primary case study site as a series of cases. In addition, 

multiple instruments were used within each case study (Dyer & Wilkins 1991). Finally, 

the primary cases were supported by significant secondary cross sectional case studies to 

improve generalisability.  

Criteria for primary case study selection 
 
Case study selection was a recursive process as engagement with practice generated 

networks of opportunity and refined the criteria. Case selection was an incremental and 

iterative process, with the significance of the cases and the opportunities for research 

access emerging as the FMI was operationalised. Each engagement with practice 

indicated which cases would best contribute to a purposive intensity sample.119 The case 

studies were chosen to maximise structural variation and diversity in terms of industry 

type, ownership, location and FMI processes to generate replication logic and provide a 

platform to aid subsequent generalisability (Yin 1994).120  

 

The first case (Environco) was selected on the basis of the intensity sampling criteria 

and is a large East Coast State organisation with an emphasis on rural and remote 

locations that focused on primary industries, conservation and the community. Their 

FMI approach was diverse and ‘Federal’ in orientation, with multiple FMI relationships. 

The second case (Finco) is a publicly owned Bank, that is West and East Coast based, 

mainly urban but with some rural sites, but with a sole FMI provider relationship. The 

third case (Powerco) is a West Coast generating organisation with urban, rural and 

remote operations and with discrete streams of FMI relationships. The sample bridged 

the public-private divide, three diverse and large industry sectors, spanning two States, 

three locations and diverse employment patterns. The sites are at differing stages of 

FMI engagement, prohibiting direct comparisons and providing no guarantee of 

continued engagement. It is important to note that the remaining organisations assessed 

at this stage were not discarded. In many cases research contact continued and provided 

                                                 

119  Detail of the criteria for purposive case selection is provided in Appendix 26. 

120  Detail of the rationale and criteria for ensuring case study diversity is provided within Appendix 26.  
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a substantial secondary series of cases that contributed to the findings and enhanced the 

framing of the primary case studies.121  

Organisational actor sampling 
 
The process of purposefully sampling FMI practice for rich case study sites and 

replication has been presented and justified. The study engaged with chief executives 

and reception staff, biologists and linesmen, gold card bankers and fire fighters. Within 

each case, network actor sampling ensured a diversity of perspectives with random 

sampling used to target specific critical events and judgemental sampling used to 

involve key organisational gatekeepers (Patton 1990). During this phase there was 

continued interaction with secondary case study sites and key figure interviews.122 The 

process used is shown in Figure 18. 

 

Initial Assimilation phase : Focus groups, Interviews, texts 
 

Broad Mapping phase : Sequential Postal Surveys  
 

                 Engagement phase :              Telephone Interviews 
 

 

 

Relational phase : Rich Case studies 
 

                      
                        

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 18: The iterative phases of sampling FMI practice 

                                                 

121  They were also held as potential substitute primary cases, as it is never possible to forecast a future 
relational pattern. 

122  Appendix 26 provides sampling details of case study actors, secondary and key figure interviewees.  
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Instrument development 
 
The previous section outlined the sampling process for each phase of the research. This 

section provides an account of the construction of the instruments and protocols used 

and incrementally developed, often in several phases. The account provides an overview 

of the structural relations between the broad research objectives and specific questions 

in the study’s protocols and instruments. Sequentially structured to mirror the research 

process, subsequent sections address the construction of the focus group protocols, the 

questionnaires, the interview protocols for the key figure interviews, telephone 

interviews and the case study interviews and, finally, the observation and record 

scanning protocols. 

Overview 
The enactment of the FMI took place in diverse and highly contested organisational 

battlegrounds in which the continuous and cyclic nature of producing manager learning, 

identity and subjectivity was strongly mediated by existing managing discourses, as 

shown in Figure 19. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Cyclic mediation of managing identity within FMI practices 
 

This study sought to investigate the critical discourses, issues and relationships that 

mediated the constitution, enactment and production of the FMI. The objective was to 

determine what kind of technology the FMI is, and what it produces, to explore the 

organisational enactment of the FMI and gather empirical evidence that can ground 

subsequent mapping and conceptualisation.  
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A Habermasian framework was used to frame field research questions in two recent 

Australian studies into first generation competency-based training (Mulcahy & James 

1999; Harper 1998). Habermas argued that humanity has three modes of knowledge 

interest within social relations or lifeworlds, which equate to three branches of inquiry 

(Ewert, 1991). The first of these perspectives is technical, the second is critical and the 

third is socio-cultural. The technical perspective is concerned with empirical and 

analytical problem solving, with a cognitive interest in prediction and control, with 

measurable and reproducible components. The critical perspective is concerned with 

reflection on the patterns and values of social performance, the historical and political 

forces that condition our world and the development of explanations for the way the 

world is and can be produced. The socio-cultural perspective is concerned with the 

description and interpretation of social performance and, specifically, the role language 

plays in our understanding of the meaning of our communication patterns and the 

development of our social world (Ewart, 1991). This framework was used to guide the 

development of field research questions a s the study progressed. 

 

The three perspectives provided a framework for the continual adaptation of the 

fieldwork protocols and instruments, acting as a bridge between the three key research 

intent and the contextual demands of the filed of practice. The first focus investigated 

what is valued in FMI practices as a technology and traced the fluidity of the 

technology, mirroring or adapting to differing organisational and managerial cultures. It 

also highlighted what participants and organisations value and how those perceptions 

shape the learning process. The second focus takes a critical view of the concepts 

management construct through the training-learning process, looking at the extent to 

which emerging management concepts and managing are based on developmental and 

continual learning practices. Finally, the socio-cultural focus examined the training-

learning-managing relationships to see how emerging concepts of managing are 

constructed and, conversely, what effect these constructions have on managing practice. 

While these questions guided the development of the instruments, they are specifically 

relevant to the interview section and formed the basis of the developmental questions in 

the interview protocols.123 

 

                                                 

123  A more detailed explanation is provided within Appendix 27. 
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The study used a range of instruments so meaning could be interpreted from observed 

behaviours, underlying value systems and embedded belief systems (Shein 1995), using 

direct and indirect investigative methods that tracked and validated changing patterns of 

FMI related activity in multiple ways, as shown in Table 5.2.124 

 

Table 5.2: Summary of phases and research instrument usage 
 
Research Phases 

 
Research modes Primary Research Instruments 

Initial Assimilation Phase Locating the network and 
practice of the FMI to inform 
subsequent research stages. 

Interviews of key figures within 
the FMI network (continues in 
each subsequent phase).  
Focus groups of practitioners 
and administrators of the FMI 

Observation at meetings within 
organisations and collaboration 
between practitioner fields. 
Texts from government, 
marketing, enterprise and 
publisher sources in Australian 
and the UK.  

Broad Mapping Phase Surveying organisational 
awareness and uptake of the 
FMI.  

 

Surveying FMI users 

Random distribution of a 
questionnaire concerning 
development activity, and 
organisational / management 
culture 
Targeted questionnaire to known 
purchasers of FMI materials 

Engagement Phase Exploring the dimensions and 
penetration of FMI practice 
through engagement with 
Training managers and managers 
with training responsibility.  

Structured telephone interviews 
sampling broad industry 
response to FMI and patterns of 
engagement. 

Interviews with key figures in 
the network mediating FMI 
development. 

Relational Case Phase Determining the networks and 
meanings of practice through 
longitudinal case studies and 
network contacts 

 

Primary case studies 

 
Secondary supporting case 
studies 

 

Ethnographic approach using 
structured and unstructured 
interviews with evolving 
protocols, observation, record 
scanning, photographic records, 
A-synchronous interaction, and 
participant questionnaires. 
Interviews with key figures in 
the network mediating FMI 
development. 
Feedback from reflective 
vignettes 

 

                                                 

124  These approaches and their relations are modelled in Appendix 28. 
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Focus groups 
 
Janesick (1994) used a dance metaphor for the qualitative research process to indicate 

the importance of ‘warming up’ to subsequent performance. This phase prepares a 

researcher for their subsequent emersion in practice and fine-tunes the research design 

as it adapts to practice. Focus groups are recommended in this warming up period and 

were used in this study. Patton (1990, p 335) declined to separate the focus group as an 

instrument from other forms of interview but, in this study, it had a distinctive role in 

specific phases. 

 

The initial phase used focus groups in conjunction with individual network contact 

interviews to brief the researcher on the enactment of FMI texts. The group interviews 

enabled interaction among participants and provided a contrast to the personal 

interviews. It generated different data, providing new perspectives on practice, 

background evidence for the design of questionnaires and triangulation with other 

evidence (Fontana & Frey 1994).  

 

There was a danger in the early stages that the FMI’s ‘instructional texts’ and survey 

responses may exclude practitioners. The purpose of the focus groups was to inject 

interactivity into the study’s emerging framework. The strength of these forums was 

that they provided broad, unscripted spaces that enabled practitioners freely describe 

their meaning of current FMI context and practices, immersing the researcher in 

practitioner understandings and within local networks, enabling a fine-tuning of 

subsequent research phases.125 

Questionnaires  
 
Surveys provided the strength ‘of base line, process and values data’ from which 

subsequent face-to-face engagement with practice built meaning (Le Compte & Preissle 

1993). This second phase located FMI practice using questionnaires to gain contact that 

no other form of instrument could equal over such distance126 and in such numbers. A 

randomly distributed organisational questionnaire mapped the penetration and location 

                                                 

125  The objectives, constitution of participants and protocols are detailed in Appendix 29. 

126  The study includes FMI participants distributed over an area far greater than all of Western Europe. 
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of the FM, and the same questionnaire targeted known purchasers of FMI materials.127 

Finally, several sections of the questionnaire were used in the final case study phase 

pre-FMI engagement programme and when the programme was more mature.128  

 

The survey was validated by the multiple outcomes that only a questionnaire could 

deliver. First, it provided the best indication of the spread of the FMI, as there was no 

database in existence. Second, the survey provided a baseline for attitudes towards 

management training, strategic orientation and organisational culture that underpin the 

Karpin chain and positioned subsequent case studies within the diversity of emerging 

culture. Third, the survey indicated active and potentially active FMI enterprises to 

include and issues to explore in subsequent research phases. Finally the pre-post use of 

the survey in the case studies enabled the cases to be positioned in the wider FMI field 

of practice, enabling comparisons between the cases and the inclusion of many actors 

not included in the qualitative phases. Thus the instrument was also used to link phases 

and cases together.129 

 

The survey instrument was developed from the study’s research questions and 

objectives, pre-existing organisational research and management texts and was initially 

designed to obtain broad contextual data.130 The instrument also gathered attitudinal 

data that probed the relationship between organisational strategy, HRD activity, culture, 

performance and climate, by replicating previous research. Finally, the questionnaire 

gathered data on HRD issues, management development and specific FMI engagement 

found in FMI texts and the focus groups. 

 

The instrument was drafted and developed through seven initial versions and three 

refined print drafts. The design used a balance between activity and attitude statements, 

measurement scales, types of questions and the ordering, sequencing and funnelling of 

                                                 

127   Details of the rationale for the instrument are expanded within Appendix 30.  

128  Each survey used the same instrument with minor modification to address random and targeted 
participant groups and to adapt to pre and post FMI activity situations. In all over 4000 were 
distributed and 650 returned. 

129  The specific purposes of each survey and their relationships are detailed in Appendix 30. 

130  Details of the instrument development are provided in Appendix 31. 
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questions. The components were assembled to filter different types of respondents 

(Remenyi et al. 1998) and were subject to substantial review and feedback.131 

 

A specific scale was developed to investigate perceptions of existing management 

culture, as existing instruments were not suitable to capture the emerging constructs of 

more relational managing enactment. The study used an extensive literature search 

focusing on ‘new’ managing practices to cull and refine emerging concepts and to 

develop and test appropriate items for inclusion in the questionnaire.132 The 

questionnaire was adapted for the subsequent targeted FMI user survey and adapted 

further for use in the latter case study phase.133 

Relationship between the qualitative and quantitative data 
collection methods  
 
The broad thrust focused on the collection of qualitative data from people in the various 

case study sites. However, the approach also included quantitative data gathered by 

questionnaires. Their relationship requires some justification. 

 

The principle justification is that, when examining a complex, and embryonic 

phenomenon, it is advisable to use a number of available resources and multiple 

perspectives are a ‘powerful solution’ to improving insight (Patton 1990, p. 193). 

Remenyi et al. (1998, p. 144) insists that, in such grounded approaches, 

 
The researcher needs to draw on all available sources of evidence including qualitative and 
quantitative evidence from both primary and secondary sources. 
 

This study therefore used surveys to include a greater number of perspectives in the 

case studies.134 

 

                                                 

131  Critical review was sought from 5 senior academics at 5 different Universities in Management and 
Educational Faculties. In addition, the format was reviewed and cleared the University of Western 
Australia and Edith Cowan University ethical committees and the Australian Bureau of Statistics 
Clearing House. 

132  Details of this instrument development are provided in Appendix 34. 

133  Further details each survey instrument are included within Appendix 31, 32 and 33. 

134  Further explanation of this rational is provided within Appendix 33 and 35. 
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Interviews 
 
Interviews were used in most phases and in a variety of forms to find out what is ‘in and 

on someone else’s mind’ (Patton 1990, p. 278). Their structure varied in formality 

according to their purpose and the opportunity afforded for preparation. They lay on a 

continuum from sequenced appointments, with recorded conversations, based on a pre-

determined protocol, to brief random exchanges held in public, with notes made after 

the interaction.  

 

Merriam (1998) argued that interviewing enables access to thoughts, feelings and 

desires, provides an avenue to the past with better, more and cheaper data than any other 

method and, often, is the only method, supporting the use of multiple forms of 

interviewing. Patton (1990) argued that the quality of data depends on the interviewer, 

and their role as a participant observer is subsequently explored in detail. 

 

The forms of interview used falls into three categories. First there were formal 

interviews with key FMI figures that began in the first phase and continued to the final 

phase. Second, there were the formal telephone interviews with FMI providers in the 

third phase. Finally, there were the diverse forms of inter-view-action that took place in 

the case study phase, varying from brief random conversations to highly structured 

reviews. The last form underpinned the rich data obtained in the study.  

Key figure interviews  
 
The most structured of the interviews were conducted with key FMI figures. They 

commenced in the sensing phases and continued throughout the study. The interviews 

focused on how the text-based representations of the FMI were constituted, looking for 

unconscious motivations not released into the public domain. Standard protocols were 

used that pursued the technical, critical and socio-cultural dimensions of the FMI 

phenomena, through open-ended questions with orchestrated probes (Yin 1994). The 

interviewer followed key figure cues and adapted the format to capture unique and 

unrepeatable interactions.135 

                                                 

135  Full details of this process and protocols are included in Appendix 36. 
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Telephone interviews 

The telephone interviews fulfilled a specific function in the third phase and can be 

categorised as a participant-construct survey (Le Compte & Preissle 1993). This form of 

interview provided access to nearly one hundred sites. Again, standard protocols were 

used, with the protocol changed depending whether respondents were FMI users, non-

users or only aware of the FMI. The interviews collected attitudinal, sectoral and 

compositional data.136 

Case study interviews 
 
In more ethnographic studies, participant observation is ‘a combination of observing 

and making formal interviews’ (Patton 1990, p. 226). The ethnographic relations in the 

primary case studies meant interviews moved from the formal to the conversational, 

providing increasingly rich data, not so much through structural investigation as from 

the trust, openness and direct dialectic where the formal roles of interviewee and 

interviewer were less distinct (Merriam 1998).137 Initially informed by texts and 

telephone interview data as open questions and probes, the interviews evolved from 

each interaction, with practice clarifying and eliciting emerging meaning from 

technical, critical and socio-cultural perspectives. The researcher studied the locations 

and the actors so as to blend himself and the interactions within existing cultures. 

 

Research intentions and opportunities increasingly fused to create organisational space 

for meaning to be expressed. Interview preparation was a cyclic and an iterative process 

of scanning prior responses to seek clarification or new direction. Structure 

simultaneously became more specific to clarify and more open to explore. It was an 

ironic process that meshed focussing down on some meanings, with expanding out to 

wider meaning, as actors confirmed specific events instigated by the interviewer and 

then opened new narrative trails when given freedom to direct the conversation.  

 

As relationships developed, cues become more organic. Learning in one case was 

transferred to other cases. Purposeful clusters of interviewees were developed with an 

                                                 

136  Full details of this process and protocols are included in Appendix 37. 

137  Full details of these protocols are included in Appendix 38. 
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emphasis on re-visiting clusters to track progress while survey instruments were used to 

cull wider perspectives within each case study. As landmarks were agreed, the structure 

became more flexible, recursive and evolving, immersing the researcher as each case 

study progressed and network and interviewee cues were followed (McKenna, 2001). 

Recording continued, but conversations were partly on the tape and partly in the mind 

as the initial phenomena and constructs of analysis begin to be embedded in the 

researcher’s mind, where no division between collection and analysis exists.138 

Observation and record scanning 

While language and conversation played a primary role in the data collection process, 

contextual cues in the workplace and encoded artefacts provided significant material for 

the subsequent interpretation of meaning in the final deep case study phase. Visual cues, 

such as the files of FMI evidence, were the cultural footprints of practice, but only 

became visible after cultural assimilation. Observations and records were used to 

triangulate actors’ discourse and actions, locating discursive interaction within a 

context. While the researcher was increasingly immersed in social interaction, 

observation enabled a contrasting etic perspective to be grasped, stabilising the schizoid 

reality of the researcher torn between blending in and recording (Merriam 1998).139 
 

The researcher used schedules for observation and record collection.140 Matrices were 

used to extract meaning from observational activity by determining the specificity of 

events and the actor sources. Similarly, when record scanning, the ‘mute material’ 

provided a relational presence through contextual location, with matrices indicating the 

substantive nature of the texts and their exclusivity or accessibility (Merriam 1998). It 

was not the inscription per se that was important, but the authorship, legitimacy, 

subsequent distribution and instrumentality of that inscription. As the study progressed, 

still and video recording were used to capture key events without intrusion (Harper, 

1994, p. 404). 

                                                 

138  A detailed account of the researcher as ‘instrument’ appears in Appendix 40. 

139  A more detailed account of the researcher as observer and record scanner is included in Appendix 
39. 

140  The schedules are included in Appendix 39. 
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Self as instrument  
 

The identity of the data collector mediates all other identities held and roles played by the 
data collector.  Le Compte & Preissle 1994, p 9  

 
In the final case study phase, the researcher became the primary collection instrument, 

refocussing the study’s direction, initiating interactions for evidence collection, 

determining categories for data and modes of recording and invading and evading 

organisational performance. The researcher entered into a dialectic relationship with the 

multiple learning spaces and human performance. The complexity of the role involved a 

dual responsibility to identify with the actors to understand local meaning and to look 

through new eyes and new ears. 

 

Patton (1990, p 218) discussed the critical dimensions of researcher positioning during 

the research process in terms of role, role portrayal, purpose portrayal, duration and the 

focus of the research relationship. The difference between reading and experiencing 

became evident during the process. While preparation for the research involved 

extensive literature scanning, it was the engagement with practice141 that highlighted the 

significance of this research role. The researcher was the primary and major instrument, 

determining what data were collected and constantly involved in organisational 

performance. However, just as the funnel design ensured gradual engagement with 

practice, the researcher ‘as instrument’ role was incrementally developed as each phase 

progressed and as the relations with the final case studies developed. The role evolved 

from onlooker to participant observer, in some cases making formal contribution to the 

development process.142 In the case studies, the observer’s role was overt, although 

introductions stressed the national study.  

 

The researcher used multiple identities to mirror participant situations, moving between 

passive and active contributing roles, changing language and identity (Le Compte & 

Preissle 1993). While specific instruments was planned, the researcher discriminated 

                                                 

141  Specifically in the critical case study phase. 

142  Merriam distinguished between the observer as participant and the participant as observer. In this 
case the former ‘ peripheral membership role’ is a more accurate description of the relationship 
between the researcher and the three key case study sites (Adler & Adler 1994).   
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between many interaction options and the serendipity of organisational life, following 

patterns and inserting requests as the relations of the study flow beyond the workplace 

(Patton 1990). Days were a mixture of planned structured interviews, fortuitous 

observation and scanning workplace relations. Balanced was maintained between 

pursuing key issues and adding emerging issues. The researcher drove the agenda, but 

data collection was mediated by organisational culture and situations, which determined 

the depth of experience and the recording clarity of each event. The researcher 

attempted to differentiate between actors’ words and interpretative comment and in 

recording close to the utterances, with immediate review periods. There was a constant 

wrestling with impression management as actors displayed what they believed was 

required, rather than what they believed, until the researcher slid within their guard 

(Fontana & Frey 1994). The iterative nature of the relationship can be seen in the 

multiple vignettes, presentations and papers provided for the actors, displaying the 

emerging emic meaning for comment, clarification or dispute143. In contrast academic 

papers mediated an etic or conceptual perspective detaching the researcher from 

practice and practitioners.144 Figure 20 shows the use of the various instruments in the 

present study. 

 

                                                 

143  There is a fusing of roles as the case study relations develop. This study was never intended as a 
deep collaboration with practitioners but it has stimulated the mapping of such research relations in 
Appendix 41. 

144  A more detailed account of the participant-observer role is included within Appendix 39 with 
fieldwork diary formats. 
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Pilot interaction 
 
Denzin and Lincoln (1994, p 199) suggested that qualitative research positions the 

‘researcher-as-bricoleur’145, drawing eclectically on past experiences, codified 

knowledges and empirical investigative materials. However, they argued that the dance 

of qualitative research, while mirroring, adapting, changing and ‘moulding the 

phenomena they are intended to examine’, can respond to traditional design functions, 

such as piloting (Denzin & Lincoln (1994, p. 201). The present study reflected such 

advice and invested resources in the initial stages to ‘test’ and validate protocols and 

methods in three specific ways. First, as the primary instrument of this study, the 

researcher prepared for the study through a systematic engagement with case study 

method and grounded approaches mentored by senior researchers in national studies. 

Second, the first phase of this study was deliberately designed to explore and map the 

FMI landscape through the assimilation of texts describing the framework, interaction 

with those who constituted the framework and dialectic with those enacting the 

framework. Third, the study used practitioner and academic feedback to test and 

develop questionnaires and interview protocols. This reflexive approach was not 

confined to the ‘pilot’ stage of the project, but continued as protocols evolved. 

 

The first assimilation phase through texts, key interviews and focus groups acted as a 

pilot phase or an initial navigation within FMI waters, with the strength of this approach 

lying in the choice of three separate but triangulating, perspectives of the emerging FMI 

landscape.146 This reflexivity was also present in subsequent study phases. 

                                                 

145  Bricolage is a phase popularised by Levi-Strauss (1966) as the antithesis of a linear construction and 
indicates how tools and materials may be chosen seemingly randomly, but tailored for fit a specific 
purpose. 

146  The model of FMI practice produced by these three pilot perspectives is provided in Appendix 26. 
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Data collection 
 

Collection and analysis should be a simultaneous process in qualitative research ….the 
integration of analysis with other tasks distinguishes a qualitative design from traditional 
positivistic research. A qualitative design is emergent. The researcher does not know ahead 
of time every person who might be interviewed, all the questions that might be asked , or 
where to look next…..Hunches, working hypotheses, and educated guesses direct the 
investigators attention…. The process of data collection and analysis is recursive and 
dynamic.  Merriam 1998, p. 87 

 
The study has been presented in a traditional format of sequenced events. While this is 

an effective method of re-visiting its components, the reality was that the study reflects 

Merriam’s suggestion. A clear distinction was made between the collection of field data 

and the interpretation of that data, but the two processes were interwoven and mutually 

supportive as even data collection phases were not entirely discrete.  

 
The assimilation phase purposefully immersed the researcher in FMI practice and 

emerging phenomena and themes were consolidated and mediated by the broader 

survey and the deeper telephone interviews. Finally, the ethnographic case study phase 

provided rich sources of data. The previous sections provided details of the incremental 

development of the research process and instruments. This section discusses the 

evidence gathered and the issues mediating that process. It also outlines the 

intermeshing of a structured and reflexive approach, through a willingness to discount 

preconceived notions in the face of field evidence and the opportunity to pursue 

contrary lines of inquiry. 

 

All data were collected using protocols devised and developed within the study. The 

primary analysis came from data collected by the researcher. Research assistants and 

researchers at other Universities collected additional data in the NCVER evaluation 

project. The additional data was treated as secondary, supportive and confirmatory 

information in the present study. 
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Figure 21: Timeline – data collection phases 
 

Assimilation phase 
 
The assimilation phase began in 1996 with the development of the FMI and the 

researcher’s first paper on the subject. During this period, texts were accumulated in 

Australia and then in Britain during 1997 while on a field trip that included discussions 

with MCI participants in Yorkshire, Sheffield and London.147 During 1998 field 

contacts were made with training managers who were initiating engagement with the 

then embryonic FMI. In 1999 initial contact was made with a range of key figures in the 

FMI network, including senior members of the Karpin Taskforce and National 

                                                 

147  Texts included relevant White papers, Government reports, Dept of Employment reports, Industry 
Council and TEC reports draft management standards, implementations kits, practitioner articles, 
publicity and promotional material. 

 
1996   1997   1998      1999       2000                    2001                   2002                    2003 
 
                             Assimilation Phase 
                    
               Text Accumulation          Focus groups                  Key Figure Interviews continue  
 
                                                  Mapping Survey Phase 
 
 

Survey 1- Survey 2 
  
                                                             Engagement Phase 
                          
                                                          
          Telephone Interviews - Some continue as secondary cases 
 
                                                                            Relational Case Phase 
 
 
                             Potential                           Initiation         Multiple visits and                         Continued 
                       organisational                                                  instruments                                          contact 
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bodies.148 All interviews were held in interviewees’ premises, recorded and transcribed. 

Interviews were rarely less than 30 minutes and, on some occasions, ran well over an 

hour, with half running for 45 minutes.  

 

Formal focus groups were also held during this period.149 The first focus group ran for 

50 minutes and the second for 110 minutes, including a networking coffee break. 

Detailed notes were taken during and after the groups. Focus groups conducted to the 

researcher’s specification in some states were included as secondary data. 

 

Table 5.3: The assimilation phase – a summary of accumulated texts 

 
Document type Australian 

Documents 

Approximate 

Pages 

UK 

Documents 

Approximate 

Pages 

Total text 
Pages 

Gov. Reports 11 2400 6 1000 3400 

Gov Pub. 2 700 4 600 1300 

FL standards 1 40 6 1400 1440 

Journal Articles 9 48 6 30 78 

Publicity packs 5 120 5 130 250 

Other ANTA Videos 20 - - 20 

Total 30 3328 27 3160 6488 

 
Table 5.4: The assimilation phase - key figures interviewed  

 
Affiliation No of 

Interviewees 
Structured 

Recorded 

Informal 

Semi-structure

Secondary 
source 

No of 
Interviews 

Gov Taskforce 4 4 - 1 5 

FMI Instigators 4 4 1 - 5 

FMI Distributor 3 2 2 - 4 

National netwk 4 2 1 1 4 

State Officers 3 4 - - 4 

Total 18 20 4 2 26 

 

                                                 

148  These contacts initiated the first formal interviews for the study that involved State and Industry 
representatives, FMI brokers, influential practitioners and consultants. The interviews continued 
throughout the study as network contacts expanded. It should be noted that respondents were 
distributed across Australia, with over 5 thousand kilometres between some interviewees and the 
interviewer. Interviews were arranged according to travel patterns over a two-year period. 

149  Difficulty was experienced in bringing practitioners together at a central point. Recording was often 
inappropriate and, where recordings were made, transcription was a tortuous procedure. 
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Table 5.5: The assimilation phase - focus group activity 
 

  Participant 
Role 

 

WA - 2/02 

 

WA - 4/02 

 

PT

South  

Australia 

 

Queensland 

 

Victoria 

 

ST 

 

T 

 Primary data collection  Secondary data 
Collection 

   

Manager 2 1 3 0 3 1 4 7 

Cons. 
Trainer 

3 4 7 5 1 1 7 14 

Participant 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 3 

Gov Tr Dept 0 2 2 1 0 0 1 3 

Total 6 7 13 6 5 3 14 27 

 
Columns 2/3/4 indicate the Western Australian participant numbers. Columns 5/6/7/8 indicate the secondary data 
focus groups held in other States. Column 9 provides the accumulative total of participants from the primary totals in 
column 4 and the secondary totals in column 8.  

Mapping Phase 
 
The first survey was randomly distributed to provide an indication of the patterns of 

FMI penetration, to map baseline attitudes to staff development and to locate FMI users. 

Reply paid envelopes were provided and a three-week period given for return, 

unfortunately bridging the Easter holiday period.150 The first survey provided 300 

responses for an analysis of national patterns in three broad categories (non-users who 

were unaware of the FMI, non-users who were aware of the FMI and FMI users).  

 

However, there was a lower response from FMI users than anticipated. Fortuitously, 

Pearson Educational, the FMI publisher, made their database available for a second 

‘targeted FMI user’ survey. A subsequent mail out to known FMI users provided 

sufficient data to begin a comparative analysis, with over 400 usable returns and 

approximately one hundred identified FMI users. The response rates are shown in 

Table 5.6. 

 

                                                 

150  Two weeks after the period one hundred telephone calls were made at random to non-returners that 
indicated further contact was uneconomic as two third of the recipients were unaware of the FMI. 
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Table 5.6: The mapping phase – response rates  
 

 Forms RTS Refused Returned A B C 
Mail Out 2834 75 11     

No’s Hit Target 2748   334 221 73 40 

Percentages 96.96% 2.65% .388% 12.15% 8.04% 2.65% 1.45% 

Return %    100% 66.16% 21.85% 12.0% 

* A= Non users - unaware of FMI   ; B= Non users - aware of FMI ; C= FMI users 

 
Table 5.7:The mapping phase - FMI user survey 

 

 Forms RTS Refused Returned A B C 
Mail Out 634 40 3     

No’s Hit Target 591   74 4 12 58 

Percentages 93.22% 6.3% .473% 12.52% 5.4% 2.03% 9.81% 

Return %    100% 66.16% 16.2% 78.3% 
 
Table 5.8: The mapping phase - Random and FMI user surveys combined 

 

 Forms RTS Refused Returned A B C 
Mail Out 3468 115 14     

No’s Hit Target 3339   408 229 85 98 

Percentages 96.2% 3.3% .403% 12.2% 6.8% 1.73% 2.93% 

Return %    100% 56.12% 20.8% 24.0% 
 

Engagement phase 
 
The first two phases of the study identified more than 100 FMI users, as well as patterns 

of the FMI, such as penetration, managing relations, learning relations and 

implementation issues. Given the geographical distribution, telephone interviews were 

seen as the best way to explore the FMI and to provide opportunities to develop 

relationships for subsequent case studies access. Telephone interviews were requested 

by phone and e-mail, with protocols faxed to participant actors and interviews recorded 

with only a few selected respondents. The following table 5.9 provides details of their 

distribution. 
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Table 5.9: Engagement phase - telephone interviews 
 

Aust/NZ class. WA Vic NSW Qld SA Total
Agriculture FF Farmco     1 
Mining Minco 

Mineralco 
Drillco 
Gemco 
Contractc
o 
Diamco 

    6 

Manufacturing Oilco 
Alco 

Steelco    3 

Utilities Powerco  Waterco 
Enegco 

  3 

Construction Moveco 
Tankco 

Kalco    3 

Wholesale Foodco 
Catco 

    2 

Hotel/ Rest    Caterco  1 
Retail Badgeco 

Sellco 
    2 

Transport Sandco 
Carryco 

 Railco   3 

Comms Del2co 
Mailco 

Delco    3 

Finance & Ins Finco     1 
Property Estateco     1 
Education Trainco 

Strainco 
Edco 
Ed2co 
Govco 

  Polco  6 

Health/comty Hosco 
Patco 
Teachco 
Mantrainc
o 

Ambco 
Envirco 
Safeco 

Relco 
Counco 

  9 

Cult & Rec. Abco 
Sportco 
Waco 

    3 

Personal Careerco     1 
Total Tel. Int. 35 6 5 2  48 
Secondary data  25 19 25 19 88 
Total Tel. Int. 35 31 24 27 19 136 
       

 
The sample was biased towards Western Australia and Mining and Educational 

organisations. The bias to Western Australia was justified by the need to gain case study 

sites that could be visited frequently. The bias towards mining organisations was due to 

the particular interest of that industry in the FMI as Health and Safety legislation drafted 

during 2000 made managerial qualifications mandatory for managers of mines sites.151 

                                                 

151  The FMI was accepted as the appropriate qualification in the interpretation of the act. 
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In addition, Western Australia has a significant share of the world’s gold, titanium, iron 

ore and diamond reserves, making mining a focal industry. Educational institutions are 

significant employers that provide evidence of FMI implementation and offer the 

advantage of being involved with managing FMI implementation in other companies as 

RTO partners. 

 
Telephone interview contacts became the primary source of the subsequent case study 

phase, as a tentative and incremental process with correspondence and exploratory visits 

securing longitudinal contacts. While three contacts continued into full case studies, ten 

of the organisations become secondary case studies through subsequent multiple 

contacts.152 

The relational case phase 
 
The previous three phases were mechanistic as their role was to locate, map and explore 

FMI practice, preparing for the critical fourth relational phase. This final phase provided 

rich case study material and the majority of the data associated with this study came 

from two years of intensive association with three primary case studies and continued 

association with a number of secondary cases and key figures.  

 
In 1999, attempts were made to secure two sites for case studies that had been used in 

previous CBT research studies. Both sites were unable to give a commitment. It was at 

this stage that gaining the NCVER project was viewed as part of a strategy to locate the 

FMI more broadly and enable greater access to case study sites. Prior to, during and 

following the telephone interview phase, contacts with twenty-seven organisations were 

developed by field visits, telephone calls and e-mail. The choice of case study sites was 

incremental and reflexive. Deeper engagement clarified the selection criteria and 

engagement with each site clarified the characteristics required in additional sites. There 

was no single moment of selection. The researcher clarified what opportunities were 

available, attempted to secure agreement with the most suitable site and, subsequently, 

attempted successive engagements. Each event based on greater knowledge and 

confidence of the process. It was a time of great apprehension and great excitement.153  

                                                 

152  Telephone interviews conducted to the same protocols and specification in other States have been 
included as secondary data. The Appendix 42 provides a detailed analysis of the telephone interview 
distribution, and Appendix 45 shows those continuing as secondary case studies.  

153  Appendix 26 provides the details of the selection criteria and selection process of the case studies 
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It became evident in this period that maintaining relations with multiple case study sites 

was a complex and resource intensive process. Time allocated to managing this process 

was time lost in face-to-face engagement in the field. In addition, it became apparent 

that organisations were at very different stages of FMI engagement and it would require 

longitudinal contact to understand the incremental change processes in each 

organisation. The decision was made to go for deeper and longer immersion in the first 

three case study sites, where data were being collected, leaving the remainder as 

secondary and supportive case studies, with intermittent contact.154 As the case study 

phase progressed, contact was maintained with ten secondary sites, where with further 

interviews and field visits and correspondence.155  

 
In hindsight, the critical period of the study was securing and maintaining the primary 

case study sites. Infiltration was negotiated through mutual exchange, through which 

organisational access was gained and secured by reciprocal advantages for the case 

study site. Researcher independence, expertise, additional data and reflection were the 

currency used to secure commitment. In each case, securing the key relationships was 

critical, and this was underpinned by establishing relationships with key support 

staff.156 In one case, the training manager left, but the study relationship continued.157 

 
The emphasis in the cases was towards larger organisations as they offered a greater 

variety and complexity of contexts, managerial discourses, relationships and learning 

processes. The focus on longitudinal primary case studies ensured data could be 

collected in some cases before the FMI and that the implementation phases could be 

followed. Multiple views were available from a range of organisational actors and the 

researcher has time to gain cultural understanding. None of this depth would have been 

possible from a cluster of seven or more one-shot case studies. Due to the repeated 

visits, the development of relationships, the passage of time, increasing trust and shared 

interests, the case study activity became more ethnographic in nature. 

                                                 

154  The original method involved recruiting 7 to 12 organisations as more limited case studies. 

155  Appendix 45 provides details of the secondary case study data collection and Appendix 19 details 
the coding used. 

156  Appendix 20 provides details of the rationale used for the quid pro quo arrangements. 

157  The training manager of Environco was highly involved in the study, but left to begin her own PhD. 
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Case study site characteristics 
 
This phase of the study was primarily based on three deep longitudinal case studies that 

offered a diverse industry profile, diverse patterns of FMI adoption, supported by nine 

secondary cross sectional studies. During this phase, the in-depth interviews with 

significant and representational national and state figures continued as network 

opportunities occurred. 

 
The three primary case studies organisations were located in Western and Eastern 

Australia and in the public and private sector. They were all large organisations but 

from different industries, including a banking organisation, a power generation utility 

and a public environment department monitoring, promoting and regulating natural 

resource use. They were located in prestigious central business district towers, rural 

centres and remote farming and mining enclaves. They employed IT specialists and 

botanists, call centre operators, fire fighters, electricians and agriculturalists, gangs of 

manual labourers, executive staff, contract and agency labour, and operated trainee 

programmes. While each organisation has multiple locations, one operated a large 

number of independent shop fronts from a central high rise, one was divided into three 

customer faces with shared locations, while the third had multiple businesses, co-

existing often on the same site, but with very different goals and operations. They 

provide cases within cases and span a range of Australian front line manager 

experience.  

 
Intensive infrastructure requirements have meant that the FMI is more common in 

larger companies, and the case studies reflect that bias. However, the three case studies 

are supported by ten secondary studies and underpinned by telephone interviews with 

other FMI user organisations. The study included data from five of the top forty 

Australian companies and thirteen of the top one hundred and fifty companies, while 

also including six major public service departments in the top five in size in their 

respective States (Australian 2002). A comparative summary of the primary case study 

sites and an overview of the data collection process are shown in Table 5.10. 
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Table 5.10: Relational Phase - Summary of primary case studies  
 
1st 

Case 
order  

Name Core business Ownership Location People FMI 
period 

Period 
studied 

Number  
Cohorts  

Sites 
1 Environco Resource 

Conservation 
State 
Department 

Eastern 
Large CBD 
Regional & 
Rural 

4,500 
 
FMI: 
290 
 

Concept: 
August 99 
Begin: 
Feb. 00 
 

Contact 
& Study: 
Feb 00  - 
July 02  

15 Sites 
2 cohorts 

2 Finco Finance & 
Banking 

Private 
Company 
Shareholders

Western & 
Eastern  
Huge CBD 
Town 
centres 

2,400 
 
FMI: 
260 

Concept: 
Oct. 99 
Begin: 
May 00 

Contact: 
Augst 98 
Study: 
Feb 00 
Jan 02 

1 Site 
1 Cohort 

3 Powerco Power 
Generation & 
Distribution 

Prepared for 
Privatisation 
 

Western  
Medium 
CBD 
Plants 
Depots 

3,000 
 
FMI: 
45 
 

Concept: 
April 99 
Begin: 
Nov 9 

Contact: 
May 99 
Study: 
July 99 
Oct 01 

Multiple  
sites 
3 Cohorts 

 
Table 5.11: Relational Phase - Summary of primary case study activity 

  
1st 

Case  
 

Name Months 
of 

contact  
for data 

Key 
contacts 

Visits  Locations  Site F2F 
No. Days 

 

Data 
Collected 

‘Events’ as 
final Rtf 

documents 

Relational 
Research 
Climate 

1 Environc
o 

30 7 8 10 sites  
+ 4 
conference 
locations 

31 days = 
310 hours 
+ 28hours 
of social 
contact 

108 Rtf 
documents 
from : 
Interviews 
Field notes 
Photographs 
Surveys 
Observations 

Increasingly 
Ethnographic 
Full participant 
observer 
Action research 
contributor 
3 Presentations 
of findings 

2 Finco 24 2 16 5 sites 
+ 3 
conference 
locations 

16 days = 
105 hours 
+ 5 hours 
of social 
contact 

48 Rtf 
documents 
from : 
Interviews 
Field notes 
Photographs 
Surveys 
Observations  

Later stages 
more 
ethnographic 
Mainly  
participant 
observer 
Some action 
research 
contribution 
1 Presentation 
of findings 

3 Powerco 30 2 11 4 sites 
+ 1 training 
location 

11 days = 
64 hours 
+ 3 hours 
of social 
contact 

40 Rtf 
documents 
from : 
Interviews 
Field notes 
Photographs 
Surveys 
Observations  

Later stages 
some 
ethnography 
Latterly 
participant 
observer 
Evaluative 
action research 
contribution 
1 Presentation 
of findings 
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While the table provides a comparative overview of the primary cases, short narrative 

summaries suggest their specific characteristics more effectively and are provided 

within Appendix 43.158   During this period, contacts with secondary cases and national 

and local FMI gatekeepers and the collection of official reports, local meetings and 

secondary data collection supported the case studies.159 

Data collection summary 
 
The strength of the data collection phase was the depth, richness and diversity of the 

data collected. While maintaining longitudinal relations is a vexatious process, the 

funnel approach and incremental selection process ensured partnership commitment to 

the study. Another strength was the choice to exploit and direct resources towards the 

most ‘open’ and rich data collection opportunities in each site and between sites. The 

collection process was constructed around repeated visits to key organisational actors 

to follow specific changing perceptions and being ‘open to the data’ (Bateson 1985, p. 

203). This approach is consistent with the ethnographic, multi-instrument case study 

methodology endorsed by Yin (1994).  

 
The reality of the iterative, sensitive and network reliant fieldwork produced three 

distinctive patterns of relations and not three parallel processes. Intentions of structured 

equity were replaced by opportunistic access, as Environco became the core study, 

with Finco growing past Powerco in opportunity. The interaction was complex, 

continuous, vibrant and full of learning and surprises. Freer access at each organisation 

led to powerful stories. Data collection involved more than twenty major sites with 

clusters of actors, employing multiple recording methods, with questionnaires being 

distributed to all participants within the organisations twice. Dialectic on the FMI 

matured to become dialectic on the research process, with actor feedback on researcher 

position statements, and even use of the researcher as organisational memory.160  

 

                                                 

158  The length restrictions of this thesis prohibited the inclusion of these narratives in the main body of 
the text but they are recommended to gain the colour of the organisations providing the most 
substantive meanings of FMI practice. 

159  Detailed listing and tabulations are included in Appendix 45. 

160  A considerable amount of detail describing these processes is provided in Appendix 40 and 44. 
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The following tables provide a summary of the multiple data collection processes at the 

case study sites.161 
 
Table 5.12: Data modes and sources collected in the case phase 
 
Organisation Formal 

Interview 
Informal 
Reflective 
Discussion

Participant 
Observation 

Events* 

Record 
Scan 

 

Photo 
Video 

Survey 
Returns 

Vignettes 
Formal 
inputs 

Projective 
surveys  

Total 

Environco 26 23 31 33 50 110 2+3+2 280 

Finco 17 8 7 10 22 + 1 99 +12 1+1+1 179 

Powerco 16 6 7 11 11 25  1+0+0    77 
Secondary 
Cases 

37 7 - 2 - 17 4 67 

Total 
Sources 

96 44 45 56 84 263 15 603 

 
• Pubic Forums with invited guests. 
 

Table 5.13: Summary of survey returns at the primary case study sites 
 
Organisation Pre-  FMI * 

distributed 
Respondents Post-  FMI 

distributed 
Respondents Total 

Respondents 

Environco 31 9 -  30% 224 101 – 45% 110 – 43% 

Finco 212 72 – 34% 145 27 – 19% 99 – 28% 

Powerco - - 55 25 – 46% 25 – 46% 

Total 243 81 -  33% 424 153 -  36%     234  

 
Surveys could not be distributed until FMI participants had been selected. These 

surveys were therefore from the early phases of FMI implementation. The post FMI 

survey was distributed when many of the participants were mature FMI learners.162 

                                                 

161  Interviews were recorded and unrecorded face-to-face located interaction. Informal interviews 
include one to one discussions, often with objectives, but in cars and hallways after meetings. Events 
include meetings and seminars where the researcher was a participant-observer and noted 
interactions, phrases, habitus, proximity and displays. Records include email exchanges, intranet and 
internal documents, posters and publicity material. Photographs are all of case study site contexts. 
Survey returns are more fully detailed in the subsequent table. Finally there were more formal 
reflective sessions with the case study sites using vignettes, presentations of findings and engaging 
key participants in benchmarking and evaluative surveys. Sources were often compressed when 
creating NVivo documents. 

162  At Powerco, the FMI was well implemented by the time the survey instrument was developed so 
that a pre-survey could not be distributed. In each case the researcher relied on managers for final 
distribution. It is unlikely that the full quota of questionnaires were delivered to participants. This 
probably is the reason for the lower responses in the second post FMI survey at Finco where a 
change of roles by the key manager stalled the distribution process into the January holiday season. 
The survey was distributed with Freddo Frogs as an immediate incentive (Small antipodean 
chocolate frogs – a ritual currency of greeting). The researcher did not have the data to make follow 
up calls.  
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Preparation of data  

Overview 
 
Data collected from each of the four phases of the study were continuously prepared for 

analysis, with specific attention to categorisation and cleaning of the data.163 However, 

the categorisation incrementally emerged as the data were sorted and consisted of two 

main groupings (the extensive documentation, publicity and subsequent key figure 

interviews concerning FMI development and the examination of FMI practice within 

organisations through the multiple methods of engagement), as illustrated in the 

following figure.  

 

                                                 

163  This occurred during the last three months of 2001 as the collection process had drawn generally to 
a close. After this time there still was sporadic interaction with the field of practice. 
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Figure 22: The two main groups of study data. 
 

 

 

The data collection process focussed on successive phases, using different instruments 

with considerable integration of the phases. The preparation phase drew the data into 

specific categories for scanning and input into an electronic database based on data type 

and respondent groupings. The data was then re-ordered as electronic datasets in 

preparation for the subsequent coding processes. 
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Table 5.14: A summary of data modes and sources in each sorted category 
 

Organisation Formal 
Interviews 

Informal 
Reflective 
Discussions 

Participant 
Observation 

Events 

Records 
And 

Publications
 

Photo
Video

Survey 
Returns 
Pre/Post 

& 
Internal 

Total 
Events 

Primary cases 59 44 45 57 84 266 555 

Secondary  37 7 - 6 - 17 67 

Key Figure Int * 20 4 - 2 - - 26 

Telephone Int.  41 7 - - - - 48 

Provider Net  11 2 3 3 - - 19 

Focus Groups -           - 2 2 - - 4 

Surveys - - - - - 408 408 

FMI reports - - - 19 - - 19 

FMI materials - - - 29 1 - 30 

UK texts - - - 27 - - 27 

Total Sources 168 64 50 145 85 691 1203 

Secondary Inter. 62 - 3 13 - - 78 

Tel Interviews. 88 - - - - - 88 

Focus groups - - 4 4 - - 8 

Total secondary 
events 

150 - 7 17 - - 174 

 

* Includes State network interviews. 

Hard and soft copy categorisation 
 
Eleven categories of data were evident in the initial sorting that contained twenty 

identifiably discrete forms of data collection processes.164 All qualitative data was 

transcribed from double tapes165, notes and pictures into electronic RTF files. Each 

artefact was scanned and electronic notation made using Via-voice to create the RTF 

files. Quantitative data was screened and entered onto spreadsheets with ten percent re-

checked prior to processing. Each RTF file was uniquely and sequentially coded and 

positioned in 231 electronic datasets within NVivo. 

                                                 

164  These categories and data types are detailed in Appendix 46.  

165  The rationale for this is provided at the end of Appendix 44.   
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Analysing the data 
 
Guba and Lincoln (1994) are sarcastic about ‘methodolotory’, in which empirical 

evidence is forced into a predetermined pattern of analysis. While drafted at the 

proposal stage, the analysis process was iteratively shaped to help the data to speak, as 

conceptualisation and structure flowed into and out of each other (Yin 1994; Merriam 

1998; Eisenhardt 1989). The previous section indicated how the data were prepared and 

ordered. Subsequent analysis process fell into two distinct, but interlinked, processes. 

First was a familiarisation phase, presenting an empirically descriptive and largely 

narrative overview of the field of practice as ‘findings’. Second was an exploration of 

the relations within the data and across cases and comparisons with existing theory to 

generate conceptual patterns that addressed the research questions as ‘interpretations’. 

This theorising underpinned the final conclusion of the study.  

Immersion and reduction 
 
The inital categorisation or sorting of the data could from some research perspectives be 

included in the first stage of the analysis (Yin 1994). This first phase of analysis 

involved reviewing the data, immersing the researcher in the voices of practice, 

examining the utterances, and commencing a search for frameworks of recurring events 

and actor perceptions that formed phenomena labelled by participants and that emerged 

which as themes166 that characterise the FMI in practice. This phase coded the data to 

such frameworks, mapping the practices and variations to form the basis for subsequent 

data interrogation. The goal was data reduction, through scanning and inventory, to 

‘purify or unriddle’, reducing the wealth of perceptions through an iterative process so 

the analysis could focus on the more critical material (Guba and Lincoln 1994). 

 
First was familiarisation with the data, scanning and making an inventory, to enable 

primitive patterns, themes and frameworks to emerge (Le Compte and Preissle 1993). 

Three frameworks emerged. The first grouped the data from the hardcopy categories into 

electronic datasets, the second enabled each document to be allocated specific attributes, 

                                                 

166  Themes are defined by this text as reoccurring phenomena of practice that are labelled by 
participants. Thematic narratives are narrative passages within this text that include the key themes 
or reoccurring phenomena of practice as labelled by participants. 
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and a third was a tree-like framework of nodes that were phenomena observed in the 

data sets.167 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23: Initial data preparation process 
 

Strauss and Corbin (1994) described the subsequent coding process, in which data were 

addressed by these frameworks as the deconstruction of initial structure, so they can be 

restructured in ‘new and more theoretically enlightening ways’. The coding process was 

intensive, taking forty eight days over a four-month period using QSR NVivo as an 

electronic database. Each study document was aligned with two hundred and thirty one 

data sets, coded with four hundred and thirty one permutations of document attributes, and 

the text was linked to a framework of 90 specific nodes generated by the data. 168 This is a 

recursive process with the frameworks mediated by the coding process. Using NVivo adds 

legitimacy to the foundations of this analysis process, and provides an extensive grounded 

audit trail for subsequent theorising process (Strauss & Corbin 1998). This initial sifting 

and sorting process prepared the data for the subsequent stages of the analytical process as 

represented in the following diagram. 

                                                 

167  Full details of the formation and use of these frameworks are in appendices 47, 48 and 49. 

168  Details of the segmentation, attributes and nodes are contained within appendices 47, 48 and 49. 
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Figure 24:  Data analysis phases  

Thematic narratives – the findings 
 
The findings consist of a series of thematic narratives and are the content of chapter 6. 

That is, a series of narratives about each phase of the study, and each case study, that 

aquaints the reader with the main emerging themes169 from the study data. This phase of 

the analysis consolidated the initial coding process by presenting the data as narratives 

and statements about FMI practice, with a specific emphasis on the primary case 

studies.170 Each extensive data set was introduced, characterised and summarised within 

the text, with links to extensive and detailed supporting appendices. The purpose of this 

phase was to present a reduced narrative for the reader that incorporated the key themes 

emerging from each data set. In this study the term themes is used to represent the 

phenomena associated with FMI practice emerge within the stories where they are 

named, and their key properties and differences are introduced. Within this chapter the 

                                                 

169  These are phenomena that are evident across the data as opposed to discourses that are evident when 
analysing the intent of a specific group of participants. 

170  As they provided a rich and descriptive overview, validated by practitioner comment. 
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term ‘narrative’ is used to indicate to denote a condensed story that captures the essential 

meanings located within the analysis of the data. 

 

The narratives in the Findings chapter were constructed to describe ‘what the FMI is’ in 

the fields of practice, using prose and literary techniques to present a holistic and 

lifelike, yet grounded account of the FMI experience that moved the study from 

mapping to experience (Merriam 1998). The ‘thematic’ narratives provided an 

opportunity for voices to speak and for pictures to develop. The intension was to 

produce familiarity with contexts and cultural understanding through a display of 

perceptions, phenomena and enacted responses (Guba and Lincoln 1994), generating 

‘epistemological harmony’ with readers’ experiences (Stake 1994). The final sections of 

this chapter present each of the key case studies through case study thematic reporting. 

 

While the early phases of the ‘findings’ provided a framework for understanding, the 

subsequent case study narratives presented empirical, observable descriptions of FMI 

enactment, eliciting themes and patterns and placing actors’ lives in a clear vivid picture 

(Richardson 1994). Each case had rich descriptions (Merriam 1998), which was more 

than a presentational mode of analysis, as the themes emerged during the construction of 

the text, generating relational constructs and bridging the empirical and the conceptual 

(Glasser & Strauss 1967; Merriam 1998). Patton (1990) insists that the development of 

case study narratives is a primary stage of analysis that must then subsequently proceed 

across cases.  

Relational Inferences – the interpretation 
 
While the previous analysis had indicated the main themes and phenomena within the 

data sets, this stage of the analysis sought to display the key conceptual relations that 

were evident across the data sets, either in participant responses or from the language 

participants used. While the word discourse continues to be used to indicate 

organisational conversations or talk, the more specific usage reference to ‘a discourse’ 

is specifically used within this chapter to denote specific identities, knowledges and 

relations evident in the interactional patterns and language of a specific group of 

organisational actors. Organisations are awash with discursive patterns. However, there 

are many specific discourses that embody a collective intent. 
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The analysis was moving from a descriptive to a conceptual level through axial or 

relational coding across the bounded relations of the data sets. In practical terms this 

first involved reporting the links identified from text to text and from texts to external 

documents.171 Second, discourse analysis was used. A discourse is a specific set of 

beliefs, knowledges and ways of relating that is voiced and promoted by a specific 

group. Hodder (1994) suggests many experiences of social performance are hidden in 

language that denies the rich positioning, the conflicting voices and the interacting 

interpretations within organisational experience. This part of the analysis tracked the 

‘set of knowledge power relations’ that constituted the competing discourses within 

practice and were embedded and circulated within FMI social performances. Discourses 

searching for contesting ways of being, ways of relation and ways of knowing and the 

relations between those discourses (Fairclough 1989/92b; Mulcahy 2002).172 The 

analysis of discourses indicates actor intentions and relational patterns of doing, being, 

and knowing. Layered on these patterns are the relations between continual process of 

FMI enactment and the related outcomes. Axial coding built frameworks of connections 

and relations across the data sets as the researcher supplied the inferential glue, forming 

a series of conceptual overviews of FMI practice (Strauss & Corbin 1990).  

 

These two methods were complimentary. The analysis began to identify broad relational 

themes pervasive across data sets and organisations, as well as discursive patterns 

generated by specific sectional interest groups.  

Cross case conceptual constructs 
 

The emerging conceptual relationships were reviewed across all of the cases and data 

sets and presented within a cumulative tabulation, to produce enduring and grounded 

FMI conceptual patterns, relational constructs and inferences.173  From the review of 

                                                 

171  Within Nvivo, links between documents were made using the nodal, document and databyte link 
facilities.  

172  Participant’s words are critical in this analysis because it is through their phrases that social realities, 
identities and relations are created, and this analytic process focuses on placing talk and text within 
context (Palmer & Dunford 1999). This process is more concerned locating the contradictions 
exiting in the fields of practice than determining what is representative data. Appendix 50 provides 
an account of nodal construction. 

173  The properties of these relational categories are examined to explore the characteristic properties of 
each set – what works and what does not, and to determine dimensions; if there is a similarity, a 
difference, congruence, diversity, polarisation or continua within the category. The importance of 
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this tabulations three clearly defined phases of the FMI analysis emerged, with each of 

these phases being modelled and suggestion a variety of propositions and theorising 

about FMI practice. 

 

In this process, systematic application was entwined with intuition, following 

Moustakas (1990, p. 16) suggestion that: 

 

Heuristic research requires one to be open, receptive, and attuned to all the facets of ones 

experience of a phenomena allowing comprehension and compassion to mingle and 

recognising the place and unity of intellect, emotion, and spirit. 

 
The relational coding or ‘finding out what is in other peoples minds’, created the initial 

conceptual relations across the data sets and case studies and relied on the researcher’s 

familiarity and insight (Miles and Huberman 1994; Patton 1990). The analysis started by 

reducing the mass of data set and case relations to three primary perspectives (the 

constitution, enactment and productions of the FMI) to track emerging relations from 

each perspective across all of the data. 

 

Each observed relational category within one case or data set was a potential clue about 

the pattern of FMI social performance. The sensing of more enduring and more 

instrumental conceptual relations was driven by immersion in the data, where incisive 

questions, propositions and theories intermingle (Strauss & Corbin 1990).174  The 

practical process drew on the recursive relationship between empirical evidence, a priori 

theoretical relations, and researcher views from field work and the previous ‘within 

case’ coding (Miles & Huberman 1994; Merriam 1998). 

 

                                                                                                                                               
specific relational data is not solely determined by numerical occurrence but moderated by subject 
perception of critical importance within the social performance. Weight is ascribed to the categories 
and their emerging properties through examining the evidence in three ways (Strauss & Corbin 
1996). First, data is scanned for the frequency of occurrence or perception. Second, data is scanned 
or the credibility or importance of the occurrence to the subjects. Third, data is scanned for the 
uniqueness of the occurrence given the researchers familiarisation with training, managerial learning 
and competency-based management development. 

174  Strauss and Corbin (1994) recommend that this process should be approached with a mind 
uncluttered with theoretical concepts, but in this case, the researcher was already well acquainted 
with associated theory, and had already undertaken prior analysis of similar data, due to engagement 
in associated studies. The case material is the primary source of this analysis, with each conceptual 
relationship is constantly tied to quotations from the FMI case performances (Miles & Huberman 
1984, p. 89).   
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The emergence of patterns was incremental, resting on a recursive relationship between 

the researcher’s views and field evidence to move from conceptual relations towards 

theory (Miles & Huberman (1994). Listening to the coded data enabled the researcher to 

hear indicators that suggested and clarified clusters of relations between core categories 

or phenomena so that ‘models’ of practice could emerge. Propositions emerging from 

single cases were compared with clusters of cases and statements (Yin 1994). Constant 

comparison enables local idiosyncratic relations to be differentiated from cross-case and 

more global categories and relations.175 The enduring relations displaced redundant 

themes, isolating more interrelated patterns of well-developed connections (Meriam 

1998). In some cases the relations promoted ‘theorising’ that produced typologies, 

statements explaining or predicting outcomes, highlighted driving tensions or 

intervening or mediating criteria that moderated FMI practice (Strauss & Corbin 

1990).176  

Theoretical analysis 
 
The emerging patterns were then compared with existing constructs to search for 

additional meaning about FMI practice. The study postulated process (how the FMI 

operates), moving from the local to the more general. The emerging grounded 

constructs were placed within four existing theoretical frames (Le Compte & Preissle 

1993; Yin 1994). Thus the previous grounded analysis was consolidated by using 

existing theories to enhance ‘analytic generalisation’.  

 

This phase added to the conceptual density of the emerging theorising, contributing to 

the plausibility and understanding of the social relations by taking the grounded 

constructs and interrogating them with existing theory (Strauss & Corbin 1994). 

Informed by the literature search, the study used four specific theories to align the 

patterns and practices of the FMI. Activity theory positions learning within 

organisational frameworks and recognises the critical influence of those multiple with a 

broader socio-cultural positioning than Communities of Practice theory. Network 

learning theory is a close theoretical neighbour, chosen for the focus on the tensions of 

                                                 

175  They are tested by being turned on their head for alternative, extreme or opposing explanations, 
accounting for the ‘other voices’ in the data, or lost voices in the researcher perception. 

176  The emerging propositions or theorising was continuously and rigorously reviewed by practitioners 
as detailed within Appendix 51.  
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production within the organisation mediating individual identity. Structuration theory is 

concerned with changing patterns of social performance and the mediating relations. In 

contrast, while structuration theory supports the active role of human agency in 

changing social patterns, Actor Network Theory was chosen because it provides a 

sharply contrasting mode of analysis where human and artefacts are mutually mediating 

social relations, inevitably aligned with contesting discourses.177 

The research questions 
 
Finally, the three primary research questions were addressed using emerging conceptual 

constructs, grounded in the data and theoretical frameworks, to produce explanatory and 

predictive constructs that highlighted the tensions in the enactment of the FMI.178 To 

address the research questions, the most relevant conceptual patterns and relationships 

from the study were used to examine specific aspects of FMI practice. Eisenhardt (1989, 

p. 540) suggests: 

   

People are poor processors of information, they leap to conclusions based on limited data, 

they are overly influenced by the vividness or by more elite interviewees, they ignore basic 

statistical properties, or they sometimes drop disconfirming evidence. 

 

In summary, the analysis emerged incrementally from the process of data collection. 

Extensive coding enabled the data to speak, identifying the properties and dimensions of 

FMI phenomena in practice. From more detailed discursive analysis patterns, conceptual 

relationships emerged that transcended these sets and cases. Comparisons with multiple 

theories of learning and organising enriched and formalised these patterns, with 

reflective feedback used to consolidate the theoretical meaning of FMI practice, and to 

contribute to broader networks of organisation and learning through developing 

predictive statements about the consequences of mediating and intervening FMI activity.  

                                                 

177 These perspectives are analysed and modelled in Chapter 7 and a summary of each theory appears in 
subsequent appendices. 

178 The study explores the context, the durability, robustness and conditions of those conceptual patterns, 
by questioning which patterns demonstrate stability, leverage, and utility over diverse contexts. 
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Validity and reliability 
 
Bruner (1966, p. 184) highlighted the complexity of naturalistic research with image-

laden narrative in comparison to more formal methods that aspire to be content free and 

independent of researcher intention. While research may no longer be framed as an 

objective search for truth and researchers no longer cling to neutral ground, research is 

still mainly a production to inform practitioner decisions or, through explanatory 

concepts, to ‘help people use their heads’ (Cronbach 1975). There is a duty on the 

researcher to provide evidence of trustworthiness, evidence that the conclusions that 

may mediate subsequent social performance ‘rest upon the data’ (Guba & Lincoln 1981, 

p 378).  

 

The funnelling research design underpins the trustworthiness of the present study and 

the strength of the claims of validity and reliability. Merriam (1998, p. 202) challenges 

the trustworthiness of any study by asking ten specific questions. In response, this study 

can assert that substantial evidence from a wealth of practitioners, in diverse locations, 

using structured protocols, underpinned by observations of a skilled researcher, with a 

visible subjectivity, has worked within the patterns of FMI social performance, to 

ensure a high level of trustworthiness. It is both a rigorous and transparent research 

process. The next section examines the strength of the internal validity, the reliability 

and the external validity of this study and, in doing so, also attests to the dependability, 

credibility, confirmability and transferability of the study (Guba & Lincoln 1994 p. 187-

189).179 

Internal validity180  
 

Despite the evident diversity and continuous nature of FMI practice, there are good 

reasons to draw the conclusion that what the researcher saw, read, heard, felt and 

recorded is an effective representation of FMI practice. Deeply embedded in this design 

                                                 

179  There are arguments why qualitative and naturalistic research designs should not be accountable to 
traditional measures of reliability and validity. This study is addressing trustworthiness with the four 
naturalistic analogues that Guba and Lincoln 1994 suggest are appropriate criteria for a naturalistic 
research design.   

180  This is approached first, because for Miles and Huberman (1994) it is the most critical foundation 
upon which the rest of the study is constructed or mis-constructed. 
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was recognition of diversity and a rejection of singular perceptions of social 

performance. The study used multiples phases and informed each deeper incursion into 

practice through different methods of investigation, multiple instruments and different 

forms of evidence. The interaction involved practitioners at all levels and relations with 

the FMI181 through direct observation and reflection. Finally, the research covered 

multiple contexts, with geographical spread, size variation, industry diversity, with the 

case studies displaying diversity in their constitution, location and production. In short, 

the study was robustly constructed to provide multiple triangulations of data at 

individual, organisational and national levels, mimicking the social construction of 

reality, avoiding potential bias and assuring internal validity (Volet 1999b). 

 

The long-term association of this study with the phenomena also enhanced internal 

validity. A four year period, with deep ethnographic association provided strong claims 

of internal validity as the researcher mirrored participants’ emic categories, due to a 

gradual reduction in missed activity and events, participant acting and covering up (Le 

Compte & Preissle 1993; Campbell & Stanley 1966). Research objectives become more 

overt and participant behaviour less overt and more contributive.182 Continually 

observing, reflecting and monitoring his role, the participant observer is immersed in 

the social experience, supporting claims of good internal validity.  

 

Steps were taken to validate evidence, through participant review, crosschecking and 

developmental protocols. Case narratives, tabulations and oral presentation gave 

participants an opportunity to confirm or offer contrary opinions, benchmark and rate 

their perceptions of performance. The analysis process sought rival explanations and 

demonstrated high construct validity through the convergence of evidence in the case 

study phase (Yin 1994). This is a unique study because the linked NCVER study 

ensured considerable informal and formal interchange between researchers, contributing 

to high internal validity through peer appraisal. 

 

                                                 

181  Including those with no relation to the FMI. 

182  Herrera (1999) indicates that all research has an element of covert operation. Real life abounds with 
covert identities and researchers change their masks to gain access and confidences. Informed 
consent does not eliminate risk but it does give participants control. He asks if researchers should 
seek more permission than others conversationalists or be any more clear about their intentions, 
often not clearly understood at the time, as they shield their etic response as a participant observer.  
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Finally, validity rested on the researcher’s ability to gather and record the essence of 

practice. This researcher’s profile gave high face validity to interactions over an 

extended period of time. Interview protocols indicated the patterns of continual self-

monitoring throughout the investigation, attuning the researcher to changing 

organisational climates and study needs. 

Reliability 
 

Traditionally, reliability issues focus on the repetition of process to produce similar 

meaning but, here, performances are unique, continuous and unrepeatable, changing 

into mature practices with new managing actors. However, as Lincoln and Guba (1985, 

p 288) indicate, there is a need to justify the ‘dependability and consistency’ of the 

results obtained from this study. There are three strong arguments to support why the 

results are credible, ring true and are consistent with the data (Merriam 1998). 

 

First, the study was well structured and positioned the researcher close to, and in, the 

social performances of many practitioners. The research questions and conceptual 

framework were theoretically sourced, withstanding academic scrutiny. This text details 

the incremental consistency of the funnel process that ensured evidence directly 

informed the research method and ensured progressive criteria for subject and location 

selection. Multiple path protocols, rigour in note taking, data checking, and systematic 

electronic data consolidation underpinned the reliability of the process.  

 

Case study choice was purposeful to ensure there was free access and rich material for 

the study. Repeated observation enabled the mirroring of language soliciting more 

authentic responses that were immediately recorded and reviewed. More formally, the 

reliability of the interview material was ensured by the confirmation of transcripts and 

an opportunity for subsequent e-mail responses. Perhaps critically, the study relied on 

the same researcher across each phase and case of the study.  

 

Second, the study included triangulation that ensures consistency in collection and 

analysis. Multiple methods, forms of data and interactions provided an opportunity to 

engage with differing perceptions of the same performance in different ways, while 

observation and document scanning weighed rhetoric and reality. The study included 

diverse actors in very different organisations engaged in diverse productions at all 
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levels. However, all contributors were linked by their desire to contribute as volunteers, 

and their organisations were linked by having the vision and expending the resources to 

be involved with a new and innovative initiative.  

 

Questionnaires used mainly developed constructs. In the analysis phase, coding 

involved multiple concepts within each attribute and nodal frameworks enabling emic 

and etic categorisation to emerge from grounded and existing theory. The evidence was 

dependable because it was voluminous, contained multiple voices with diverse 

perspectives, was gathered in different ways and with a wide range of organisational 

events viewed from differing perspectives. In short, the study provided a credible result 

because of its diverse sources of data and the diverse and systematised processes of 

analysis used. 

 

Third, the results of this study are credible because there is a transparent audit trail 

(Guba & Lincoln 1981). The analysis process provided a stable base for theorising 

through continual re-testing of assumptions and relations within and across cases 

(Merriam 1998). Selection criteria abounded in each phase. Coding frameworks were 

explained and displayed. Practitioner voices were transparent within the narratives and 

credible due to self and academic validation. Final constructs were informed by theory 

and subject to multiple scrutiny. In short, the study provided an audit trail that 

authenticated each movement from conceptualisation through field interaction to 

subsequent analysis and theory production. 

External validity 
 

Meanings we attach to the world are not static nor universal but always multiple and 

variable and constantly subject to modification and change. (May 1997, p. 14)  

 

External validity is concerned with the legitimacy of claims in another situation. Stake 

(1994) defined external validity as a hazardous passage between writer and reader that 

has to be negotiated to move from the particulars of the study to more general or 

universal constructs. Stake (1978, p. 6) cautioned that naturalistic generalisations, using 

past social performances to make sense of the future, should be only a guide to a ‘new 

and foreign context’. Cronbach (1975, p. 124-5) argued that the problem with 

generalisation is that ‘no situation is the same’ and that the relations underpinning 
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conclusions decay over time, leaving working hypotheses that change during and after 

the period of study and not conclusions. Three specific strategies were used to promote 

external validity.  

 

First, was the focus on ethnographic case studies and thick descriptions. These accounts 

of the context of the findings provided a baseline for comparisons with other contexts 

and relational ‘fit’ by suggesting conclusions about the critical elements that 

underpinned the key relational constructs. Second, the range of FMI practices was 

examined rather than best practice benchmarks. This enabled readers to determine the 

characteristics of any situation compared to the diversely developed practices that 

emerged in the study. The study made a clear statement about the position of each case 

study site within the emerging FMI typology to inform readers and improve its external 

validity. Finally, using purposefully selected sites enhanced external validity by 

ensuring a broad platform with considerable congruence between each phase (Merriam 

1998). The continual search for confirmatory or contrary evidence in each phase aided 

the broad evidence base. Single case constructs were referenced to other cases in a 

search replication (Yin 1994). Converging evidence was highlighted to provide a base 

for explanation building and developing generalisations that strengthened external 

validity.  

A critical review of method  
 

The strength of this research method lay in the recursive relationship between the 

structure of the study and the field of practice. The funnel design, incrementally 

engaging with the enactment of the FMI, provided a stable structure that underpinned 

the complexity of the data collection process. Successive phases of engagement with 

practice enabled the study to use a number of instruments and to position the researcher 

in three diverse, but stimulating, fields of practice, experiencing the social performance 

of the FMI.  

 

The study enabled a broad mapping of phenomena and deep engagement. The strength 

of the method lay in the ability of each progressive phase of the study to inform 

subsequent processes. While the movement towards the case studies dominated the 

collection process, interviews with key figures and secondary case sites maintained the 
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breadth of the data. The study’s longitudinal nature ensured the validity of the evidence, 

with the researcher informing and enriching the study through movement between emic 

and etic perspectives, voicing what the actors believed and what the researchers saw. 

 

The study is based on a base of diverse data that underpinned its strength and validity. 

Longitudinal reflexive interaction helps the interpretation process and the diversity of 

the primary and secondary case study sites provided an effective platform for cross-case 

theorising, underpinned by survey data. In short, the study was well constructed and 

diversely informed, creating strong confirmability. The immersion in case study 

practice improved credibility as thick description provides an appropriate base to 

increase transferability, reinforcing the analytical framework that generated broadly 

grounded, clearly defined and serviceable constructs. 
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6-Findings 
 

‘I don’t understand you,’ said Alice. ’It’s dreadfully confusing!’ 
‘That’s the effect of living backwards,’the Queen said kindly; it makes one a little giddy 
at first.’ 
‘Living backwards,’ Alice repeated in great astonishment. ‘I never heard of such a thing’ 
- but there’s on great advantage in it, that one’s memory works both ways.’ 
‘I’m sure my mine only works one way.’ Alice remarked. ‘I can’t remember things before 
they happen.’ 
‘It’s a poor sort of a memory that only works backwards,’ the Queen remarked. 

  Carroll 1962, p. 216/17 

Findings overview 
 
The present chapter provides a detailed review of the discourses that constitute and 

enact the FMI, through the voices of the practitioners without interpretation. The 

chapter provides an initial acquaintance with the phenomena and themes of practice, 

summarising the broad weight and degree of congruence. These accounts are ordered to 

‘walk’ the reader into the data, mirroring the sequence of the funnel design experienced 

by the researcher. However, the research process was intrinsically dynamic, with 

research phases and instruments merging into each other, creating an intense, eclectic, 

interlinking networked experience, blending convergent and focused field activity, with 

divergent serendipity. Often field-work was determined by physical location and 

proximity of subjects.183 This ‘working the network’ approach meant that, while there 

was a strong structural design framework to the research, the fieldwork was not a series 

of divorced or bounded stages.  

 

In keeping with the traditions of this format, the findings are chronologically displayed 

as sequential events. These narratives are essentially descriptive and thematic, clarifying 

context, presenting key findings illustrated with practitioner quotes, and commentary on 

the similarity, polarisation, diversity and conflicts within the data. The findings 

summarise the broad scanning and mapping of the FMI terrain, positioning the 
                                                 
183  There is no intention here to portray an idealised research process. Case studies subjects were often 

located with national figures and local providers within the same CBD’s and field-work in each 
research focus was often simultaneous over a period of days. This interplay between stages enriched 
the fieldwork focus.  
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subsequent qualitative comment and then the deep and rich data sources of field 

investigation that illuminate the meaning of practice. The heart of the study lies within 

these intensive pools of data. While the data provide evidence of some unsatisfactory 

learning experiences where old traditions continue to persist or where the management 

of innovative workplace learning was poorly supported, the experiences of managers 

and learners are generally positive and provide a new relational learning landscape. The 

findings have been selected to represent in weight and tone the voices of practice. 

 

This chapter presents the emerging themes and phenomena of FMI practice through the 

voices of the practitioners and the statistics gathered from practitioners. While the aim 

of the chapter is to present the main emerging themes it is the subsequent interpretation 

chapter that will extract those themes that show persistence and endurance across the 

cases and phase of the study.184 

 

These findings review the British MCI experience, the impact of the Karpin study tour, 

and the subsequent development and distribution of the FMI. Then the text reviews the 

emerging perceptions from the focus groups and the mapping actions of the broad 

surveys. These patterns are then explored through the telephone interviews, network 

contacts and secondary case studies. Finally the intensive case studies provide rich 

descriptions through more ethnographic fieldwork.185  

British precedents 
 

While the literature review summarised the genesis of the FMI, the processes 

constituting the basic textual representations of FL managing are of specific interest. 

The Karpin review confirmed that the British precedents were particularly important in 

this regard. These findings are sourced mainly from discussions and documents 
                                                 

184  A tabulation of the key emerging themes is provided in Appendix 54. 

185  The narratives from organisations use consistent pseudonyms for each organisational actors. 
However, the quotations from key figures and authors of FMI representations are more readily 
identifiable as they are intrinsically and often exclusively associated with a specific document or 
process. Pseudonyms are therefore inappropriate in these cases. Where the comments are in the 
public domain they have been attributed but, where the comments come from confidential 
interviews authorship has often been deliberately blurred to protect confidences given by the 
researcher.  The use of bracketed phrases within quotations denotes an author insertion to provide 
appropriate context when converting patterns of actors’ speech into a text form. The participant 
quotes are written as they were spoken and as such often are incomplete sentences and phrases.  
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collected during three British visits in the later 1990’s, providing a platform for this 

study and the development of the FMI, still at that point, emerging a world away.186 

 

This text has already reviewed the precedents of the British production the MCI as the 

first nationally based, workplace-orientated management development programme.187 

While positioned in a different cultural social and economic climate, a broad MCI 

analysis informs more general patterns of structural relations underpinning national 

VET CBT initiatives.  

 

The publicity for the ‘Crediting Competence Programme’ of the MCI in 1990 marketed 

the scheme in broad terms, indicating that ‘cultural change was the catalyst or driver in 

most cases.’ The MCI was distanced from external training programmes, stressing the 

importance of management support to maintain ‘momentum’ and ‘payback in the 

bottom-line.’ Emphasis was placed on avoiding an ‘assessment-led programme’ and 

encouraging the ‘integration of MCI standards,’ separating assessment and qualification 

awarding functions. 

 

By 1994 Leman in a DoE report indicated that ‘one in ten UK enterprises uses these 

national standards’, indicating that the impact of the FMI is ‘a broad, historic, cultural 

set of changes in management’, due to a number of factors working together.188 The 

rhetoric in the government White papers of 1995 and 1996 insisted that the ‘catalyst and 

the key to future prosperity is government partnership with business.’ Placed high on 

this agenda of achieving ‘macro-economic stability in the European dimension’ is 

training and development and specifically management development as the MCI. 

 

                                                 

186  Data was collected the MCI (twice), the Department of Training in Moorfoot Sheffield, two northern 
Training and Enterprise Councils, and several local provider conversations. These interviews were 
contextualised through personal experience of managing pilot participants in the MCI during the 
early 1990’s. 

187  The MCI is the common name for the suite of qualifications and the lead managing body. 

188  Leman proposes a research study, ‘clearly a case study approach’, using an embedded design for 
MCI evaluation. 
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Training and Enterprise Councils are responsible for 1.8 billion of public with targets for 
foundation learning targets for life time learning.189  
 

The MCI will review….a flexible options approach will be explored…encourage and 
promote improvements in management training. The case studies of effective management 
development will be promoted.  Competitiveness HBW – UK White Paper 1995 
 

MCI will identify previous examples of good practice….great values attached to networking 
and informal information sources….promoting mentoring.   

Competiveness HBW – UK White Paper 1996 

 
The subsequent ‘Competitiveness - Greater Enterprise Centre of Europe’, asserted that 

56,000 MCI registrations and 15,000 awards were underpinning Britain’s 

competitiveness. 

 

Effective use of people is crucial to competitiveness - leadership, team work and common 
purpose of vital for success…successful firms develop a long-term skills strategy. 
 

There is growing evidence that CBMD can improve both individual and business 
performance, especially when the management development and organisational strategies 
are linked.  Competitiveness – UK White paper 1997 

 

Management development was portrayed as ‘an ongoing process’ with the government 

‘funding MCI, in partnership with a number of professional bodies.’ The MCI 

capitalised on this government agenda, emphasising such relationships and marketing 

associated products. In 1996 the Winterton review provides positive evidence.  

 

Improvements in individual performance...organisational performance...and especially with 
improvements in business performance…robust evidence of the business benefits…(where) 
development was linked to strategy and standards.  

Winterton report 1996190 

Interviews at the MCI headquarters in 1997 emphasised radical changes ‘because of the 

need to be more flexible’, ‘as organisations don't cover all things’ and a move towards 

workplace-based learning and integration of ‘training chunks.’ 

                                                 

189  Illustrative quotations use the exact words of respondents or texts, except where words are placed 
(within brackets) to assist meaning or context and …. spaces are used to indicate respondent pauses 
or excluded text. 

190  They expressed caution about the generalisation of the findings due to the case study method used 
and the use of retrospective evidence. However the study concludes by emphasising the benefits of a 
longitudinal follow up study to ‘collaborate the business benefits accompanying management 
development’, ‘as it becomes more embedded’, by using a ‘stratified sample of organisations, 
through a postal or telephone questionnaire to explore the extent of management development and 
associated in performance improvement.’ 
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There has been a move to…on & off the job elements - and move away from any simulated 
activities…There is a greater choice of assessment - more self-determined - more in the 
workplace…a major revision to prevent fragmentation (or) a decontextualised approach. 
 MCI Manager 

 

Accrediting competence was now ‘done with planning and reflection’ and there was 

enthusiasm about ‘the discourse materials’ produced to stimulate learning interaction 

within the three levels of qualification. Robin Aram191 indicated a particular emphasis 

on local MCI networks so ‘employers remain in close touch with the latest techniques’ 

of management development. In both government papers and MCI literature the 

Investors in People Scheme is a re-occurring collusion.  

 

Investors in people builds on the experience of the MCI and extends its principles to 
everyone in the workforce. Management development….embed(s) effective investment in 
people…The crucial importance of people to business success is now almost universally 
recognised…But there is a huge gap between recognising this, and knowing exactly what to 
do about it. IIP/MCI publicity material 

 

The MCI voiced the need to form ‘virtuous circles’, working throughout the company 

with ‘public’ commitment, as a business investment. ‘Never focus on the award’, 

always on the business benefits. The MCI emphasised that ‘vocabulary’ was vital.  

 

Development is a more powerful word than training. Business improvement is more 
powerful than either.’  MCI advice to providers – MCI Manager  

 

These findings display some important themes about the constitution of the FMI. The 

MCI provided a multi-layered competency framework for FLMs that was centrally 

orchestrated and tied into government policy and associated developmental initiatives. 

Government rhetoric and agencies supported and promoted the link between investment 

in management development and competitiveness, underpinning the marketing rationale 

and reporting significant penetration, integration and benefits. The MCI framework 

subsequently adapted to be more workplace and learner-centred, more flexible, more 

realistic in assessment, and more supportive of local dialogues through the use of more 

materials. Unequivocal marketing attempted to ‘rub away’ concepts of training, 

changing language and positioning development as a more integrated performance. 

These structural relations informed the analysis of the subsequent Australian initiative. 

                                                 

191  The programme controller at the MCI in 1998. 
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The more pervasive and enduring relational themes will be extracted and tabulated192 in 

the subsequent interpretation chapter.  

The FMI development 

Creating the agenda 
 

The data from the assimilation phase of the study consisted of interviews, 

conversations, observations and texts from key figures who were instrumental in 

constituting the FMI and FLM representations. These contacts became part of the 

researcher’s habitus, enabling subsequent incursions into the field of practice. The data 

are polarised between public texts and confidential interviews.193 These organisational 

actors were geographically dispersed, holding positions of considerable responsibility. 

One interview took place in a 23rd floor executive suite in a CBD and another in a 

bottle shop where the retired State Director was deputising for his son. They provide an 

insight into the critical actions and conceptualisation underlying the FMI.  

 

This text traces the genesis of the Karpin taskforce and the subsequent study tour and 

publications. The account then tracks FMI development through the reference group, 

the assembly of the FMI framework, to the publication contract with Pearson 

educational.194   

 

Those instrumental in generating the FMI standards are clear about the extensive and 

protracted Australia bottom-up process. 

 

To tie it to the MCI…that rigid British work hierarchy is wrong…(the) FMI is a more 
open and flexible approach.  FMI standards group member 

 

                                                 

192  The tabulation is presented within Appendix 54. 

193  While the bulk of the data was collected in the initial stages of the project during 1999 and early 
2000, each personal contact enabled further incursions into the network, which continued throughout 
the study with some key interviewees participating in reflective feedback on the emerging 
theoretical framework. 

194  This text is extracted from the original narrative analysis of FMI development which contains six 
thousand words of additional material that re-emphasises the key points and introduces subsidiary 
issues that were unable to be displayed due to the confines of the thesis.  
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Early political initiatives and study tours created a management development agenda but did not 

generate any subsequent action. 

 

Without Dawkins it would never have happened. Karpin Study Group Member  

 

We were a bit surprised that no action was taken…..There was also a fair amount of 
procrastination in the group.  Early Study Group Member 
 

Behind the scenes lobbying by existing committee members ensured that David Karpin, 

was appointed chair of the industry taskforce that reviewed the management 

development issue. 

 

It was engineered to embrace leadership, Karpin was particular about this. 
  Study Tour Member 
 

I think that was the biggest single research effort on Management and Leadership skills that 
had ever been done in Australia…. probably anywhere in the world.  Study Tour Member 
 

Members of the six million dollar taskforce believed that, ‘No question David should 

have been on the study tour’, rather than aligning himself with Higher Education. The 

taskforce agenda focused on more relational managing activity and the dividends of 

diversity. The study tour of sixty one international organisations cemented the 

importance of a ‘learning approach’, the use of competencies, and the need for an 

adaptable, enterprise contextualised approach. 

 

It’s very much about teaching people how to communicate and deal with others. 
Yes, and also picking up the best of what people have to offer you.  Karpin Group Member 

 

So how we deal with each other, how we build teams, how we develop our listening skills. 
 Karpin Group Member 
 

The focus was on creating a climate of investment in high leverage frontline managers.  

 

It is clear there is no one prescription for best practice…it reflects more of an organisational 
state of mind that any precise formula.  Study Tour Member 
 
Generating a critical mass of middle managers.  Karpin Group Member 
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One thing we may not have envisaged... one of the weaknesses…. links in the chain….. was 

the difficulty in gaining a senior managers to see the connection between development and 

business performance. Karpin group member 

What we wanted…to emerge with something that would meet the needs of different 

organisation ...try and break the connection that there was one best way... there was no best 

method . There is no one best way Karpin Group Member 

 

While the genesis of the FLM focus may lie within the British experience, the 

construction and standards that followed would be a unique Australian collaboration 

between politicians, managers, unions and civil servants. There was never political 

pressure on the Taskforce or the thirty two research initiatives, but the plethora of 

recommendations may have obscured the focus and impact of the report, losing the 

aspirations for a peak body and continual monitoring. 

 

There was very little pressure from any of those to modify the recommendations at all…there 

is no question there were too many recommendation  Study Tour Member 

 

What we had recommended….a National Council on Management and Leadership skills 
development…(they) weren’t all that keen on that.  Study Tour Member 
 

However, the Karpin report created a constituency of discussion about relational 

managing and manager learning. 

 

That’s where you’ve moved from, a management focus to a leadership style…(to) let them do 
something to themselves.  Karpin Study Group Member  
 

A lot of HR people…saw this as a reinforcement of many of the things that they had been 

trying to tell their senior management.  Study Tour Member  

 

The focus was on developing a flexible set of learning modules…customised to individual 

industries…organisations…types of first-line manager (the FMI)  Study Tour Member 

 

Probably the lasting artefact of Karpin is the Frontline Management Initiative.  

Contracted FMI Author 

 

The multiple reports of the taskforce provided a unique exploration of managing in the 

mid 1990’s. The broad recommendations confronted many existing values and interests, 
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and met limited resources and a political will to fund management skill development as 

an overarching government strategy. The focus on frontline managers was and is an 

enduring feature of the report.  

 

Simon Crean…(was) looking around for a body that could provide him with a concrete 
recommendation for action arising out of the Karpin report...he turned to ANTA…if there is 
no political mileage in it…tends not to get pushed.  

Management Standards reference group Manager 

 

What was needed was a set of statements (that) could identify what was expected of front line 
managers.  ANTA Manager 

 

ANTA instituted broad consultation to generate national FLM standards (quote 1&2), 

meeting ‘vehement opposition’ from vested interests (quote 3), but involvement by key 

players generated a new agenda, although this was often diversely interpreted 

(quote 4&5). 

 

The bottom line was there was not a common understanding across the Australian 
businesses.  Management Standards Reference Group Manager 
 

We will pour the energy and effort into the fire power, into making those (competencies) 
absolutely relevant and we will imbue them with devices that ensure that they are flexible. 

ANTA Manager 

 

(We wanted) a flexible set of standards that we're…(but) the people were there with different 
barrows to push.  Management Standards Reference Group Manager 
 

Griss sold it to TAFE…needed no persuasion…FLMs so many of them (but maybe should be 
next layer up managers of managers then train them to coach) Vines had the union…AIM- 
Mt Eliza.  Karpin Study Group Member 
 

I’m not sure that David Vines ever understood it…. Yes, running it like JV does is really 
missing the whole point.195  Management Standards Reference Group Manager. 

 

The marriage of the FMI and ANTA was strategically mutually supportive. The FMI 

was used to place national programmes, workplace learning and curriculum-less 

frameworks on the Australian training agenda. Many key figures of that period have 

continued to be involved in FLM business.  

 

                                                 

195  JV is CEO of APESMA (managers’ union) who operate a significant distance learning, 
individualised approach for FMI certification and one of the largest distance MBAs in Australia. 
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ANTA then orchestrated operationalising the emerging competence framework into a 

‘learning’ programme that was workplace based, locally tailored and individually 

framed. 

 

It was…in fact the very first training package.  

Management Standards Reference Group Manager 

 

My approach to FMI…is to try and forward a much larger agenda about learning…and 
about management development, about…organisations responding to change.  

ANTA Manager 
 

The framework allows for a variety of learning paths…not intended to be prescriptive.  

Contacted FMI Author 
 

The change from training to learning was a significant value change and psychological 

hurdle for many who were used to a ‘one way course’, achieved in some cases ‘over my 

dead body’.  

 

And we had to put statements in it saying ‘this is not a course’.         Contacted FMI Author 

we said - well we won’t develop the curriculum to support it because the standards will be 
that good…the FMI does not present an ideological position about the best way to learn.  

ANTA Manager 

 

Now that was probably the most controversial decision that was made - curriculum council 
were scandalized…The peak bodies were scandalized…the state training authorities were 
scandalized ANTA Manager 
 

(There was) a lot of internal opposition (in ANTA)…from those who still believe in 
curriculum driven models.  
 

The complexity of workplace learning confused managers who were used to segregating 

learning and work. 

 

It’s not just one issue…it needs the full Monty (mentors and coaches).  

Karpin Study group member. 
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The six FMI pilots marked a move to the commercial market place for the training 

agenda, with consultants shaping the flexible framework, breaking from ‘course’ based 

thinking to an emphasis on self-learning and customisation.196 

 

So it was 18 months from standing start to a product…I'm disappointed training packages 
haven't taken up ‘the proto type’ (piloting concept).  ANTA Manager 

 

Pilot managers expressed how ‘the emphasis is on activities already occurring in the 

workplace’ and noted the complexity of coordinating workplace learning that confronts 

traditional expectations and demands manager inclusion. 

 

Seven assessment tools were used - portfolios workplace observation – interview questions- 
case-studies - project work - reflective analysis - 360 degree feedback.  Pilot Review 

 

The co-ordination role was a full-time role initially. The issue of breaking down the 
entrenched workplace culture and practices (was difficult).  Pilot Review 

 

Their objectives were organic growth and the development of a learning organisation in the 
movement away from the `trainer-led paradigm' to self-learning.  Pilot Review 

 

(Managers) demonstrated their support…fulfilling mentoring roles.  Pilot Manager 
 

In the pilot sites, individuals begin to reflect, have autonomous group discussions, 

dialogue with their managers and question ways of doing and being managers. 

 

It allows people for the first time to reflect on the way they've done work probably over a 
two-year period. That's number one. They have to do that as part of their portfolio.  

FMI Pilot Manager 

 

But to get those people 1 hour a week to meet, its heaven and earth. It's a complete paradigm 

shift.  FMI Pilot Manager 
 

But the real key to all this and the real successes, is it opens up the communication channels 
between you and your manager…They also questioned old and established ways of doing 
things.  FMI Pilot Manager 

 

The pilot sites took a brave step into the unknown territory of workplace learning, 

accepting the arduous management of learning as part of their core business, generating 

dialogues of learning to permeate and change their organisations. 

                                                 

196  The six pilots sites began in November 1996, with the pilot concluding in May 1997. 
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The development of the FMI covers a decade from a coming together of political, public 

service, union and industrial will. The eventual list of recommendations from the 

Karpin report created contesting reactions from interest groups, but the FMI provided 

the sole outcome with multiple networks of supporters. The loss of an overarching body 

for management development and continuing monitoring is a potential long-term 

disadvantage, but intelligent ANTA sponsorship crafted a radical venture. The 

generation of national standards and frameworks established a sea-change in moving 

VET from a training to a workplace learning agenda. The more pervasive and enduring 

relational themes will be extracted and tabulated197 in the subsequent interpretation 

chapter. 

 

Marketing the FMI 

The pre-production FMI Kit198 
 

The emerging FMI framework used by the Pilot sites was packaged as a loose leaf 

folder and distributed to providers and enterprises who expressed an interest in 

developing the programme. This ‘pre-production FMI kit’ (PPK) contained guides to 

the units, the coordinator’s role, assessment processes and participants’ roles, as well as 

an electronic directory of contacts and resources. Frontline managers were positioned as 

critical organisational actors. 

 

When you stop to think about it, Front line managers are a key element to an organisation’s 
success or failure in its field…they play a crucial role in co-ordinating in influencing a 
group of employees.  PPK 

The publicity confronted existing assumptions about manager development.  

 

A programme of guided self-learning…It is not a training programme.  PPK 

                                                 

197  The tabulation is presented within Appendix 54. 

198  This section continues to display the critical assimilation phase data from interviews, conversations, 
observations, texts, and key figures instrumental in constituting the FMI texts and the initial 
distribution of that text. It is extracted from the original analysis narrative that contains five 
thousand additional words of material, emphasises the key points and introduces subsidiary issues 
that were unable to be displayed due to the confines of the thesis. 
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The FMI challenges vocational education training sector to make the paradigm shift from 
one of delivery of educational programmes, to one of facilitation of work based on the job 
learning…Implicit in the shift...is an active commitment to the process not merely from the 
top down, but throughout the organisation.  ANTA publicity 1997 
 

The pre-production kit placed a strong emphasis on the four main themes of ‘leading by 

example, creating best practice, creating an innovative culture, and leading, coaching 

and empowering others’, that are at the core of the FMI model in the PPK, supported by 

the competencies, developmental processes, assessment processes and business goals. 

 

The second generation approach has a focus on process, but their shape was left to 

‘enterprises and their provider partner.’ New roles of mentors and coaches were 

specified but lacked definition. The absence of curriculum was masked by proposals for 

a database of learning materials.  

Prentice Liaison & launch 
 

ANTA took the unusual decision of marketing the FMI through a commercial publisher 

(Prentice Hall199) ‘to stop others getting their hands on it’, first distributing more than 

500 copies of the FMI Pre Publication Kit.200 

 

So we knew we had a good model but we wanted to not have it falter at the innovation stage 
and frankly our people don't really understand distribution of publications and the 
marketing.  ANTA Manager 
 

That was a very shrewd and smart move on Brian and ANTA’s part to go down that route. 

ANTA Consultant 

 

The PPK was professionally edited into a commercially attractive product for the launch 

day (September 7th, 1998).201 The FMI kit was a compendium of five books aimed at 

                                                 

199  In November 1998, Pearson Plc acquired the educational professional reference and computer 
publishing assets of Simon and Schuster, which included Prentice Hall and (their intention was to 
continue) the fostering of relationships with…strategic partners at ANTA and BSTA. Source -
Pearson internal report. 

200  A contract was signed in December 1997 and Pearson loose leaf packaged the draft materials from 
the pilot studies 

201  The Prime Minister announced a General Election on Sunday, 30 August 1998, overshadowing the 
event. 
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segmented practitioner roles and carried forward the goal of the Karpin report in each 

introduction section, placing learning within the workplace. 

 

The report of my committee into the state of Australian management published in 1995, 
highlighted the need for considered and designed training to improve the standard of 
management in Australia. The frontline management initiative is a positive response to this 
need.  David Karpin quote - in yellow on Kit box 
 

It is a management development strategy that places learning within an organisation, and 
links management performance to the achievement of business outcomes…The best way for 
front line managers to learn about managing is by managing…the crux of the FMI is that 
learning takes place in the workplace.  Frontline Focus 

 

There was an unequivocal focus on individual needs, context and self-management. 

Delivery may need specific redesign to meet the needs of individuals…choosing from this 
range of options.  Frontline Focus 

 

In self learning, the emphasis is on participants to learn something themselves 
Frontline Focus 

 

Providers need the capability to align the FMI to business planning…customised for the 
enterprise….to facilitate development, plan some learning strategies, (and) to evaluate the 
results of learning.  Frontline Focus 

 

ANTA wanted the framework to be customised and adapted to local community needs, 

so it becomes an integrated process. 

 

Customising involves adapting the competencies…to the specific enterprise…extend the 
number…integrate the FMI competencies with others…rearrange the contents…change the 
wording to be more specific to your enterprise.  

    FM competencies 

 

The best outcome for the FMI in my view would be for it to become invisible within the next 
few years…become(s) simply part of that (organisational culture).  ANTA Manager 

 

The kit firmly positioned the complex management of learning processes within the 

organisation. 

 

By taking on a project…learning from a mentor…observing a colleague and putting what 
you have learned into practice…identifying a process that needs to be changed…reading, 
talking to an expert …setting objectives with your team...planning…and then carrying out 
your plan…completing some training modules.  Frontline Focus 

 

The Co-ordinator is the driving force…must ensure that the motivation of participants is 
maintained at a high level.  Coordinator’s Guide 
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The Kit clearly indicated that responsibility for learning had moved to participants and 

to workplace evidence collection. 

 

A good idea to keep notes and records or even a journal…evidence can be - videotape - 
feedback -  job specification  letters - minutes - notes - customer surveys - audiotape - 
training plans - copy of budgets.  Coordinators’ Guide 

 

The rhetoric of the publicity is contested by the reality of enactment by some ‘training 

companies.’ 

 

It will involve a commitment of time and resources to support the mechanisms (such as): 
Induction programs, coach/mentor training, assessment processes, assessor training, design 
of work-based projects  FMI Web site 

 

I have heard of a few RTOs doing it this way as a traditional ‘in class’ based academic 
course rather than the ‘work-based’ assessment of work skills. Surely this is contrary to the 
understanding of what FMI stands for?  FMI Web site 

 

The FMI kit was a landmark in learning practices and Pearson Educational presented 

the text with considerable elaboration, protection and distinctive differential focus with 

five separate texts in a boxed augmented compendium, unequivocally proclaiming that 

it is ‘not a course’. Coordination from within the enterprise is at the core of each part of 

the text, which describes a complex labyrinthine arrangement of learning partnerships, 

scaffolded by multiple manager engagement, and the collection of evidence from a 

multitude of practices and routines. 

Post FMI launch distribution  
 

ANTA continually stressed the learning and cultural change platform and is not shy of 

confronting existing training incongruities by ‘naming’ the learning framework of the 

FMI in an attempt to rub out the concept of a ‘course’. 

 

In the FMI the learning model (responding to a question about ‘training courses’) 

 ANTA Manager in Video 

The organisational culture (will need to provide) - commitment to supporting 
communication and contact across and between levels - top-down commitment.  

ANTA Manager 
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At this stage, a change of ownership was noticeable as ANTA retreated and left the 

product sitting between the new Industry Training Advisory Board for business services 

training (ITAB-BST) and Pearson Educational. 

 

I don’t think there was a genuine commitment from government, from a resources point of 
view. I don’t think ANTA saw it as their role and I believe, and to some extent I moved away 
from it then. ANTA Manager 
 

Quietly observing that one of our products (FMI) is better known than we are (BS-ITAB). 

ANTA contractor 
 

Promotion continued through the publication of more texts, an interactive website, and 

road shows using Chisholm college as demonstrators of how to enact the FMI. 

We got a lot of criticism for using the provider (Chisholm).  Pearson Educational 

 

The national website strategy has not been widely accepted…Feedback indicated there was 
a need for additional products - mentoring in the workplace - learning guides for certificate 
three participants.  Pearson Educational internal text 

 

Industry reaction was positive, but restrained by the complexity of FMI enactment and 

existing funding models that favoured course attendance periods. In some cases the 

adaptability of the FMI framework was used to speed credentialisation.  

 

That model you describe…its way too complicated – complex…We had to make a pitch at the 
start ... where are you... on that continuum of sophistication. National Provider  
 

Because it has to be a course and it has to have people sitting in rooms (to gain funding). 
Yes, and because of that, I don’t know (if we were) naughty or entrepreneurial (to ensure we 
gained the funding).  ANTA Manager 
 

Some concerns that participants have raised, stories that they have heard about other 
organisations who seem to be fast tracking people…perhaps that don’t have the rigorous 
assessment processes.  Enterprise HRD Manager 

 

At the micro level, development activity was changing from transmission modes and to 

more generative modes and roles.  

There are also some issues about establishing credibility of the program, which really comes 
down to the debate between learning versus training, practical learning versus theoretical 
learning.  Training Manager  
 

Trainers become facilitators…not demonstrators  of culture.  ANTA Manager 
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At the macro level, the FMI pushed the Karpin agenda forward, linking learning 

investment with business benefits, but missing ANTA as the generative engine at the 

centre of the network. 

 

What did we get?...for two million…What Karpin did was to focus all eyes on one thing- the 
best outcome for business. We won - …almost speaking this same language…the same focus. 
We are about working in the commercial world (now).  ANTA Manager 
 

We get people all the time...asking questions about how to do it...they are…committed and 
enthusiastic... they need a central point... some kind of agency.  Pearson Manager 

 

The FMI became the first product in an emerging VET market place and confronted 

existing values roles, locations and the management. Responsibility for promotional 

strategy became less clear as ANTA retreated from the frontline. Organisations were 

engaged in what is ‘a big ask’ as they tried to change learning, thinking, values and their 

own practices. The financial models for the VET system continued to be based on 

courses, contact hours and defined study programmes, which frustrated the 

development of the FMI programmes.  

 

The FMI established a notable change in managing agendas as their standards champion 

diversity and the relational nature of managing that was embedded in learner centred 

practice. However, the FMI confronted even enthusiastic managers with the complexity 

of orchestrating workplace learning, learner centred multiple learning patterns, learning 

network relations, and partnerships of facilitation and assessment, with little national 

infrastructure support. The more pervasive and enduring relational themes will be 

extracted and tabulated202 in the subsequent interpretation chapter. 

                                                 

202  The tabulation is presented within Appendix 54. 
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Focus groups 

Practitioner perceptions 
 

The focus groups were held in early 2000 to immerse the researcher in the project, 

develop local networks and to ensure practitioner voices framed the study alongside  

theoretical representations and quantitative data (Janesick 1994). The process stimulated 

participants to provide rich data as participants, managers, HRD managers, FMI 

consultants and State department managers, but was frustrated by arrangements and 

transcription issues (Fontana & Frey 1994). Nevertheless, some strong themes emerged. 

 

Organisations engage with the FMI because of inadequate managing skills, 

development systems, and organisational cultures.  

 

There was concerns about not having the skills, competencies, attitudes and behaviours 
required from a strategic point of view…a means of bringing about some culture change. 

Terry – Manager 

It's about the change from technical to relationship skills…..more team-based.  
Tony – FMI Broker 

The FMI requires authorities, enterprises and providers real engagement if they are to 

make a conceptual leap concerning learning. 

 

(A big problem is) Lack of understanding of its intent.  Eric - Consultant 
 

(What we need is) better acceptance or understanding that FMI is not a course…They don’t 
understand…they keep asking for the curriculum Carie - Provider 

 

Engaging with the FMI is just the start of a continuous negotiation of learning processes 

by managers, facilitators and participants that requires new skills. 

 

You don’t force the issue…it’s a joint process.  Eric – Provider 

Its not a simple matter of sending people off to a course….its like organisational 
development negotiation…the negotiation in setting up the training processes is the same as 
the negotiation with the learners. Tony - Consultant  
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(We provide a) brokerage and knowledge of processes…fitting in between the organisations 
and the training providers…providing support. The bloody Prentice Hall website is shit. 

Tony - Consultant  

 

For organisations it was a sea change in managing an inclusive learning process, rather 

than ordering training. Responsibility for learning shifted into the organisation, 

displacing detached and externalised processes. 

 

The onus has been a lot on me, doing a lot of the driving, getting things up and running and 
keeping the program running.  Terry - Manager 
 

We really needed to do some development work with our more middle level senior managers 
to help coach (be coaches or mentors) with the FMI. Sally - Manager 
 

The thing that I noticed about the participants was that they seemed to struggle with the 
expectation of FMI initially.  Dave - Assessor 

 

The network of learning that developed was diverse, often complex and usually unique.  

 

One is the Rolls Royce model and the other is the ordinary.  Tony - Consultant 

 
So then they got together, in groups, they formed groups…. we give them a learning package 
that allows them to go through a self assessment process (the participants).    

Ron - Manager 

 

Most organisations are going through a portfolio gathering and an assignment process…a 
project approach.  Eric - Manager 

 

The assessment process became participant owned, formative and summative, building 

skills and providing reflective feedback.  

 

Evidence collection is new - the move from monitoring by others…to monitoring by yourself. 

Tony - consultant 

 

The clue is in how they manage their own assessment. They have to manage me…(how) they 
take control…acknowledgement…coming from a third party is so much more powerful. 

Dave - assessor 

 

There were positive outcomes from the FMI for individuals in terms of extended 

managing identity and organisational interaction, even in its early stages during 2000. 

. 
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Participants report a real increase in confidence while managers report improved 
performance.  Carie - Consultant 
 

FLMs were good task managers…but not people manager... we saw a significant 
change…hard to attribute to any one of the strategies…(but) as soon as you walk through 
the door you can feel something special’s happening. Ron - Manager 
 

 (There’s) more working together…broadened them, their understanding…learned so much 
about what it means to manage.  Dave - Assessor 
 

FMI has helped them to understand (the organisations) larger picture.  Eric - Manager 

 

In the final project presentations…because of the ideas…and team involvement…they saved 
$120,000 in one project and $450,000 in another.  Cathy - Consultant  

 

But the enactment of the FMI had broader and deeper organisational effects. 

 

Because it's pushing organisations to change their culture in that way…the FMI marks the 
move to learning and negotiation in the workplace…training is something you do for 
yourself…not something somebody does for you...(it’s moving from) a commodity to (a) 
relationship.  Tony - consultant 
 

It’s been the lubricant…like for the changes we have had to make.  Ron – Manager 

 

These first groups of diverse FMI practitioners were a purposeful sample.203 The 

practitioners noted that the FMI had become diverse and locally determined. Their 

accounts were primarily positive and enthusiastic and suggested that the FMI was a 

flexible, diversely interpreted workplace owned programme, in sharp contrast to 

previous externalised training courses. Their enthusiasm was infectious. 

 

Dissatisfaction with traditional methods, current manager skills and a desire to leverage 

culture change underpins FMI investment. The emerging complex networks of 

workplace learning are the result of considerable negotiation between and within 

organisations. Management understanding and commitment is a critical mediator of 

these radical learning practices, but far from universal. Many organisations have not 

fully engaged with the FMI texts, but continue with some linguistic modifications and 

prescribed practices, driven by a credentialism and impoverished processes.  

 

                                                 

203  It is the role the subsequent of research phases to highlight the extent to which these perceptions are 
shared, contested or distributed across the range of organisations nationally. 
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Strong manager involvement created processes that engaged individuals and other 

managers in reflective assessment as a powerful learning process. The FMI added to 

manager identity, increased confidence and improved workplace relationships, often 

with quantifiable business benefits in more mature users where it works in tandem with 

other change initiatives. Where manager commitment exists, the enacted FMI is a 

complex, diverse and negotiated set of practices that develop relational managing skills 

through reflective assessment processes, and produce a change in the value of learning 

that builds learning capability. The more pervasive and enduring relational themes will 

be extracted and tabulated204 in the subsequent interpretation chapter. 

The surveys – random and user targeted 

The Surveys 

 

The random and targeted surveys were distributed in March and July 2000.205 The data 

from the first survey was used to map FMI adoption patterns. The data from both 

surveys were used to compare differences between and explore the characteristics of the 

FMI user and non user groups. 

Mapping engagement with the FMI text206 

 

When the survey was undertaken, the FMI landscape was embryonic, with FMI 

maturity limited to a few pilot sites and to early adopters. Only a third of the responding 

organisations were aware of the FMI, although half of these had implemented the 

initiative, while the majority of the remaining respondents who were aware of the FMI, 

expressed a commitment or a desire for implementation.  

 

(We are) starting to implement management training based on (these) competencies.  Trying 
to build a case Planning to move this way in 2001.  Training Managers 

 

                                                 

204  The tabulation is presented within Appendix 54. 

205  In the random survey there were over 300 usable responses. The subsequent targeted survey ensured 
that there were more than 100 responses from FMI users.  

206  Appendix 52 contains the tabulations from the survey data indicating the significant findings. 
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Using the ratios of users from the survey, ABS workforce statistics and subsequent case 

study data, the FMI appears to have had about twenty thousand participants in mid 

2000. Based on these figures, it was expected that, by 2003, there would be more than 

forty thousand participants and over one hundred thousand managers who had been 

involved with such workplace learning processes. 

How mobile is the FMI text and those who engage with it? 

 

The survey indicated that FMI awareness was well distributed geographically, but 

stronger in larger organisations with professional networks. FMI users tended to be 

larger organisations with twenty or more FLMs, while non users tended to be smaller 

organisations with few FLMs. 

 

The FMI is well known and represented in labour intensive primary sector 

organisations. Educational enterprises were also found to be strong FMI users, often 

being providers as well as users. In Western Australia, mining legislation making 

management qualifications mandatory have had an impact on use. 

What is different about organisations engaging with the FMI? 

 

The user group invest more in training and development activity, have higher rates of 

employee involvement and produce higher quality outputs. There was a significant 

correlation between investment in development and the production of product or service 

quality. Investment in development activity was strongly associated with organisational 

performance. 

 

Those organisations who were involved with FMI development activity were more 

likely to use CBT and to rate their programmes more highly. Interestingly, the user 

group was less positive about their organisational culture, perhaps because they had a 

greater awareness of managing practices. 

What are the characteristics of FMI engagement? 

 

Most FMI users use the FMI as part of a broader organisational change strategy. Novice 

users are often more enthusiastic about FMI potential than are more mature users. The 
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survey found that FMI users often customise the package to suit their organisational 

needs and that the FMI is seen as a tool of broader HR and HRD strategies. 

 

We have adopted it across the organisation…to support organisational development.207 
As a guide for (all our) developing training programs. 

Enables us to assess our FLMs to a standard. 

 

Most organisations are in the ‘pilot stages,’ testing organisational capability to 

‘understand’ the learning process.  

 

We don’t use FMI directly, but have incorporated some concepts into our own systems. 
We use the competencies as a general framework for our team leader development. 

 
While some non users have a few ‘strong programmes,’ most are not just training 

networked or training investors. It is evident that the FMI consultation process 

generated a networking community for the FMI that was subsequently linked by the 

discursive mobility of the kit. 

 

Worked with Karpin on it…and on various advisory committees directly and indirectly. 
We were one of the original pilot sight. However, to date, FMI is only used by a small 
section of the organisation. 

 

Attended information sessions 2 years ago…Reading about the framework in journals. 
 

Many managers made positive comments about the instrumentality of the FMI and its 

link to standards.  

 

I believe that the FMI is an excellent programme with real benefits to be gained. 
Facilitating changing culture. More open to looking for methods of improvement.  
Puts in place clear statements of required standard and performance. 

 

They indicated identity change even in these early stages. 
 

Clearer communications across management. 
More concentration on strategy and planning, rather than reacting to situations. 
Recognition and development of self esteem amongst participants. 
Better managers, more awareness of role of leadership, improved delegation… 

Managers indicated the emerging components of their workplace-based programme. 

 
                                                 

207  All responses in this section are from training managers or managers with responsibility for training. 
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(We have) progressed a customised approach with common elements….Self paced. 
Business outcomes are delivered by workplace projects with senior managers as mentors. 

 

The surveys provided a picture of the emerging patterns and characteristics of FMI 

adoption, removing national invisibility and locating potential case study options. The 

limited FMI penetration during 2000 should be placed in a broader training context and 

viewed as the start of a major paradigm shift. Investment in training is often limited and 

the FMI was a complex radical initiative that demanded management involvement.  

 

The FMI demands the infrastructure and resources of larger companies and, not 

surprisingly, they are its main constituency. However, the FMI operates effectively in 

rural areas, with a common pattern across industries and states. User enterprises do not 

appear to be substantially ‘different’ as cultural entities, apart from being more active in  

development activity. Indeed the extensive consultation process used to construct the 

FMI appears to have been a significant strategic move in forming a prepared core 

constituency for the FMI. 

 

Importantly, there was clear evidence of a relationship between investment in training 

and development and organisational performance. The FMI user group displayed 

strategic understanding and was customising the FMI, testing its processes and 

generating organisational support capability for workplace learning. There was a soft 

edge between users and non users as enterprise ‘borrow’ FMI components to bolt on to 

existing systems and users customise the framework for diverse performances. 

 

The survey confirmed emerging FMI themes and categories seen in previous phases, 

with considerable congruence and no significant contrary evidence.208 While the 

surveys tracked the development of the FMI, they also measured organisational 

capability to engage with a radical development processes, workplace learning and 

culture change. In 2000 the FMI was an invisible network, a silent fragmented 

pedagogic revolution. Managers were occupied with their internal struggles with little 

opportunity to voice their emerging learning within networks. The more pervasive and 

                                                 

208  However, this evidence is taken solely from key implementers of the FMI and, therefore, provides a 
singular perspective of FMI development. 
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enduring relational themes will be extracted and tabulated209 in the subsequent 

interpretation chapter. 

The telephone interviews 
 

The survey located the fields of FMI practice and confirmed the main themes emerging 

from the initial focus groups. The next stage in the progressive investigation was the 

development of more penetrative interactions with managers orchestrating FMI and this 

was done through a series of telephone interviews.210 Using a stratified national sample, 

the interviews probed and mapped FMI enactment, locating potential case study sites. 

How was the decision made to use the FMI? 

Engagement with the FMI was often aligned with strategies for culture change and 

‘learning’ but, driven by the weakness of existing management skills and development 

activity, relied on ‘management by in-flight magazine.’ 

 
Staff were promoted on the basis of their ‘technical expertise’…their ‘leadership skills’ are 
all over the place.211  
 
It is a very powerful tool for creating a real cultural shift. 
 
We had to do something, people were just screaming out for management development. 

 
The workplace based framework and individual ownership were seen as powerful 

mediating forces to engage with the FMI and to ‘learn by doing.’ 

 

It would require, in many workplaces, a significant management change and you couldn’t 
always do that…with courses. 
 

With FMI they could do it in their own time…comes to you in the workplace. 
 

A few non users were content with their existing in-house schemes. 

                                                 

209  The tabulation is presented within Appendix 54. 

210  Starting in mid 2000, managers with responsibility for training and people development were 
interviewed over a period of about four months. 

211  All practitioner quotes in this section are from training managers or managers with specific 
responsibility for training. 
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What types of FMI are developing? 

  

Confusion and complexity are enduring characteristics of managing a radically new 

learning venture that often start with pilots or holistic programmes with partly targeted 

participant groups and joint application processes.212 

Initiative is actually a very large commitment for any organisation…I don’t think we 
appreciated that. 
 
Started as a pilot program, A ‘toe in the water’ exercise. 

 
Our project was…Succession based – mutual nomination. 
 

Coordinators validated the relevance of the competencies, but contextualised their 

language. 

 

You’ve got to tailor the program to suit your own culture. 
 

What makes the FMI effective?   
 

The FMI is an active negotiated learning process, located within organisations. 

However, understanding workplace learning as a boundary-less process can produce 

tensions. 

 

There needs to be more ownership inside the organisation. 
 

It’s taken a little while for the organisation as a whole to come on stream…because it’s 
such a radical concept. 
 

Selling it internally is the key, really. 
 

Interaction starts with self-assessment and blends group and individual activity into 

unique systems. Formal inputs kick start the learning process, but learning pathways are 

learner directed and are often diverse to meet different learning styles. 

 

Participants were assessed on current competencies. The gaps were determined and a 
development plan was produced. 

 

                                                 

212  An enduring feature of the FMI is its joint application by a participant and their boss. 
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Each module consists of two workshops and a tutorial.  

 

All learning and coaching options were exactly that optional. 
 

The range of learning options also has a footprint of work-based projects and study 

groups.  

 

The business has benefited firstly through the projects that the participants are doing. 
 

We would dedicate a half day every fortnight. There is no set agenda for this half day – the 
participants determine that. 
 

Broader management involvement is seen as necessary to scaffold the emerging 

learning network, with coaches making technical inputs and mentors planning learning. 

However, the complexity of the FMI often devours critical resources, excluding 

effective management of its processes.  

 

The organisation decided to allocate coaches to the participants – that has helped 
immensely.  
 

Didn’t put a lot of effort into coaches…wham bam workshop…hindsight - it didn’t contain 
much information on coaching.  

 

We have just got a group of mentors…been a long haul to try and get that level of interest 
and commitment. 

  

An emphasis on recognising current competence (RCC213) to gain certification seemed 

to fail to generate organisational capability. 

 

If the managers did complete the program completely through RCC then where would the 
learning take place? 
 

Evidence collection is the core footprint of FMI performances as multiple learning 

sources within a personal ‘text’ must be collected. However, confusion exists between 

the three levels of assessment. 

 

They have been putting together a portfolio based on what they currently do…looking at 
identifying gaps…looking at what they need, what other projects or training they need to 
bridge those gaps. 
 

                                                 
213  RCC -Recognition of current competence, replaced the previous RPL -Recognition of prior learning. 
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Is the FMI effective for individuals and organisations? 
There was a warm wave of delight about FMI programmes, with criticism reserved for 

inadequate local enactment. Many managers indicated an increased role awareness and 

new confidence to explore the meaning of managing.  
 

Best training I’ve ever had. Wish I’d had this 10 years ago when I first started. 
 

People become more self aware…more confident to learn, become better at researching and 
finding information, better at networking, better at understanding. 

 

This exploration of role linked participants into a discursive learning community. 

 

Prior to this program people didn’t seem to communicate with each other much at this level. 
They now understand that the issues are widespread and that they are not alone.  

 

Is the FMI effective for change and the business? 
 

Participating managers explored managing in their own context and challenged and 

changed existing practice. 

 

People starting to understand that they have a bit of autonomy. 
 

A real tool for the organisation in the management of change. 
 

Control of their learning processes was translated into instrumentality within the 

workplace, infecting teams, colleagues and wider managing teams.  

 

(Since implementation) something has improved our business. 
You’ve got to say that there’s a massive improvement in performance. 
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Issues with the Frontline Management Initiative 

 

The complexity of the FMI exposed limited understanding about learning and a poverty 

of developmental agendas. Rich FMI productions required informed networks and 

organisational space. 

 

(We need to focus on) building up more network with people who run FMI. 
 
Found that the coaches/mentors did not understand the program.  
 
It is very time consuming…gathering portfolios. 

 

Generative partnerships of learning were devalued by credentialism. 

 

The credibility of the programme (is in question) if RTOs are just tick and flicking people. 
 

Conclusions  
 

These multiple perceptions portray FMI performances as diverse and uniquely 

orchestrated interactions. Contextualisation takes the standards off the page, into 

negotiation, embedding them within each organisation. The FMI seems to have great 

mobility and is chameleon like in seeking to extend the network and allies.214 

 

Managing the FMI is a learning struggle with a radical technology, mirroring the 

participants’ experience, to locate the right mix of practices. FMI management is 

complex, requiring broad management understanding and scaffolding to generate 

participant space and then choice, as another organisational production.  

 

All of the FMI users were enthusiastic and positive about the FMI workplace-based 

learning but were in continual tension between individual and group activity and 

between learning and credentialism. The critical performance productions are 

                                                 

214  It is ironic that this is the opposite of Latour (1986) immutable mobile. Rather than control, the FMI 
seeps through organically to mediate social practice. 
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relational, often with business benefits. The complexity of the links involved and the 

immaturity of the FMI made these relationships tenuous, however.  

 

Again, there was consistency between this evidence and the themes from the previous 

phases of the research, with no significant contrary evidence.215 The major themes of 

diversity, enthusiasm, networking interactions and the relational focus were confirmed 

in what is still an immature landscape. The more pervasive and enduring relational 

themes will be extracted and tabulated216 in the subsequent interpretation chapter. 

 

Network of FMI provision 
 

The previous accounts were derived from managers who were usually the initiators of 

the FMI programme. This section discusses interview data from FMI providers, 

facilitators, FMI brokers and consultants and state officers with responsibility for the 

FMI, all of whom traverse the borders of FMI texts and performances.217  They were a 

valuable source of evidence because of their cultural detachment, their multiple 

experiences of FMI practice and their access to a diverse reflective consultant network. 

The data is taken from interviews and provider think-tanks, distilling many ‘FMI years’ 

of experience. These respondents are outsiders who have been inside in various 

locations.218 They indicated that the FMI builds on existing conceptualisations of 

learning. 

 

We didn't try to sell the FMI a lot - it's too hard. If they didn't want it - they don't understand 
it.  Norman –provider Qld  

 

                                                 

215  However, these impressions are narrowly sourced from managers closely associated with the FMI’s 
implementation and naturally enthusiastic about their own initiative in accessing, promoting and 
implementing the FMI.  

216  The tabulation is presented within Appendix 54. 

217  The data were equally sourced from Victoria, Queensland and WA, where interviews were 
supported by participant observation at group meetings, telephone interviews, bulletin boards and 
formal reports of FMI practice. 

218  Sources from State departments are deliberately vaguely referenced to protect identities. 
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Many managers indicated that an understanding of the FMI needed to precede 

programme negotiations. The FMI is seen as instrumental in TAFE reform towards 

workplace delivery, despite funding restrictions. 

 

Bureaucracy…binds the VET Sector and the monoliths of TAFE (needs) to move to where 
the action is rather than prop up some outmoded thinking and practices.  

Elizabeth – Provider Qld 

 

(A senior Administrator) used to say that the biggest single step was breaking with the 
unions. So that the institutions became the innovators. Graham – State Manager 
  

The largest provider stated bluntly that the full FMI programme cannot be delivered 
properly at the profile rate  VET Consultant Vic. 

 

Despite evident big player domination, the competencies seem to have face validity. 

Acts of managing and learning have become fused within the FMI’s competencies 

 

Yes, they are very good generic competencies….describe what is expected at a high 
performing front line manager  Alec – Provider WA 
 

It takes years to identify the competencies inside an industry and then years to review 
them…The big voices which are not necessarily even the leading voices.  

Graham – State Manager  

 

It can allow them to express personal growth Bernard – Provider Qld 

 

The FMI changes the meaning and location of learning, dislocating traditional views 

and demanding radical changes in learning practices (quotes 1 to 4). However, the dual 

discourse of RPL219 can dilute this intention (quote 5),  

 

(Most staff) perceive learning is happening in training rooms of experts, delivering 
information.  Judy – Provider NSW 
 

People's experience with other learning processes hinders the FMI…really difficult concept 
for participants to get their heads around.  Paul- Manager NSW 
 

Must not be just another HR initiative…must be strategic not just broad-based to undertake 
a change management process as well.  John – Provider WA 
 

                                                 

219  RPL is on the one hand a serious pedagogic attempt to ensure individual learning paths but can also 
be a mechanism to  short cut learning into a ‘ticking boxes’ chase for accreditation. 
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It’s a very large commitment…not many organisations recognise it.  State Manager WA 

 

The RPL model was largely emphasised and promoted. Judy – Provider NSW 

 

Managing learning practices 

These providers identified manager support and tying into organisational themes as 

critical if the radical and complex learning programme is to be properly embedded.  

 

You need a management buy-in…top management support and resources.  

Paul – Manager WA  
It's a huge commitment…you need small wins all the time.  Kylie – Manager WA 

 

(You need the) buy in of line managers understanding the ‘Why’…(the) Why are you doing 

it? Providers group WA 

 

Identify a key driver for the scheme…motivation is in the structuring not in what you do to 

them.  Provider Group WA 

 

It is negotiated partnerships that generate sustainable workplace networks of learning. 

 

It encourages partnerships…use a team approach.  Peter – Manager WA  
 

Identify committed participants, mentors and /coaches, screen and educate. Must be self-
motivated and individually driven…experience with ‘other’ learning sometimes prevents 
understanding.  Provider Group WA 
 

Training mentors at the beginning of the programme is important Leslie – Manager Vic 

 

Try to capitalise on what they are doing already.  Kylie – Manager WA 
 

An absence of prescription centres practices in the organisation and with participants, 

creating active and participative learning experiences.  

 

There’s a wide spectrum of programme types…forms…that work from formal to informal. 

Clive Vic 

 

There was a clear need for action learning. Louise – Provider Vic 
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To work as a team…become a study group and learn what each other do.  

Provider Group WA 
Campfires (networking events), support workshops and facilities (to learn).  

Terry – Manager WA 
 

Continual tension between learning and credentialism was evident. 

 

Is the FMI about collecting a box of old work to show what you done and know already?  

Jill – Provider NSW 

 

You’ve got to say certain qualification are highly corrupt.  Graham – State Manager  

 

There are providers giving papers at this conference who are being de-registered. 

James – VET Consultant Qld 

Portfolios are the most visible FMI artefact, embodying organisational interactions and 

recording the components of emerging identity for public affirmation of a new meaning 

of managing. 

 

Our main focus is workplace learning…getting together as a group to do projects…work at 
their own rates…evidence should be provided in different ways over a period of time…try to 
capitalise on what they are doing already.  Kylie – Manager WA 

 

Emerging patterns of managing 

 

The exploration of managing, finding out what you are doing, and what you should be 

doing, provides actors with a more robust identity in subsequent interactions 

All are more open and understanding…more encouragement to the team and said thank you 
more often…gave more frequent and appropriate rewards - improved delegation 
scale…(they said) it made me a better manager.  Norman – Manager Qld 
 

‘Thicker’ FMI performances, where practices are more self–managed and reflective, the 

participant ‘search’ into managing is more continuous and therefore more pervasive, 

defining learning patterns and extending managing identity. 
 

FMI actually helps them understand what their job is. Derek – Leaders’ Group WA 
 
If you make a self paced programme, they have to learn to manage time. Kylie - Manager WA 
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The FMI challenges existing meanings of managing. ‘Thicker’ performances of the FMI 

produce networks of learning partnerships that begin to challenge discourses of business 

management as organisational productions. 

  
It's not really managing learning...(more like) management of learning and the 
reciprocity…(negotiating) strategic alliances locally. Manager – Leaders’ Group WA 

 

Most significantly, (the FMI process) improve(s) relationships with people.  

Bernard – Provider Qld. 

 

These thicker FMI performances only appear to exist where other organisational 

managers support, understand and integrate the FMI as a legitimate, resourced 

organisational production.  

 

The FMI will rise and fall on the capabilities…and the acknowledgement of senior 
managers.  Derek - Manager Leaders Group WA 
 

The problem with self-direction…is often management.  Kylie – Manager WA 

 

Management need to comfortables with staff doing different things new things - asking 
questions. Kylie – Manager WA 

 

Managing this complexity requires a nucleus of managers who understand workplace 

learning and its associated values.  

 

I wish they were all like Trainco…these three…they got Masters in learning...they 
understand learning...those processes in the workplace. You can't do that kind of thing in 
other places, they don't understand...won’t or don't invest. Hailey – Provider Vic 

 

The FMI needs strategic partners to produce organisational change.  

 

The programme is leading the organisation to examine its structure and operations.  

Kylie – Manager WA 

 

Its part of much bigger changes going on. Clive – Vet Consultant Vic 
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Conclusions 
 

The evidence from this group of FMI ‘marketeers’ appears to be more reflective about 

FMI practices and less descriptive. They were more critical of what is a complex and 

yet immature market infrastructure, but broadly congruent with the data from the 

previous phases, re-confirming themes of diversity, network enthusiasm, management 

partnership and culture change. This strong commentary highlights the workplace 

tensions between traditional technical skills and emerging relational skills. It indicates a 

complex and confused distribution system, with actors engaged in continuous 

negotiation to form radical practices and new identity, where traditions and funding 

regimes inhibit the process. Such dual discourses portray the FMI as an instrument of 

cultural change and as an RPL mechanism. It is the case studies, however, that provided 

the deeper data needed to confirm or challenge these perceptions of emerging FMI 

practice and managing identities. The more pervasive and enduring relational themes 

will be extracted and tabulated220 in the subsequent interpretation chapter. 

Secondary case studies 
In contrast to the previous evidence, this section provides multiple perspectives from the 

ten secondary case studies221 that were sourced from formal interviews, observations, 

reports, telephone interviews, E–mails and surveys.222 

 

Discourses constructing manager learning 

Multiple discourses are associated with FMI engagement, underpinning subsequent 

practices. External opportunities mix with internal strategic intent and skill 

dissatisfaction.  

A recognition that Management skills weren’t up to scratch.  Paul – Tr Manager Mineco 
                                                 

220  The tabulation is presented within Appendix 54. 
221  The secondary cases covered four States with a significant WA bias, and were located in urban, 

rural, and remote locations. They cover primary industries and utilities, manufacturing and 
wholesale enterprises, as well as recreation and education organisations, all of which are larger 
companies. They are considered secondary cases because the data has more than one source, and 
occurred in more than one collection period and used more than one collection method. 

222  For textual fluidity and to avoid patterns of repetition, these cases have been approached as a group 
of evidence rather than single cases, with the emphasis on new and detailed evidence rather than 
additional confirmatory evidence, and with a specific focus on evidence that illuminates the key 
research questions through one narrative journey. 
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People under him were too frightened to come forward…took 18 months to get rid of him. 
Gary – S Manager Primeco  

 

CEO’s, managers and HR operatives with ‘learning’ agendas were instrumental in 

lobbying for new learning values and FMI engagement. 

 

It is linked to the HR strategy…increasing the capabilities…business wide…there is a 
necessary link there Meeka – Tr Manager Primeco 
 

A vehicle for us to slowly…change the way in which people look at learning…It's going to be 
a long journey.  Eric – Tr Manager Portco 
 

I always looked to spearhead change…to raise the level of management expertise.    

Andrew FLM Elecgenco  
 

There is a move towards the conscious inclusion of FL managers and the creation of 

wider manager partnerships. 

 

It is my thought that the frontline manager is the most important change-agent in achieving 
smooth corporate change…get their teams to adopt the change with the minimum of 
disruption to their work patterns.   James – Tr Manager Oilco 
 

(I) knew at the time and thought this was opportunity to get recognition as well as learn 

something.  Paul – FLM Manager Mineco 

 

His dream was (get)ting management involved. Sandra - FLM Educo – Tr Manager Educo 

 

Constructing learning about managing  

 

Enterprises plan diverse performance uncovering a lack of learning infrastructure. 

 

People try to be too prescriptive about the standards and applying them to the letter…should 
be guidelines of how they can be applied…FMI competencies (need) to be tailored to suit the 
workplace. James – Tr Manager Oilco   
 

The training offered to mentors…was inadequate for me to really appreciate what my role 
is…participants don’t understand what the mentors role should be.  

Norman – Manager Primeco 

The company…didn’t put a lot of effort into coaches…(The FMI) needs Literacy Pre 
assessment. Raymond – Manager Pipeco 
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The FMI introduced a reflexive partnership. 
 

Probably the most positive part of the program…undertaking an action plan in the 
workplace and relating it to what you are doing on a day to day basis. It gives real learning. 

James – Tr Manager Oilco  

 

There are a couple of things that make FMI very successful. It allows people for the first 
time to reflect on the way they've done work…but the real key to all this is it opens up the 
communication channels between you and your manager.  Valarie – Manager Waterco 
 

Mode of delivery has changed over time…(to) fit between the participants, the context 

Joel – Tr Manager Forestco  

 

Discourses of integration permeated more mature FMI performances. Despite 

traditional approaches (quote 1) participants can take control of the learning experience 

(quotes 2,3&4) and choose culturally appropriate practices that can integrate with 

broader organisational production (5). 

 

A lot of training providers the TAFE system…are trying to convert it into another training 
course. They talk about things like work place projects…but when you look at the delivery 
it's (just) another management thing.  Valarie – Manager Waterco 
 

But they (participants) took control of that in the training sessions.  
 Melinda – Manager Councilco 

 

Informal learning groups…mixing of people and consultation…encouraged more 
communication across the board.  Gary – S Manager Primeco 
  

We gave the challenge to the consultants…we didn’t want a lecture style. 

Kevin – Tr Manager Sportsco  

 
Projects? (we use those) Something…quite significant….will come out of it.   

Martin – FLM Educo 
 

Diverse practices generated an improved toolbox of skills that underpinned relational 

confidence.  

 

I’m a lot more confident that I’m doing the right things; I’ve picked up a few extra tools. 

Alan – FLM Portco  
 

(I) have exposure to different styles…. so you can pick and choose. Tony - FLM Mineco  
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So we are able to manage people better.  James – Tr Manager Oilco 

 

The effect on practices of managing  
 

FMI performances generated a platform of managing skills and greater business 

alignment.  

 

It’s not an add-on…it become a core part of business. They were talking about it at 
meetings…helped drag that in as part of the organisation. They understand it better as part 
of their role.  Paul – FLM Manager Mineco 
 

It has helped to flatten the curve between good team leaders and jokes.  
James – Tr Manager Oilco 

 

We relate to each other and how we organise things here…but then you've got bigger forces 
at work, restructure, unrest, insecurity, morale, so that's counterbalanced against things. 

Jane – Tr Manager Educo 
 

More aware that every aspect needs to be considered…I wouldn’t have even had the 

confidence to apply for this job if I hadn't done the FMI.   Sandra - FLM Educo  

 

System relations are clearer, unifying linkages and improving workplace bridges. 

 

Barriers between boxes break down…so they…realise what is linked.  
Hailey – Tr Manager Relateco 

 

(Without the FMI) We’d still be fighting against every bit of change that comes in.  
John – Tr Manager Railco 

 

The greatest impact will be…uniformity…where we all understand what the objectives are, 
how we define what objectives, and how we problem solve.  Arron - Manager Elecengco   

 

I think the strategic management stuff just wouldn’t have happened.  
Paul – FLM Manager Mineco 

 

Networks of managing were evident between participants (quotes 1, 2&3) and networks 

of learning (quotes 4&5) were evident within teams led by FMI participants.  

 

For the first time there is a network psyche that was lacking in the past.  
Jane – TR Manager Buildco  
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The draw back is that everybody hasn’t gone through it (so they are not in the network). 
  Martin – FLM Educo 
 

People adopt the management language. Hailey – Tr Manager Relateco 

  

I am more confident than I was before…have everybody else put their input in…we could do 
it that way, or we could do it that way.  Judy – FLM Careco  
 

He involves everyone ‘How are we going to do it?’  it works well...’These are our goals.  

How are we going to meet them?’  Harry – FLM subordinate Forestco 

 

The FMI was instrumental in confronting the meaning of managing (quotes 1, 2&3) 

where there was senior support (quote 4), but often it was just a part of a wave of 

change that was contesting existing managing practices (quotes 5&6).  

 

What if there had been no FMI? We would still be talking about what we were going to do. 

James – Tr Manager Oilco 

 

FMI has turned a static organisation into a dynamic one.   

Vernon – FLM Subordinate Primeco  

These guys are getting more vocal and clear about – ‘no you’re wrong’.   
 Paul – FLM Manager Mineco 

 

Commitment from management is essential…tensions regarding bottom line consequences 
may impact on the outcomes. Roy - TR Manager Sportsco 
 

Participants have been able to drive changes... a bit like there’s a bowling ball and you’ve 
got a big handful of ping pong balls and chances are if you throw enough of these one day 
….you will actually get a little bit of something happening, so it’s not just FMI. I’d say it was 
the first ping pong ball that hit...FMI was being reinforced by other things changes have 
occurred.  Paul – FLM Manager Mineco 
 

Structural change, cultural change and massive management attrition. FMI was brought in 
and everything stabilised.  Ray – FLM Educo 

 
Cultural change was diverse and organisations were littered with examples of the FMI 

infecting and mediating agendas. 

 

Awareness…of the fact that we are changing…it was very much a bureaucracy, no one 
moved till they were told to move, what we are trying also to do is create common business 
language. Andrew FLM Elecgenco 
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Starting to change the culture a little bit…across the organisation from senior managers 
right through.  Moving, networking and being coaches, coming to little group sessions. 

Belinda – Manager Educo 

 

A culture change process has been adopted…people are accepting change.   
Melinda – Manager Councilco  

 

A radically changed learning agenda was enacted that produced a new generation of 

managers and managing practice. It was a visible sign of an investment in people 

internally, but the FMI community existed in isolated groups. 

 

The organisation has been forced into structured learning, action plans and projects…It is a 
big learning curve for everyone.  Jeff – FLM Mineco 
 

In terms of the succession programs...I think they are doing a bit of pencilling in the future, 
career paths (and the like)…  Vernon – S Manager Mineco  
 

The HRD strategy…(now) aligned with organisational needs…FMI is a very neat way of 
bringing people onto the organisational imperatives of how we have to manage in the future.  

John – Tr Manager Railco 

 

The key to that part is that it’s got to be articulated into the performance management 
system. I think there needs to be a forum for people to come along and share experiences 
and war stories and people who are looking at getting in (to the FMI).  

Andrew FLM Elecgenco 

Conclusion 

 

This evidence of participant beliefs generally supports and extends the themes emerging 

from the prior phases of the study. The previous phases have highlighted a number of 

emerging themes. That evidence emphasises the need for political support networks 

nationally, an orchestrated approach to change the language and agendas of learning, 

and strategic commitment for organisational development by senior managers. Learning 

partnerships that produce complex networked practices but also capability to manage 

learning. They suggest that local diversity is an essential characteristic of the FMI 

enactment where they focus is upon a relational managing style. 

 

These practitioners focussed on their own local enactments and FMI meanings, which 

were supported by other managers and subordinates. There were few differences across 

industry, location, or organisational size. 
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The depth of the internal intent for FMI engagement was critical, with involvement in 

the FMI seen as a symbolic act of managing inclusion and investing in learning, 

offering an opportunity for self audit and identity growth. The FMI is a big commitment 

that requires broad participation to generate multiple practices, generally distanced from 

RCC strategies. FLM’s reported improved confidence and greater role focus, supported 

by a toolbox of skills.  

 

These performances suggest a growth of managerial professionalism with a supportive 

network that was replicated within each manager's team. The FMI was a catalyst for 

these changes, but it was often only one of several initiatives that were changing 

managing identity and organisational culture.  

 

There was significant congruence between the multiple cases and perceptions and the 

previous data, with only limited contrary evidence from single voices. While there were 

a few negative comments from managers who felt they had been coerced into the FMI, 

critical comment were generally about inadequate or traditional approaches to learning 

that frustrated workplace based learning networks. The data provide significant 

evidence of an emerging discourse of workplace learning. However, no coherent 

discourse emerges that is critical about the FMI frameworks, just localised 

dissatisfaction with the limited resourcing of initiatives. 

 

However, these descriptions of FMI performances provided only intermittent pictures of 

the FMI enactment and lacked the relational continuity that is provided by longitudinal 

case studies, where perceptions are challenged and probed. The more pervasive and 

enduring relational themes will be extracted and tabulated223 in the subsequent 

interpretation chapter. 

 

The primary case study questionnaires 
 

The previous data has generated a number of emerging themes from each phase of the 

study with significant congruity between the phases. The subsequent interpretation 

                                                 

223  The tabulation is presented within Appendix 54. 
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chapter will distil and tabulate the more pervasive and enduring relational themes that 

have emerged.224 However, the importance of powerful support for the focus on 

learning and organisational development is evident. Partnerships are also important in 

complexity of managing learning, constructing diverse learning practices, and between 

initiatives engaged in cultural change. Practice is characterised by inclusive networks of 

managers developing relational practices and their own identity. The data from the 

final, more ethnographic, case study phase was generally qualitative and narrative, but 

questionnaires used within each case study site provided a broad and comparative view 

of each case, between the cases and with the previous national surveys. More than 220 

FMI participants provided responses within the various case study sites.225 

 

The questionnaires were distributed to every FMI participant in each case study site, 

near the start of and at the completion of the programme.226 A comparison with the 

previous national surveys is made, followed by a detailed comparison between the case 

study sites. 

The primary case study sites and the broader FMI population 
  

Two tailed ‘T’ tests were used to make these comparisons. The analysis yielded mixed 

results, with some significant differences that favoured the case study group. Ratings 

were high, although the 2000 survey had higher ratings for organisational culture and 

management.227 

 

                                                 

224  The tabulation is presented within Appendix 54. 

225  n combination with the national surveys, this enabled a comparison of data from more than 600 
people in more than 400 locations. 

 

226  The completion of the first phase of the programme was when initial participants achieved their 
Diplomas and Certificates. Powerco was already FMI mature at the point of engagement, allowing 
only a post FMI survey to be used.  

227  The tabulations for this analysis are provided in Appendix 57. 
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Table 6.1: A comparison between the national data and case study responses 
 

National survey  
group (2000) 

Case 
study 
data 

(2002) 

Significant case outcomes 

Responses on : 

Total survey Pre/post facilitating and capitalising on change and innovation 
significantly favour the Pre 2002 user group at the .01 and 
.001 levels. 

Aware group Post 

group 

facilitating and capitalising on change and innovation 
significantly favour the post 2002 user group. 
 

User group Post 

group 

the capabilities of frontline managers are generally rated 
higher by the 2002 post group, with some significant at the 
.05 level. 

User group Pre group facilitating and capitalising on change and innovation 
significantly favour the 2002 pre group. 

Mature users Post 

group &  

Pre group 

facilitating and capitalising on change and innovation, and on 
the capabilities of frontline managers significantly favour the 
2002 post group and the pre group (.05)  

Mature users Pre group the capabilities of frontline managers, and specifically at the 
.05 level in the responses to facilitating and capitalising on 
change and innovation. 

Novice  Post 

group & 

Pre group 

facilitating and capitalising on change and innovation favour 
the 2002 post and pre groups.  

 

The case study sites appear to be significantly more confident about the capabilities of 

their frontline managers and their ability to capitalise on change and innovation. In 

many cases the results indicate that, the more aware organisations became of their 

management abilities and development needs, the less confident they became of 

existing manager capability. Engagement with the FMI and examining managing 

practice broadened people's vision about what might ‘be possible’. The surveys 

characterised the case study sites as more change orientated and ‘in action’ to change 

FLM capability, but there were not significantly different in their starting position from 

other FMI user organisations or from enterprises in general.  

A comparison of the primary case study sites 
 

This analysis used the quantitative and qualitative responses from the pre and post 

primary case study questionnaires distributed in 2000 and 2002. The quantitative 
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responses are first examined, followed by the qualitative responses that provide a 

narrative overview of the FMI experience.  

 

Pre-rating trends were higher than post ratings, indicating a change from novice 

aspiration to a more mature understanding. There was a sharp contrast between the 

FLMs in each case study site. Environco has tertiary graduates working in small groups 

conducting site visits. Finco has school leavers in their first managing role within 

metropolitan offices, while Powerco has manually qualified staff managing gangs of 

fieldwork operatives. Finco FL managers spent more time in training and, by the second 

survey, believed they had greater managing capability. Environco FLMs were more 

positive about their organisation's culture and capability by the second survey. 

 

Table 6.2: Comparative characteristics of FLMs in case studies 
 

 Powerco Finco Environco 

Qualifications Mainly TAFE Dip. Mainly School Cert. 50% graduates 

Experience 10+ years Less than 5 years 7 years 

Location Span Metro & Urban – 
Out doors 

Urban – Office based Urban and Rural 
office and site 

Span of control 20 + 10+ 5 – 10 

Training 10% - CBT and H&S 5% - In house 5%  - H Ed. 

FMI engagement Selected - positive Mandatory expectation Voluntary - cautious 

Management Diverse - Neutral More positive Sceptical – high skill 

More highly qualified FLMs felt they had a more voluntary participation in the 

program. Those less qualified were more impressed with the quality of the experience, 

reporting improved problem solving, strategic planning and customer service. Rural 

managers were less satisfied with the costs involved and the outcomes. High time 

investors reported greater customer service benefits. Experienced managers were more 

concerned with structural improvements, novices with employee concerns and ideas. 

Managers with wider responsibility focused more on gains in relational development. 

The FMI framework was flexibly interpreted to provide different segments of the FLM 

population with different learning options and goals. 
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Qualitative responses from the primary case study FMI participants 

 

The questionnaire also asked for qualitative responses about respondents' FMI 

engagement, organisational climate, management, personal style and enterprise benefits, 

enabling a narrative profile of participant experience to be constructed.228 

Finco 

In the pre FMI survey, participants were looking to gain external recognition, some 

noting that the FMI ‘will provide me with a certificate at the end of the course.’ 

Developing practical relational managing skills was important to some FLMs, ‘as a new 

manager (I want to) to gain knowledge and experience (about) how to handle staff and 

improve team work.’ By the second survey, however, it was apparent that managers and 

senior managers had been influential figures in respondents' FMI engagement, 

(‘primarily myself coupled with my manager’s agreement’). 

 

The initial survey responses described organisational culture in a polarised fashion, with 

comments such as ‘a strong approach to profit making’, a ‘them versus us’ culture 

common. Subsequently, Finco was viewed as ‘moving in a good direction with the 

guiding principles, new wave and IIP.’ The culture was split between profit and people. 

By the post FMI survey, the disjointed cultural metaphor was more apparent (‘there is 

innovation, but it is disordered with many areas pursuing their own goals rather than 

goals for the organisation as a whole’).  

 

In the first survey management was characterised by ‘direction comes from the top’ and 

‘further up, things become increasingly constrained and unreasonable.’ Subsequently, 

things changed as ‘we are getting better at empowering our staff and allowing them to 

be involved in decisions,’ although they ‘can be a little inflexible.’ Flexibility and team 

orientation were admired (‘try to obtain team buy-in for all decisions’). Managers had 

‘more understanding of different ways of people learning,’ it’s changed the way I 

think.’ 
                                                 
228  The first questions asked about respondents' motivation for engagement with the FMI and 

particularly which people were instrumental in that decision. The second series of questions asked 
about organisational climate and the way management operates within the organisation. The next 
series of questions asked participants to describe their own managing style and the organisational 
benefits of being involved with the FMI. The same questions were used in both the pre and post 
surveys with slight variations being used to encourage forward projection of responses in the first 
survey and subsequent reflection on processes in the second survey. 
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The expected benefits of the FMI focused on understanding managing and becoming a 

better manager as it was hoped it would provide ‘a greater understanding of all 

management issues’ and enable respondents ‘to be able to lead and manage more 

effectively.’ Networking was also seen as an advantage (‘networking between line 

managers – shared experiences and ideas’). In the post FMI survey there was a strong 

emphasis on Finco having gained ‘more effective’ ‘and more skilled managers’, ‘with a 

more consistent approach,' with less emphasis on ‘valuing people’ and more emphasis 

on ‘bottom line results.’ 

Powerco 

FLMs were equally motivated by a personal desire for learning and by certification 

attainment. They recognised ‘future promotion and salary reclassification 

opportunities’ and the opportunity to ‘be formally recognised as having the required 

knowledge and skills for management.’ Managers played a role and peers had some 

influence. 

 

The organisational culture was described as in flux. Some were in limbo, ‘fractured and 

polarised between old and new ways of doing things.’ Management was characterised 

as ‘fragmented’ and ‘autocratic,’ moving from a unionised state monopoly to a 

competitive public company. FLMs suggested t there was ‘an ‘internal war’ between 

three parties (head office bureaucrats, asset managers, and operations). Some, however, 

had a more positive approach, feeling management was ‘constantly looking for business 

opportunities. 

 

Some FLMs believed ‘you can see a difference’ in their management style after the FMI 

as it ‘helped an acceptance of responsibilities.’  There were positive comments about 

organisational benefits (‘it’s developing our formal leaders management skills…you 

become a better manager and have confidence making hard decisions’). There were 

some concerns, however, that the FMI group was small (‘a percentage improvement of 

the ‘whole’ that will swamp any individual management initiative’).  

 

Environco 

In the pre FMI survey, engagement with the FMI was often seen as mutual, but 

primarily driven by a ‘desire to improve my skills as a manager' and ‘to enhance and 
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improve personal development’ in order to ‘better mange my team to achieve more for a 

given resource.’ Senior managers, peers and FMI coordinators were seen as positive 

influences. Organisational culture was generally described negatively, with an emphasis 

on ‘top-down’ and hierarchical systems that were ‘politicised’ and ‘pressured,’ in 

contrast to ‘supportive colleagues.’ 

 

For FLMs, Environco was ‘operating in a very much public service mould.’ Locally, 

‘staff are hard working and dedicated, not always rewarded.’ Management was 

described as ‘remote’ and ‘a bit of a dictatorship,’ with ‘short term focus.’ Politics were 

blamed for making the organisation ‘good on rhetoric and poor on action.’ FLMs 

commented on the variation in the quality of managers, who could be erratic or well 

focused. Participants described their own managing style before the FMI as more 

‘participative’ and ‘facilitative.’ This was later extended outside their group as they 

‘gained from the networking capacity.’ The pre FMI group visualised the benefits of the 

FMI as gaining ‘better ways of managing people.’ The process created ‘networking and 

support from others in FMI,’ helping to ‘destroy ‘silo’ attitudes. FLMs became ‘better 

equipped to manage and supervise people and to handle people in our workforce.' 

Conclusions 

 

The evidence again emphasised the emerging themes from the prior phases of the study, 

demonstrating broad congruence. What is striking is the similarity of the patterns that 

emerged from the detailed comment of numerous participants. This suggests the 

primary cases studies were not atypical of wider organisational cultures or FMI user 

organisations229 and yet were based on unique structural organisational characteristics, 

producing diverse FMI performances. 

 

These comparisons suggest FMI users are, in general, more positive than their peers. 

However, they are very different groups of FLMs who have very different perceptions 

of their own unique FMI performances. In Powerco, the programme was an oil between 

polarised cultures of State and public ownership. In Finco, it was an intensive learning 

experience for untrained inexperienced managers in a dynamic company, who craved 

                                                 

229  Indeed they had no extreme characteristics compared with the wider population of FMI user 
organisations from the previous phases of the study, except that they openly invited inspection. 
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greater support. Within Environco, intelligent FLMs wanted to break free of a public 

service mentality and used the opportunity to challenge the system. The more pervasive 

and enduring relational themes will be extracted and tabulated230 in the subsequent 

interpretation chapter. 

 

This was the first phase when participants spoke from considerable experience and in 

significant numbers. The next phase used participant observation to better understand 

these experiences. 

The primary FMI case studies 
 

The primary case studies provided three purposive rich narratives of FMI practices 

based on multiple interactions within three diverse and large organisations that represent 

the core territory of the FMI. The data were collected from 1998 through mid 2002, 

involving a large number of internal flights, overnight stays and extensive driving. 

Fieldwork phases lasted between four hours and ten days, blending interviews with 

observations, corridor conversations, intra-net exploration and discussions in cars and 

over meals during each day. Initial formal relations matured into free organisational 

access. These rich narratives are the result of earlier drafts that were subjected to 

considerable public review.231 

 

The narratives were drafted to enable the reader to 'walk into the three organisations' 

and see the FMI practices in much the same journey of discovery that was taken by the 

researcher. These perceptions of the emerging social practices of the FMI came from 

managers, coordinators, frontline participants and senior managers now displace the 

more clinical previous phase of the research, with narratives providing a multiple 

                                                 

230  The tabulation is presented within Appendix 54. 

231 The narratives have been reconstructed from a wide variety of material. They are presented 
sequentially with events, names and locations changed to obscure identity. In some cases, events 
have been condensed to assist with the flow of the narrative. In other cases, respondent phrases 
have been re-ordered to collate similar utterances, where the context of the utterance remained the 
same. The evidence from many additional minor contributors has been condensed and inserted 
within the narrative accounts. Records and documents collected during the study have been 
inserted where they most effectively support or contest organisational conversations. Critical 
material was usually verified with the respondent. 
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subjective submersion that places the reader within the FMI experience as preparation 

for the subsequent conceptual analysis.232 

 

Finco provided a longitudinal picture of an organisation engaging with the FMI and 

generating coordinated learning practices. Powerco was an earlier FMI starter, with a 

mentor focus and dispersed workplace practices. Finally, Environco was based on 

significant participant observation, providing a rich series of coordinated micro cases. 

Each case studies attempted to let the practitioners speak, with quotations chosen to 

represent the weight of the evidence or to illustrate specific critical issues. 

Finco 
 

As you make your way towards the ‘People Development’ section of Finco you find 

yourself deep in the nightlife area of the city. Sandwiched between a travel agency and 

a bank is the entrance to the low rise office block housing several layers of Finco 

activity. The smart, planted reception area displays awards for corporate recognition 

(‘Investors in People’), while posters invite you to ‘catch the wave.’ Finco has 3500 

employees, mainly in one state, but 30% of last year's profits came from ventures in 

other states. Tom Blackwell, the CEO, is very visible and proclaims the vision of 

becoming a leading national provider of financial services in numerous publications. 

 

James takes you through a warren of open plan work-stations towards a glassed office, 

and indicates that that the FMI programme is beginning after recent privatisation. 

 

We want in our employees (to) think outside the box...find new ways of doing things...people 
who can think for themselves.  James – FMI Manager 
 

Our rates are not any more attractive than anyone else…what we are offering is really good 
customer service.  James – FMI Manager 
 

We need an external partner (for the FMI)…we worked out very quickly that it's a 
partnership. James – FMI Manager 

                                                 

232.  The following case studies are summaries of the analytical narratives. They contain the most 
important supporting data and provide the greatest insight into FMI practice. The 'full' Environco 
case study is included as Appendix 53 and is strongly recommended as a critical supporting source 
that enables the reader to assimilate the feel of FMI practice and to gauge the depth of the data 
driving the analysis. 
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We have an audience of about 250…we are aiming for 100 in the first year...we have sensed 
out possible mentors…some that would not make it…(not the right) attitudes or skills.  

James – FMI Manager 

 

Nomination has been competitive. (We) used 360 degree feedback….starting coaching 
workshops (now). Terry – FMI Coordinator 

 

James and Terry are active managers, creators and owners of the programme.  

 

Our process was like a clean sheet to start with…they conduct the first workshop of each 
module and then we roll out all the other workshops. James – FMI Manager 
 

Is the provider paid to write modules?…We seem to do most. 

 Monique – FMI Coordination  

 

Despite the early lack of evidence collection, benefits were noticeable even at this early 

stage. 
 

People are just forming networks and quite often outside their business unit. That was huge 
...sitting next to each other and they have swapped some their stuff.  James – FMI Manager 

 

The next FMI network meeting is sun-downer session held in the CBD ‘tower’ on the 

42nd floor with sweeping views down the lake like river towards the ocean. The CEO 

opens the agenda with the focus on people and learning. 

 

You have to be learning, if you are not learning, we are not learning.   Tom Blackwell – CEO 

 

There are strong themes of communication with staff and feedback processes as 

exuberant managers vocalise their experience. 

(The FMI) forces you to focus on what you’re doing…and how you look at it…manage and 
learn…interact with others. (How you) look at individuals – not blanket solutions. 

 Carolyn – FLM 
 

I started having a to-do list everyday, which I didn’t have before…I just had a pile of work. 

Mike FLM 

Back in the workplace, however, different views emerge. 

 

To date I have only done that for one unit. Which is where I’m falling down. I haven’t 
arranged for people to come and do the assessment of myself.  Stephan - FLM 
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How can you ask a team to manage what they were doing unless you can manage your own 
self? To give myself realistic boundaries...and to prioritise work…so it was a delegation, 
time management like prioritising all in one. Rene – FLM 
 

Large number of people who have been on say module one and even come along to the 
second module (without evidence collection).  Terry Coordinator FMI 

 

Manager support for participants was variable as it was not on a managers action ‘score 

card’ and became lower priority and status.  

 

It's not necessarily supported…interesting to see the people who are supported in their role, 
tend to be the people who really pick on these ideas and who implement them a lot more. 

Terry Coordinator FMI  

 

There’s a lot of people just slipped away…needs to be formalised - you will do it. Comes 
back to being on the balanced scorecard… Monique – FMI Coordination 
 

Needs to be on the agenda…(as managers have) so many short term goals. Then 
these…highly intelligent people will move mountains... Hell or high water we would be 
achieving.  Monique – FMI Coordination 
 

The Learning Framework (manager supports participant) was something James 
introduced…quite well drilled into our frontline managers...but the higher up the 'food 
chain' you go, the less rigorously its applied.  Terry – FMI Coordinator 
 

Without the commitment from all managers (as it is currently) the programme is considered 
a waste of time. Senior Manager CSC 
 

It might be better to try a nucleus of coaching and mentoring and see if that gets it cracking. 
Terry Coordinator FMI 

 

James indicated satisfaction with the results for the programme, while Terry was 

unclear about what the benchmarks for programme success were within Finco.  

 

It has opened all managers’ eyes to the skills involved in physically managing people.  
Mike FLM  

 

It’s fantastic because they are getting a lot more…If nothing else, I think that’s a great result 
at the end of the day. Terry – FMI Coordinator 
 

It is making them question….exposing them to ideas...It is a definite push to the learning 
culture.  Terry – FMI Coordinator 
 

There’s quite a few people that have started and just haven’t gone anywhere…Seems a 
shame...(to) waste that momentum…maybe some way of recapturing them.  Mike FLM 
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Terry has not lost any enthusiasm, but recognises manager support is a critical issue.  

 

We have invited managers to sessions...to lead sessions, to be active coaches.  
Terry – FMI Coordinator 

 

Has stirred things up (with a managers who is frightened) .These are the conflicts with 
middle management... FMI challenges the system... the values.  Terry – FMI Coordinator 
 

A potential source of conflict would be the lack of support that I would have envisaged from 
the line managers of participants…we don’t see the long term benefits of an investment. 

Terry – FMI Coordinator 

 

You need some training champions…wave the flag for you...Like an octopus getting it’s 
tentacles in the business.  Terry – FMI Coordinator 

 

There is clear difference in the networking and cross fertilisation opportunities and the 

corporate slogans have become part of the culture. 

 

When they first went up 18 months ago they were considered a joke. Now I think it’s no 
longer a joke…it has changed, as an organisation as a whole.  Stephan – FLM 
 

I was networking big time...grabbing all these ideas...I would ring them and say well how 
did you do it, what was the outcome...thinking ‘yeah’ - that worked for you maybe it can 
work for me.  Rene - FLM 

Terry recognises the complexity of a thick FMI programme. 

 

We’ve got swamped...230 people…(needed) better briefing of the line managers…some sort 
of steering committee... briefing process quarterly.  Terry – FMI Coordinator 

.  

As Finco, moves into new technology and new markets, the FMI is a substantive 

investment in managers. It symbolises their ‘New Wave ‘in action, breaking away from 

a traditional culture, to FL managing that is relational, learning orientated and valued. 

Pictured as a partnership, the FMI team takes strong ownership. The workshops are 

designed to stimulate reflective thinking and participant ownership as facilitative skills 

develop. 

 

The FMI team creates a strong flexible and creative workshop environment, but this 

culture only transfers into the workplace when clusters of manager support are evident. 

The limited coaching skills of senior managers, the apprehension of younger FLMs and 

the sheer numbers of staff  needing support curtails programme development. There is a 
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insufficient mass of managers as mentors and coaches The 'octopus tentacles,’ where 

existing managing values are challenged are few, thin and in isolated clusters.   

 

Despite a wave of enthusiasm, a lack of broader manager support is a critical issue, as 

can be seen by the absence of the FMI on Finco's balanced score card and strategic 

plans. Workplace learning at Finco is strongly mediated by local managerial support, 

where managers legitimise learning and enable or constrain new learning and managing 

practices. 

Powerco 
 

There is one side of the city, as in most cities, where the railway station sits solidly as a 

landmark of the rapid turn of century urban growth. As you walk from the station 

between empty spaces where tracks once lay, the central offices of Powerco in a ten 

storey, very square block, dominate the area. Powerco provides the only chrome and 

glass display frontage to the road. The entrance is broad and welcoming, with static 

aluminium and pictorial displays of Powerco achievements and intentions, emphasising 

that ‘we are connected to you.’ 

 

Tim describes the three thousand strong Powerco as ‘a corporatised business with some 

government influence,’ strongly employment and male blue collar orientated. The 

organisation was an early FMI starter, searching for culture change and real learning in 

‘Network’.233 

 

I was given the task of going out and finding out…and heard about (the FMI)…we saw that 
it wasn’t a training programme...wanted to shift towards a learning approach…accepting 
responsibility for themselves and their learning.  Tim – FMI Manager 
 

What I did was to put together a discussion paper…the whole of organisation was looking at 
this issue. Tim – FMI Manager 
 

Together, Tim and his boss Ron mounted an internal discourse of workplace based 

management development. 

 

                                                 

233  The Network division is one of three functional components of Powerco. 
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There was concerns about not having the skills, competencies, attitudes and behaviours that 
was required by the organisation from a strategic point of view.   Tim – FMI Manager 

 

We wanted competence change and culture change (managers unskilled)…no (other) models 
(to follow).  Tim – FMI Manager  
 

The proposal was for a ‘pilot of the FMI within the network division (the largest 

Powerco division)’ that was now ‘a living and breathing beast.’ The initial pilot of 

twenty three has expanded to over fifty FLMs.  

 

We didn’t feel we had the expertise to implement the FMI processes ourselves but we wanted 
to manage it and keep it as much as possible organisationally owned.  Tim – FMI Manager 

 

Before any participants were enrolled, Powerco invested a lot of energy in their 

coaches, which is a parallel and continuing programme. 

 

We enrolled a group of coaches…All the immediate supervisors joined this group and they 
went through some action learning…ended up lasting 18 months.  Tim – FMI Manager 

 

You must have your coaching network and mentoring network and…skills…that is critical. 
Ron – OD manager  

 

Tim links the learning relations with subsequent managing relations. He shows visible 

excitement at how his FLMs are forming their own self -paced learning groups. 

 

Rather than us telling them we’re going to organise a workshop, we encouraged ownership. 
They in a way took charge of that for themselves. We just came along and facilitated as 
required…They’ve been called action learning workshops but they’re really peer support 
workshops…Self-paced coached learning has not been easy. Tim - FMI Manager 
  

They use multiple methods, but focus on self generated evidence collection not on RCC, 

and reviews indicate that the programme is working.  

 

The learning occurs through job rotations, work projects, succession work and on-the-job 
training…the formal mentoring has been taken over by the informal…the focus was on 
presenting evidence.   Tim - FMI Manager  
  

The results of this measure234 showed that there had been a 20% improvement...and then 
30% (by the end of the year.  Tim - FMI Manager 
 

                                                 

234  Self assessment psychometric of manager responsibility. 
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If (there) was some negative impact…you’d probably be picking it up.  Tim - FMI Manager 

 

FLMs participating in the FMI within Powerco are widely distributed over an area about 

half the size of Western Europe. Sone participants are an hour and half drive from the 

city at one of 20 or so depot bases that is located by the side of a regional airport. 

 

The biggest thing was that it’s actually done in situ. I’m a person who will try anything new 
that can improve my knowledge…so they’re paying for me to…I think they just wanted to 
improve their managers…make these people more accountable - treat it as their own 
business.   Simon – FLM 
 

The biggest impact would be enhancing the individual skills…fresh ideas on the way you 
should be managing things.   Simon – FLM 

 

Alex reinforces the need for culture change in Powerco and the mechanisms that are 

supporting that change. 

 

You can't go down that path with the old autocratic way of management style, you've got 
to…take in a lot of people issues.  Alex – FLM 
 

Asking them to take on more decision making…got to give them the skills to enable them to 
handle that.  Alex – FLM 
 

I take more responsibility for learning...being more open with the people.  Alex – FLM 

  

Organisationally the greatest change has been in workplace relations and understanding 

the differing perspectives of team workers. 

 

I think I'm a little bit more open with the guys...opening up their lines of communication...it’s 
scary stuff.   Alex – FL Manager 

 

Tim believes the investment they made in underpinning the FMI practices with 

coaching skill development for more senior managers, was critical.  

 

Training really wasn’t…the solution - we really wanted to have a behaviour change and a 
culture change…thought that coaching was going to be a key.  Tim - FMI Manager 

 

For Tim, ownership had the greatest impact culturally and is embedded in their FMI 

practices. 
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Grievances and disputes have dropped dramatically. There may be a number of factors. 
Tim - FMI Manager 

 

There’s a shift in terms of people’s fit with their responsibility for their job roles and their 
learning.  Tim - FMI Manager 
 

(Without the FMI) I think we would have had a lot more people sort of biting the dust. They 
would have been struggling to cope.  Tim - FMI Manager 
 

So it’s not a quick fix program.  Tim - FMI Manager  
 

We’ve got nearly 1100 employees in the division now and we’ve got 50 or 60 people in the 
programme, it’s not a huge number.  Tim - FMI Manager 

 

The workshops have begun to model workplace interactions and to focus on positive 

listening and inclusive labelling. 

 

Like fish live in water, so humans live in language…The quality of our lives is dependent on 

the network of conversations and relationships, a new way of listening.  Tim - FMI Manager 

 

Ron puts the culture change in perspective and views the FMI as a mediating influence 

of the change process to ‘where people will work without boundaries.’ 

 

There are no imperatives forcing a change. We are going for transformation without fear of 
going bust or competition…just because it has been decided….the FMI has been the 
lubricant.  Ron – OD Manager 

 

Half an hour drive from the city, set on its own in the countryside, is a chain link fenced 

area and a single storey red brick Powerco Training site, supplying consultancy to BHP 

and power utilities in south east Asia.  

 

They come into Powerco and do our assessment for us…and I run their FMI program for 
their management team. So it’s a bit of .., he comes into Powerco and does it for us, and I do 
it for Martin.  Aaron - FL Manager 

 

For Aaron the relational change is dramatic and has invaded discussions 
 

Made a huge difference to us here in terms of how people relate to one another…I have been 
to meetings where people basically start to make assumptions about something somebody is 
going to say.  Aaron - FL Manager 
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Well it is around the power of language within organisations and in terms of how your 
listening or how your language can influence others and I suppose, create reality.  

Aaron - FL Manager 

 

…. People are getting a ….bit more strategic in the way they plan and schedule and organise 
things too. Rather than jump in there, people I think are a bit more reflective. 

 Aaron - FL Manager 

 

I don’t think FMI on its own could drive the changes…needs to be there in conjunction with 
some other strategies.  Aaron - FL Manager 

 

Simon, now an FMI graduate, has been formally asked to ‘be involved in supporting 

people in the programme’, allocating time to coaching current participants of the FMI.  

 

I went to Noraton and did a presentation…They are learning from us, they are learning from 
our mistakes. I’ve been coaching other people…how I gathered my evidence.  

Simon - FL Manager 
 

As I said, coaching these guys in getting to grasp the concept and then the penny drops and 
then bang they are off - they are racing.  Simon - FL Manager 

 

Ron visualises the FMI creeping all over Powererco, permeating the corporation, but 

despairs of how difficult it is to sell workplace learning unless it is tied to other 

workplace practices and productions. 

 

You need a dedicated coordinator…You need energy and you need somebody who can get in 
there. Ron – OD Manager  
 

Look at your internal systems - to integrate the FMI concepts and assistance there.  
Ron – OD Manager  

 

Tim’s final reflections on the past two to three years of FMI activity focus on manager 

involvement and inclusion. He values the ‘free hand’ they were given. 

 

An executive manager who is actually going to champion it…that is really critical. Getting 
the middle management involved in…giving them a role…mak(ing) sure you spend enough 
time getting people involved.  Tim – FMI Manager 

 

It has brought about a change in learning, but it is not enough for Powerco. 

 

They see it as their responsibility, whereas before they saw it as somebody else’s 
responsibility.  Tim – FMI Manager 
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But middle management…that role…needs cascading – mirroring.  Tim – FMI Manager 

 

Powerco presents a more mature FMI engagement changing from a hierarchical, 

strongly unionised, manual culture, towards competitive service delivery. The FMI 

confronts a widely dispersed management system that is based on technical skills and 

external development courses. 

 

The FMI ‘team’ constructed a persuasive internal argument for workplace learning 

through a dedicated coordinator with strong networks and partnerships. Considerable 

emphasis was placed on building a coaching and mentoring network and in generating 

manager understanding of the new practices. The model was anchored with participant 

ownership, producing spontaneous workshops to master the evidence collection 

processes.  

 

The FMI experience appears instrumental in gaining role awareness, responsibility, 

gathering tools of managing and enabling greater confidence. FLMs generate improved 

relational interactions and managing language with new empowered work teams. They 

transferred their learning relations into production relations within workplace networks 

during severe workforce cuts and closures, but the programme lacks a broad critical 

mass.  

Environco235  
 

As you walk towards the central offices of Environco through a crowded CBD, you 

enter the foyer of one of the tallest aluminium clad CBD buildings, where employees of 

the multiple tenanted tower mingle in cafés and shops. In this ground floor piazza you 

might wander into the Environco bookshop to be confronted with conflicting demands 

of preserving endangered species, allocating shooting permits, supporting local 

communities, introducing radical agricultural methods and the sensitivity needed to map 

a path of sustainable growth that enables the environment, social groups and industry to 

prosper in harmony. Booklets indicate that Environco, 

 
                                                 

235  Appendix 53 provides a more complete narrative of this case study that includes much material that 
was instrumental in the conceptualisation of the meaning of the FMI. 
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Develop(s) the leadership capabilities of key staff…to either lead, challenge or support new 
directions. Environco booklet 

 

On the 14th floor, Linda expresses broad dissatisfaction with context-less courses for 

the 4,5000 staff, from those with PhD’s to those with little education, who are scattered 

over about 200 locations State wide. Environco has a history of mergers and 

amalgamations of businesses, interlaced within regional territories.  

 

We became a mega-department…Within the one organisation…some very different 
cultures…staff have higher levels of education…promotion…based on the technical skills.  

Linda – FMI Manager 

 

Linda indicates that there was wide spread dissatisfaction with middle management 

capability. 

 

We’ve got a suite of fifty odd courses…We started a staff development steering 
committee…Frontline Management Initiative has been one of the first things to drop out of 
that…(also) staff were crying out for it.  Linda – FMI Manager  
 

We wanted to encourage a change of culture…more autonomy…more control of their own 
learning options…meet the diversity of needs…(from) chainsaw wallers, to your PhD 
scientists. Linda – FMI Manager 

 

They used consultants to formulate a proposal and matched FMI competencies ‘to the 

corporate plan’. 

 

They're educating themselves as they go along…negotiating with their providers, figuring it 
out. Tony - Training Broker 
 

Did quite a few case study visits…came up with a proposal...it’s guided self- learning and all 
the rest of it.  Linda – FMI Manager 

 

They decided on a federal approach, coordinating independent pilots within the fifteen 

businesses and six regions so different cultures could be served and ownership 

dispersed. It was a new approach to a new initiative. 

 

My job to coordinate…keep an eye on what’s going on…each pilot site will have 
autonomy…an individual contract with an individual provider…We wanted to develop the 
networks…create synergies, economies of scale…act as an umbrella for the whole 
organisation. We painted a little scenario…give them seeding funding ten pilot sites…about 
180 and 200 participants.  Linda – FMI Manager 
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Well its (becoming) part of the language of the organisation…Like any new project I am 
going through occasional crises.  Linda – FMI Manager  

 

On the next bright day, Linda meets the FMI steering group and coordinator at 

Princeport. Jenny the senior manager is very positive and believes they are beginning to 

define what ‘good management’ is. 

 

(It’s a) quantum shift or evolution…breaking though the themes and asking (how managing 
should be).  Jenny – Senior Manager 
 

(Its) not just ad-hoc courses…more structured…you can choose what to tackle using the day 
to day to achieve the goal. Sarah – FL Manager 
 

The light went on in Princeport - we could get these FMI people to do the jobs that we were 
doing. There may be places where the culture is not ready...want to run with the FMI to glue 
different parts of the culture.  Linda – FMI Manager 

 

There is a long three hour drive to another pilot steering group, which is not so 

advanced, and Linda reflects on the changes that are already occurring, suggesting that 

if managers can implement the FMI maybe they are ‘more advanced’ in managing 

practice than we realise. 

 

The real change has been what we did not expect…people making their own decisions and 
branching out into…different training arrangements…this is a series of case studies and a 
series of pilots. They don't realise the shift that they are making. Biggest change is…in the 
coaches and mentors of the programme…Every contact leaves a trace. They (the FMLs) are 
guardians of the future. Linda – FMI manager  
 

We are building a training resource - the co-ordinators will become training managers. 
Linda – FMI Manager 

 

The car pulls into a low rise set of new building set in manicured grounds and 

surrounded by a flat agricultural landscape at Bildoon, where the ‘group is battling with 

the establishment process.’ 

 

They need to be aware that it is learning in the workplace…Talk them through what they are 
already good at…to gather evidence.  Linda – FMI Manager 
 

Ah – (I am beginning to see) this is a meeting about organising workplace training. 
John – Senior Manager 

 

Maureen questions who is responsible for direct delivery workshops. 
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You can get the provider to facilitate…a learning session…a learning set…or use your own 
coaches. We can use shared resources…We can use provider resources. 

Linda – FMI Manager 

 

This is not a course. This is not a course…the penny has dropped…but I think there are a lot 
more pennies up there.  John – Senior Manager 

 

Sandra and Gaye have planned an ‘FMI development day’ for Toormount with a focus 

on change management involving a number of other managers in seminar format and 

discussion takes place. 

 

Working together…(It’s) Breaking down the region and Institute barriers.  
Annie – Senior Manager 

 

Well on the way with 10 units - look at the other two.  Michelle - FLM  
 

Be careful - not too quick (or you'll miss the learning).  Sally – Provider 

 

It's been the best morale-booster for me - before that I was in that dog hole. (Now) I know I 
can do that - I am right out there - and terrifying and the best of times - now I am 
unbearable…I just want to get on to mentoring others.  Michelle - FLM 
 

(its about) developing a language – tell(ing) what you know about management.  
Rodger FLM  

     There’s a link between learning and change being made (here). Rachael – FLM 

 

Small change(s) …but the butterflies wings thing…a small change can have a big effect… 
Sandra - Senior Manager 

 

Back at the Princeport site, participants have begun working within their syndicate 

groups on projects and gaining local ownership. 

 

Seen as prestigious by the Secretary…I guess it got a push from there…demonstrated senior 
management support…it was the calibre of the mentors…real projects based on business 
plan.  Lucinda – Senior Manager  
 

…. grouped into syndicates of 10 people….people that have been lined up to be mentors and 
coaches begin to think about how they manage and mentor staff.  Alfred FLM  
 

I felt there was a real steep learning curve…I had over 100 people ringing me at one point. 
Holly – FMI coordinator 
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Jane, the HR manager, has consulted to create a focussed HR agenda with four strategic 

thrusts, is deeply experienced in departmental politics and places herself openly before 

the study in discussing the FMI. 

  

(The) lack of management skills…to lift leadership (and) improve competitiveness…We 
wanted a system that was embedded…but with some negotiation…important it was ‘their’ 
project - local ownership. The competencies fit organisation need…It not sheep dip - it is 
about individual learning commitment. Jane – HR Director 

 

For Jane, the enthusiasm of internal coordination and the relevance of workplace 

projects, are making the agenda visible to all managers as a model of change.  

 

They’re actually wanting to use the approach that we have adopted for FMI for other change 
management processes.  Jane – HR Director 
 

FMI is becoming known as the language to use to describe management training…so I keep 
repeating the language…a multiplier of 4 on their needs.236  Jane – HR Director 

 

Another long journey begins the visit to another remote FMI group, and Linda reflects 

about recent developments. 

 

The steering group…. is working as an action learning group…. I spent a lot of time 
saying…don't know - let's do it - that's a good idea.  Linda – FMI manager  
 

I have freedom to make mistakes…There is no heavy hand of management over the 
programme…Diagnostics - that's the best so far…converts the steering group members 
…produce projects as soon as possible...can live with the ambiguity if they can see (some) 
tangibles.  Linda – FMI Manager 
 

Apparently at a regional manager meeting they couldn't shut them up about F M I  
Linda – FMI Manager 

 

Before the Christmas break the FMI coordinators agree to commit to another reflective 

seminar in a boutique hotel outside the city by the ocean.  

 

We use self paced learning groups - focus groups - on Monday each week…it was a turning 
point. Critical was management support…a dedicated co-ordinator.  

Chris – FMI Coordinator  

 

                                                 

236  For every learning participant, there are four more managers involved in the FMI and learning the 
language and values as mentors, coaches and on steering groups. 
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What makes it work? Management support or forget it - local ownership - only if they want it 
- follow the cultural patterns. Megan – FMI Coordinator 
 

The whole language is different - thinking of ways to improve reflecting - analysing 
management. Chris – FMI Coordinator 

 

The next day is taken up by ‘open space’, a facilitative process of agenda setting and 

decision making without a facilitator.  

 

I had decided to take what for me is the bigger the risk…to expose you to new concepts. 
Linda FMI Manager 

 

What's important is being part of the Co-ordinator network!  Melanie – FMI Coordinator 
  

The Christmas period enables plans to be made for further study visits during 2001. In 

emails Linda indicates the relationship that has evolved. 

 

Of course you are totally free to get around without me…you know people well enough. 
What should be the format for the second generation, who should deliver what role, and how 
should the coordinator network be developed?  Linda FMI manager  

 

On subsequent visits, coordinators are very positive about the influence of the FMI 

practices within their Environco culture, but want more changes. 

 

The FMI has a good profile - empowering…We can use it to influence people. Sally – FLM  

 

(Fine) tuning this programme…We are developing a language…getting rid of 
interdepartmental bickering.  Ron – FLM 
 

I have seen all sorts of fads but this is more than just another one…We never realised that 
we could do things together…share sessions and resources.  Gaye FMI Coordinator 
 

Some HR roles are mechanistic…the change agent…that is the way to go.  
Gaye FMI coordinator 

 

FLMs in a group one afternoon compare evidence for their portfolios and comment of 

the changes happening.  

 

What is the difference? - I have built on the processes I would have used - opened my eyes - 
a managers view - how it could be managed differently.  Alison – FLM 
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We are building a network of learning - but also it will be a network of managers in this 
organisation. Ryan FLM  

 

The discussion provides evidence that these FLMs recognise the investment being made 

in them. 

 

I'm too new – (but) I just know that I'm included (in learning).  Lillian FLM 
 

Because I was a female…wonderful for me - seal of approval from management- I see I have 
a future – confidence.  Clare – FLM 
 

There is more thinking about management.  Paul - FLM 

 

Linda detects the development of learning conversations within the organisation as she 

passes leadership on to Sarah. 

  
I think you have to model…self directed learning, and people have the opportunity to choose 
to do it or not.  Linda – FMI Manager  
 

So, yes, real projects are getting done, yes, real learning is happening. People are working 
in groups…In a reflective learning environment…There's the ripple…senior level of 
management…a conversation, it's not an organisational dialogue I have seen happen often. 

Linda – FMI Manager 

 

Its almost as if nobody realised…that in order to gain commitment you have to give them 
ownership.  Linda – FMI Manager 

 

With 300 participants in 16 areas with 14 coordinators and 5 RTOs, all are positive 

about the changes FMI practices are introducing. 

 

(This)  must be a better way than stuffing it down them.  Maureen – FMI Coordinator 
 

(It’s) given them the tools to do what they wanted to do for some time.   Donna – FMI 
 

Two big questions…one is about the engagement of participants…and the other is about the 
disparity with providers.  Sasha – New FMI Manager  
 

Gee - not just a little bit - we are fiddling around with a whole organisation.  
Linda – FMI Manager. 

 

The group agree an action plan for FMI Mark II. There is no dissent or silent voices. To 

complete the event the team are given two minutes to create a human sculpture. They 

form a circular swirl that starts close to the ground and then ends with the final person 
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standing straight. They are in the order the pilots started with Linda and now Sarah at 

the front.  

 

There seems no easy way. Mary – FMI Coordinator  
 

I have two sites…and what works at one will not work at the other. They use books to search 
for solutions…Changed the language whole new way of talking and thinking.. Instead of 
pockets its become a culture…I am seeing more accountability…The conversations are 
about learning…Steering group are talking about learning, as an agenda issue.  

Maureen – FMI Coordinator 

 

There is more reflective practice…We have an alumni group we can use now.  
Melanie – FMI coordinator  

 

If you give them authority and the autonomy to do great things, they usually do, people have 
never disappointed me at all, they’ve always surprised me…there is no other way to go than 
this…What a journey we had been on, heh?  Linda – FMI Manager 

 

Conclusion 

 
Environco is a large, distributed and disparate conglomerate public service. The highly 

qualified, scientific staff are the focus of inclusive strategic HR policies providing an 

operational platform for FMI that replaces ‘sheep-dip’ courses. External brokers have 

helped develop a programme of federated, networked pilots, with local steering groups 

and coordinators, using self guided learning, action learning groups, and managers as 

coaches. The steering groups and coordinators freely engage in negotiated partnerships, 

mirroring individual action learning and relational managing. Local relations and 

ownership create a capability to tackle the initial ambiguities by adapting the 

framework, to determine the shape, frequency and form of learning interactions for that 

culture.  

 

The strong theme of ownership passes through to the participants, who question 

learning and managing. The local networks begin to create a dialectic that is generative 

and unified, as understanding moves to experimentation. Workplace projects give the 

FMI a visible presence, linking participants and managers to form a critical supportive 

mass. In some areas there are three to four times as many managers involved as there 

are participants. The participants begin to see themselves as a valued group, positioned 

as agents in a change. Their learning network becomes a managing network with new 
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tools and new confidence in their roles and objectives. The language of workplace 

learning becomes common currency. The network generates conversations locally about 

action learning practices, a shared language, a model of change. The coordinator group 

moves beyond understanding the FMI to becoming a learning and development resource 

for Environco as it builds new learning practices.  

 

Learning patterns emerged through constant discussion and negotiation, developing 

considerable capability, structural models and networks of learning, surviving a change 

of dynasty. Managing performances that are valuing local ownership, cross sector 

network negotiation, cultural diversity and ambiguity, legitimise workplace learning as 

a continual social practice. The more pervasive and enduring relational themes will be 

extracted and tabulated237 in the subsequent interpretation chapter. 

Summary of the findings  

 

There is a coherence in the themes that emerged across all of the phases of the research 

and these themes are summarised here. There is a great diversity in the investment that 

organisations have made in the FMI and this is reflected in the patterns and practices of 

the negotiated partnerships and the subsequent emerging managing identity of the 

FLMs. Each phase of the research enabled the study to track FMI users, build up a 

broad model of engagement and highlight patterns of learning that formed and 

interweaved with managing practice. While it is recognised that there are many learners 

who have not enjoyed the benefits of more progressive workplace learning practices 

where the FMI has been viewed as a course or accreditation instrument, such cases are 

in the minority.  

 

The FMI framework was constituted through a significant consultative process, 

informed by the MCI and shaped to displace the failings of Australia’s first generation, 

curriculum restricted CBT approach. The FMI is the enduring artefact of the Karpin 

recommendations. Commercially published, it is unique and a model for subsequent 

packages. Subsequent phases of the research displayed a remarkable congruence, 

despite their multiple sources. Organisations investing in the FMI are different because 

they make the conceptual link between investment in their people and business growth. 

                                                 

237  The tabulation is presented within Appendix 54. 
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The telephone interviews confirmed the wide distribution of the phenomena nationwide 

and the demanding nature of FMI engagement and the complexity of learning 

management. The provider network and the secondary case studies underlined the 

diversity of enactment and the critical influence of manager understanding and support 

on FMI engagement. The deep case studies allowed the FMI to be explored and 

unfolded through time and through multiple perceptions, providing a complex mix of 

relational data that is perhaps unique to a participant observation process and enables a 

lived experience to form the core of the analysis. 

 

There were clear overall impressions. Diversity was the key word that emerged from 

this exploration and is clearly stated throughout this chapter. There was no emerging 

FMI formula, but a diverse series of patterns that were shaped by existing structures and 

organisational culture. It was evident that strategic intent is critical in setting the value 

of partnerships and ownership of FMI experiences. The way the FMI is managed sends 

out powerful messages about learning and managing and established learning agendas 

within organisations. The energy and knowledge base of dedicated FMI managers is 

often instrumental, but this is moderated by the mass of other managers who may or 

may not become involved with the complexity of the FMI. Workplace learning requires 

a legitimacy within an organisation or it becomes divorced from the culture that 

surrounds it.  

 

Exploring, learning and relational managing can have a significant effect on broader 

patterns of identity if there is workplace manager support. Where organisations have 

invested in the FMI, managers with more confidence, tools and a broader vision, use 

their teams to change working practices. Mature FMI systems begin to link into more 

structural components of the organisation to ensure longevity. In a number of 

organisations the FMI has been used to accelerate the permeation of the hierarchy by 

younger female managers. This presents an additional challenge to existing managing 

cultures.  

 

In many cases, the investment in the FMI is for its high leverage potential. Developing a 

large network of critically positioned managers is a significant move, signalling their 

inclusion within management, challenging the values of the managing network, and 

ultimately, changing managing practice within the organisation.  
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This chapter has attempted to present the reader with the voices of practice and to 

specifically indicate the emerging themes. The following interpretation chapter moves 

this thesis on from a broad description of FMI practices towards the illumination of the 

more pervasive and enduring relational themes within the data so that a systematic 

tabulation of those relational themes can be presented.238 The interpretation chapter will 

then propose theoretical modelling and respond to the research questions.  

 

                                                 

238  The tabulation is presented within Appendix 54. 
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7-Interpretation 
 
 

‘When I use a word,’ Humpty Dumpty said in a rather scornful tone. ’It means just what I 
choose it to mean- neither more nor less.’ 
 
‘The question is ‘said Alice, ‘whether you can make words mean so many different things,’ 
 
‘The question is,’ said Humpty Dumpty, ‘which is to be master-that’s all’.  

 Carroll 1962, p. 150 
 

Introduction 
 
Carroll indicates the power that resides in the act of being able to name phenomena. The 

findings present a picture of FMI enactment in many contexts, with multiple practices 

of engagement between diverse actors, where words often have different and new 

meaning. This discourse and these relations redefine the meaning of learning and 

managing; creating unique practices, spaces, subjectivities and knowing within 

organisations.  

 

The previous exploratory descriptive narratives of practice and subjective perceptions 

of actors were subjected to an interpretive search for enduring conceptual relationships 

and their reduction to grounded theoretical schema. This is a recursively phased process 

using diverse qualitative sorting and ordering techniques to understand the critical 

tensions and relations of FMI performances.  

 

The phased sequence of this chapter 
 
This chapter begins with two forms of systematic relational analysis, moving from the 

previous broad, descriptive categorisation of the data to aggregate shared perceptions as 

initial propositions about conceptual relationships across each phase of the study and 

each discursive category. It is a move from ‘what’ to ‘how’, in each case. 
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The first section suggests the critical conceptual linkages existing between phenomena 

across the phases of the study by using axial coding239 as the inferential glue to abstract 

the key relational concepts.  

 

The second process focuses on the conceptual intents of various discourses involved in 

the FMI. This discursive analysis examines what groups of actors believe, how they 

position others and how they prescribe social relations. Thus the first analysis focuses 

on perceptions and actions, the second focuses on conceptual ‘intent’ and, though there 

is considerable overlap, ensures the data are examined from two compatible, yet 

diverse, perspectives.  

 

The next stage gathers these conceptual patterns to ascertain which conceptual 

relationships240 reoccur across cases as consistent sequences or routines. Selective 

coding filters, integrates and refines these emerging propositions into relational 

statements, modelling the discursive relations241 constituting, enacting, and producing 

FMI practice. It is a move from ‘how’ in each case to ‘how’ and ‘why’ in the data as a 

whole.242 

 

The study then isolates these constructs and compares their explanation of FMI practice 

with four existing theories. This comparison provides additional explanations that 

illuminate FMI conceptualisation and are used to address the original research 

questions. 

                                                 

239  Often termed relational coding. 

240  Relational constructs are the conceptual relations between the phenomena or themes that emerge 
from FMI practice that become evident across the cases as more pervasive and enduring relations.  

241  Discursive relations are the relations formed through the patterns of talk within and around the FMI.  

242  This phase examines the strength, direction and durability of the emerging cross case relations to 
determine their meaning and consequences, and relations to any mediating forces to construct theory 
as  ‘well developed categories, themes and concepts’ that are ‘systematically interrelated through 
statements of relationships’, forming frameworks that explain the phenomena of practice (Strauss & 
Corbin 1996). 
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Relational analysis 

Introduction 
 
The relational constructs emerge in this section both through coding and from meaning 

increasingly evident from the four years of fieldwork, five hundred hours of open 

coding and seven hundred hours of case study writing. Data collection and analysis 

were progressively intertwined and recursive. 

 

This interpretation begins with two separate yet interlinked perspectives. First, the 

analysis of the key conceptual relations voiced within each study phase that link across 

the phases of the study. Second, the analysis of the discourses243 that illuminate the 

beliefs, positioning and intents of specific social bodies, gathered from contextual and 

textual cues.  

Conceptual relations  
 
Emerging through the data are conceptual relations between the phenomena or themes 

emerging from FMI social practice. These tentative propositions form patterns or 

relational conctructs, through repeated or critical voicing within each phase of the study. 

The following passages illustrate the form and context of the more evident relationships 

and are a narrative synopsis of the original analysis text.244 

 

The FMI formation 

 
Critical decisions by ministers and unanimity of both stakeholders and government 

activists produced an agenda that focused on management development, with learning 

becoming a business language and agenda item. The FMI became a beacon and a Trojan 

horse for the training packages that followed. In learning technology terms, the FMI 

was a radical shift towards a self-learning framework for workplaces, displacing 

trainers, courses and curricula. Most significantly, the management of the process was 

                                                 

243  A discourse is defined as actions and talk that promote specific ways that people should think, act 
and relate.  

244  This narrative synopsis has been taken from the original four thousand word summary. 
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positioned within enterprises, installing the management of learning as an organisational 

responsibility and an integrated production. However, after the pilots, the FMI lost the 

agency and feedback link that ANTA provided. 

Focus groups 
 
It was evident that FMI users believed a radical change process was underway, linking 

managers in networks and developing confidence though ownership and reflective 

assessment. 

Survey 

The broad and balanced national penetration favoured enterprises with the infrastructure 

needed to develop rich patterns of FMI practice. Cascading networks of the practice led 

to a hundred thousand managers being associated with the FMI nationwide. There was 

very positive evidence from those engaging with the FMI, reporting greater inclusion, 

increased confidence and improved strategic perspective. 

Telephone interviews 
 
 
Training managers reported that engagement with the FMI required senior 

management drive and commitment.  

Network figures 

 
Understanding the learning model is a prerequisite for developmental FMI engagement. 

Management’s focus should be on diverse activity enabling agency, rather than being 

specifically on participants, with primary relations between participant actors and their 

managers paramount. Participant actors must take charge of their own learning and 

develop self-managing skills and reflective learning capability. The FMI is viewed as 

one component in a broader organisational change process.  

Secondary cases 
 

Legislative requirements for more effectively skilled FLMs are an issue within the 

Western Australian mining industry. Organisations engaging with the FMI used the 

intervention to spearhead change and to position FLMs as change agents. These 

organisations have senior managers who champion the FMI with dedicated coordinators 

often enabling local agency.  
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This strategic intent towards change agency displaced the RCC focus. A ‘network 

psyche’ generated improved cooperation in managing relations, but was limited to 

those associated with the FMI. Many FLMs cascade their learning within their teams. 

Learning became a part of managing language and managing agendas. However, the 

FMI is just one of the ‘ping-pong balls’ thrown to change organisational direction. 

Finco  
 
In Finco, the FMI team, with symbolic support, is swamped with participants. 

Facilitated focused workshops were the core of the FMI activity. However, insufficient 

initial briefings provided limited manager involvement within the workplace and a lack 

of substantive managerial support underpinned the low rates of subsequent evidence 

submission. Finco failed to generate a sufficient mass of managers as mentors and 

coaches.  

 

FMI activity is located within Finco, but lies in detached pools in the workplace 

inhibiting local agency, with limited managerial support as variable value is attached to 

learning capability. The programme lacks formal organisational goals and is 

insufficiently tied to the organisational agenda and the performance indicators of 

powerful managers. 

 

The FMI experience, even with limited workplace support, generated manager focus 

and confidence, forming networks across previously defined territorial boundaries. 

However, this relational identity is only embedded in workplace performances where 

local manager and community support is evident. 

Powerco 
 
A dedicated HRD managing group directed the focus of the multiple FMI partnership, 

initially concerned with mentor skilling and investing heavily in pre-FMI learning. The 

relevance of work-based practices appealed to FLMs, who formed and directed their 

own workplace learning groups. Self-paced learning modules supported the 

development and collection of evidence.  

 

Despite significant downsizing and depot closures, change was accommodated without 

significant friction, which was partly attributed to the lubricating FMI. Managers 
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explore a new relational managing style through local agency and the power of 

language through workshops. However, they formed only three small participant groups 

clustered in one division and lacked the critical mass necessary for wholesale 

organisational cultural change.  

Environco 
 
An informed HRD team used consultants to broker and develop a relevant guided self-

learning approach to management development in the workplace. The programme was 

based on a pattern of local ownership or agency with central support. The local 

coordinators were supported to live with the ambiguity and chaos of introducing a 

radically different approach to learning. Active coordination between this network of 

enthusiastic and intelligent facilitators produced thick engagement. This complex 

workplace activity was not without problems, crises or failures. However, each learning 

network interaction left a trace and a ripple within the organisation, due to the critical 

mass of participants and associated managers, which reached a 1 to 4 ratio, and 

cascaded into teams.  

 

The agency of learning networks transcended interdepartmental boundaries and 

produced networks of managing, building new capability. The local engagement of 

managers in steering groups and as mentors and coaches generated local understanding 

of the complexity of workplace-based learning and magnifies the FMI impact.  

 

This section has reviewed the relational constructs emerging from each phase of the 

analysis across all cases study. This analysis now proceeds by interrogating the same 

data from the perspectives of discourse analysis to illuminate the relational beliefs, 

positioning and intents of specific social bodies involved with the FMI. A summary of 

the combined results of these processes is provided at the end of the next section and in 

Appendix 54.  

  

Discourse analysis  
 
The leading, learning and relating discourses of the taskforce embedded within the FMI 

framework mediated the discursive enactment of the FMI, positioning frontline 

managers within a change process that re-shaped their identity. Such discourses washed 
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through and permeated each phase of the study that was attempting to construct and 

determine the validity and legitimacy of new managing and learning practices. This 

section explores such relational intents and their associated beliefs and subjectivities, 

across all phases and cases of the study.245  

 

The FMI is a seductively resourced opportunity for frontline managers to explore their 

workplace boundaries and extend their managing identity for an external judgement 

process (Mulcahy 2000/1). Subsequent productions are strongly mediated by the value 

and approval others place upon such alternative identities.  

Discourse analysis 
 
Jacobson and Jacques (1997, p. 47) define a discourse as a ‘system of signification 

within which bodies, power and meaning have produced a relatively internally 

consistent meaning.’  They insist that, in order to avoid the ‘truth trap’ of objectifying 

subjective comment, it is important to uncover the discursive structural relations that 

underpin perceptions. Likewise, Hicks (1990, p. 49) quotes the work of Bruner (1961) 

in asserting that the focal domain of inquiry in educational arenas should involve the 

unravelling of such ‘socially situated meaning’ from the discourses of practice, the 

‘socially situated communications’ that ‘sustain’ actor positions within social contexts. 

Discourses are unwritten, but powerful, codes and rules that shape the actions and 

utterances of actors, underpinning meaning within organisational practice. This section 

seeks to illuminate the critical elements of codes shaping FMI practice by examining the 

texts, language and para-language evident in the data.246 
 

There is always considerable overlap between any categorisation, with single phrases 

illuminating more than one issue. The following conceptual relations indicate specific 

patterns of intent towards the FMI performance that emerged from visual, 

                                                 

245  This section is a summary of the original ten thousand word narrative analysis of discursive 
relations.   

246  The directional intent of a discourse may be indicated through prosody, the conviction and 
ownership attached to utterances and texts, or through lexicalisation, where emphasis on specific 
words or phrases signals particular values. The mood of the discourse, the genres used and the 
relationships between the text and the reader may also indicate the intent of a discourse. Text or 
utterances may be active, dominant or include paradox, signalling discursive intent. Indications 
about the relative position and relations with other groups positions discursive intent. Discourses 
may be explicit in naming goals, or have tacit agendas discernable from what remains unsaid, or 
which voices are silent or silenced. 
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conversational and textual cues, through the repeated or critical voicing of actors. This 

analysis is based on the nodal categories used in the open coding and the following 

passages illustrate the form and context of the most evident relational constructs and are 

a narrative synopsis of the original ten thousand word analytical text. 

Prosody 
 
Discourse prosody, the patterns of speech delivery, provides strong visible and audible 

cues to intensely held values and the FMI interaction generates considerable heat. There 

is a strong response from senior figures to conceptually disassociate the FMI from the 

MCI, with great pride displayed in the robust nature of the competencies produced, 

which are ‘big value’, establishing a curriculum free framework, and assaulting the 

existing system where ‘the peak bodies were scandalised’ with the move to local 

agency. 

 

Practitioners are vocal about ‘anal-retentive’ approaches to CBT and their own active 

management, as ‘one size does not fit all.’ Participant actors describe the FMI as ‘a 

fantastic programme…been very, very successful’, ‘this has been life-changing 

experience for me!’  This holistic experience challenges actors with conflicting work 

productions where, ‘I haven't time to read my f…ing e-mail!’  

Lexicalisation values  
 
Lexicalisation, the words that are valued by specific discourses can be subdivided into 

experience, relational and belief values, indicating what is being experienced and valued 

by particular groups.  

 

In terms of experience values, key figures indicated that public service ‘procrastination’ 

with previous management inquiries instigated an agenda of ‘leadership’ for the 

subsequent taskforce. Great emphasis was placed on the comprehensive and inclusive 

nature of the competency formation process, with ‘two thousand enterprises 

involved…consulted’, constructing the FMI as ‘a major paradigm shift.’ 

 

The participant experience is often confusing, local agency is slow to develop with ‘part 

of me is in denial - I am at the searching for meaning bit’, while FMI processes are 

‘breaking down the institutional barriers.’ 
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Particular relationships are valued by specific groups with strong comments indicating 

the catalytic role played by Dawkins and ANTA in ‘shepherding’ the development of 

the FMI, and frustration at the diversity of industry views on managing practices, ‘they 

were poles apart.’ 

 

Partnership relationships are valued as ‘negotiation develops a strategic view at the 

beginning’. FMI managers value ‘interactive internal networks,’ ‘developing cells...self-

governing groups.’  These networks of learning may migrate to managing networks, as 

they ‘recognise each others skills as a network’, or cascade to the team, ‘involving all 

staff to work through (issues)’. Links ‘to other systems’ are also important. 

 

In terms of belief, the taskforce drove a focus on ‘a great drought in Australia of middle 

managers,’ privileging performance that does not ‘rely on the authority of the position.’ 

ANTA were ‘convinced we have picked a winner with Pearson’, have ‘a great set of 

competencies’ and that ‘the biggest single step was breaking with the unions’ and 

institutional VET control.  

 

There was a growing consensus that ‘you can't go down that path with the old autocratic 

way of management style’ and this extends to FLMs, who are ‘crying out for it.’ HRD 

managers grasp the FMI to promote ‘a culture that encourages middle-managers to learn 

and take risks,’ ‘raising learning on the agenda.’  There is a strong feeling that RCC 

processes dilute FMI benefits as ‘you’ve got to say certain qualifications are highly 

corrupt.  

Cohesion  
 

Cohesion focuses on textual cues and concerns searching for the ‘turn taking’ between 

voices that bind the text. It is the competencies and partnerships of the FMI that are a 

reoccurring theme, linking various actor groups to gain the ‘value of using a team 

approach and forming alliances.’ The developmentally orientated primary case study 

sites were proactive in establishing research engagement that was ‘gratefully and 

greedily received’ to support their activity. Relationships of mutual support appear to 

underlie more successful FMI enactments, where ‘it was almost like I was learning as I 

was telling people.’  
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The FMI technology was cast as a mechanism for manager learning ‘whose time has 

come,’ ‘switching the mindset from an academic base to a competency base.’ It 

positions FLMs as the primary searchers for identity ‘exploring role boundaries and 

constructing.’ 

Mode 
 
The mode of text and interaction provides cues of active, passive and dislocated 

relations with performance. There is an active engagement of key actors ‘to get the 

word leadership into the title’ of the taskforce and the subsequent report to set a specific 

agenda. 

 

The FMI is viewed as a proactive instrument that is ‘almost action research’ to change 

training agendas. ANTA initiated a broad active process ‘and the FMI emerges as a 

radical learning technology’ where ‘enterprise engagement with the FMI is an active 

process’, because ‘you need a driver for a change.’ Energy is required to change ‘the 

culture of learning’, and for the ‘training (of) mentors’, involving senior managers. 

Active learning processes, ‘learning from the people around you’, and becoming ‘self-

governing’ are associated with successful outcomes. Passive management practices 

such as ‘issu(ing) a booklet’ or ‘having somebody from outside do it from cold’ are 

associated with process failure. 

Mood 
 
The mood of text and interaction provides cues concerning the declarative or tentative 

voice of the actors. Early declarative statements focus on the reform of attitudes towards 

‘leading and learning’, as voices question appropriate technologies. The taskforce 

displays disappointment with the loss of critical recommendations as ‘unfortunately, 

that particular aspect of our report wasn’t taken up.’ 

 

The ‘pretty radical’ learning model that emerged is boldly marketed as ‘cutting edge 

stuff’ and pivotally positioned as ‘this is not a course,’ replacing the previous ‘sheep 

dip’ approach. Managing the FMI is a questioning process with ‘sleepless nights’ and 

‘no idea where I was going’, requiring local flexibility. A more questioning style of 

learning and managing emerges where, ‘you can see...conflict coming up on their 

faces’, as ‘the most significant obstacle is changing the culture of learning.’ 
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Genre 
 
The genre of text and interaction provides cues concerning the way that the emerging 

interactions are modelled on specific established patterns or, ‘ways of doing things.’ 

The taskforce report attempted to distance their vision from traditional concepts of 

management by control, focussing on leadership and relational influence ‘without 

relying on the authority.’ 

 

The final report broke the patterns of low circulations for government reports, setting a 

popular agenda. The FMI boxed guidelines is modelled on the genre of authored 

compendiums, with a high profile launch, indicating a privileged status. 

 

The language of the ‘Kit’ distances itself from previous ‘course based’ training 

terminology. The text focuses on ‘learner choice’, ‘developing action plans and action 

learning (to) interact with others’, ‘workplace learning’ and emphasises partner 

relations. Managers are portrayed as giving participants ‘support and advice.’  

Voice positioning  
 

The position of voices within texts and interactions provides cues about patterns of 

power relationships desired or perceived by groups. Government white papers in Britain 

made continual reference to the IIP and MCI as a mutually supportive platform, 

emphasising ‘the link between the investment’ in development and business 

performance. Marketing material indicates that ‘development is a more powerful word 

than training.’ 

 

ANTA were positioned in ‘the honest broker’ role amidst many unpalatable Karpin 

recommendations and directed by the minister to develop ‘the least controversial’ that 

became ‘probably the lasting artefact of Karpin’ and ‘something as an arrowhead’ 

within ANTA keeping ‘the curriculum dogs penned and barking furiously at each 

other.’ 

 

The FMI is ‘what HR people were looking for,’ positioning FLMs as ‘important 

change-agents.’ It ‘locates learning in the workplace’, is ‘very self paced’, putting 

‘organisations in the ‘driving seat.’ It polarises attitudes - ‘if they didn't want it - they 

don't understand it.’ The key ingredient is ‘you need a management buy-in.’ 
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Discursive collusions  
 
The collusions within texts and interactions provide cues about the patterns of power 

relationships or alignments that are perceived or desired by groups. In Britain there is 

strong evidence of relational collusion between the MCI and the IIP as the ‘Investors in 

People builds on the experience of the MCI.’ 

 

The taskforce aligned itself with a discourse of leadership and focuses ‘all eyes...(on) 

the connection between development and business performance’, ‘to embed effective 

investment in people.’ 

 

Organisations cite the Karpin report as a major influence ‘to support the mission and 

values’ their organisation requires. The FMI ‘fits in with the HRD strategy’ and requires 

collusion with ‘performance appraisal system(s).’  Operationally it needs, ‘senior people 

as mentors and coaches’, not a ‘wham bam workshop.’ 

  

Often ‘the initial group were handpicked’ and scaffolded though a network ‘buddy 

system,’ with ‘projects that will bring business benefits’ establishing programme 

legitimacy. The FMI is a Trojan horse that ‘legitimised a lot of things’ about learning in 

organisations. There is an enduring collusion between rich FMI enactment and the 

growing FLM self-confidence. 

Discourse Focus  
 
The focus of texts and interactions provides cues about the patterns of power 

relationships that are perceived by, or desired by, various groups of actors. The focus 

within the taskforce was on the ‘first level of management’, positioning ‘front line 

managers as the key element’ in leveraging performance.  

 

ANTA focuses on industry ownership and is concerned not to ‘tell private industry what 

to do.’ Local agency is paramount. They developed the term FMI ‘to indicate that we 

were moving past the notion of a single course’, and use pilot activity to prove it ‘had 

appeal ...with the punters.’ The FMI framework ‘places the learning’ and ‘responsibility 

for learning’, into the workplace as an ‘organisational approach’ to learning that rejects 

RCC and ‘collecting a box of old work.’ 
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 ‘Manager support’ is a critical issue, so the FMI must be ‘be carefully explained’ to 

prevent a ‘lack of understanding of its intent’. The extended identity of FLMs focuses 

on ‘learning…(as) core business.’  

Discursive Goals  
 
The goals that appear within texts and interactions provide cues about the outcomes of 

power relationships that are perceived or desired by groups. The primary goals of both 

the British and Australian discourses for MD are continually related to ‘business 

performance improvement’ and the need for ‘flexible’ development tools. ‘The goals of 

the Karpin report were to change attitudes’, as such ‘we won, almost speaking the same 

language (now)’.  

 

The FMI has goals of ‘developing a flexible set of learning modules for the continuing 

change’. Learning is established as a continual managing goal as a ‘meta-competency’, 

although ‘not yet a fashionable term amongst managers’.  

 

The goal of managing the FMI lies within the patterns of partnership, even if these fall 

short of the ‘Rolls Royce model(s).’ Managers ‘get ownership of this process’ so it can 

‘rub off on other managers’ forming a ‘glue’ between ‘more autonomous frontline 

managers’ and ‘more effective management teams’.  

Exceptions 
 
The exceptions, missing voices and alternative frames within the texts and interactions 

provide cues about the ‘other’ silent voices and plots of actors not engaged by the FMI 

network. 247Taskforce members felt there was ‘no question David should have been on 

the study tour’ as it was ‘a mistake by David, rather than revolving around the 

subcommittees’.248 A major regret was the ‘lost’ recommendation for a peak managing 

body. 

 

                                                 

247  It is important to note that such voices have been well represented within this text. Such voices were 
limited in comparison with the enthusiasm about the innovative relational networks building within 
the case study organisations. 

248  David Karpin was strongly associated with the Higher education committee and recommendations, 
perhaps the political Achilles heel of the project. 
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There is a lack of FMI understanding that, ‘to the uninitiated sounds like training 

gobbledegook.’ Senior managers reject the FMI because they ‘don’t have the resources 

to do that.’ Smaller organisations without infrastructure are excluded as it is ‘very time 

intensive, big commitment.’ Delivery of the programmes is often frustrated by a 

funding model based on ‘courses’ where ‘there's got to be x amount of hours to make a 

qualification’. ‘A lot of training providers in the TAFE system…are trying to convert it 

into another training course’, and distance learning versions are ‘really missing the 

whole point.’ 

 

Often there is ‘no strategy for those who won't be enrolled’ in the programme, ‘we need 

a broker to the non-the participants.’ Managers’ support is often inadequate, with 

‘commitment and support but no covering for absentees’ and ‘another block is finding 

enough mentors within an organisation’, resulting in ‘a lot of people just slip(ping) 

away.’ Managers are self –critical of programmes indicating that, ‘in hindsight it didn’t 

contain much information on coaching.’ 

 

The FMI experience can have negative effects, with ‘considerable agitation against 

established systems’ that highlights ‘the problem of the literacy levels.’ Despite 

focussed effort, RCC processes often ‘end up being a tick in the box.’ Even in thick and 

successful FMI performances ‘some individuals continue as before’ but there is little 

choice as ‘FMI is it!’ 

Summary 
 

The key conceptual relations emerging from across FMI practice were displayed in a 

narrative form according to each phase of the study, and according to the multiple 

categories of discourse, with considerable congruence. A condensed tabulation of these 

conceptual relations is provided below in the three categories that appeared to emerge 

form the data. The table present the relations that constitute the FMI, underpin 

enactments of the FMI, and those emerging as managing productions from the FMI. A 

detailed tabulation of these key relational constructs emerging from this initial analysis 

of the findings249 indicating their location within the data sets, the form or intent of their 

                                                 

249  A complete tabulation of the relational constructs is displayed in Appendix 54. They are far more 
comprehensive than those included within the constraints of this text indicating evidence and 
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relations, and their relational characteristics is provided in the Appendix.250 The next 

section will built from and model these emerging relations. 

Table 7.1: Summary –  Key conceptual relationships indicated from the initial 
phase of the analysis 
 

Key  conceptual relations – in three broad categories 
Constituting the FMI 
Establishing UK development chain as strategy and agenda  for the FMI 
Continued government support as a prerequisite driver of the change process 
Study tours as symbolic recognition of critical importance 
Leadership focus as introducing a relational managing style 
Establishing development chain as Australian strategy and agenda privilege Man. HRD 
FML pivotal role as sole change agent of managing cultures 
Recommendation for action with FMI as the issue with political will 
Unique Construction for Australian industry FMI as a locally generated framework 
Robust competencies underpinning relational energy in framework generation 
Strategic move to flexible learning VET agenda move from restraining curriculum  
Relocating learning move to the workplace and organisational agency 
Displacing training practices explicit change in agenda 
Marketing as a tool to illuminate a new radical approach enabling local diversity 
Coercive agendas legislative compulsion for management up-skilling 
Desire for cultural change as a stated intent to move towards fluid relational practices 
Privileging relational capability over technical skills 

Enacting the FMI 
Partnerships learning complexity required internal and external relations 
Champions positive influence of powerful leaders upon programme 
Learning experimentation high risks nature of the new relational networks 
Enactment diversity multiple options for diverse participants 
Coordinator role complexity of new agendas and relations within local agency 
Multiple paths diversity form thick to thin performance 
Manager support critical participant relationship 
Engaging managers in defined managing roles within learning production 
Grounding in the business tying the activity to business goals 
Local ownership enabling self-determination or agency of learners 
Mass and the need to network pockets of change to influence culture 
Learner engagement as the next generation of managers 
Learner selection as the mutuality of the process to focus on change agents 
Self Assessment as the initial starting engagement with learning 
Learner led as individual paths weave unique patterns of learning 
Learning diversity where context determines emerging practices  
Learner interactive processes rejecting transmission and bureaucratic processes 
New learning spaces and networks generated through local creativity 

                                                                                                                                               
relative strength and pervasiveness within original sixteen thousand word narrative analysis upon 
which this section of the chapter is based.   

250  While the tabulations and matrixes in the Appendix provide the decontextualised evidence driving 
this analysis process, the patterns of FMI practice are multiple, unique and interlink work and 
learning production. These deep textures of practice are poorly represented by such analytical 
frameworks. While such frameworks do provide an audit trail and substantiate the conceptual 
patterns that are developed in this section of the thesis, the genesis of this conceptualisation has 
occurred while immersed within the practices of the primary case studies, especially ‘Environco’. 
More detailed acquaintance with this pivotal study would further prepare the reader for the 
conceptual constructions that follow. 
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Strategic projects for learning to be linked to business needs and local interest 
Structural barriers where institutional processes constrain learning options 
Pitch conflict with diverse managerial experience in learning groups  
Process corruption where accreditation goals replace learning goals 
Textualisation  a challenge as language becomes a critical managing tool 
Unsupported where absent relations curtail participant learning 

Producing the FMI 
Uptake considerable penetration as a national scheme nationwide. 
Cultural impact as the FMI legitimises a different way of working 
Exploring managing identity engaging in self review with a confidence boost 
Team relations using learning to work with local groups 
FLM inclusion as the FMI symbolically includes managers in managing 
Managing networks linking managers in networks across the organisation 
Managing practices developing a new language and instruments of managing 
Cultural unity where networks generate relations across organisational space 
Learning agenda on the organisational agenda locally and centrally 
Learning capability and spaces building skills and practices of learning management 
Strategic partners for the FMI to be part of a broader thrust for change 
System linked strategic need to link the FMI to organisational control mechanisms 
Feedback loop and the need to use practice to energise central texts 

 

Diverse locally determined enactments of the FMI provided a rich source of data with 

which to understand the critical relationships mediating learning and managing 

performances.  

Strong themes of partnership and local ownership engender management support and 

underpin thick productions. Strategic and symbolic support must be translated into 

substantive action by a critical mass of managers to impact upon culture. The FMI 

instigates intense culture shock, struggling to find organisational space through sheer 

coordinator energy. Changes in learning and managing identity are less pervasive where 

managers fail to perceive the link between workplace learning and productivity.  

I think the penny is beginning to drop - but I feel there are a lot more pennies are up there. 

 

Cross case conceptual constructs  
 

While each organisational actor and enterprise experiences unique FMI relations, the 

previous analysis has distilled the pivotal relations that move this text from the 

descriptive to the conceptual251. This section reviews the multiple tensions and 

discourses positioning such complex relations across all phases of the study, moving 
                                                 

251  Detailed in Appendix 54 
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from conceptualisation to ‘sense making’ inferences, determining the relations between 

the more enduring and predictive conceptual constructs, and exploring their variation 

and supporting conditions.252 
 

This tentative theory building requires both scientific and creative process, logically 

sifting processes of ‘building up’ by interpreting cross case and case study relations, and 

using serendipitous conceptual insights gained from immersion in the richer 

ethnographic Environco study. The validity of the emerging conceptual rationales was 

continually tested, formally and informally253, with practitioners who are the original 

authors through their actions. 

 

The conceptual constructs that follow locate the discourses and tensions positioning 

FMI practice, indicating the interactive clusters, options and subsequent outcomes as 

relational models that generate analytic generalisation. Strauss and Corbin (1990, p. 36) 

suggest that such theory building is about: 

 

….determining well developed categories, themes and concepts, that are systematically 
inter-related through relationships that explain phenomena. 

 

Each conceptual construct is strongly empirically grounded, and based on consistently 

emerging themes with predictive power254, taking the particular to the general. There is 

no attempt to map the fidelity of implementation against the textual representation of 

the Kit. 

 

Intuitive knowledge of learning and managing highlights specific practices, some 

themes and metaphors jump out of case studies, others assert themselves though 

clustering, by weight of occurrence, or alignment with powerful discourses. The 

                                                 

252  The primary emphasis is on detecting emerging characteristic processes and linkages with 
directional intent of secondary importance. Here the primary case studies provide the ‘lived in’ 
evidence that germinated the majority of the conceptual constructs. 

253  The re-display of these emerging concepts within the field of practice was done through using mini-
frameworks, conceptual models, case narratives, delphi explanations, publications, interactive 
discussions, casual conversations and as academic schema to aid local action review.  

254  While the study clearly indicates contrary evidence exists, the constructs of this cross case analysis 
are based on eclectic data and shared perceptions of diverse practitioners, seeking to illuminate the 
enduring sequences, routines and inferences within the cases and phases of the study. 
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following sections construct models of the discursive relations constituting, enacting 

and being produced by the FMI. 

Constituting the FMI 
 

The FMI is a significant organisational intervention mediating the managing practice of 

over one hundred thousand managers.255 This study examines the contesting discourses 

associated with constituting the FMI, especially those dominant discourses that 

embedded specific discursive representations as to how FLM should be, relate and 

know in this world. The constitution of the FMI is also a struggle about what managing 

knowledge is, how manager learning should be done and who should do it. 

 

The constitution of the FMI is about how specific groups position FLMs256 and frame 

their subjectivity. These pervasive constituting discourses are presented in the next 

section in narrative and tabulated form. 

Narrative overview 

 
Government discourses displayed interest in securing micro-economic reforms by 

engaging industry with investment in manager development by establishing a link to 

business performance, and by locating international best practice. Several reviews 

establish the inadequacy of Australian managing practice, generating a unified agenda 

for change supported by Dawkins.257 A discourse of leadership reinforces the value of 

relating, learning and diversity.  

 

Resistance from Higher Education focused attention on the FMI as a visible, distributed 

lever of change.258 Strong connections between the study tour actors and critical training 

sector bodies ensured development interest, providing each major player with an agenda 

                                                 

255  By 2003, data suggests that more than 40,000 individuals have been directly involved in extending 
their managing identity through workplace based FMI activities, and more than double that number 
who have been indirectly involved with FMI practices, supporting participants and practices. 

256  Positioning achieved through ‘talk and text,’ forming networks that mediate practice and behaviour. 

257  Dawkins move to the Treasury underpinned this continued commitment. 

258  However, it is operationalised without an overarching leadership body. 
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success, if not understanding. The FMI becomes a valuable initiative because FLMs are 

numerous, mediate local culture, hunger for inclusion and provide a lever for change.  

 

ANTA seized the opportunity to test workplace learning and contest curriculum-based 

VET practice. Extensive competency consultation and piloting build wide 

understanding, and significant organisational ownership. The ANTA agenda ensures 

that the relational, diversity and learning emphasis of the Karpin report is embedded 

within the FMI competencies where managing and learning seamlessly blend into a 

robust enduring framework.259  

 

FMI development furthers ANTA’s political agenda, introducing flexible learning 

practices, privileging learners and enterprise choice. Workplace partnerships broke 

institutionalised and rigid delivery systems, positioning RTOs within enterprise-led 

partnerships. Commercialising the FMI was a radical move, dislocating the ‘product’ 

from prescriptive curriculum bodies. However, attempting to privilege both RCC and 

OD orientations produced mixed marketing discourses.  

The tabulation below indicates the relative strength of each of the pervasive conceptual 

constructs evident in constituting the FMI across cases within the data. 

 

                                                 

259  This has remained unchanged over seven years. Although discussions with ANTA indicate that the 
model could be developed and these ideas are included in Appendix 56. 
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Table 7.2: Summary – Pervasive conceptual constructs in the constitution of the 
FMI  
 

Pervasive conceptual 
construct 

Relational strength and effect  

 
Government focus on linking 
development practices with 
business improvement. 

 
Strong in UK and Australia, research based development 

 
Dawkins initiates ‘study tours’ 
to collect system knowledge. 

 
Symbolically formative, with ongoing political support for 
agenda 

 
Karpin insists on title of 
‘Leadership’. 

 
Gradual impact on national agenda though final report 

 
Political response to Karpin 
report. 

 
Strongly positions FMI as visible action. 

 
Taskforce associates and their 
business roles. 

 
Bridges report recommendations into critical operational fields 

 
FLMs a silent but expectant 
voice for development. 

 
Pervasive groups 
Engaged with enacting the cop to coach move.  
Agenda to include in learning 

 

ANTA operationalises FMI 
concept 

 

 

 
Institutionalised nationally 

 
Forming national competencies 

Heavily resourced to ensure legitimacy and robust framework. 
Extended consultation creates a network of political legitimacy 
within industry 

 
Piloting the FMI framework 
 

 
Symbolic agenda of passing the framework to enterprises. 

 
Process of Commercialisation 

 
Creates symbolic divide with past practices. Relocates training 
as workplace learning 

 
Marketing Distribution 
 

 
Invites differing reasons for engagement. 

 
 

An extended tabulation indicating relational patterns, strengths and effects of each 

discourse is presented in Appendix 55. This social network of relations that constitutes 

the FMI is also visually modelled in Appendix 57. 

 

Enacting the FMI  
 
The present study collected a diverse range of complex longitudinal evidence, tracing 

FMI partnerships and practices. An enduring characteristic of these social practices is 

the diversity of these unique organisationally directed configurations. Discourses of 
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organisational management are paramount in determining each FMI performance. FMI 

enactment is a local process, in which the global text is mediated by business values and 

intent. This section draws together the relational patterns and tensions from across all 

cases and phases, to propose grounded models of FMI enactment.  

 

This text provides an overview of the patterns of FMI diversity, and the key conceptual 

constructs evident in FMI performances. It details the characteristics, pervasiveness and 

mediating strength of those patterns, indicating their relative influence during each 

phase of FMI enactment producing grounded model of FMI practice. These practices 

form a discourse of workplace-based and competency-framed management 

development, and are part of an on-going dialectic about how FLMs should shape their 

identity and what managing practices they should enact.  

Continuous enactment and diversity 
 
FMI meaning is continuously created through each process of enacting the FMI within 

each enterprise. No single pattern of FMI enactment exists as each local pattern of FMI 

is diverse. The meaning of the FMI is embedded within the diverse and conflicting 

discourses that are evident at each FMI site. This section therefore provides an overview 

of that diversity and focuses on the commonality of some constructs in FMI 

performances. The patterns of the FMI reflect specific periods of the FMI lifecycle, 

previous organisational practices, intensity of engagement, programme maturity and 

management capability, producing great diversity of practice as shown in Appendix 58. 

A taxonomy of practice 

 
Some organisations externalise the FMI process, some enact more substantial patterns 

of engagement building more inclusive approaches and some with a platform of HRD 

infrastructure use the FMI as workplace-based learning for cultural change. The weight 

of perception260 positions FMI activity as a very positive organisational social practice 

significantly mediating subsequent changes in managing identity and practice. Often 

participants provide evangelical accounts indicating significant change in both their 

                                                 

260  From six years of multiple locations, observations and recording. 
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managing self and wider self,261 describing an enduring affinity to their learning 

practices. Most coordinators express a deep satisfaction in watching new learning 

practices emerge.  

 

In broad terms the other voices are very limited in relation to the broad uptake of the 

programme and the precarious nature of generating a relative long term often obligatory 

learning that will match a diverse range of learning needs. Programme managers 

reflecting upon unsatisfactory performances cite inadequate local support and 

understanding of workplace or systematic learning practises. In each case specific 

groups of learners and individual; learners expressed dissatisfaction with their learning 

experience through lack of support or rigidity of programmes.  

  

 As one manager said ‘I’m sorry for them.’  In each cohort there are participants who 

are pressured with a learning experience they believe is an insulting return to school. 

Coordinators, however successful, tell stories about getting it wrong in the initial 

confusion, the continuing complexity, lack of manager support and exhausting time 

demands. Criticism focuses on the local enactment of a radical and complex technology, 

not on the FMI framework. Confirmatory data from associated studies and respected 

researchers indicates that while the FMI like any learning programme is misinterpreted, 

decontextualised, and delivered poorly in some cases most experiences were positive 

for individuals and often produced a radical change in life perception for a few.  

 

Despite the diversity of FMI practice a broad taxonomy of engagement emerges where 

four modes of engagement can be characterised as: 

 

• those organisations who have borrowed from FMI texts to modify, reconstruct, 

or enrich their own management development practices;  

• those organisations that engage with the FMI to externally skill managers;  

                                                 

261  It could be argued that the long researcher involvement with the practices, and indeed the extended 
engagement of the participants with the FMI are responsible for such emic perceptions. However, 
this association of FMI practice as a catalyst for personal change has been confirmed by seven 
highly qualified researchers operating in the field, within each state and every industry type across 
Australia. 
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• those organisations who engage with workplace-based FMI practices in a 

limited manner; 

• finally there are organisations enacting a thick or rich developmental practice 

where new practices are learner driven and manager supported.  

 

These categories provide a visual picture of FMI enactment. The reality is more 

complex, with soft walls between these modes of engagement continually contested. 

These walls are continually breached by organisational actors seeking to change 

organisational values towards workplace learning or seeking to suppress FMI learning 

agendas. This taxonomy of adoption is more effectively modelled as a continuum of 

practice. The continuum stretches from those engaged with the FMI for technical skills 

training and accreditation purposes, through to those enterprises that have a strategic 

approach, developing a thick developmental performance. Both the taxonomy and the 

continuum are discussed in Appendix 59.  

The synthesis of FMI performance 
 

A specific interest of this study is the new social practices of management development, 

generally located within thicker performances of the FMI. This section identifies these 

enduring relational patterns within richer FMI enactment and the emerging discourses 

of FLM development across cases and phases of the study. In mature performances, 

pedagogic experimentation and dialectic form a discourse of FMI enactment, asserting 

how FLMs should ‘be’ in the world as learners, framing FML learning positions and 

subjectivity. The tabulation in Appendix 60 maps across the study phases those 

pervasive relational constructs and discourses that have an enduring mediational 

influence on FMI performance, indicating the form and strength of the relational 

pattern. 

Constituting performance 
 
The constructs that produce the FMI locally are complex and numerous. The FMI 

confronts, contests and challenges existing management development practices, 

meanings and agendas.  

 

The FMI presents organisations with contradictory discourses. Prescriptive competency 

standards sit alongside a discourse of flexible learner centred interaction. Subsequent 
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performance is associated with the value the organisation places on FLMs, their 

development practices and workplace learning. Engagement with the FMI is variable, 

with learning components actively visible, or largely absent, in each FMI performance. 

Each organisation shapes the patterns of the FMI by legitimising specific learning and 

managing practices. Low value results in externalised detached certification focused 

performances with passive FML inclusion. High value results in complex internalised 

multiple partnerships integrated with workplace activity in which participants are active 

constituents. Managing values are critical in determining the form of FMI practices, as 

modelled in the figure that follows. 

 
 
    
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25: Determining legitimate learning – critical organisational decisions 
 

The FMI is explicit in introducing a discourse of relational, inclusive and generative 

managing practice into organisations. The combination of this goal, the distributed 

nature of FLM roles and their limited organisational status suggests the development of 

active group based learning practices and networks that are instrumental in building 

collective competence. These network practices are multiple, complex and diversely 
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labelled but can be categorised according to leadership and function as in the following 

model. 

 
 
 
 

 
Lectured groups  
 

 
Facilitated 
Action learning 
groups 
 

 
Learner led 
action learning 
groups 

Team based seminar 
knowledge inputs 

 
Evidence collection 
tutorials 

 
Learner support 
networks 

 
Workplace coaching 
 

 
Projects for 
evidence collection 

 
Experience 
placements 
 
 

 
Figure 26: Multiple learning practices building collective competence. 

 
Practices of evidence collection appear to be the cultural footprint of FMI activity. 

FLMs engage in reflective practices and the textualisation of their role, mediating the 

meaning of management texts for their workplace communities, creating texts as 

evidence and then acting as instruments of system change.  

Focus on case study evidence 
 
What was evident in the primary case studies was the similarity of many of the 

characteristics of performance. While not all learners had a positive experience, these 

are mainly positive features, such as the benefits of champions, dedicated coordinators 

and learners’ responsibility. However, each site bemoaned the limited involvement of 

managers and, in hindsight, would increase resources for engaging managers. The lack 

of ‘mass’ at Powerco constrained cultural development, while central workshops at 

Finco detached the FMI from the workplace and wider manager engagement, which 

remained symbolic. While not discounting the effect of such learning system failures, 

the focus in this analysis is upon the emerging patterns of workplace learning which 

provide learning frameworks, lessons and hope for other organisations. A tabulation of 

the strength and influence of these pervasive constructs is provided in Appendix 61.  
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The primary case study data indicated specifically how relationships were instrumental 

in determining the form of FMI practices. More complex and inclusive relational 

patterns supported greater diversity of practice and inclusion. In contrast, self-paced 

activity that lacks a network of learner support was an isolating experience, dislocated 

from workplace activity and often discarded by unsupported participants.  

 

There is a continuing tension or struggle for legitimacy within the workplace, between 

emerging FMI practices and existing workplace productions. Management of the FMI is 

complex. Coordinators are positioned to promote and defend a programme with no 

defined shape and multiple options, placing them in tension between demands for 

programme coherence, short terms wins for wider management buy-in and allowing 

FLMs to shape, develop and integrate experiences. 

 

A critical factor is initial management understanding of the relationship between 

investment in learning and business development and the role of workplace learning 

pedagogy in this process. Networks of managers are needed to support reflective 

workplace learning practices and add to the critical mass of change agents negotiating 

changed managing practices.  

 

The relational networks of the FMI in thick productions extend beyond participants and 

beyond organisations. It is the relational network of multiple partnerships that underpins 

thick FMI performances, as modelled below. 

 

The network of workplace-based management development relationships is complex 

and underpins the move from technical knowing towards more relational managing 

practice and identity. It appears from the primary case studies that rich or thick FMI 

networks can be both the source that can generate diverse learning patterns and the 

partnerships that can sustain and develop those practices.   

 

 Each FMI site develops its own meaning, language and labels for their unique FMI 

practices. These labels are confusing, locally defined, variably defined and rarely 

discrete. Clear definitions might actually fail to do justice to their fluid and changing 

form. However, it is these new forms of workplace learning practice that are at the heart 

of the FMI enactment, with diversity of practice (thick FMI) clearly linked to the 
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generation of identity and capability. A matrix of these workplace-learning practices is 

presented within Appendix 62. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27: The multiple partnerships of the FMI production 
 

Critical determinants of FMI performance 

 

To determine the critical relational constructs mediating FMI performances each of the 

constructs emerging in the initial stages of the analysis was revisited to extract the more 

enduring relational constructs mediating FMI performances. A tabulation is presented in 

Appendix 63 that focuses on explaining the variation of influence, the short and long 

term effects and each relational construct’s relative position within the FMI primary 

case studies. A final tabulation in Appendix 64 assesses the relative influence of each 
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construct in terms of a broad model of FMI enactment by indicating where the construct 

is most visible within the process of FMI enactment, how instrumental the construct is 

and the relational weight of the construct within thick FMI performance. A summary of 

these major influences within the case study sites is presented below. 

 

Table 7.3:  Relational influence on FMI enactment - primary case studies 
 

Construct Phases 
 
Strong mediating influences on practice 

 
Drivers 

Improve people skills 
Inadequate existing systems 

 
Engagers 

CEO champion 
Strategic intent to skill managers 
Visible goals 
Substantive investment 

 
Developers 

Partnerships and Brokers 
Dedicated knowledgeable coordinator  
Management understanding of workplace learning 

 
Practice 
Mediators 

Local ownership 
Diversity of process 
Manager involvement 
Management 
Agenda legitimates FMI 

 
Outcome 
Moderators 

Cohort size 
Manager 
Involvement 
Maturity of production 
Organisation climate 

 
Productions 

Managing identity  
Learning networks 
Managing networks 
Managing practice 
Learning agenda and capability 

 

The synthesis now moves from grounding the constructs towards relating them in 

abstracted and predictive models. 

Modelling FMI performance 
 

There is no formula for FMI enactment. The most appropriate practices are unique to 

each culture and provide a sustainable manager development platform.262  There are, 

however, key constructs that are associated with richer, thicker, developmentally 

orientated FMI enactments. The components of the previous table(s) can be related 
                                                 

262  However, as the previous tables have indicated there are some conceptual relationships that appear 
to exist in most developmental enactments (Table A66.1), are visible in detail in the primary case 
studies (Table A67.1), have differing mediating relations with the FMI enactment (Table A68.1), 
and finally can be grouped in time sequence and by relative strength in relationship to the 
implementation of the FMI (Table A69.1). 
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visually as models of workplace-based management development, indicating directional 

relations.  

 

This synthesis produced four models generated from the constructs of the cross case 

analysis tabulations. Some of the relations are based on strength and consistency, such 

as local ownership facilitating greater integration. Some are based on plausibility, such 

as where champions promote the FMI internally. Some are based on coherence, such as 

where diversity of practice mirrors the FMI text. Some of the relations are based on 

resemblance, such as where patterns of inadequate mentor development are continually 

repeated. Some of the relations are based on experimentation, such as where a lack of 

manager support instigates significant efforts to generate more mutual engagement. 

Some of the relations are based on inductive explanations gained through dialectic, such 

as placing learning as an agenda item and a core business production. 

 

The models are a progressive theoretical generalisation of effective and sustainable 

thick developmental frontline management development, grounded in practice. They do 

not prescribe a model of best practice. In each FMI enactment, the existing business 

drivers and existing social performances are critical mediating influences. Appendix 65 

presents a relational network of the emerging constructs, Appendix 66 presents a phased 

relational network, Appendix 67 a smoothed phased model of constructs mediating FMI 

performances and Appendix 68 a smoothed phased component model of those 

constructs. The relations within this model underpin the following conceptualisation 

that proposes a theoretical model of developing such workplace learning practices.  

A theory of workplace-based frontline management learning  

The context of the modelling 
 

This model is grounded in, and drawn from, Australian experience in a relatively stable 

and growing mixed economy, positioned within a democratic and multicultural society 

with a restricted institutional history. It is an organisational space positioned at the edge 

unique social patterns, resources and energies for development.  

 

During the time of the study there were limited financial inducements for industry to 

engage with the programmes of FMI. The study drew data from the first and second 

generation of activists forming mature FMI practices. The majority of the case studies 
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were organisations with infrastructure resources for people development. The majority 

of participants were frontline managers, but were a diverse group of managers in 

diverse roles, often leading organisational entities or businesses, or occupying middle 

managing positions.  

 

Within this study, Environco demonstrates how effective pedagogic leadership and local 

ownership, well resourced and partnered, still struggle to gain manager involvement and 

commitment, but can achieve a critical mass of network capability, producing a 

sustainable development programme. In contrast, Finco developed workplace-based 

practices that remained socially isolated from networks of work production. The 

tenuous nature of the symbolic strategic commitment failed to be translated into 

universal manager engagement and only isolated manager-participant partnerships 

developed from existing relations. Capability to sustain FMI practices is eroded by the 

lack of strategic partnerships within the organisation. In Powerco, manager involvement 

was accentuated by the initial emphasis on mentoring groups. However, while effective 

manager involvement and pedagogic understanding generated action-learning sets, 

eventually performance lacked the critical mass and universal application needed to 

underpin a radical and sustained change in organisational practices.  

A grounded theory of workplace-based frontline management learning 
(competency–based) 
 

The following conceptual frame models the key relational tensions that produce diverse 

enactments of the FMI. The pre-requisite for thick or developmental workplace-based 

management learning is organisational strategic intent and commitment (1). Deep 

engagement requires enterprise pedagogic managing capability, to develop radically 

different social learning practices (2), the involvement of a critical mass of managers, 

and finally, the legitimisation of these networks of workplace-based learning 

performances (4). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28: Core components of workplace management learning production 
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The core components illustrate only the basic foundations upon which sustainable and 

integrated workplace-based manager learning performances are constructed.263 The 

grounded model emerging from the multiple case studies of this research presents a 

more detailed conceptual model. The critical relational tensions emerging from this 

study are embedded within this model, and are now comprehensively described.  

 

In Figure 29, the organisation is presented as a large grey circle upon which workplace 

learning practices may grow. The marbled area is where the core of manager 

development activity is planned. Below in the first box is the critical manager network 

that must be accessed for success. Finally below that the second box of potential 

production where thick enactments are generated. To the side are the critical moderating 

influences of CEO support, time and mass of the engagement. 

 

The pre-requisite is organisational engagement with and commitment to competency-

based management development. Such a significant change in organisational relations 

and space can only be facilitated by a dedicated and internal resource, an organisational 

people development network enriched by applicable pedagogic partners (2). Strong 

symbolic and substantive support for the initiative (5) enables this knowledgeable 

partnership to design and implement a diverse raft of interaction through an action-

learning approach (3) that contests existing agendas by privileging learner led practices 

(4).  

 

Manager engagement is critical to integrate learning practices within the wider 

organisational field of workplace production and prevent learning practice isolation (8). 

Successful production from such practices requires an increasing maturity of the 

practices (6) and the development of a critical mass of supportive managers (7). 

Production is moderated by time and mass of the enactment. This process commences 

with manager understanding of workplace learning practice, a process facilitated by 

local ownership (9). Subsequent manager engagement with practice supports participant 

actors (10) and develops a discursive network of critical mass (7).  

 

The network of managers is instrumental in legitimising emerging practices and 

integrating learning and workplace productions (11). The network produces and sustains 
                                                 

263  From the evidence of this frontline manager study. 
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extended relational managing identity and workplace learning knowledgeability and 

capability (13) unless the organisation is confronted by significant organisational 

disruption or downsizing (12). The networks begin to colonise organisational space 

(14), producing a network of extended relational managing identity and workplace 

learning capability (13). 

 

It is important to recognise that these discourses of local knowledge-making contest 

traditional organisational relations and beliefs and that, in each context, it is the 

managing body of the organisation that legitimises new meanings of learning. Where 

networks of new practices remain unsupported or are unable to mediate existing 

practices and values, thinner FMI productions develop.  

 
The FMI mediates social activity and is instrumental in initiating dialectic about 

learning and managing practice. It mediates, translates and changes the patterns of 

learning and managing within organisations. The FMI should, therefore, be viewed as a 

technology of discursive translation. 

 

This grounded model indicates the multiple relations that form the diversity of FMI 

practice. The case studies enable these to be reduced to the most critical relations 

mediating FMI performances. This is the most important interpretation of the data and 

contribution of the study. The constitution of the FMI texts is, in many ways, an 

historical association. FMI performances are heavily dependent on the process of 

enactment. It is this critical mediating network of components that has the capability to 

inform current and future manager development performances within organisations and 

to inform the constitution of subsequent developmental technologies.   
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1 -Initiation: the organisation engages with competency-based systems of 

management learning with strategic intent. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 29: A theory of workplace-based frontline management learning 
(competency–based) 
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consequences and contingencies of those contested relations that form the diversity of 

FMI performances. The model primarily provides explanation for the social dynamics 

that produce thicker productions, indicates the critical contextual issues that mediate 

production, and describes the wider social conditions framing this period of research.264 

 

This model is grounded in multiple-sourced data that make the underpinning 

construction process dependable and consistent. It is credible because of the rich data, 

the diversity of method and iterative participant confirmation. Credibility is enhanced 

by the inclusion of other voices. The model is theoretically sensitive and generalisable 

as it is diversely and extensively sourced from Australian practice. There is considerable 

cross case congruence and practitioner review supporting the constructs.265 The clarity 

of the final model, coupled with the underpinning thick description and the longitudinal 

database, support the potential of the theory to be transferred and contextualised in 

differing locations. The model focuses on a critical business problem and offers usable 

knowledge that can support change processes, predict decision outcomes and help 

develop organisational capability. Most importantly, the model is already accepted and 

viewed as significant by key progressive and knowledgeable practitioners.  

Summary of FMI enactment 
 

There is no singular pattern of FMI enactment. This study has investigated substantial 

and diverse practices processes to identify the key determinants shaping FMI practice 

and validated this interpretation through practitioner feedback.266  These interactions 

have assisted in the generation of the models. 

 

                                                 

264  This research may also postulate that such relations may mediate broader forms of workplace-based 
management learning in other contexts as suggested within Appendix 69. 

265  The next section provides confirmatory evidence from existing theory for the theoretical constructs. 

266  In addition to the cross-checking, triangulation and transcript review processes detailed in the 
methodology section, this study has sought to obtain reflective feedback at each stage of 
conceptualisation. Initially vignette case studies were reviewed at each primary and secondary site. 
Subsequently full case studies were reviewed at each case study site in face-to-face meetings. The 
key findings have been reviewed by a broad consultative group of fifteen practitioners, and by a 
group of five academics. In the latter stages of conceptualisation the models have been explored 
through three refereed academic papers, three conference presentations, three open meetings, and 
three within-enterprise presentations with workshop feedback. 
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It is the diversity of FMI enactment that is the strength of the performance. Thick 

performances increasingly integrate learning within workplace productions, producing 

extended managing identity and increased learning capability. Broad manager 

engagement legitimises new learning practices and reconciles the contested territory 

where these processes jostle with existing productions. A new managing discourse 

based on relational and learning activity becomes an active constituent of an improved 

learning agenda and capability within organisations. 

Production of managing identity and managing performance 
 
The previous sections conceptually modelled the key discourses constituting and 

enacting the FMI. They indicated more evident FMI productions. However, this section 

models such productions in greater depth, examining changes in learning and managing 

performances. 

 

This analysis focuses on thick FMI performances, illuminating the discourses and 

tensions that position FMI productions of identity and learning capability. The 

interaction within thick performances may have a substantial effect on diverse actors 

associated internally or externally, formally or informally with the FMI.267 Ironically, 

focus on certification as a primary production may inhibit individual and collective 

learning from performances and the production of identity, networks, and capability. 

 

The multiple productions of the FMI evident within the field studies are tabulated in 

Appendix 70, segregating individual and organisational fields and categorising relative 

impact. Despite the diversity of productions there is a continual repetition of similar 

clusters of impact cited by practitioners.268 A second tabulation (in Appendix 71) 

provides an overview of the constructs produced in thicker FMI performances, 

indicating their strength and distribution. The case studies, perhaps because of their 

maturity, indicate a number of FMI productions which can be subdivided into individual 

and organisational productions and these are tabulated below.  

                                                 

267  This may include workplace managers as participants, as coordinators of learning, as supporting 
mentors and coaches, or as steering group members. It may also have a substantial effect on team 
members, trainers, consultants, state and government administrators and researchers. 

268  Those productions can be functional productions, learning productions, managing productions, 
cultural productions, belief productions, partnered productions, and external productions. 
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Table 7.4: Major productions within case studies  
 

Case Study productions 
Broad programme product uptake 
Certification production 
Evidence production 
Producing culture change 
Producing managing identity 
Producing team relations 
Production of FLM ‘management’ inclusion 
Producing learning networks 
Producing managing networks 
Producing changed managing practices  
Producing cultural unity 
Producing system integration 
Producing a learning agenda 
Producing learning capability 
Producing situated knowledge generation 
Producing strategic partnership 
Producing partner capability 
Producing developmental feedback  
Producing a pilot national VET product 

 

Organisational implications of thicker practice 
 
Just as there is no single pattern of FMI enactment, no single pattern of FMI production 

exists. Individual and collective perceptions about the relative value of the diverse 

productions determine meaning. Meaning is locally and individually defined.269  

 

These new productions are only sustained, if integrated with existing organisational 

productions and space. New productions cause tension within organisational interaction 

and within roles. The FMI is a highly complex performance, producing layers of new 

and competing organisational practices as the following model illustrates. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
269  Depending on the perspective, the primary FMI production may be certification for an unqualified 

FLM, improved workplace relations for an senior manager, a spreading FMI programme for ANTA, 
a network of learning for an isolated manager, local ownership of learning for a departmental 
manager, knowledgeable partners for an RTO, or a sense of belonging for a young FLM.  
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Figure 30: Complex process productions of the FMI performance 
 

In Figure 30, workplace production in the inner circle is invaded by FMI production and 

the resulting tensions must be resolved if the learning practices are to be sustained as 

part of organisational practice. The FMI performance requires considerable support and 

scaffolding from people and practices situated in the surrounding middle circle. In turn, 

these practices and people require the broader strategic action situated in the outer circle 

to build, sustain, legitimise and integrate such space and roles.  

 

In thick FMI performance the tensions introduced by FMI performance are resolved. 

Particular productions are shaped, legitimised and emerge from the contested territory, 

as illuminated by the case study data in Appendix 72.  
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Managing complexity 

 
There is radical shift from bureaucratised first generation competency-based training, 

with an emphasis on standardisation and compliance, privileging HRD structures above 

learners. The FMI’s learning complexity is not an add-on option. It places learning 

tensions within enterprises and mediates cultural change.270  What is also evident is that 

the complex orchestration of FMI performances requires significant external partnership 

or brokerage as the following model illustrates.271 Cumulatively, such partnerships 

produce and market the first flexible national product and the first commercial 

production from ANTA, re-locating VET within enterprise territory.272  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 31: The role of brokerage in thick developmental FMI performances 
 

 

                                                 

270  There is significant evidence in the primary case studies that these thick productions can survive 
changes in HRD dynasties and sustain the move from outsourced training costs to investment in 
workplace learning 

271  Indeed Environco used brokers as a bridge between the organisation and RTOs both to prepare the 
organisation and to develop capability. 

272  Significantly, the FMI also produces and marks the first forms of articulation between VET and 
higher education on this platform of management learning 
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Enduring relational patterns 
 
There is no simple singular production from FMI performances, rather there are 

multiple individual extensions of identity, infecting organisational networks and 

managing practice with new relational and learning intent and practice. The complexity 

and diversity of FMI performances prohibits the construction of a relational network of 

FMI productions, as each network uniquely contest and reshapes existing managing and 

learning practices.  

 

Previous tabulations indicate the stronger and more developmental productions, and 

these are reduced to key categories and relative strength within the tabulation in 

Appendix 73. These key constructs, associated with richer, thicker and developmentally 

orientated FMI enactments, can be related visually to indicate the pattern of productions 

from FMI workplace-based management development, as in Appendix 74. 

The patterns of FMI productions 
 

Appendix 74 maps the key potential productions of thick FMI performance, modelled as 

smoothed relational component network273 and eight key productions are now explored. 

 

Production of managing identity 

 

The FMI can be primarily viewed as a technology for the production of identity. FLMs 

are increasingly knowledge workers, requiring social not technical skills to re-work 

local knowledges. The FMI legitimises identity work, accessing learning and relational 

skills to extend the managing self,274 confirms inclusion in management, and permeates 

‘other’ selves outside the workplace. 

 

                                                 

273  The network does not attempt to prescribe detailed relations, as the existing locally determined 
patterns are too diverse. The pattern of this network indicates some of the more evident relations 
between the various production constructs. 

274  The multiple relations, location and social practices associated with the FMI enactment re construct 
individual, managing, learning, professional and social identities. 
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These new managing subjectivities produce an FMI discourse that contests existing 

learning and managing practices.275 Where more powerful managers are associated 

symbolically and substantively with this FMI discourse these new identity productions 

are integrated by active negotiation with existing work productions. The workplace 

context of the FMI makes networked identity-work a continuous recursive process.  

 

As FLMs are asked continually to negotiate meaning for their teams, any extension of 

identity has a strong, immediate and pervasive impact on practice.276 

 

Production of relational managing practice  

  

Extending managing identity infects workplace social practice. The FMI competencies 

are embedded with relational and inclusive learning, but the way learning is managed 

has powerful messages for managing identity and practice. Table 7.1 indicates the 

tensions that position FMI learning decisions. 

 

Table 7.5: Tensions within each phase of workplace learning 
 

 
Enactment phase                      Learning Continua  

Hard – controlled                                Soft- flexible- agency 

Programme goals  
 
Enterprise set                                                    Learner negotiated 

Inclusion 
 
Mandatory                                                                      Voluntary 

Performance 
 
Expert led                                                        Learner partnerships 

Productions 
 
Certification                                                    Collective capability 

 
Despite using the same FMI competencies, diverse modes of learning management 

practices mediate the extension of managing identity. Productions have a tendency to 

mirror the managing practice of the FMI learning process. The tabulation of the 

learning construction in the case study sites (provided in Appendix 75) illustrates this 

issue. Despite pervasive central competencies, the mode of FMI enactment has a 
                                                 
275  The FMI is often a tool used redress gender imbalance in management. Identity production for 

previously marginalised female FLMs appears to have a more significant workplace and personal 
identity impact.  

276  There are also negative aspects to identity production as those excluded or disinterested, may be de- 
motivated or positioned to resist subsequent identity. 
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powerful message, which seeps through every learning interaction and legitimises 

specific managing practices. 

 

Production of local knowledges 

The FMI can be viewed as litmus test for organisational beliefs about knowledge 

making and inclusion. Externalised FMI practices support concepts of knowledge as an 

exclusive abstracted and codified commodity, with actors as processing recipients. 

Thicker performances support concepts of knowledge as a distributed and situated 

process, with actors as active contributors.  

 

Organisations increasingly recognise the value of knowledge and the capability of their 

communities to produce knowledges, positioning FLMs cognitively within 

organisational knowledge generation processes.  

 

Organisational concern with the employee body moves from immediate operational 

muscular compliance towards sustainable strategic cognitive inclusion.277 FMI 

processes ultimately reflect the dominant cultural position on these issues. In thick FMI, 

FLMs are positioned to become discourse technologists, continually mediating local and 

global knowledges within their communities (Farrell 2002).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          Traditional training       Thick FMI 
          Controlled transmission of                         Strong local networks of knowledge  
                   codified knowledge                                      negotiation and generation 
 

                    Limited feedback                                   Limited knowledge imposition 
                   Discourse dependent            Discourse mediation 
  
Figure 32: FMI practices producing changed perspectives of knowledge generation 

 

                                                 

277  More latterly spiritual and emotional inclusion are becoming of interest. 
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Production of learning capability  
 
Organisations represented in this research embarked on their radical FMI learning 

journey by developing tentative action research experiments to embed a diverse raft of 

practices, relations and knowledges, colonising organisational space278 and educating 

their own RTOs. Substantive involvement and investment generated a learning agenda 

and a functional and cultural learning capability for workplace learning.  

 

From a functional perspective, the FMI establishes specialist roles, role experience and 

capability with coordinators, people development managers (PDMs), coaches, mentors, 

and facilitators. External partnerships produce capability in learning management and 

negotiation, a library of interaction options, learning management tools, resources and 

networks. From the perspective of cultural change the FMI experience produces a 

learning agenda that invests in the next generation of managers and legitimises 

resources and time allocated to learning practices. The practices devolve learning 

responsibility, spreading and infecting local agendas and roles. Finally, the FMI 

provides a visible model of workplace learning,  

 

Production of a model of change  

 

There is significant evidence in the Environco and Powerco cases to suggest that thick 

FMI productions provide models of change, introducing learner led practices, local 

ownership and multiple options into organisational performances. The emphasis on 

agency over structure provides a model of change privileging individual action in 

shaping the innovation, rather than imposition. It is a negotiated and participant driven 

change process strongly based on local ownership, meaning and partnership. This 

relational model based on local agency and continued negotiation is illustrated in 

Appendix 76 that uses a sequence of time series diagrams to trace the changing relations 

between FMI partners, naming and modelling the phases of FMI enactment279. 

 

                                                 

278  Many had a four to six year track record. 

279  The Figures 67a/67b/67c/67d/67e in Appendix 76 illustrate the structural changes that occur as 
dialectical about learning increases, and meaning and learning practices within the organisation 
change. These diagrams illuminate critical relational changes instigated by thick FMI activity and 
are recommended as an informative visual presentation of the mediating impact of the FMI as a 
technology. 
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Producing a changed VET system 

The FMI marks not just a change towards manager workplace learning but, more 

importantly, is a navigation beacon marking a radical social shift in the location and 

responsibility of learning. The FMI marks the re-positioning and control of tertiary 

learning experiences away from institutionalised production and towards organisational 

production. 

 

Figure 33: The FMI positioned in a changing VET environment 
 

The traditional pattern of government VET policy being passed to TAFE institutes and 

dispersed as curricula to participants (shown in Figure 33) was radically disrupted by 

the political move towards a training market and flexible delivery. The FMI produced 

the first significant example of a nationally dispersed training package, where RTOs 

engaged with enterprises to re-locate training activity as workplace-based, learner-led, 

facilitation. It is a significant production in terms of marking a sea change to a 

marketised VET system.280  

 
The FMI produces new partnerships of learning, new spaces of learning and new 

practise of learning, re-defining the meaning of learning and knowing by the patterns. 

However as a radical technology of learning it is impoverished by the absence of a 

feedback system. Ironically local negotiation, ownership and agency are privileged, but 

little learning from that production is used to create a recursive process.  

 

                                                 

280  As previously indicated the complexity of this local negotiation of learning often involves additional 
knowledgeable brokerage. 
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Production of pedagogic partnerships and tensions 

 

The FMI complexity demands knowledgeable pedagogic partnership, but these relations 

produce a new set of tensions, as shown in Figure 34. Selby-Smith et al. (2001) have 

conceptualised the tensions of fit and misfit that exist between RTOs and FMI 

enterprises in Victoria. This study agrees that these pedagogic partnerships determine 

the shape of FMI performances, but suggests such tensions are strongly mediated by 

broader management practices, the value placed on workplace learning and the extent to 

which pedagogic agency is legitimised by other managers. Tensions exist within each 

actor’s role. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 Figure 34: Tensions produced by FMI pedagogic partnership 
 

Production of a problematised PDM role  
 
The people development manager (PDM) or FMI coordinator lies at the heart of the 

changes orchestrated by the FMI. PDMs are recipients of a radical shift in the location 

of learning within society and are immersed in complex, untried pedagogic relations and 
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negotiations as discursive technologists, generating processes, structures and language 

that contest existing forms of learning activity, introducing a competitive production. 

PDMs are positioned to mediate the construction of the managing self for large numbers 

of potential leaders. Their role is problematised as they become an agent of radical 

change, asserting this new learning agenda, which is instrumental in changing legitimate 

managing practice.  

 

PDMs are at the centre of a shift in the balance of power from institutional managers to 

workplace managers, but disassociated from traditional pedagogic support structures 

and community. PDMs are creating new learning spaces, relations and knowledges. 

However, as the mutable mobile FMI text281 is distributed and enacted, the learning 

remains within each sealed ‘little back box’ due to the isolation of PDMs, local 

ownership, commercial confidences, insecurity, and the absence of national systems 

engendering reflexivity.282 

 
Thick FMI production is characterised by knowledgeable PDMs who are less isolated as 

symbolic and substantive manager networks legitimise their workplace learning agenda. 

PDMs are a critical production of the FMI, but the national system offers little support 

and fails to capitalise on the wealth of pedagogic knowledge that has been, and is being, 

generated. 

  

Summary 

 

The productions of the FMI exemplify why the organisational workplace is a contested 

space. It is impossible to engender new relations, practices and agendas without 

displacing existing social practices. Each actor is held in tension between previous 

productions and new FMI performance, balancing what may be beneficial to introduce 

with what might be discarded. Powerful discourses often guard embedded practices. 

The FMI is positioned as radical complex relational learning technology, a technology 

of self, defined by the patterns of disjointed didactic inputs that it often displaces. These 

                                                 

281  In Callon’s terms (1991/9), the FMI text is a mobile clarion call recruiting others to the ‘cause’. 

282  It is indicative of their relational capability that the PDMs at the three primary case study sites 
recognised the advantage of being networked with a long term research relationship.  Two 
subsequently moved to academic work. 
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sections illuminate the critical discourses shaping FMI texts, thick FMI performances, 

and the subsequent rich productions.   

Framing the FMI within existing theory 

Introduction 
 

The previous analysis progressively constructed conceptual networks of the discourses 

and discursive relations283 constituting the FMI, those mediating thick FMI 

performances, and those that have been produced by the FMI. This grounded approach 

abstracts and relates constructs embedded within practice to clarify and model the 

tensions that position FMI performances. These relational constructs are now examined 

at a further level of abstraction by using four existing theoretical frameworks to 

determine how FMI performances reflect broader generic relations of workplace 

learning and social change and extract additional meaning for this study. This phase of 

the analysis will consecutively use Activity Theory, Learning Network Theory, 

Structuration Theory, and Actor-Network Theory, each highlighted in chapter two as 

contrasting analytical perspectives.284 

                                                 

283  The modelling progressed though stages of ‘smoothing’ the main influences (discourses) and the 
main organisational relations (discursive relations) that formed enduring patterns across the cases.  

284  They provide diverse frameworks that have been constructed from the contrasting pillars of 
sociological tradition and psychological tradition, and provide differing relational perspectives on 
learning and change within organisations. In origin, they span the 1980’s (ST & ANT) and the 90’s 
(AT&LNT) with each retaining performative currency. 
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Figure 35: Modelling perspectives of organisational learning and change 
 

The frameworks can be placed on continua representing the polarised perspectives 

embedded within the theories. The vertical continuum represents an emphasis on either 

individuals or organisations. The horizontal continuum represents an emphasis on 

learning practices or change processes. Thus collectively, the theories provide two 

learning perspectives (AT & LNT) and two organisational change perspectives (ST & 

ANT). In addition they can be viewed as two macro intra-organisational perspectives 

(AT & ST) and as two more micro network perspectives (LNT & ANT). This 

combination of lenses is useful in examining the more critical relations within FMI 

performances and begins with the two learning centred perspectives before moving onto 

the two organisational change perspectives. 

Activity theory 
 
Activity theory is the first of the theories used as a framework for continued analysis 

within this section and places the focus upon learning relations. Activity theory can be 

used to clarify social relations, elicit tensions, and indicate collective social change that 

does not support the ambitions of social prediction. It is a useful framework to examine 

the relations underpinning changes in managing practice. While activity theory is 

deeply rooted in the Russian psychological traditions of the 1920’s and 30’s, and in 

language development by children, it is the more recent development of the concepts 

through socio-cultural learning research, theories of practice, and distributed cognition 
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that have led to the development of a broader theoretical framework situated in 

organisational, and therefore FMI territory (Engestrom et al 1999).  

 

Originating in the work of Vygotsky (1978) who postulated the mediated action triangle 

of subject, object and mediating artefact, forming a zone of proximal learning 

development, it introduced the concept of social scaffolding in learning, Leont’ev 

(1978) and associates, developed these concepts from individual action towards 

collective activity (Engestrom 1999), where activity is viewed as the engagement of the 

subject or human agents, towards a goal, and includes the motive for that activity. These 

‘activities’ are then enacted as a set of actions, that operate within specific conditions. 

 

More recently, activity theory has extended this conceptualisation of learning from an 

institutional to an organisational environment. Activity theory embodies the Marxian 

beliefs that it is through practical-critical activity that the dualisms of individual and 

organisation, and materialism and idealism can be bridged. Engestrom, insists through 

Dewey’s words (1916) that ‘knowing is literally something that we do. Activity theory 

moves the focus on learning from individual cognition, towards social change, and the 

critical and technical mediating role of networks and their boundaries in the movement 

of artefacts. Engestrom (1999) notes that there is a similarly in this development with 

ANT, as tensions and contradictions, in and between systems, are also viewed as the 

primary forces for change. While recognising the validity of the frameworks of 

communities of practice and legitimate peripheral participation, activity theory finds the 

social subjectivity of actors within these framework denies the agency embedded in 

activity and practice.  

 

Davidov (1999) indicates that ‘activity’ in the originating Russian language has a much 

narrower and more specific meaning that detaches it from concepts of action and 

focuses it on the ‘transformation of reality’. Activity theory is therefore a suitable frame 

from which to examine the extent to which the FMI has enabled organisational and 

manager transformation. Toulmin (1999) suggests that activity theory is a framework 

that helps us explore the basic epistemological questions of how we come to know, and 

what can be collectively known for certain. In these terms the FMI, particularly in thick 

and developmental mode can be viewed as an series of activity systems developing a 

change in managing practice by exploring what is managing knowledge and providing 
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the structural interaction to generate new managing knowledges, as or through, shared 

practice. 

Modelling activity 

Engestrom (1999), from a psychological tradition that traces its roots to the work of 

Vygotsky (1978) and Leont’ev (1978) and builds on the situated platform developed by 

the community of practice approach (Lave & Wenger 1991), to focus learning and 

knowing as a product of activity, to postulate the key constructs of systems or mediating 

networks.  

 

From this perspective, learning is seen primarily as a product of mediating and 

legitimising socio-economic influences, rather than as cognitive processing, where the 

networks of social actors scaffold the negotiation of continual social practice.  

 

Practice! Practice! More Practice! Such is the inscription on the flag. 
Engestrom 1996, p. 3 

 

Engestrom (1994, p. 14) positions learning as a situated process of knowing. He insists 

that knowing resides in actions and not as a fixed entity. It is connected to living 

practice, takes multiple forms, is socially shared and developed, and endures when, and 

possibly only when, socially supported. Engestrom (1994, p. 42) expands the 

Vygotskian model of learning to include the broader social environment of workplace 

learning. While learning primarily is a recursive neo-Vygotskian interaction between 

subject, object and mediation tools, activity theory adds a broader base to the triangle 

introducing the discourse of the learning community, organisational rules and the 

division of labour within the organisation. Knowing is a complex production from such 

activity system(s). 
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Figure 36: Activity theory model 
 

In the Activity Theory model, the central relationship is that of the subject and the 

object of learning, but this primary relationship is multiply mediated. The relationship is 

primarily mediated by the mediating artefacts of the learning environment, the 

scaffolding of Vygotsky’s original model (1978). However this triangular relationship is 

now seated on a broader base of organisational context. Centrally the community and 

culture where the learning interaction is situated become pivotal. Of specific interest are 

the rules and norms of that system that directly determine the learning practice of the 

subject. Similarly the division of labour within that community mediates which actors 

can mediate the learning process and what ways they can shape learning objects and 

learner subjectivity. Activity systems are considered to be bounded systems, but the 

objects of learning link each open system of learning to other systems, increasing the 

relations between objects and necessarily between the practices of learning in linking 

activity systems. 

FMI as an expansive learning network 

 

Engestrom (1999) however also proposes a third generation of activity theory that he 

terms ‘expansive learning’, which moves activity theory from a single system focus to a 

network focus. Expansive learning is positioned past Bateson’s (1972) level one 

response learning and level two learning of embedded patterns social behaviour. 

Expansive activity theory is positioned at Bateson’s level three, where collective 

questioning and the production of alternative knowledges occurs. Engestrom insists that 

workplace learning is level three learning, because it is integrated with work 
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productions and lacks the formality of institutional learner- teacher roles. It is ‘knowing’ 

through activity and experiencing. Most importantly, Engestrom moves the analysis of 

activity beyond single systems, and includes activity systems as members of a wider 

interrelated network. 

 

Reconceptualising activity theory, Engestrom (1999) proposes that this expansive 

learning theory must engage with the four key questions of learning; who is learning, 

why are they learning, what are they learning, and how are they learning. He also 

clarifies five key principles of current expansive activity theory; that artefact mediated 

object orientated activity systems should be seen in relations to their collective network; 

that the multivoiceness of the systems is the source of tension and change; that their 

history of changing patterns underpins understanding of current relations; that 

contradictions in the system encourage the examination of values; and that such 

questioning enables collective change. 

Engestom (1999, p. 8) also indicates that both micro and macro perspectives of learning 

ignore either the dominance of cultural discourses, or the tacit realities of local practice. 

He positions activity theory close to the network theory approach that Latour (1991 & 

1999) proposes, acknowledging that each begins from a different historical tradition, but 

are based on the socio-cultural reality of knowing. 

Framing the FMI within Activity Theory 
 
At the core of activity theory sits the concept of mediation and, in this study, the FMI is 

injected as a social interventionist technology that mediates organisational managing 

practice. It is a series of individual acts between managers and texts and a collective 

experience, determining new modes of managing and relational practice. It breaks the 

artificial Cartesian separation between individual experience and collective change, 

with processes and outcomes in harmony with the structural philosophy of activity 

theory (Engestrom & Middleton 1996), as shown in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37: The FMI as an Activity network 

 
 

The tension with an FMI as an activity network 

 

FMI activity is strongly mediated by the FMI text as an iconic artefact, embedding 

object-orientated285 action. FMI activity is only generated where the text, an object with 

physical properties and linguistic meaning, becomes a force for change by achieving 

local ‘social meaning’. Each enactment develops unique set of actions towards locally 

devised goals, and that are tailored to specific conditions. The object, while textually 

defined, is locally produced and strongly mediated by management action or 

detachment.286 FMI texts contest control management paradigms. Resulting objects 

collectively congregate to privilege relational learning and managing practice over 

technical concerns. In thick productions, the emphasis moves from individual skilling 

towards collective change through managing networks. FLMs are the nominal subjects 

of a multiple subject performance, as workplace learning places considerable demands 

on all managers.  

                                                 

285  In each of these re-appraisals of the findings this text uses the specific language of the theoretical 
framework being used in the analysis. 

286  Activity theory indicates that the object of the activity system can be either a problem or a purpose. 
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At the apex of the activity system stands the mediating artefact of the central FMI text, 

constituted to ensure political and organisational legitimacy as the dominant MD 

technology tool. It remains a central, iconic and critical embellished text; indicting the 

evils of past practice, providing future philosophy and illustrating the guideposts on the 

paths to managing salvation.  

 

The text is positioned to exert influence and change on managing practice. An object 

militating subsequent objects, with relational learning that avoids a control paradigm. 

Continuous facilitation activity replaces training, mediating social practice where 

evidence collection generates artefact-building activity as a cultural footprint of the 

activity system. Folders of activity materials stand as a visible statement of FMI activity 

and attainment within the workplace. 

 

Underpinning the activity system is the organisational community, bounded by 

organisational domains and extended through pedagogic partnership. Integration 

between FLMs, their managers and the broader managing community is a strong 

enabling force for object achievement. Where these community relations achieve 

symmetry, facilitators and work-teams increasingly become part of the activity system 

mediating collective achievement of the FMI object and mutating to become networks 

of changed managing practice.  

 

FMI work is locally distributed and the division of labour within FMI activity systems 

contests traditional patterns of learning and training engagement, placing an additional 

object beside existing organisational productions. The CEO role as a symbolic advocate 

within the system is a critical voice mediating integration. The establishment of new 

roles is a critical determinant of subsequent developmental practice. Ownership of the 

FMI process, first by the organisation per se, and then by managers within the 

organisation, strongly mediates achievement of the FMI object goal.287 Without such 

engagement the change process remains at the individual level, with little collective 

change.  

 

                                                 

287  Where the managers within the organisation remain detached from the FMI activity, the object of 
changing managing culture is unable to be negotiated by the collective action of the less powerful 
FMI managers. 
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Finally, the rules and norms of organisational practice are confronted by the object, 

language, changed roles and re-positioning of the subjects by the FMI. Only 

considerable involvement by powerful managers collectively confronts and re-develops 

existing norms and values. To attain the object of relational and learning orientated 

managing practice, the existing workplace production culture must accommodate new 

values. For the FMI activity system to embed and change organisational practice it must 

create interactional space for subject thinking and social activity. There has to be a unity 

and inseparability between the human consciousness and collective activity (Bannon 

1997). The resulting FMI ‘knowing’ will neither be within individual consciousness nor 

reified by the system, but will exist in the interactional spaces of the FMI as extended 

collective assumptions about learning and managing, at that time and in that place 

FMI as an expansive learning network 
 

Merging this study’s outcomes with Engestrom’s expansive framework created the 

tabulation detailed in Appendix 77. In the table, organisations associated with the FMI 

form a collective of FMI text mediated, object orientated, activity systems. Each activity 

system is multi-voiced and incorporates multiple traditions and interests, embedded as 

sources of tension.288 Each activity system encounters contradictions within FMI 

engagement and these tensions become a source of value change. This collective 

questioning, manifested by deviation in practice, mediates an expansion of accepted 

practices, associated with boundary crossing between activity systems. Formal patterns 

are replaced with learning networks between FMI partners and activity systems as in the 

following diagram.  

                                                 

288  How they have been transformed over time locally and globally, their historicity, informs 
understanding of the current relational patterns of activity. 
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Figure 38: Contradictions in the FMI expansive activity network 

 

In Figure 38, the Enterprise and RTO activity systems are deliberately positioned to 

reflect the symmetry of their objects and negotiation paths, mutually supporting 

expansive learning patterns of thick FMI productions. In contrast the National structure 

is more detached.  

 

RTO’s and enterprises have shared objects, contradictions and mutually negotiated 

tensions that enable new practices to emerge. The national system develops a fluid FMI 

through a complex iterative process, but subsequently limited reflexivity within practice 

restricts expansive learning opportunities, ‘sealing’ rather than developing the FMI text.  

AT summary 
 
Activity theory indicates how instrumental existing community rules and division of 

labour are, mediating interpretation, enactment and productions.  Expansive activity 

theory clarifies the learning contradictions illuminated by the FMI, indicating the 

symmetrical relations that transform those tensions into sustainable learning practices. 

This modelling contrasts the mutually supportive collectivity of enterprises and RTO 
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partnership or brokerage, with the increasing national dislocation. Continued 

engagement mediates the tensions and contradictions of local practice, but the national 

framework is isolated and sealed off from the changing objects of practice, distributing 

mediating artefacts uninformed by current practice. 

Learning network theory 
 
Learning network theory (LNT) is the second of the theories used as a framework for 

continued analysis within this section and continues the focus upon learning relations. 

LNT is the most recent of the theoretical frameworks being used to frame this study of 

FMI practice. In contrast to much previous prescriptive HRD theory, LNT focuses on 

the growing integration of work productions and learning productions to model the 

essential conflict between those productions in the workplace and proposes a 

typography of such organisational relations (Poell et al 2000; Van der Krogt 1998). 

Learning network theory is an interpretive framework that explores how learning and 

work are related, to produce a theory of the organisation and development of workplace 

learning systems. It is an analytical and descriptive theory that embraces the changing 

nature of organisation, and rejects prior functionalist approaches centred on individual 

learning (Garvan et al 1999). In learning network theory the dual tensions of learning 

and work produce the processes and structures of learning that are unique to each 

organisation, and that change and develop over time. 

 

The relations between the two processes of production are mediated by unique 

organisational characteristics and historicity of the dual systems that confront each other 

as a mirror image. 
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Adapted from Poell et al 2000. 
 

Figure 39:  Learning and work networks 
 

The learning network within organisations consists of the processes of determining 

learning policy, the appropriate programme areas and modes of delivery. The resulting 

learning structures enacted are the content of the programmes, the relational activity 

and the climate of that interaction. This perspective is duplicated by the parallel work 

network where working policy, programmes and operationalisation processes are 

enacted to generate actual work content, working relationships and the localised 

workplace climate. Unlike structuration theory, LNT does not explore the mechanisms 

by which the negotiation or contestation between the two systems is enacted or 

resolved. 

 

Poell et al (2000) propose that their analysis of work and learning relations indicates a 

broad segmentation of relations into four theoretical categories, liberal, vertical, 

horizontal and external. Each category or network can be characterised by differing 

relations between the learning and work networks. In liberal networks learning is 

unstructured and individually driven towards personal needs and goals, while in contrast 

vertical networks learning is centrally controlled and pre-structured, delivered in a 

rational and regulated fashion to defined work goals. In horizontal networks, organic 

process dominates and follows group needs and local themes in an egalitarian climate of 

work and learning integration. Finally in the external network, the learning innovation is 

an external production grasped by professionals who integrate the learning with existing 

work processes. Again, the mirror image of the work/learning processes is used by Poell 

et al (2000) to suggest that these four learning configurations are aligned in the 
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theoretical sense to entrepreneurial, bureaucratic, adhocratic, and professional work 

networks. This indicates that it is the form of work production that mediates the learning 

network, and work/learning nexus.  

 

These networks are then modelled by Poell et al in a relational diagram which suggests 

that most organisations develop unique learning-work patterns that change over time. 

The patterns involve a development process that may occur along each of the three 

work-learning dimensions postulated. At the core the liberal and entrepreneurial 

approach is developed and systematised through more vertical central planning, through 

external professional interjections, or through horizontal local needs servicing. 

 

 

  
 
     Vertical/Bureaucratic 
 
 
 
 
  
                    Liberal/Entrepreneurial       Horizontal/Adhocratic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    External/Professional 
 

Adapted from Poell et al 2000. 
 

Figure 40: The dynamics of Learning-Work Networks along three dimensions 
 

The learning work networks are grounded in organisational history and the dominant 

patterns are constructed by actors over time. For Poell et al (2000), the learning network 

is held in tension between the four possible patterns but must fit the work system in 

which they are embedded. LNT provides an interesting model of current workplace 

learning development. It clearly indicates the critical tension that exists between work 

and learning productions, particularly at the individual level. However while providing 

a platform and landscape map for analysis it fails to explore the mechanisms of network 

development, or prescribe fruitful processes. 
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Framing the FMI within Learning Network Theory  
 
This theory is a useful analytical framework in the present study as it is grounded in the 

assumption that learning interventions contest historically diverse workplace 

productions, which mediate subsequent patterns of learning and work/learning 

relations.289 This study demonstrated how the FMI text and enactments reflect such 

contestation with dominant work networks and through processes of adaptation and 

ownership predict the consequential diversity of the FMI (Poell et al. 2000).  

FMI learning networks and enterprise types 

FMI performances are grounded in and strongly mediated by diverse production 

networks. The following figure indicates FMI impact in NLT terms. The FMI impacts 

on learning network processes and structures and, the thicker the performance, the 

greater the impact. In terms of learning processes, organisations embrace a complex 

programme, establishing ownership and partnerships for diverse delivery options. In 

terms of learning structures, organisations contextualise modules, build new learning 

relations, and contest existing models of externalised, didactic knowledge acquisition. 

The combination of national structural credibility, partnership, diverse options and local 

determination confronts existing practices. In short, the FMI assaults, informs and 

empowers the learning network to extend and contest the work network for physical and 

relational space.  

 

Learning networks are embedded in the main functions of each enterprise and are 

uniquely configured. In thicker performances, the impact of the FMI may drastically 

change learning practices mediating participant actor learning subjectivity and 

subsequent practice. As constituent actors of both the learning and work networks, they 

begin to reshape those networks to accommodate the FMI performance.290 The 

tabulation in Appendix 78 explores in detail how the FMI impacts on each component 

of the learning network, and then indicates the degree of impact on each of the 

theoretical dimensions of LNT.   

                                                 

289  As a workplace learning production the FMI contests existing productions for organisational space. 

290  The agency of the actors echos’s the similar conceptualisation of organisational change in the 
broader structuration theory (Giddens 1984). 
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Based on Poell et al. 2000 

 
Figure 41: FMI impact on enterprise learning networks 

 
The emphasis of the tabulated analysis is on thicker FMI performances, with 

considerable radical permeation impacting on the traditions of work production. This 

analysis supports the previous grounded framework of learning networks impacting on 

work and managing networks. The table illuminates the ironic impact of a technology 

that is both ‘hard’ (in terms of competencies) and yet ‘soft’ (in terms of local relations). 

The FMI informs and challenges any configuration of learning network embedded in 

any industry type, location or ownership. The FMI can provide structure, user choice, 

local flexibility and external legitimacy to meet the needs of each of the four postulated 

learning-work dimensions as shown in Figure 42.  
 
Each organisational learning network is uniquely formed, continually changing hybrid 

of these interacting dimensions, strongly mediated by the work network. In thicker 

productions the FMI can impact on each dimension as annotated above. In thinner 

productions the externally produced framework is liable to remain outside the work 

networks, outside the vertical system control, and restrict the flexibility required to 

engage liberal or horizontal network dimensions. 
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Liberal D.: FMI provides pre 
determined framework that 
enables significant learner choice 
for those included. Learning 
interaction permeates all 
managing roles and contest 
existing work production 
roles if there is critical 
mass and organisational 
tolerance. 

 
                                    Vertical/Bureaucratic 
 
 
 
 
   

                            Liberal/Entrepreneurial                      Horizontal/Adhocratic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                        External/Professional 
 
 

Adapted from Poell et al 2000 

 
Figure 42: The impact of the FMI on four dimensions of the Learning-Work 

Network 
 

LNT suggests that each learning network is linked to and mediated by surrounding 

networks. In the FMI experience, such networks and dialectic are rare and sporadic, 

restricting local development.  

 

Tensions produced by the FMI in networks and actor roles 

 

LNT breaks with functionalist approaches, embracing the increasingly interrelated and 

diverse nature of workplace based learning, citing the growth of learning investment as 

the underpinning rationale.291 What is increasingly important within organisational 

networks is how the social network is forming; the relational capability, rather than the 

textual productions.292  Those actors who are involved in coordinating, managing or 

orchestrating relations within FMI performances are at the leading edge of such impact, 

breaking the network cycle of uniform processes, confronting the un-enacted rhetoric 

and the denial of learning diversity.  

 

                                                 

291  Significant changes in the practices of learning towards more relational activity, increasing emphasis 
on qualifications, programmes for the unemployed, personal responsibility for lifelong learning, 
personal development programmes, facilitation, action research groups, mentoring, and reflective 
practice emphasise the importance of social process in learning, and learning for organisational 
socialisation. Workplace learning is far more than cognitive construction. 

292  LNT attempts to reconcile these relational tensions and the co-terminus nature of learning and 
working. 

Horizontal D.: FMI provides a pre 
determined framework that enables 
significant customisation to local 
business drivers. Different learning 
structures can emerge that ‘fit’ local 
needs. Diversity in application is 
enabled and legitimised – so long as 
the organisation tolerates such 
diversity. 

Vertical D.: FMI provides a systematic process and 
central orchestration of learning processes, increasing 
coherence and direction. There is increased stability 
and ownership of learning structures but the organic 
nature of the FMI and the multiple paths of and modes 
of learning make the expanding networks less 
controllable. 

External D.; The FMI provides a 
legitimate researched programme 
and underpinning philosophy to 
challenge existing practice. The 
RTO partnership is a significant 
learning structure to facilitate the 
enactment, yet retain enterprise 
ownership. 
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Learning Network : 
Structure – Power and responsibilities 
Processes – Task work  design 
Nature of Work – type and length of jobs 
Climate – Values, beliefs, rules govern work 
Relationships – Communication lines 

Managers involved in learning development contest the idiosyncratically shaped culture 

of learning, legitimising new relational patterns, juggling the relational balance between 

learning and work and stepping from one network to the other. They occupy an 

organisational space located between work and learning networks, in roles with dual 

responsibilities. There are few dedicated FMI roles and managers stand with one leg in 

each network, bridging FMI responsibility with associated HR responsibilities. They 

silently live out the changing tensions within this problematised work role space. Where 

larger numbers of managers are engaged in such role conflicts, new practices are more 

easily negotiated and legitimised. The FMI practices contest existing organisational 

space and attempt to colonise organisational locations and relational space, re-defining 

the work-learning values and boundaries, and ultimately reshaping work practice as the 

following model illustrates. 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  

              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Based on Poell et al. 2000 and Harris et al. 2000 
 
 

Figure 43: The problematised role of the FMI people development manager 
 

The model highlights the tensions the FMI places on the learning network and 

especially on those roles, such as people development managers, that are most 

instrumental in learning and work network negotiations.  
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LNT Summary 
 

LNT highlights the uniqueness of each organisation’s learning network profile and 

predicts the resulting diversity of the FMI production, where thoughtfully constructed 

global texts disturb work/learning network relations, and are locally adapted to match 

diverse work/business imperatives. LNT illustrates how FMI productions must fight for 

organisational space, but are rarely supported by wider learning networks. LNT 

illuminates the critical, pivotal and considerable role tensions of PDMs. This 

problematised role of vocal and politically astute actors injects new productions, 

attempts to reconcile tensions, recruits critical masses of managers to legitimise new 

practices and values, colonises organisational locations and relational space, and 

expands the learning network. 

Structuration theory 
 
Structuration theory is the third of the theories used as a framework for continued 

analysis within this section, moving the focus from learning relations to organisational 

change. Structuration theory was developed by Giddens (1984) during the early 1980’s. 

It provides a structural framework to explain the conditions that govern the continuity 

and change within social structures, and therefore maps the reproduction and 

development of social systems. Giddens (1984, p.xix) describes structuration as a social 

theory constructed after the post-empiricist linguistic turn of social analysis. He largely 

rejects Freudian explanations of social interaction solely focused on the subject and the 

unconscious, insisting on the centrality of socio-cultural agency and self as a conscious 

reflexive process (Giddens 1984, p. 42-44). Gidden’s framework also appears to reject 

the totality of Foucaultian perspectives of power that discipline the body in time and 

space, removing agency (1984, p. 32). At the core of Gidden’s theory lies his thesis that 

the polarisation of society and individual actors is an erroneous dichotomy. Far from a 

duality, Giddens asserts that a dualism exists where continual social interaction both 

constitutes and is constituted by social structure. Structure and social action mutually 

mediate and constitute each other. As structure acts to shape action and practice re-

shapes patterns of structure. The patterns of social practice are a social construction that 

we view over time, and reify as structure. His purpose is to provide a framework that 

neither starts from, nor privileges, the subject or society, but reconciles such binary 
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positions by presenting this duality, as a dualism. A dualism where freewill and 

determinism are viewed as continually at play, through process and product. 

 

This framework de-thrones the concept of structure as some immutable reified construct 

that is external to us, and to our actions. Social structure is viewed as a concept that is 

formed through the reproduction and reoccurrence of social patterns, and is embedded 

within organisational context. This duality of structure insists that social structure both 

mediates social actions and is formed through those actions. That it is our social actions 

that are the medium of structural reproduction and visibility, but that they are also the 

agency of structural change. According to Gidden’s theory, the structural properties of 

social systems, the patterns of social action, are both the medium of social reproduction 

and the outcome of social performance, creating the ‘notion of duality of structure’. 

 

Giddens' model of structuration is dynamic, and based on three key features, that should 

be viewed as interrelated and not separate components, that are mutually mediating and 

continually in tension (see Figure 44). First, there are the structures, the structural 

properties of the organisational social setting293. These are properties created by regular 

sustained interaction or agency, not isolated social performance, and form the rules and 

patterns that bind social systems through time and space. Second there are the 

interactional systems, performed by human activity, the relations of organising as social 

practice. The observable patterns of practice and relations occurring between individual 

and group based networks. Social structures seek to mediate these systems of practice 

through resource authorisation and allocation (human and material), as well as coercion 

and inducement. Third, there are the modalities or meaning generating processes that 

mediate the generation and reproduction of relatively similar social practices across 

time and space. They are the bridge between the acts of social action, and the patterns of 

social structures. However these modalities not only enable the repetition of patterns of 

practice but enable subtle changes and variations in practice that then change those very 

structures that are being reproduced. An analysis of the structuration of a social system 

entails examining ways systems are produced and reproduced, through cycles of social 

interaction, privileging neither social structure nor human agency.  

 

                                                 

293 In this study the focus is upon organisational relations. Gidden’s theory was of course more widely 
proposed as an explanation of social change rather than just organisational change. 
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….constitution of agents and structures are not two independently given sets of phenomena, 
a dualism but represent a duality.  Giddens 1984, p. 24   

 

Giddens indicates that from this perspective the production of social action is 

synonymous with the reproduction of social structure, and they inhabit each other. 

Social structure cannot be considered as separate to social performance. Human agency 

continually produces and reproduces social structure. Structure does not exist without 

human agency, for it actually exists, and is embodied, within each actor. Structure and 

agency are not a polarised binary duality, but an inseparable cycle of re-production. 

Structures and systems are reified over time. The discursive replication of such abstract 

concepts objectifies them, but they only continue to exist if they are continuously 

reproduced. In structuration theory the agent or human actor is viewed as discursively 

knowledgeable, a conscious actor with the capability to reflexively monitor social 

activity. Agency is the power of human actors to operate, at times, independently of the 

determining constraints of structure. The domination of structures is always an 

incomplete project, and inevitably there is space and opportunity for alternative 

practices. Interaction within social networks can therefore only be understood in terms 

of the both historical and current structures mediating social action. Giddens (1984, 

p. 2) presents an argument that; 

 

Human social activities, like some self-reproducing items in nature, are recursive. That is 
to say, they are not brought into being by social actors but continually recreated by them 
via the very means whereby they express themselves as actors. In and through their 
activities agents reproduce the conditions that make these activities possible.  

 

Each of the three key features of this dynamic model, structure, human action, and 

modality, are segmented by Giddens into three component properties, which together 

form an interactive and integrated framework. These component properties fall into 

three grouped systems of knowing, of ordering, and doing. Structure is viewed in terms 

of component systems of signification, control and legitimation. Social action is viewed 

in terms of systems of communication, power and sanction. Finally, the modalities that 

link structures and human action, are viewed as interpretive schemes, rules and 

resources, and norms. These modalities are accessed by human actors to recursively link 

structures and human action, to reproduce and modify systems of interaction, through 

the component relations indicated in the figure that follows. 
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In Structuration theory, organisational practices access the modalities or interpretive 

schemes of the organisational structure to form enduring and changing structural 

patterns. These structural patterns in turn mediate the form of subsequent organisational 

practice in a continuous cyclical process. Giddens (1984) asserts that this cyclic patterns 

involves three interrelated component systems, that continually attempt to, establish 

meaning, order relations, and delineate behaviour patterns. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Adapted from Giddens 1984, p. 29  
 

Figure 44: Dynamic components of Structuration theory 
 
In Giddens’ duality model, the modalities are both a production of systems and a 

reproduction of structures. They are the knowledge resources that social actors access to 

enact social performance. The three interrelated dimensions are focussed upon issues 

signification or meaning making, issues of power and control, and issues of regulation 

(Giddens 1979, 1984)  
 

In terms of signs and communication, social actors draw on the sources of shared or 

mutual knowledge to construct meaning. Shared meaning is an integral to the 

production and reproduction of social interaction, which is itself shaped by each 

interaction. Social actors use the rules and codes of interpretive schemes to make sense 

of new or changed situations (Cohen 1989, p. 27).  
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In terms of control and power, social actors draw upon authorative and allocative 

resources to respectively generate control over people and objects (Giddens 1979, p. 

100).  Power is mutually vested in the institution or individual, but structures of control 

have transformative capacity over organisational actors through the consistent 

allocation of resources (Giddens 1979, p. 93). While there is a fundamental relationship 

between actors and power, control is not absolute, and alternative action is know as the 

dialectic of control (Giddens 1979, p. 6). Control is never absolute in any system, and 

systems must engage in debate about degrees of application, limits of discretion and 

adaptation to new social circumstances, changing the ‘rules’. Frost and Egri (1991, p. 

231) described politics as 'power in action' and suggest that actor performance may 

involve surface and deep political action that are reciprocally interactive.  

 

In terms of legitimisation and sanctions, social actors draw upon rules and normative 

practices that govern legitimate social practice according to different contexts. The 

values and goals deeply embedded in structure are articulated as rights and obligations. 

Rules define normative practice and mediate appropriate performance through sanctions 

and inducements. Legitimate social performance is often articulated and sustained 

through orchestrated socialisation, or the rituals, rites and ceremonies of tradition. 

Broadcasting preferred behaviours and enculturing acceptable practice. 

 

The recursive relationship being acted out between structure and systems through the 

modalities is not the only relational balance in the model. There is a similar and 

continual pattern of reinforcing relationships between the three major constructing 

social practices themselves (meaning making, control and regulation). Asymmetrical 

relationships exist within and between sanctions and resources (Cohen 1989, p. 27/28). 

The mobilisation of resources in a social system involves practice that is both normative 

and follows existing codes of meaning. Rules not only sanction conduct but themselves 

also constitute meaning. Structures are sustained through the mutual interaction of 

resources and rules and without this recursive regeneration they would over time 

disintegrate and cease to exist (Sewell 1992, p. 13). In organisational terms the relations 

are configured as in the following figure. 
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Based on and adapted from Giddens 1984, p.29 
 

Figure 45: Dynamic components of structuration theory in organisational terms 
 
Structuration theory provides the most enduring theoretical framework with which to 

analyse FMI practice.  The structuration framework forms an interesting analytical 

frame for the FMI both as a broad social innovation and at the level of an organisational 

innovation. Structuration theory conceptualises the existence and changing patterns of 

social structure as the continued reproduction of patterns of social interaction. The FMI 

is a technology constituted to disrupt and mediate the existing social patterns of 

managing practise and to institute different structural patterns. 

 

The length of this explanation is warranted because structuration theory attempts to 

reconcile two historically disparate views of social analysis and providing a pivotal 

framework for social and organisational analysis. However, organising from a 

Foucaultian perspective acts to displace the role of agency, and privileges the flows of 

organising power. At a macro level, there are significant contributions to current social 

analysis from the academic discourses promoted by both Giddens and Foucault. 

Without doubt they assert great differences in their social perceptions. For Foucault, 

discourses are constructing, violent and leave little room for resistance. It is a turbulent 

repressing Marxian world, without the hope of revolution. Giddens, in sharp contrast, 
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emphasises the reflexive nature of social systems, and emphasises the constructing 

nature of human agency. Both perspectives have their allies, and both will be used as 

frameworks for the analysis of data from this study. 

Framing the FMI within Structuration Theory 
 
The dualism of agency and structure is recast by Giddens (1984) as a duality. The FMI 

is embedded with the same ambitions with regard to work and learning, and the 

mediation of relational managing identity. Structuration theory is a framework to review 

how engagement with the FMI is enabled and constrained by structures, resistance and 

local agency, which are themselves consequentially modified by that interaction.294  

 

In structuration terms, the FMI is a significant impact on organisational practice, 

disturbing current modalities of interpreting learning and managing practice and 

mediating existing structures of learning and managing practice. By introducing new 

learning and managing concepts into the organisational dialectic, meaning is changed, 

mediating the dialectic of control, the balance between autonomy and dependence in 

system relations and related political and resource allocation. Finally, the FMI asserts 

that new learning and managing behaviours are legitimate practice, supported by 

various sanctions. FMI performances will be analysed at an organisational and then at a 

national level. 

FMI organisational performance framed by Structuration Theory  
 
The tabulation in Appendix 79 uses a structuration theory framework to explore the 

patterns of FMI performance. The structural patterns, modalities and discursive 

interactions of the FMI are each assessed according to knowing and meaning, ordering 

relations and appropriate action. 

  

In organisations, structure exists through performativity. Only where the FMI is 

engaged do repeated patterns form the reifications of FMI ‘structure.’  In the tabulation, 

thick performances of the FMI develop where boundary-spanning managers develop 

alternative systems of signification for workplace learning. Engagement often produces 

an energetic dialectic of learning, with reflexive practices examining existing patterns of 

                                                 

294  The FMI intervention can be viewed from interactionalist and innovationist perspectives. 
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learning and managing, and enhanced where CEOs leads the rhetoric. Knowledgeable 

HRD actors and managers engage the modalities of signification with vigour, 

confronting existing signification, mediating existing learning patterns with new spaces 

and relations of learning. The interpretive schemes are strongly mediated by these 

discontinuities and alterative discourse. In thick FMI performances, learning becomes a 

conversation, an agenda with roles, contractual relations and a defined language with 

inscribed practices. FMI practices become the language of learning and learning 

becomes a functional code within an emerging managing practice.  

 

In terms of ordering, organisational politics demands the recruitment of powerful 

figures within the initial FMI discourse. Discursive action links into existing agendas, 

competitive pilot processes secure budgets and substantive strategic commitment, 

accessing allocative resources that engage further authorative actors, and creating 

enduring patterns. Moving the locus of power towards local communities increases 

autonomy and ownership, thickening performance.  

 

The modalities of ordering are confronted where there is greater distribution of 

authorative and allocative power within an FMI performance. Distributing the locus of 

power spreads and permeates engagement, understanding and eventually advocacy for 

the FMI. Knowledge becomes locally generated and centrally circulated. Multiple 

contracts of learning and steering groups distribute FMI responsibility, building 

localised authorative resources. The domination of learning by externalised training 

agendas is displaced to workplace models. The dialectic of control shifts from 

engineering dependant compliance towards constructive responsibility. Local and 

learner control of learning emerges in thick FMI, mediating a new distributed and 

relational managing perspective, where power is viewed as flowing through relations, as 

meaning is translated into local action.  

 

In terms of the systems of legitimisation, the FMI is most productive where there are 

asymmetries between resources and sanctions. Competition for resources through 

‘pilots’ privileges participants and mediates active engagement. More successful 

performances are associated with manager partnerships, producing collective 

competence, rather than individual actor competence. Mandatory recruitment strategies 

produce more dysfunctional FMI performances.  
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The interpretive schemes are confronted with complex interactions that confront 

existing meanings of learning.295 The repetition of action group, 360 degree feedback 

and mentoring establishes visible competing learning rituals and establishes a greater 

learning democracy in thicker cultures. These networks of learning establish norm 

cultural patterns and then migrate, becoming networks of managing. 

 

Structures of legitimation are strongly mediated by thicker FMI productions that access 

the interpretive schemes and establish new patterns of practice. The FMI is established 

as the dominant paradigm; the way to learn, manage and introduce change. New spaces, 

values and relations of learning and managing are institutionalised.  

 

In summary, thicker performances are based on more pervasive inclusion and access to 

powerful voices. Radical assault on the modalities of structure distributes authority and 

resources. Learning conversations and networks establish new learning rituals 

producing managing networks valuing reflective practice, relational power and greater 

individual autonomy. 

FMI national performance framed by Structuration Theory 
 

The tabulation provided in Appendix 80 uses the framework of structuration theory to 

explore the patterns of national FMI distribution. Nationally, the FMI texts are a 

revolutionary industrially tested signification system for managing and learning within 

the workplace, displacing prior agendas. There is a continuous reproduction of diverse 

FMI practices. Discursive practices and shared meaning is located within organisational 

networks, rather than intra-organisationally. The FMI mediates organisational 

signification, but the limited dialectic between organisations or peak bodies represses 

the re-negotiation of collective meaning emerging from the discontinuities of practice 

and fails to mediate the existing national codes. In terms of FMI knowing and meaning, 

there exists a one way distributive street, reinforcing the continued social reproduction 

of the existing text.  

 

In terms of ordering and control, the FMI texts are positioned with a transformational 

capacity to mediate practice, not to engineer compliance, facilitating a flexible response 
                                                 

295  The ‘modalities of legitimisation’ are accessed by FMI actors in order to assert new practices and 
relations of learning. 
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to existing organisational systems of power and resources. However nationally, 

authorative and allocative resources are diminished as ANTA withdraws and alternative 

commercial goals subsume and integrate the discourse. As ownership of the discourse is 

passed to other institutions, the distancing of ANTA from the FMI reduces national 

legitimacy. The lone prodigy of the Karpin report is isolated from the ‘other’ worlds of 

management development. While rituals and traditions of FMI practice develop within 

the modality of organisation life, few collective forums inform national texts. The locus 

of interaction and practice is further distanced from the locus of control, with more 

pervasive modalities found within organisations, detached from the national network.  

 

In structuration terms, there is considerable modal activity at an organisational level, 

changing the structures of signification, domination and legitimacy, but the national 

FMI ‘structure’ has a restricted modality and the signification remains largely unaltered. 

As authoritative resources and allocative resources reduce, the norms established within 

organisations are dislocated from the national FMI structure, leaving new patterns 

within organisations that are invisible on the national landscape. 

Structuration summary 
 

In thick performances, FMI actors act as critical change agents, pivotal in changing the 

systems of modality, re-negotiating meaning, mediating practices and changing the 

rules to form new structural norms. The dialectic of control is required to tilt towards a 

greater distribution of power and local, more autonomous broad clusters of broad 

inclusive engagement. These practices may produce networks of learning with agency 

that legitimises new spaces, places and relations of learning.  

 

Structuration theory displays the irony that the very agency that is so instrumental 

within organisations and nationally mediated is the missing ingredient at a national 

level. Local ownership is dislocated from the national FMI discourse by limited visible 

dialectic, so norms remain unchallenged. This lack of agency starves the national 

discourse, it ceases to change, grow and harvest the vast reservoir of organisational 

practice it has created, loses limited institutional support and is absorbed within the 

broader discourses it was instrumental in creating.      
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Actor-Network Theory 
 
Actor Network Theory (ANT) is the fourth and final of the theories used as a 

framework for continued analysis within this section and continues the focus upon 

organisational change. ANT is a fluid interpretive framework that can be used to 

explores how social relations are mediated through time by the changing patterns of 

actants discourse and relations. Networks where the distinction between subjects and 

objects, and prior reifications, are removed. Our social perspectives are often framed by 

reifications that obscure the performative nature of society. Only when the facades of 

these revered entities come crashing down (Watergate, Challenger 12) are we faced 

with the complexity and paradox of social interaction behind them. ANT is the 

sociology of translation, or how we share meaning behind the walls of our reifications. 

In fact, the continued data collection within Environco was strongly influenced by ANT 

methodology where and mapping the relations between texts and actors, guided the 

fieldwork process 

 

Actor-Network Theory has developed from a Foucaultian tradition from the work of 

Latour, Callon and Law (1986), embraces complexity and eschews reductionism. Latour 

(1990) proposes that technologies neither operate in isolation from each other, nor from 

the social or political actors and actions of that they constitute. Both subjects and 

objects can be considered as ‘actants’ within the relational networks they create. Actor-

network theory (ANT), is an extension of Foucaultian social analysis that attempts to 

represent the relationships of emerging social networks without relying on a priori 

assumptions about order and worth. Where actors and technologies are perceived 

according to how they act, and are acted upon, within the networks of practice, or sites 

of struggle. Borrowing from anthropological sociological research, this approach 

attempts to strip away the rhetoric and reifications of social discourse to determine the 

social reality of relations, meaning exchange and action. 

 

The actor-network approach is thus a theory of agency, a theory of knowledge, and a 
theory of machines.  Law 1992, p. 3 

 

This approach attempts to redefine the conceptualisation of Cartesian duality, the 

separation of active subjects from passive objects (Rorty 1979). Of specific interest to 

this project is that ANT understanding of a social performance lies within the power 

relationships that the network constructs, and without distinction between objects and 
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subjects, people or technologies. The important issue is that both people and objects 

(texts) are viewed symmetrically, not through different lenses, and then, only in terms 

of their current relations. An actor-network consists of, and links together, both 

technical and animate elements in a heterogenous system. Technologies are viewed as 

both the product of human invention, and an intervention producing human experience. 

Software is human made, human customised and human driven, to produce human 

output. The watch is created to display time and thereby constructs the wearer’s 

behaviour. Each actor is therefore always a network through such mediating entities, 

where self and habitus become fused (Bourdieu 1990). Artefacts do more than embody 

culture, they are both producers of, and a production of, network relations. 

Simultaneously within those relations, humans are constructed to redesign, to re-adjust 

and to produce. Latour (1994) is critical of classical subjectivity where the object has no 

place and the subject is all. To Callon (1986 p. 137) this fallacy obscures the actual 

relations where, 

 

Artefacts are not enigmatic remote objects to which they are often reduced…. 
Technical objects more or less explicitly define and distribute roles to humans and 
non humans. 

 

In terms of agency however, it is actors who have the ability to include the entities 

within the network circulation. Actors are themselves intermediaries that position 

mediaries into circulation within a network. However, actors themselves may have 

different voices at different times and themselves act as a network and a debating 

chamber (Law 2000). Relations within a network are sustained by ‘translation’ between 

entities that create shared meaning. Actors align themselves with, and translate the 

meaning proposed by, other actors. From this perspective power is evident at the 

moment of translation and embedded within action. Increasing alignment and 

coordination between entities produces convergence, with a durability and robustness 

that can create boundaries that stave off ‘alternative translations’.  

 

The more numerous and heterogenous the interrelationships the greater the degree of 
network coordination and the greater the probability of successful resistance to 
alternative translations. Callon 1986 p. 150  

  

ANT dismisses heroic narratives of social performance and the prior positioning of 

macro and micro actors. Because someone lives behind a door that is encoded with 

‘Director’ it does not mean that as an actor they will ‘direct’ (Law 2000) 
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Instead we should start with a clean slate, as network ordering is better seen as a verb - a 
somewhat uncertain process of overcoming resistance - rather than as the fait accompli of 
a noun.  Law 1992,  p.4 
  

Repetition of the relations of practice is the process that forms networks. Network 

relationships exist and endure only where meaning is constructed and ‘representivities’ 

are defined, as entities within the network recruit, to pursue their goals. Stabilised 

networks become like a ‘black box’, a simplification that masks the network complexity 

and enables ‘punctualisation’ where entire networks can be represented by a single 

point or node of that network (Latour 1991). Positivisms such as fact, are social 

consequences of such interaction, and a social production based on durable translations. 

Such broad scopes of ordering are supported by ‘mobile’ inscription. What is most 

interesting is how some forms of network more or less succeed in stabilising the 

network, inscribing and reproducing and extending themselves. They create mobile 

inscriptions that can travel across time and space, to acquire relational credibility and 

enrol others, extending the networks by punctualising other networks (Callon 1991).  

The FMI within Actor-Network theory 

Introduction  
 

The language and approach of this thesis indicates that ANT has been a substantive 

influence in the design, fieldwork and analysis of this project. ANT encourages 

researchers to strips away the reified walls used for sense making, viewing systems for 

what they do, not for what they purport or should be. Systems where the duality of 

subjects and objects are avoided in favour of a duality of relational impact.   In the 

grounded tradition of ANT, the patterns of the FMI are traced through the rich narrative 

of the Environco case study, where ‘following the actors’ provided a suitable platform 

for ANT analysis, as suggested by Law (2003). 

The relational activity associated with the FMI within Environco   
 

Environco actors remain close to the world outside, both by choosing this organisation 

and by the tasks they pursue. They work with environmental dualities, crops and 

diseases, water use and pollution, building and open spaces, with fire and re-

afforestation and with businesses and communities. They move between the outside 
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world and their offices, taking parts of the outside world with them as displays and 

reminders of their focus. They are mediaries, linking this network and placing these 

conflicts on the page. They work on the activity of today, ensuring there are places for 

activity tomorrow. They work the borders between those who work the land, and those 

who use the land for pleasure. They tread a path between the voices of communities, 

and the powerful voices who claim to vocalise community needs. They work the 

borders of locations and history between themselves, travelling from place to place, and 

working close to others engaged on very different missions. 

 

These actors bring knowledge and skills about using the land and water to Environco, 

informing practices, agreements and regulations. But they are torn away from their 

work, their associates and their knowledge. They are asked to manage and lead groups 

of actors. Sometimes they act with others, away from their workplace, to learn the skills 

of their new work but, back at work, their relations are mediated more by technical 

debates. These actors search for relational knowledge and voice their needs. They are 

‘manager’ actors with limited managing identity, like car drivers without the key. 

 

Their voices form a new network as their inscriptions are centrally complied. The 

search for manager knowing is bringing them together. Kate hears these voices, reads 

the inscriptions and has organisational power to act. She looks beyond the boundaries, 

recruits knowledgeable actors close to Environco. They travel and search, finding texts, 

boxed as valued guides. They plan their recruitment with inscriptions designed to enrol 

the most powerful allies and succeed. 

 

Their organisation is a battleground of representation and subjectivity. Kate plans to 

bring this network together, offering a pattern of relations where actors may mediate 

managing belief with others over time, through a growing community of reflective 

interaction. 

  

They picture a federation of local networks, centrally serviced, growing from local 

translation of the FMI texts, reflecting how participant actors will choose their own 

learning paths. Kate problematises vocalises, inscribes and distributes this discourse, 

recruiting actor communities. Formal inscriptions confirm their intentions.  
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The FMI discourse is translated within the system as a consequence, not a cause, of the 

action. Kate filters a group of supporting external actors to works with, and between 

communities, generating initial relations and agendas. Kate’s interaction with these 

mediaries is symbiotic, with firm boundaries, within which local conversations generate 

detailed local patterns of interaction, configured, and reconfigured in continuous and 

progressive translation.  

 

Each local FMI network becomes a struggle, where complex relations are 

simultaneously being developed between the FMI text and managing actors, participant 

actors and tutoring actors. Resistance is embedded within the learned rituals of 

externalised fixed time learning patterns, and is hard to displace until ‘the penny drops.’ 

Slowly, each local community grasps their own new meaning of workplace learning. 

Engagement with the FMI network removes alternative courses of development action, 

locking in the FMI managing discourse. A web of coordinator actors and participant 

actors engage in interaction that binds them together and forms space. Their local 

agency fuels language with situational specificity. 

  

Coordinator actors bridge the FMI network and organisational production with a 

divided working-self. They operate in a complex relational network, making the text a 

local reality, gaining pedagogic understanding and mobilising support for the discourse. 

 

These are heterogeneous networks, where the FMI texts mediate actor belief and actors 

scaffold the dialectic of new managing practice. The FMI texts and materials are critical 

actants296 within the network, producing managing subjectivity from the managing 

body. Managing practice is a silent voice waiting for actors to reflexively engage, 

placing it into conversation and practice and onto the portfolio page. The FMI is both a 

product of managing practice and produces managing practice. 

 

The managing actors within Environco are, within themselves, a parliament of voices, 

where parent, daughter, artist and citizen struggle to assert their perspective. They are 

actors and can only act by connecting. They enrol in the network act and identity work 

through diverse interactions, producing evidence of new meaning. The surveillance of 

the FMI network is discursively produced. Huge portfolios with annotated inscriptions 
                                                 

296 Actants in ANT account for both the subjects and objects of organisation. 
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emerge. Their managing identity is half on the pages of the portfolio and half in actions 

in the workplace. This pattern of inscribed action is a contribution to and a compliance 

with the emerging network. Making their competence visible is a self-declaration of 

managing capability; an obligatory point of managing passage and a footprint of the 

network.  

 

This network abounds with inconsistencies. Many regions, managers and businesses are 

excluded through contradictory decisions. The network flirts with disorder as it charts 

new relations and fails to secure all actor links. Yet cycles of learning activity oscillate 

around the supporting actors and chains of attachment are forged through continued 

dialectic and action, stabilising the network with converging practices. 

 

The initial externally produced revered inscriptions for the developmental recipe are 

gradually localised and locally self authored. They inform the centre of the network, are 

encoded onto electronic notice boards, becoming critical actants, and forming 

instantaneous immutable mobiles that extend the network through time and space. 

 

The FMI activity both informs the managing identity of the actors and is also an act of 

closure, enrolling them in a new social network. It is a network of managing learning, 

but as it enrols more powerful actors, it becomes a network of manager actors, and 

therefore managing, challenging existing translations.  

 

There is an irreversibility about the network within Environco as it is tied into 

surrounding networks. Some FMI groups migrate in focus to become broader 

development groups, increasing the scope of ordering by this network. Like a keyboard 

layout, the FMI is being locked into a social pattern that disables subsequent change, 

becoming a right of passage for managing actors. An evaluation defends local 

ownership of the network as performative, with durable mobility, operating in differing 

locations, with different leading actors for over three years.  

 

The network of FMI activity establishes stable patterns within Environco, masking the 

everyday conflict and serendipity. Being part of the network is now an imperative for 

accessing managing practice and a legitimate performance contesting practice. 

However, from the outside, the FMI network in Environco appears to be one more black 

box, rarely punctualised and isolated from hundreds of others, like bricks placed side by 
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side, but neither stacked or mortared. For the actors within Environco, their network, 

good as it is, is as far as the FMI goes. 

ANT Summary 
 

In ANT terms, the FMI is perhaps a seminal example of the immutable mobile297, an 

embellished text, distributed with the power of governmental authority as the new 

paradigm of learning, and as an essential strategic business tool. It problematises, gains 

interest, enrols and mobilises organisational activity creating new networks. The 

relational nature of the FMI learning experience is transferred into a relational and 

learning approach to managing where sufficient managers are recruited to the discourse. 

It is the flexibility in translation, the local agency and situational specificity of the 

resulting learning patterns that characterise the network. 

 

ANT illuminates the Achilles heel of the FMI enactment. The diversity and local 

ownership creating such instrumental networks within organisations is not replicated in 

the wider national system. FMI experiences, knowledge, relations and beliefs generally 

remain within the organisation, sealed within each organisational black box by 

competitive advantage, insecurity, insularity, confidentiality and national disinterest.298 

Each isolated network is positioned as a sealed and unsupported entity, failing to inform 

the national network.  

 

 

                                                 

297  It could be argued that it is the very ‘mutability’ of the subsequent enactment that makes the text so 
pervasive. 

298  The isolation of the FMI from wider managing discourses, the restricted goals, vision and power of 
the institutions taking control of the FMI all contribute to the lack of enrolment in a national 
network recruitment, coordination and restricted reflexive translation of FMI practice. This failure 
leaves the organisational networks isolated and the extraordinary experience of key actors mediating 
those networks largely unsupported and unable to voice learning on a national platform. 
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Response to research questions  
 

While the research questions were framed to be discrete, they offer a linked heuristic 

approach to investigation, mirroring the reality of continuous performance299. The 

responses to the questions are grounded in the interweaving complexity of the FMI and 

are themselves intertwined. These responses eschew notions of best practice seeking to 

illuminate the tensions positioning practice when confronted by the complexity of FMI 

relations. There can be no singular answers from a study of such a widely and diversely 

enacted, complex national phenomena. Indeed the diversity of practice was instrumental 

in developing alternative conceptual interpretation of the research questions. 

Response to research question one  
 

How are the discourses associated with the FMI constituting management learning? 

 

It is first concluded that local agency is the primary discourse associated with 

constituting management learning within FMI interactions. The FMI enables 

organisational agency in the development of diverse practices and partnerships, and in 

turn, such practices enable participant agency to generate unique learning relations, 

practices and networks. The clear message from the implementation of the FMI is that 

national initiatives can incorporate a strategic imprecision within their global 

framework that enables local agency, agency that enables an initiative to mutate within 

each diverse context and emerge with a form shaped by each local culture of practice. 

 

Research questions often develop more meaning as the study engages with practice. At 

the micro local level this question directs attention to the most critical relationships 

mediating the FMI manager learning process.300 At the macro national level this 

question asks how specific discourses are changing the context within which 

management development takes place. 

 

                                                 

299  The research questions stated here are repeated verbatim from Chapter 3. 

300  Those previous relations mapped during the analysis interpretation phase. 
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From the first micro perspective this research examined the relations between the 

competing discourses associated with the FMI and how they are valued at the sites of 

practice and how they mediate FMI activity. It is concluded that management 

development practices are in tension between existing discourses of training and 

managing, and those discourses of learning and leading associated with the FMI. 

Organisations struggle to move from technical to relational emphasis, displacing 

directed compliance with facilitative learner centred approaches. The FMI becomes a 

focus for this struggle as reliance on generic externalised processes is displaced by 

greater local agency in workplace learning.  

 

The resulting landscape consists of diverse enactments of the FMI, positioned 

consciously or unconsciously between those polar perspectives.301 Where conscious 

engagement and continued dialectic mediates organisational values engaging the 

broader managing body, thicker performances of the FMI are legitimised. While 

institutional discourses establish the initial tensions, it is the discourse of agency that 

flows within each process and every interaction.302 

 

A coalition of discourses drives the FMI agenda, but agency is the primary discourse 

constituting FMI management learning. Agency inhabits the FMI text. It washes 

through many FMI enactments, mediating strong relations within thick productions. 

Within the loose FMI framework, unique operational structures, relations and values are 

determined by local agency and pedagogic partnerships. The irony is that the lack of 

national agency appears to key restraining issue that inhibits continued FMI 

development. 

 

The discourse of agency that permeates the FMI enables the formation of thick 

organisationally tailored FMI performances to co-exist with work productions. While 

RTO partnerships are instrumental in shaping FMI performance it is local agency that 

constitutes management learning. Figure 40 maps the polar extremes. 

                                                 

301  Managing and learning practices that evolve are in tension between managing discourses of 
technical compliance and discourses of developmental agency, producing a continuum of FMI 
practice. 

302  While the grounded approach to analysis illuminates agency as the primary discourse, Structuration 
and ANT provide theoretical frames that confirm this assumption. 
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Figure 46: The relationship between managing agency and FMI development 
 

In cycle A, the local agency afforded by the FMI is dominated by a controlling 

managing agenda, perpetuating existing managing values, practice and credentialism. In 

cycle B, the local agency afforded by the FMI is reflected in the FMI performance and 

promotes an agenda of inclusion and cultural change. FMI is a ‘litmus’ test of managing 

values. While local agency is the key determinant, knowledgeable pedagogic 

partnership cognitively informs such dialectic and operationalises alliances to re-

structure social reality. These perspectives will be viewed in turn. 

 

From the second macro perspective, this research highlights how the central Karpin 

discourse of linking of relational management development to business benefits303 

underpins the FMI, and is critical in constituting a more acquiescent environment for 

the FMI. It is concluded that where this discourse colonises and converts local agendas, 

thick FMI performances are possible.  

The FMI also has within itself a hidden discourse. Embodied within the FMI by ANTA 

is the discourse of curriculum free CBT. The FMI is a Trojan horse opening the gates 

                                                 
303  The Karpin discourse has perhaps another message for enterprises and learning, and that is that 

while solutions to problems may lie within an organisations capability, external benchmarking and 
research can produce a range of options for local action.  
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for an army of training packages to follow. The FMI is the first instrument of change in 

the training market, presenting a discourse of negotiated relations and a learner centred 

approach that displaces curriculum driven processes.  

  

Perhaps the most enduring discourse is the language of the FMI kit. A complex industry 

consultation process, a combination of far-sighted individuals and a unique government-

commercial agreement produced a most instrumental artefact, combining government 

authority with ambiguity of process. The Kit is the most visible, radical and immutable 

mobile of the VET decade, permeating practice with a new language of learning and 

managing, encouraging translation and recruiting a large numbers of powerful 

organisational actors to develop new pedagogic relations.  

 

Discourses of partnership flow through the FMI, displacing the defined hierarchical 

roles of traditional externalised training patterns. Expert knowledge and instruction are 

replaced by a discourse of knowledgeable pedagogic partnership and negotiated 

responsibilities for multiple practices. The complexity of designing and developing 

multiple cross-organisational learning patterns is onerous. Supportive brokers may be 

knowledgeable pedagogic consultants, State departments, or employer organisations, 

oiling the enterprise-RTO’s interface. Discourses of partnership support increasing 

workplace learning complexity. 

 

Managing practice had often been a silent operation, lacking reflection, dialectic or 

reflexivity. The discourse of managing evidence is thrust into organisational space by 

the FMI. It is instrumental in generating conversations, negotiation and debates that 

redefine and visually display new meanings of managing practice. Positioned in tension 

between existing managing practices and those embedded within the FMI texts, 

managing values strongly mediate the agency legitimised and the space that FMI 

practices can colonise. 

Response to research question two 
 
What learning about managing are they constructing? 

 

While the FMI significantly changes the meaning of managing for many tens of 

thousands of managing actors, it is first concluded that learning about managing 
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learning is the most significant outcome for all managing actors associated with the 

FMI network. Thick productions of the FMI are significant indicators of a shift in the 

site of learning from educational institutions to the workplace. The capability to manage 

learning is similarly re-distributed by FMI interactions. Workplace learning capability 

is generated within organisations through, constructing a network of negotiated learning 

partnerships, knowledge of learning practices and allocating role responsibility for 

learning agendas. 

 

It is the discourse of workplace learning that infiltrates managing space and colonises 

managing agendas. The FMI is a pivotal initiative in changing decades of systematised 

institutionalised VET practice. The discourse of workplace learning visibly moves 

learning to the workplace and alongside work as a ‘cognitive’ form of apprenticeship. It 

legitimises managers taking learning roles within organisations, building capability to 

negotiate and legitimise new learning practices. Managing learning becomes a 

legitimate managing practice. 

 

At Environco, fifteen key FMI coordinating actors engage in sixteen hours of reflexive 

process, reviewing their learning about managing thick FMI performances and 

recognise that, while participant actors are the nominal beneficiaries, they have 

massively extended their own managing capability and that or the organisation. 

‘Learning about managing’ is therefore both about extending participant actor 

managing identity and about extending the identity of those managing such learning 

within and outside the organisation. These perspectives will be viewed in turn. 

 

The FMI produces learning capability by displacing externalised processes with 

enterprise responsibility for designing, managing and delivering complex learning 

architecture. Learning capability is an important production because it is generative, 

building learning capital for subsequent learning productions. In thicker FMI 

programmes capability to design and support workplace learning and knowing about 

learning relations and networks is dispersed throughout the system. This capability 

generates cells of shared pedagogic understanding acting as a reservoir for learning 

construction. The production of capability is a pervasive discourse in thick 

performances. 
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Focusing on the participant actors, their learning experience appears to be dominated 

by a coalition of three discourses. First is the discourse of leading, second the discourse 

of exploring and extending managing identity and third is the discourse embedded 

within the FMI of managing learning activity.  

 

The discourse of leading, boldly asserted by Karpin, can be found in every component 

of the FMI texts.304 Leading is an enabling discourse, displacing management ordering 

and compliance. FMI competencies are authoritative statements forming an iconic 

representation of idealised high performance, mediating the subjectivity of each 

participant actor. Nationally determined lines in the sand, marking what evidence will 

count and what managing behaviours are, are favoured.  

 

Deliberately polarising discourses of leading and managing is instrumental in activating 

the discourse of exploring and extending managing identity. First the inclusion in the 

FMI indicates the legitimacy of more inclusive cultures and in work on the managing 

self. Then thick FMI performances use multiple evidence and diverse relational 

interaction and dialectic to distil new meanings of managing practice. Replication is 

outlawed. The process is about identity work, work on the self, continued negotiation 

and not instilling global compliance (Mulcahy 2000/1). Managing practice that is 

interactive and relational demands such as identity work on who you are and what you 

believe, rather than just what you should do. FMI participants engage with this complex 

and continuing discourse. Extending managing identity is an eternal quest, with a reality 

of multiple managing selves,305 work-mate, motivator, coach, negotiator, auditor that 

form an integrated workplace-managing persona. 

 

Perhaps the most pervasive and ubiquitous, yet the most transparent, influence of FMI 

activity on identity formation are the management practices exhibited in managing the 

FMI itself. There are key messages about how the FMI is ‘done’ that mediate managing 

subjectivity. What is valued by an organisation in terms of managing and learning is 

implicit in the way the programme is managed or ‘done.’ While existing managing 

practice is instrumental in defining legitimate modes of learning and acceptable 

                                                 

304  As the heir apparent and solitary sibling. 

305  Like Shiva, the multi-headed Indian God. 
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managing behaviour,306 each performance provides a legitimised managing model 

shaping participant subjectivity and mediating subsequent managing interactions. 

 

There are other subordinate discourses that contribute to the ‘learning about managing.’ 

In thicker FMI practice, there is a discourse of inclusion and investment in FL managers 

itself, a discourse of scaffolding learning that provides a model for future team 

interaction, and a discourse of change agency as FLMs are positioned to balance global 

texts and local action generating local knowledge production (Farrell 2000, Jackson 

2000). Finally there is a discourse of integration as networks form linking dispersed 

activity into workplace action, locking into existing structures and power centres. 
 

Focusing upon those managing the learning activity, it appears managers coordinating 

the FMI take on a pivotal role, contesting existing learning practices and production 

spaces. This learning about managing learning consists of both how local practices can 

be developed and legitimised and how national systems constitute and distribute 

learning technologies.  

 

In terms of local practices, the most evident learning is that this radical technology 

places key coordinating actors in tension between existing learning practices, and those 

promoted by the FMI. Coordinating actors mediate the tension between diverse actors’ 

needs and a coherent system. RTO facilitators are placed in tension between forming 

pedagogic partnerships and commercial negotiations. Reconciling these tensions is a 

complex, continuous cognitive struggle.  

 

Organisational actors learn how to contest existing practices and create new learning 

spaces and managing values. Learning through inclusion, partnership, learner led 

exploration, negotiation, and networking becomes institutionalised in thicker 

performances. Legitimacy for new practices is obtained by infiltrating established 

infrastructure and ensuring that networks include senior actors, and a critical mass of 

supporting managers. 
 

                                                 

306  In the thick performance of Environco the fact that there was ‘no heavy hand’ on the initiative 
enabled risk taking at central and then at local levels that was mirrored in the diversity of participant 
actor responses and in their subsequent approaches to workplace managing. 
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In terms of the wider national platform, significant learning about managing learning is 

also constructed. Some of this learning is very positive. The extended consultation, 

inclusion of key actors and piloting was instrumental in creating an active FMI 

constituency. However, this radical technology places PDMs as lynchpins of the new 

VET landscape, both in commercial partnership terms and in terms of orchestrating 

learning architecture. Yet, unlike their educationally based counterparts, they are 

excluded from supportive and developmental networks. 

 

Learning is also constructed though the ironic lack of feedback and agency within the 

national system. This is an evident Achilles heel, exacerbated by the gradual withdrawal 

of ANTA. The FMI underlines how imperative it is to design a continuing iterative 

component to build reflexivity and agency within national interventions to learn from 

practice.307  

 

Perhaps more than any other initiative the FMI bridges the spurious divide between 

Higher Education and VET, generating examples of articulation and credits. The 

marketing of the FMI demonstrates how mixed discourses, offering RCC and OD goals, 

confuse implementation. Finally, there is the discourse of those excluded. The FMI fails 

to provide opportunities for those not in work, in managing roles in small organisations 

or in non FMI organisations. The CBT movement grasps pedagogic authenticity so 

lacking in externalised didactic education but fails to provide an adequate learning 

platform for those who aspire to manage. The FMI provides considerable and 

significant learning for institutions involved in designing learning technologies. 

Response to research question three 
 

What effect is this learning having on managing practice? 

 

It is first concluded that the FMI is instrumental in moving the conceptualisation of 

work and learning from a dualism of two performances to a duality of two linked and 

integrated performances within many organisations. Forming cultures where managing 

and learning are integrated performances. Learning is placed upon organisational 

agendas as a legitimate managing activity. FMI activity promotes representations of 

                                                 

307  It is the lack of agency that creates reifications detached from social purpose. 
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managing based on relational skills and understanding as a continuous struggle and 

displaces agendas of social ordering.  

 

For more than forty thousand FLMs,308 tentative rehearsals of identity work are 

produced in tension between the ‘Kit’s’ representations of managing and learning 

practice and existing organisational practices. Thicker performances contest existing 

social practices and reifications, producing an agenda fighting for coexistence with 

existing workplace productions. They colonise organisational space, mediate managing 

practice and relations between work and learning. Learning becomes legitimised as a 

core, valued and integrating managing competence and organisational capability, 

reconciling the critical balance between the twin productions of work and learning. The 

FMI welds and weds these twin productions into a duality and an integrated 

production.309 

 

The FMI also produces managing identity. Engagement with the FMI initiates dialectic 

and reflection about managing practice. In thicker performances managing identity and 

even the broader composite social self is extended. The FMI legitimises managing 

identity work and the production of evidence becomes a right of passage, a passport 

through the borders that confirms title ownership.  

 

The production of managing identity is a continuous production persisting after FMI 

interaction. FMI activity consists of extensive and prolonged identity work, examining 

current practice and beliefs. It may produce a managing toolbox privileging social 

relations, learning, facilitation, a tolerance of multiple pathways, greater workplace 

democracy and discursive ability to displace technical relations. A translative approach 

to power is privileged, where ownership, agency and the ability to say ‘I don’t know’ 

are supported. In thicker productions, this path of self-work mediates the continual 

production of managing subjectivity. Unlike prior training activity, where there is no 

ecology, the FMI practices produce a sustainable technology of the self, continuously 

reshaping managing identity. 

                                                 

308  This study provides considerable evidence to support the proposition that more than forty thousand 
individual actors in thousands of enterprises are, or have been, involved in this process. This has 
significant implications for the social patterns of those organisations engaged with the FMI, 
especially those who invest in thicker productions, and for the national managing discourse. 

309  Workplace projects are often a tactical trigger in this exercise. 
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The FMI also contributes to the mediation of the patterns of work within an 

organisation. The FMI presents a discourse strongly based on a relational perspective of 

managing and patterns of team working. The FMI supports parallel discourses 

encouraging organisational decisions and work practices to be located in teams and 

projects.  

 

The FMI produces learning networks within organisations especially in thicker 

productions where powerful managing actors are enrolled. They examine and 

renegotiate the values of learning and managing practice, recruit further actors and 

mutate from a focus on learning, to focus on the meaning of managing practice and the 

managing self, producing networks of managing identity with a relational focus. 

 

Perhaps the most sustained production of thicker FMI performances is the generation of 

an agenda or discourse of learning. This discourse displaces previous externalised, 

didactic discourses and asserts new meaning by ‘naming’ the emerging practices and 

relations, developing a new language of learning, and dispersing discourse values 

through conversations and texts, colonising and legitimising new learning spaces, 

relations and beliefs. 

 

Managing workplace learning produces new responsibilities and new roles in tension 

with existing productions. The PDM is positioned in a pivotal, central and 

problematised role within an emerging space of pedagogic meaning and identity 

extension. The PDM is a discursive gatekeeper who embodies the contradiction 

between workplace realities and hegemonic regulating texts and is engaged in a radical 

process of identity work.310 The PDM is positioned as the mediator of multiple 

discourses, orchestrating the production of identity,  

 

Orchestrating FMI identity is an onerous task. Scaffolded by national packages, but 

resourced by organisational relations, the PDM is subject to dual discourses of 

regulation. Their own identity work concerns the constitution of pedagogic agency, the 

fusion of pedagogy and the management of pedagogy (Seddon 2001). In their radically 

                                                 

310  This problematisation also emphasises the increasing dichotomy of HRM/D leadership. While 
“hygene” and maintenance based HRM/D activity is increasingly outsourced to reduce costs, the 
more developmental and strategic activity is viewed as an investment in performance improvement.  
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re-configured context, PDMs negotiate a series of moral transactions within 

partnerships, creating a pedagogic process of production and exchange, in which 

knowledge is co-produced and identity extended (Connell 1995, Seddon 2000). It is a 

complex process that PDMs are asked to create, develop and protect, often with limited 

organisational power, and symbolic managerial support. They struggle to produce 

discursive shape, aligning local sequences of action and global texts into a wider 

organisational discourse (Daly & Mjelde 2000). What is clear from this study is that this 

pivotal role is often isolated and under resourced at a local organisational level. The 

national VET system remains focussed on TAFE educators. This role, produced by the 

FMI, remains unsupported at the centre of the organisational network. The little black 

boxes of workplace learning capability are, as yet, unjoined and these roles remain 

isolated. 

 

The final production of the FMI is only visible in mature FMI performances, where a 

model of change is performed. While specifically focusing on changing managing 

practice within organisations, FMI performance can model how local ownership, 

partnership and agency lie at the heart of a change process, recruiting and aligning 

actors through role allocation and continued dialectic. The FMI models a hard shell with 

soft and flexible facilitative interior, forming irreversible patterns of practice that 

produces a model of change for organisational actors. 

An appraisal of issues mediating this study  

Operational limitations 
 

The specific academic issues of reliability and validity were addressed in the 

methodology chapter. From a retrospective perspective, the study was unable to 

simultaneously locate and access FMI case studies, but did access thicker productions, 

gaining a wealth of data. Second, surveying the participant actors was complex and 

protocols were continually adapted to suit the maturity of the case and the knowledge of 

the researcher. Third, despite a bias towards Western Australian data, the principal case 

study was located in the eastern states. Fourth, the study allocates few resources to non 

FMI adopters as their perspective was considered less important than understanding 
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emerging practice.311  Finally, the evident ‘success’ of the FMI appears inevitable as the 

FMI has no comparators, substantial government backing and the support of large 

company discourses, but no alternative exists for research. 

An evaluation of the findings and interpretation  
 

The study makes a significant contribution towards understanding workplace and 

competency-based management development by mapping the constitution, enactment 

and productions. It provides theoretical constructs of the principal discourses and the 

tensions positioning practice,312 informing workplace management learning agendas and 

providing significant messages for the constitution of subsequent technologies. 

 

The quantity, richness, longitudinal nature, and multiple triangulations of the field data, 

coupled with the grounded, transparent and multiply phased analysis, give confidence 

and considerable potential when contextualised for academics, national instigators, 

organisational managing actors, VET, organisational change and identity. 

Summary of the interpretation  
 

It would be inappropriate for a study of diverse social practices spread across a 

continent to produce definitive answers. This study has gathered considerable rich data 

and clarified the emerging conceptual relations by producing grounded models. 

Functionally, the study is reductionist in distilling the plethora of activity into models as 

generalisable broad building blocks. Interpretively, the study revealed the continual 

renegotiation and translation within FMI networks that lies behind the façade of roles, 

functions and processes, suggesting a radical structuralist perspective that positions the 

FMI in tension with existing practices. Difficult to describe or prescribe, it is easier to 

place it in opposition to what it is not – a course. Finally, a radical humanist perspective 

views the FMI as an escape from prescription to find unique paths, modes and methods 

of learning. The rights of passage to management are enshrined in the self-production of 

evidence, the iron cage becomes a self-assembly package. 

 

                                                 

311  This issue was covered by the NCVER study. 

312  In the period 1997-2003. 
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There are no definitive answers to the research questions. The FMI is the Karpin 

stalking horse that was designed as a radical workplace technology to introduce 

powerful discourses of relational leading to contest existing practices and legitimising 

new learning spaces. The FMI text is enacted diversely and any attempt to place a single 

unequivocal linguistic label on the multiple productions would be futile. A continuum 

of performance exists in which partnership, discursive activity, agency and ownership 

displace previous compliance agendas. Thicker enactments radically change relations 

and beliefs within organisations, positioning PDMs at the centre of the network, 

mediating conflicting discourses and modelling change agency. Ironically, the lack of a 

national agency and iterative processes reduces the reflexivity of the FMI as a national 

technology of learning.  

 

Each actor engaged in thicker FMI productions has a specific perspective.313 In each 

case, the FMI as a social activity is instrumental in initiating dialectic on learning and 

managing practice, mediating, translating, and changing patterns of learning and 

managing within organisations. The FMI can, therefore, be viewed as a technology of 

discursive translation314.  

                                                 

313  The Task Force saw their final product as a technology of change and a technology of 
representation, reinforcing discourses of leading and learning within organisations. The originators 
of the FMI texts viewed their initiative as a technology of workplace and organisational learning, 
creating a dramatic rift within the existing externalised and curriculum based training communities. 
Managers in organisations viewed their FMI performance initially as a technology of manager 
development, but often later viewed the FMI as a technology of cultural change, while those who 
failed to resource the initiative can only perceive it as a technology of credentialism. Many 
participant actors reflect on the FMI experience as a technology of self. 

314  It is a technology because it is an instrument distributed into the space between codified knowledge 
and social practice with mediational intent. As a technology it generates discursive interaction to 
contest existing assumptions and practices, seeking to displaces those practices. 
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8-Conclusions 
 

 The Knight looked surprised with the question. ‘What does it matter where my body happens 

to be?’ he said. ‘My mind goes on working all the same.’ Carroll 1963, p. 273 

Introduction 
 

The FMI is illuminated as a technology for the minds of FLMs and those engaged in 

managing the enactment, generating knowing about learning and learning about 

knowing. The previous chapter presented the study’s outcomes through a sequence of 

phases. Relations were identified across the phases of the data and enduring conceptual 

patterns that emerged from the constitution and enactment the FMI and from subsequent 

productions were mapped. These grounded constructions were compared with four 

relevant theories that provided additional conceptual clarification. Finally, each of the 

research questions was addressed to examine the meaning of and to identify the key 

tensions that position FMI practice.  

 

This chapter reviews the significance of the study and indicates several unique 

contributions made in terms of academic research processes and theoretical 

understanding. The specific conceptual relations that made the strongest contribution to 

our understanding of manager development are then outlined, followed by the 

implications of these conclusions for practitioners, practitioner thinking and the field of 

practice. Finally, the chapter concludes by making recommendations for further 

research by outlining the issues that appear to have most value for theory development 

and the greatest potential to leverage practice. 

A summary of the research 
 
There is a great deal of academic analysis that focuses on organisational learning, 

managing and management development. However, they are usually polarised; 

examining informal social manager learning or exploring formal external development 
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programmes. In 1995, the eclectic Karpin report, with political will, re-valued manager 

learning and placed socio-cultural approaches and national competencies onto the 

national agenda. Subsequently, ANTA, through notable colleagues and broad 

consultation, operationalised this approach, distancing the workplace based, learner led 

framework from previous externalised courses. 

 

The present study seized the opportunity to extensively study emerging practices. FMI 

performances mark a significant sea-change in management development, workplace 

learning, knowledge construction and learning technology practices. This study 

examined emerging practice of management development that ‘is not a course’, to 

improve our understanding of such practices within workplace contexts at this point of 

time.  

 

This was a very large study of a complex and significant change in the practice of 

manager learning, workplace learning and nationally orchestrated vocational and 

educational learning technology. The study was opportune as it gained access to 

investigate phenomena at their point of genesis. A study today would encounter a more 

mature network, but would be unable to observe the tensions that positioned emerging 

practices. The study provides insight into these emerging relationships as they contest 

new meaning, models those tensions and maps and categorises the relations that 

underpin FMI productions. 

 

The study suggests that the FMI is significant because the FMI is pervasive and because 

the numerous participants have been instrumental in shaping subsequent managing and 

learning culture. Previous research into management development has been limited and 

not workplace based. This study tracks a unique MD technology, the first such national 

programme, and one that attempts to change the time and location of learning, in an 

attempt to understand how social practice was mediated by this change.  

 

This research is important because of the pivotal social role now occupied by 

organisations and managers as social change agents. Learning from this intervention is 

important because the FMI contests managing and learning tradition and promotes 

discourses of a new leading subjectivity. The study addresses both the practical 

problem of improving manager learning and the academic challenge of improving 

technologies of change. The study attempted to provide an understanding of the 
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discourses constituting and enacting the FMI and examined the subsequent productions, 

suggesting they had created new meaning about workplace based manager knowing.  

 

The literature review attempted to provide a comprehensive broad understanding of the 

fields of theory connected to the FMI and a clear analysis of the discourses that position 

the FMI in contested and increasingly discursive and textual territory. The study 

examined the discourses that mediate the meaning of FMI enactment as a manager 

learning technology and as a radical mechanism that changes the location and relations 

of knowledge making. It is argued that, despite recent research, there is an inadequate 

understanding of workplace based management development and that no grounded 

constructs exist. Critical concepts within the review were synthesised to provide a visual 

map of the micro and macro discursive relations between managers and between 

manager and technologies representing managing practice. 

 

The synthesis of the literature produced a model of the relations between technologies, 

practice and abstracted representations. The study provided comprehensive conceptual 

frames of the relations between the FMI, business development and workplace learning 

that promote an understanding of the complexity and importance of these relations. 

 

The research design chosen was a naturalistic, inductive, eclectic and constructivist 

approach to this new and indeterminately located subject and used the developed 

conceptual framework as a heuristic device within a recursive and incremental funnel 

methodology. The fieldwork required deep and continued personal immersion within the 

field of practice that collected actor beliefs, organisational statements and observed 

behaviour. Focus groups, surveys and telephone interviews help to construct a detailed 

FMI landscape. The fieldwork gathered a substantial body of data from many people, in 

multiple forms. Study reliability was attempted through a close association with 

practice, multiple forms of triangulated intersecting data and well-structured protocols. 

Validity was supported through the incrementally phased approach, the diversity of data 

collected (at different levels and locations), the continuous production and the 

involvement of practitioners, academic and ‘self’ in reflexive processes. This provided a 

broad base for the analysis, thick descriptions and the contextualisation of emerging 

concepts. The study also continually used practitioner feedback on vignettes to increase 

the value of subsequent data. 
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The process of analysis was detailed, iterative and exhaustive. It avoids the analytical 

extremes of simple narration or regimentation by moving through several phases, 

drawing linkages between practice and conceptualisation by using NVivo as an audit 

base. Significant relations and key constructs were traced back to their fieldwork origins 

through the use of multiple nodes and attributes that constructed a web of related 

characteristics and dimensions. The initial content analysis presented a rich, detailed 

and congruent portrait of practice. The process built cross case and cross phase 

constructs by both pattern matching and through discourse analysis, ensuring a rigour of 

dual perspectives. The study then followed a segmented approach, proposing three 

discrete, but linked, conceptual networks of FMI practice and several models of 

emerging learning processes. The study produced concepts that are grounded in 

business contexts and have an immediate impact on organisational practice, producing 

new knowing about manager development activity that is pivotal to business growth.  

 

Academic and theoretical contribution 
 

In most cases, the purpose of doctoral research is to make a contribution to the 

theoretical foundations of an academic field. It is increasingly evident that knowledge 

and theory are far less durable, with a shorter shelf-life in an age of rapid social, 

economic and technological change. The changing conceptualisation of knowledge or 

knowing has just as significant implication for academic research as this thesis has 

argued it has for business. Abstraction of one series of social relations, in one place and 

at one time, provides only limited enlightenment of subsequent social relations in the 

same place at a different time, let alone similar relations in different locations. In short, 

the relevance of abstracted knowledge is embedded in particular social situations and 

meaning is tied to the uniqueness of these contexts, limiting the wisdom of broader 

generalisations.  

 

Traditionally, theory generation has privileged abstraction from practice, producing 

exclusive rules, often commodified and applied through the collusions and conspiracies 

of relations within powerful networks. These specific assumptions about how the world 

should work are often applied in different contexts, with scant regard to the uniqueness 

of local culture or the passage of time. The dominance of such global knowledges has 
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displaced more local knowing and the critical role of community dialectic. As Mayher 

(1990) indicates, ‘there is no knowledge without a knower.’   

 

Knowledge is not a substance that exists independently, awaiting discovery. Social 

knowledge consists of shared assumptions about the complex and intractable dilemmas 

of social interaction, created by people, in places, through their activity. Research 

illuminates such fields of practice, locating and appropriating that knowledge, placing it 

on the page. Subsequent distribution is often more bound up with recruiting powerful 

allies than notions of truth and verification.  

 

In contrast, this study, based on a grounded approach, argued that emerging meanings 

from sites of practice should be privileged over de-contextualised and abstracted 

theoretical constructions. Determining the tensions that constitute representations, 

position practice and mediate productions is a valuable contribution to academic debate 

in a diverse global community. Knowledge, from this perspective, is of less value when 

abstracted and commodified and of more value when presented as a located relational 

experience, which may mediate subsequent and related patterns of performance. The 

contribution that this study makes to theory is inextricably tied to the database from 

which the understanding emerges. It is grounded in practice and, as such is, a valuable 

contribution to thinking and action in other situations, other places and even other 

times.315 The primary production and most significant contribution of this study is to 

map the tensions that positioned the diverse performances of the FMI so the key 

relations of the models and theoretical frames were strongly and transparently grounded 

within their specific fields of practice to inform subsequent dialectic. 

 

The study makes a number of specific contributions to theory that are academically 

original, timely and practically informative. The most significant are the grounded 

models of the tensions and discourses constituting and mediating FMI performances and 

the models of FMI productions as they provide both a model of the emerging patterns of 

                                                 

315  Exclusive abstractions should come with a government health warning that emphasises that local 
contextualisation is critical to meaning and effective mediation of practice. Past practice is littered 
with examples of how theory is ruthlessly applied, regardless of the limitations of its grounded 
context and without mediation to its context of the application. There is no single truth that exists 
within the diverse and disparate enactments of the FMI. Forming a model of best practice would 
simply present an abstracted conceptual frame, taken from diverse fields of practice, but it would be 
an idealised conceptualisation, never performed, and never capable of enactment. 
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workplace learning and because they also provide a model of the relations involved in 

implementing a national learning framework. The categories and nature of the relations 

of practice are richly described within the text and are the most enduring and 

generalisable production of the study. They provide a model of workplace based 

management development, informing more general models of workplace based 

learning, organisational change, national educational, training and learning 

technologies. The study also provided evidence of a significant change in VET 

relationships in Australia as the FMI is a signpost indicating a change towards complex, 

emerging organisational networks, knowledgeable pedagogic partnerships and 

brokerage developing local knowing.316  The study also provided the first mapping of 

thick workplace management development practices at the apex of the FMI typography 

of performance diversity, the generation of a matrix that categorised emerging learning 

practices complexity according to learning purpose and learning leadership and a 

sequential model of the discourses constituting FMI enactment.317  

 

In addition the study contributes to academic research practice by providing a model of 

a research funnel design process, a categorised template for organisational discourse 

analysis, and a template for the use of Structuration and Actor Network theories within 

organisational development studies. The study therefore provides well trialed 

frameworks that can be used by subsequent researchers and studies. Foremost is the 

funnel design that enabled the mapping and probing of practice, using surveys and 

ethnography. The design provided a secure shell within which reflexive relations with 

the field of practice incrementally constructed relations with a combination of direction 

and serendipity. Further, informative for subsequent research are the categories used for 

discourse analysis, which is increasingly evident within organisational analysis. The 

categories used are soundly based on authoritative sources and typographies, but 

blended into a schema less focussed on text analysis and more suitable for broader 

ethnographic organisational fieldwork and analysis. The study provides a template for 

the application of the broader structuration and actor network theories to the practice of 

management development as analytical tools. 

 

                                                 

316  That is beginning to displace traditional patterns of institutionalised dispersion of generic 
knowledges as curriculum. 

317  Appendix 62 and 76. 
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Finally, the study produced three conceptual maps that attempted to consolidate a wide 

range of current theory creating a useful platform for understanding the complex 

relations within organisational learning practices. The first was a conceptual map of the 

relations between practice, representations of practice, technologies and mediation of 

practice noted in the literature review. The second was the conceptual frame for this 

study that adapted and extended Leman’s (1994) and Karpin’s (1995) work. The third 

was the final conceptual framework of workplace learning, which is an eclectic and 

complex view of the intractable dilemma of orchestrating workplace learning. 

 

The contribution to theory is clear. At the heart of the study is the theoretical construct 

of emerging FMI practice. It is an emerging theory of workplace based management 

development. It also informs more general models of workplace based learning, 

contributes to models of organisational change and informs models of national 

educational and learning technology, especially framed within the emerging discourse 

of workplace based learning.  

Specific conclusions  
 

This research was a longitudinal study that provided a rich analysis of the discourses 

constituting and enacting the FMI and its subsequent productions. The FMI marks a 

historical shift in training and learning patterns from institutions to the workplace, and 

the study mapped the critical patterns of organising relationships, new learning spaces 

and networks, based on agency, negotiation and partnership.  

Inscriptions of change 

This study clarified FMI practice as a diverse workplace based production. Subject to 

continual and multiple translation, performances are determined uniquely by each group 

of organisational actors. The FMI Kit is a script passed from place to place, but 

diversely translated and directed in each culture as a local production, shaping identity. 

The inscriptions are taken off the page by knowledgeable managing actors and interact 

with existing practices.  

 

The script is a litmus test for each organisation, producing tensions in organisational 

space and actor roles and illuminating a fork in the learning pathway between existing 

didactic institutional traditions and the dialectic of local knowledge making. It asserts 
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the Karpin discourse and contests existing patterns and practices, rules and divisions of 

labour for learning and for managing. It reconceptualises organisational power in terms 

of performativity, shifting the locus of learning control to communities and to 

individuals.  

Patterns of practice 

 
Through the coalition of contesting discourses, local agency lies behind each thicker 

production of the FMI.   

 

It was almost like people had as if never realised before that to get anything done you 
had to have ownership. Environco coordinator 

 

Thick FMI productions are complex, with multiple relations, and underpinned by 

localised distributed responsibility. The key message about managing practice is that it 

is embedded in the practices of FMI performance itself.  

 

These complex performances challenge and assault existing practices, spaces and forms 

of learning. They require a dedicated knowledgeable pedagogic agency with broad 

manager understanding and partnership as a cushion for the relations that scaffold 

learning. FMI practices and self-declarations of evidence generate considerable 

dialectic, tensions and reflexivity about learning and managing practice. Where 

sufficient critical mass of powerful managers is networked, they displace existing 

practices with new signification and legitimise new learning and managing practice. 

The collection and declaration of evidence is the footprint of these practices and forms a 

cognitive apprenticeship, placing new meaning onto the page and into practice and as a 

right of passage to managing networks. Such displays fuel conversations about 

managing and learning values.318 

FMI Productions 

 
Emerging from thicker FMI performances is a manager subjectivity that positions 

managing and learning as a duality, rather than a dualism, integrating and reconciling 

                                                 

318  In sharp contrast to the often singular and contextually detached inscription activity of more 
theoretical externalised education. 
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managing productions. This work on the managing self emphasises relational, 

negotiated and partnered change agency. 

 

The networks of learning contest, negotiate and legitimise meaning as ‘the pennies 

drop.’  They construct new languages and agendas of learning. Learning about 

managing changes managing performances, colonising new locations, relational 

patterns and spaces of knowing, and builds networks of managing capability and 

capability to manage learning. Learning becomes a legitimate core production.  

 

Structuring a technology  

 

FMI discourses accelerated VET de-institutionalisation, forming a blue print for training 

packages by developing considerable pedagogic managing agency through partnerships 

and brokerage, but display structural deficiencies. The FMI problematises the PDM 

role, positioning PDMs in increasingly powerful positions, orchestrating considerable 

identity work as discourse technologists, mediating complex local practices and the FMI 

texts. They are isolated, with limited organisational understanding. The absence of a 

national network is the Achilles heel of this technology that distances the orchestrators 

from the field of practice. This is a space without reflexivity that represses the re-

negotiation of meaning.  

 

As a technology the mediating influence of the FMI is determined by each specific 

perspective. For individual actors, the FMI is a technology of the self and managing 

identity; for coordinators it is a technology of change and re signification; for managers 

it is a technology of manager development and capability; for those orchestrating the 

initiative it is technology of knowing and change. The FMI produces networks that 

contest existing practices of managing and learning, producing new managing relations, 

identities, beliefs and new spaces of knowing. The FMI is a technology of discursive 

translation. 
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Implications for practice 
Recommendations for Implementation in Practice 

 
Tabachnick (1998, p. 103) suggests that researchers should address the ‘useful for 

whom and useful for what.’ This study’s duration, the multiple connections with 

practitioners and their reflexive nature, ensured it mediated practice. Several papers and 

associated NCVER reports have already been read by academics and powerful 

institutional figures. However a ‘rickety bridge’ (Selby Smith, 1999, p. 3) lies between 

research, policy change and the field of practice. The following figure, illustrates the 

conflicting goals of key players that often conspire to leave research on the page. 

Indeed, the migration of actors from role to role may be as important as research 

dialectic in changing practice.  
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The immediate implications of this study for practice are aligned with specific client 

groups, namely: 

Participant actors. Managing actors should engage with the FMI where the opportunity 

exists and plan a learning journey to explore their managing identity, accessing and 

engaging with wider networks, discussing new values of learning and managing 

practice. The patronage of the closest senior manager is imperative to legitimise activity 

that contests existing practice, organisational space and resources.  

Senior managers should take the opportunity to engage with workplace based 

management development activity as mentors and coaches. By participating in the 

ongoing dialectic concerning learning and managing values, they can be instrumental in 

resolving tensions, legitimising new spaces and relations of learning, and integrating the 

two productions of learning and work.   

PDMs are at the centre of the site of change. Managing the production of identity is a 

complex dilemma and a politically challenging role that requires knowledgeable 

partnership, broad inclusion and ongoing dialectic. The PDM is always a prisoner of 

senior manager vision and politically must recruit and feed senior manager learning 

about pedagogy in business terms. The learning discourse must be developed by and 

through others, centrally coordinated. The PDM needs to be scaffolded within 

organisations in the same way that learners are scaffolded in their participant activity in 

the FMI.  

At a national level, the FMI appears far from a manager skilling technology and 

exercises considerable capability to mediate manager subjectivity. Changing FLM 

manager subjectivity is instrumental in the development of other organisational actors. 

Management development should be given a high priority by ANTA because of this 

leverage potential. The discourse of agency and local ownership that washes through 

the FMI as a learning technology provides an excellent model for the development of 

training packages. The extended FMI consultation process was a substantive political 

investment in reflexivity between practice and textual representations. In contrast, 

ANTA should examine the role tensions of the pivotal and unsupported role PDMs and 

how development networks could service, and enable practitioner agency. In terms of 

signification ANTA should begin a broad based dialectic about removing the emphasis 

on training from their title and constituting a more appropriate focus. 
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Recommendations for further research  
 
This study modelled workplace-based management development and further 

engagement with such practice, both outside the sphere of FMI practice, and outside the 

Australian context, most obviously within the United Kingdom, would develop and 

refine the model that was developed. 

 

Organisations fail to engage with systematic management development programmes 

and activity because they do not privilege the relationship between management 

development and business improvement, avoiding a valuable social investment. Further 

research could investigate reasons for, and barriers to, engagement, to produce effective 

strategies for engagement. 

 

This study mapped the emergence of new forms of pedagogic practice and relations. 

These partnerships, the negotiations and continued relations, form a new pedagogic 

agency and this should be explored to clarify and inform future practice.  

 

Further research could also be undertaken to better understand the political development 

of learning technologies. Models from this study could be used to comparatively 

benchmark training packages. Such a study might also explore the strength of the 

existing national networks in terms of agency, support and inclusion for PDMs and 

make applicable recommendations.319 

 

Finally, while local knowing is increasingly privileged by second generation CBT, those 

not working are increasingly disadvantaged. Research should explore and draft 

recommendations that will increase inclusivity without losing contextual relevance.320 

                                                 

319  Specifically in relationship to traditionally important, but currently less instrumental, VET actors. 

320  How to include potential managers not yet in managing situations is a continual and pervasive 
Achilles heel of the competency-based approach.  
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Concluding postscript 
 

A garden needs a lot of care and love, some plants grow and some plants wither. 
Some plants do well in the sun and some in the shade. 

In the garden growth has its seasons, first comes the sun and growth of summer, then the 
rains of fall and winter. There will be growth again in the spring. Kosinski, J 1980 

(Spoken by Peter Sellers as ‘Chaunce’ Gardener in ‘Being There’) 

 

The summer of the FMI has passed. This study examines what is by now a history of 

organisational relations, as actors move on to other performances and their stages are 

dismantled and rebuilt. The FMI itself is cast adrift, slipping from publishers’ lists and 

subsumed into a broader ‘training package’321 that, ironically, it helped to forge. 

Renamed Frontline Management (FLM), it marks a phase completed. Diluted by 

dispersal within a plethora of administrative learning, it is detached from higher 

managing and leading practices. 

 

What is important about this study is not just recalling the relations of a significant 

initiative radically changing VET and MD practices, but conceptually harnessing those 

relational patterns, to inform subsequent workplace technologies. 

 

Workplace learning is a great facilitator of local knowing and social change, but 

remains impotent until powerful organisational discourses participate in and legitimise 

activity. Ownership and privileging agency over structure, or translated power, enables 

diverse locally contextualised interpretations of meaning, through agency for learners, 

each FMI community and for each organisation enacting the FMI. The FMI emphasises 

the power of partnership and inclusive networks in constituting new organisational 

space and colonises that space with new relations for meaning making, often in tandem 

with other struggles towards new meaning. 

 

The researcher is just an observer with the benefit of hindsight, attempting to place the 

complexity of organisational interaction onto a single page, to capture something that 

may mediate subsequent practice. The real hero’s are those changing the meaning 

                                                 

321  Linguistically the focus on ‘learning’ is lost, as they are labelled training packages. 
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within the field of practice, specifically those who enabled this study to illuminate such 

embryonic practice.  

 

What a journey we had been on, heh?  Linda – FMI manager 

 

‘I haven’t, indeed!’ Alice said very gently. ‘It’s in a book’. 
‘Ah, well’, They write such things in books.’ Said Humpty Dumpty in a calmer tone. 

 Carroll 1963, p. 233 
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Appendix 1 
Abbreviations and conventions 

 

Australia’s national training system was formalised during the 1990’s. The process of 
determining function and responsibility through naming bodies and producing texts generated a 
complex organisational matrix. This matrix changed as the national training agenda re-focused. 
The desire to systematise training on a national basis resulted in considerable acronym spaghetti, 
creating a layer of language which acts to exclude those without the appropriate textual 
navigation skills, and divorce the agenda language from the constituent group it was created to 
serve. 

Familiarisation with Australian vocational education and training acronyms and definitions is 
important to facilitate the meaning of the subsequent text. While the explanation of each 
acronym is given in the body of the thesis, it is desirable for readers not familiar with this 
specific body of acronyms and definitions to familiarise themselves with the comprehensive 
listing provided in this appendix. 
 
____________________________________________________________ 
 
Acronym                    Organisations and explanations 
ACC Accreditation of current competence 
ACRC Australian Competency Research Centre. 
ACTRAC Australian Committee for Training Curriculum. 
ACTU Australian Council of Trade Unions. 
AEC Australian Education Council.  
ANTA The Australian National Training Authority 
ANT Actor Network Theory 
ANTARAC Australian National Training Authority Research  
ANU Aware -Non users – Non users who are aware of the FMI 
AQF Australian Qualification Framework 
ARC Australian Research Council 
AT Activity Theory 
AVC Australian Vocational Certificate. 
AVCC Australian Vice-Chancellors Committee. 
AVTC Australian Vocational Training Certificate. 
BP Business performance level in the FMI causal chain 
BST Business Services Training (Business ITAB) 
CBD Central business district. 
CBMD Competency-based management development 
CBT Competency-Based Training. 
CEO Chief Executive Officer 
COP Communities of Practice  
COPT Communities of Practice Theory 
DEET Department of Employment Education and Training. 
DEETYA Department of Employment Education and Training and Youth Affairs.  
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DEST Department of Education, Science and Training 
D&B Dun and Bradstreet – Suppliers of sample data base 
ENT Expansive Network Theory 
EFMI Evaluating the Frontline Management Initiative 
ESFC Employment and Skills Formation Council 
FLM Frontline Management (from May 1st 2002) 
FMI The Frontline Management Initiative 
GM General manager 
GNVQ General National Vocational Qualification (UK). 
HRD Human resource development. 
HRM Human resource management. 
HRMD Human resource management development. 
IIP The Investors in People - HRM quality assurance scheme. 
IP Individual performance level in the FMI causal chain. 
IT Information technology. 
ITAB Industry Training Advisory Body. 
Karpin report The “Enterprising Nation” report, edited by David Karpin 
LNT Learning Network Theory 
MAATS Modern Australian Apprenticeship and Traineeship 
MCI The Management Charter Initiative (UK) 
MOVEET Ministers of Vocational Education, Employment and Training. 
NBEET National Board of Employment Education and Training. 
NCCBT National Centre for Competency-Based Training.  
NCVER The National Centre for Vocational Educational Research. 
NFROT National Framework for the Recognition of Training. 
NOOSR National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition. 
NREC National Research and Evaluation committee. 
NSW New South Wales. 
NTA National Training Agenda - a shortened version of NTRA. 
NTB National Training Board. 
NTF National Training Framework 
NTRA National Training Reform Agenda. 
NU Non users – of FMI programme 
NVQ National Vocational Qualification (UK) 
NVivo NUD*IST Vivo - Qualitative data analysis tool by QSR Int. Pty Ltd - Non-

numerical Unstructured Data Information Searching Indexing and  Theorising  - Qualitative 
Solutions and Research. 

OH&S Occupational Health and Safety 
OP Organisational performance level in the FMI causal chain 
OTFE Office of Training and Further Education (Victoria) 
Qld Queensland 
RCC Recognition of current competence 
RPL’d Recognition of prior learning - process of 
RPL Recognition of Prior Learning. 
Rtf Rich text format - Standard electronic document format. 
RTO (State) Registered Training Organisation 
RTS Return to sender. 
SA South Australia 
SME Small to Medium Enterprises 
ST Structuration Theory 
STS Science, Technology and Society 
TAFE Colleges of Technical and Further Education 
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TEC Training and Enterprise Council (UK)  
TRA Training Reform Agenda - a shortened version of NTRA. 
UK United Kingdom of Great Britain - In practice UK developments cited usually 

cover England and Wales, sometimes Northern Ireland, with Scotland most of time 
having modified initiatives that suit different government and institutional configurations. 

VEETAC Vocational Education, Employment and Training Advisory Council. 
VET Vocational education and training 
Vic Victoria   
VOMIT Very Old Men in TAFE - though not an official acronym, in usage within the VET 

system to describe recalcitrants acting as a barrier to the training agenda – Thanks to 
Graeme Harper.  

WA Western Australia 
ZPD  Zone of proximal development (Vygotsky 1976) 

Definitions used in the FMI ‘Kit” 
 
Basic definitions 
 
Units of competency; the unit is a summary of an area of work: a function or purpose of front line 
management.  
 
Elements of competency: elements are parts of units. The elements provide more information about what 
activities or responsibilities make-up this competency.  
 
Performance criteria: elements describe what the unit means, but they do not provide information about 
the required level of performance. That level or standard is indicated by the performance criteria.  
 
Range indicators: the range indicators described the a variety of circumstances that the unit of 
competence seem might be used in. They suggest what role a participant is playing and help determine 
which AFQ qualification the participants should be working towards.  
 
Evidence guide: the evidence guide gives further information about the level of performance for the 
purpose of assessment. Because the FMI shifts the focus away from training and onto learning, the 
collection of evidence to demonstrate competency becomes paramount.  
 
Key competences: are general competencies which underpin the performance of work.  
 
 
Process definitions 
 
Adaptability - the process of adjustment or modification in order to suit certain requirements.  
 
Benchmark - a point of reference from which to measure quality. In organisations, benchmark for 
particular standards which are set to insure a superior performance.  
 
Competence standards - this is a specification of knowledge and skills and the application to the 
standard performance required in the workplace.  
 
Coach – Directly facilitates specific skill development using personal capability. 
 
Development plans - these are the plans designed by the FMI provider in consultation with the client to 
address training and development needs and document the appropriate learning strategies and outcomes.  
 
Empowerment - providing training and other development options which enable individuals or teams to 
increase their decision-making power.  
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Enterprise - the use of the turn enterprise in this document is meant to be inclusive in covering or wide 
variety of types of organisations including private public and mix sector large medium and small primary 
secondary and tertiary urban and rural and a variety of types of ownership.   
 
Facilitator - a person who assist others to learn by helping them to reach decisions and cells, rather than 
through direct instruction.  
 
Flexible delivery - this is the use of arranger delivery options to undertake learning to meet development 
needs.  
 
Frontline management - this is the first level of management. This typically includes Co-ordinators, 
team leaders, supervisors, for persons, leading hands, project and office managers to have a key role in 
co-ordinating in influencing teams and individuals. These people are not usually engaged in managing 
other managers.  
 
Holistic assessment - this happens when the assessment process includes the clustering of units or 
elements of the components it into logical groupings which can be addressed together, that is, more than 
one, and scenes being assessed at any given time.  
 
Leadership - the ability of managers to get the best results from their staff by guiding them when 
necessary, and providing ongoing support and understanding.  
 
Learning - the acquisition of knowledge by study or experience. 
 
Mentor - a person usually more senior on more experienced, he gives support and advice to a less 
experienced person which assists that person to become more knowledgeable about his or her work.  
 
Self-learning – self-learning is the gaining of knowledge and understanding for a person's own 
experiences. 
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Appendix 2  
 
 

Researching the FMI’s impact 
This is an unusual doctoral study. It has been run in parallel with an NCVER national research 
and evaluation study. However, there was synergy even though the two diverging processes had 
discrete goals.  The two studies offered the advantages of much parallel ground work, distinctive 
but linked data collection processes and differing paths for interpretation. In short, the projects 
have the same location but different purposes. While the NCVER project focussed on evidence 
of outcomes and benefits, the doctoral investigation was concerned with emerging patterns of 
management learning, management practice and management cultures. The NCVER study was 
an evaluation of outcomes while this doctoral study is a investigation of changing social 
practices. 

The following text is extracted from the national impact evaluation study of the FMI. It provides 
sufficient detail to compare the two research projects in terms of objectives and research design. 

 

The purpose of the evaluation 
The purpose of the present study was to examine the impact of the FMI in the workplace and to 
make recommendations for improvement. The central focus of this project was an examination 
of the relationship between Frontline Management development and organisational 
effectiveness.  

The initial thrust of the study was to determine the difference the FMI has made and what has 
changed as a result of the initiative. An examination of the learning processes of the FMI was a 
subsequent and subsidiary objective. The study evaluated the impact of the FMI at individual, 
organisational and business levels and also explored the relevance of a strategic approach to 
competency-based management development. The emphasis of the evaluation was on the change 
that has occurred in workplaces in which the FMI has been introduced and the benefits it brought 
for people and businesses.  

A subsequent purpose of the research project was to make recommendations to help to improve 
the effectiveness of the FMI scheme. The NCVER indicated that, while the primary stakeholders 
are enterprises, managers with responsibility for directing development activity and their 
frontline management personnel, the key target audiences for the outcomes of this project are: 

• Training Authorities 
• Training Providers 
• FMI Publishers (in this case, Pearson Education) 

The study was suggested in June 1999, developed during July to September of that year and a 
contact with the NCVER was signed in November 1999. The study began in February 2000, with 
a data collection process in a number of phases that continued over 11 months and the project 
was completed in April 2001. 
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Focus of the evaluation   
Why should an evaluation of the FMI focus on outcomes more than on processes? The rationale 
for such an approach to evaluation (Smith, 2000b) was based on the assumption that the FMI is 
not a detached training process or technology but, rather, a system that is integrated into 
organisational and business processes. Evaluating the FMI as a learning technology in isolation 
from its business outcomes would be inappropriate. The justification for the Frontline 
Management Initiative was outlined in the Karpin Report (1995). This basic argument that led to 
the creation of the Frontline Management Initiative also provided the rationale for the evaluation 
process.  It consisted of a proposal with the following links: 

• Australia needs more effective management to compete in the global economy. 

• Australia needs more effective management creates more effective organizations and, therefore, 
more competitive businesses. 

• Australia needs more competitive businesses would provide more employment and higher living 
standards in Australia. 

The Karpin Report drew up a framework of levers for achieving these objectives. The first three 
levers concerned the need for more vocationally orientated education and training and the need 
to develop cultures that use diversity and value initiative. The final two levers of management 
development and education were to create such change in Australia’s business culture so 
Australian organisations would develop more trained, competent managers with the softer skills 
needed in the future.  The Karpin Report argued for a strategic approach that valued and used 
management development as a key process in business and organisational development. 

The importance of the evaluation 
Set in this context, the FMI is a critical foundation for business success and national prosperity. 
It was seen as a significant backbone resource for improving managerial competence that would 
target more than 100,000 managers. Further, as the FMI Kit notes, ‘frontline managers (were) 
identified as central to improved productivity in the workplace’. 
 
The present evaluation examined two areas of intense debate; namely the development of a 
competency-based approach to training (CBT) and the creation of managerial learning for 
business development. In the first area, the FMI represents an emerging form of second 
generation CBT as an open market training package based on facilitation in an organisational 
context. In the second area, the FMI underpins moves towards continued situated learning and 
knowledge development, facilitating adaptive organisational cultures that can create positive 
business outcomes. The FMI is, therefore, a critical VET and managerial initiative, both for 
developing individual competence and improving performance, as well as a significant venture 
in promoting diversity in managerial and organisational learning cultures.  
 
The study specifically views the FMI in terms of its original and strategic purpose, as a critical 
outcome of the Karpin Report and as a key lever in developing more effective businesses. The 
framework of the FMI reflects a movement towards a more socio-cultural perspective of learning 
and development. Engineered to be almost invisible, adapting to diverse organisational and 
individual needs, the FMI reflects aspects of a constructivist learning approach within a 
competency-based framework. The FMI represents a shift in management development and 
vocational education and training thinking from restricting learning within defined boundaries of 
time and space. The evaluation of the initiative is a significant opportunity to gauge the impact of 
such an approach.  
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The aim and objectives of the study 
The aim of the study was to gather evidence so that a judgement could be made about the 
effectiveness of the FFMI in achieving these goals so that appropriate recommendations can be 
made about the initiative. 

The research objectives 

Having considered the experiences of a previous British evaluation of a similar initiative 
(Winterton 1997/9) and recent NCVER competency-based studies (Mulcahy & James 1999, 
Billett et al 2000), the study focused on a linked series of research objectives. The primary 
objective of this project was to examine the impact of the FMI in terms of improved frontline 
management skills, organisational performance and business performance. In addition, the study 
explored the relationship between company strategy and the use of the FMI. The processes of 
FMI and the acceptance and influence of the FMI were secondary outcomes of the evaluation. 
The evaluation was based on the following research objectives: 

Research design rationale and conceptual framework 
The Karpin Report argued that the FMI would improve frontline managerial performance and 
contribute to improved organisational effectiveness that would be translated into improved 
business performance. The present evaluation was based on an examination of the strength and 
form of this chain.  While pedagogy issues and processes arose within the evaluation, they were 
secondary to examining individual and organisational outcomes.  

The evaluation’s framework was based on previous studies that had investigated the MCI 
Scheme, a similar competency- based approach to management training that has been used in 
Britain since the early 1990's (Leman 1994; Winterton 1997). Leman (1994) reviewed ways to 
evaluate competency-based management development and provided a model of the relationship 
between strategy and organisational and business performance. The following diagram shows 
this model in an FMI context. In this model of the relationship between management 
development and business growth, business objectives are chosen and shape organisational 
strategy and, subsequently, HRD processes. These relationships vary in nature from enterprise to 
enterprise. In the FMI case, the benefits of improved frontline management performance will 
impact on organisational performance that, in turn, will impact on business performance. The 
primary impact of the FMI is on individuals, although the ultimate impact is on the effectiveness 
of the business.   
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                                                                           Barratt-Pugh and Sharp, 1999, based on Leman, 1994 

 
Figure 48: The EFMI conceptual framework 

 
 

The primary objective of the present design was to follow the causal chain suggested in the 
Karpin Report and to investigate the relationships between the initiative and strategic intent, 
asking: 

• Has this initiative improved individual frontline managerial performance? 

• Has this led to improvements in organisational performance? 

• Has this been converted into business performance improvements? 

• Has the adoption of the FMI been integrated with business strategy? 

The study could not be built from baseline data, as this was not available, so the research 
investigated expectations, changes and differences in the FMI’s impact. The study was primarily 
attitudinal, but evidence was also gathered to support the premise that managers’ perceptions of 
business effectiveness reflected the actual situation. The principal objective of the evaluation 
process was to mirror the Karpin Report’s rationale and to examine the validity of this rationale. 

Building the research focus 
The underlying rationale for the FMI’s development was that it would improve front line 
managers’ competence, increase organisational effectiveness and lead to improved business 
competitiveness. The evaluation framework examined the extent to which this chain has 
materialised. In addition, the study explored the extent to which a strategic approach to the FMI 
and the use of competency-based standards benefits business. 
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The evaluation was constructed to see if the FMI was doing what it set out to do, in terms of the 
Karpin Committee’s implied chain. Is the FMI improving managerial performance, 
organisational effectiveness and business performance? What has changed and have these 
changes been worthwhile? The research examined the extent to which there has been positive 
change. The emphasis was on examining the impact of the initiative in the workplace and the 
extent to which a competency-based approach to management development contributed to 
competitiveness. Management learning was, therefore, defined in terms of its organisational and 
business contribution.  

An evaluation of FMI processes and content and the wider social acceptance of the FMI and 
competence approaches to management training were subsequent, supplementary and 
subordinate to the primary investigation.  The evaluation’s primary thrust was to see whether the 
FMI’s expected outcomes had been achieved. How these objectives might be more effectively 
achieved was also an important outcome of the evaluation. 

The research objectives 

Having considered the experiences of the British evaluation and recent NCVER competency-
based studies, the research focussed on a linked series of research objectives that reflected the 
implied causal chain. This ensured that the primary objective of the project was an examination 
of the impact of the FMI in terms of improved frontline management skills, better organisational 
performance and increased business performance (IP-OP- BP). In addition, the project explored 
the relationship between company strategy and the use of the FMI’s standards.  

Individual level 

The research examined changes in individual performance and whether improved frontline 
managerial competence was associated with an involvement with the FMI. 

Are people better at their job and, if so, how? 

At an individual level, the study examined individual improvement in the FMI’s core and 
elective competences. What are individuals doing that is different? The study examined the 
difference between expectation and the reality of competency-based management training 
experience and the relevance of the competencies to learning needs.  

Organisational level 

The research examined changes in workplace performance and whether involvement with the 
FMI was associated with improvements in that performance. 

Is the organisation functioning more effectively and, if so, how? 

At an organisational level, the study collected evidence of organisational improvement 
following FMI training. What has changed in the workplace subsequent to the FMI? The study 
examined changes in organisational communication, workplace learning, innovation and culture 
following training activity. The evaluation also examined training arrangements and policy 
processes in searching for improvements. 
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Business level 

The research examined changes in business performance and whether involvement with the FMI 
was associated with improvements in that performance. 

Is the business functioning more effectively and, if so, how? 

At a business level, the study collected evidence of business improvement following FMI 
training.  How has business performance changed? The study examined the factors that appeared 
to facilitate or hinder the FMI in improving business performance.  

Strategic level 

The research examined whether a particular strategic approach was associated with improved 
organisational and business outcomes.    

Does a particular strategic approach give better results and, if so, how? 

At a strategic level, the study examined the degree of strategic integration and the relationship 
between the FMI and business strategy. In addition, the research examined the contribution a 
competency-based management development system had made to HRD processes within 
organisations, the visibility of the FMI and the extent to which the FMI has been customised 
when used. 

 

Postscript  
 
As the project progressed the author took charge of the NCVER project management, research 
design, protocols and instruments. While comment was received from other team members to 
review instruments, protocols and direction, responsibility was taken for their design, 
development and operationalisation of each research stage and instrument. The exception to this 
was the initial questionnaire format that was strongly guided by the project co-director and 
doctoral supervisor, contributed extensive expertise to this area of the project.  
 
The two projects were continuous intertwined. While the original strategy of gaining the 
NCVER project achieved the desired outcome of mapping and gaining access to FMI practice in 
order to enrich the PhD study, it also worked in reverse by enabling the deep case studies 
engaged for the PhD to greatly enrich the conceptualisation for the NCVER project. 
 
In short, the early stages of locating, mapping and accessing FMI practice were broadly fused, 
while the later case study stages were very limited and single shot for the NCVER study but 
continuous, detailed, relational, and deep for the PhD study extending the data collection 
process by two more years. While the NCVER analysis was well grounded in practice and 
indicated critical relations, unlike this doctoral study it rarely progressed beyond the first open 
coding stages of analysis and relied heavily on insight. While there is inevitable congruence in 
the projects, mutually facilitating the research processes, the purpose and aims of the projects 
are clearly discrete and show continued divergence in the analysis phase. Co-located, they use 
very different lens towards very different ends.  
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Appendix 3 
Evaluating competency-based management development 
 
The current FMI research projects owe a great debt to those who pioneered competency-based 
management development evaluation in Britain. Leman (1994) provided a basic conceptual 
framework and Winterton and Winterton (1997) operationalised that framework, and these 
researchers had a formative influence on the NCVER FMI research design and the present study. 
However, while these British studies formed the basis of the original proposal for the Australian 
NCVER evaluation of the FMI and had a definitive influence on the impact focus of that study, 
subsequent familiarisation with FMI practice within Australia instigated a re-examination of the 
British approach and a review of the proposed method for the NCVER study. This review 
significantly changed the research focus, research design and resource allocation of that NCVER 
project. The following analysis indicates the rationale that underlay increasing scepticism of 
replicating the UK methodology and the subsequent diverging natures of these related evaluation 
processes. 

An Overview of the UK MCI evaluation 
 
The initiation of the Management Charter Initiative evaluation study was driven by the UK 
Department of Employment (DoE), which formed a study group of academic and management 
consultants to develop appropriate methodologies for the evaluation for CBMD. Their study 
prepared a framework for an evaluation of the MCI that considered measurement indicators, 
appropriate samples and case study templates. Their objective was the “collection of more robust 
evidence” about the use of management standards and improved organisational effectiveness.  
 
Their conceptual framework was based on searching for a causal links between business 
strategy, management standards and individual, organisational and business performance. The 
study group proposed three linked hypotheses based on their conceptual framework and two 
conditional hypotheses for the evaluation process that were:  

The CBMD improves individual management performance  
The CBMD improves organisational performance 
The CBMD improves business performance 
CBMD is more likely to improve organisational outcomes if it is linked to organisational strategy.  
Management development is more likely to improve subsequent organisational outcomes when HRD 
systems are based on CBMD standards. 

It is the fifth hypothesis that is of interest as it defined the critical difference in the methodology 
between the previous UK study and the subsequent Australian study. The fifth hypothesis 
investigates the comparative effectiveness of a competency-based approach when contrasted 
with non competency-based approaches.  

The NCVER evaluation team took the view that the inclusion of the fifth hypothesis in the 
research framework directed the emphasis of the evaluation process towards comparative proof 
of effectiveness and, in doing so, limited the validity of the research design. For this reason, a 
decision was taken to remove the fifth hypothesis from the Australian study. A more detailed 
exploration of the British method provides the rationale for this decision. 
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The fifth hypothesis is at the heart of the Leman-Winterton approach. It underpins the research 
matrix upon which their studies were constructed. Their design was an embedded multiple case 
approach, with sixteen case studies, four in each segment of the matrix shown in Figure 49 for 
the purposes of literal replication. Their design entailed locating and conducting case studies 
distributed within the following case study matrix. They used a matrix for case selection so that 
their data collection would provide them with comparative data for analysis that would relate to 
their hypotheses.  
 
                             Strategic Intent   
 
Integrated   Disparate 
 
 
       MCI 
 
Use of Management  
Standards 
     NON MCI 
 
 
 

Source: Leman 1994  
 

Figure 49:  UK MCI evaluation matrix 

In their four box matrix design, two of the boxes were to contain enterprises with strategic 
approaches to management development and two were to contain enterprises without strategic 
approaches to management development. Each of the dissimilar pairs would be further 
subdivided so that two of the boxes contained enterprises that were using MCI standards and two 
containing enterprises that were not using a competency-based approach. This evidence was to 
be used to test the four basic hypotheses. The selection of cases was made though national and 
local DoE bodies, and, specifically, the National Office of the MCI and the local Training and 
Enterprise Councils that had local control for determining, funding and monitoring training. The 
case study protocols included an emphasis on the collection of financial data. 

Subsequently, a study based on the framework suggested by the study group was undertaken on 
behalf of the Department of Employment by the principals of Eldwick research associates, who 
had been represented on the study group, and involved a number of freelance consultants using 
the research method prescribed by the study group. The method focussed on assembling a 
sample of cases that would fit the predetermined matrix, so sufficient data would be available to 
make comparisons between standards users and non users, and strategic and non strategic 
application as detailed below. 

The subsequent data analysis was case study based, with independent management consultants 
ranking the case data in relationship to the hypotheses. This ordinal data was analysed using non-
parametric statistical techniques. The results indicated a relationship significant at the 1% level 
in 3 cases, at the 5% level in four cases and not significant in two cases. The outcomes of the 
research were published by the Department of Education and Employment under the heading 
‘The Business benefits of Competence Based Management Development’ (1997). Subsequently, 
a broader and more contextual view of the research findings was published (Winterton & 
Winterton 1999). 
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Deconstructing the methodology – the difficulty of categorising cases 
 
There seem to be a number of difficulties with the methodology and research design used. The 
authors of the British evaluation were frank about the limitations of the methodology and the 
present study had the benefit of being able to build from their platform. The previous British 
studies relied on an industry and marketplace segmentation allied to recommendations from 
peak bodies for their enterprise selection for case studies. The process was seen as ‘complex and 
tortuous’, relying on ‘snowball’ effects and, perhaps, desperation when selecting cases. If there 
was considerable trouble finding relevant case studies, there was even greater trouble finding 
appropriate numbers of cases for each cell of their case study matrix as the diagrams below 
indicate. 
 
Intended CategorisationActual -1st Categorisation      Final re-categorisation 
 
 
 
  
 
      
 
 

Figure 50:  The shifting matrix for the UK case studies 
 
The result reported was a skewed distribution of cases within the categories with only one 
enterprise in one category and seven in another. In addition, the British evaluation locked case 
selection at an early stage within the four boxes shown in Figure 49. The categorisation was 
based on some limited initial data.  However, enterprise case studies were subsequently re-
categorised later in the study when the characteristics of the enterprises were clearer to the 
researchers. This meant that the conclusions of the study were reached based on a opportunistic 
sample, with poor distribution within the matrix, and where there was debatable classification of 
enterprises. It seemed inadvisable to repeat a methodology with potentially suspect validity or to 
replicate a study design that focussed on attempting to provide comparative ‘proof.’ 
 

The softness of hard data 
 
It appears to be the adoption of hypotheses in the British study that drove the data collection 
towards gathering evidence that could be aggregated into a numerical format. The search for this 
empirical financial data was found to be ‘time consuming’ and, finally, unsatisfactory as it ‘did 
not always offer the definitive evidence’ that had been hoped for (Winterton 1999, p 22). The 
Winterton study (1999, p. 134) concluded that ‘seeking understanding from soft data ….allows 
for a greater emphasis on context’. Leman (1994) noted that the history of research into the 
relationship between financial performance and organisational performance often showed no or 
limited causality. In many cases, such data may be manufactured by managers more as a 
strategic ploy than to present an accurate picture and, in some cases, commercial confidentiality 
prevented access to the entire picture. Even where data were available, the multiplicity of 
formats and ratios used in financial data precluded meaningful comparisons. In the subsequent 
Australian study, the primary source of evidence was self-reporting managers. There is evidence 
that informant data has less method variance than financial or archival data and that there is a 
strong correlation between manager self-reporting and actual financial situations, supporting 
such an approach (e.g. Dess & Robinson 1984; Venkatraman & Ramanujam 1987). The process 
of analysis in Britain was driven by the need to convert the case study data into numerical 
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measurements so the hypotheses could be tested numerically. In contrast, the NCVER study 
proposed mapping FMI penetration patterns and providing rich descriptions of the emerging 
diversity through case studies, with an emphasis on indicating future changes.  

Evolving the methodology 
The Australian study team made the decision to abandon replicating the British methodology 
because of a potential lack of validity but mainly because the British approach restricted the use 
of the evaluation resources that were to be used to investigate FMI cases to just 8 user cases and 
restricted an exploration of diversity. The subsequent Australian study moved from hypotheses 
towards a research question framework and away from quantitative data collection in the case 
studies, towards a more qualitative approach. The Australian study took the stance that gathering 
evidence would result in diverse narratives and a broader picture of the FMI, as the UK study’s 
categorisation of case studies to address specific hypotheses appeared flawed. The Australian 
study also took the stance that the collection and reliance on quantitative data of financial 
performance within enterprises was inadvisable as the Winterton study indicated the difficulties 
of comparing data that was often selectively produced and generally was represented as a range 
of non-comparable ratios and variables.  

Summation  
 
The author was the co-director of the former FMI evaluation.  Consequently, it is likely that this 
role coloured this comparative assessment of methodologies. It is also worth recognising that this 
comparison has only been made possible by the detailed and critical account of methodology that 
Winterton (1997) made public.  Without this account, the present critique could not have been 
written and, without which, the subsequent NCVER EFMI design would have been greatly 
impoverished. 
 
This critique suggests that VET evaluation frameworks should be constructed to mirror the 
emerging meanings of the learning practices that they are examining, rather than being based on 
a predetermined framework (Barratt-Pugh 2000, 2000c). A more detailed comparison between 
these specific research methods and contextual variables has already been published (Barratt-
Pugh 2002).  
 
As field initiatives, the MCI and the FMI are remarkably similar in form but they are the 
products of two very different VET worlds. The subsequent evaluation studies have therefore, 
unsurprisingly, been developed for different purposes, used different samples and methods, used 
different levels of participant interaction and inclusion and presented evidence to the public 
through different forums that targeted different stakeholders. The studies are as diverse as are the 
adaptive and fluid natures of the competency-based frameworks they seek to investigate. 
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                                  Appendix  4 
Changes in managing practice 
 
Managing practice is currently positioned in the ‘seemingly complex and chaotic nature of the 
post modern organisation’ (Bergquist, 1993, p. xiv). The search for the ‘meaning of managing’ 
in this environment is also about constructing managing identity within a fragmented and 
commodified environment (Gephart 1996, p. 38). Such a search increasingly involves discarding 
internal ordering as a transparent control myth, and exploring discourses of diversity and 
capability building (Gephart 1996, p. 44; Legge 1995; Hames 1994, p. 120). Major sources in the 
literature emphasise that complexity, cognitive inclusion, relations, continuity, context, 
transience, diversity and the discursive nature of managing are critical issues in post-modern 
managing practice, and each these issues are detailed in the following passages. 
 
First, there is the more inclusive and dispersed complex nature of managing, positioning all 
working people as ‘managing’ (ESFC 1992). Stripped away from nepotistic elites, ‘man-age-
ment’ identity is being re-constructed from a complex range of subjectivies (Boje 1996). Law 
(2003) describes a specific managers mind as a debating chamber, where ‘he’ is many things to 
many people, and in constant discussion with his ‘selves’.  
 
Second, there is the change in location of managing, away from a practice that just engages with 
located bodies (Barry & Hazen 1996). Organisational boundaries are far less tangible with the 
body of the organisation more widely distributed, and the minds of the organisation can be 
dislocated from these locations, as their enterprising energy flows to dispersed sites of learning 
(Boje & Gepart 1996).  
 
Third, there is the relational nature of the web of managing, shifting from castle to condominium 
(Handy 1994). The fragmented and inconsistent images of the organisation produce a relational 
web, not a reified structure (Boje et al 1996). Managing is conceptualised less as instruction and 
more as a debate (Palmer & Hardy 2000). Technical narratives are being displaced by cultural 
conversations, and the ability to read weak signals (Hames 1994).  
 
Fourth, there is the continuous nature of the production of managing. The reified stability and 
exclusivity of the modernist perspective is displaced by transience and continuous production of 
meaning (Boje et al 1996). 
 
Fifth, managing is contextually produced. The demands of the market jungle may be suited to the 
bee, humming bird, mouse, or elephant (Berquist 1993, p. 24). Managing displaces the survival 
monologue with a pandemonium of unique polyphony, that differs from organisation to 
organisation  (Barry & Hazen 1996).  
 
Six, there is the transient nature of management productions. Social and knowledge mobility 
have exacerbated complexity of the ‘intractable dilemmas’ of organisation. Managing 
prescriptions are displaced by more plural and short-lived solutions for complex organisational 
interactions. (Clegg 1990; Linstead et al  1997).  
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Seventh, there is little consistency in the diversity of management production. Boje (1996, p. 
341) suggests that ‘ We can no more kill off the ‘modern’ subject, than we can rid ourselves of 
the IRS’. Past and future perceptions intermingle in the managing mind that is a prisoner of 
experiences. Regulatory Taylorism rubs up against the internet with little hope of an integrating 
managing text as ‘post modern practices exist in a sea of modernism’ (Boje & Dennehy 1993, p. 
15)  
 
Eight, managing is a discursive production. Managing practice includes substantive and 
symbolic action (Berquist 1993). The move from a physical workplace towards a cognitive 
workplace, requires new methods of regulating production. The spatially and temporal ordering 
of workplaces with time-clocks has been displaced by the mediation of text consumption and 
production such as performance management systems. It is this textualisation of the workplace, 
which positions managing as a discursive performance, 
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Appendix 5 
Polarised conceptualisations of managing 
 
Traditionally managing practice has been based on ‘harder’ ontological and epistemological 
assumptions. Managing now confronts a significant softening of those perceptions to 
accommodate the evident diversity of perceptions and social performances, that continually, but 
not consistently change. Managing such performances is problematised by the increasing 
invisibility of knowledge work. Managing practice is diverse, meandering from place to place, 
from person to person and from hour to hour within a bounded continua of practice that extracts 
from the past and reach into an unknown future. 
 
 
 
         Managing for                                            Managing for  

compliance                                               relational production  
and regulation                                           of meaning 
                                                                        
Positivist Adaptive 

Realist Recognise diversity 

Unitary Plural 

Rational Diverse  

Grand narratives                                       Multiple meanings 

Exclusive Inclusive 

Systematic Systemic  

Precedent Generative 

Causal relationships Fractal sensitivity 

Symbolic action Negotiating meaning 

Hypothetico-deductive  Critical inquiry 

Regulating learning in Managing learning 
time and space relationships/creativity 

 
 

Figure 51: Polarised conceptualisations of managing 
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Appendix 6 
Changing conceptualisation  
 
The Karpin report (1995) confronted and contested managing practice based on coercive control 
and regulation, and development practices based on externalised knowledge acquisition. 
Organisation, managing practice, and manager development are interrelated productions 
grounded in diverse assumptions about how the world works. Changing perceptions about the 
‘hardness’ of a socially constructed world, the distributed nature of knowledge and the localised, 
situated nature of knowing have significantly contested and disturbed manager subjectivity. 
These changing perceptions wash through managing practice and manager consciousness. The 
subsequent practices are mediated by these changing perceptions and in tension between the 
emerging competing value systems. Organising, managing and development practices may be 
located at any point on the continua between those tensions according to the most dominant 
discourses operating at a time, on a place, and on series of relations. Positioning is transient. 
 
   Fields of Perception               Polarised meanings of managing and developing managing 
 
 
                                                                                      Paradoxical Continua 
    
• Ontological Fixed concrete reality Multiple social constructions 
 
• Epistemological Ordering grand narratives Knowing distributed and situated 
 
• Organising Functional reductionist Complexity chaos sensitive 
 
• Managing Compliance regulation Relational, network diversity 
 
• Learning Codified replication Inclusive constructivism 
 
• Development Compliant competency  Developmental capability 
 
• Learning process Linear prescription Interactive community practice 
 
• Learning location Detached predetermined Workplace context continuous 
 
 

Figure 52:  Changing conceptualisation of organisation, management, and learning 
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Appendix 7 
Competency-based management development in the UK 
 
Mintzberg's (1980) had challenged conceptualisations of the managing role and Boyatzis's 
(1982) had begun the mapping of managing competencies. Meanwhile ‘training reform’, largely 
driven by high unemployment, within a decade, was rapidly reshaping the vocational landscape. 
The considerable disquiet about the low level of general skills within the UK that fuelled the 
competency-approach, focused significant mounting attention to the paucity of managerial skills. 
Reports and subsequent books by Handy (1988) and Constable and McCormick (1987) 
concerning the ‘low level’ of managerial training and competence within the UK, impacted upon 
subsequent government strategies as they considered the realities of the wider free trade within 
European Union, with 2.75 million unqualified UK managers. John Banham, the Director of the 
Influential Confederation of British Industry, criticised not just skill levels, but the "poverty of 
conceptualisation" of management within the UK, and development practice inadequate in 
quantity, quality, approach and continuity (Silver 1991). This debate, linking manager and 
industry development, gave rise to the development of a new competency-based management 
qualification process, the Management Charter Initiative (MCI), incorporating multiple learning 
practices (Mumford (1994). The new programme was modular, award focused, vertically and 
horizontally flexibility, could grow with demand, and bridged education/training divides through 
a ‘learning’ framework (Silver 1991). 

The MCI developed further during the 1990's, in a strategic alliance with the ‘Investors in People 
Scheme’, an ISO type quality audit of HR practices that provided an overarching strategic 
framework for ‘individual’ CBT activities. Leman et al (1994) reviewed the MCI and the 
positive anecdotal evidence to formulate an evaluation methodology0. Evaluations of MCI pilots 
by the Northern Regional Management Centre indicated that managers were more motivated, 
confident and organised following the learning experience of the MCI. 

The Winterton Report (1997/1999) was a direct result of the British government commissioning 
a study as framed by Leman. The sixteen cases in the study included both MCI and non-MCI 
companies, with a balance between those who had a strategic orientation and those who did not. 
There was significant evidence of improved effectiveness at the individual, organisational and 
business levels, with more robust evidence in larger organisations, but little difference between 
industrial sectors. The study indicated the effectiveness of a strategic approach to CBMD. 
Subsequently the MCI was re-developed with greater flexibility and emphasis on communicative 
capabilities (Bedward & Rexworthy 1999). The Winterton study provides evidence that a 
competency-based approach to management development had significant advantages for 
individuals and organisations. There are several issues that indicate that a replication of the study 
in Australia would be inapplicable (see appendix 3). However would a similar structure to the 
MCI in a different location, grafted onto a historically different social environment, display 
similar patterns of political discourse, organisational interaction and social outcomes? 
                                                 
0 Details of their guidelines are included in Appendix 11.  
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Appendix 8 
Frontline manager subjectivity 
 
Recommendation number 11 of the Karpin report advocated the creation of the Frontline 
Manager development programme as a band one priority for Australia’s estimated 450,000 
untrained frontline managers, to move from being ‘cops’ to being ‘coaches’ (Karpin 1995, p. 
33/1069). Frontline managers are a diverse group. They are the first level of organisational 
coordination, often in their first encounter with management, and yet with immediate business 
impact as they experiment with authority and teams (Karpin 1995, p. 1069/1067/279/280). 
Previously frontline managers focused on task and commodity production, but with the 
proliferation of knowledge working they now are positioned to regulate or facilitate the 
production of service, identity and access to networks (Gee et al 1996; Du Gay 1996. Their 
development, and the way they develop their teams is inseparable from organisational and 
business growth (Hendry et al 1995).  

Frontline managers have been diversely named and positioned within organisations, producing 
diverse subjectivity. They work the boundaries of both the organisation and management. They 
therefore exist within multiple patterns of inclusion and pursue a shifting managerial identity that 
changes from place to place, from time to time and from relationship to relationship. The 
changing nature of their work role, the diversity of their relational patterns and managerial 
inclusion constitute an undeniable need for a flexible development framework. A detailed 
examination of FLM history and diversity follows. 

FLMs named and positioned 

While previous social production had employed slavery and selfdom, craft apprenticeship 
provided the first opportunity for social promotion, and this was subsequently leveraged through 
the massing of workers (Parker et al 1969). A cursory genealogy can trace the FMI participant 
group from Foreman, to Charge-hand, to Leading-Hand, to Supervisor, to Team Leader, to 
Frontline manager (Dawson 1992). These human labels mirror critical stages in managerial 
development as mechanising and automating organisations recognise and begin to value diverse 
human capital with respectability (Dunkerly 1975 p. 129; Visker 1995). Represented as both 
masters and victims, they can be best characterised by both these tensions, and yet also by the 
marginality and ambiguity of their role (Roethlisberger 1991). However, these ‘forgotten’ 
managers have an interesting history, which traces the movement from a more ‘masculinised’ 
exclusive managerial culture, towards a more ‘feminised’ inclusive managerial culture (Dunkerly 
1975). Not only are frontline managers a key group in terms of the managerial skills gap found 
by the Karpin Report (1995, p. 667), but they also represent a potentially critical group in the 
development of more inclusive and consultative managerial cultures (Falk et al 1999). It is 
important to recognise the critical issue of the ‘heterogeneity of this group’, a disparate group of 
managers, diverse in their ambitions, education, and technical expertise (Dunkerly (1975 p. 93; 
Karpin 1995, p. 1067). When frontline manager heterogeneity is considered simultaneously with 
role diversity and differential patterns of inclusion in managing, the complexity of developing a 
social learning technology that would be both politically acceptable, meet such disparate 
cultures, and diverse subjectivities can be appreciated.  
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FLMs as critical boundary workers  
 
For frontline Managers, positioned between competing cultures, meaning lies somewhere 
between representations in management texts and the complexity of substantive workplace 
relationships. They are involved with substantive face-to-face interaction with organisational 
actors and partners. They span the boundaries between the open systems of the organisation and 
the external environment, interpreting management meaning within the organisation, and are 
positioned to act as a reflexive channel to negotiate meaning with senior management and 
organisational subgroups. They are positioned to be the primary source of feedback to the system 
of contestation and resistance. They are critical targets because they work the boundaries within 
the organisation in the area of practice, and mediate external discourses of learning and 
managing through substantive face-to-face interaction with organisational partners. 

Perhaps most importantly they are positioned to be pivotal in constructing future learning 
relationships and practices. Not only are they new learners, but they are being asked to define the 
meaning of new managing, mediating manuals and procedures, with the existing patterns of 
practice. As Iedema and Sheeres (2000) indicate, ‘more and more work is talk….knowledge as 
practice’. Frontline managers are confronted with the augmented texts of the FMI, scripts to be 
read and enacted. The regulation of their workplace practices demand they extract contextual 
meaning from these complex texts, and develop the cognitive capability to resolve the 
ambiguities between such regulatory texts and current workplace practices. 

The very act of FMI inclusion also positions them as developing and orchestrating learning 
practices within the organisation, feeding their work group. Their emerging subjectivity will 
mediate the inclusion of learning as legitimate activity within their working place and cascade to 
each of their subsequent team members. 

Patterns of FLM inclusion 

Included for their technical skills, frontline managers are currently engaged in a battle for 
cognitive inclusion within organisations and a position that gives primacy to their social role. 
Frontline managers now seek inclusion for the ‘softer skills’ outlined by Karpin (1995). In a 
more text-based management environment, in which managing is often about filtering texts for 
knowledge workers and mediating the texts that they produce, language and the control of 
meaning has become a primary instrument of managing, even for frontline managers. Williams 
(1997) notes that their development as team leaders might present an additional role conflict. 
Leading and coaching through participative styles may place them in direct conflict with moves 
towards more democratic workplaces, as they remain the final authoritative figure. They may 
also be actively excluded by a de-layered and re-layered middle management who may feel 
further disenfranchised by credentialised frontline managers and inhibit their inclusion in 
knowledge development activity (Sharp 1996: Marsick 1997, Stevenson 1997). In Bourdieu's 
(1990) terms, there is an economy of practice operating, where the social capital of a frontline 
managers habitus may be valued and included within management, or be ignored and excluded.  

It is a heterogeneous frontline manager group, with a diversity that is magnified by the ways they 
are represented and positioned within managing cultures. They are positioned, to conduit 
meaning and mediate between internal and external partners, to contest and develop meaning, 
and to generate work group learning and meaning. Their diversity, the diversity of their role, and 
the diversity of their organisational positioning, provides a significant challenge for any learning 
technology. 
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Appendix 9 
FMI competency framework 
The competency framework for the FMI was the result of considerable consultation over a 
protracted period of time and yet managed to retain the essence of the Karpin recommendations 
about the need for ‘enabling’ manger interaction to create more flexible cultures. The modules 
both reflect the Karpin philosophy of ‘leading and learning’ and enable learner choice. They 
were the lynch-pin of the embryonic programme. The core modules are: 
 

The FMI competency framework consists of 11 modules.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           There are a series of certifications within the FMI, namely: 
 

• Certificate 3 in Frontline Management:  Any 4 Core Units + 2 Elective Units                                                       
• Certificate 4 in Frontline Management:  All 5 Core Units + 3 Elective Units                                                         
• Diploma in Frontline Management:     All 11 Units  

 
           Example of competence framework; 

 
         Unit One : Managing work priorities 
 
         Developing competence (one of three components) 
 

• Personal assessment 
• Feedback used 
• Opportunities selected to suit learning style 
• Professional networks used 
• New skills identified 

 
           Examples of Performance criteria within the Units.  
 

1.3b Feedback from clients & colleagues is used to identify and develop ways to improve 
competence 

 
 

The core modules are: 
 

• Managing Work Priorities 
• Leadership 
• Managing People 
• Managing Operations 
• Managing Safety 

While the elective modules are: 
 

• Building Teams 
• Managing Information 
• Managing Customer Service 
• Continuous Quality Improvement 
• Managing Change and Innovation 
• Developing People Facilitating a  
      Learning Environment 
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Appendix 10 
Competency-based development in the UK 
 
Transportation across the Atlantic  

 
Tuxworth (1989) suggests that the antecedents of the competency-based approach can be traced 
back to the reforms of the 1920's in the USA to link education with business needs. He points 
more directly to the developments in the USA during the 1960's concerning the restructuring of 
Teacher Education. At this time there was a movement to define the skills that teachers should 
possess, and this work was conceptualised by Elam in 1971. Resulting from this activity the 
National Consortium of Competency Based Education Centres promoted such competence based 
models from Teacher Education to cover the field of wider education and training (Hamilton & 
Quinn, 1978; Dufty 1992). Murdock (1992) notes that the use of competency-based training 
within industry in the USA was pioneered through the work carried out by McLelland at the 
North American company McBer in the 1970's. Thus the first movements towards a 
competency-based and business led curriculum began in the USA. Fletcher (1991) indicates that 
this system of competencies was based upon attainment targets within the learning process rather 
than at the workplace. However there appears to be little evidence of research to determine if 
improved results through the use of such a system justified the beginnings of this ascendancy. 
 
Developments in the UK chronologically follow those in the USA. However instead of a 
creeping acceptance of the system, in the UK, the developments were orchestrated by national 
government action. There was a universal concern over the emerging skills gap in the late 1970's. 
The awareness of the problem however did not automatically indicate a solution. Geoffrey 
Holland (1981, p. 2) the Director of the UK Manpower Services Commission, the body 
responsible for planning training nationwide indicated this concern, 
 

What is the future? The first and most important fact is that we do not know....This means that we 
cannot adopt the traditional approach of attempting to forecast the demand for different kinds of 
skills....Our prime aim has to be to create a survivor, a young person who is versatile, one who 
demands; one who takes advantage of opportunities whoever they present themselves.   

 
It is interesting to note that here the UK is both recognising that the traditional systems are 
inadequate but also suggesting that continual and adaptive learners are the key to the future. This 
is a theme that this study will focus upon in the research phase in relationship to the competency-
based approach. 
 
Debate began at this time about alternative models for the training system that might provide an 
answer to such problems. However it might be equally be valid to conduct a political analysis 
and argue that, far from being altruistic, the rationale for the approach lie in political need to re-
skill industry and reduce unemployment figures (McKenzie & Wajeman1999). Laylard (1992, p. 
2) reflects that, 
 
      Britain had a Lumpenproletariat unlike that of any other advanced nation. 
 
The competency-based approach can be viewed as a critical educational methodology used in 
tandem with sweeping institutional reform to address such issues. Significant mobilization, 
orchestrated through the Manpower Service Commission resulted in a radical restructuring of the 
British vocational training systems in terms of institutions, goals, and qualifications, introducing 
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a significant shift in vocational thinking and training thinking towards CBT (Jessup 1991). The 
Manpower Services Commission formed by the government in 1973 in response to skill 
shortages, established a national training strategy and in 1981 produced the "New Training 
Initiative" marking a policy of competence based training for the UK vocational education and 
training (VET) field. During this period there was specific interest in the competency-based 
approach and in the concept of competence and Richard Boyatzis (1982) in his book The 
Competent Manager set a trend in defining competency during this period. 
 
The first tentative steps were taken to test out such a process of learning through two schemes. 
The first was the school based ‘Technical and Vocational Education Initiative’ and the second 
was the development of industrially defined outcomes for the growing vocational ‘Youth 
Training Scheme’ that was training over one million trainees each year. This was followed in 
1986 by another government White Paper ‘Working Together’ (HM Government)) which set out 
a national framework to set standards in all employment roles, to develop training structures 
towards those standards and to produce an integrated and flexible national accreditation system 
that offered lifelong learning through an interlinked competence system. The blueprint for the 
later Australian initiative was therefore being tested. This system set up a control body ‘The 
National Council for Vocational Qualifications’ to control the new system which would be based 
around the achievement of "National Vocational Qualifications" (NVQ's). A comprehensive 
system of competency-based training was instituted nationwide. 
 
Jessop (1991), a key figure in the Department of Employment during this period provides a 
critical overview of these developments, which was fuelled with significant ideology towards a 
competency-based approach, but with little evaluation or research. Government had decided it 
was right and it was "made to work" with vigorous attention given to installing and running 
associated training media. It would be too simple to characterise the motivation for such radical 
structural change upon skill shortages and the recognition of life long learning needs. There was 
at the same time a desire to unify and control training and vocational education quality, while 
offering industry the whip hand in a system that could no longer be funded by government 
contribution, and required a philosophical shift to individual responsibility for continued 
learning. In many ways such moves reflected the prevalence of managerialism (Cope & 
Kalantzis, 1997), during the Thatcher years (Legge 1995).  
 
Two further White Papers "Education and Training for the 21st Century" (HM government 
1991) and "People, Jobs and Opportunity" (HM government 1991b), outlined additional 
structural changes such as competitive funding for training organisations, full trainee choice in 
training providers and of the agencies in control of training planning and resourcing. Thus the 
government believed that significant mechanisms had been put in place to facilitate the 
development of a competency-based system nationwide. While the broad thrust of the argument 
would be later transported to Australia, the climate of Conservatism within the UK enabled far 
greater privatisation of the emerging ‘training market’. The UK government White Paper (1991, 
p. 2/3) indicated the aims of the competency based VET approach ; 
 

• to ensure that high quality further education and training becomes the norm for all 16 and 17 year 
olds ; 

• to increase the all round levels of skill ; 
• and to establish a framework of vocational qualifications that are widely recognised and used, and 

are relevant to the economy. 
 
To achieve these goals, this government White Paper (1991b, p. 16) specified the critical 
components of the competency-based approach of the NVQ's that had been introduced as 
national standards. They were to be : 
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• based on up to date standards, set by employers, which define the knowledge and skills that 

people need in the workplace ; 
• recognised throughout the United Kingdom ; 
• in a framework of levels that  allows people to plan their career paths and to see a clear ladder of 

progress ; 
• modular so that skills and knowledge , common to many jobs, can be recognised ; 
• free from artificial requirements about the pace, place or method of learning ; 
• and for all ages from school leavers right through to the end of careers. 

 
These are structural foundations that would eventually be modified to form the basis of the 
Australian VET system, which was based far more on a cluster of micro-economic reforms, and 
tied to a process of ‘award’ restructuring. There are four significant features that characterise 
this changed approach to vocational training, namely a change to: 
 

• industry control and definition of the training standards; 
• criterion and workplace based assessment; 
• learner-centred time frames for mastery learning; 
• and lifelong learning from front-end loaded education. 

 
In practice, such changes have usually been accompanied by a political move towards a freer 
training market and subsequent developments in the late 80’s gave industry political control and 
privatised most of the quangos involved in the training market. 
 
Within this political initiative lay considerable debate about operationalising these 
representations of competency. Mulcahy and James (1999) indicate three differing approaches to 
what counts as competency, which produce considerable international variation about both the 
breadth of competency standards and the extent to which they offer user flexibility. This 
argument is symptomatic of the polarised views concerning pedagogical technologies that can be 
perceived as instruments either for learning control or for creating plural learning processes. The 
area is also beset with a battle for linguistic control of the territory where competence and 
competency are seen as interchangeable by many, but mutually exclusive by the learned.  
 
In Boyatzis (1982) terms, managerial competency (and competencies) are about the attributes of 
the person and causally related effective performance.  Similarly Burgoyne (1989) distinguishes 
between these personal competencies and attributes, and being competent and meeting job 
demands. In contrast competence and competences are job-related concepts unlike the relatively 
enduring characteristics of competency described by Spencer and Spencer (1996). Woodruffe 
(1991) suggests a definition that contrasts areas of competence as aspects of a job that can be 
done with competency, the behaviour underpinning competent performance. Tate (1995) 
indicates with simplicity that competencies are inputs, and competences are outputs.  
 
There is no doubt that it was the competency-based approach developed in the UK that formed 
the basis of the subsequent changes within the Australian VET system, and ultimately fuelled the 
FMI. However, a continuing debate exists concerning the linkage between individual 
competency and organisational capability, the nexus of the competing micro and macro learning 
needs 
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Appendix 11 
Competency-based training development in Australia 
 
 
Continued transportation 
 
As Australian production and employment failed to recover from the major recession of 1974-
75, the macro economic reform agenda of the 80’s and early 90’s embraced tariff reduction, 
privatisation and incentives for increasing industrial competitiveness and change (Keating 1992). 
The neo liberal, post-fordist national training reform agenda (NTRA), was an integral component 
of the associated micro economic reforms for skill development, flexibility and innovation 
within Australia, and was underpinned by a move to link training to future pay rises (Keating 
1992; 1994). Reviews by Kirby (1984) and Dawkins (1995) stressed the need for new training 
opportunities, flexible delivery, and improved student access and outcomes. There followed an 
outbreak of acronymania as the National Training Board (NTB) generated a new national 
regulatory system, and dominated the pre-electronic publication platform, with nationalisation, 
regulation and codification of the new VET system with little underpinning research, but with 
considerable politically configured support (Hall 1995, p 6). The training goals, CBT framework 
and key competencies were prescribed and framed within a broader micro economic reform 
agenda, subject to ‘award’0 restructuring and federal /state negotiations (Finn, 1991 Carmichael, 
1992; Mayer, 1993).  
 
In contrast to the UK privatisation approach, Australia developed strong partnership approaches 
within an over-bureaucratic framework tied to curricula that restricted learning flexibility with 
restrictive curriculum and the fixed competency goals (Hager, 1994; Barratt-Pugh, 1995, 1998a; 
Harper 1998). However, despite the absence of baseline criteria, recent studies indicate that, 
significant advances were made in developing a national vocational training system, a market 
approach to training, changing in the language of learning, and a more systematic approach to 
training (Mulcahy & James 1999; Billett 1999). 
  

It is evident that, in an environment of significant change, the gains were less than uniform. CBT 
needed to support a conceptually different approach in teaching and training from traditional 
methods (Carmichael, 1992, p. 9; Harper 1998). The Allen Consulting Group were 
commissioned to provide an overview of what had been constructed in the name of CBT and 
concluded that (ANTA, 1994, p. 4/5) 

 
The reform approach was too “top down”. focussed on suppliers rather than clients, has a limited 
concept of the 'training market' and does not provide quality information to clients;  
...  some providers and industries have not adopted competency-based training  
….The publicly funded vocational education and training sector (TAFE) has not adequately 
addressed the need for micro-economic reform and has not adequately managed change...   

 
                                                 
0 The Australian Award structure is a system of collective industry wide bargaining, linked that this time to ‘Accords’ between 

government and unions, and underpinned by compulsory arbitration in cases of dispute. 
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They concluded that there was need to focus more on skill delivery, to decentralise the system 
and ensure industry leadership. Practitioners continually complained about the weight of paper in 
the system at this period echoing the words of Latour (1986) a ‘cascade of ever more simplified 
and costly inscriptions’ that enabled harder facts to be produced at a far greater cost. However, 
there were other voices within the field by this time, and Barratt-Pugh (1996) categorises the 
diversity of critical comment about the CBT system that had been developed. 
 
The first generation VET system had been established. The next generation could build upon the 
new national platform for further integration and learner choice within a training market. In 
choosing the functional area of FL managing to pilot the new approach, ANTA were engaging 
with a high profile activity.  
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 Appendix 12 
Underpinning situated theory 
Cartesian duality insists on the separation of the mind and the body. However the mind, made of 
different material to the physical world, is itself a duality, both capturing and reflecting images 
of the social world, while using these images in the conceptualisation of private ideas (Backhurst 
1997, p. 153/4). Situated theory builds on the assumption that consciousness is actually located 
on the mind’s surface and at the borderline of social action. We appropriate and internalise social 
practices, not in the head, but in social space, and, through socially constructing meaning, we 
become socially constituted individuals (Backhurst 1997, p. 161/162). This perspective refutes 
Cartesian separation, positioning knowing as a social act that combines both thinking and acting, 
in a place, and within a community.    

Such socio-cultural approaches to learning emphasise the co-emergence of learner and context, 
of knower and setting, of body and mind.  These recent developments are rooted in the diversely 
translated work (Samagorinsky1995), of Vygotsky (1978) and Leont’ev (1978) revitalising the 
processes of teacher and peer mediation in the ‘zone of proximal development’ as scaffolding. 
The influential neo-Vygotskian work of Lave and Wenger (1991)0 moves this perspective to a 
workplace context and emphasises the situated nature of learning and the importance of 
‘legitimate peripheral participation.’ This is more than situated learning, as here the “community 
sets the curriculum’ (1991, p. 93), and access and membership is critical to move from talking 
about learning, to talking within the ‘community of practice’ (COPT). While ‘newcomers learn 
from old timers’, identification with social practices is an imperative for skill acquisition (Fox 
2000). Compared to formal learning processes, conversation and story are viewed as important 
mechanisms of defining and conveying meaning, and thereby consolidating membership. 
Identification within the discourse is integral to skill acquisition and identity work.  

In later work, Wenger (2000) defines COP as ‘communities of joint enterprise’, producing 
mutuality and a shared repertoire; the potential to form wider macro constellations of 
communities or ‘social learning systems’ ; and with boundary processes and identities formed 
through processes of engagement, imagination and alignment (Crick 1994, p. 90; Wenger 2000). 
Brown and Duguid (1996, p. 47) suggest that in contrast to these mutual processes, our learning 
technologies simply facilitate the ‘social theft of knowledge’ from the rich sources available in 
socially shared practice. The community is all, both the source of codified knowledges and the 
mediator of practice.   

Critically, Cornford (1997) suggests that such that the COPT approach re-presents social 
learning theory and Bandura’s (1977) much earlier work. Fox (2000) suggest that COPT fails to 
explore issues of power relations and to differentiate between a priori and emergent concepts of 
context,  or ‘how people live in history, and how it is that, people live in history’ (Lave 1993 p. 
21). Fox (2000) indicates that COPT in focusing on the passage of social knowing, fails to 
provide an adequate basis for analysing how actors, organisations and networks form and grow, 
interweaving into the corporate signifiers we ‘know’ so well.   
                                                 
0 They note the importance of Paul Duguid (Brown Collins & Duguid 1989) as editor and cite his contribution as 

akin to co-authorship. 
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Engestrom (1994, p. 42; 1999) builds on the socio-cultural COPT platform by expanding the 
Vygotskian model, to focus learning and knowing as a product of activity systems or mediating 
networks, including the broader social environment of workplace learning. Learning is 
positioned primarily as a product of socio-economic influences, rather than a cognitive process, 
as actor networks engage in social practice0. Engestom (1999, p. 8) eschews objective 
representations of facts, and indicates that both micro and macro perspectives of learning ignore 
either dominant cultural discourses, or the tacit realities of local practice. He positions his 
‘activity theory’ close to Latour’s (1986) actor-network theory, despite their disciplinary divide.  

Activity theory mirrors its cognitive roots giving ‘primacy to grounded practice’. (Kanes & 
Stevenson 2001, p. 310). Billet’s 2001 model of ‘socially mediated action at work’ pursues an 
approach that bridges Engestrom and Lave’s work by positioning the learner as an active 
constituent in a highly contested community of workplace practice, where locally determined 
‘affordance’, the often unequal opportunity to participate in learning, and subsequent 
‘participation’ embeds a style of participation and interpretation that mediates the subsequent 
acts of knowing. Billett (2001, p. 91) insists that the mind is neither individual nor social and that 
conceptualising workplace learning as co-participation avoids the twin perils of social 
determinism and individual constructivism (Miller & Goodnow 1995).  
 
 
                                                 
0 Activity Theory is used as a framework for analysis in Chapter 7. An overview of Activity Theory is provided 

within Appendix 15. 
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Appendix 13 
Knowledge and organisation 
 
Categorising a social construction 
 
A problematical relationship exists between human experience and the formation and legitimacy 
of empirical, discursive knowledge bases, as subjectivity underlies the inherent social 
construction of most knowledge (Russell 1948). Codified knowledge is just an abstraction from 
social practice, replacing social myths and narratives as a process of social ordering, and 
promoting specific ideologies as form of codified cultural DNA. From a Foucaultian perspective, 
the obsession with ‘reason’ has generated ‘disciplinary’ knowledge to mediate and order social 
actors and events (Fledman 1997). 
 
Alexander et al (1991) tabulates over 30 categories of knowledge ‘substances’, such as practical 
and theoretical knowledge, that are often the subject of waring dualisms. Stevenson (1998) 
attempts to categorise knowledge (declarative, procedural or conditional), and reduce knowing to 
some basis of objective bodies, rather than an active process, a focus on substance not on the 
action (Billett 2000/1, p. 55). Kerwin (1993) suggests that the pre-occupation with categorising 
knowledge outcomes, limits the emphasis on exploring ignorance, and fails to emphasise the 
diverse processes of knowing (Sparrow 1998). Knowledge is something we think and do, not just 
action, but new meaning formed through ‘social’ action (Blacker 1995).  
 
Barratt (2000) admits that knowledge is a ‘slippery customer’ within workplace space in terms of 
use, generation and validation, while at least codified propositional knowledge was visibly open 
to debate. Seddon (2001/b) suggests that in terms of organisational and working knowledge, 
knowledge like labour is a ‘fictitious commodity’ difficult to pin down as it flows through 
networks and orders social practice in diverse forms, tacit, ‘stickily’ located in context, or 
codified (Jessop 2000, p 65). However, the demise of meta-narratives, privileges the workplace 
and actor interactions as ‘knowing locations’ (Law 1998). In such locations local discursive 
understanding and agency may displace de-contextualised codified knowledge inputs, with 
‘knowing in a place’ as a socially constructed phenomenon (Greene 1993; Fledman 1997). 
 
The FMI framework presents a declarative codified representation of managing. However, 
‘knowing managing’ is likely to be a continuous locally mediated performance, strongly 
mediated by the legitimacy that management places on processes, as opposed to textual 
regulation through codification and categorisation. 
 
 
Knowledge as process  
 
Traditional epistemological concepts of stability and exclusivity are being replaced in many 
cases with concepts of transience and inclusivity that underpin the socially constructed nature of 
knowledge (Mayher 1990). Knowing is simply ‘belief’ arising from virtuous intellectual acts 
(Zagzebski 1997). As Mayher (1990, p. 79) indicates, “there is no knowledge without a knower”, 
knowledge or knowing is a social product, an assumption about the way the world works, 
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guiding individual performance, or as a negotiated reality where ‘causal assumptions are shared 
with others’ (Sanchez 1996). 
 
Perhaps Nuthall (1999) points us in the right direction by indicating that ‘knowledge is as much 
a process as a substance’. Knowledge only becomes a commodity when it is inscribed, codified 
and distributed (Lyotard 1984, p. 4). It is the social performances and organisational interactions 
that legitimise perceptions about causal relationships that are at the heart knowledge creation 
(Nuthall 1999). However if knowledge is a belief about causal relationships in the environment 
based on perception, then ‘it’ must be tied to locations and situations, located in a place and at a 
time (Mulcahy 2000). Previously viewed as a permanent and exclusive product, knowledge is 
now seen more as a continual series of transient assumptions about relationships in our 
environment. Like power, knowledge is a relational quality of process and not an entity. 
Knowledge is a located societal enactment, where ‘knowing is a relational moment or an effect, 
not a substance’ (Law 2000). Knowing, and therefore being is not acquisitional but processual, a 
practice not a thing. This is a performative view of knowledge and positions knowing, and 
therefore FMI ‘knowing about managing’, within practice, at locations and at the time of 
enactment (Mulcahy 2000/1). 
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Appendix 14 
Technologies of social change 
 
In 1995 the Employment Skills Foundation Council reported on the ‘convergence’ of 
‘Technology, Work and Leaning’. In contrast to previous polarised conceptualisations of 
technology as either instigating social change or as a social intrusion, technology was positioned 
as an integral part of human development processes, forming an inseparable cyber-ergonomic 
relationship with social actors, and critical to the extension of identity. For example, mind and 
keyboard are integrated in conceptualisation. Technologies to shape the environment are giving 
way to technologies that shape social order and identity. 
 

The power of technical control over nature made possible by science, is extended today directly to 
society.      Habermas 1971, p. 56        

 
What is the relationship of the FMI as a social technology constituted to orchestrate social 
change, and what forms of production can be anticipated ?  
 
Technological determinism 
 
Is it possible to separate technology from the social world, or determine specific instrumentality 
or relational effect?  This text has provided a strong argument that rapid social and organisational 
change has been underpinned by radical technologies, placing managers like Janus, half living in 
a world of control and organisational leanness, and half responding to discourses of democracy 
and empowerment (Clegg et al 1996). Do technologies like the FMI therefore drive social 
change, become the products of social change, or are they components of social change 
processes ?  
 
Roe Smith (1994) asserts that technology ‘does not drive history’ and ‘machines do not make 
history’. Technologies are a response to social need, respond to social activity, and gain 
performativity through social compatibility. McLuhan and Zingrone (1995) propose that while 
technologies of automation displaced primary employment roles, they also created new spaces 
and roles for people. The simultaneous and predictable nature of many technological invention 
positions them as a social production, mediating the reciprocity between science, technology, 
economic and social worlds (McKensie & Wajcman (1999). Technologies confront existing 
social subjectivities. They provide occasions for re-structuring, and act triggers for dynamic 
social change, performance, and new knowledge making (Orlikowski & Robey 1991: Orlikowski 
et al 1995, p 424). 
 
There is a continuous tension between communities of social practice and technologies that 
attempt to shape and ‘reproduce’ human qualities within enterprises. Technologies can be 
viewed as recursive political actors on the organisational stage. Their success can be measured 
by their social compatablity, or the value that the community places upon the technology 
(Tornatzky & Fleischer 1990; Rogers 1995). It is the pattens of reflexivity, the mutual 
interdependence of the social actors and the technology, that generate the enduring patterns of 
social change (Berg 1998). Ewurt’s (1991) indicates the significant social instrumentality 
achieved by hard technologies through the permeation of social language, where metaphors of 
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mechanisticity, reproducibility, measurability, and componentality construct our 
conceptualisation (Harper 1992; Carr & Kemmis, 1986).  
  

Words carry a heavy burden …..as they have histories and locations of their own.  
                                                                                                         Farrell 2002, p. 4 
 
Technologies may silently implant meaning and embody rules of social action within 
organisations. Human kind is then positioned as little more than ‘the ghost in the machine’ 
(Koesler 1999). As a technology, the FMI is subject to multiple social enactments, with 
instrumentality determined by the social value and social interdependence accorded to the 
technology. Managers in each location are determining what kind of technology the FMI 
becomes, and what it produces. 
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Appendix 15 
The indeterminacy of research 
 
 
It is salient to recognise that the vast resources of the American government failed to provide a 
complete narrative of former president JF Kennedy’s assassination. The final images of the 
amateur ‘Brubecker’ holiday film represent the inherently political and incomplete nature of the 
research process, spawning a wealth of scenarios and myths, each aligned to particular powerful 
actors and discourses. The goal of research remains continually unreachable as the indeterminacy 
of the research process is applied to continually changing world always just beyond human 
comprehension. 
 
Einstein’s early work (1912, 1954) illustrates that what we ‘see’ depends on our point of 
observation. Our seemingly concrete world constituted from the basic ontological blocks of 
mass, constituent shape and time is a construction that is relative to the location of the observer 
and the situation. What we attempt to research is uniquely configured, not universally objectively 
configured, and what we view is dependent on our position of viewing. The implication is that 
researchers should accept that there is no disassociated space outside practice from which we can 
view and determine the ‘real’ reality of our existence. There is an irony that Einstein’s work 
underpins the much later philosophical writing of Foucault in this regard. 
 
To add to the torment, Heisenberg (1958; Cassidy 1992) proposed the indeterminacy or 
uncertainty principle in 1927, indicating that there was an inevitable error in any research 
measurement as they are fleeting moments of seeing from which we attempt to model the 
continuity of life’s patterns. Heisenberg indicated that the very act of research, of observing or 
measuring, changes the reality being observed or measured, and disturbs existing relationships.  
 
Finally, Bohr (1987; Whitaker 1995), in his complementary theory, suggested that only by the 
accumulation of research perspectives, each in itself incomplete and disruptive of practice, can a 
picture of a phenomenon begin to develop as the continuity of practice always exhausts the 
capacity of research. A critical principle of what became know as the ‘Copenhagen 
interpretation’ of quantum mechanics encompassing the epistemology of Bohr and Heisenberg is 
that statements of ‘truth conditions” should include the apparatus, or means by which they were 
derived. Knowing should be a contextually qualified experience (Faye 1991). 
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Appendix 16 
 

Rationale for an inductive strategy 
 
There are several reasons why a more inductive field design would be an appropriate strategy 
with which to develop an understanding of the FMI as an emerging social technology. Lincoln 
and Guba (1985) describe inductive-naturalistic strategies as those where the researcher builds 
on their own tacit knowledge through successive and diverse engagements of purposively 
sampled practice and recursive dialogues with social actors. The FMI is a new social 
phenomenon, diversely enacted and nationally distributed that provides specific research 
challenges that inhibit a more formal deductive approach and indicate a more flexible inductive 
strategy. 
 
  

- There is no current research base for frontline managers and the FMI, the study is 
mapping an un-researched area. Internationally studies have previously provided an 
impact and not a process focus. 

 
- The recent CBT research in Australia and reflection on my own pilot studies indicate that 

a socio-cultural approach inductive framework would be more effective in this situation.  
 

- Discourse patterns of the FMI within enterprises are multi-factorial and can best be 
explored through multiple perspectives using the experiences of multiple actors in 
multiple locations.  

 
- Frontline managers are themselves a very diverse group with diverse motivation. There 

will be significant diversity in the extent to which frontline managers are included in 
management cultures and management learning processes. 

 
- The FMI has been "engineered to be invisible", and diversely customised. It should not be 

studied for ‘fidelity’ of application, but rather as an interpreted text and system. 
 

- The development of managing skills does not relate to a fixed or measurable goal, but 
rather to changing values within diverse management cultures and individuals extending 
their managing identity. 

 
- Leman (1994, p. 43) views the outcomes of competence based management development 

in the workplace as ‘a broad cultural set of changes’, and most cultural studies are 
inductive in nature. 

 
Cumulatively these perspectives present a compelling argument for an inductive approach for the 
study in a territory that is still fluid and lacks identifiable social anchors for more deductive 
research activity. 
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Appendix 17 
Ethical practice within the fieldwork 
 
To ensure informed consent and eradicate coercion to participate in the research, each field 
interaction was preceded by a self-selection process. The employees in each case study 
organisation were made aware of the role and intentions of the researcher by e-mail or by 
physical introduction at each location. The researcher chose appropriate clothing for each 
situation and wore a clear name badge. Subsequently there was an active and mutually 
participative dialogue about the purpose of the research, after which interviewees were asked to 
sign a consent form used as part of both University ethics procedures.0 The consent form gave 
full details of the aims and process of the study and details of an independent person to contact if 
were any causes for concern. Each interviewee receives a personal request from the researcher 
that the interview should be recorded so that all their thoughts and words could contribute to the 
project and minimise the loss of interesting data. It may be that this request is inappropriate with 
some individuals in specific situations, but every request was met with an affirmative response.  
 

To ensure confidentiality of the data, procedures were developed concerning the attribution and 
distribution of the data. The names of each organisation and individual were changed to a code in 
the draft case documents0 and then re-named in the final text, often disappointing some 
individuals and organisations who were anxious to publicise ‘their’ story. Each interview was 
completed with a confirmation about the confidentiality of the data, the subsequent processing 
and outputs of the project and reconfirming the use of pseudonyms. All data collected was 
securely located in locked premises and disposed of using secure systems.  
 
There have been a number of occasions where data collected in one situation or in one 
organisation might inform decision making in another location or site. Care was taken to ensure 
that such data was introduced into open discussion without sources. Thus this study has accepted 
it would be unethical not to recognise the positive mediating role of this research and the 
researcher. Often positive feedback is obtained from interviews that more senior managers were 
unaware of and that validated specific organisational decisions. This was also re-introduced into 
the system, unattributed in the same way. Sometimes managers sought data about options 
available or the implications of certain choices from the researcher. In this case, known options 
were introduced to increase the manager actor choice but without indicating weight or 
preference.  
 
To ensure the limitation of adverse effects of the research on subjects, the researcher ensured that 
any interaction balanced the extent of privacy with the extent of disclosure. The study recognised 
that, in some cases, it is possible that reflection on an unsuccessful learning experience might be 
a negative experience. However, where this occurred, participants were encouraged to reflect on 
the external causes of unsuccessful learning experiences and to contribute to constructing a 
framework that may develop more positive experiences. On a few occasions, issues were fed 
                                                 
0 Details are in Appendix 22. 
0 Details are in Appendix 23. 
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back into the system for attention at a later date without betraying any confidences.  In the 
majority of cases the opportunity to reflect and review personal learning experiences was a 
positive personal experience akin to development counselling that was verbally appreciated by 
participant actors. To ensure the benefits of the research were dispersed, all participants were 
encouraged to follow the project by using an associated website  
http://www.business.ecu.edu.au/efmi/index.html .  
 
In addition a wide range of standard formats were used to thank participants for their 
contribution0 and to encourage them to make further statements about personal experiences that 
might influence changes and improvements in the FMI. 
                                                 
0 Details in Appendix 22. 
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Appendix 18 
Ethical clearance statements  
 
 
Evaluating the Frontline Management Initiative 
Participant Briefing- Interview consent form 
 
This research project is part of a National research study reviewing the Frontline Management Initiative. The aim of 
the project is to find out what difference the Frontline Management Initiative (FMI) has made to frontline managers 
and their organisations. 
 
We are interested in what benefits there have been from the training process of the Frontline Management Initiative, 
and how the initiative may be made more effective. The project will collect the views of Training Managers, 
Managers and Frontline Managers by questionnaire and interviews. We will be asking you to give half an hour to 
answering questions about your FMI learning experience, and we would like to record your comments so that the 
project can use all your thoughts not just those that might be written down. 
 
Your interviewer will be pleased to answer any questions that you have regarding the research, and give you a 
contact number so that you can add any comments which you think of later on.  
 
We give a guarantee that your comments will be taken with the utmost confidentiality by the team. They will never 
be available to anyone at your workplace. Any written document that is produced from the research will use different 
names for the people and organisations. Your interviewer may ask you if you would like to check the notes of your 
interview when they have been produced. 
 
We hope that this project will be able to make recommendations to change and improve the Frontline Management 
Initiative for the thousands of managers who will participate in years to come. 
 
Naturally you also have the choice not to participate in the interview, or withdraw at any time and this decision will 
remain confidential to the interviewer.  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
CONSENT FORM:       Evaluating the Frontline Management Initiative 
                                                       
I (the participant) have read the information above and any questions I have asked have been answered to my 
satisfaction. I agree to participate in this activity, realising that I may withdraw at any time without reason or 
prejudice.  
 
I understand that all information provided is treated as strictly confidential and will not be released by the 
investigator unless required by law. 
  
I agree that the research data gathered for this study may be published, provided that my name or other identifying 
information is not used. 
Participant Interviewee 
 
 
 __________________________________________________                Date  
 
The Human Research Ethics Committee at the University of Western Australia requires that all participants be informed that, if 
they have any complaint regarding the manner, in which a research project is conducted, it may be given to the researcher or 
research supervisor : Llandis Barratt-Pugh 08 9273 8775   -    Prof Geoff Soutar – 08 9380 7885   
 
Alternatively to the Secretary, Human Research Ethics Committee, Registrars Office, University of Western Australia, Nedlands, 
WA 6907(telephone number 9380-3703). All study participants will be provided with a copy of the information Sheet and consent 
form for their personal needs. 
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Evaluating the Frontline Management Initiative 
 
Company/Organisational Consent 

 
 
............................................................................................................................. 
 
 CONSENT FORM :       Evaluating the Frontline Management Initiative 
 
 
Similar main explanation text as above in previous example.…. 
                                                       
I (the participant) have read the information above concerning " Evaluating the Frontline   Management Initiative  - 
Company/Organisational Consent and any questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction and I 
have the authority to agree to our involvement in this frontline management development research study. 
 
I agree for my Company/Organisation to participate in this activity, realising that we may withdraw at any time. I 
understand that individuals will be interviewed and the interviews may be audio taped.  
 
I agree that the research data gathered for this study may be published, provided that our name or other identifying 
information is not used. I understand that the recordings will be erased once the interview is transcribed and that all 
information provided is treated as strictly confidential and will not be released by the investigator unless required 
by law. 

 
Authorised Company Manager  
 
 __________________________________________________        Date ________________________  
 
The Human Research Ethics Committee at the University of Western Australia requires that all participants be informed that, if they have any 
complaint regarding the manner, in which a research project is conducted, it may be given to the researcher or research supervisor : Llandis 
Barratt-Pugh 08 9273 8775   -    Prof Geoff Soutar – 08 9380 7885   
 
Alternatively to the Secretary, Human Research Ethics Committee, Registrars Office, University of Western Australia, Nedlands, WA 
6907(telephone number 9380-3703). All study participants will be provided with a copy of the information Sheet and consent form for their 
personal needs. 
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Appendix 19 
Codes for organisational names 
 
Coding Case studies 
 
The same pattern of coding based on enterprise diversity was also used for the telephone 
Interviews and considered three primary criteria. 
 

1 - large/medium /small;   Small < 50 ;  Medium <  250  ; Large > 250  employees 
2 - rural/remote/metropolitan ;   
3 - industry sector; ANZ codings. 
 

Organisations are coded as follows 

A prefix of CS is added so that the codes are not confused with the previous telephone interview 

codings. 

First letter of State NQVSW 
First letter of size ; LMS 
Then first two letters of ANZ code eg. Ag 
Then first two letters of Location ; Ur/Ru/Re 
Sequential number for each State research - 1-25 
Each company is given a suitable “Pseudonym” for each case – based on industry type – Educo/Agrico 
etc 
 
Final Coding 
 

An example would be an unique coding for a NSW case studies:  
 
Case Study code for “Mobile phone Co” - CSNLCoUr2  
 Telephone interview code for the same company - NLCoUr14 
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Appendix 20 
 

Rationale for research engagement 
 
Gaining access to practice is critical in most studies and was the major issue for this study, to 
interact with and observe FMI participants, and to maximise the opportunity for data collection. 
On the other hand it was quickly evident that the data collection sites wanted something in 
return. It was not possible to gain confidence and access without a “quid pro quo”. This meant 
that the researcher was involved in the development of the FMI practices through contributing 
international data, national research knowledge, personal experiences. There was an expectation 
that the discussions about improving practice would benefit from such dialectic by widening 
choices and adding weight to some options, or by highlighting deficiencies. The researcher took 
the view that the study was about providing evidence to improve organisational learning 
practices. It was reasonable to assume that those closest to the study would benefit the most. 
However care was taken neither to be judgemental about practices, nor to be instrumental when 
introducing possible options. In all cases interaction was only offered when case study partners 
requested an input and care taken to ensure that data gained in confidential conversations with 
subordinates was never directly used.  
 
The rational for research engagement was made clear to the case study sites. 
 

Benefits of involvement in the research study will be : 

 The organisation will gain the benefit of immediate feedback from leading edge research to 
maximise the effectiveness of critical strategic investments, gaining access to national and 
international best practice in the chosen area to promote workplace learning and cultural 
change through the organisation. 

 The organisation will benefit from having additional capability to gain and analyse feedback 
about employee learning needs and barriers underpinning workplace learning and 
organisational development. 

 The organisation will benefit from having additional capability to prioritise options for 
change in structures supporting workplace learning and organisational development. 

 The organisation will benefit from gaining increased focus on leveraging current investment 
to build organisational learning capability, reducing misdirected learning processes and 
increasing learning impact. 

 The organisation will benefit from having an ongoing relationship that will act as a 
generative focus for additional workplace learning initiatives. The research will be a symbol 
of commitment to workplace/ organisational learning. 

 The organisation will benefit from research material that offers a more independent 
evaluation of strategy, implementation and practices within the organisation. 
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 The organisation project leaders will benefit from involvement in a national research project 
enhances the profile of the associated internal initiatives and the organisation. At the 
management level it provides the opportunity to benefit from the emerging issues of the 
study. 

 The organisation project leaders will benefit by securing an organisational commitment to a 
long term development activity that may be leveraged to secure and develop local resources. 

 The organisation managers will benefit from being involved in cutting edge workplace 
research and learning, and the opportunity to develop supportive research links with 
managers in similar situations. 

 The organisation staff will benefit from the “Hawthorn effect” of interest being shown in 
their endeavours, and from being linked into the wider picture. At the business level 
involvement in a national PhD study enhances the profile of the initiative and the 
organisation. 

 The organisation staff will benefit from having more opportunities for guided reflection. 

 At the wider social level it provides the opportunity for managers to have an influence on 
improving the framework of learning and development in Australian business. 
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Appendix 21 
 

Theories are not the product of immaculate theoretical conception…not the product of a technical 
tradition, of logic, or evidence, but of their whole social existence.    

 Gouldner 1975, p. 147 
 

Sociology cannot be value free….one’s values cannot be stated briefly in a few introductory 
comments or summarised in an appendix.                             Watson 1984 

 
 

Presently she began again. ‘I wonder if I shall fall right through the earth! How funny it will seem to 
come out among the people that walk with their heads downwards! The Antipathies, I think‘. Carroll 
1966, p. 4 

Myself - an incomplete project 
 
A central argument pursued throughout this study concerns the subjectivity of all perception. 
This appendix offers critical support to the reader in supplying a transparent account of the 
influences that have mediated the construction and analysis of this project and data to assist the 
reader in their own evaluation of the account and conceptual proposals. 

There is no doubt in my mind that I have been a significant and determining instrument in this 
study. The text is littered with indications of beliefs, values and relationships formed through 
synthesising literature and attempting to re-tell and understand the stories seen in practice. 
Understanding what has positioned me, may assist in understanding how I may have coloured 
the practices I have sought to portray and interpret. This appendix is intended to be a self- 
interrogation or an open declaration of current subjectivity and the extension of self to this point 
in life.  

The purpose of this appendix is to clearly inform readers of the experiences that have shaped the 
way this project was tackled, what was deemed important and what perspectives may have 
driven the analysis. I have tried to include those experiences that have made me what I am today 
and to declare the relationships I value and towards which I align myself.  This is also, I suppose, 
a direct statement of belief that a truly independent research position is a myth and that each 
researcher should make the process as transparent as possible, to provide each reader with an 
opportunity to create their own meaning from the text. Perhaps in some cases it may even assist 
with an understanding of some inter-textural references that, in this thesis, bridge two cultures, 
which seem at times deceptively close due to cultural veneers, but are very different 
geographically, historically and relationally.  

I was born in Shropshire in the UK into a country still with rationing and to parents recovering 
from personal tragedies, as the society around them recovered from war. I was lucky to have 
parents who loved and supported their only child while both developing careers in teaching, to a 
Headmastership and a Doctorate respectively. I had an unhealthy childhood, but one that was 
untouched by trauma or fear and filled with experience.  
 
I was broadly educated though spending three early years in Hong Kong and later another year in 
America, tasting an affluent life that would not arrive in Britain for some years. I spent my last 
primary year in my father’s first school and class, in rural Norfolk. The next seven years were 
spent at King Edward VII grammar school, which had a significant boarding house facility 
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mainly for the offspring of service families, and where the head boy received a gold medal from 
the Queen at Sandringham every Christmas.  
 
It was happy period as I excelled at sports and this placed me in the ruling elite of the school, 
playing against Cambridge Colleges. In 1967, I recorded the fastest time for 110 metres hurdles 
for an English junior (14.2 seconds). Multiple sport professionalism allowed little time for 
academic study. In the sixth form I made a significant decision to study fine art following a 
cartilage injury that made me question a life based on body. I applied for a scholarship for a 
University in Australia and was held as runner up for six months receiving papers that stated that 
I might have to fight in Vietnam if an offer was made. The University was UWA, but it faded 
from view at that point. I gained sufficient qualifications to obtain a late place at Bradford 
University (despite a primary focus on sport) and moved to the North to learn about textile 
science, management and design at this new technological University.  
 
The Course was intellectually undemanding. However, it was the ultimate time to be in such a 
social environment as youth culture began to claim a place in society and the multi-culturalism 
of the area became a political focus. My own pursuit of artistic learning was enriching. This was 
a four-year sandwich course and I managed to negotiate to take the third year a year in Israel. I 
went from the British University 60’s to an extraordinary nation state with continual border 
rocket skirmishes. It was a cultural shock, especially as I was firmly positioned as a gentile. 
However, the floods of West Coast Americans on local Kibbutz added another dimension to the 
experience and reconnected me with yet another social environment. I returned to Britain with 
designs that had been commercially produced and sold, as my employers ran a completely 
vertical organisation including retail outlets. I narrowly failed to get a first, passing with an upper 
second honours which completed the strategy of gaining a Graduate studies grant and getting out 
of textiles and the satanic mills and into the Management Centre for a Masters in personnel 
administration. 
 
This was a whole new world of learning and I was enthralled. An intense year refocussed my life 
goals. My artistic creativity had, meanwhile, mutated towards musical creativity. We participated 
in laboratory-taped interviews, leaderless fishbowl tutorials and two day T group activity. It was 
a significant experience led by facilitators who had industry experience but who linked us to 
emerging theory. We were unaware of how critical our timing was in accessing significant 
emerging knowledge sources and being some of the first participants. I passed at the higher level 
and was asked to prepare a dissertation to complete the Masters. In my sixth year at University 
funds had run low. I had met my life partner who was at teaching college and I felt the need to 
work. At first I tried to continue the dissertation with a driving job, but it proved difficult. Three 
chapters in, the dissertation work stalled. I searched and found a career position as a personnel 
manager with new government funded training scheme that provided the social work goals I 
desired.  
 
I had a turbulent year, recognising little of the management I had learned in a non-graduate 
company. As 2IC I was confronted with serious ethical dilemmas and became a whistle blower, 
was exposed as such, then vindicated when following the manager’s resignation fraud was 
discovered and the judge told my boss that he had ‘been placed in charge of young people and 
public funds, and that I would be failing in my duty if I did not send him to gaol’ (for 18 
months). 
 
Perhaps as some recompense I was pulled out to the London Office for some three years, with 
dislocating travelling, working on management information systems and training staff in the days 
when computers and modems looked like treadle sewing machines. The IT world was beginning 
to be awash with money, and I experienced London in the 80’s boom.  
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Meanwhile, I took up a senior managing role in a chaotic unit in Leeds. I established a new 
morale that continues to this day and I was used on several trouble shooting ventures. However, 
the central office relationship was maintained through involvement in a national Organisational 
Development programme. This continued for some years and was most innovative, linking us to 
Charles Handy and Chris Hayes at seminars and adventurous management learning programmes 
with Roffey Park, which I took a lead role in running. I experienced the full gamut of 
management and leadership. In ten years we transformed from a bureaucratic, government 
funded quango distributing funds and containing problems to become an independent limited 
company gaining annual contracts with Training and Enterprise Councils, with a 60% reduction 
in the 80 staff, achieving competitive outcome targets and introducing the new concept and 
process of competency–based training. By the end of the 1980’s, we had gained two National 
Training Awards involving innovative schemes for young Asian trainees and had formed 
alliances with industry partners for joint project sponsorship. I was increasingly used as a trouble 
shooter, being sent to restore some order in units where the management team had disintegrated.  
 
However politically, it was an awakening period, as the increasing polarisation of Thatcherism 
was for me a humanising experience, that involved playing for miners’ benefits and standing as a 
picket. I began my second Masters in Educational development at Leeds University. During this 
time we travelled widely and cheaply in the Third World and southern Europe. I spent 
considerable time walking neighbourhood streets, chairing meetings and bucking national trends 
by getting labour councillors elected, but resisting offers to become an elected councillor. Skiing 
seemed more attractive. 
 
Amalgamations led to me managing the Yorkshire region as a complete training unit with four 
locations and becoming involved in the emerging Investors in People (IIP) and the Management 
Charter Initiative. I became a licensed assessor for the IIP and began carrying our consultancy 
contracts, which was lucrative enough for me to plan to leave my job. My partner had meanwhile 
taken a University post, which meant nearly daily travel to Manchester, so we assessed our 
options. 
 
In a spirit of adventure we sold up and moved to Perth, Western Australia in the early 1990’s to 
remove the travel problem, with few expectations, having “done” Western Europe, and in search 
of sun and sailing0. We were not disappointed and our preserved jobs disappeared from our 
memories as did my second half completed Masters. My partner found herself in a vibrant 
research group that brought notable international linguists and discourse analysts to the 
University, produced two large Australian Research Council grants and numerous publications. 
These experiences reaffirmed my views on the myths of economic rationalism and the hegemony 
of ordering, in HR terms dislocating local knowledge making processes. In a shorter time than I 
had hoped I was re-employed in a similar training management role at a Perth College with 
1,000 students. I was surprised by the disparate State approaches and the lack of assessment and 
qualification segregation, the inappropriate emphasis on curriculum and the dubious mix of dual 
role players and moderators in the training market, but was welcomed by and felt close to the 
people. However, I found myself involved in the centre of a business liquidation after 16 weeks, 
despite which, I felt I had found a new home. 
 
By then I had taken on some evening lecturing work at the University to maintain my facilitation 
skills and this quickly expanded to be a full time role as my capability was used to fill gaps left 
by staff moving on. I began to use all my management training experiences and management 
knowledge in HRM, HRD, OD, Cross Cultural and management units. I started my third Masters 
                                                 
0 Falling, luckily, like Alice to the antipathies ! 
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(in HRD) and completed a quantitative based thesis focussed on CBT and the development of 
meta-cognitive strategies. I had combined my British CBT experiences with academic analysis 
of the embryonic and stalling Australian VET system, recognising my emerging constructivist 
perspective. The text was mediated by both constructivist approaches to learning (Jonassen 
1990) and Wienstein’s work on cognitive strategies or “dutero” learning skills. I believed there 
was a real world out there, through not as real as I might like, but that our reality and learning 
was a social construction. I investigated the relationship between CBT and the development of 
cognitive strategies or learning skills through a longitudinal study of seven groups of TAFE 
trainees (120 subjects). This study found a strong correlation through multiple-regression, 
between "open self directed styles of learning" and the development of lifelong learning skills 
(Barratt-Pugh, 1996).  While satisfied with the outcome of the study I recognised the weakness 
of failing to engage with participants and choosing to ignore ‘other’ social contexts mediating 
their learning attitudes. The cognitive focus had excluded the intrinsically relational nature of the 
study. 
 
I travelled extensively to locate an appropriate research community and was fortunate to find 
myself as part of an emerging national vocational training and education agenda, with research 
programmes, national centres, research centres, and researchers’ associations that I believe must 
be the envy of many researchers in other countries. While mainly in the company of 
educationalists, in my papers I located VET within organisation, as a search for meaning 
usefulness and direction and I found support for my emerging academic views. I was included in 
two NCVER projects with a Melbourne University team that developed my research 
apprenticeship, emphasising the benefits of a systematic, collaborative, socio-cultural and 
incremental approach to VET research. Again, the need for more fluid learning technologies was 
underlined. In 1998, in preparation for this project, I explored the relationship between a variety 
of management beliefs and their relationship to learning outcomes (Barratt-Pugh, 1998). I 
interviewed 23 training managers about what they wanted from training within their enterprises 
and what results they achieved. The outcomes emphasised the socio-cultural nature of workplace 
learning and the dominant effect of managerial culture upon those outcomes. The training 
managers indicated that the development of cognitive capacity was only a capability that then 
had to be legitimised by management. This project was based on in depth interviews and tested 
several question formats, with the analysis being based upon the initial stages of grounded 
theory. Each conference I subsequently attended further established key figures and the 
legitimacy of a more socio-cultural approach as training passed to learning and then to knowing. 
I began to define knowledge as a continual process of sharing and negotiating assumptions about 
how the world works. 
I was fortunate to be in this position as the greatest analysis of Australian management 
development (the Karpin Report) was delivered into a changing political landscape. It was 
obvious from these experiences that the FMI provided a critical research focus for me. There was 
my prior British experience with the MCI, my role in a School of Management, my experiences 
and research into CBT and the fact that the FMI was positioned at the technical-cognitive 
learning and working divide. My initial proposal was thwarted by my supervisor moving to 
Britain and by the shock of a twin pregnancy, but shifted my thinking and reading to groups of 
French and sometimes British based philosophers and sociologists. A year later after re-planning 
the approach and testing local contacts, I found a national project with an FMI business impact 
focus was being proposed. My energies were placed into creating a team and that contract with 
collegiate support, which made all the difference. While between application stages, we took ten 
month old twins to Britain to nurse, bury and grieve for my father.  
 
Having gained three Faculty awards and a Vice Chancellor’s award for my teaching the practice 
of action research centred learning and developing on-line interactivity, I turned my attention 
almost completely to the FMI, managing the team and my own study, with increasing numbers 
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of research students and an ARC linkage grant.  Strauss and Corbin (1996) suggest that a 
statement about current research orientation is appropriate at this stage.  
 
As a researcher, I am frustrated by the thin silver thread connecting the focused work of bright 
people to the political and bureaucratic protection of policy, which seems to preclude any change 
in practice except through extraordinary and chaotic events. Nevertheless I am passionate and 
increasingly look for practice based action research designs and collaborative models that 
facilitate the responsibility to contribute to practice. I am puzzled why there is such a lack of 
coordination between projects at a national level, with chaotic duplication and a lack of 
transparency and communication. I am equally puzzled by research process and public pressure 
that strive to achieve simple answers in an obviously complex world, where practice is 
positioned by tensions and is context determined. I am surprised that metaphors of Gods and 
machines are not being more rapidly replaced by those of body, mind and soul.  
 
I am preoccupied with the critical interactions that take place between researchers and 
practitioners and the value that can be extracted from seamless ethnographic experiences, using 
reflexivity to develop emerging method. I bring an extensive knowledge of the complexity of 
managing, of starting and developing relationships, a vibrant enthusiasm for telling the stories of 
others and thirst for new meaning to my studies. I carry with me a tension between current 
academic perspectives and an embedded knowledge of managing practice. I believe that we exist 
in a socially constructed world, where people value options differently and where learning is 
about a change in those assumptions made through our daily interactions and located within 
them. I have begun to believe there is no place outside discourse, perceiving managing as a 
dialectic of symbol exchange to make new meaning and knowledge, that is a continuous 
relational and located process. I read text through a filter of deconstruction, for which I owe 
much to my wife Caroline. For the energy of such searches I owe much to my mother. 
Culturally, I am repositioned at the edge of the world, which I feel is a good discursive space, but 
new technology has enabled me to place a leg in two cultural and political spaces at the same 
time.. 
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Appendix 22 

Language positioning the reader and author 
        It became evident when exploring the genre of PhDs and more current academic papers from 

socio-cultural researchers that historical conventions are being seriously challenged because they 
support textual forms that distance the writer and reify the text; thereby indicating a 
completeness of the project and an independence and objectivity that many current researchers 
are unable to support.  Three specific issues were recognised within this study and are explored 
in further detail in the research method. The first issue concerns the conflict that exists in the 
choice of words, as the study strives to reflect the language of organisations and, yet, attempts to 
avoid labelling and reify concepts. The second issue concerns the consideration given to the use 
of tense within the analysis process that positions the researcher within or outside the narrative. 
The third issue concerns the consideration given to the use of person within the analysis process 
that positions the reader within or outside the narrative experience.  

Conventions of research and practice can be seen as polarised in these areas. The traditional 
desire to cast research as an objective perspective of practice emphasises the detached third 
person. The past tense is used to denote a completed work. Reified terms are defined and used to 
offer immediate connection with an agreed and existing social view. In contrast, it can be argued 
that the use of the third person in research texts obscures the active research reality. The use of 
third person attempts to ignore the continuous nature of the social production, and that the use of 
reified concepts inhibits the emergence of new meaning. Thus conventions act to position the 
author, the reader and the meaning of practice. This text is positioned within a long traditional 
genre of the academic thesis. The decision for this research design was to recognise the 
conventions of this genre, while moving within the case study phase of the analysis to textual 
forms that involved the reader, positioning the active researcher more transparently and allowing 
research voices to speak unframed. 

In terms of language this text is constantly in tension between the language of managing and 
‘management’ and the language of social research. One research foot is firmly placed in the 
world of organising and management practice, experiencing the meaning continually expressed 
by powerful organisational discourses. The other research foot is positioned within texts of 
codifying social research. This text moves between the two worlds, using and exploring the 
meaning of words and phrases within organisational codes. There is an underlying attempt to use 
non-categorising words to reposition them within practice and an attempt to use active verbs in 
place of reifying nouns (manager and managing practice not management). In social research, a 
priori ‘naming’ blunts the ability to ‘see’ new categories of being and doing emerging from 
social practice. The ‘names’ have tendency to position and represent the activity of practice, 
rather than allow the meaning to come from the observed actions. 

The choice of person is critical in textual formation. The third person is a classic de- 
personalisation, objectifying practice and an attempt to obscure the subjectivity of the author. 
The second person is direct positioning of the reader, direction them to follow the textual 
instruction. However it can be a device to walk them through a situation and is used as such 
within the rich case studies in this thesis to gain engagement with the narrative. The first person 
is reflective of personal experience, obviously subjective and places the reader within the 
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author’s eyes and the author’s experience. It is useful to provide an honest and transparent 
perspective of a situation ‘as seen’. 
 
Finally, the past tense has traditionally indicated objectivity and the completeness of projects. 
This is currently under assault as a convention, as practice is never complete but continuous, and 
there is no place that the researcher can stand that is free of subjectivity. However, it is also 
obvious that, in many cases, any social commentary text will have to discuss events that occurred 
in past in a comparative fashion. The future remains predictive and elusive and the future tense 
can provide just such a perspective of the ‘possible’, that only subsequent research can validate. 
The present tense is active and current, and a good mode for discussing a social enactment that is 
continuing still as the text is written, and still continuing as the text is being read.  
 
In a socially constructed world, certainty is in short supply and predicability less common than in 
more apparently stable0 worlds of the past. Academic convention has encouraged both 
declarative and suggestive tenses, but it is more likely as texts recognise discursive positioning 
of social action and the contextual nature of that positioning, there will be an increasing shift 
from declarative generalisations towards more suggestion. 
 
However, in conclusion, it must be noted that a wealth of academic tradition has shaped reader 
expectations towards the past tense, and that often discussion of past research acts may only 
proceed by talking about acts previously completed. 
                                                 
0 Stability achieved by exclusion of other voices? 
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 Appendix 23 
Assimilation phase sampling details 
 
Texts : Texts associated with the FMI were comprehensively searched through electronic media 
searches and initial engagement with lead bodies and critical figures. The production of texts and 
participant actors was a reciprocal process with texts and actors being inter-referential. Texts 
associated with MCI development in the UK were also sourced from practitioner, institute and 
governmental departments. Text accumulation from the UK was broadly representative of the 
previous decade, while texts accumulation within Australia was far more comprehensive, until 
repetition and saturation was achieved. The texts involved government reports, institute publicity 
and evaluations, practitioner journals articles, commercial published support material, press 
releases.  This engagement continued throughout the study to include all codified representations 
of the FMI. 
 
Interviews : Initial contacts of known practitioners, institutes and government agencies enabled 
network contacts that provided early sources of data. The aim was to gain critical input from 
FMI actors who represented a variety of positions and roles within the hierarchy. This was a 
purposeful network sample (Patton, 1990, p 1176/177) following snowball opportunities in a 
rapidly developing FMI chain. The key criteria for sample selection was the diversity of role and 
workplace environment to provide a judgemental sample of FMI expertise (Sekaran 1992). 
Increasingly as the research continued this initial network developed to provide access to 
information rich – intensity samples where network actors had experience and access to 
significant fields of FMI practice.  The interviews involved training managers, training 
consultants, FMI participants, State/ITAB administrators and ANTA personnel.  
 
Observation : Initial engagement with the FMI networks enabled access to specific forums of 
practitioners. This was again a purposeful network/snowball sample (Patton 1990, p. 1176/177) 
pursuing opportunities in the rapidly developing chain of FMI contacts. The criteria for including 
such events in the sample included the number of practitioners, their level of experience and the 
access afforded to the event, but mediated by resource limitations. The observations consisted of 
viewing FMI practice, FMI management practice, and discussion between FMI practitioners. 
Selection of these events was based on specific criteria, but determined by resource limitations 
and convenience. 
 
Focus groups : While individual relationships were used to contribute issues arising from the 
emerging FMI network, focus groups provided an opportunity to locate universal issues, 
polarised issues and continua of practice. Selection for the focus group activity was purposeful 
and the criteria for the selection of participants was based on maximum variation sampling and 
judgemental sampling to include FMI experience and diversity of work role relations, mediated 
by actor availability, to promote an information rich, intense and informative dialogue. The focus 
groups involved training managers, training consultants, FMI participants, and managers from 
government departments with an FMI agenda.  
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Appendix 24 
Mapping phase sampling details 
 
While the primary focus of the instruments concerns FMI engagement and knowledge, the 
surveys also collect contextual data, information about strategic orientation, management 
development, organisational cultures and management style for comparative purposes. The 
original intention of this study was to begin with a survey of known HR FMI practitioners 
However, it became apparent that this was impractical as no available databases distinguished 
between FMI enterprise users, current users or non-current users. The decision was taken to use a 
commercial database for the survey and to move to a random approach with the added 
advantage of mapping the FMI and management cultures in a wider group of enterprises.  

The study uses a random survey in this phase of the research for three reasons: 

• It provides the best indication of the spread of the FMI, as no database held a listing of 
the enterprises involved in the FMI or in certificating FMI participants.  

• It provides information about the attitudes to management training, strategic orientation 
and organisational culture that underpin engagement in management learning processes 
and provide comparative baseline data 

• It indicates active, and potentially active, FMI participant enterprises that could be 
included in subsequent phases of the research as part of a purposive sample. 

 

Random Survey  
 
The survey specifically targeted HRD/HR managers or Chief executives of each company. This 
sample provided data from current FMI users, potential users, and those unaware of the 
initiative. 
 
This initial random survey used a stratified Dun and Bradstreet database compiled from three of 
their existing databases that focussed on leading companies, small and medium businesses and 
non-profit organisations, including government organisations. Explicit instruction were given to 
Dun and Bradstreet to ensure that the sample would be balanced according to the criteria of 
geographical location, industry type, organisational size, and the details of this stratification are 
provided below. 
 
The stratification required for the sample was negotiated with Dun and Bradstreet, with the final 
result a compromise between what was required and the capabilities of interrogating the 
available databases. There were some specific issues to consider when selecting the final 
stratification. 

The databases are based on turnover and reflected a ranking of profit making companies more 
effectively than public and not for profit organisations. 
The databases are unable to provide stratification by state, organisational size and industry type. For the 
final instructions to Dun and Bradstreet a number of decisions were made. 
The emphasis was to be on larger companies with small (<50) and medium (<500) size companies 
represented in the selection. 
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Not for profit and public organisations were to be added to the database to reflect the bias contained in 
the D&B method of ranking.  
There would be a focus on the five states were the research is operational, to assist the secondary 
consideration of locating accessible case studies (NSW, Vic, Qld, SA, WA). 

The instruction given to Dun and Bradstreet were as follows:  

1 - Total survey numbers required 2,500 – initial stratification by company size according to the 
matrix as below. 

 
Table A24.1: Database enterprise size stratification 
 

State Total 
Numbers 

No. small 
businesses 
< 50 employees 

No. Medium 
businesses 
50 >  < 500 
employees 

Larger 
Companies 

WA   321   66   66 (136)   189 (119) 

SA   220   44   44   132 

Qld   306   60   60 (106)   186 (140) 

Vic   735 147 147   441 

NSW   918 183 183   552 

Total  2500 500 500 1500 

 

2 – To ensure stratification by industry type, the output from the previous request was 
interrogated to ensure sufficient industry coverage on the basis of the figures in the table below 
on a + or - 20% basis. The table below was calculated using D&B own industry segmentation 
figures to calculate acceptable State location figures. 
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Table A24.2: Database enterprise type stratification 
 

State No's  Ag Min Con Man Tran Who Ret Fin Ser 

WA 321  7 5 30 50 12 50 50 60 60 

SA 220  3 5 25 40 10 40 40 55 55 

QLD 306  7 5 30 50 12 50 50 65 65 

VIC 735  16 8 60 90 25 100 100 120 120 

NSW 918  20 10 75 100 30 125 125 150 150 

 2500           

3 – To ensure that that in each State – Not-for-profit making organisations are represented within 
each classification to a minimum of 20 %. Not-for-profit making organisations are defined as : 

• Charities 
• Government run entities 
• Public Services: Colleges/ Schools/ Police/ Hospitals/ State Government Departments - 

Education - Family & Children’s Services / Federal Government Departments – 
Australian Taxation Office / Department of  Immigration 

In the end the D&B database generously returned just short of 3,000 addresses to the project. 

Second survey 
 

A second survey was targeted at FMI user organisations and based on the same questionnaire as 
the first survey. The purpose of this survey was to locate FMI field practice and to build a 
comparative sample of practitioner organisations. The focus of this study was not a random 
sample but a complete sample of those organisations involved formally with FMI publication 
material This survey utilised the organisational database kindly offered in confidence to this 
study by Pearson Educational, which consisted of FMI material purchasers, FMI book 
purchasers, and those attending the Pearson promotional sessions. These databases included just 
over 5,000 organisational names with considerable duplication and contained a bias towards 
training and consultancy organisations. The databases were culled in the following way and all 
the remaining 700 or so organisations sampled. 
 

• Duplicates removed  
• International contacts removed. 
• Training, educational and consultancy organisations removed. 
• Multiple contacts in same organisation removed. 
• Respondents from survey one removed. 

 
In total both surveys resulted in the distribution of over 3,500 questionnaires. 
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Appendix 25 
 

Engagement phase sampling details 
 
This third phase uses both the local networks established from the first phase, and the survey 
responses from the second phase of the study as a database for this phase of the project.  This 
phase of the study uses telephone interviews to maximise the diversity of interactive contact with 
a purposeful sample of critical organisational actors, and to combat the tyranny of distance in a 
geographical area far larger than all of Western Europe. Training managers or managers 
responsible for training were the broad target group of this phase. The study could not determine 
what was ‘typical’ FMI practice at this stage so the sample was selected offer diversity of 
practice and perspective through a maximum variation sample involving over 50 organisational 
actors. A sampling matrix was used that first stratified the sample according to the following 
criteria.  
 

• The telephone interviews were structured to contact FMI users, those who were not FMI 
users but were aware of the FMI, and enterprises that had existing alternatives to the 
FMI. The sampling is based on a ratio 15:6:4 for the broad groupings of FMI users, 
potential users, and non-users. This would maximise data on FMI users, but also include 
data on perceived barriers to uptake and indicate future users. 

• The second criteria was to gain a spread of Industry sectors (Manufacturing, Services, 
Construction, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries) according to the Australian and New 
Zealand standard classification. 

• The third criteria was to gain variation in organisational size (small, medium, large) 
• The fourth criteria was to gain variation in location - in metropolitan and rural and remote 

areas.  
• Finally the last criteria was to ensured some coverage of the five primary locations of the 

study (NSW, Vic, Qld, SA, WA). Recognising that secondary data would be available 
from some of these locations.  

 
Selection of telephone interviewees was based on the following networks: 

 
• Returns from the national survey where interest in the study was confirmed. 
• The database of Pearson Educational that indicated purchasers of FMI materials. 
• FMI users and extended network contacts from the focus groups. 
• Current local business, academic and professional network contacts. 
• State, ITC, RTO networks. 
• Alumni and current students. 
• Local AITD or AHRI executives, activists and membership locally. 
• Web based searches of ANTA, NTIS and Prentice Hall websites. 

 
 
Matrixing interviewee enterprises for sample distribution     
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Using the following matrix, an attempt was made to gain a diverse distribution of telephone interviews 
in terms of the three groups of interviewees and the factors indicated below, and used as key selection 
criteria in the following tabulation: 
large/medium /small;    Small < 50 ;  Medium <  250  ; Large > 250  employees 
rural/remote/metropolitan ; industry sector; ANZ codings. 
 

Table A25.1: Telephone interview matrix 
 
FMI Users /Non users / Un Aware Large   Medium  Small   
 Urban Rural Remote Urban Rural Remote Urban Rural Remote 
Agriculture, forestry and fishing          
Mining          
Manufacturing          
Electricity, gas and water supply          

Construction          
Wholesale trade          

Retail trade          
Accommodation, cafes, restaurants          
Transport and storage          
Communication services          
Finance and insurance          
Property and business services          
Education          
Health and community services          
Cultural and recreational services           
Personal and other services          

 
 
Organisations are coded as follows: 
 

First letter of State NQVSW 
First letter of size ; LMS 
Then first two letters of ANZ code eg. Ag 
Then first two letters of Location ; Ur/Ru/Re 
Sequential number for each State 

 
Interviews: The initial network contacts that provided early sources of data from known 
practitioners, institutes and government agencies enabled the extension of this network towards 
key figures in the development of the FMI at both a national and local level. This was a 
purposeful network sample (Patton 1990, p 1176/177). An information rich, intensity sample 
formed from snowball opportunities in a rapidly developing FMI chain. The key criteria for 
sample selection was the FMI experience and privileged access to information provided by the 
potential subjects actors. The interviews involved government appointees to national committees 
and influential training managers and consultants. 
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Appendix 26 
Case study phase sampling details. 

The importance of the case study phase and case selection 
 
A case study approach underpins the validity of this research project and the selection of those 
cases is therefore a critical phase of the study. The cases have to provide the access required by 
the study but at the same time they have to offer a diverse organisational mix and provide both a 
wealth of FMI practices. Subsequently the study has to seek out diverse organisational actors 
within each case to gain multiple perceptions of practice.  
 
As an inductive study, Billet (1996) indicates the value of a constructivist approach with case 
studies is in developing an understanding of learning practices in the workplace. This approach is 
underlined in McDonald's (1995/99) reviews of evaluation of vocational education and training in 
Australia. The relationships of workplace learning operate in deeply contested organisational 
space, and require considerable field interaction to gain multiple perspectives of the 
performances, and to develop an understanding of the emerging practice. It is evident from the 
previous phases of the study that the meaning of the FMI does not lie within the skill training 
processes, but within the subsequent organisational productions and cultural changes. These 
patterns of change are probably impossible to capture as evidence or understand from cross 
sectional one-shot data gathering processes. Therefore this study should focus on research depth 
within fewer case studies where such richer data is mined. 
 
This inductive research study therefore is largely based on a framework that consists of a sample 
of cases chosen for their diversity where the study can explore FMI practice, describe the 
diversity of FMI practice and explain the critical mediating factors (Yin 1993). Yin (1994) 
describes four basic research designs and positions them in a two-by-two matrix. The first 
dimension concerns the use of single or multiple cases. The second dimension concerns the use 
of a single-holistic unit of analysis or the use of multiple, embedded units of analysis. Yin 
suggests that the choice of case design depends on the type of question that the research is 
asking, the degree of control that can be exercised over the case, and the focus on current or prior 
phenomena. This study involves multiple cases and multiple units of analysis, and in Yin’s 
terminology is a multiple embedded case study, type four (Yin 1994, p. 39).  
 
The study is, therefore, largely based on data collected from these primary workplace case 
studies, although supported by secondary case data. The multiple cases used in this research 
method offer a robust framework for data collection (Remenyi et al, 1998), and are a source of 
explanatory data to feed subsequent generalisations about the how and why of the FMI network. 
These multiple case studies are included to increase the explanatory power and generalisability 
of the data collection process (Miles & Huberman 1994, p. 172). 
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The cases form a purposive but non- probability sample. Merriam (1998) indicates that a non-
probability sample is effective when, as in this study, the research is exploring what is occurring.  
Patton (1990, p. 169), suggests that such a purposive sample, ‘has a logic and power - and 
provides rich information’.  This collection of cases is selected so that it provides a structural 
representation that matches the purpose of the study (Stake, 1994; Remenyi, Williams et al., 
1998).  
 
It is therefore evident that the quality of the case selection process has a significant influence on 
the effectiveness of the study. Case selection in terms of the FMI is complicated by the 
invisibility of the initiative and the newness of the phenomenon and compounded by the decision 
to reject convenience, network and snowball methods of selection, and instead pursue case 
selection based upon criteria developed through phased and funnelled association with the 
phenomena itself. The initial phases of the study had already indicated the great diversity and 
complexity of the emerging FMI patterns and provided a model of the diversity of FMI adoption 
patterns (as follows below), indicating the key criteria for case selection that would provide 
access to potentially information-rich case studies of FMI practice.  
 
Sequential approaches to case studies may enable the researcher to determine when theoretical 
saturation has been achieved, but this is incompatible with the longitudinal approach of this 
study.  

 
Criteria for case study engagement 
 
In most studies, resource allocations limit the population to which the selection criteria can be 
applied, and in this case they are a mediating, but not driving selection criteria. However with 
this purposeful sample, there is a natural reciprocity between selection criteria and opportunity, 
or serendipity, encountered when operationalising the study in the field of practice. However, in 
this study, there was no single point in time when the selection of the primary cases was made 
according to weighted criteria as the selection process was incremental (Merriam 1994). 
Selection criteria emerged during the initial phases of the study from interaction with practice 
and literature review. Between twenty to thirty of the sites where there was an existing 
relationship from the initial three phases of the study were contacted, and relations developed 
between those sites and the researcher. The selection criteria became more explicit through the 
development of these relationships and focussed on 14 sites. 
 
The evidence from the broad survey, focus groups and telephone interviews emphasises the key 
issues that the case study research phase should explore. The case studies are therefore selected 
for their ability to form a platform to collect diverse evidence concerning FMI locations and 
practices. First in terms of FMI locations, enterprise characteristics are considered 
 
Enterprise Characteristics 

• Industry Sector 
• Size 
• Location 
• No of Sites 
• % of W/F employed 

 
Then in terms of FMI practices the data indicating FMI diversity gained from the early stages of 
the project was analysed. 
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Figure 53: Early patterns of FMI adoption diversity. 

 
These basic patterns of FMI adoption indicated criteria for differentiating between FMI 
programmes within organisations. 
 
• FMI participant numbers    
• FMI numbers as % W/F employed 
• Strength of FMI strategy  
• Years of the FMI 
• Management development history 
• Strong CBT history  
• Direct FMI management 
• Sole provider or assessor 
• Private or public provider 

 • Standards customised 
• On line FMI support  
• Group learning processes      
• On site learning 
• In house mentors/coaches 
• Voluntary joint nomination 
• Active strategic projects 
• Self-paced-approach 

 
Together the criteria of FMI diversity and enterprise diversity were merged to provide a draft 
criteria matrix for assessing the diversity of potential case studies, as illustrated below. 

FMI

Integrated Adoption 

 Coordinated 
   Adoption

Strategic  
Integration 

Length of  
Association 
With the FMI 

Customisation  
of Standards 

Culture of  
Management 
Development 

Culture of 
Competence  
Based Training 

Direction of 
the Training 
Processes 

 Weak 
Adoption 
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Table A26.1: Case study selection matrix 
 

  5 4 3 2 1  
1 Industry type  Agriculture Mines Manufact. Elec/Gas Construc Industry Type 
2 Industry type  Whole Retail Hotel/Res Trans/Store Comms Industry Type 
3 Industry type Finance/Ins Property Education Health/Com Rec.Sev.  Industry Type 
       
 
4 

Very large 
enterprise 

 
<10000 

 
500 

 
100 

 
50 

 
10 

Owner manager 
enterprise 

5 Urban location CBD City Town Rural Remote Remote location  
6 Multiple site 

organisation 
     Sole site 

organisation 
7 Consult/Virtual 

Employees 
     Traditional Employee

base 
8 Strong FMI/Co 

strategy 
     Weak FMI/Co 

strategy 
9 Nat Pilot Site - 4 

year op. 
     First participants 

starting FMI 
10 50 particpants or 

10%w/f 
     10 participants or 

2%w/f pilot 
11 FMI link to 

HR/Man syst 
     Pilot activity for 

evaluation 
12 History of man. 

development 
     First shot at man 

development 
13 10 years CBT 

activity 
     First competency-

based foray 
14 Direct FMI 

management 
     Contracting 

management out 
15 Several Tr/As 

Providers 
     Sole Tr/As 

provider 
16 Private 

consultancy 
     TAFE consultancy 

17 Customised 
Standards 

     Pearson 
educational formats 

18 On line support 
process 

     Paper driven 

19 Group learning 
processes 

     Isolated individuals 

20 Established 
research rel 

     Little research rel 
or access 

 
Modelling research relationships 
 
There was an almost seamless move from the initial sensing data collection to determining 
appropriate cases, and subsequent continued case study interaction. The study required secure 
and continuous access to an intensity sample of FMI practice that provided the opportunity.  
 

• to engage with an organisation with diverse roles and locations. 
• for continued access to the organisation for more than one year. 
• to freely engage with organisational actors in multiple locations. 
• to engage with a substantial and clustered FMI programme. 
• to engage with a externally networked FMI partnership. 
• to engage with an embryonic FMI programme.  

 
The location of possible cases, the investigation of FMI diversity, the securing of long term 
access and the judgement of enterprise diversity formed an intermeshing and continuous process 
where the acceptance of each case assisted in defining the parameters for subsequent cases.  
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Choosing the cases – primary and secondary 
 
From a short list of fourteen possible organisations, eleven were identified as possible primary 
cases at the commencement of the case study phase. The organisations were approached with 
one refusing any deeper contact due to current adverse publicity in the current ‘logging’ debate 
over old growth forests (subsequently became a secondary case). Of the subsequent ten, there 
were five chosen as options for primary case studies, but one educational State based 
organisation displayed reluctance at executive level to be involved in the study. This left four 
organisations as potential primary case study options. Three of these organisations became the 
primary case studies, while the fourth federated mining organisation was held as a ‘first reserve’ 
primary case study during the period of the study0. Ten of the remaining organisations continued 
within the study as secondary case study sites0. Tables within this text provide details of the 
primary and secondary case study characteristics. 
 

Primary cases (3) –    Finco   Powerco   Environco  
 
Secondary cases (10) -   Fedco (first primary reserve) 
 

   Gemco  Educo  Primco  Oilco  Sportsco  
   Waterco  Farmco  Relateco  Steelco  
 

Cases lost (1) -               Careerco  
 

Rationale and criteria for primary case study diversity 
 

Given the focal nature of the case studies in this study and in the production of theory specific 
attention was given to the sample of case studies to delimit subsequent generalisability 
(Eisenhardt 1989). Yin (1994, p. 46) indicates that in multiple case study research, replication 
logic, the relationship between the cases that feeds theory building, underpins case selection. 
Replication logic focuses on representing the variety of diversity in the population, with less 
concern for proportionalising the characteristics (Smith 2000b) Replication logic includes ‘literal 
replication’ where theory is tested in multiple case sites with congruent characteristics. 
Replication logic also includes ‘theoretical replication’, where diverse cases are used to indicate 
if specific theory is evident within different environments. The sampling process of this study is 
based on theoretical replication and based on criteria or conceptual categories to select 
appropriate primary case studies that maximise the structural variation between cases, and 
enhance the prospect of illuminating generalisable patterns (Eisenhardt 1989, p. 537).  
  
Selection of the primary cases was a sequenced and relational process. Following theoretical 
replication logic, the adoption of the first site provided a field of practice for the study with 
specific characteristics that should not be duplicated by the subsequent cases. In this way, each 
primary site selected provided additional criteria to guide the selection of subsequent sites. The 
sampling was emergent in nature (Miles and Huberman 1994). The key criteria being the 
opportunity to engage with; 
 

• an industrial environment not duplicated by another case;  
• a corporate ownership and organisational structure not duplicated by another case;  
• geographical locations not duplicated by another case; 

an FMI process not duplicated by another case. 
                                                 
0 This case subsequently provided an additional contracted research project during 2002/3 (Barratt-Pugh and 

Watson) 
0 Full details of the secondary case studies are in Appendix 50. 
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Strengths and limitations of final choice of primary case sites. 

 
There are a numbers of strengths that justify the selected, primary case study sites. The first is 
the mixture of public and private organisations with one on the cusp between the two sectors. 
They represent three different industry sectors, cover production and service, while representing 
both traditional unionised mechanistic industry and also the new economy. In location they span 
Eastern and Western States, and urban, rural and remote locations. In cultural terms they 
represent masculinised and feminised managerial structures, and scientific, electronic, relational, 
and manual workplace environments  The selected case studies offer a purposeful sample of FMI 
intensity and maximum variation to provide deep case study practice for his study. Each 
organisation offers access for longitudinal study of FMI practice and the opportunity to monitor 
process development. The organisations are large enough to produce active FMI discourses and 
more generative programmes for the study. The early phases of the study have indicated that the 
FMI is a prisoner of larger organisations, and they provide this platform for investigation. 
Importantly for this study, the initial relationships symbolise the intent by each organisations to 
be an active partner in examining FMI practice. The case studies have very different patterns of 
engagement with the FMI both temporily and relationally, providing a rich diversity for the 
study. Finally, each organisation provides multiple sites for investigation and a significant cohort 
of participant actors.   
 
There are however some disadvantages in the cluster of primary sites selected. The study 
interfaces with three FMI initiatives that are temporily dislocated. While this provides a pattern it 
prohibits the simultaneous and sequenced use of instruments and protocols at each location and 
replicate the same research structure in each case. While there was a broad overall pattern, the 
data collection process is mediated by the local characteristics of each case. Opportunities for 
formal interviews, inclusion in seminars and meetings, the ability to record, and assistance given 
in the distribution of questionnaires vary from site to site and provide limited direct comparison. 
Finally, it was not possible not possible to determine a priori the size of the sample or length of 
engagement with the case in question, as this could not be controlled by the researcher.  
 
Sampling organisational actor perspectives 
 
Early phases of the research engagement restricted responses to managers with FMI 
responsibility. In contrast, each case study organisation provides a wealth of diverse actors, in 
diverse roles through repeated contact. The study engaged with diverse organisational actor 
groups such as chief executives and reception staff, biologists and linesmen, gold card bankers 
and fire-fighters, both those engaged with FMI and those not engaged with the FMI. Subject 
selection was determined on the basis of both snowball or network sampling and ‘theoretical 
sampling’, with consideration given to accessing a judgemental and maximum variation sample 
(Patton 1990, p. 183). To obtain multiple perspectives of organisational events the research 
process would follow organisational actors networks based on field recommendations. The 
research process would specifically use theoretical sampling to target events and associated 
organisational actors that were ‘representative of a phenomenon of interest’ (Patton 1990, p. 
183). Judgemental samples of organisational actors of boundary spanners, change agents, 
gatekeepers and champions were targeted. Diversity of organisational actors are recruited where 
possible0 but usually included the following key actors. 
 
                                                 
0 eg. managerial level, gender, work experience, education, training experience, managerial expectation, primary 

language. 
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• The most senior HR /Training manager at FMI policy level within the enterprise. Preferably with an 
understanding of the companies current business position and trends. 

• The most senior manager within the enterprise with staff undergoing FMI, and with knowledge of 
current enterprise effectiveness, performance monitoring and with an understanding of the companies 
current business position and trends.  

• A cluster of participants who will display diversity in the following characteristics: managerial level, 
aspirations, gender, work experience, education, training experience, primary language.  

• One of the participant’s subordinates. This is the most difficult interview as the interviewee is in a 
dependent relationship with the other managers interviewed. The selection of this person is achieved 
by negotiation with one of the FMI managers, and by asking who will give a direct ‘warts and all’ 
shop floor assessment. 

 
The final selection is guided by the initial enterprise contact, who is well briefed about the 
purpose of the research. The ethical issues arise in in-enterprise participant selection and the 
possible coercion of staff where they are in managerially dependent relationships. All 
participants are made aware that they can withdraw from the research at any time.  
 
In addition, at each case study site questionnaires were distributed to every FMI participant for 
broad feedback on attitudinal data from a wider group, generating greater inclusion. 
 

Secondary cases: the study also engaged with nearly 30 cases to gather basic data and to test the 
strength of relationships. Following the selection of the primary cases, the study maintained 
contact and interaction with the residual secondary data collection sites, to provide a national 
based sample of additional material that could support and  position the deeper case studies, but 
more importantly,  provide possible back up case study sites in case a primary case site 
relationship failed. This sample was purposive in providing a range of diverse supporting 
secondary cases where continued interaction was often driven by practitioner interest.  

Key Interviewees: The initial network contacts that provided early sources of data from known 
practitioners, institutes and government agencies enabled the extension of this network towards 
key figures in the development of the FMI at both a national and local level. This was a 
purposeful and judgemental network sample orientated towards FMI experience, expertise and 
privileged access to FMI information, formed from snowball opportunities in a rapidly 
developing FMI chain involving government appointees and influential training consultants. 
(Patton 1990, p. 1176/177).  
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Appendix 27 
 

The fieldwork questions 
 
Research studies often have at least three layers of related questions. There are those macro 
strategic questions generated by the research framework providing the purpose of the study and 
defining the area of theoretical contribution. Then there are related operational research 
questions used within the research method to drive the exploration of practice and to generate 
data. Finally there are specific vocalised or text based practical questions that are used in the 
interactions with organisational actors. 
 
This study already has clearly stated aims. Operationalising those aims required a flexible 
framework that could be used to steer the development of the multiple instruments the study 
generates. The main text has indicated that a Habermasian framework has been adopted by this 
study to guide the operationalisation of the method based on technical, critical and socio-cultural 
investigation of the phenomena. 
 
 

 What is valued within the FMI performance?         (Technical) 

 What concepts of managing are constructed by FMI enactment?       (Critical) 

 What discourses construct these views,                                               (Socio Cultural) 

       and with what results to managing practice? 
 
 
Technical: What is valued in FMI performances?  
Where and how is it working?  
How adaptive is the technology process, is it mirroring or working to script?   
What is valued, by whom, and who determines the value?  
What learning relationships exist?  
 
Critical : What concepts of managing are constructed ?  
Who is getting what?  
What learning about managing is produced?   
What managing practices are valued?   
 
Socio Cultural : How are these views constructed and with what results to managing practice ?  
Who controls the learning, how, and what patterns develop? 
How do those patterns and subsequent productions mediate managing practice? 
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Appendix 28 
Exploring meaning 
 
Meaning can be located by exploring subjectivities, comparative values, and by observing 
behaviour patterns which form the layers of social interaction. Schein (1995) proposes that social 
meaning is embedded in the beliefs and assumptions individuals hold about the way the world 
works. These beliefs are formed from interactions and dialectic experiences, where surrounding 
discourses and cultures within communities mediate existing beliefs. These beliefs influence 
perception and the values that are placed upon relations, activity, artefacts and knowledges. 
These values may be observable by the options taken in practice, but it is the continued actions 
of practice and discursive exchange that provide patterns of behaviour from which such 
inferences can be made.  
 
Research can attempt to mine meaning at each level, but must use differing approaches and 
instruments. Often it is necessary to approach subjects for direct confirmation and to observe 
action for independent interpretation. The table indicates the difficulty of gaining and 
interpreting subject data at each of the levels. 
 
Table A28.1: Exploring meaning through different investigation processes 
 
  Beliefs and 

Assumptions 
Values Behaviour and 

action in practice 
Mode of Data 
Collection  

Structured reflection 
Deep Interviews 

Observation/ 
Card sorts/Interviews 

Observation 
Recording 

Research 
imperatives 
 

Trust of actors and 
reflective space 

Access and 
organisational space 

Access to observe form 
within practice 

Data Collection 
process 
 

Difficult to extract 
even with deep 
interaction 

Requires complex 
subject interaction 

Directly observable  

Interpretation Direct subjectivity 
provided by the 
participant 

Provides an indication 
of underlying belief 
and potential action 

Considerable 
subjective analysis 
necessary – 
incorporates researcher 
bias 

Coding Sole meaning Paradoxical meaning Multiple meaning 
categories determined 
by researcher 

Validity Maybe produced to 
please social setting  
Needs cross checking 
with behaviour patterns 

Maybe produced to 
please social setting 

Observation may be 
incorrectly inferred 
Needs cross checking 
with behaviour patterns 

Reliability Needs cross checking 
for consistency of 
response 

 Needs multiple 
observations and 
diverse subjects 
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Appendix 29 
Focus group protocols 

Objectives 
The objectives of the focus groups were: 
 

 To assemble a group of practitioners with experience of in-enterprise FMI activity. 
 To generate, and be informed by, diverse perspectives and narratives of FMI experience. 
 To enable participants to indicate issues for the researcher to consider within the subsequent stages of 

the study. 
 To gain an understanding of emerging FMI structures and patterns. 
 To build interest in the research study, and network links for case study access. 

Focus group protocol 
The initial design of the study was developed from the literature, anecdotal evidence, and the 
codified representations of the FMI. The focus groups, as part of the first phase of the study were 
primarily designed to immerse the researcher in current practitioner issues, and to contribute 
towards funnelling the research design towards critical issues and cases. Approaches inviting 
participation were made directly through network contacts and indirectly through VET events 
using verbal and poster leaflet strategies. Participants were invited to attend with a copy of the 
questions of the focus group being provided. 

 
The focus groups included those organisational actors associated with FMI practice such as 
trainers, mentors, managers, participants and FMI administrators and addressed key questions 
about their engagement with the FMI in a semi-structured fashion for a period of up to an hour, 
with the intention of recording and transcribing discussions where appropriate. The focus groups 
encouraged dialogue and individual stories of engaging with the FMI, and descriptions of the 
relationships involved. Participants were prompted to indicate how these emerging FMI relations 
were mediating managers and their organisational performances. They were encouraged to detail 
what was happening currently that did not happen before, and who was benefiting from the 
changes. Finally participants discussed what could be changed about FMI practice and if it was 
linked to broader organisational directions or strategy. The key questions for the focus groups 
were: 
 
Instrument A29.1:  Focus group protocol 
 
• Why did you get involved with the FMI?     
• What patterns of FMI adoption do you see? 
• What difference is/can it make to individual Frontline managers? 
• What difference is/can it make to their organisations? 
• Is it delivering tangible business benefits and what are they? 
• How could FMI be improved? 
• What evidence is there of FMI being part of business strategy? 
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While the focus group activity provided rich field data that has the immediate validity of peer 
affirmation or the provision of contrary evidence, there was in this case concern that commercial 
confidentiality might act to conceal actual social performance or instigate power relations 
between various participants (Patton 1990). 
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Appendix 30 
Rationale for survey instrument 
The strength of this instrument and the rationale for using it in the second phase of the study is 
because; 

• it provides an indication of the penetration of the FMI as there is no database of enterprises involved 
in the FMI or in certificating FMI participants; 

• it provides a view of the impact, uptake and patterns of adoption of FMI to determine how FMI is 
perceived by a variety of enterprise types and in different geographical locations; 

• it provides information about broad organisational attitudes to management training, strategic 
orientation and organisational culture that underpin Karpin’s causal chain;  

• it indicates active and potentially active FMI participant enterprises that could be included in 
subsequent phases of the research; 

• it provides details of the FMI experience and the impact it has at individual and organisational levels 
that are probed in the later telephone interviews and case studies; 

• it provides base line data that can be used to contrast and compare FMI users with non-users in terms 
of their strategic orientation, corporate cultures, managerial climates and the value attached to 
training and HRD. 

The random survey database was obtained from a Dunn and Bradstreet, based upon specific 
instruction for stratification as detailed in appendix 24. The questionnaire used in the survey is 
shown in appendix 31. 

A second survey directly targeted FMI users because of limited FMI user returns from the first 
survey, and the availability of an FMI material purchasers’ database provided by Pearson 
Education.  

The second survey has the following objectives within the overall research study framework: 

• It provides a view of the impact, uptake and patterns of adoption of FMI and provides a platform 
to determine how FMI is perceived by a variety of enterprise types, of different sizes, in different 
geographical locations.  

• It provides base line data that can be used to contrast and compare FMI users with non-users in 
terms of their strategic orientation, corporate cultures, managerial climates and the value attached 
to training and HRD. It indicates active and potentially active FMI participant enterprises that 
could be included in subsequent phases of the research. 

• It provides details of the FMI experience and the impact it has at individual and organisational 
levels that are probed in the later telephone interviews and case studies. 
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Appendix 31 
Development of the survey instrument 
 
The survey instrument is developed from four sources; the study research questions and 
objectives, pre-tested standard organisational research models, questionnaire design resources, 
and management texts. In terms of the research focus the instrument is designed initially to gain 
broad contextual data.   
 

How many employees in your organisation? 
How many FL managers in your organisation? 
What is your location : State rural urban remote? 
What is your organizational size: Large medium small? 
What is your industry / business? 
 

The instrument then gathers attitudinal data that probes the relationship between company 
strategy and HRH activity, concerning the organisational strategy, culture, performance and 
climate, by replicating standard instruments taken from previous management research sources 
for purpose of validity and reliability. 
 

Quinn and Spreitzer - Competing Cultural Values 
Miles and Snow - Strategic Orientation 
Alvoilo BJ, Bass BM and Jung DI – Transformational leadership factors 
Soutar and Sweeny - Market and external orientation 

 
Finally the instrument gathers data on broad HRD issues, management development and specific 
FMI engagement with questions sourced from practitioner inputs from the first phase of the 
research. 
 

What kind of training do you undertake? 
Do you use competence based training CBT? 
Have you heard of the FMI? 
Are you using the FMI competencies? 
Are you using the FMI training programme? 
Was your decision to go for the FMI part of a broader strategy? 
Are you accrediting you FMI managers with FMI certification? 
Are you using your own trainers for the FMI programmes? 
How do you rate your managers in the units of FMI competence? 
How has FMI changed your managers? (Using the FMI 11 units of competence) 
How has FMI effected your organization?(Using the FMI 11 units of competence) 
How has FMI given business benefits? (Using the FMI 11 units of competence) 

 
The instrument incorporates a seven point scale where appropriate to enable the mid choice for 
participants. The instrument was drafted and developed through seven major versions and three 
final refined print drafts. The design process considered the balance between activity and attitude 
statements, suitable measurement scales, types of questions, and the ordering, sequencing and 
funnelling of questions. The broad components were assembled to filter the different types of 
respondents in the final questionnaire structure (Remenyi et al 1998). The survey instrument was 
subject to substantial review and feedback. Critical review was sought from five senior 
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academics at five different Universities in Management and Educational Faculties. In addition 
the format was reviewed and cleared by both the University of Western Australia and Edith 
Cowan University ethical communities as well as the Australian Bureau of Statistics Clearing 
House. 

Random national survey 
 
The following questionnaire was used in the broad national survey of approximately 2,800 
organisations. This instrument is the format that was developed through ten drafts for use in the 
first random survey. The subsequent targeted survey was identical in question detail, but 
included variations on the questionnaire introduction to match the target group. 
 
The questionnaire has been amended to fit this report document format with most of the guide 
numbering removed. 
 
Instrument A31.1:  Random national survey  
 

Management Development Survey 
This Survey is Approved by the National Centre for Vocational Education Research 

 
To  :   Human Resource Managers or Training and Development Managers. 
 
This National Research Study is an attempt to examine a variety of issues in the management, training, and development 
areas, and their impact on organisational culture and performance.  
 
The study has been approved by the Australian National Training Authority and the National Centre for Vocational 
Educational Research. This survey has been cleared by the Commonwealth Government Statistical Clearing House in 
accordance with government guidelines. The project will only work if we can collect your views of management development 
and, in particular, frontline management development within your organisation. A Frontline Manager is a person ‘who is 
responsible for the coordination of the work of others and is the first level of such coordination within the organisation’. 
 
Your responses concerning managers and management development will be valuable to the project. The project will collect 
the views of HR and Training Managers, Managers and Frontline Managers by questionnaire and then subsequently through 
interviews. We are interested in how organisations change and what business benefits there have been from management 
development processes.  
 
The information gathered will be treated with strictest confidence as the study has been approved by independent business 
and community members of the University Ethics Committee. 
 
We would be extremely grateful if you would complete the appropriate answers and use the self-addressed, reply paid 
envelope for the return of your responses. We value your input, but if you are unable to respond, please authorise a colleague 
to do so on your behalf by the 12th April 2000. 
 
If you would like a brief summary of the findings when the results are available, please enclose a business card so we can 
mail the project outcomes directly to you. 
 
Thank you, 

 
      

Professor. Geoffrey Soutar  -  Project Director 
                      University of Western Australia 
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First of all, this section asks about background details of your organisation so we can put your responses in 
context.  For each question please tick one box, unless otherwise asked.  

 
(1)   How many employees do you have in your organisation? 50 or less [     ] 
 51-100 [     ] 
 101-500 [     ] 
 501-1000 [     ] 
 More than 1000 [     ] 
 
(2) How many front line managers do you have in your 
organisation? 

10 or less [     ] 

 11-20 [     ] 
 21-50 [     ] 
 51-100 [     ] 
 More than 100 [     ] 
 
(3)  What was your organisation’s annual turnover or budget in the 
last financial year? 
 

Less than $1M [     ] 

 $1M- $10M [     ] 
 $11M-$50M [     ] 
 $50M-$100M [     ] 
 More than $100M [     ] 
 
(4)   Which Industry, Business or Service classification best reflects your organisation? 
 
Agriculture, forestry and fishing [     ] Transport and storage [     ] 
Mining [     ] Communication services [     ] 
Manufacturing [     ] Finance and insurance [     ] 
Electricity, gas and water supply [     ] Property and business services [     ] 
Construction [     ] Education [     ] 
Wholesale trade [     ] Health and community services [     ] 
Retail trade [     ] Cultural and recreational services [     ] 
Accommodation, cafes and restaurants [     ] Personal and other services [     ] 
 
(5)   In which parts of Australia is your organisation's main centre of operation? 
 

ACT  [   ]NSW   [   ]NT    [   ]QLD    [   ] 
SA     [   ]TAS    [   ]VIC  [   ]WA     [   ] 

 
(6)  Do you operate in: 

 Metropolitan areas  [   ]   Rural areas  [   ]   Metropolitan and Rural areas  [   ] 
 

 

(7)  How would you describe your organisation’s  performance 
in the following areas?  

(7) 

Very Poor Very Good 

Sales                               (or customer response) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Sales growth                    (or growth in customer response) 

Return on investment      (or budget allocation) 

Profitability                     (or value by community) 

Market share                    (or community penetration) 

New products                  (or service innovation) 
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Product quality                (customer satisfaction) 

Service quality                (customer service satisfaction) 

Cash flow                         (or budget distribution) 

Overall performance  

 
 
(8)   How would you describe your organisation’s performance 
in these areas over the past two years ? (again non profit 
organisations should use the phrase in brackets 

Getting a  
lot Worse 

Getting a 
lot Better 

Sales                                (or customer responses) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Sales growth                   (or growth in customer responses)  

Return on investment     (or budget allocation)  

Profitability                     (or valued by community)  

Market share                   (community penetration) 
 

New products                  (or service innovation) 
 

Product quality               (customer satisfaction) 
 

Service quality               (customer service satisfaction) 
 

Cash flow                       (or budget distribution)  

Overall performance  
 

 
(9)   How well would you say the following paragraphs describe 
your company: 

                          
Describes us very well   

Not like us at all 

1.    We locate and maintain a 'niche' in a relatively stable 
product area.  Generally, we are not at the forefront of new 
product or market development, but concentrate on a limited 
range of products, doing the best job possible through quality, 
superior service, low prices, and so forth. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 
2.     We make frequent changes in and additions to, our range of 
products or services.  By responding rapidly to early signals of 
market needs or opportunities, we try to be 'first in' in new 
product and market areas, although we may not maintain market 
strength in all of the areas we enter. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3.      We maintain a stable, limited line of products and services 
and simultaneously follow a selected, promising set of new 
developments in other areas.  We are seldom ‘first in’ with new 
products, but may be ‘second in’ with a more cost effective or 
better conceived product. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

4.      We do not have a consistent product-market orientation.  
We are not aggressive in maintaining established products and 
markets, nor are we willing to take many risks, but we will 
change our product or service offerings when and where 
environmental pressures force us. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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(10)     The best description of our organisation is provided by: 

 Paragraph 1 [    ]   Paragraph 2 [    ]   Paragraph 3 [    ]   Paragraph 4   [    ] 

 

(11)   The training and development we do in this organisation:  

 

Strongly  
Disagree 
Strongly  
disagree 

 
 
Strongly 
Agree 

Is of consistent quality 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Has an acceptable standard of quality 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Is economical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Is done consistently well 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Is done at a reasonable cost 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Is good value for money 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Is well done 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Has workplace outcomes that last a long time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 
Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. If you strongly disagree, circle 1. If you strongly 
agree, circle 7. If your feelings are not so strong, circle an appropriate number in the middle. There are no right or wrong answers. Some 
of the statements are similar. This is necessary to properly measure your opinions and for no other purpose. There are no trick 
questions. 
 
(12)   In this organisation:        Strongly agree  

There is open discussion and employees are encouraged to 
participate in decision making 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

There is an emphasis on excellence and quality outputs 
Employees are empowered to act and take responsibility in 
their jobs 
Our products and services are more innovative than those of 
our competitors 
We are market oriented 
The emphasis is on achieving predictable performance 
outcomes 
There is an emphasis on human relations, teamwork and 
cohesion 
Expansion, growth and development are encouraged 
Control of management is centralised 
We change products and services more than our competitors 
Our employees are entrepreneurial and flexible, enabling 
change to be created 
There is flexibility and decentralisation in management 
There is an emphasis on creative problem solving 
Employee concerns and ideas are considered important 
The focus is on goal and task accomplishment 
We have a strong track record of profitability 
We concentrate on developing new products, services and 
markets 
Innovation, change and risk taking are important 
We aggressively enter markets with new products and services 
We try to develop our staff so they can achieve their potential  
We are better technologists than we are marketers 
We look after our employees very well 
Our performance evaluation processes are participatory 
We recruit and retain the people needed to develop new 
products, services and markets 
Employees’ job satisfaction is very good 
We have a reputation for being innovative and creative 
We monitor the marketplace to find changes and trends 
Efficiency and productivity are important 
Workplace safety is good 
There are very few workplace grievances 
We value diversity        
Our performance evaluation processes are devolved to work 
units 
We use competence based training in our work skills programs 
We use competence based training in our management 
development programs 
Employee turnover is low 
We honour our commitments to staff 
We have a strong track record of growth 
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We are generally very effective 
Things generally run pretty well 
We are good at developing our managers 
We have very good training and development programs 
We maintain continuity through strategic planning 
We develop good long term relationships with suppliers 
We ensure staff have appropriate knowledge 
We honour our commitments to customers 
 
(13)   The management culture of this organisation: Strongly 

disagree 
       Strongly agree 

 
Encourages continual individual growth 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Values group reflection and discussion 

Supports experimentation and risk taking 

Values and uses localised knowledge within the organisation 

Generates through groups, innovative systems and solution 

Values diverse and conflicting  perceptions of organisational issues 

Invites suggestions of change to current organisational goals 
Does include differing subgroups views within broad visions  

Tolerates different approaches to organisational issues 

When faced with conflict, negotiates to find new solutions 

Is adaptive and flexible in restructuring to new situations 

Uses self regulation as the basis for performance management  

Recognises the interdependence of organisational sub systems 

Encourages direction with positive feedback 
Will seize on opportunities which may be contrary to current goals
 
(14)   What percentage of your organisation’s revenue or 
sales is spent on training and development in 1999?      

1% or less [   ]   2% [   ]   3 % [   ]   4 %  [   ]   5% or more [   ] 
 
(15)   What percentage of your organisation’s staff  was 
involved in training and development in 1999?           

10 % or less [   ]  20%[   ]  40 %[   ]  60 %[   ] 80% or more [   ] 
 
(16)   Front line managers in this organisation: Strongly disagree        Strongly agree 
 
Manage their personal work priorities very well 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Manage their professional development very well 
Provide good leadership in the workplace 
Establish effective workplace relationships 
Manage effective workplace relationships 
Participate well in work teams 
Lead work teams well 
Facilitate work teams well 
Manage operations well to achieve planned outcomes 
Manage workplace information 
Manage customer service to achieve quality outcomes 
Manage a safe workplace and environment 
Manage continuous improvement systems and processes well 
Facilitate change and innovation well 
Capitalise well on change and innovation 

 
(17)   Have you heard of the FRONTLINE MANGEMENT INITIATIVE  (or FMI)?          Yes [   ]    No   [   ] 
 
If no, thank you for your assistance with this project.  Please return the questionnaire to the research team in the self-addressed, reply 
paid envelope and estimate of the time taken to complete this form : [     ]  Minutes 
 
If yes, how would you describe perceptions of  this initiative? 
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(18)   Is your organisation involved in any way with the 
FRONTLINE MANGEMENT INITIATIVE  (or FMI)?Yes [   ]    No   [   ] 
 
If no, thank you for your assistance with this project.  Please return the questionnaire to the research team in the self-addressed, reply 
paid envelope and estimate of the time taken to complete this form : [     ]  Minutes 

 

(19)   Have you been : Yes No 

Using the FMI competencies? Y N 

Using the FMI training program? Y N 

Using the FMI for less than year? Y N 

Using the FMI for more than one year and less than two years? Y N 

Using the FMI for more than two years? Y N 

Accrediting your FMI managers with FMI certification? Y N 

Using your own trainers for the FMI program? Y N 

Using the FMI as part of your management development strategy? Y N 

Using the FMI as part of your wider Human Resource development strategy? Y N 

Using the FMI as part of an organisational development or change strategy? Y N 

Linking the FMI to the organisation’s business strategy? Y N 

 

(20)   As a result of being involved in the Front Line 
Management initiative, our front line managers : 
 

 
Is a lot worse 

         
Is a lot better 

Management of their personal work priorities  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Management of their professional development  
Leadership in the workplace  
Establishment of workplace relationships 
Manage workplace relationships 
Participation in work teams 
Leading of work teams  
Facilitation of work teams  
Management of operations to achieve planned outcomes 
Management of workplace information 
Management of customer service  
Management of safety in the workplace and environment 
Management of continuous improvement systems and processes  

Facilitation of change and innovation  
Capacity to capitalise on change and innovation 

 

(21)  The Front Line Management Initiative training we 
undertook (or are undertaking): 

 
Disagree Strongly  
 

 
Strongly Agree   

Is of consistent quality 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Has an acceptable standard of quality 
Is economical 
Is done consistently well 
Is done at a reasonable cost 
Is good value for money `       
Is well done        
Is a success 
Has workplace outcomes that last a long time 

 
(22) What do you feel are the principal results or business benefits of being involved with the FMI? 
(23) Thank you for your assistance with this project.  Please return the questionnaire to the research team in the self-addressed, reply 
paid envelope and provide an estimate of the time taken to complete this form : [     ]  Minutes 
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Appendix 32 
National survey of potential FMI users  
 
The same survey instrument as detailed in appendix 31 was subsequently sent to 700 known 
purchasers of FMI materials, culled from the Pearson Educational database. Changes were made 
to the preamble and tense of some questions to ‘fit’ the group interrogated. 
 
Instrument A32.1:  Targeted national survey 
 
            Management Development Survey  

 
To  :   Human Resource Managers or Training and Development Managers. 
 
           Implementing the Frontline Management Initiative ? 
           We really need to know your experiences. 

 
This National Research Study is an attempt to examine a variety of issues in the management, training and 
development areas and the impact of the Frontline Management Initiative on organisational performance. If you 
have implemented the Frontline Management Initiative you can help us develop an accurate assessment of this 
programme. 
 
The study is supported by the Australian National Training Authority and the National Centre for Vocational 
Educational Research. The survey has been cleared by the Commonwealth Government Statistical Clearing House 
in accordance with government guidelines. 
Your responses concerning managers and management development will be valuable to the project. The study will 
collect the views of HR and Training Managers, Managers and Frontline Managers by questionnaire and then 
subsequently through interviews. We are interested in what organisational changes and business benefits there 
have been from the Frontline management development processes.  
The information gathered will be treated with strictest confidence as the study has been approved 
by independent business and community members of the University Ethics Committee. 
 
We would be extremely grateful if you would complete the appropriate answers and use the self-addressed, reply 
paid envelope for the return of your responses. Please use your immediate response to each question and work 
rapidly. We value your input, but if you are unable to respond, please authorise a colleague to do so on your behalf 
by 20th September. 
 
If you have completed an earlier survey, please disregard this form with our thanks. If you would like a brief 
summary of the findings when the results are available, please enclose a business card so we can mail the project 
outcomes directly to you. 
 
Thank you, 

             
     Professor. Geoffrey Soutar  -  Project Director 
        University of Western Australia 
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Appendix 33  
Case study surveys                                                         
The case study questionnaires provide an additional data gathering process within the case 
studies reaching many people who were not observed or interviewed.  By using the pre and post 
survey design a comparison is made between the naive and mature case study site engagement 
with the FMI, as well as comparison between sites. Most importantly because many of the 
sections of these instruments are mirror images of the national survey they enable the responses 
of each case study site to be positioned and compared with the national data.  
The following survey instrument was used during early contact with each of the primary case 
study sites and distributed to all participants of the FMI at those sites. The survey contains many 
of the same sections as the national surveys. However specific sections are introduced to collect 
more narrative responses. The instrument has been re-sized to fit the constraints of this document 
format. The post or mature FMI survey was identical except for the change of tense in some of 
the questions. 
 
Instrument A33.1:  Case study survey 

               Management Development 
 

    The Evaluation of the Frontline Management Initiative is Approved by the 
    National Centre for Vocational Education Research and supported by Finco. 

   
To  :   Finco Frontline Management Initiative Participants 

 
This questionnaire is part of a National Research Study and attempts to examine  the changes that occur during the 
implementation of the Frontline Management Initiative and their impact on the subsequent performance of 
organisations.  
 
The study has been approved by the Australian National Training Authority and the National Centre for Vocational 
Educational Research. Finco is an active participant in both implementing the Frontline Management, and in this 
national evaluation process. 
It will really help this evaluation if we can collect your views about management, management development, your 
organisation, and in particular, your expectations of frontline management development within your organisation. 
 
Your responses will be valuable to the project. The project intends to collect the views of many Frontline Managers 
within your organisation by questionnaire and also through short interviews. The information gathered will be 
treated with strictest confidence as the study has been approved by independent business and community members 
of the University Ethics Committee. It has been agreed that no individual responses will ever be sighted by other 
members of your organisation. 
 
We would be extremely grateful if you would complete the appropriate answers and use the self-addressed, reply 
paid envelope for the return of your responses. We value your input, and would ask you to respond by Friday 17th 
November. 
 
It is our intention to provide a brief summary of the findings when the results are available, enclosing a business 
card or e-mail address would include you on our mailing list so the project outcomes can come directly to you.     
Thank you 
                         Professor. Geoffrey Soutar and Llandis Barratt-Pugh  Project Directors 
                         University of Western Australia - Edith Cowan University 
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First of all, this section asks about background details of your organisational experience so we can put your 
responses in context.  For each question please tick one box,  
 
(1)    How many years have you worked in this organisation ? 
                                                                                   1 [   ]   1-3  [   ]   3-7 [   ]   7-12  [   ]   12 or more [   ] 
 
(2)    How many years in your working life have you managed other people ? 
                                                                                   1 [   ]   1-3  [   ]   3-7 [   ]   7-12  [   ]   12 or more [   ] 
 
(3)   My normal organisational work group operate in: 
                                     Metropolitan areas   [   ]   Rural areas   [   ]   Metropolitan and Rural areas [   ]          
 
(4)   How many people are you usually responsible for in your working roles ? 
                                                                             1 [   ]   1-5  [   ]   5-10 [   ]   10-20  [   ]   20 or more [   ] 
 
(5)   What percentage of your working time has been involved with  training or learning in the past year ?                
                                                             1% or less [   ]   5% [   ]   10 % [   ]   20 %  [   ]   30% or more [   ] 
 
(6)   How familiar are you with competence based approaches to training and learning?                
   Not at all [   ]   Some brief contact [   ]   Have personally experienced it    [   ]   Very familiar with processes  [   ]    
   
(7)   What is the highest qualification that you currently hold?                 
    School Certificate[   ]   AQF I-III [   ]   Certificate[   ]   Diploma[   ]   Degree[   ]   Postgraduate Qualification[   ] 
 
Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. If you strongly disagree, 
circle 1. If you strongly agree, circle 7. If your feelings are not so strong, circle an appropriate number in the middle. 
There are no right or wrong answers. Some of the statements are similar. This is necessary to properly measure your 
opinions and for no other purpose. There are no trick questions. 
 

(8)   The training and development we do 
in this organisation 

Strongly  
Disagree 

Strongly 
Agree   

Is of consistent quality 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Has an acceptable standard of quality  
Is economical  
Is done consistently well  
Is done at a reasonable cost  
Is good value for money        
Is well done        
Has workplace outcomes that last a long time  
 

(9)   My participation in the Front line 
Management Initiative 

Strongly  
Disagree 

Strongly 
Agree   

Is my first experience of management 
development 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Is entirely a voluntary decision  
Is part of my personal career plan  
Is a joint learning venture with my boss and 
colleagues 
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(10)   Front line  managers in this organisation: Strongly disagree        Strongly agree 
Manage their personal work priorities well 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Manage their professional development well 
Provide leadership in the workplace well 
Establish effective workplace relationships well 
Manage effective workplace relationships well 
Participate well in work teams 
Lead work teams well 
Facilitate work teams well 
Manage operations well to achieve planned outcomes 
Manage workplace information well 
Manage customer service well to achieve quality outcomes 
Manage to create a safe workplace and environment well 
Manage continuous improvement to systems and processes 
well 
Facilitate change and innovation well 
Capitalise well on change and innovation  

 

(11) What areas of your own management performance 
do you expect the FMI learning process will 
improve: 

            Expect little  
    change 

Expect  significant    
                  
change 

Improve your management of your personal work priorities  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Improve the management of your professional development  
Improve your leadership in the workplace  
Improve your workplace relationships 
Improve your management of workplace relationships 
Increase participation in your work teams 
Improve your leadership of work teams  
Improve your facilitation of work teams  
Improve your management of operations to get planned 
outcomes 
Improve your management of workplace information 
Improve your management of customer service  
Improve your management of safety in the workplace  
Improve your management of continuous improvement 
processes  
Improve your facilitation of change and innovation  
Improve your capacity to capitalise on change and innovation 
 
(12)   What has motivated you to be involved with the FMI ? 
 
(13)   Who has motivated you to be involved with the FMI ? 
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(14)   In this organisation: Strongly disagree Strongly agree 

There is open discussion and  participative decision making 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
There is an emphasis on excellence and quality outputs 
Employees are empowered to act and take responsibility in  
jobs 
The emphasis is on achieving predictable performance 
outcomes 
There is an emphasis on human relations, teamwork and 
cohesion 
Expansion, growth and development are encouraged 
Control of management is centralised 
There is flexibility and decentralisation in style of 
management  
There is an emphasis on creative problem solving 
Employee concerns and ideas are considered important 
The focus is on goal and task accomplishment 
Innovation, change and risk taking are important 
There is stability, continuity and order 
Tasks are routine and formalised in the organisational 
structure 
Goal clarity and objective setting are important for direction 
Efficiency and productivity are important             
We focus on tasks rather than their implications for our 
people 
We take relevant opportunities rather than redesigning the 
world 
We develop individuals rather than focus on their successes  
We believe that each person's job is just one part of their 
wider life 
We try to change our business market rather than follow our 
fate 
We place shared understanding above group competition  
We focus on group needs rather than individual needs 
We reward following instructions rather than participation 
We share power and delegate rather than control people 
We have more of a family environment than a business 
atmosphere. 
Knowing where people are is more important than job 
freedom 
Employees’ job satisfaction is very good 

We look after our employees very well  
There are very few workplace grievances 
We maintain business continuity through effective strategic 
plans 
Our performance evaluation processes are participatory  
Our performance evaluation processes focus on local 
relationships  
We recruit and retain the people needed to develop new 
services  
We have a reputation for being innovative and creative  
We monitor the marketplace to find changes and trends  
We often and rapidly innovate to be "first in" with new 
services 
We do not innovate or risk new services unless pressured 
We maintain stable services and prepare for selected 
opportunities 
We provide quality "niche" services in a limited and stable 
market 
We develop our staff so they can achieve their potential  
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We ensure staff have appropriate knowledge  
We have very good training and development programs  
We are good at developing our managers  
We are better  technologists than we are marketers  
We honour our commitments to customers  
We develop good long term relationships with customers 
Things generally run pretty well around here 
We are generally very effective as an organisation 
 
(15)   How would describe your current organisational culture ? 
 
(16)   The management culture of this organisation: Strongly disagree           Strongly agree 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Encourages continual individual growth 
Values group reflection and discussion 
Supports experimentation and risk taking 
Values and uses localised knowledge within the organisation 
Generates through groups, innovative systems and solutions 
Values diverse and conflicting  perceptions of organisational issues 
Invites suggestions of change to current organisational goals 
Does include differing subgroups views within broad visions 
Tolerates different approaches to organisational issues 
When faced with conflict, negotiates to find new solutions 
Is adaptive and flexible in restructuring to new situations 
Uses self regulation as the basis for performance management  
Recognises the interdependence of organisational sub systems 
Encourages direction with positive feedback 
Will seize on opportunities which may be contrary to current goals
 
(17)   The leadership in this organisation: Strongly disagree         Strongly agree 
Often focuses and inspires me. 1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Challenges and stimulates my thinking  
Makes me feel my needs are being considered  
Ensures effective action leads to rewards  
 Is prepared to change the rules to the situation   
Will allow individuals to make choices and decisions.  

 
(18 )  How would you describe the way management operates in your organisation ? 
 
(19)   How would you describe your own management style ? 
 
(20)   What do you expect will be the real organisational and business benefits of being involved  
           with the FMI 

 
 
Thank you very much for your assistance with this project.  
Please return the questionnaire to the research team in the self-addressed, reply paid envelope. 
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Appendix 34 
Designing an instrument 
 
The survey instrument was constructed from standard existing question formats and functional 
contextual questions that would segregate the organisations surveyed. However, while there were 
existing formats for most areas, no format was located that would differentiate effectively 
between control based managing cultures and more relational approaches to characterise 
organisational managing cultures. Research into existing instruments failed to locate an available 
tested instrument that attempted to capture the emerging constructs of more relational, enabling 
managing enactment. Incorporated within the broad survey instrument is therefore a specific tool 
developed for this research study to investigate perceptions of management culture.  
 
An extensive literature search that focused on ‘new’ relational managing practice produced 150 
descriptive phrases for the emerging constructs. The sources for this search included dimensions 
and competency profiles of manager practice, typographies of organisational culture, new 
management practices and postmodern organisational and management texts. The stronger 
contributors to the draft listing were 
 
Karpin,  
Shein,  
Clegg,  
Palmer and Hardy,  
McKenna,  
Trompenars,  
Rousseau,  
Quinn,  
Boje  
Lamond,  

 Wallace and Hunt,  
Allveson and Willmot,  
Fulop and Linstead,  
Bergquist,  
Hames,  
Handy, 
Alvoilo, Bass and Jung   
Yukl  
Grint 

 
Constructs of managing were often expressed as broad assumptions about social relations, 
sometimes as values demonstrated by managing actors, and sometimes as behaviours in social 
performances. An approach at the level of underlying assumptions was considered inappropriate 
for a survey where values and behaviour patterns provide more clarity of evidence for 
respondents. The instrument was therefore focused on managing action and the collected 
constructs were extracted, categorised and reduced to a manageable number of forty seven 
constructs. They were converted into short phrases that denoted enacted management values, and 
used in a Delphi review process with fourteen university management academics. The review 
reduced the possible constructs to fifteen statements and refined the wording. The final 
constructs are embedded within each  version of the questionnaire. They are as follows. 
 

1. Encourages continual individual growth  
2. Seeks to include differing views and subgroups within broad visions 
3. Values diverse and conflicting perceptions of organisational issues 
4. Tolerates different approaches to organisational issues 
5. Generates through groups innovative systems and solutions 
6. Will seize serendipity which may be contrary to agreed plans 
7. Negotiates to find new solutions 
8. Recognises the interdependence of organisational sub systems 
9. Values group reflection and discussion 
10. Values local knowledges within the organisation and uses them 
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11. Supports experimentation and risk taking 
12. Has an adaptive structure and is flexible in restructuring to new situations 
13. Invites suggestions of change to legitimised current goals 
14. Bases organisational congruence on self regulation 
15. Encourages direction with positive feedback 

 
The phrases were then incorporated into the emerging questionnaire design and pilot tested 
locally which instigated a change in question order and some rephrasing 
 
Instrument A34.1:  Instrument designed for incorporation within broad surveys  
 
(13) The management culture of this organisation Strongly disagree            Strongly agree 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Encourages continual individual growth 
Values group reflection and discussion 
Supports experimentation and risk taking 
Values and uses localised knowledge within the organisation 
Generates through groups, innovative systems and solutions
Values diverse and conflicting  perceptions of organisational 
issues 
Invites suggestions of change to current organisational goals 
Does include differing subgroups views within broad visions 

i iTolerates different approaches to organisational issues 
When faced with conflict, negotiates to find new solutions 
Is adaptive and flexible in restructuring to new situations 
Uses self regulation as the basis for performance management 
Recognises the interdependence of organisational sub systems 
Encourages direction with positive feedback 
Will seize on opportunities which may be contrary to current 
goals 
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Appendix 35 
 

Mixing of qualitative and quantitative modes 
 
While the broad thrust of the research design focuses on the collection of qualitative data from 
subjects within the case study sites it also involves the quantitative data gathered by these 
instruments. The relationship between the phases of the data collection and the different data 
accumulated requires justification. The principle justification for this strategy is that when 
examining a complex and embryonic phenomenon it is advisable to use all available resources, 
and multiple perspectives are a ‘powerful solution’ to increase insight into an emerging 
phenomenon (Patton 1990, p. 193). Remenyi et al (1998, p. 144) insists that in such grounded 
approaches , 
 

The researcher needs to draw on all available sources of evidence including qualitative and 
quantitative evidence from both primary and secondary sources. 

The broad national collection of data is justified because it enables this study to be aware of the 
patterns of training and management culture in wider Australian industry and specifically in FMI 
users. This data makes two contributions to this study. The first is that it maps the diversity of 
the wider population and enables the generation of more effective criteria for case selection. The 
second is that it provides a baseline of industry perceptions in training management and culture 
that is used to “position” the same responses from the participants in the case study organisations 
aiding subsequent generalisation. In each case study quantitative data collection is pursued for 
three reasons.  
 
The first is in acknowledgement of the complexity and emerging nature of the changes initiated 
by the FMI intervention the study uses a variety of data collection methods to try and capture the 
complexity of the situation.  
 
The second reason for the use of the quantitative approach was that it enabled more participants 
to be included in the study, than if less expansive qualitative data collection had been the sole 
data collection process.  
 
Thirdly, the questionnaire enables similar instruments to be used at each case study site so that 
the responses of each case study site can be positioned against each other and compared with 
the national data.  
 
Finally, the use of the questionnaire provides the opportunity for pre/post testing to occur in the 
case studies.  
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Appendix 36 
 

Interviews key figures 
 
The interviewing of key figures within the FMI development process began in the first sensing 
phases of the study to gain an initial overview of the critical issues that might be probed; and 
then continued throughout the subsequent phases of the research to engage with the key figures 
constituting the FMI through their contribution in mediating the text based representations of 
frontline managing and distributing those texts. 
 
Interviews were valued for this research purpose as they can reach the deep subconscious and 
unconscious motivations that may not be voiced or enter the public domain (Le Compte & 
Preissle). The interview protocol was developed to ensure a consistent structured approach to 
interviewees and to maximise the rapport and quality of data volunteered. The interview protocol 
included the ethical clearance procedure that ensured the participants were fully briefed and 
subject to a uniform approach by the interviewer (Fontana & Frey 1994; Dick 1990). Underlying 
this protocol was the structure and rationale of technical, critical, and socio-cultural inquiry into 
the phenomena which has already been explained. Field questions were developed with respect 
to these research foci. These questions were primarily open-ended questions and were followed 
by a series of probe questions to clarify the responses made by organisational actors, or to elicit 
additional contextual or attitudinal information. Not all questions were answered by each 
interviewee and the order was changed to match the interview response pattern as direct 
comparison was only an issue where interviewees had experienced the same FMI network 
situation. While the interviewer attempted to maintain the leadership of these interviews through 
the protocols (Yin 1994), in each case the power relations were in reverse, with each actor 
holding prestigious position and the interviews almost exclusively being carried out on their 
premises. There was an urgency of direction as each opportunity was unique and not repeatable. 
Considerable care was taken with pre briefing and recording (Perry & Coote 1994).  
 
Instrument A36.1:  Key figure interview protocols 

Evaluating the Frontline Management Initiative  

- Participant Briefing- Interview consent form 
 
This research project is part of a National research study reviewing the Frontline Management Initiative. The aim of 
the project is to find out what difference the Frontline Management Initiative (FMI) has made to frontline managers 
and their organisations. 
 
We are interested in what benefits there have been from the training process of the Frontline Management Initiative, 
and how the initiative may be made more effective. The project will collect the views of Training Managers, 
Managers and Frontline Managers by questionnaire and interviews. We will be asking you to give half an hour to 
answering questions about your FMI learning experience, and we would like to record your comments so that the 
project can use all your thoughts not just those that might be written down. 
 
Your interviewer will be pleased to answer any questions that you have regarding the research, and give you a 
contact number so that you can add any comments which you think of later on.  
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We give a guarantee that your comments will be taken with the utmost confidentiality by the study. They will never 
be available to anyone at your workplace. Any written document that is produced from the research will use different 
names for the people and organisations. Your interviewer may ask you if you would like to check the notes of your 
interview when they have been produced. 
 
We hope that this project will be able to make recommendations to change and improve the Frontline Management 
Initiative for the thousands of managers who will participate in years to come. 
 
Naturally you also have the choice not to participate in the interview, or withdraw at any time and this decision will 
remain confidential to the interviewer.  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  
CONSENT FORM :       Evaluating the Frontline Management Initiative 
                                                       
I (the participant) have read the information above and any questions I have asked have been answered to my 
satisfaction. I agree to participate in this activity, realising that I may withdraw at any time without reason or 
prejudice.  
 
I understand that all information provided is treated as strictly confidential and will not be released by the 
investigator unless required by law. 
  
I agree that the research data gathered for this study may be published, provided that my name or other identifying 
information is not used. 
Participant Interviewee 
 __________________________________________________                    Date __________________ 
The Human Research Ethics Committee at the University of Western Australia requires that all participants be informed that, if 
they have any complaint regarding the manner, in which a research project is conducted, it may be given to the researcher or 
research supervisor : Llandis Barratt-Pugh 08 9273 8775   -    Prof Geoff Soutar – 08 9380 7885   
 
Alternatively to the Secretary, Human Research Ethics Committee, Registrars Office, University of Western Australia, Nedlands, 
WA 6907(telephone number 9380-3703). All study participants will be provided with a copy of the information Sheet and consent 
form for their personal needs.  
 
 
The following templates have been adapted to fit the constraints of this document. 
 
 
Interview  record - Organisation / Representation  MK1 
Interview  location : 
 
Participant :                                                    E mail : 
 
 
Role :                                       Org Age :                                Organisation : 
 
   What was your role  ? Contextual and historical picture ? 

How did you get involved and then connected ? 
What else was happening ~? 
What was the political will for and against the FMI? 
What forces steered the course? 
Who was involved ? 
What was done as intended ? 
What got politically nobbled ? 
What is your current relationship to FMI ? 
What enterprises are you connected to ? 
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Interview  record - Organisation / Representation  MK2 
Interview  location : 
 
Participant :                                                    E mail : 
 
Role :                                       Org Age :                                Organisation : 
 
Key FMI Figures – Interview questions 
(prompts not revealed) 
 
Review of Research question framework 

• What is valued in FMI training?  (Technical) 
• What concepts of management are constructed?  (Critical) 
• What constructs these views and with what results to management culture? (Socio Cultural) 

 
What was your role  ?Contextual and historical picture 
How did you get involved and then connected ? 

Network links – previous achievements – old boys 
What else was happening ? Management Development – CBT 
What was the political will for and against the FMI? 

Parties – Ministers – Committees – Co representatives 
What forces steered the course? 
 
Gov – Deetya – ANTA – Industry - State influence 
Who was involved ? 
What was done as intended ? 
Contracts – processes - personalities 
What got politically nobbled ? 
Contracts – outcomes – old boys – serendipity – power shift 
What is your current relationship to FMI ? 
Specific commercial interests – continuous ? 
What enterprises are you connected to ? 
In pay of – allied to – relationships with 
What is working well ? 
Fidelity – diversity – who benefits 
How is the assessment ethically ? 
 
Dual role of trainer/assessor – checking - monitoring 
Is it self fulfilling ? 

Does the market prevent misuse – or does money rule ? 

What got changed? 

Grudges – unfulfilled expectations – for worse – for better – serendipity ? 

What was critical? 
What could have stopped it – what if there was no FMI ? 
What else does it need ? 

National – local – process – company level - support 
What are you most pleased about ? 

Best outcomes – why happened ? 

What are you unhappy about ? 
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Appendix 37 
 

The telephone interview 
The telephone interviews are used to facilitate background understanding that underpins the 
continued exploration of the FMI, enabling a basic categorisation of FMI phenomena, and a 
database of the location of FMI practice. The third phase of the study required a broad 
engagement with FMI users to provide more detailed dimensions of FMI phenomena and 
specific indication of suitable case study sites for the critical fourth phase of the study. The 
objectives for this phase of the study included gathering evidence about the diversity, adoption 
patterns and barriers to adoption, as well as locating suitable sites for the subsequent case 
studies. While FMI users were the main target, non-users were also included in the sample. 

Telephone interviews were selected as the most appropriate instrument because they offered easy 
access to sites of practice but also presented opportunities for interactive contact with 
practitioners to clarify, probe and record attitudinal data that did not exist in the public domain. 
The protocols were developed using the data gathered in the first two phases of the study. The 
three variations of interview protocols to interact with users, non-users, and those aware of the 
FMI but not yet users, included similar ethical clearance procedure that ensured the participants 
were fully briefed and subject to a uniform approach by the interviewer (Fontana & Frey 1994; 
Merriam 1998). Once again, underlying this protocol was the structure and rationale of technical, 
critical, and socio-cultural inquiry into the phenomena which has already been explained. In the 
majority of cases these interviews were recorded to gain text detailed responses.  

This research instrument was a cross-sectional, investigative survey with human resources and 
training managers that gathered attitudinal, sectoral and compositional data from about 100 
organisational actors. Organisations of various sizes were selected from different industry sectors 
in metropolitan, rural and remote areas. The aim is to provide a broad picture of FMI 
competency-based management training, focussing on the technical perspective of the research 
to informing the latter case study phase about FMI practice, and about opportunities for 
accessing that practice the FMI’s initial impact. Respondents are asked how and why the FMI 
was implemented, how the development and delivery of the training program had evolved, what 
changes had occurred and what changes would be recommended.  

 
Telephone interview protocol 
 
The telephone interview structure was constructed in light of the evidence gathered from the first 
phase of the research and had the following objectives: 
 

• To locate suitable FMI users for case studies 
• To learn more about patterns of FMI adoption 
• To learn more about the diversity of FMI adoption 
• To learn more about the barriers to FMI adoption 

 
To learn more about alternatives to the FMI based on the format below three similar telephone 
interview protocols were developed for each of the three specific target groups. The questions 
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were constructed primarily around the key research questions of the study and supplemented with 
data gained during the national survey and focus groups. The schedule was faxed to most 
respondents prior to the interviews taking place. 
 
Instrument A37.1:  Telephone interview protocol 
 
 
Training managers FMI users: telephone interview 
 
1 - Briefly describe your business with some key facts. 
2 - Give me a picture of how FMI started and where you have got to now ?  
3 - Tell me about the learning processes you use with the FMI ? 
4 - Would you say the FMI has been effective? And who for? 
5 - How was the decision made to go for the FMI? 
6 - What have been the issues with FMI so far? 
 
1 - Briefly describe your business with some key facts.  
the nature of the firm’s business; 
the size of the firm (i.e. small, medium, large); 
the make-up of the work force, that is, roughly, the number of permanent and casual employees, the number of men and women 
employees; 
the range of occupations covered. 
the make-up of the management work force. 
 
2 - Give me a picture of how FMI started and where you have got to now  
Did you have frontline training before ? How much ? 
How you got to hear about and why you got involved in the FMI?  
How long have your current participants being working with FMI? 
What numbers of participants have you now at each level of the FMI? 
How many have been accredited?  
At what levels? 
How many more do you expect and when ? 
Who do you work with for training and assessment delivery 
 
3 - Tell me about the learning processes you use with the FMI 
Had you used competencies in the organisation before ? 
Have the competencies been right for your people?   
Have you adapted them? 
How are participants selected? 
What kind of training relationships and process have developed ?  
How much is internal or external 
Do you use mentors ? 
Do you use on-line support ? 
Have you got any special learning groups operating formally or informally ? 
 
4 - Would you say the FMI has been effective? And who for? 
Is it changing your managers in any way? Can you provide any examples? 
Is it changing the organisation structure or culture in any way? Can  you provide any examples 
Is it making the business more effective in any way? Can you provide any examples? 
Has your business effectiveness changed during this period? is there an example of how FMI is related ? 
 
5 - How was the decision made to go for the FMI? 
Who and what drove the decision? What was the mechanism? 
What network of professional contacts and literature do you have to find out about new initiatives? 
How does the FMI fit in with your HRD Strategy? Can you provide any examples. 
 
6 - What have been the issues with FMI so far? 
What are the disadvantages of the FMI? 
What are the advantages of the FMI? 
What three things would you change about FMI? 
Can we come and talk to you and some participants? 
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Appendix 38 
 

Case study interviews 
 
In the final case study phase of this study the research interaction moved from structured directed 
cultural inquiry towards a more ethnographic engagement with practice where participants took 
the lead, as relations with the longitudinal case studies developed. This engagement included a 
wide range of interviews, from the formal to the conversational. Merriam (1998, p.72)) suggests 
that interview structures can be regarded as a continuum and stretch from the formal, highly 
structured interactions where questions are predetermined and the performance is more of an oral 
survey, to informal, unstructured interactions that are flexible, exploratory and resemble 
conversations. The final phase of this study collected data from multiple interviews that are 
littered across this continuum. Interviews were a primary vehicle in providing the deep and rich 
data for qualitative analysis in the final stage of the study, probing and illuminating the shaping, 
processes, diversity, outcomes and impact of the FMI.  
 
In ethnographic field research situations, the form of the interview is determined by the 
intentions of the researcher and by the opportunity afforded by the organisational actor. Formal 
interviews require organisational space and researcher preparation (Merriam 1998). Informal 
interviews are formed from more organic cues provided by both actors. The form of interview in 
a participant observation phase is determined both by researcher strategy and by organisational 
access. Mirroring the funnel design of this study, the case study phase begins with more formal 
interviews and then the interaction become progressively becomes more conversational. Initial 
interviews enable both the researcher and organisational actors to explore the meaning of 
complex organisational performances. Subsequently, increased familiarity with the field of 
practice enables the researcher to continue exploration through more observational and 
conversational modes, following the meaning of practice, and using formal questioning more 
sparingly to check understanding and the meaning of observations.  It is evident therefore, that 
there is no single interview protocol for this phase of the research.  
 
The initial case study protocol was broadly driven by the representational texts of the “FMI Kit” 
and the data gathered at telephone interview stage. Initial interviews were guided by the 
researcher preparation to conscious, subconscious and unconscious attitudes towards the 
practices associated with the FMI (Dichter 1964). In this initial protocol questions were 
sequenced to build meaning (Le Compte & Preissele 1993, p. 176) using primarily open ended 
questions and probe questions to clarify responses or elicit additional information. At this stage 
the use of a framework across all three case studies was purposeful, so that data was available for 
cross case analysis. 

The case studies offered an opportunity to pursue deeper and wider lines of inquiry, collecting 
evidence of changes subsequent to the introduction of the FMI. While some interviews were 
seized in the serendipity of case interaction, most interview interactions were deliberately 
clustered, in a location or around an issue to gather multiple perspectives at the same time for 
analytical purposes (Janesick 1994.) There is a more standard protocol that is used in the initial 
phases of the case studies based on exploration of the technical, critical, and socio-cultural 
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perspectives of the research and material generated by McMurry and Scott (1996). This protocol 
is rapidly developed to meet changing situations, changing relationships, and changing needs of 
ethnographic knowledge mining. The depth of questioning inevitably depends on the 
understanding gained by the researcher. This structural pre-planned approach changes to a more 
semi-structured recursive and evolving data collection approach that enables the study to collect 
broad practitioner narratives, data on competing and supporting initiatives, broader 
organisational discourses and context. At first the researcher needs sign posts in unfamiliar 
territory, then the study is able to push towards the boundaries through ‘immersion’, where clues 
about identity and meaning exist (Fontana & Frey 1994, p. 366)  

This appendix indicates how the initial protocol gathers broad contextual information and is 
gradually changed as an instrument towards less formal, more consultative formats that are 
increasingly driven by organisational actor. The protocols have been developmental. Initially 
more structured interviews with guided prompts often enable participants to describe actions 
within the organisation, and review changes that are not available on cursory recall. On the one 
hand the subsequent protocols enabled participants to vocalise emerging values and indicate the 
influences that are repositioning their emerging self (McKenna 2000). What is evident in review 
is that neither the research nor the participants would have been able to use the later instrument 
without the initial use of the more structured and directive format. Protocols are structures that 
build on existing relations of the interviewee and the interviewer. 
 
Particular attention is given within the more formal interviews to physical manipulation of dress 
and body language, to provide an image appropriate to each situation, to relax the participants 
(Fontana & Frey 1994, p. 371). Conversely, specific attention is also given to the proxemic, 
chronemic, kinesis, and para-language of the interviewees as critical non verbal cues (Fontana & 
Frey 1994, p. 371). ). Considerable time investment is made in establishing appropriate rapport 
to motivate participants and gain evidence dividends from the personal relationships established 
(Fontana & Frey 1994, p. 372). The use of recording equipment and photographs was curtailed 
unless personal rapport was well established (Arnould & Wallendorf 1994). While the emphasis 
is on what is said and how it is said, notes were made of what was not said, where there were 
omissions of interest by informants, and differences between stated and observed behaviour 
(Arnould &Wallendorf 1994). Assumptions are made from the associations actors make and 
from the events they choose to recall and forget. Although caution is used when interpreting over 
generalisations, claims of uniqueness and excellence that is posturing, or assertions indicating 
issues of personal or group importance (Manning, Cullum-Swan 1994). Interview recording 
therefore is partly on the tape and partly in the mind, recording the respondents reality, but also 
making judgements about that reality. It was during this phase that such recording seamlessly led 
to the development of the nodal structure for data analysis, specifically mediated by the work of 
Luke (1995/7) and Janks (1997). Often pictures would be taken of the interview rooms to help 
with the feeling of subsequent transcription. 
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Factors shaping the Case Study protocols 
 
Internally each organisational situation is different and consists of a complex interaction of 
relationships providing a host of intertwined stimuli and variables. In addition, each organisation 
is an open system, interacting with an environment that is similarly changing. The emphasis in 
this evidence gathering is therefore directed towards identifying the complex and perhaps chaotic 
relationships that exist between the FMI and organisations. There are four issues that mediated 
the structure of the interview protocols for this final phase of the research.  
 

1) The broad thrust of the research questions - The protocol structures  formed by 
developing appropriate questions from the technical, critical and socio-cultural 
perspectives that have been outlined in the text. 

 
2) The data gained from the previous phases of the research- The data collection 

process had already moved through three phases and developed an understanding of the 
broad pattern of FMI relations and activities. The questions in these protocols were 
based on exploring the meaning of these patterns and activities in diverse locations.   

 
3) The diverse landscape of FMI practice- The data collection process needed to be 

broadly framed so that it could reflect this diversity. The protocols were constructed 
with a number of open questions to gather enterprise stories and enable participants to 
express the context of FMI in their own organisation rather than respond to a 
predetermined framework.  To assist in this flexibility and with the intention that these 
interview frameworks would be driven by interviewee responses, the protocols were 
fully developed to provide numerous and diverse interviewee prompts.  

 
4) The need to clarify the difference between ‘organisation’ and ‘business’ - The use 

of ‘organisation’ and ‘business’ in the research questions raised issues of research 
reliability as they appeared to be used interchangeably by some organisational actors, 
but had distinctive separation within the literature. To counter this potential confusion 
when inquiring about the relations between the FMI and outcomes within the 
organisation and the business, interview prompts were used to clarify meaning with 
interviewees. They were extensively inserted into in the research protocols to ensure 
that examples of the internal, relationship focus of organisation could be clarified, 
while similar examples illustrated the external customer and production focus of 
business. 

 

Case Study research questions 

The initial case study instrument:  Key questions – clustering areas to meet 
objectives          
These case study interview were used to gain basic cultural understanding and contextual data 
about the specific relations between the FMI practices and wider organizational practices, 
relations and intentions.  The primary thrust of the initial case study data collection was in-depth 
recorded interviews with multiple personnel in each case study site. Observation and record 
scanning was also be used to develop triangulation of evidence by providing supporting or 
contrary evidence. This initial phase used the same interview pattern in each organisation with 
each individual actor to assemble well constructed and triangulated data. In the later stages that 
the protocols were adapted as a result of previous interactions.  
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The research questions are divided into five differing protocols for the different interviewee 
types. Decisions had to be made between preserving the uniformity of the protocols and targeting 
the specialist knowledges of the participants which differed in each case. 

It was necessary to maintain some consistency in the question areas to assist the later analysis 
phase and provide the option of different perspectives on similar issues providing supporting or 
contrary evidence.  

It is also necessary to structure the protocols so that there is different emphasis placed on the 
interview depending on the specialist knowledges of each of the interview participants, such as 
knowledge of experience as a FMI participant and subsequent organisational performance . 

The questions are clustered so that there are few lead questions, but a range of prompts for 
interviewees. The intention is that only the lead questions would be used. The subsidiary 
questions are there to act as monitoring guide for the direction of the interviewees response, and 
as secondary prompts. In many cases, lists of the possible range of evidence have been complied 
from a comprehensive review of previous studies and literature which was rigorously culled to 
the current format. The protocols were amended following consultation with academics and filed 
practitioners, centring around the following key questions. 

 

1 - Can you briefly describe your role and background in the organisation? 

2 - Why did you get involved with the FMI ?    Could you briefly describe your involvement with FMI 
and the learning processes that have developed within the enterprise? 

3 - What is different about the managers since FMI? 

4 - What is different about the organisation since FMI? 

5 – What is different about the business since FMI?  

6 - Has the FMI has been effective ?  Who for, and how do we know?  

7 - Has FMI been linked to the way the business wants to go in the future? 

8 - What is the greatest impact from the FMI on you, the organisation, and the business?  

9 - What additional impact would you have liked from the FMI, and how could the FMI have done 
this? 

 

Rationale for each question areas : 

Questions one and two provide a basic context and interviewee initiation. They are  brief and data 
collected from two sources about the enterprise often required no  additional confirmation data in 
this area. 
 
Questions three, four and five prompt the participants to reflect on recent changes in individuals, 
the organisation and the business. They focus on the technical aspects of the FMI introduction 
within social performance.  
 
Question six is a key attitudinal question. It focuses on a personal and critical perspective about 
who has gained and lost, and tries to gain behavioural data of concrete examples. 
 
Question seven focuses on examining the relationship between the FMI and broader change 
patterns within the organisation, the macro socio-cultural perspective, mapping the dominant 
discourses.  
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Question eight returns to encourage participants to reflect on the most significant changed 
produced by the  FMI, the critical inputs, the micro socio-cultural impact at the community of 
practice level, and the extent to which it has been a catalyst for change. 
 
Question nine finally asks for the difference between expectation and the reality, what should be 
changed and what the difference would have been if it had never happened?  
 
The format of the initial interview protocols follows. The development of this initial protocol 
from a highly structured approach to a participant driven approach is then traced. Most are 
reduced in size and font to fit the format of this thesis. 
 
Instrument A38.1:  Interview protocol development 

Participant Briefing: 
 
The preamble for each the interview format may be as follows: 
 

Thanks for being prepared to take part in this conversation about your experience with the FMI. 
 
Your contribution is going to be valuable and it will form part of what I believe is a significant research 
project to improve management development in Australia. 
 
Its your experiences that I value. Your story and feeling about the FMI will be kept secure and in 
confidence. Nobody in your organisation will know your comments and nothing you say will ever be 
attributed to you personally. 
 
You agreed when we arranged this inter view that I could record the conversation so that I can capture 
your feelings and ideas more accurately. I have details about the study here for you to keep, and so you 
can confirm to the university that you are happy to talk to me about your FMI experience. 
 

Participants’ research release form as below is signed. 
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Interview consent form 
 
This research project is part of a National research study reviewing the Frontline Management Initiative. The aim of 
the project is to find out what difference the Frontline Management Initiative (FMI) has made to frontline managers 
and their organisations. 
 
We are interested in what benefits there have been from the training process of the Frontline Management Initiative, 
and how the initiative may be made more effective. The project will collect the views of Training Managers, 
Managers and Frontline Managers by questionnaire and interviews. We will be asking you to give half an hour to 
answering questions about your FMI learning experience, and we would like to record your comments so that the 
project can use all your thoughts not just those that might be written down. 
 
Your interviewer will be pleased to answer any questions that you have regarding the research, and give you a 
contact number so that you can add any comments which you think of later on.  
 
We give a guarantee that your comments will be taken with the utmost confidentiality by the team. They will never 
be available to anyone at your workplace. Any written document that is produced from the research will use different 
names for the people and organisations. Your interviewer may ask you if you would like to check the notes of your 
interview when they have been produced. 
 
We hope that this project will be able to make recommendations to change and improve the Frontline Management 
Initiative for the thousands of managers who will participate in years to come. 
 
Naturally you also have the choice not to participate in the interview, or withdraw at any time and this decision will 
remain confidential to the interviewer.  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  
CONSENT FORM:       Evaluating the Frontline Management Initiative 
                                                       
I (the participant) have read the information above and any questions I have asked have been answered to my 
satisfaction. I agree to participate in this activity, realising that I may withdraw at any time without reason or 
prejudice.  
 
I understand that all information provided is treated as strictly confidential and will not be released by the 
investigator unless required by law. 
  
I agree that the research data gathered for this study may be published, provided that my name or other identifying 
information is not used. 
 
Participant Interviewee 
 
 __________________________________________________                    Date  
The Human Research Ethics Committee at the University of Western Australia requires that all participants be informed that, if 
they have any complaint regarding the manner, in which a research project is conducted, it may be given to the researcher or 
research supervisor : Llandis Barratt-Pugh 08 9273 8775   -    Prof Geoff Soutar – 08 9380 7885   
 
Alternatively to the Secretary, Human Research Ethics Committee, Registrars Office, University of Western Australia, Nedlands, 
WA 6907(telephone number 9380-3703). All study participants will be provided with a copy of the information Sheet and 
consent form for their personal needs. 
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Interview  record - Organisation / Representation      Mk 1 
Interview  location : 
 
Participant :                                                    E mail : 
 
 
Role :                                       Org Age :                                Org Pol : 
 
FMI Participants : 
Slight variations of this protocol where used in the field work for managers in the organisation, 
managers of HRD and FLM team members or subordinates. They have been omitted in the interests 
of minimising duplication. 
Once again the main questions were those used in the interview and the subsidiary questions were used as 
probes and clarifications as secondary questions where necessary. 

1 - Can you briefly describe your  role and background in the organisation ? 
 

• Your responsibilities, liaisons and outputs. 
• The nature of the firm’s business. 
• The size of the firm (ie. small, medium, large). 
• The make-up of the work force (ie permanent / casual employees, men / women. 
• The range of occupations covered. 
• The make-up of the management work force. 
 

2 - Could you briefly describe your involvement with FMI and the learning processes that have 
developed within the enterprise 

 
• How did you hear about  FMI, and get involved and selected ? Voluntary /mandatory 

Prior to the FMI - Did you have frontline training ?  or do any competency-based training before ? 
How long and at what level have you being working with FMI? How much longer do you expect ? 

• Who do you work and learn with, and where - for training and assessment delivery ? 
Mentors/Formal-Informal Work groups/Projects/On line/Assessors ? 

• Is the FMI like you expected - what is different? 
Have the skills of FMI  been right for you  and your job? 

What did you like/dislike about the FMI process and what should be changed? 

What’s next on your training and learning agenda? 

3 - What is different about your performance as a manager since FMI? 
 

• What management skills have you developed - how are you better ? 
Managing Work Priorities and Personal Development  
Leading the Work Group  Managing Information 
Managing People  Managing Customer Service 
Managing Operations Managing Continuous Quality Improvement 
Managing Safety Managing Change and Innovation 
Building Teams Managing Workplace Learning 

 
• What could be the reason for the difference ? 
• How responsible do you believe the FMI is for the difference ? 
• Are you developing the “right skills“ ?  
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4 - What is different about the organisation since FMI? 
 

• What has changed for the better in your organisation since FMI ? 
• Have there been changes : 

in how groups function ?  
in how groups relate to each other ?  in organisational morale ? 
in local goals  structures and systems ? in group flexibility? 
in communication between groups ?  in attitudes and values ? 
in the language of learning ? in attitudes to learning ? 
in how new ideas have been created ?in how teams learn ? 
in working  processes and outcomes ?in what people value ? 
in job roles and opportunities ?  in the value of people skills  over technical skills ? 

• What could be the reason for the difference ? 
• How responsible do you believe the FMI is for the differences ? 
• Are these differences “right” for your organisation ? 

5 - What is different about the business since FMI? 
 

• Is there a difference ? in sales, service, production, profit or customer  satisfaction ? 
• Have there been bottom- line changes in : 

Production rates  
Staff Costs 
Failure rates 
Waste reduction 
Quality Improvement 
Accident rates 
Insurance premiums 

• Have there been noticeable differences in the : 
Average wage 
Assets per employee 
Turnover per employee 
Employee numbers trend 
Customer base 
Product development 
External Awards, recognition 
Strategic Alliances 
Quality improvement 

• What could be the reason for this difference ? 
• How responsible do you believe the FMI is for the difference ? 
• Are these “good” changes for the business ?  

6 - How the FMI has been effective ?  Who for, and how do we know ? 

 
• What concrete examples are there of the impact of the FMI, making people, the organisation and the 

business more effective ? 
(What validates any performance improvement ? ) 
(How do we know these perceptions of performance are valid? ) 

• Are you as a manager, more effective ? How much ? 
• Is there an example of how FMI is related to this  ? 
• Can you provide any examples of how your  skills attitudes or behaviours have changed as manager ? 

Do you have more motivation and flexibility – evidence ? 
Do you carry out more self monitoring  and self appraisal – evidence ? 
Do your plans have more utility or cost effectiveness – evidence ? 
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Do you recognise your own individual learning needs – evidence ? 
Do you take more responsibility for learning  ? 
Have you gained any promotion or certification ? 
 

• Is the organisation more effective ?  How much ? 
• Is there an example of how FMI is related to this  ? 
• Is FMI changing the organisation structure or culture in any way? 

Can  you provide any examples, is there : 
More Integrated action  Decreased group conflict 

More strategically linked action Improved reception to new ideas 

Improved group focus  Flexibility in response to different cultures 

A development of a common language 
and formats  Support for innovation 
Improvement in knowing where to go, &  
what to do  Support for learning 
Better problem identification  Improved design of learning 

Improved analysis and critical thinking  Improved morale 

More effective decision making  Lower turnover 
Promotion of empowerment  More planned succession 

Focus from technical to people skills  Better job definition 

Improved group relationships  Improved performance feedback 

Improved group outcomes  More effective comparison of performance 

• Is the FMI making the business measurably more effective in any way? How much ? 
• Is there an example of how FMI is related to this  ? 

Improvement in overall effectiveness  Improvement  against good / bad competitors 
Increase in profitability   Improved customer satisfaction 
Increase of cost effectiveness The capacity to innovate 
Increase in sales  The ability to learn 
Increase in customer transactions  The ability to meet organisational  
objectives/goals  
Increase in safety  Positive change in continuous improvement 
systems 

7 - Has FMI been linked to the way the business wants to go in the future ? 

 
•  Is there an organisational strategy ? 

Does this strategic intent   have a direction, is it future orientated, and related to external 
environment ? 
Are their strategic objectives ? 
How are they linked and changed internally and externally ? 
Are they used at  departmental level ? 
Does the organisational strategy change how you do your job ? 

• Is the organisations strategy  linked to the HR strategy and how 
Is HR strategy linked to the HRD strategy and how ?  

How does the FMI fit in with your HRD strategy? 
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• Are FMI projects linked to organisational  strategy ? 

Are FMI projects impacting on organisational strategy ? 

Is the FMI  process contributing to the pursuit of strategic goals at the organisational and business 
levels ? 

Are the FMI HRD practices changing organisational  culture and how  ? 

8 - What is the greatest impact from the FMI on you, the organisation, and the business ? 

 

• Can you put a dollar measure on any of these changes? 

• What were the costs and time costs of the FMI inputs and practice ? 

• What have been the benefits of the FMI? 

• What have been the drawbacks of the FMI?  

• What have been the other major influences on the organisation at the same time as the FMI ? 

9 - What additional impact would you have liked from the FMI, and how could the FMI have done 
this? 

 
• What three things would you change about FMI? 
• What have been the issues with FMI so far? 
• What if there had been no  FMI ? 

 
Thank you -  your story and ideas will enrich this national evaluation of the FMI. 

 

If you want to add anything later – please use the contact details on the sheet. 
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Evolving case study research protocols. 
The initial ‘entry’ protocols developed baseline material for the subsequent observation and 
interaction within each case study site. The subsequent interaction, informed by this baseline 
data, was less formal and consisted of semi-structured interviews, observations, record scanning 
and surveys in clusters, with a progressive focus informed by each organisational interaction over 
a two year period. Each case study organisational situation consists of a complex and perhaps 
chaotic relational interaction, interacting with diverse and changing environments. The protocols 
in this appendix provide evidence of the changing focus of the research in tracking and mapping 
these relationships and changing processes.  

The protocols were used with the same ethical clearance processes previously detailed. However, 
they were used as a semi structured guide for conversations, often placed on the table between the 
interviewer and interviewee. They served as an indication of the agenda and often respondent 
direction provided more valuable evidence than pursuing the protocol questions. Such 
interactions often informed and changed the question pattern.  

There are several themes that run though the protocols. The research questions prompted a 
continual search for how the FMI was formed, what had been learned and what effect that 
process was having on the organisation. Detail was needed both about the diversity of FMI 
processes and broader learning attitudes within the organisation. Personal narratives were used to 
get the greatest depth. The focus was inevitably on what was ‘valued’ and actors conceptual 
systems, while prompts tried to gain behavioural evidence of workplace activity. Progressively as 
the initiative grew, locating initial reactions gave way to locating patterns of change. Informants 
were also more able to indicate what change was needed. The focus on their own learning 
patterns gradually moved towards the support mechanisms for that process. 

As the detail of each case site became clearer to the researcher, and the researcher developed 
more confidence, a far more open structure to prompt conversations replaced more directional 
questions. Interactions often had specific micro purposes and deviated onto specific issues that 
motivated the participant. 
 
The following recording sheets are a sample of the 15 progressive protocols used over more than 
a four-year period and have been condensed in format to fit the constraints of this document 
format. They indicate how the initial search for cultural meaning gradually generated more 
specific probing and then finally produced a platform of understanding that enabled the 
interviewer to let the participants choose the direction of the conversations. 
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Interview  record - Organisation / Representation      Mk 2 
Interview  location : 
 
Participant :                                                    E mail : 
 
 
Role :                                       Org Age :                                Org Career : 
 
 

Field  research questions from the three research perspectives : 
 
Technical : 
 

What is the  FMI like - Competencies/Assessment/Process? 
What is good  
What is bad  
What 3 changes would you make? 
 

What do you value in the training? 
Did you have choice in the learning process?  
What directed the way you learned? 
How did the learning relate to your work needs? 
Would you describe it as training or learning? 

 

Critical : 
 
What do you get from the learning experience? 

What are you using now? 
What are you doing differently? 
How do you mange differently? 
Are you still learning and how? 
What do you still want to learn? 
 

What do you see as the goals of management? 
What do you see as excellent management? 
What are examples of best management practice? 
What would you like to change about management practices? 
What do you value in management practice - how should we manage ? 

 
Socio Cultural : 

 
What has shaped your views about management? 

Who has shaped your views? 
Are your views shared? 
Who shapes your actions? 
 

How would you like the management culture to change? 
Give examples of other managers behaviours you respect / dislike? 
What has changed during the learning process? 
Are there examples of what is different now?  
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Interview  record  - Practice             MK 4 
Interview  location : 
 
Participant :                                                    E mail : 
 
 
Role :                                       Org Age :                                Tertiary Ed : 
 
Frontline Management Initiative – Participant Focus 
 

• What type of learning/training /study experiences have you had before ? 

• Why do you want to be involved in further learning ? 

• Who or what helps your learning in this organisation ? 

• What incidents characterise how your organisation works ? 

• What is good management ? How does it operate ? 

• What characterises how your organisation's management works ? 

 
 

• How much do you feel a part of that management ? 

• How important are your people skills ? 

• How important is learning in your organisation and how does it happen ? 

• How much are you part of that learning process ? 

• What would you like to manage in the future ? 

• What type of manager would you like to become ? 

 
 
 
 
Interview  record  - Practice            MK 6 
Interview  location : 
 
Participant :                                                    E mail : 
 
 
Role :                                       Org Age :                                Tertiary Ed : 
 
 
Your story – you and the FMI 
 

• Your role and organisational situation ? 
• How and Why did you get involved in the FMI ? 
• What processes have you been involved in ?  valued 
• What discussions created them ?  discourses 
• What characterises management and learning here ? 
• What is different since the FMI ? individual / organisational / business 
• What examples are there of changes ?  individual / organisational / business 
• What do like the impact of the FMI to be ? 
• What may govern that ?  
• What do you want managing to be here ? 
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Interview  record  - Practice            MK 7 
Interview  location : 
 
Participant :                                                    E mail : 
 
 
Role :                                       Org Age :                                Tertiary Ed : 
 
 
Frontline Management Initiative 
 

•What made the FMI what it is in your organisation 
 

•What learning has come out of the FMI 
 

•What effect has the FMI changed  
 

•What conflict has the FMI made  
 

•What would you change about the FMI 
 

•What would you like the FMI to do 
 
 
 
 
Interview  record  - Practice            MK 9 
Interview  location : 
 
Participant :                                                    E mail : 
 
 
Role :                                       Org Age :                                Tertiary Ed : 
 
 
Frontline Management Initiative 
 
In terms of enabling freer expression, more open questions were developed that enabled participants to vocalise emerging 
values and indicate the influences that have repositioned their emerging self. ( McKenna, 2000). 
 

• Who are you 
 

• Who are you at work 
 

• What are you at work 
 

• What would you like to be at work 
 

• What of value has the FMI created  for managers, the organisation, the business 
 

• Visualise two doors – one takes you to FMI – one does not – what is the difference between those 
worlds ? 

 
• A magic genie gives you four wishes to change the FMI, your organisation, your managers and 

yourself – what do you wish ? 
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Interview  record  - Practice            MK 12 
Interview  location : 
 
Participant :                                                    E mail : 
 
 
Role :                                       Org Age :                                Tert Ed : 
 
 
Frontline Management Initiative 
 

•Who are you ? 
 

•Who are you at work ? 
 

•What have you learned ? 
 

•What is changing ? 
 

•What should be changed ? 
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Appendix 39 
 

Observation and record scanning 
 
Mulcahy (2000/1) indicates that the introduction of the FMI is specifically marked by an 
increased focus on regulatory artefacts, practices that involve records and check boxes, where a 
cultural footprint is the collection of evidence files. Denzin and Lincoln (1994) indicate that 
researchers use of a combination of techniques in field research and highlight the specific 
contribution that record scanning and observation can make to support primary interviewing 
instruments. Documentary evidence can provide an additional source of historical evidence that 
organisational actors are unable to supply, while visual cues provide a contextual platform of 
values (Patton 1990, p. 219) A strength of this research method is that the collection of evidence 
from text and visual cues triangulates and contextualises discursive data.  However, it is 
important to note that observation becomes a more powerful instrument when the researcher has 
gained an understanding of the context of practice, and that access to records is rarely gained 
until the researcher has developed considerable rapport and trust with the principle subjects of  
the research. In both cases, it is the latter interaction with the deep case studies that provides the 
most valuable evidence for this study. 
 
Huberman and Miles (1994) indicate that observational cues are important because they can be 
used to locate the difference between actor discourse and subsequent actions. Discourse needs to 
be read within a context. In addition, while interviews offer direct data from organisational 
actors, the presence of the interviewer and interaction process itself invades the workplace 
context.  In comparison, observation taps the workplace environment  unsullied by researcher 
interference (Adler & Adler 1994). While interviewing provides an emic perspective of the 
workplace, and captures the cultural perspective of the subject, observation provides a significant 
contrast by enabling an etic perspective, by allowing the researcher to ‘read the meaning’ of a 
contextual cue, and introduces an alternative perspective into the data collection (Patton 1990, p. 
241). Merriam (1998, p. 111) indicates  the ‘schizophrenic  aspect’  of attempting to blend  in, 
yet be furiously observing and recording detail that escapes as it is watched, and recommends  
formats for filed notes. 
 
The observation schedule was developed during the first stage of the research process. 
Engagement with practice indicated that observations could be recorded in relationship to their 
contextual surroundings. Each observation that was considered significant by the researcher 
provided evidence of specific cultural norms or activity. Cues might provide general contextual 
information about workplace culture or more specific data about management development 
practices on the Y axis. In addition on the X axis the schedule also served to indicate the source 
of the observational cue. Cues might be provided by individuals to emphasise specific issues, 
incidents or parts of dialogue, or they might be more widely distributed and be indicative of how 
groups were relationally situated, and what displays were legitimate within the workplace.  
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The record scanning schedule was also developed during the first stage of the research process. 
Engagement with workplace texts relevant to this study indicated that such record scanning 
encompassed a wide variety of sources that could be provide contextual cues. Merriam (1998, p. 
117) describes such artefacts as ‘mute material evidence’, and highlights how these material 
traces provide and enduring form of evidence, often transportable from the research field and 
record processes of historical erosion or change. Derrida (1973) indicates clearly that meaning 
does not reside in a text but in the writing and reading of it. Recording the context of such textual 
production can illuminate these meanings. Each record source that was considered significant by 
the researcher provided evidence of specific cultural norms or activity. Records might provide 
formal contextual information about how the organisation would like workplace culture to 
operate or more localised sources detailing day to day actual performances on the y axis. In 
addition the schedule also served to indicate the distribution of the texts, their exclusivity and 
public accessibility on the Y axis. In some case texts were confidential strategic documents 
hidden from general staff, while in other cases the documents were externally distributed and 
broadcast to the wider public. The codified data provided greater evidence and meaning when 
situated in the context of its distribution and specific focus. Meeting minutes, publicity 
pamphlets, policy documents and Roles of Honour have very different meanings as texts. 
 
In both cases these schedules demonstrate the iterative nature of the research process. They were 
developed through theory consultation and by engagement with practice. (Guba & Lincoln 1994) 
While they served as a recording mechanism for the study they primarily provide a research 
protocol for constant reference during fieldwork and engagement with practice, not just to record 
cultural cues, but also the dimensions of those cultural cues, stimulating the research interaction. 
In addition the fieldwork experience of differentiating between the contexts of diverse texts and 
visual cues contributed to the data analysis process, illuminating that the meaning of these cues 
is embedded in their particular legitimacy, inclusivity and exclusivity. Cues might be provided 
by individuals or managing groups to emphasise specific issues, incidents or parts of dialogue, or 
they might be more widely distributed and be indicative of how groups were relationally 
situated, and what displays were legitimate within the workplace. For instance posters have 
particular meaning depending on their context in the workplace. It is important to determine their 
distribution, their legitimacy, their authorship, and their longevity. 
 
While these instruments were used to both record cues and to act as a protocol to guide 
researcher observation and scanning opportunities they also stimulated additional data capture 
mechanisms. It became evident that capturing contextual cues could be enhanced by the use of 
film recording and videotape as they provide a portable source of cultural understanding 
(Denizen & Lincoln 1994, p 404). Both of this resources were used to support the recording of 
visual cues within case study interaction. 
 
Record scanning schedule: availability and exclusivity 
 
This schedule is used to both stimulate researcher thinking before approaching the organisation 
and as a recording format for the observed evidence that concerns the FMI and the organisational 
performances.  
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The researcher is often able to access enterprise data concerning the FMI within the company, 
and the links to HR or company strategy. Company reports, publicity and participant handouts 
were often available, even harder data concerning the business financial trends, policies, or HR 
performance measures were sometimes available.  
The following matrix is designed to act as a protocol for report evidence collection by indicating 
both the type of evidence that is acquired, and the ‘degree’ of its visibility within and outside the 
organisation. 
 
Instrument A39.1:  Record scanning schedule 
 
Organisation Code : 
Dates of Research Visit  : 

 
Possible 
Records  > 

Business 
Effectiveness 
Financial 
Trends  

Company and  
HR/ 
HRD 
Strategy 

MFI  Policy 
Visibility 
Customisation

FMI 
Operations 
Coordination 
Meeting Gps 

HRD 
Interaction 
Tr. program 
Performance 
Review 

HR issues 
Tenure 
Promotion 
Attendance 
Succession 

Health & 
Safety 

Access 
Level 

       

Managerial 
Level 
 

       

Training 
Level 
 

       

Frontline 
Management 
Level 

       

Organisational 
Display 
 

       

Public 
Display 
 

       

        

 
 
Observation schedule : interviewees and environment 
 
This schedule is provided to both stimulate interviewer thinking before approaching the 
organisation and as a recording format for the observed evidence that concerns the FMI and the 
organisational performances. This schedule is used for each research visit to an organisation to 
illustrate the organisational culture in relationship to the FMI. The researcher should be aware of 
evidence from body language and workplace environment which contributes to the data 
collection process, and may be used in the analysis phase. 
 
This matrix prompts the researcher to record observational data concerning interviewees , their 
colleagues, and  collective group observation. The structure of the workplace and the displayed 
data in the workplace environment may also indicate management and organisational cultural 
issues. Finally organisational displays may formally indicate the role of the FMI in developing 
learning or cultural change. 

Again each of these observations may indicate specific areas of organisational culture such as 
motivation, levels of interaction, diversity, management learning or strategic integration. The 
vertical axis provides a basic framework for recording what the observation illustrates about the 
organisation. 
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Instrument A39.2: Observation schedule 
 
Organisation Code : 
Dates of Research Visit : 

 
Observation > Interviewees Individuals Group 

Interaction 
Physical 
Layout 

Physical 
Surrounding 

Organisational 
Displays Business 

Displays 
 

Possible Cues >
Face Eyes 
Dress Body 
Proximity  
At Interview 

Face Eyes 
Dress Body 
Proximity  
In Workplace 

Dialogue 
Instruction 
Interaction 

Inclusive 
Exclusive 

Signage 
Inclusive 
Exclusive 

Internal 
Influence of  
FMI as a 
Learning tool 

Influence of  
FMI as a 
Commercial 
Developer 

Evidence of 
: 

       

Organisation 
Culture - 
General 

       

Motivational 
Levels 

       

Workplace 
Interaction 

       

Workplace 
Diversity 

       

Training 
Culture 

       

Man Dev 
Culture 

       

Strategic 
Integration 
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Appendix 40 
Self as instrument  
 
In the final case study phase of the research the researcher becomes the primary instrument of 
the study. This is an incremental process as observation and interviews generate organisational 
space for the researcher and a network of growing dialectical relations.  The researcher becomes 
a live and reactive instrument involved in continual decision making to balance objectives with 
opportunity, relational building with informational acquisition, and involvement with 
detachment. The interaction is mutually mediating as the researcher learns about the patterns of 
practice and the actors learn about the patterns of the research. Managing actors become even 
more conscious of identity and direction. 
 
Preparation for this role involved self information from relevant literature review but relied 
strongly on personal experience of management in wide variety of organisations , consultancy 
interventions, facilitation capabilities, diverse workplace cultural experiences, research 
knowledge and multiple field research experiences mentored by leading researchers0. Evidence 
of these skills is the ability to infiltrate, negotiate with, and secure deep longitudinal case study 
access with three major organisations establishing trust and rapport (Patton 1990, p. 251). 
Tactics in these approaches were the use of the ‘known sponsor’ by securing ANTA /NCVER 
sponsorship of the study and by engaging with key ‘Karpin report’ identities including the 
author, in the initial phase of the project (Patton 1990, p. 254). This process is described by 
Johnson (1996, p. 5) who indicates the incremental and holistic nature of the participant 
observer.  

The task ….is to 'get inside' the group the researcher is studying. The researcher may see the first 
task of familiarising himself with its day to day realities.  Ultimately the researcher hopes to present 
a picture, a model, an account that constantly expands in size and complexity as the researcher gains 
access to new information... 

 
...different techniques are combined to throw light on a common problem.  Besides viewing the 
problem from a number of angles, this triangulation' approach also facilitates the cross-checking or 
otherwise of tentative findings.   

 
Balancing the requirements of maintaining a positive non-threatening image to ensure research 
access (Harper 1994), with the research needs of extending the network and probing for contrary 
data was complex. The researcher had to create multiple identities to integrate seamlessly into 
diverse organisational situations, each with differing rules and norms (Merriam 1998, p. 95). 
Previous experience in diverse work roles (scaffolder/ senior manager), in diverse social 
situations (Prince of Wales/Man United terraces), and living in different cultures (Israel and 
USA) was effective preparation for these roles. It is not only necessary to blend in with multiple 
situations but to pursue different emphasis as the study progresses but to ‘ balance the dual 
demands’ (Le Compte & Preissele 1993, p. 204), moving from detached observer to active 
contributor, and from group member, to case author seeking feedback, depending on the climate 
of each situation and the demands of the research process. There were significant cognitive 
                                                 
0 Further details within Appendix 25. 
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difficulties in navigating the micro and macro cycles of passing from participant to observer and 
rapidly changing language, self and identity in a schizoid way (Patton 1990, p. 260).  
 
While the precision of other research instruments is determined through a series of professional 
choices, participant observation is a continual act of discrimination, where the research 
determines which aspects of practice are critical as ‘ nobody can attend to them all’ (Merriam 
1998, p 95.). While gatekeepers who open organisational doors remain primary targets for 
relational maintenance, each organisational actor and artefact may become a focus of attention, 
or key informant, depending on both research intent and the serendipity of situational interaction. 
In each case study the researcher was eventually given the opportunity to operate alone in the 
field, contacting organisational members and making arrangements to locate preferred key 
informants and following specific individuals and groups rather the spreading the research focus 
more diffusely. As the research progressed, the initial formal sites of research, within buildings 
and meetings in the day time, increasingly changed to off site discussions in cafes, restaurants 
and pubs in the evening. Similarly, initial emphasis on formal interviews, where previous skills 
and ‘control ‘of data collection could be exercised, incrementally shifted towards observational 
and conversational interactions. This was partly driven by the researchers developing a broader 
capability and range of skills in recoding data and partly though increased cultural understanding 
which enabled the researcher to ‘follow’ organisational actor meaning more fluently.  
 
Patton (1990, p. 226) indicates that participant observation is ‘necessarily a combination of 
observing and making formal interviews’. However, Le Compte and Preissle (1993, p 165) 
would add that participant construct, confirmatory, and projective surveys also form part of the 
possible interactions, as well as data mining from archival records and demographic data banks, 
artefact collection and physical trace collection, collating the generation of artefacts and they 
subsequent use. Each of these techniques has been incorporated within the broad participant 
research interaction with the deep data sites but will not be addressed separately as a detached 
instrument, but they do generate evidence for the findings chapter where they will be mentioned. 
Le Compte and Preissle (1993) perhaps find the most appropriate description for this phase of 
participant researcher in the deep case studies by describing such researchers as ‘methodological 
omnivores’. Descriptions of samples and instruments are perhaps less valuable at this stage than 
the filed context that created the evidence collection process.  
 
What was specifically beneficial to the researcher role was the context of the research. The 
majority of organisational actors involved in the research were involved with competency-based 
assessment processes. Their preoccupation with understanding the concept of evidence, and in 
many cases their training as workplace assessors facilitating reflection on process0, created a 
cognitive climate that was amenable to, and increasingly knowledgeable of, workplace evidence 
collection processes. The research process mirrored much of the emerging participant actor 
experience with the FM. 
 
                                                 
0 It is CBT tradition and folklore that assessors first remarks to the observed trainee have become ‘and how did you 

feel that went?’. 
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Gender is a key issue that should be considered in the social ecology of case studies, and is 
usually the one constant characteristic in the chameleon like participant observer act (Patton 
1990, p. 222). In this case a male researcher interacts with three case studies that provide a mix 
of gender distribution. Previous managerial experience and gender assisted credibility in the 
male management dominated Finco. Powerco is almost exclusively a male organisation and 
previous skilled manual labour experienced added to gender integration at this site. Environco is 
however a more balanced organisation and almost exclusively female in the management 
development and FMI areas. Previous familiarity with CBT predating Australian experiences 
provided initially credibility, and perhaps facilitation experience and gender actually enabled 
integration into a female dominated group formally and socially0.  
 
The researcher ‘as instrument’ drove the selection and interaction of interviews, the distribution 
of questionnaires, the recording of observations, the taking of pictures and the scanning of 
records. Details of these recording processes are provided in separate sections. However, 
considerable informal material was collected through field notes. As Le Compte and Preissle 
(1993, p. 227) indicate ‘any record is better than no record at all’. These notes consist of the most 
accurate record that could be taken as close to the time of action, as resources and the situational 
climate indicated was applicable. As Le Compte and Preissle (1993, p. 228) indicate, social 
situation dictates the size of format, the degree of public activity acceptable and time of 
recording. In this case field notes were multiple in their character and consistently made a clear 
distinction between words of participants and paraphrasing, and between concrete observations 
and interpretations, using only one side of sheets, and separating context from conversation. 
While Le Compte and Preissle (1993) quote several researchers in recommending intermittent 
observation and consolidation of notes. The decision was made to maximise research contact 
days as the priority. Reflective journal notes were begun before the case study period began, 
recording research process issues and emerging questions for subsequent stages. In the case 
studies this pattern was used to promote an incrementally evolving structure concerning which 
organisational actors were required to respond to what specific questions. Interactional protocols, 
specifically those for interviewing were balanced between continually pursuing specific and 
enduring questions, while also changing and adding new and emerging lines of inquiry.  As a 
participant observer, emerging meaning informs particular questions, but the insight creates new 
questions in an iterative network of interaction. 
 
The participant observer is continually wrestling with impression management (Fontana & Frey 
1994).  Recording conversations, attitudes and way of seeing the world is frustrated by the 
material traces of observations and records that produce conflicting or competing theories. What 
people say is often different from what do and what they think. This is particularly true in an 
environment where organisational actors are engaging with a new phenomenon, disturbing 
relations and re shaping relations,  
 

….by highlighting existing deficiencies, or raising awkward issues which would take time to address.  
The culture of the organisation also did not reward those who identified problems, and encouraged 
them to be covered up instead.                                          Rogers1994, p. 5-7 

 
                                                 
0 This researcher is acutely aware that a major lens is missing from the researching toolkit of every male researcher. 
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The participant researcher has the opportunity to progressively slip inside the organisational 
actor guard, through repeated interactions and questions, while the organisational actors 
progressively exercises less impression management to the socialised participant observer. 
Douglas (1976, p. 91/92) indicates why prolonged research engagement is necessary to locate 
hidden meaning. 

 
....the researcher can expect that in certain settings, the members (subjects) will misinform him, 
evade him, lie to him...  This would be true in organised, ostensibly rationalised settings, like 
bureaucracies.  And it is precisely those who are most knowledgeable about these kinds of problems, 
the managers and organisational entrepreneurs, who will do most to keep him from learning about 
the conflicts, contradictions, inconsistencies, gaps and uncertainties.  The reason for this is simply 
that they are the ones responsible for making things rational, organised, scientific and legal.  

 
The great advantage of the longitudinal participant observer relationship is that it provides the 
opportunity for an iterative data collection process, and it provides the opportunity to mirror 
interpretations to the organisational actors by presenting them with findings and interpretations 
of their performance. This review of interaction enables organisational actors to reflect on the 
emerging interpretation for and conflicting perceptions and inconsistencies. Ethnographic work 
often provides a ‘thicket of uninterpretable data’ (Erickson 1986, p. 152) and while each 
interaction shifts the focus of the subsequent interaction, intermittently the researcher needs to 
reflect interpretation back to the organisational actors (Holstein & Gubrium 1994). In this study 
this was done informally though discussions about patterns and meaning with key informants at 
appropriate spaces, and through more formal vignettes concerning particular aspects of practice 
or concerning the shape of the case as a whole. Richardson (1994) argues that writing or 
presenting emerging relationships for case study subjects is a way of doing research, in the way 
that subsequent drafts of a thesis are not! On three occasions oral presentations were made to 
groups within the case study organisations. While the case study sites provided the immediate 
feedback on the emerging conceptualisation of their own performances, the researcher used other 
knowledgeable but detached sources to inform the research process. Similar vignettes and 
academic papers were also circulated to eleven other researchers associated with the FMI and 
VET developments. There were several blind reviews of papers based on the data during the 
same period. These processes developed the researcher as an instrument, informed the research 
process, and protected the boundary spanning participant observer from becoming an advocate of 
practice as an insider, reaffirming the outsider, etic role (Le Compte & Preisele 1993, p. 96). The 
irony that exists is that the more the researcher can identify and understand emic perspectives, 
the greater the difficulty in achieving an etic perspective.    
  
While this section focuses on the role of the researcher as instrumental in the research process it 
is important to note that several organisational actors were also re-positioned by the research 
interaction and moved from being passive contributors of evidence to being active contributors 
to the direction of the research0. It became evident at this period that there was an increasing lack 
of clarity between the research subjects and the researcher which prompted the development of a 
matrix to explore the emerging collaborative roles in deep case study situations0.  
Instrument A40.1:  Field notation format 
 
 
                                                 
0 One left to undertake a PhD and another to do Masters studies. Every FMI manager from the primary case studies 

is now and independent consultant and all are either involved in a research degree or planning involvement. 
0 Details of collaborative research are included within Appendix 45.  
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Field Notes - FMI 
Interview  location :                                                                                      Date : 
 
Participant :                                                    Contact details Phone / Mail 
 
 
Context                                     Description of interaction and discussion                                         Conceptual 
Descriptors                                 “ Actual Phrases” in quote marks                                                  Comments 
 
                                        Discourses constructing – learning about managing – effect on practices 
 
 

  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Next  possible questions : 
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Appendix 41 
Changing relations with participants 
 
As the role of participant observer developed within the study so equal and opposite forces 
involved the participants with the study and research more widely. Environco developed an 
increasing focus on evaluation that involved the researcher and drew the path of FMI practice 
and the research study closer together, inevitably drawing the roles of the actors and the 
researcher closer together. In essence this merging of purposes and roles indicates how all 
research is collaborative, but how some researchers are more collaborative than others.  
 
In this study the involvement is incremental and organic. It is however illustrative of how 
organisational actors can be involved in both different parts of the research process, and take 
differing formal roles within those processes as contributing actors. The benefits of such 
participation are multi-disciplinary conceptualisation, more grounded and deeper emic data, and 
greater triangulated validity.  
 
The following tabulation traces both the possible levels of involvement and the phases of 
involvement between participants and research projects, indicating those applicable to 
Environco. 
 
Table A41.1: Collaborative research 
 
 
 

Data 
Source 

Data 
Collection 

Protocol 
Design 

Research 
Design 

Management 
& Funding 

Drafting 
Papers 

Directorship 
Co-director 

 
 

    
 

 

Co-Researcher 
Joint research  

  X    

Research 
Partner 

 
 

     

Mentoring 
Peer  review 

  X X  X 

Research 
Assistant 

 X X    

Distant 
Research/A 

 X     

Enterprise 
Partner 

X X X X  (X) 

Enterprise 
Subject 

X X X    

Funding Body 
 

 X   X  
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Appendix 42 
Distribution of telephone interviews  
The following table is a summary of the telephone interviews, primary and secondary data, 
according to FMI knowledge, company size, industry and location. Contact with non-users was 
restricted to the original ratios of 15:6:4. The focus was on larger/medium organisations who had 
the infrastructure of support the FMI. Rural and remote sites features more prominently than 
expected because the labour intensive nature of industries located in those areas required 
frontline supervision skills. 
 
Table A42.1  Distribution of telephone interviews 
U =  FMI Users  
A =  Non users /  
         aware of FMI 
N =  Non users /  
         not aware of FMI 

Large   Medium  Small   

 Urban Rural Remote Urban Rural Remote Urban Rural Remote 

Agriculture,  
forestry and fishing 

1U 2U 
1A 

1U 1N      

Mining 
 
 

1U 
1A 
1N 

2U   1U 
1A 
 

1U    

Manufacturing 
 
 

8U 
2A 
1N 

6U 
2A 
1N 

1U 
1A 
 

1U 
1N 

1U 
1A 
1N 

 2U 
2N 

  

Electricity, gas 
 and water supply 

4U 1A        

Construction 
 

1U   1U 
1A 

     

Wholesale trade 
 

1U   1U 
1N 

  1N   

Retail trade 
 

3U 
1A 

  1U 
1N 

1N 
 

    

Accommodation, cafes restaurants 
 

1U 
1A 

  1U 1A     

Transport and storage 
 

1U 
1A 

2U  1U 2U 
1N 

 1U   

Communication services 1U      2A      
Finance and insurance 
 
 

1U 
1A 
1N 

     1N   

Property and business services 
 

1U 
1A 

  1U 
1N 

  1N   

Education 
 

6U 
1A 

 
 

 1A   2U IN  

Health and community services 
 
 

9U 
3A 
1N 

3U  1N   1U 1N  

Cultural and recreational services  2A   1U      

Personal and other services 1U      1A   
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Appendix 43  
Characteristics of the primary case study sites 
Environco is a diverse state government department, with a scientific, service and primary 
resource orientation, which has bases in urban, rural and remote locations.  Essentially 
Environco is an amalgamation of a number of different businesses with a long history of mergers 
and political redirection.    

We became a mega-department.  (Training Manager) 

The different businesses often share physical locations, however they historically have different 
operational cultures.  The functions of Environco are diverse and include regulation, 
conservation, exploitation, promotion of effective practices, public education and scientific 
problem solving for local industry and the wider community. Environco’s more than 4,000 
employees are spread across 250 locations and, due to the nature of the work, are often involved 
in work areas that connect with personal values.  

Typically staff have higher levels of education…there's an exceptional profile of higher 
degrees in technical areas.  As with many other organisations, staff promotion to date has 
been based on the technical skills and expertise of individuals. (Manager) 

Environco employs a highly skilled workforce, many of whom are graduates or possess Masters 
and Doctoral qualifications in their area of scientific expertise.  

Finco is a large finance organisation providing services in four states.  The majority of Finco’s 
organisational business and staff activity is corporate in nature, however there is considerable 
customer interaction activity in shop front environments.  While there is a gender balance in 
numbers, Finco is built on a traditional culture that has enabled male domination of senior posts 
and as such reflects the wider industry customs. These customs saw employees in the 
organisation being recruited and promoted for their financial expertise and skills while females 
about to marry were expected to resign until the late sixties.    

In an increasingly automated industry moving into the new economy, people skills and customer 
service are seen as the competitive edge.  There has been a move from a regulatory and policy 
environment to a more devolved system of departmental responsibility.  This has been 
characterised by a move to the open market place, a growth into new geographical locations and 
the introduction of a dynamic leader signalling a new organisational culture where because 
people are valued, 

We will be the organisation of first choice, and hold onto the best skilled people.  
We have to have good people …a brand…if you come to us, you will add to your CV. (Manager) 

Powerco is a large provider of public utilities and services, with 3000 employees working in 
various operations centres throughout the state. Powerco has undergone a large amount of 
strategic redirection and internal restructuring with the transition from a government department 
to “a corporatised business with some government influence” over recent years. 

The organisation was changing quite dramatically for sometime. (Manager) 
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Powerco’s background in FMI includes a two-year implementation within one department of the 
largest division of the organisation.  This department consists of 600 employees, of which all are 
permanent, with a male dominated gender mix of 85%. Powerco has a rather hierarchical 
management structure however this “is starting to flatten out”. Amongst this group 45 leaders 
were targeted for FMI participation all of whom were male. Since inception the FMI program 
has changed to suit group and company needs.  There are three distinctly different approaches 
used within the FMI programme, from which there have already been nine graduates. 

During this period interviews were also held with training consultants associated with the case 
study site network, to provide an alternative perspective and position the specific cases in 
comparison to other FMI client organisations. The network also included a number of 
organisational reports made about the process of FMI implementation. 
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Appendix 44 
Case study data collection 
 
Equity of data collection between the sites was a subsidiary criteria for data collection decisions. 
The decision was made to base the investigation on the same broad protocols but to follow both 
the opportunities that arise in each case and to pursue a focus that appeared appropriate in each 
case rather then attempt to make the data collection. During the period of data collection the 
opportunities offered by Environco gave greater scope for investigation due to the number of 
sites, the size of the organisation, and their federal approach. Finco provided inclusion in the 
strategic planning process, but operated a more centrally driven model. It was perhaps the earlier 
engagement of the FMI by Powerco, which was the first potential case study enterprise contact, 
that underlies Powerco being a less active site. The reality of the data collection process is that 
maintaining relationships and collecting data within three organisations is difficult to achieve in 
borrowed time. The emerging data collection pattern has been shaped by the diversity of 
practices at each site and the internal power relationship of the enterprise research contact, 
through a natural balance between intent and serendipity. While there is a consistency in the 
research pattern across all cases in terms of tools and techniques for continual cross case 
comparison, they are customised for each specific site. 
 
There has been considerable fieldwork associated with the case study sites involving a variety of 
data collection instruments and recording processes during over five hundred hours of face to 
face organisational presence. In addition, there has been considerable contact time through e-
mails, telephone calls and reflection on documents and transcripts when away from the case 
study sites. What characterises this data collection is the willingness of the case study sites to be 
participants in the study. They invited the researcher into their organizations. Inevitably, they did 
so not only because of their confidence in their FMI processes, but because of their interest in 
their programme development. They are vibrant and trend setting operatives. The organisational 
interviews have involved trainers, participants and managers in clusters within the enterprises 
often including associated external networked staff where their relationships mediated the 
formation of the FMI practices. What began as formal interviews and the collection of public 
material, progressed to free access within each organisation to talk to FMI involved actors and 
watch the organisation at work. In each organisation the researcher was allowed to make 
appointments to meet actors and agree arrangements locally. Denzin (1994, p. 512), indicates 
that good stories speak most powerfully and clearly. Gaining such stories involves obtaining free 
access within organisational space, to the organisational intranets, and use of copying facilities as 
these cases provided, to capture the stories of practice. 
 
The case study process was intensive, arduous and often solitary as it required significant plane 
travel and nights travelling to different distant locations while in the field. This was specifically 
true of the data collection at Environco. While relations at many sites enabled continual 
reflection with participants about the emerging meaning, there were always additional questions 
formed by each research process, changing the format of the subsequent protocols and providing 
new targets for potential interviewees and issues to be explored. The iterative nature of the 
interaction at each case study sites required considerable researcher preparation in terms of 
practical arrangements, structural intent, recording equipment and mental maps of objectives. 
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This time was equal to the interactive time at each site and often required late and early work to 
maximise precious interaction time in the organisations.  
 
Each interaction expanded the network and clarified the network. As the fieldwork progressed 
multiple data collection methods were used to investigate the complexity of the field practice. 
Subsequently the emerging meaning was used to reshape the research tools, and inform the 
criteria being used by the researcher to progressively determine the appropriate tools and data 
sources for further interaction. The data collection process was inevitably a comprise, shaped 
both by each developmental interaction, and by being sensitive to the pressures on the key 
managers who had to confirm each request and often provide resources in very busy work 
schedules. 
 
The thrust of the data collection at each site has been towards structured interviews and recorded 
and transcribed practitioner comment. The research process began with structured and recorded 
interviews that continued throughout each case study, usually following the same cluster of 
interviewees at various stages of reflection, to form a comparative core to each study. The 
formality of interview depended on the researchers agenda and familiarity with the context and 
the interviewee, and the time available and the location of the interview. Increasingly the pattern 
of data collection consisted of targeted interviews and attendance at meetings with informal 
discussions and observation during joint travel and down time. Clusters of structured and 
recorded interviews were sandwiched with informal discussions led by the researcher, and 
organisational performance where the researcher was an observer, consultant, or participant 
depending on the situation and actors involved. Interviews were supplemented by increasing 
inclusion enterprise meetings and discussions such as the use of the ‘Open Space’ technique at 
Environco0. The location of the field study changed from closed offices to cafes and cars.  Sites 
included closed and open offices, meeting rooms, hotels, vehicles, gardens, car parks, homes, 
and the full landscape of organisational performance. Each location contributed a different 
perspective to the data collection with an inevitable trade off between the ability to record the 
data and the relaxation and natural environmental context of the organisational actor. In the latter 
stages intranet access at case study sites to Lotus notes knowledge management systems 
provided access to download records and organisational lessons learned. 
 
The researcher used a variety of protocols for interviews (appendix 38), and a format for field 
notes to separate respondent words from paraphrases, to include contextual cues and to track 
emerging conceptualisation and new research questions (appendix 40), with the observation 
schedules providing an aide memoire, rather than a recording format. Two tape recorders were 
used to prevent lost data0, with field notes recorded at the time or directly after conversations, 
and with photographs and video recording used to capture research context for subsequent 
analysis to extend observation outside the field study time, but not organisational activity. 
Increasingly social situations replaced interviews and recording had to be more discreet to enable 
usual social patterns to operate. The researchers used notes on any surface available and 
mnemonics for storing key detail, often written during breaks from meeting, meals and driving 
with organisational actors. The raw data sets include transcripts and field notes, but also beer 
mats, miniature notes and margin notes on newspapers. The emphasis was always on recording 
notes close to the time, reviewing handwritten notes each evening, and ensuring clarity between 
actor phrases, paraphrases, observations and emerging concepts. Surveys were constructed from 
the previous instruments for pre and post testing at each site. The aim was to enable all FMI 
participant actors to contribute their broad perceptions to the study rather than rely solely on the 
clusters of actors that the qualitative process was tracking.   
                                                 
0 This is described later in the Findings Chapter. 
0 The rationale for this is provided in the last section of this Appendix. 
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The organisational actors engaged by the qualitative research process had diverse roles, 
organisational influence and knowledges, and were located in clusters within organisations. 
These data sources often revealed and absence of specific knowledge, partial understanding of 
organisational performances, or referred to other organisational events. Their diversity of 
organisational perspectives often provided contrary or conflicting perspectives of the same event 
(Eisenhardt 1989, p. 539).  
 
As meaning is strongest when it is independently collaborated, the researcher asked about the 
same things to many people, in many ways, at many levels, in many locations, and in many 
different types of work. From biologist to linesmen, from gold card bankers to fire-fighters, the 
data collection ensured diversity of perception, but where only a single data source was 
available, paraphrased clarification was technique used (Patton 1990). On several occasions 
closely associated training providers were also interviewed to provide an additional perspective 
for the case studies.  
 
The collection process was mentally demanding with continual learning and replanning 
simultaneous activities, and the continual need for chameleon like adaptation to diverse social 
and cultural climates. However, no participant refused interaction, or recording where requested. 
The researcher was less liable to use recording where more senior managers appeared to be 
sensitive to the politics of their statements. On two occasions the researcher decided to turn off 
the machine to release the participant. There have been issues concerning access that have 
curtailed the desired quantitative investigation at the site level. The long lead time for the FMI 
implementation in larger organisations means that most of the first year of study is focused on 
structural development and not participant learning. There is a considerable gap before there is 
body of participants numerous enough to warrant a questionnaire distribution. Also, due to the 
popularity of the FMI as phenomenon there are often competing studies and evaluations being 
undertaken that inhibit additional data collection processes. In larger organisations organising 
and gaining the authority for distribution can be difficult. This has meant that the questionnaire 
has been distributed pre and post in Finco, pre and post in Environco with very limited pre 
returns, and post in Powerco. 
 
Public feedback  
 
While there has been informal discussion about the form and meaning of FMI practices with 
formal interviews confronting FMI actors with the same questions, as the case studies progressed 
broad analysis in the form of cases vignettes have been used to solicit confirmation or contrary 
perspectives from within the organisations and from other researchers operating in the same 
field. At Environco, the relations advanced to a point where feedback was requested by the 
organisation on three occasions, and presentations were made, each of which enabled to 
collection of further data from the participants, benchmarking and evaluating activity. Each of 
these presentations was made at events specifically organised to be remote from the 
organisations and to reflect on the FMI development process. The researcher was freely included 
in these residential activities. This interaction progressively contributed to the action research 
nature of FMI development and evaluation within the organisations. An argument could be 
constructed to support the theory that the researcher, through face to face presence, was 
instrumental in this specific enactment. At Environco, it was noticeable in the last visits that, due 
to actors leaving the organisation, the researcher though privileged access for a number of years 
held a significant role in organisational memory and knowledge of past relations, procedures and 
documents. 
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Recording Issues – 2 tapes  
 
The following events have occurred during this project, associated projects, or in colleagues 
projects during the period of this data collection. They can be almost eliminated by the use of 
two machines and two tapes that are separately stored. Notes indicating key issues at the time of 
interviews are vital to provide overviews and immediate focus on key issues that may inform 
subsequent protocols. Currently both analogue and digital machines are used simultaneously. 
 

• Fail to lock on when set to record. 
• Batteries fail when recording or tape runs slow. 
• Recorder malfunctions with poor or intermittent quality. 
• Tape is defective and produces poor quality recording. 
• Tape breaks within machine. 
• Tape malfunctions and sticks intermittently within machine. 
• Voice activated mechanism of recorder malfunctions. 
• Tape is lost before transcription. 
• Tape is damaged before transcription. 
• Tape is wiped clean before transcription. 
• Tape is stolen before transcription. 
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Appendix 45 
Secondary case studies and network contacts 
 
All case study sites began as possible primary case studies, most continued to provide supporting 
and comparative data over a broader data series of organisational characteristics as secondary 
cases studies. To become a secondary case there had to be multiple contacts with the 
organisations involving multiple organisational actors and multiple data. Contacts that remained 
at the training manager interview level were remained categorised as telephone interviews. 
 
Table A45.1:  Relational phase - summary of secondary case studies 
 

2nd 
Case 
order  

Name Core 
business 

Ownership Location Size Period 
of study 

 

Data 
Collected 
Rtf ‘s 
doc’s. 

1 Gemco Wholesale 
gem sourcing 
and 
distribution 

Ltd company 
Multinational 
owned 

Western 
States 

CBD 

Remote 
sites 

1000  

Feb 00  - 
July 02  

2 Visits 

7 docs 

2 Educo Training and 
education 
delivery 

State system 
Independent 
college  

Western 
States 

CBD + 3 
suburban 
centres 

2100  

Feb 00  - 
July 02 

5Vists 

7 docs 

3 Primeco Mineral sand 
production & 
transport  

Ltd company 
Holding 
company 
owned 

Western 
States 

Rural & 
remote sites

1,200 

including
contracts
staff 

 

Feb 00  - 
July 02 

1 Visit 

7 docs 

4 Steelco Manufacture 

for contracts 

Ltd company Eastern 
States 

Plant Site 

1750 Feb 00  - 
July 02 

1 Visit 

6 docs 

5 Sportco Prof 
recreation & 
entertainment 

Club based 
membership 

Western 
States 

Stadium 

50 

seasonal 

Feb 00  - 
July 02 

2 Visits 

3 docs 

6 Waterco Utility:Water 
Collection& 
Distribution 

State 
Department 

Eastern 
States 

CBD 

Plants 

850 Feb 00  - 
July 02 

1 Visit 

3 docs 

 
7 Oilco Manufacture 

processing 
Ltd company 
Multinational 
owned 

Eastern & 
Western 
States 

Plants 

700 Feb 00  - 
July 02 

2 Visits 

4 docs 
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8 Farmco Retail and 
primary 
production 
support 

Holding 
company 
with multiple 
Ltd 
companies  

Western 
States 

CBD 

Depots 

7500 
approx in 
all firms 

Feb 00  - 
July 02 

3 Visits 

8 docs 

9 Fedco Federation – 
servicing 
membership 

Incorporated 
Institute      
run by 
membership 

Western 
States 

CBD 

45 May 00  
- July 03 

6 Visits 

24 docs* 

 

10 Relateco Industrial 
relations 

State 
Department 

Eastern 
States 

CBD 

125 Nov 00  
-July 02 

2 Visits 

3 docs 

 

Totals       25v - 72d 

 
• 15 are interviews for a concurrent project investigating patterns of practices, issues and lessons learned in 

the minerals and energy industry WA. These are approached as secondary data in this study. 
 

The tertiary support of the telephone interviews includes several hospitals and care organisations, 
transport, communications and construction organisations that are not represented in the primary 
and secondary case studies. Educo and Fedco were key contacts for con-current research 
projects. 
 
The following table lists the additional contacts and data made with key local figures and groups 
associated with the FMI during the case study phase, providing a broader perspective on the 
initiative. Most contacts rode the borders between FMI activities across several organisations. 
 
Table A45.2:  Summary of network contacts 

 
Sources WA Vic NSW Qld SA TAFE Uni. Consultants 

13 Interviews 5 5 1 2 - 3 1 9 

3 Association 
Meetings 

3 - - - - 2 4 - 

3   Records 1 1  1 - - - 3 

19  Reports - 7 7 2 3 2 4 13 

 9 13 8 5 3 7 9 25 

 
During the case study phase interviews with key figures continued. The network expanded to 
include State officials and influential FMI providers who were associated with the case study 
sites. Single shot case study interviews were also conducted in other states for the NCVER 
evaluation project. 
 
The study also had available secondary data collected by researchers in other States for the 
NCVER project according to specification devised and managed by this researcher. 
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Table A45.3:  Summary of secondary data modes and sources available 
 
Organisation Formal 

Interview 

Participant 
Observation 
Events 

Case Draft 

  

Total 

Vic 15 - 3 18 

NSW 15 - 3 18 

Qld 14 - 3 17 

SA 18 3 4 25 

Total secondary Sources 62 3 13 78 
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 Appendix 46 
 

Data preparation – categorisation of raw data 
 
The multiplicity of data from the study is categorised and stored in the following eleven 
categories for electronic data input. Each group is subdivided on a time scale, geographically, 
and by data source differentiation. 
 
Table A46.1:  Categories of raw hard copy data  
 

1 – Primary cases - multiple data sources – Environco. Finco. Powerco 
2 – Secondary cases - multiple interviews -10 organisations (plus secondary data) 
3 – Telephone Interviews  - 48 organisations (plus  secondary data) 

4 – Questionnaire contact – random and targeted surveys 
5 – Key figures in National networks – Enterprising Nation Members, FMI stakeholders. 
6 – State network figures – Officers with VET/FMI responsibilities. 
7 – Local networks – Providers and Focus groups. 
8 – FMI Reports – From Universities, Organisations and Institutes. 
9 – FMI documents – Published material, publicity material and journal articles. 
10 - UK MCI documents – Dept. Employment, MCI, TEC, and IIP. 
11 – Memos to self – Analysis / Method concepts 

 
 
The multiplicity of research tools is a prominent feature of this research design and this approach 
provides a complex mixture of data sources. The twenty basic forms of data collected are 
detailed below.  
 
Table A46.2:  The diverse forms of data collection used in the case studies 
 
1) Structured Interview Recorded 
2) Structured Interview 
3) Telephone Interview 
4) Reflective Discussion 
5) Fly on the Wall @ Meeting 
6) Situational Observation 
7) Organisational Text 
8) Organisational Record 
9) Organisational Intranet 
10) E-Mail 

 11) Pictures/Posters 
12) Internal Report FMI 
13) External Report FMI 
14) Questionnaire 
15) Organisational Publicity 
16) Bulletin Board 
17) Focus Group 
18) Video 
19) Seminar 
20) Commercial Publication 
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The data was prepared in the following stages. 
 

Qualitative 
• All tapes were transcribed to hard copy and electronic format. 
• All field notes and pictures were scanned and input to electronic copy using Via-Voice. 
• All records, reports and publicity material that existed only as hard copy were scanned 

and input to electronic copy using Via-Voice. 
• Subsequently, each electronic document was coded according to the basic physical 

context of the evidence that was contained, and the types of material contained and then 
converted into a standard Rtf document, and subsequently placed within an electronic 
dataset. 

• Each electronic document was replicated as a hard copy and separately stored in the main 
categorised groups. 

 
Quantitative 
• All questionnaires were scanned for incomplete entries or mistaken entries and decisions 

made about inclusion. 
• All quantitative data was entered onto spreadsheets.  
• Sections and questions in questionnaires that were comparable between survey were 

moved and aligned on the spreadsheet to produce a complete data set.  
 
Electronic copies of all data were stored at two different locations. 
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Appendix 47 
 

Segmenting electronic documents 
 
In this study, the coding process was undertaken using an electronic database selected from a 
comparative investigation for this study. The decision was made to use QSR NVivo (Qualitative 
Software and Research -Non-numerical Unstructured Data Information Searching Indexing and 
Theorising), primarily because NVivo provides a flexible architecture that can be customised to 
the type of data sets and mode of analysis chosen by the researcher, but also due to effective on-
line support. NVivo was designed for the form of grounded approaches used by this study that 
seek to explore conceptual relations between phenomena (Huberman  & Miles 1994).  
 
Each document produced by the data collection was imported as an Rtf into NVivo, on a 
dedicated machine, together with other associated files, such as picture (JPEG/PICT) and Excel 
files, in preparation for coding. 
 
Each Rtf document, representing full transcripts or scanned documents, observations and surveys, is 
then allocated to one of 231 document sets within NVivo according to the relations of that document  
to specific cases, phases, data types and  times of the study. In a few case documents were placed in 
more than one set. 
 
The rationale for this coding was placed at the start of each document to define the contents and 
relations of the document. Each electronic document in the study is coded according to the 
following schedule so that it is uniquely identifiable. 
 
Document code: Data level : Case : Data Type : No/Name/Date 

Document name:    Text Title or type of interaction 

Author:Key people names 

Distribution:Public or restricted 

Location:  In organisation 

Date:Month and year  
 
Data level : 
 

1 – Primary cases multiple data sources  
2 – Secondary cases multiple interviews (secondary data) 
3 – Telephone / Visit Interview cases  
4 – Questionnaire contact 
5 - National networks  
6 – State network 
7 – Local networks – Providers Focus groups 
8 – Reports 
9 – FMI documents 
          10 -  UK documents 
          11 – Memos to self - analysis 
 
Case No :Case name 3 letters 
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Data Type :S – Structured, face to face interviews from transcripts 
I – Interviews, face to face, structured, from field notes 
T - Telephone interviews, structured 

` D – Discussions and reflections with individuals, unstructured 
M – Meetings of groups as fly on the wall  
O – Observations 
F – FMI specific reports 
X – Texts of the organisation 
R – Records of the organisation scanned  
L – On-Line scanned documents 
E – E-mail interaction 
P – Pictures and Posters environment 
 
Number / Name:Sequential within Case 
 
Industry grouping. 
 

Agriculture, forestry and fishing [  1 ] Transport and storage [  9  ] 
Mining [  2 ] Communication services [10  ] 
Manufacturing [  3 ] Finance and insurance [ 11 ] 
Electricity, gas and water supply [  4 ] Property and business services [ 12 ] 
Construction [  5 ] Education [ 13 ] 
Wholesale trade [  6 ] Health and community services [ 14 ] 
Retail trade [  7 ] Cultural and rec services [ 15 ] 
Accommodation, cafes and restaurants [  8 ] Personal and other services [ 16 ] 
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Appendix 48 
 

Coding – document attributes  
 
 
Each document is first coded for attributes  so it can be multiply located within the data base 
according to the contents rather than according to just the specific dataset. The document  attributes 
are the physical properties of each document’s  context and source.  Each attribute used in this 
process has a number of values. Each document must be coded with a specific value against each 
attribute. The attribute structure is based on 14 general attributes or characteristics of each 
document, each having multiple values. The values of the 14 attributes provide a sequence of 
over 431 coding options for each document.  
 
The attributes were developed through the process of scanning the data and preparing for coding. 
The values of the attributes were in some cases predetermined and obvious to the researcher, but 
subsequently grew during the process of coding to accommodate the diverse data sources used in 
the project.  
 
Table A48.1:  Analysis – document attributes 
 
Document attribute Number of 

Values used * 
Industry type ANZ codes 19 
Case level – primary secondary key figures etc 15 
Case location – geographical 8 
Case organization – company name 64 
Case size – L/M/S 7 
Case State 14 
Data access – public nature of the data 14 
Data type – telephone call  / picture 24 
Data date 63 
People number – sourced from how many  32 
People company age – length of org association 19 
People FMI role – position relative to the FMI 15 
People gender 5 
People individuals 125 
People qualifications 7 
 

• Each set of attributes also include unassigned, unknown and not-applicable values. 
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Examples of values used: 
 
Document Type  
 

• S – Structured, face to face interviews recorded - from transcripts 
• I – Interviews, face to face, structured, from field notes 
• T - Telephone interviews, structured 
• D – Discussions and reflections with individuals, unstructured 
• M – Meetings of groups as fly on the wall  
• O – Observations 
• X – Texts of the organisation 
• R – Records of the organisation scanned  
•  L – On-Line scanned documents- intranet 
• E – E-mail interaction  
• Pi – Pictures and Posters environment 
• IR- Internal report 
• Ex – External report – FMI specific reports 
• Q – Questionnaire 
• Pb – Organisational publicity 
• BB – Bulletin board 
• FG – Focus group 
• V – Video 
• S – Seminar 
• P - Publication 
• R – reflection 

 
People FMI role – position relative to the FMI 
 

• Participant 
• Coordinator 
• Trainer 
• Designer 
• Administrator 
• Academic 
• Manager 
• FMI Manager 
• Broker 
• Steering group 
• Evaluator 
• Subordinate – team member 
• Publisher 
• Standards body 
• Various 

 
Data access– public nature of the data 
 

• In confidence 
• Blind survey material 
• Corporate level 
• Group meeting material 
• Organisational knowledge 
• Virtual group 
• FMI users forum 
• Public material 
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Appendix 49 
Coding – text nodes  
 
Every document is then textually coded according to the framework of nodes.  The text is scanned 
and coded where specific phrases, words or paragraphs are characteristic of a specific node.  The 
nodes represent  the concepts  and phenomena  emerging  from the data. The data is coded so that 
phenomena, ideas and concepts are re-grouped together in ‘nodal categories’, and their properties 
reflexively determined by the analysis process (Strauss & Corbin 1996). 
 
The following table lists the coding nodes eventually used in this study. They were developed 
through four stages of gathering options from the data and literature, reducing duplicates, re-
organising, testing the model, and then re-organising to the final model used in the study. This 
was an extensive and intense process over a four-day period and can be seen as a significant 
stage in analysis as it places a broad conceptual frame over the study, indicating those categories 
that will be privileged in the analysis process. Some nodes were added and modified during the 
coding process. At this stage the study moves beyond the physical relations of the data to suggest 
conceptual categories emerging within the filed of practice.  
 
The categories are determined by searching for evidence of both heuristic and independent 
qualities. That is each category has to both assist in exploring the primary research questions and 
form an independent bordered data set. The nodal structure is based on eight node trees and five 
free nodes, and included just over ninety nodes.  
 
The first draft of all the nodal categories included 38 basic sensitising frameworks from the 
literature0, 6 categories derived from the study research questions and scanning concept 
development notes, 42 categories derived from the conceptual framework of the FMI and 
organisational texts, and 39 concepts derived from analytical comments recorded during the 
fieldwork. In addition there were the categories from the discourse and cultural areas that had 
been developed previously within the broad survey instrument. The cultural categories were 
based on the broad works of Schein (1991), Boje (1993), McKenna (2000) and Handy (1994), 
resulting in an initial 18 categories, later reduced to 12. The discourse categories were based on 
an extensive review of key sources. The first draft produced  more than 60 categories and these 
were then reduced to 16. Further details of this construction follows in the subsequent appendix. 
 
This large number of initial nodes were reduced to two broad categories, those associated with 
the discourse and cultural categories, and those associated with the FMI and organisational 
issues. A process of continually grouping and reducing the potential nodes into discrete, 
identifiable, bounded nodes followed. Clear categories emerged within the second group for the 
initiation, processes, management and outcomes of the FMI reflecting the stages of 
implementation. Similarly, nodes seeking empirical organisational data quite easily formed 
discrete categories. The nodes for the discourse and cultural categories required considerably 
more work as they were conceptually more difficult to identify and define within bounded 
phrases that would be maintain meaning during many hours of coding. 
 
                                                 
0 These included standard categorisation like the characteristics of culture from work by Argyris. 
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The final nodal structure consisted of 90 nodes situated within 9 trees or sub heads. Additional 
‘free nodes’ were used for categories that developed during the analysis. 
 
Table A49.1:  Coding nodes used in this study 
 
Org/Indiv 
 
Function 
History 
Relationship/Positioning 
Structure-Management-Gender 
Learning Network 
 
Culture 
 
Espoused values (Mis/Vis) 
Rules policies formal structure 
Embedded skill sets 
Norms – implicit standards and ethics 
Integrating symbols images myths 
Patterns of traditions rituals customs 

 Climate – diff/set of enacted cultures 
Value of Human nature-activity-rel.-life worlds 
Inclusion and Exclusion tensions 
Individual-group-organisation tensions 
Flexibility-time and location tensions 
Adaptability – innovations questioning 
tensions 

 
Discourse – intent The development of these nodes is given specific attention in the next  

appendix No.50. 
Prosody-delivery 
 
Lexicalisation- words-values-repetition 

•Experience values – What’s 
happening? 

•Relational values – Gp links? 
•Expressive values – Beliefs Bi Polar? 

Cohesion – sentence glue – subordinate  
                    turns 
Structuring 

•Mode – active/passive 
•Mood – questioning / declarative  

may should 
•Genre – positioning 

 

  
 
Voice Positioning – hierarchy – unity / 
                                 specificity 
Themes 

•Collusions – intertextural references 
•Focus importance – construction 
•Goals – What? 

Deconstruction 
• Exceptions 
• Missing/silent voices 
• Alternate Plots Frameworks 

 

 
FMI Initiation 
 
Driving forces 
Goals – HRD/FMI 
Strategies 
Resources – budget 
Instigators 
Induction Org 
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FMI Process 
 
Selection Individual/Dev Plans 
L Processes 
L Activities (Indv) 
L Materials 
L Groups 

 Assessment 
External inputs 
Internal inputs 
Integration 
Key events 

 
FMI Management 
 
Man Structure 
Inter-relationships 
Tactics 
Roles 
Support Platform 
Issues 

 Ownership 
Customisation 
Diversity 
F/B Process 
Disasters 
Unsaid 

 
FMI Outcomes 
 
ROI Evaluations 
Indiv change 
Org change 
Bus change 

 Mortality/achieve 
Program links/bundles 
Stimulus/catalyst 
Surprises 

 
FMI Reflections 
 
Valued processes 
Valued learning 
MOT participants/man 
Critical actions 
Critical decisions 
Critical people 
Change in Managing 

 Change in Learning – Net of L 
Doing differently 
New meanings of Mans L 
Change in Inclusion 
Hindsight – change what ? 
Expectation/reality gap 
What if no FMI? 

 
Future FMI 
 
Development what next ? 
Capability 
Longevity 
Quality issues/mechanisms 
Tensions 
Puzzles 
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Appendix 50 
 

Discourse analysis nodes 
 
 
   You see its like a portmanteau – there are two meanings packed up in one word.  

Carroll 1962, p. 239 
 
This form of analysis is about exploring associated systems to determine the sensefulness of text 
and conversation. Its strength lies in the ability to show power and relations at work. In this case 
text is taken to be all utterances, dialectic and statements, as well as the overt relationships 
existing from workplace observations, and the interpretations of visual relations by the 
researcher. Janks (1997) sees discourse analysis as a framework to read wider clues in the 
unpacking of ‘culture’. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adapted from Janks 1997 
 
 

Figure 54: Jank’s layers of meaning in social analysis 
 
The dominant discourse within a culture, the most influential system indicates through words 
and text; 

 
• what to do and be; 
• how you are positioned; 
• how. when and where to read. 
 

An analysis of the literature provided a wide range of ‘cues’ for discourse intention. The 
discourse categories were based on an extensive review of the following sources amongst others. 
 

• Palmer I & Hardy C 1998, 2000 
• Luke 1995/1997 
• Fairclough 1985/88/92a/92b/92c 
• Gee 1996/1999 
• Boje 1993/94/96 
• Janks 1997 
 

These were complied and tested to provide the following practical nodal network for analysis 
that provided a performative discourse analysis framework for the study. Capitalisation is used to 
highlight key words for coding. 

Explain culture 
Interpret practice 
 
Describe text 
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Table A50.1:  Discourse nodes 
 
The capitalisation reflects the role nodal layout to continually reassert the unique nature of each 
node during continual coding. 
 
Prosody : Delivery 
 
How it is said ? – the pitch, loudness, stress and length with the uses and the hesitations.  
 
May give clues to : 
 

• Is there Conviction ?  
• Is there Ownership Inclusion ?  
• Is there Lateral agreement  ? 
• Are there Expected responses ? 
• What is the Nature of relationships ? 
• Are there Links to other texts  ? 
• Are there Rules specified ? 

 
Lexicalisation : Valued Words Values Repetition 
 
What do the words value ? – signals about how you should construct the world. 
This is about Key words and metaphors that are predictive of actions and beliefs, identity and a 
specific world view. 
 

•Are there Experience values – What’s happening? 
•Are there Relational values – Group linkages? 
•Are there Expressive values – Beliefs, Bi polarisation? 

 
Cohesion : –the sentence glue  
 
How and Why connected – what kind of turn taking is there. 
 

• Who initiates ? 
• Who speaks ? 
• How are the parts connected ? 
• What are the reasons for connection ? 
 

Structuring : - subsections and argument construction. 
 
The mood and style – what is the force and aim behind the words. 
 

• What is the Mode – active/passive – how it should be read – consistent or paradox, 
physical location ? 

• What is the Mood – questioning/declarative – may or should – augmentation & 
metaphors ? 

• What is the Genre – positioning of this text relative to other texts – hidden agenda - 
presentation ? 
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Voice Positioning – hierarchy – unity/specificity 
 
Who is positioned – and how are they positioned 
 

• What person - I – You – We ? 
• What Role played by author ? 
• Is the text Heroic ? 
• Who has Agency ? 
• Is there Self positioning ?  
• What are the Relationships of power ? 

 
Themes :  images, contrasts, the focus, repeated constructs 
 
What links and goals exist here ?   
 

•What Intertextual Collusions are there ? 
•What is in Focus, has importance, is a valued construction ? 
•Goals – What are they? 
 

Deconstruction : the socio-economic political paradigm of the author 
• What Exceptions are there ? 
• Missing/Silent voices 
• Alternate Plots or Frameworks 
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Appendix 51 
Validating emerging conceptual perceptions. 
 
During the analysis period conceptual relations between phenomena first emerged within cases 
and phases of the data and then some more robust connections were highlighted through axial 
coding and discourse analysis. Finally the cross case analysis illuminated key patterns and the 
introduction of existing theoretical frameworks confirmed specific enduring relational constructs 
and patterns of inference that formed theoretical statements about the FMI. 
  
To assist in the process of systematic generalisation, the constructs are subjected to both 
academic and practitioner scrutiny (Vaughan 1992). In addition to informal mentoring 
discussions with ten academics in eight Universities associated with FMI investigation, seven 
papers (six refereed) are in circulation. Draft case studies have been reviewed by five 
organisations, with three organisational presentations of findings and vignettes, and two 
projective sessions being held with practitioners, modelling the emerging theoretical constructs 
and soliciting feedback. In addition, two public seminars have been held within Western 
Australia.  
 
Towards the completion of the study the final models were sent to a select group of informed 
twelve practitioners and academics for comment and verification. Their feedback was used both 
the moderate and substantiate the interpretation of the data collection and the theory proposed. 
These feedback mechanisms were used to substantiate the conceptual theorising, and also to 
move from substantive conclusions to broader general, or formal theorising, including conditions 
and variance (Strauss & Corbin 1998, p. 23/24). This process separates out the key meanings for 
theory and practice in the conclusion as the study determines the story of the FMI, what form of 
technology the FMI is, and what it is producing, but also provides broader conceptual insight that 
concerns networks and communities of learning and predictive statements about the 
consequences of intervening actions. The format of the final review process is as follows. 
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Instrument A51.1:  Gaining reflective practitioner feedback 
 

FMI Review -  School of Management: FMI Reference Group 

Reviewing the Validity of FMI Models 
 
While I know your time is precious. I hope I am right that you may be seduced by the opportunity to scan 
this further and unique analysis of the FMI, to provide me with some vital practitioner feedback by 
XXXX. 
 
As part of my current doctoral study of the FMI I am inviting my closer industry friends to cast a critical 
eye across the current models that are emerging from this extensive study.  
 
I am interested in correcting any error of fact or interpretation, and gaining the validity of practitioner 
perspectives. The objectives for this process can be stated as follows. 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
• To gain feedback on the validity of the models 
• To gain feedback on the accuracy of the models and locate any missing components 
• To gain feedback on the weighting of various components of the models  
• To gain feedback on the linkages made between components  
 
I would ask you to scan the models that are enclosed and make any comments on the attached matrix. 
This could be by either in hard or soft copy, or by telephone conversation. What is important is to see 
how well these merging conceptualisations match your practical experiences. Your experience and 
knowledge of the FMI will probably have equipped you to comment on some models more than others, 
and that is fine. 
 
The categories and relations have been abstracted from a broad range of case studies and national 
surveys. These models have been assembled from that data and I have tried to represent what FMI 
practice has told me. However these final models are inevitably my view of the FMI. I may have given 
more weight to acts or relations than you believe is appropriate. I would value your input as a critical 
friend. 
 
You are the first people to view what has emerged from the study. This work is still in draft form as 
marked and may be subject to change during this final process before publication. Naturally I have to ask 
you to keep this data confidential until a later publication date 
 
Yours with great hope          Llandis Barratt-Pugh 
 

 

FMI research study reference group comments 
 
Knowledgeable practitioner feedback -   Reviewing models of the Frontline Management 
Initiative enactment 
 
The attached models represent the core production of the FMI national and doctorate study based on multiple data 
collected from 1998 – 2003. I seek your knowledgeable feedback to help validate the models and to correct any 
possible error of fact or interpretation, based on your personal experiences of FMI activity. Could you please put any 
brief comments in the boxes below. 
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Table A51.1:  Practitioner response matrix 
 
 
Objective Figure 1 – 

Constituting FMI 
Figure 2 
Enacting FMI 

Figure 3 
production of FMI 

Figures 4  W/PL Man 
Learn 

 
Errors of fact 
Missing components? 

 
 
 
 
 

   

 
Undue emphasis on 
components –  
Any change of weighting? 
 

 
 
 
 
 

   

 
Undue emphasis on 
component linkages –  
Any change to relations ? 
 

    

     
 
General validity of the 
models ? 
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Appendix 52 
 

Comparison of Survey responses 
 
The previous data analysis has already determined the national spread patterns, and differences 
between Non users / Aware non users and User groups. The purpose of this analysis is to 
determine the similarities and differences between the broad survey data of 2000 and the 
subsequent surveys of the case study sites. 
 
Table A52.1:  Survey sequence 
 
Survey label Survey distribution 

groupings 
Numbers Response 

groupings 
  221 Non Users – of FMI 
2000 Surveys Random organisations & 72 Non Users – aware 

of FMI 
Broad – 
Australia wide 

Targeted FMI users 73 Users novice – of 
FMI 

  23 Users mature – of 
FMI 

 Pre –   Environco FMI 
participants 

9  

2002 Surveys Pre –   Finco FMI 
participants 

72 Pre 2002 responses 

Primary case study 
sites 

Post –  Environco FMI 
participants 

101  

 Post –  Finco FMI 
participants 

27 Post 2002 responses 

 Post –  Powerco FMI 
participants 

24  

 
The broad questions that drove this analysis were as follows. 
 
Is there any significance difference between the – 

 4 National data sets as a whole and the pre case data sets as a whole, or each pre case data set ? 
 4 National data sets as a whole and the post case data sets as a whole, or each post case data set? 
 2 National User groups together and the pre case data sets as a whole, or each pre case data set ? National User 
groups together and the post case data sets as a whole, or each post case data set ? 
National User group (Mature) and  the pre case data sets as a whole, or each pre case data set ? 
National User group (Mature) and the post case data sets as a whole, or each post case data set ? 
National User group (Novice) and the pre case data sets as a whole, or each pre case data set ? 
National User group (Novice) and the post case data sets as a whole, or each post case data set ? 
Non User group and the post case data sets as a whole, or each post case data set ? 
Aware group and the post case data sets as a whole, or each post case data set ? 
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The data sets were matrixed onto an Excel spreadsheet so that comparative questions would be 
vertically aligned as the two sets of surveys had some matching questions and some dissimilar 
questions, and each survey was broken up into useable sub groups. 
 
All tables have been reduced to questions that generated statistically significant or informative 
results. 

* Significant difference observed at 0.05 level 
** Significant difference observed at 0.01 level 
*** Significant difference observed at 0.001 level 

 
Table A52.2:  Total 2000 sample vs. pre and post 2002 
Q20 

 2000 sample 2002 Pre 
sample 

2002 Post 
sample 

 

 Mean Mean Mean  
Facilitation of change and innovation 4.78 5.43 4.95 ** 
Capacity to capitalise on change and innovation 4.64 5.52 5.09 *** 

 
 
Table A52.3:  2000 non-users vs. 2002 post users 
Q12 

 2000 non-
users 

2002 post 
users 

 

 Mean Mean  
There is an emphasis on excellence and quality outputs 5.53 4.91 *** 
The emphasis is on achieving predictable, performance outcomes 5.23 4.91 ** 
There is an emphasis on human relations, teamwork and cohesion 4.97 4.64 * 
Expansion, growth and development are encouraged 5.35 4.73 *** 
There is an emphasis on creative problem solving 4.73 4.42 * 
Employee concerns and ideas are considered important 5.14 4.50 *** 

 
Table A52.4:  2000 aware vs. 2002 post 
Q16 

 Aware, Don't Use 2002 Post  
 Mean Mean  
Manage operations well to achieve planned outcomes 5.23 4.81 * 

 
Table A52.5:  2000 users vs. 2002 post 
Q16 

 2000 users 2002 post  
 Mean Mean  
Facilitate work teams well 4.23 4.59 * 
Capitalise well on change and innovation 3.89 4.25 * 

 
Table A52.6:  2000 users vs. 2002 post 
Q20 

 2000 users 2002 post  
 Mean Mean  
Participation in work teams 5.00 4.63 * 
Management of safety in the workplace and environment 5.23 4.64 ** 
Capacity to capitalise on change and innovation 4.64 5.09 * 
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Table A52.7:  2000 users vs. 2002 Pre 
Q16 

 2000 users 2002 pre  
 Mean Mean  
Participate well in work teams 4.67 5.08 * 
Lead work teams well 4.54 4.99 * 
Facilitate work teams well 4.23 4.78 ** 
Manage workplace information 4.41 4.97 ** 
Manage continuous improvement systems and processes well 4.45 4.99 ** 
Facilitate change and innovation well 3.96 4.84 *** 
Capitalise well on change and innovation 3.89 4.73 *** 

 
Table A52.8: 2000 users vs. 2002 pre 
Q20 

 2000 users 2002 pre  
 Mean Mean  
Management of their professional development 5.03 5.75 *** 
Leadership in the workplace 4.97 5.81 *** 
Establishment of workplace relationships 4.89 5.28 * 
Manage workplace relationships 4.93 5.43 ** 
Leading of work teams 5.00 5.74 *** 
Facilitation of work teams 4.99 5.64 *** 
Management of operations to achieve planned outcomes 5.01 5.63 *** 
Management of workplace information 4.81 5.23 * 
Management of safety in the workplace and environment 5.23 4.65 ** 
Facilitation of change and innovation 4.78 5.43 *** 
Capacity to capitalise on change and innovation 4.64 5.52 *** 

 
Table A52.9:  2000 mature users vs. 2002 post users 
Q16 

 2000 mature users 2002 post users  
 Mean Mean  
Facilitate work teams well 4.18 4.59 * 
Capitalise well on change and innovation 3.81 4.25 * 

 
Table A52.10:  2000 mature users vs. 2002 post users 
Q20 

 2000 mature 
users 

2002 post users  

 Mean Mean  
Facilitation of change and innovation 4.78 4.95  
Capacity to capitalise on change and innovation 4.64 5.09 * 

 
Table A52.11:   2000 mature users v 2002 pre 
Q12 

 2000 
mature 
users 

2002 pre 
users 

 

 Mean Mean  
Innovation, change and risk taking are important 4.26 4.96 ** 
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Table A52.12:  2000 mature users vs. 2002 pre users 
Q16 

 2000 mature 
users 

2002 pre 
users 

 

 Mean Mean  
Participate well in work teams 4.58 5.08 * 
Lead work teams well 4.55 4.99 * 
Facilitate work teams well 4.18 4.78 ** 
Manage workplace information 4.42 4.97 ** 
Manage continuous improvement systems and processes well 4.39 4.99 ** 
Facilitate change and innovation well 3.91 4.84 *** 
Capitalise well on change and innovation 3.81 4.73 *** 

 
Table A52.13:  2000 mature users vs. 2002 pre users 
Q20 

 2000 mature 
users 

2002 pre 
users 

 

 Mean Mean  
Management of their professional development 5.03 5.75 *** 
Leadership in the workplace 4.97 5.81 *** 
Establishment of workplace relationships 4.89 5.28 * 
Manage workplace relationships 4.93 5.43 ** 
Leading of work teams 5.00 5.74 *** 
Facilitation of work teams 4.99 5.64 *** 
Management of operations to achieve planned outcomes 5.01 5.63 *** 
Management of workplace information 4.81 5.23 * 
Management of safety in the workplace and environment 5.23 4.65 ** 
Management of continuous improvement systems and processes 4.89 5.25  
Facilitation of change and innovation 4.78 5.43 *** 
Capacity to capitalise on change and innovation 4.64 5.52 *** 

 
Table A52.14:  2000 novice users vs. 2002 pre 
Q16 

 2000 novice 
users 

2002 pre 
users 

 

 Mean Mean  
Lead work teams well 4.48 4.99 * 
Manage workplace information 4.39 4.97 * 
Facilitate change and innovation well 4.13 4.84 ** 
Capitalise well on change and innovation 4.13 4.73 * 
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Comparison of the primary case study sites 
 
 
Table A52.15:  EFMI 2002 results - pre vs. post 
 

 Pre Post  
 Mean Mean  
Management of your personal work priorities. 5.32 4.77 ** 
Management of your professional development. 5.75 5.03 *** 
Leadership in the workplace. 5.81 5.29 ** 
Workplace relationships. 5.28 4.83 ** 
Management of workplace relationships. 5.43 5.02 * 
Participation in your work teams. 5.28 4.63 *** 
Leadership of work teams. 5.74 5.19 ** 
Facilitation of work teams. 5.64 5.00 *** 
Management of operations to get planned outcomes. 5.63 5.05 *** 
Management of workplace information. 5.23 4.79 ** 
Facilitation of change and innovation. 5.43 4.95 ** 
Capacity to capitalise on change and innovation. 5.52 5.09 * 

 
 
Table A52.16: EFMI 2002 years in organisation  
 
Group cross-tabulation % within group  

  Group   Total 
  Environco Post Finco Post Powerco Post  
Years in Organisation 1 4.0%   2.6% 
 1-3 18.8% 7.4% 4.2% 14.5% 
 3-7 14.9% 25.9% 8.3% 15.8% 
 7-12 16.8% 25.9%  15.8% 
 12+ 45.5% 40.7% 87.5% 51.3% 
Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 
Table A52.17:  Years in management  
 
Group cross-tabulation % within group  

  Group   Total 
  Environco Post Finco Post Powerco Post  
Years in management 1 9.7% 11.1% 4.2% 9.0% 
 1-3 23.7% 18.5%  18.8% 
 3-7 25.8% 48.1% 16.7% 28.5% 
 7-12 18.3% 18.5% 37.5% 21.5% 
 12+ 22.6% 3.7% 41.7% 22.2% 
Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 
Table A52.18:   Work group operation  
 
Group cross-tabulation % within group  

  Group   Total 
  Environco Post Finco Post Powerco Post  
Work group operation Metro 22.2% 85.2% 12.5% 32.0% 
 Rural 53.5% 11.1% 29.2% 42.0% 
 Metro and rural 24.2% 3.7% 58.3% 26.0% 
Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Table A52.19:  Number of people responsible for  
 
Group cross-tabulation % within group   

  Group   Total 
  Environco Post Finco Post Powerco Post  
Number of people responsible for 1 14.9% 3.7% 4.2% 11.0% 
 1-5 44.7% 22.2% 12.5% 35.2% 
 5-10 22.3% 14.8% 16.7% 20.0% 
 10-20 13.8% 55.6% 33.3% 24.8% 
 20+ 4.3% 3.7% 33.3% 9.0% 
Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 
Table A52.20: Percentage of working time involved in training  
Group cross-tabulation % within group  

  Group   Total 
  Environco 

Post 
Finco Post Powerco Post  

Percentage of working time involved 
in training 

1% or less 16.8% 7.7% 16.7% 15.2% 

 5% 40.6% 46.2% 20.8% 38.4% 
 10% 27.7% 19.2% 16.7% 24.5% 
 20% 8.9% 19.2% 20.8% 12.6% 
 30% or more 5.9% 7.7% 25.0% 9.3% 
Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 
Table A52.21: Familiarity with competence based training  
Group cross-tabulation % within group  

  Group   Total 
  Environco 

Post 
Finco Post Powerco 

Post 
 

Familiarity with competence 
based training 

Not at all 7.9%   5.3% 

 Some brief contact 37.6% 30.8% 17.4% 33.3% 
 Have personally experienced it 27.7% 38.5% 52.2% 33.3% 
 Very familiar with process 26.7% 30.8% 30.4% 28.0% 
Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 
Table A52.22:  Highest qualification  
Group cross-tabulation % within group 

  Group   Total 
  Environco Post Finco Post Powerco Post  
Highest qualification School Certificate 16.0% 74.1% 33.3% 29.1% 
 AQF I-III   8.3% 1.3% 
 Certificate 10.0%  29.2% 11.3% 
 Diploma 23.0% 11.1% 20.8% 20.5% 
 Degree 26.0% 14.8% 8.3% 21.2% 
 Postgrad qualification 25.0%   16.6% 
Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Table A52.23:  Training and development comparison  
Group cross-tabulation % within group 

 Environco Post Finco Post Powerco Post 
 Mean Mean Mean 
Training and development is of consistent quality 3.99 4.15 4.63 
Training and development has an acceptable standard 4.80 4.85 4.88 
Training and development is economical. 4.37 4.56 4.29 
Training and development is done consistently well. 4.05 4.22 4.29 
Training and development is done at a reasonable cost. 4.46 4.48 4.58 
Training and development is good value for money. 4.29 4.41 4.58 
Training and development is well done. 4.42 4.48 4.79 
Training and development has Wpl outcomes that last a long time. 4.15 4.70 4.54 

 
 
Group cross-tabulation % within group 

 Environco Post Finco Post Powerco Post  
 Mean Mean Mean  
Is entirely a voluntary decision. 5.92 4.04 5.54 *** 
Establish effective workplace relationships well. 4.38 5.07 4.92 ** 
Manage effective workplace relationships well. 4.25 5.11 4.63 ** 

 
Group cross-tabulation % within group 

 Environco Post Finco Post Powerco 
Post 

 

 Mean Mean Mean  
Expansion, growth and development are encouraged. 4.43 5.48 5.08 *** 
There is an emphasis on creative problem solving. 4.20 4.96 4.75 ** 
Innovation, change and risk taking are important. 4.30 5.37 4.71 ** 
We maintain business continuity through effective strategic 
plans. 

4.15 4.96 5.17 *** 

We monitor the marketplace to find changes and trends. 3.84 5.19 4.83 *** 
We are better technologists than we are marketers. 5.64 3.96 5.21 *** 

 
Group cross-tabulation % within group 

 Environco Post Finco Post Powerco Post  
 Mean Mean Mean  
Planning 4.15 4.96 5.17 *** 
Recruitment 3.38 4.48 3.71 ** 
Innovation 3.92 4.44 4.58 * 
Market Orientation 5.64 3.96 5.21 *** 

 
 
Table A52.24: EFMI 2002 comparative results Finco 
 
Years in Organisation - group cross-tabulation % within group 

 
 
Percentage of working time 
involved in training - group 
cross-tabulation % within group 

  Finco Pre Finco Post  
Years in Organisation 1 2.8%  2.0% 
 1-3 18.1% 7.4% 15.2% 
 3-7 33.3% 25.9% 31.3% 
 7-12 26.4% 25.9% 26.3% 
 12+ 19.4% 40.7% 25.3% 
Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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  Finco Pre Finco Post Total 
Percentage of working time involved in training 1% or less 14.1% 7.7% 12.4% 
 5% 35.2% 46.2% 38.1% 
 10% 14.1% 19.2% 15.5% 
 20% 16.9% 19.2% 17.5% 
 30% or more 19.7% 7.7% 16.5% 
Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 
Familiarity with competence based training - group cross-tabulation % within group 

  Finco Pre Finco Post Total 
Familiarity with competence based training Not at all 9.7%  7.1% 
 Some brief contact 30.6% 30.8% 30.6% 
 Have personally experienced it 37.5% 38.5% 37.8% 
 Very familiar with process 22.2% 30.8% 24.5% 
Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 
Table A52.25:  Environco pre vs. post  
 
Familiarity with competency-based training - Environco Pre 

    Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid Not at all 1 11.1 11.1 11.1 
  Some brief contact 4 44.4 44.4 55.6 
  Have personally 

experienced it 
1 11.1 11.1 66.7 

  Very familiar with 
process 

3 33.3 33.3 100.0 

  Total 9 100.0 100.0   
 
 
Familiarity with competence based training- Environco Post 

    Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid Not at all 8 7.9 7.9 7.9 
  Some brief contact 38 37.6 37.6 45.5 
  Have personally 

experienced it 
28 27.7 27.7 73.3 

  Very familiar with 
process 

27 26.7 26.7 100.0 

  Total 101 100.0 100.0   
 
 
Highest qualification - Environco Pre 

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
School Certificate 1 11.1 11.1 11.1 
Certificate 2 22.2 22.2 33.3 
Degree 3 33.3 33.3 66.7 
Postgrad qualification 3 33.3 33.3 100.0 
Total 9 100.0 100.0   
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Highest qualification- Environco Post 
    Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 
Valid School Certificate 16 15.8 16.0 16.0 
  Certificate 10 9.9 10.0 26.0 
  Diploma 23 22.8 23.0 49.0 
  Degree 26 25.7 26.0 75.0 
  Postgrad qualification 25 24.8 25.0 100.0 
  Total 100 99.0 100.0   
Missing System 1 1.0     
Total   101 100.0     

 
Years in management - Environco Pr 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
1 1 11.1 11.1 11.1 
1-3 1 11.1 11.1 22.2 
3-7 2 22.2 22.2 44.4 
12+ 5 55.6 55.6 100.0 
Total 9 100.0 100.0  

 
Years in management- Environco Post 

    Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid 1 9 8.9 9.7 9.7 
  1-3 22 21.8 23.7 33.3 
  3-7 24 23.8 25.8 59.1 
  7-12 17 16.8 18.3 77.4 
  12+ 21 20.8 22.6 100.0 
  Total 93 92.1 100.0   
Missing System 8 7.9     
Total   101 100.0     

 
Work group operation - Environco Pre 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Metro 1 11.1 11.1 11.1 
Rural 7 77.8 77.8 88.9 
Metro and rural 1 11.1 11.1 100.0 
Total 9 100.0 100.0  

 
Work group location- Environco Post 

    Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid Metro 22 21.8 22.2 22.2 
  Rural 53 52.5 53.5 75.8 
  Metro and rural 24 23.8 24.2 100.0 
  Total 99 98.0 100.0   
Missing System 2 2.0     
Total   101 100.0     

 
Q14 Work group operation- Environco Pre Post 

 Environco 
Pre 

Environco 
Post 

 

 Mean Mean  
We look after our employees very well. 3.00 3.87 ** 
Our performance evaluation processes are participatory. 3.67 4.30 ** 
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Table A52.26: EFMI 2002 results post groups by highest qualification 
 

Highest qualification  
  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Valid School Certificate 44 28.9 29.1 29.1 
 AQF/Certificate/Diploma 50 32.9 33.1 62.3 
 Degree 32 21.1 21.2 83.4 
 Postgrad qualification 25 16.4 16.6 100.0 
 Total 151 99.3 100.0  
Missing System 1 .7   
Total  152 100.0   

 
 School 

Certificate 
AQF/Certificat
e/Diploma 

Degree Postgrad 
qualification 

 

 Mean Mean Mean Mean  
Training and development is of 
consistent quality 

4.36 4.49 3.63 3.64 ** 

Training and development has 
workplace outcomes that last a long 
time. 

4.61 4.65 3.72 3.88 ** 

 
 School 

Certificate 
AQF/ 
Certificate 
/Diploma 

Degree Postgrad 
qualification 

 

 Mean Mean Mean Mean  
Is entirely a voluntary decision. 4.61 6.02 5.81 5.72 ** 

 
 
 

 School 
Certificate 

AQF/ 
Certificate/ 
Diploma 

Degree Postgrad 
qualification 

 

Manage customer service well to 
achieve quality outcomes. 

5.31 4.92 4.35 4.38 ** 

Manage continuous improvement to 
systems and processes well. 

4.88 4.56 3.58 4.08 *** 

 
 School 

Certificate 
AQF/Certificate/
Diploma 

Degree Postgrad 
qualification 

 

 Mean Mean Mean Mean  
Efficiency and productivity are important. 5.91 5.33 4.75 5.40 ** 
We maintain business continuity through 
effective strategic plans. 

4.86 4.80 3.88 3.84 *** 

Encourages direction with positive 
feedback. 

4.51 4.70 4.23 3.68 ** 

 
 School 

Certificate 
AQF/Certificate/Dipl
oma 

Degree Postgrad 
qualification 

 

 Mean Mean Mean Mean  
Planning 4.86 4.80 3.88 3.84 *** 
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Table A52.27:  EFMI 2002 results post group by workgroup location 
 

 Metro Rural Metro and 
rural 

 

 Mean Mean Mean  
Training and development is done at a reasonable cost. 4.70 4.13 4.76 ** 

 
 

 Metro Rural Metro and 
rural 

 

 Mean Mean Mean  
Provide leadership in the workplace well. 4.85 4.05 4.39 ** 
Establish effective workplace relationships well. 4.83 4.26 4.82 * 
Manage effective workplace relationships well. 4.79 4.03 4.74 ** 
Manage customer service well to achieve quality outcomes. 5.27 4.48 4.76 ** 

 
 Metro Rural Metro and rural  
 Mean Mean Mean  
Often focuses and inspires me. 4.19 3.39 3.36 * 
Ensures effective action leads to rewards. 4.17 3.27 3.92 ** 

 
 

 Metro Rural Metro and rural  
 Mean Mean Mean  
Market Orientation 4.64 5.58 5.53 *** 

 
Table A52.28: EFMI 2002 results post group by years in management 
 

 1-3 3-7 7-12 12+  
 Mean Mean Mean Mean  
We honour our commitments to customers. 4.56 5.20 5.39 5.13 ** 
We develop good long term relationships with customers. 4.55 5.38 5.39 5.39 *** 

 
 
Table A52.29: EFMI 2002 results post groups by time in training 
 

 1% or 
less 

5% 10% 20% 30% or 
more 

 

 Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean  
We monitor the marketplace to find changes and trends. 3.70 4.32 3.89 4.32 5.57 *** 
We often and rapidly innovate to be 'first in' with new 
services. 

3.30 3.93 3.76 3.56 4.71 * 

We do not innovate or risk new services unless pressured. 4.68 3.82 4.14 4.47 3.29 ** 
 

 1% or less 5% 10% 20% 30% or 
more 

 

 Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean  
Makes me feel my needs are being considered. 2.86 4.03 3.89 3.79 4.36 * 
Ensures effective action leads to rewards. 2.77 3.81 4.11 3.47 4.36 ** 
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Table A52.30: EFMI 2002 results post groups by years in organisation 
 1 1-3 3-7 7-12 12+  
 Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean  
Manage to create a safe workplace and environment well. 3.50 4.35 5.04 5.00 5.28 * 

 
 1 1-3 3-7 7-12 12+  
 Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean  
Employees are empowered to act and take responsibility in jobs. 4.50 4.32 4.54 5.00 5.18 * 
The emphasis is on achieving predictable performance outcomes. 4.00 4.32 4.61 5.08 5.16 ** 
Employee concerns and ideas are considered important. 5.50 4.09 4.04 4.13 4.83 * 
Goal clarity and objective setting are important for direction. 4.00 4.90 5.17 5.33 5.53 * 
We are generally very effective as an organisation. 4.00 4.52 4.46 4.42 5.06 * 

 
 1 1-3 3-7 7-12 12+  
 Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean  
Is adaptive and flexible in restructuring to new situations. 3.75 3.86 3.96 4.04 4.79 ** 

 
Table A52.31: EFMI 2002 post groups by responsibility 
 

 1-5 5-10 10-20 20+  
 Mean Mean Mean Mean  
Provide leadership in the workplace well. 4.03 4.45 5.03 4.38 ** 
Establish effective workplace relationships well. 4.25 4.62 5.14 5.00 ** 
Manage effective workplace relationships well. 4.08 4.59 5.03 4.85 ** 
Participate well in work teams. 4.61 4.93 5.28 5.31 * 
Lead work teams well. 4.19 4.62 5.17 4.92 ** 
Facilitate work teams well. 4.25 4.66 5.11 4.85 ** 
There is an emphasis on human relations, teamwork and cohesion. 4.27 5.10 4.89 5.31 ** 

 
 

 1-5 5-10 10-20 20+  
 Mean Mean Mean Mean  
Efficiency and productivity are important. 5.03 5.48 5.94 5.92 ** 
We maintain business continuity through effective strategic plans. 4.19 4.48 4.83 5.15 * 
We develop our staff so they can achieve their potential. 4.09 4.62 4.72 4.85 * 
Encourages direction with positive feedback. 3.98 4.59 4.83 4.92 ** 
Encourages continual individual growth. 4.30 4.59 4.94 5.00 * 
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Appendix 53 
 

Environco  
 
The principle narrative instrumental in underpinning the theoretical conceptualisation of the 
FLM workplace learning interaction. 
 
If you walked towards the central offices of Environco early in the morning in January 2000, you 
would walk with each change of lights from block to block through a crowded CBD, with people 
purposely on their way to a variety of corporate centres. You would enter the pedestrianised 
foyer of one of the tallest aluminium clad CBD buildings, where the employees of the multiple 
tenanted tower mingle in the cafés and shops, in front of the security entrances to the lifts.  
 
In this ground floor piazza you might wander into the bookshop to find out something about 
Environco operations. You would be confronted with the conflicting demands of preserving 
endangered species and the allocation of shooting permits to deter predators from crops and 
livestock. The complexity of both supporting local communities, and yet simultaneously 
encouraging them to introduce radical agricultural methods. For each booklet indicating 
strategies for reclaiming coastal foreshores, there would be another marketing water sports 
facilities. You would become aware of the sensitivity needed to map a path of sustainable growth 
that enabled the environment, social groups and industry to prosper in harmony. The enthusiasm 
of the bookshop staff in answering your questions would lead you to suspect that they had been 
attracted to work for the organisation because they shared many of the same values, and 
identified with the broad departmental goals. The vision of ‘Prosperity with care’ is reinforced in 
their annual reports above an executive management team of nineteen led by a woman and with 
five female programme directors. There is an emphasis on people. 
 

Our expert staff continued to find new ways of collaborating across disciplines to meet our 
objectives…. .The quality of our service delivery rests on their dedication and enthusiasm’.  99/2000 
report 

 
The report clarifies the department’s purpose of  ‘ensuring (the) natural and cultural assets are 
managed to secure social, environmental and economic benefits for both current and future 
generations’. Their strategy reflects the diversity and contesting objectives of their purpose and 
gives a ‘commitment to ecologically sustainable development’ while promising the ‘growth of 
sustainable land and resource industries and markets’. However environmental protection and 
development are always framed by the end users, and in terms of improving the ‘diversity and 
natural and cultural resources’, that will feed an ‘informed and resourceful’ State community. 
The goals of service are framed by the most critical resource, and they see ‘ our strength comes 
from a diversity of the skills and experience of its staff’. 
 

Develop the leadership capabilities of key staff….. to either lead, challenge or support new directions. 
Provision of training and other develop opportunities for staff is a high priority, particularly to provide 
the management skills that will allow staff to use this scientific and technical skills more effectively. 

 
Just before the appointment time you return to the loosely coordinated security desk and gain a 
sequentially numbered identification tag and go up in the lift to the 14th floor where you are met 
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by a receptionist in a quality furnished area who takes you to where Linda is based in an open 
plan area with broad office spaces. The greeting is warm as expected from someone who is 
‘enthusiastic about evaluation’ has deliberately made contact with you to be included in the 
study. Linda has already told you about the broad dissatisfaction with contextless courses and the 
need to ‘support our middle managers’, and given ‘a taste for who we are’. From Linda’s 
perspective ‘we are diverse in the extreme’ with 4,5000 staff from PhD’s to those with little 
education scattered over about 200 locations state wide. Her enthusiasm to be involved in the 
study stems from her experience and studies in training and learning. 
 

….just finished my masters and I did a couple of evaluation subjects..... they would be interested in 
doing that with us... my director is just absolutely thrilled with the idea. Linda FMI manager 

 
Linda and her boss have grasped external input to their programme to stimulate their ideas, and 
gain independent evaluative feedback. They have already had talks with ANTA and made a 
number of FMI site visits. There is an implicit agreement that interaction will be mutually 
beneficial during the study. Linda starts by painting the broader picture of Environco. 

Environco is a diverse state government department, with a scientific, service and primary 
resource orientation, which has bases in urban, rural and remote locations.  Essentially 
Environco is an amalgamation of a number of different businesses, interlaced with regional 
territories, and with a long history of mergers and political re-direction.    

We became a mega-department. we’ve got within the one organisation.. some very different cultures in terms 
of where people have come. Linda – FMI Manager 

The different businesses often share physical locations, however they historically have different 
operational cultures.  The functions of Environco are diverse and include regulation, 
conservation, exploitation, promotion of effective practices, public education and scientific 
problem solving for local industry and the wider community. Many staff have a scientific higher 
education background. 

Typically staff have higher levels of education…there's an exceptional profile of higher degrees in 
technical areas.  As with many other organisations, staff promotion to date has been based on the 
technical skills and expertise of individuals. Linda – FMI Manager 
 
…..issues like managing the conflict between resource usage and conservation (we do well) what I 
think it is not doing so well is managing the deeper cultural differences and I see that manifested in 
the training and development cultures that exist within the organisation…….got stacks of scientists 
with PhD’s masters degrees etc. But nevertheless none of them want to know about competency-based 
training, you know it just doesn’t fit the paradigm that they’ve been used to at all. Linda – FMI 
Manager 
 

Searching for a better way 
Linda indicates that there was wide spread dissatisfaction with middle management capability 
and the current developmental systems. 
 

We’ve got a suite of fifty odd courses that are offered throughout the year, we have some really good 
providers, none of its at this stage accredited or articulated. Linda – FMI Manager  
(We started a) staff development steering committee existing across the organisation, and Frontline 
Management Initiative has been one of the first things to drop out of that……. (also) staff were crying 
out for it, through performance appraisals that was another way as well. Linda – FMI Manager  
 
(We were working on) leadership behaviours….and a scream came back from staff, which is another 
thing that fed into Frontline Management Initiative was… oh no, not elitist stuff for the senior leaders 
again, you’ve forgotten the middle managers and they’re the ones that really need it.  So that was 
another thing that really pushed Frontline Management Initiative through. 
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The internal demand and need matched with the marketing of the new FMI programme which 
was particularly evident within Environco’s State. 
 

She (training consultant) was talking about the action learning focus, the flexibility and na na na……it 
was the potential flexibility of Frontline Management Initiative that appealed to me. Linda – FMI 
Manager 
 
…..we wanted to encourage a change of culture in the organisation at the same time as providing 
some middle management development options for staff.  We wanted to encourage them to have more 
autonomy more control of their own learning options and we had to find a program that was going to 
meet the diversity of needs of this organisation so your chainsaw wallers, to your PhD scientists.  
Which is a pretty tall order. Linda – FMI Manager 
 

Linda and her boss Jane decided to do some research and brought in three consultants with FMI 
experience to act as a brokerage to initiate an internal agenda and to develop external 
partnerships with providers.   
 

So they came up with a proposal... it’s guided self- learning and all the rest of it. .  Between the three 
of us we did quite a few case study visits. Linda – FMI Manager 
 
My view is you work with consultants within an organisation so that when the consultants leave the 
people in the organisation are more skilled and not less skilled. 
….then to show the relevance to the executive I did a matching process of the Frontline Management 
Initiative competencies against the departments missions statement, values and corporate plan etc. 
Linda – FMI Manager 

 
Engagement with the FMI became departmental policy and the process of enactment followed 
swiftly. 
 

….ended up being a fairly healthy budget ….. $300,000 we got as a budget for a series of pilots, which 
is pretty good. Linda – FMI Manager 
we started that in late January, so we’ve barely touched the ground in the last couple of months.. I’d 
paint a little scenario….used the FMI video (in roadshows to the businesses and regions). Linda – 
FMI Manager 

 
They decided on a federal approach, acting as a coordinating centre for a series of independent 
pilots with the fifteen businesses and six regions so that different cultures can be served and 
ownership dispersed. 
 

There’s no way that your average staff member out there, manager or otherwise, has got the training 
knowledge and skills to sort through the rhetorical hyperbole, bullshit in other words, that exists out 
there. So we’re going to save them the grief of having to go through a tender process... my desk was 
this high, from the floor with tender applications (for the training ‘panel0” with the organisation).... 
develop a brief, develop selection criteria and we’ll say look here’s these four or five providers, why 
don’t you have a look at them first.. It will be my job to coordinate all of the coordinators around the 
state to you know keep an eye on what’s going on.  The aim is that to each pilot site will have 
autonomy to run how it likes but for example things like this, things like the fact that I’ll show you in a 
sec, some stuff that some of the pilot sites are already developing….I mean their will be different 
models..... I mean what abhorrent to me is obviously going to be dear to the heart of somebody else. 
Linda – FMI Manager 
 

                                                 
0 The training ‘panel’ for the department is a listing of registered training consultants who have been vetted onto a 

shortlist for use by any section of the department organisation training events. 
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Yeah, we don’t want to set up as an RTO at the moment because this is a pilot and we don’t have the 
resources to coordinate, we may, that might be our long-term vision but at this stage …..Each pilot 
site will be treated as an individual contract with an individual provider. . Linda – FMI Manager 

 
Generating a local approach 
They customised the FMI materials and corporatised them for internal distribution and 
persuasion to make a bid to be a pilot area. 
 

….we asked them (ANTA) for permission to change it to suit our corporate look. . Linda – FMI 
Manager 
 
….local management support, we thought that was critical… we weren’t going to approve any of the 
pilot sites (without that).. We’re asking them to identify their own organisational and local business 
goals to make sure they match. So we’re saying that look the Frontline Management Initiative process 
should support the performance appraisal and vice versa, etc…. we’ll give them some seeding 
fund….we wanted to develop the networks around the organisation, create synergies, economies of 
scale. . Linda – FMI Manager 
 
So we’re saying a minimum of two years commitment per staff.  We’re also encouraging each pilot site 
to have a coordinator,... they’re going to ‘go’ with people who are a succession planning need, are 
they going to go for managers who are in transition, who would they like to go with in their first 
group, remembering it’s a pilot. . Linda – FMI Manager 
 
And we need it to reach our remote locations... we’ve already got an Frontline Management Initiative 
website on the intranet. . Linda – FMI Manager 
 
We’ve been telling them some providers can access student contact hours others can’t, some really 
essentially use Frontline Management Initiative as a feeder for their public programs (courses) and 
that’s not what we’re encouraging at all. Linda – FMI Manager 
 
We also tell them that it was only piloted in 1997 so we don’t have all the answers, Australia is still 
learning. Linda – FMI Manager 

 
This is an adventurous approach, breaking with the traditions of training course menus but 
actually increasing local ownership through workplace learning. 
 

Yeah, a change in paradigm, a change in culture whatever….You can know things in an intellectual 
way, but it’s different from using it. . Linda – FMI Manager 
 
And what you’ve actually got here is something that’s kind of creeping up here, because when you 
start to talk about learners having choice, learners having choice of direction what they do first and 
last, learners having choice about what style, managers having choice about how they pick to do this 
thing your actually, I reckon, probably going further towards that end than you are with higher 
education.  Which is from my point slipping back down this way....staff started to talk about it, well 
that’s what we want as well. . Linda – FMI Manager 

 
The organisational response was overwhelming. They began shaping partnerships and support 
materials for the implementation. 
 

That was like a 100% hit….bowled over....we’ve now got fifteen site proposals which is more than we 
could afford to budget effectively. So we’re trying to encourage some marriages at the moment.... ten 
pilot sites, there may be about eight, as you said, about eight coordinators across those ten pilot sites.  
Each of those ten pilot sites could have anywhere between say twelve and twenty participants…. going 
to have about 180 and 200 participants I would think. . Linda – FMI Manager 
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….trying to get a good cross section of the organisation . Linda – FMI Manager 
 
….so look we’ve got a really enthusiastic organisation. We’re in the honeymoon phase at the moment.. 
we’ll sort of have a brokerage role within the organisation now.  Linda – FMI Manager 
 
….producing a range of documents like this….so that all of the pilots can use it.  Linda – FMI Manager 

 
Linda feels part of a change process that she is instigating but does not control due to the radical 
nature of the enactment and the dispersed power approach. To gain some framework they are 
visioning a series of organisational objectives. 
 

…. well its (becoming) part of the language of the organisation…. Like any new project I am going 
through occasional crises. Linda – FMI Manager  
 
We’re working through a program logic process. Linda – FMI Manager 
 

Linda passes across a number of key documents that describe the details of their current 
performances. First, their report proposing the FMI describes the current management training 
through H.Ed. as ad hoc, high cost, with a externalised singular delivery mode. Providers locally 
are also course tied, repetitious and resource intensive, while on the job learning is infrequent, 
unconscious and in equitable and un-quantifiable. In contrast the proposal presents the FMI as 
articulated, accessible and equitable, providing diverse and flexible “’valid learning 
opportunities’, not  ‘one size fits all’. It forcefully presents the FMI as ‘guided self  learning’ and 
‘ learning within an organisation’.  Fin ally the proposal emphasises that the ‘FMI competencies 
match corporate missions, values and plans’. 
 
There vision of the FMI in Environco consists of the ‘identification of pilot sites- briefing and 
selection’, with a “central support mechanism available to support local sites’. They sketch the 
FMI practices as ‘individual development plans’, and context tailored ‘work-based action 
learning’. The emphasis of promotion is on skilling managers, improving communication, action 
project outcomes, business awareness, and an innovative climate. The proposal places the onus 
on local decisions for engagement, asking if there is a need, commitment and participant interest.  
 
The proposal is based on the research done by the FMI team at six FMI sites in two States. 
Critical learning from this study is that ‘the most intensive time for the coordinator and 
participants is preparation, marketing, induction stage’. Broad communication and ownership 
also figure strongly ‘regular sharing forums’, and ‘crucial to train the mentors’, being repeated 
practitioner comments. One small area of Environco are running an FMI programme in a 
‘response to training needs’ and they comments that the challenges are ‘acceptance of action 
learning model… frustration with managing the learning curve’ and the ‘set up time and 
language’, for their programme that included a ‘70% focus on action learning projects’.  
 
The brochure that the team are using is a blend of Environco and Pearson educational material. 
They quote 10 substantial organisations using the FMI nationwide, who emphasis that 
engagement with the FMI is about, ‘action learning.…didn’t have to study books for hours’, ‘ 
reflect(ing) back…you use it every day and it gives you a structure, ‘Mix(ing) with people you 
don’t normally do, at work and (in) learning’. The programme is marketed as both leadership 
development and a tool for gaining strategic objectives. The ‘recognition of leadership 
competencies’, through ‘workplace day to day assessment’ gives ‘empowerment and increased 
effectiveness’. The FMI, ‘acknowledge(s) quiet achievers’, ‘highlight best practice projects’, 
improves ‘responsibility for their own learning’ and ‘chang(es) the organisations learning culture 
in a positive way’. At a personal level it generates ‘self confidence’ and ‘role expansion’. 
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The final document is the formal briefing to regional managers and potential pilot areas, and is 
an invitation to submit an application to be a pilot area. 
 

In 19th November 99 that deputy secretary approved the trial implementation of the FMI. During 
January and February the acting manager of the project has been briefing key management 
stakeholders…A pilot site can be established around an business groups or geographical locations. 
 
….it is critical that senior executive managers regional managers and local senior management 
actively support the programme - a steering group may be appropriate - their role will include 
oversight of the programme sponsoring and possibly mentoring some participants establishing and 
facilitating the success of FMI work related projects and project evaluation. 
 
….in every case study the FMI team has researched, the role of a local FMI Co-ordinator is 
absolutely essential to ensure the success of the programme.(three days per fortnight. three days per 
fortnight.) 
 
The FMI has great potential to link management development with the organisation's strategic 
direction. You should consider key organisational direction documents when deciding on the most 
effective structure for your pilot - succession - development needs - work-based projects………you 
may want to consider appropriate projects within your location which could be undertaken by FMI 
project team(s). 

 
Pedagogic partners 
In the afternoon, following discussions over lunch with the Business Services Industry Training 
council, there is a chance to meet with Tony who has been one of the consultants in the team 
generating the FMI proposal with Environco.  
  

It's been a real education within Environco.  They're educating themselves as they go along and we're 
being the educators in a large sense…. All negotiating with their providers, figuring it out, having 
steering committees. Tony - Training broker 
 
….what we did for Environco  was to really find out who has provided FMI and to whom and talk to 
the people that provided it to and find out whether it was something that they valued or that it was all 
a bit of a wank or whatever it was. Tony - Training broker 
 
….we found with the Environco experience it's actually better to be able to offer a range.  We screen 
the providers.  They’re some that just wouldn't fit in with Environco 's desired approach, which is the 
action learning model…. we're not going to recommend other groups who just re-badge their old stuff. 
Tony – Training broker 

 
Tony also indicates that while organisations have problems engaging with workplace learning so 
do providers due to an accounting model that is based on courses. 
 

Now FMI's pushed the envelope a bit and it's creating a bit of a lighthouse for people as far as in 
TAFE's who want to do it that way, but get restricted by, oh it's too hard administratively, we don't 
know how to tag it when it goes through the system, and if you do action learning how do we count the 
hours, and how do we reconcile that when they want audits for us and all that sort of stuff. Tony - 
Training broker 

 
Tony is listed in the current Environco training brochure as a consultant approved by the ‘panel’. 
On the cover the brochure they mix the metaphors of environmental and human growth with 
pictorial displays of  ‘developing to the point of bearing fruit.’ The FMI stands alone and out at 
the front of the brochure. The subsequent list of training options are badged as possible 
‘development opportunities for staff’, often tagged with FMU unit codes. 
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The Annual report in the Environco reception area emphasises a corporate approach of ‘seeking 
and promoting innovation’ and ‘listening and being responsive to community needs’. In terms of 
values the report is expressive, and makes specific comments on developing a contesting culture 
in managers.   
 

….believe that success matters….committed to excellence strive to understand a community 
needs….encouraged teamwork….respect each other….encourage improvement in our skills and 
knowledge….ethical(management). 
 
Our people - Environco staff are expected to work effectively together, and with the community, to 
ensure the best possible outcomes are achieved. They therefore need to be skilled not only in scientific 
and technical disciplines, but in those areas that allow them to lead, challenge or support new 
direction. 

 
The report specifically highlights that ‘the leadership qualities that Environco is encouraging are 
those that, 
 

Identify Opportunities That Shape The Future - Influence Stakeholders - Manage Relationships - 
Leading The Team- Developing People - Supporting Innovation - Focusing On Outcome. 

 
The report makes a specific mention of managing and valuing diversity, 

… commitment to develop an organisational culture which positively values a diverse workforce….this 
includes positioning the organisation as an employer of choice and  creating a great place to work…. 
with people friendly policies, career planning, training and development, and leadership mentoring. 

 
The positive approach is balanced by recognising the limited conflict within the system.  
 

There were seven person grievances four mediated - one withdrawn, one denied 
 
Local ownership 
On the next bright summer day, Linda takes an Environco car from the central pool to one of the 
Urban city centres at Princeport. The Environco foyer echoes the conservation aims, with 
displays of preserved landscapes and a beautiful stuffed mallard duck on the reception counter. 
This office houses shore-line conservation and the corporate HR division for payroll. There is 
very friendly welcome and we go through to a small boardroom setting, where coffee is brought 
and we wait for the local steering committee to assemble. The ‘Information Pack’ given to new 
FMI pilot areas lies on the table and emphasises the commitment that has to be made by more 
senior staff in each local area. 
 

(Have to be) keen to develop a culture that values leadership and management as fundamental to 
success’. 
 
Time commitment to for mentors and coaches will vary depending on how many staff….and in which 
competencies you are providing your expertise. 

 
The local coordinator is defined as ‘executive officer’ of the steering group which has nine stated 
functions concerning the organisation and monitoring of workplace based learning practices for 
which the ‘core driver is leadership and people’. The text recognises that such an approach 
conflicts with traditions and presents a challenge to the institutes, who’s ‘skills base derives from 
the sciences, and not from business disciplines’.  
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The steering group reflects on the past months of arranging and initiating the local FMI 
practices. Jenny the senior manager has very positive and forceful view as the discussion frames 
the emerging practices as both expansive and cohesive. 
 

(It’s a) quantum shift or evolution…. a way of breaking though the themes and asking (how managing 
should be). Jenny – senior manager 
 
how flexible can it be…. do they (participants) understand? Jenny – senior manager 
 
…..it's a major paradigm shift - greater responsibility - responsibility for our own 
learning….structuring the learning is part of structuring and using the ambiguity.... there may be 
places where the culture is not ready... want to run with the F M I  to glue different parts of the 
culture. Linda – FMI manager 
 
…keeping the business together - working across boundaries - is important... we have to be careful 
that it is not just a one off….it links to a succession planning. Jenny – senior manager 

 
The Princeport region FMI brochure echo the same values to their potential participants,  
mentors and coaches. The process of the FMI are described as ‘gathering.. seeking… sharing’. 
They clarify the ‘fine distinction between mentors and coaches’ by indicating that mentors will 
provide support to the coach-participant relationship while coaches answer questions and 
concerns abut underpinning skills, knowledge and attitudes.  
 
They also emphasise to senior managers that ‘the benefits of being a mentor are the opportunity 
to develop as a leader ‘, and the opportunity for ‘self-reflection’. They make it clear that manager 
support is essential as ‘participation involves commitment and commitment from your manager’, 
and ensure that the manager provides the final comment on an applicants suitability. 
 
A discussion with some of the FLMs who have just started the FMI indicates that they are 
enacting many of those principles, and appreciate the leadership that is being modelled. 
 

(Its) Not just ad-hoc courses….more structured approach - you can choose what to tackle using the 
day to day to achieve the goal…Sarah – FL manager 
 
….a double incentive to do my job well definite push from the organisation - to learn, it's a lot of 
fun…. but pushing the network….there’s lots of sub cultures.. John – FL manager 
 
The new manager….she was really out there - not insular - talked all over the state…. ignored 
traditions…..It's about teams and flexibility Jenny – senior manager 

 
They are beginning to define what the ‘good management’ is they are striving to find and 
mention feedback, encouragement and the promotion of opportunities. It is a more inclusive 
team-based style where ‘you are part of the team, and approachable, it is a location where you 
can  ‘take your ideas’ and get ‘ bits of inspiration’. 
 
As we drive away Linda explains that she believes the development progress relates to the 
positive attitude of the senior managers there who recognised the benefits for them. 
 

The light went on in Princeport - we could get these FM I people to do the jobs that we were doing. 
Linda – FMI manager 

 
Finding the way 
There is along three hour drive to the next late afternoon meeting at another pilot steering group 
which is not so advanced. Linda reflects on the changes that are already occurring, the 
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incremental and permeating nature of the intervention and the vital component of manager 
support. 
 

We were looking for a process that could act as an umbrella for the whole organisation. Linda – FMI 
manager.   
 
We painted a little scenario…asked them if they wanted to be pilot sites… we wanted to develop 
networks…give them seeding funding…The selection process…it provides…they are 
involved…included in the territory…I'm picturing 10 pilot sites…a jigsaw of 150 to 180 participants. 
It's like we have pilots within a pilot…the ways of doing things are different…sometimes people talk 
and exchange ideas, copy and adapt formats. Linda – FMI manager.  
 
How (FMI coordinators) can have stake in the territory ? The real change has been what we did not 
expect…people making their own decisions and branching out into…different training arrangements. 
Linda – FMI manager. 
 
….and this is a series of case studies and a series of pilots. Linda – FMI manager 
 
They don't realise the shift that they are making. Biggest change is not in the frontline managers - but 
in the coaches and mentors of the programme. Linda – FMI manager 
 
Every contact leaves a trace - this is an intervention….often they don't get time to reflect. Linda – FMI 
manager 
 
Its self-perpetuating,….You only know what you know….. They (the FLMs) are guardians of the 
future. Linda – FMI manager 
 
If it (Environco Pilots) is sufficiently sophisticated to implement the FMI…. maybe it's more advanced 
(than we realise in management thinking) Linda – FMI manager 

 
The car pulls into a low rise set of new building set in manicured groups that are surrounded by a 
flat agricultural landscape at Bildoon. Linda indicates that ‘this group is battling with the 
establishment process…and tentative in their uptake due to changes in management’. We walk 
through mainly empty open plan offices. The steering group of five mixes emergency fire-
fighters with scientists. John the senior manager describes how dispersed the staff are, and how 
the turnover of staff is at times. Linda makes what she describes as the vanilla presentation to re 
cap on the guidelines for the FMI structure, and to ‘make sure we are all using the same 
language’. She passes around a copy of the of the ‘plain English’ guide to the FMI competencies 
that is being used by Environco, where each performance criteria is described in plain English 
and accompanied with examples of potential organisational performances that can be used as 
evidence of that competency. 
 
In the meeting it is obvious that they are struggling to find a common shape and language for the 
learning processes they are developing and organising.  
 

They need to be aware that it is learning in the workplace…. Talk them through what they are already 
good at ….and what they are actually good at…….. to gather evidence on. Linda – FMI manager 
 
Learning is not sitting in front of the lecture and regurgitating it…learning is about reading it here - 
and doing it out there...Obviously responsibility of participants is to drive this process Daniel - 
manager 
 
One of the advantages is that you can make them think across their own roles to be the wider (thinking 
of) the region. Ossy - manager 
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Over coffee in the communal area we mix with the crews in with their works vehicles for a 
break. The senior manager John is clear about the different ways of technical and managerial 
trust and valuing that occur and restrain development.  
 

They are given the keys to the depot….But are not trusted ….Under utilised for years - before they 
were told to be there at nine and leave at five …As they rise the managerial ladder they need less skills 
technically and more managerially…..those kind of skills……. are still not valued. John – senior 
manager  

 
Back at the meeting the next moves for the group are agreed and key question begin to form that 
they will have to address over the next weeks. 
 

What are the key business drivers you want (as project and input focus in your programme) ? Linda – 
FMI manager 

 
Ah – (I am beginning to see) this is a meeting about organising workplace training – John – senior 
manager 
  
(To do all this learning) we need a Platform to Link co-ordinators….for the steering group to come to 
a view on these issues I need to put the options on paper. Maureen – FMI Coordinator 

 
Maureen displays an insightful overview of the whole learning performance by producing a 
matrix of competencies and potential learning methods and evidence forms to explain the 
process to participants.  Linda comments after leaving the steering group meeting that - 
 

We are building a training resource - the co-ordinators will become training managers 
….I'm starting to see happen things which really excite me about this process. Linda – FMI manager 

 
Local strategies 
A short drive away is Tamberwell one of the more advanced pilot sites. They have a strong 
development focus led by an enthusiastic Sandra who has led the thrust towards the FMI, and has 
given Gabrielle the coordinator role that is more extensive than at the other pilots.  Linda 
indicates that there are some ‘key thinkers’ in this region. Many of their sites are more than an 
hour away and one is three hours distant. Their centre is set away from the town and in a similar 
build to the previous centre, with a relaxing garden setting and simple interiors paintings. The 
walls have posters announcing that ‘ diversity has its own rewards’. The objectives of the FMI 
are displayed with the competence areas. There is prominent display of the area plan and 
corporate training calendar, mixed with the staff’s children paintings. 
 
In an interview office the Tamberwell participant application form is on the table. The direction 
is framed by ‘succession and career path opportunities’. It targets ‘those with supervision as a 
future responsibility’, and invites nomination for those with  ‘leadership ability and potential’, 
but cautions that selection will depend on both the ‘suitability of nominees’ and ‘….reflect 
locations, classification, and gender’. 
 
Holly, Reg and Gaye are all FLMs who have got onto the programme and are happy to discuss 
the way things are going for them in the first weeks of pre –assessment. 
 

Promotion to posts is based on technical skills not people's skills personal skills (at the moment). Reg 
FLM.  
 
I was told to (go on the course)……… though as (an FMI) co-ordinator… my initial assessment was 
abysmal. Gaye – FMI coordinator  
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Experiential action learning…a strong influence on learning - that's how I see it ….leaders are not 
born. Holly FLM.  

 
They have some clear ambitions about changing relationships within the organisation. 
 

The people links are different (very variable within and without the organisation). Holly FLM. 
 
Lead by example – think on different levels- pictures…work with, rather than for …sharing power – 
(it) will come back to you. Gaye – FMI coordinator 
 
(If they) see we are interested in them as a person – we can achieve a team… Holly FLM. 
 
(What we are building are) content free managers.. sharing power - not to come back to you - but run 
with ideas…. Developing their staff to full potential…. Going in to bat for their staff.  Gaye – FMI 
coordinator 
 
….there are lots of different people with lots of different styles….we need diversity in our leadership… 
women would ask different questions. And seek different solutions. Gaye – FMI coordinator 

 
The next morning before the return journey to the city there is an early breakfast meeting at 7.00 am. Sandra talks 
about the genesis of the FMI in Tamberwell and the development and integration of the programme. 
 

When we compare what we have found with FMI there is a total correlation (in competencies). 
Everyone is on a high after the briefing. Sandra - senior manager 
 
Small change …but the butterflies wings thing.…a small change can have a big effect….we need two 
things – an improved process and a clear direction. 
Sandra - senior manager 
 
Quite a few people are interested in system thinking.… I wrote an article about excess workload we 
are going to have a health day... People doing the FMI can use the health day as part of their 
development programme - it's getting people to think along those lines.  Sandra - senior manager 
 
(We have had) personal rating 360….to .…get your thinking about what you can transfer from other 
environments into your work. Steep learning curve over the next month - the evidence and assessment 
process is difficult... At the end of the two years - we should have built on our own ability - we will get 
ownership. Sandra – senior manager 

 
Sandra talks of ‘building social capital’ through the partnership venture, ‘we need to build 
expertise in the local provider’. Linda agrees with the goal but recognises the starting position 
with internal partnerships. 
 

.…we cancel soft skills courses time after time….maybe the soft skills are not important because we 
are no good at them….attention to succession planing and making staff available for course is patchy. 
Sandra – senior manager 
 
It has the capacity to be part of the glue…. some may not - I am not sure if we have the right critical 
mass (for FMI)…so many things you have to start at once. Linda – FMI manager 
 
For Gaye and I one of the challenges is to get them to provide these people with the capacity to link 
(FMI to the job). Limitless possibilities.…the more I am involved with the programme and more I 
realise what it can do.  Sandra – senior manager. 

 
There is a chance to talk to two more new recruits to the FMI programme Martin, with a finance 
background, and Felicity in administration. They are both ‘positive about building skills’.  
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There has been a macho culture – a must know attitude….women had a disadvantage – its not like that 
now. Martin FLM 
 
I saw the chance for external recognition,… help my mind.…Felicity - FLM 

 
Their views on managing are about relations, context and change. 
 

Management should suit the situation – or you’re buggared. Martin FLM 
 
Guiding them to new values…communicate what is expected (and let) them become self 
governing…values are important....like values of diversity. Felicity - FLM 
 
The boundaries should not be there….they should be encouraged to look outside the box….to be 
included….and encouraged to admit failures. Martin FLM 
 

Guiding from the centre 
Some weeks later there is the opportunity to distribute the questionnaire to the initial participants 
at the first four sites. The researcher is allowed to make all the contacts. 
 

I have been run ragged and this has kept being a tomorrow job….So I have probably stuffed that up…. 
I have to ask you to negotiate directly with each of the coordinators. Its up to you and them to 
negotiate something that works. Linda – FMI manager 
 

Linda sends a copy of their FMI organisational objectives, as a ‘program logic’ document. Its 
sets out their rationale for the FMI programme which locks into senior managers.  
 

…this was supported by in house research and the external Karpin report 
 
….provides a clearer picture of what an excellent man in middle manager (and build) an appropriate 
pool - a culture that encourages middle managers to learn and take risks 
- senior managers understanding the benefits of action learning - the availability of flexible learning 
opportunities - senior managers modelling championing and learning risk-taking habits. 

 
They identify that there are several risks with the broad and radical approach, especially in 
‘having that model accepted by the organisation’. 
 

FMI is an action learning programme and parties must be encouraged to learn through active 
participation, which involves an element of calculated risk - not all action learning projects are going 
to be successful.  
 
Action learning assumes that managers will gain enhanced effectiveness through the capacity to learn, 
reframe and empower themselves and others. They will also gain the ability to live with uncertainty 
and ambiguity. Clearly there is capacity for a mis-match between organisational culture and the 
learning of new managers.  

 
The involvement of senior managers is viewed as critical. 
 

The communication of FMI culture and the participation of senior management in a FMI steering 
groups should contribute to have development of a understanding of a supportive action learning 
culture. However, the FMI implementation steam will also rely strongly on the successful 
implementation of the leadership development platform to further encourage senior managers who are 
not participants in FMI to model learning behaviours. 
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The vision of success pictures a basic set of practices which will include establishing 
coordinators, opening communication State wide, establishing role definitions for those involved 
and relationships between the various stakeholders through interact processes. Their concerns at 
this stage include involving other managers, the lack of a further programme for articulation, the 
lack of comparative programmes for benchmarking and the possibility of migration to box 
ticking. 
 
Their vision focuses on ‘knowing, manager capabilities, and succession planning’. As well as 
managing skills, accreditation and a focus on key skills, business strategies will be more 
common, projects will have outcomes, and there will be a moral and visible investment in staff, 
hopefully and investment in lowering stress and promoting satisfaction at work. 
 
The FMI have even broader goals. They will create an expectation of learning and a linkage to 
other programmes. Capabilities through coordinator skills and knowledge interlinked to a 
provider network with enable focusing and RTO achievement if desirable. There will be a 
knowledge of mechanisms of learning within the organisation and coordinators, coaches and 
mentors with skills. Learning can move from a ‘shopping list training culture’, towards continual 
individual and mutual boss responsibility. Learning will integrate and promote business growth, 
ensuring that regional and remote needs are part of the agenda and action. 
 
In passing conversations, Linda insists that Environco ‘adheres to the ANTA model’ of an ‘on-
the-job action based program’, because ‘ I didn’t want structured training…. but rather wanted a 
process which encouraged staff to be more autonomous and was flexible’. The FMI was chosen 
because it was ‘a process… not training’ to change the learning paradigm an ‘allow regional 
steering groups to learn about ownership of training…(and make) workplace training valued by 
staff. 
 
A valued opportunity 
Linda is relaxed about the research process taking place without her direct supervision and 
values the broad reflective discussions that do not seek feedback of individual perceptions. 
 

You can attend the meeting and tell me about it - I am confident there will be no problem... (I am sure 
your) experience and helicopter view will be very useful once again. Linda – FMI manager 

 
Interestingly, there is a problem as the provider ‘s facilitator is nervous and worried about the 
researcher presence in the class, and the researcher does not attend. The next opportunity to view 
FMI practices comes in the form of a rare grievance procedure where an employee is challenging 
her exclusion from the pilot. Melanie the coordinator is nervous but provides a vivacious 
greeting, that is in contrast to the old federation stone building that has suffered from continual re 
structuring and has floors that wander and creek as we walk through deep and voluminous doors 
towards the meeting. There is buzz of work activity within the building where clients and staff 
interact continually.  
 
Melanie sets out the scene for the appeal that will take place first through formal mediation 
process to Linda and the steering committee. 
 

….there were strong signals… when I gave the feedback on the selection criteria. Melanie – 
coordinator FMI 

 
The director indicates that the ‘aim was that this is a pilot’, they discuss the selection criteria and 
the weighting that placed the candidate in the group that were not given entry to this phase of the 
FMI. They recognise in hindsight there are two sets of criteria,  
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one for the person, to select achievers, and secondly another series to ensure distribution of the 
places available over teams, and equity matrixes. The meeting debates the conflicting purposes 
of the FMI in developing new managers or existing managers. They remain agreed with their 
original ranking of candidates. 

 
Organisational imperatives determine that decision - not just individual merit. Valerie- Director 

 
After the meeting Linda informs us ‘they have never had an appeal in eight years…. It (the FMI) 
is being seen as a career path…. as employability. Linda describes with enthusiasm the recent 
two day seminar held with all the new coordinators, some just in the job for a few hours. They 
worked to a very open agenda that enables an initial clarification of the broad FMI process to 
establish common understanding and then split into groups to both explore and question how 
each part of the process may develop. They generated over eighty questions about the enactment 
of the FMI in their workshops, many that can only be explored and answered through the 
continuing FMI performances. As a group there were some strong signals about what practices 
appear to suit Environco and integrate the FMI practices. 
 

(There is a need to) use Line Mangers to validate individual development plans. 
(It is vital to ) keep the Steering Group involved. 
Mentor development - focus them on their own learning support and training. 
Choose local competencies (to provide a focus) to put all managers through. 
Share experience (of evidence collection, and let people see) Evidence guides first. 

 
Following the meeting Melanie discusses her role at Environco over a cappuccino surrounded by 
wigged barristers taking a break fro the adjacent court. Linda has already commented that 
Melanie is ‘insightful’ and a measure of the ‘calibre of staff’ that the coordinator group is 
gathering. Melanie previously worked for Telstra and took a graduate diploma in organisational 
development. Melanie is still ‘contracted’ to Environco and expresses a mixture of support for 
individuals and a desire to remove old cultural patterns. Her independence in a coordinator role 
appears valued by the participants. 

 
I tend to focus in the person rather than step back and say this is the organisational lean on this,…. 
I’m still contracting….(they say) there’s someone that’s separate, there’s someone that’s fulltime, 
someone we can trust.   
 
….it’s their right, they see it to have their sick leave, which is their 2 weeks worth of sick leave and 
any other leave they can get.  So there’s a culture there in having that 2 months leave,…. There’s 
pretty much been a culture bred of don’t trust the manager. 

 
Melanie values the developmental opportunity and support of her role. They are in a re-
structuring and automation phase, combined with a move of premises, and the FMI is 
contributing with strategic projects to changing the culture. 
 

It’s very much a learning role, particularly with the learning role you’re learning in Environco 
coordinating group that we’ve got happening that’s fantastic and it’s good to know that you’ve got a 
group of people you can swap ideas with and talk to... Then I needed to actually get quite worded up 
on it. The coordinators are actually an action-working group in themselves which is helpful. 
 
There’s the organisational restructure that’s happening.  So we’re loosing staff because of the 
automation process. The deputy director is leaving next week.…and there’s a new place we move to…. 
 
I think we have got a fairly free range on that.  Thinking of how we actually run our FMI within this 
department. It’s a fairly important program, it’s got an important profile. There’s a whole lot of 
projects that have come out of particularly the business plan. 
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FMI ties in well with all of our documents, all of the projects we want happening within this 
department .... if it (the FMI) wasn’t tied in with all of these it wouldn’t have happened. 

 
Melanie has a clear view of their immediate objectives, which concern skilling and greater 
relational managing within the department. 
 

A lot of our staff are computer illiterate.... we want managers that are skilled in many areas.… fairly 
rounded managers. Melanie – FMI coordinator 
 
…. to give people the empowerment to think for themselves to start to bring about changes within the 
workplace, looking at a more participative workplace….We want the silos of the organization to start 
working across each other.  Build up linkages and networks. Melanie – FMI coordinator 

 
Learning conversations and projects 
There is an arrangement later in the day to catch up in the central offices with two of the 
participants from the Princeport site, now that they have begun working with their syndicate 
groups. Both Alfred and Shakira have a long Environco history which is finally preparing them 
to move from their support roles into frontline management roles. They exchange views on their 
experiences of previous inconsistent management practices and countersignature overload, often 
driven by political changes when Environco has to ‘change its spots’. 
 

I was interested, I had an opportunity to act in two positions for a short period out in the region. 
Alfred FLM 
 
he (my boss) suggested that would be of benefit and so I moved aside… and then when things started 
happening I thought I would go for this.  Really he encouraged me to do it…. to achieve the outcome. 
Shakira FLM 
 

The practices of the FMI they are engaging with consist of self-assessment, syndicate groups, 
and multiple evidence collection.  
 

….you can still get on with the job but there is a difference….when you click it actually works better.… 
It’s a good learning experience, assessing yourself. Shakira FLM 
 
…then grouped into syndicates so if 10 people… where they are generally efficient…. virtually said 
anything that can be on paper, whether it’s meeting notes, agendas, emails anything, documents 
meeting that unit.  Keep putting it together, keep filing it, put it in folder or catalogue or whatever then 
you can arrange it sort it. Alfred FLM 

 
Even in the early stages they can see participants and other managers operating differently. 
 

It’s about drawing out the expertise and skills in the staff.... so why don’t you focus on the managing a 
bit more and let them do the work….don’t pretend you know what you don’t know….its about gaining 
respect ( by and for both parties) Shakira FLM 
 
….it’s starting to force some of the people that have been lined up to be mentors and coaches to begin 
to think about how they manage and mentor staff rather than just letting it happen sort of thing.... 
Alfred FLM  

 
They both exude an enthusiasm and focus for managing and developing individuals, and teams. 
 

In some respect when you’re talking about managing the team below you the opportunity to talk to 
them, one of the best traits of a manager that I’ve experienced in the last couple of years was when 
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you went into his office to talk to him, the phone rang that was irrelevant cause the person he was with 
at the time was his priority. Alfred FLM 
 
It’s the ability to bring staff in as a group and to jointly workshop or identify issues rather than we 
need to get here, this is how we’re going to get there.  To develop ownership by the group rather than 
in some cases there will be examples, we’ve been told we’ve got to get there, this is how we’re going 
to get there, that will happen.... let them have an opportunity to grow and develop. Shakira FLM 

 
Lucinda is a senior manager in Princeport who is a keen supporter of the FMI. She describes 
broad goals and the process of gaining local ownership. 
 

Changing the style of manager from hands-on technically…. and hands off people in our 
management…. often seemed in a technical environment as an imposition on their technical skills. 
Lucinda – senior manager  
 
Seen as prestigious by the Secretary….I guess it got a push from there because our regional manager 
would have gone to our regional management team where all the functional managers are (in 
attendance). Lucinda – senior manager 
 

Projects are the mechanism that Princeport are using to link the practices to workplace 
realities and local strategies, creating relational differences. 
 

….we did say that the projects would be real projects based on business plan. Lucinda – senior 
manager 
 
I think (there is) active and demonstrated senior management support….I guess ability and willingness 
to take on additional ( responsibilities), it was the calibre of the mentors that they were going to 
nominate, coaches, and managers…. our regional manager just happened to be at the mentoring 
group today. Lucinda – senior manager 
 
They’re going to be a recipient of different views, so that the eventual project maybe get done slightly 
differently…. but probably better because of the cross fertilization. Lucinda – senior manager 
 
….we thought we might have mini presentations of what the projects were, what the issues were, the 
difficulties for this group….crucial because for managers ongoing commitment.. that they can see a 
concrete project coming out of it, something at the end of it which is of value…. Or (otherwise it can 
be).… portfolios and just a tick. Lucinda – senior manager 

 
There is a commitment by these managers to include workplace learning in ongoing 
commitment, and FL managers in the managing process. 

 
….the integrity of FMI, because if they don’t they’re signing the death warrant to it. Lucinda – senior 
manager 
 
I guess in the longer term we’re looking for FMI to become a self-perpetuating, self-generating 
scheme. Lucinda – senior manager 
 
….will accept it because it’s from a consultant where they could have had it free from their managers. 
Lucinda – senior manager 
 

In the same location there is a chance to talk to two participants, Gordon and Martin and 
Danniella the coordinator of the new central office, corporate pilot. A glassed seminar office is 
available for the discussion. Danniella is a postgraduate with some departmental experience who 
found herself as coordinator and in a car to the first FMI seminar group at Dalestown virtually 
over night, when the feedback from the regions made corporate management jump to create an 
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additional pilot site. She feels she was instructed to take up this position in what is a high profile 
initiative being located at corporate headquarters of Environco. However, she recognises the 
opportunity and investment that is being made.  
 

They have really given opportunity… a lot of coordinators have never done anything like this before. 
Danniella – FMI coordinator 

 
At this early stage of selection the participants have mixed feelings about why and what they are 
getting involved with. 
  

(I’ve been) in and out of public service since 1970 in training and H R roles.... offensive to redo 
skill….(I think I will) struggle with time commitment.  Provide(s) staff with focus on core needs.…a 
Quantum step….I needed to develop my network….refreshing exercise – focus on core business. 
Gordon - FLM 
 
Refreshing exercise…. boss thought I should do it - .…dobbed me in….momentum  lost (recently as its)  
not a compulsory thing….. going through a process of choosing projects boss would want - airy fairy 
additions…. not (real) work projects. Martin - FLM 
 
steering committee…. great farce of applying.… when they knew who they wanted. Danniella – FMI 
coordinator 

  
However the process has already begun to make the group consider problems with the existing 
culture. They discuss effective managing as focusing teams, providing role support, drawing on 
ideas, and visioning the bigger picture. 
 

(There is considerable) in fighting between the components of corporate (central office). Martin – 
FLM 
 
Making me think about work - how will I go about things gaining foundations.... Not a natural 
networker....Martin – FLM 
 
….a manager can have.… is good focus, to be able to understand where those people are coming from 
and what are they actually trying to achieve and then giving them the role of fulfilling that project or 
whatever they want to do and supporting them through it, giving them the support. Gordon FLM 
 
It’s the ability of people not just to learn.… within the program but within the process. Martin - FLM 

 
Strategic HR thrust 
As the staff make their way home towards the lifts, the office floor losses the working buzz of 
conversation and action and few organisational actors remain. The HR Director completes her 
work for the day and joins in for a final conversation as the city light begin to become visible in 
the mass of tall buildings.  Jane is deeply experienced in departmental politics and places herself 
most openly before the study. She responds to questions about the position of the FMI I relation 
to Broad HR strategic intents. Experience has indicated that departmental secretaries are more 
comfortable with a direct and brief agenda. Jane has consulted to create a focussed HR agenda. 
 

….will it get most value from if we choose the top 4 HR issues and it's a wonderful way to get HR on to 
the agenda They're better if they've got 4 they can hold in their head, (so) they know things we're 
really going to be able to do. Jane – HR Director. 

 
Their aim is to make Environco a good place to work and to develop, where high quality staff 
received adequate compensation and satisfaction. The issues they are focusing on are ‘People 
friendly practices’, ‘Supporting management and leadership’, ‘Recruiting the best staff’, and 
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‘Appraisal, reward and recognition of staff’. Jane views FMI as perhaps the most critical current 
initiative driving this agenda and reviews the forces driving Environco in that direction. 
 

 (The) lack of management skills - key technical skills…to lift leadership (and) improve 
competitiveness….(and to) replace the sporadic approach.… there is diversity but not the 
system….(also to) to replace the specialist MBA activity. Jane – HR Director. 
 
We wanted a system that was embedded…. but with some negotiation - but it was important it was 
‘their’ project that there was local ownership. Jane – HR Director. 
 
The competencies fit organisation need.… It not sheep dip - it is about individual learning 
commitment.…It recognises - existing skills. Jane – HR Director. 
 
First of all that it does provide an accredited qualification.. (but) wasn't a one-off programme, that it 
was in fact a learning commitment for a number of managers…a .. journey.… Jane – HR Director. 

 
It is these simple but visible statements of values and managing structure that are being 
reciprocated in local relations to generate managing capability. 
 

The second effect that is happening is that regions are copying good practice.... they are looking for 
support not management…. Jane – HR Director. 
 
You're talking about the development of FMI processes and how it becomes embedded and I think this 
is where we've got the flexibility versus, not versus, embedded by or protected if you like by some non-
negotiables and the framework that has meant that individual areas undertaking it really do feel as it's 
their project.... in the end it's them their local reference group, the people on board with it and that's 
about it's local ownership.... we're not overly prescriptive.... participants themselves are actually of a 
sufficient critical mass to say to people, it really is making a difference, I can see a real change in how 
I'm working and how I'm managing my relationships with staff and my strategic intent. Jane – HR 
Director. 
 
It is about learning account ability and individual reflection….so that they engage, they're not passive 
in it…. they were top scientists, top researchers, they were good planners, land planners. Jane – HR 
Director. 

 
The process from Janes perspective is being developed as a growing partnership through two 
strong influences: the enthusiasm of internal coordination, and the relevance of workplace 
projects, to make the agenda visible to all managers. 
 

She (Linda) had to bring together people who were suspicious of the initiative, she has to manage the, 
somewhat naive enthusiasm of others of what can be done. She has to manage my expectations in what 
I'm demanding at a broad aggregated level for the organisation.. Jane – HR Director. 
 
We will be a little more dependent on the workplace projects and I think the fact that they are getting 
set up is good, the quality of them and the iteration process that they go through in terms of approval 
and endorsement, not only from the provider but from our end, I think we will make that business 
link... particularly the rehearsal element of it, practice the acting of, am I doing this ok, but I also 
know that even if they are meant to be part of the work... where we assembled three key directors of 
the organisation and had three or four presentations in areas of interest to them and the people were 
terrified because they were comparatively junior pitching a sell if you like about, look I looked at our 
approach to management. Jane – HR Director. 

 
Jane recognises that their method of enacting the FMI as new organisational performances 
permeating local practices is being viewed as a model of change.  
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I mean now what we are finding is that people are saying for a model for change management they’re 
actually wanting to use the approach that we have adopted for FMI for other change management 
processes. Jane – HR Director. 
 
And that's very important in modelling the sorts of initiative change processes we want. Jane – HR 
Director. 
 
….a multiplier of 4 on their needs…. steering committees multiplies the effect again (for every 
participant, four more managers are involved in the FMI). Jane – HR Director. 

 
The language of workplace learning practices is replacing training expressions and practices. 
 

FMI is becoming known as the language to use to describe management training. Jane – HR Director. 
 
….so I keep repeating the language of FMI is our approach to management development and it leads 
in here, so that we at least hold that. But, of course it's under attack from everything else that's 
expected from staff, particularly moving to an E-business environment, which is a huge challenge for 
our staff in turning over to that. Jane – HR Director. 
 

Developing more demanding managers is part of the agenda to change the culture. 
 

Qualification, accreditation, hopefully some application of the learning to the workplace and some 
change behaviours in some situations, I think we are going to get a more demanding staff out of this. 
You train staff so that in fact their expectations (about) what’s around, increases. I think that in some 
cases it will raise expectations about promotions. Jane – HR Director. 

 
A growing questioning network 
Over the following two months of winter 20000, each of the pilot areas begins to shape their 
workshop and learning practices, while more areas bid to be part of the developing programme, 
and expand the numbers of participants to over 200. Another long journey begins to visit the 
steering group at Bildoon. On the journey, Linda reflects about recent developments in the broad 
programme. Coordinator selection has been a local process in conjunction with steering group 
development, building a team of manager involvement. 
 

Co-ordinator selection….selection process .…has been local ownership.  
.…hand -holding into this phase…. (assembling a team of )co-ordinators - young - enthusiastic - 
young to the role. Linda – FMI manager 
 
The steering group…. is working as an action learning group… now we need a broker to the non-the 
participants.  Linda – FMI manager 

 
Linda sees the growth of the new practices as essentially organic, loosely modelled around the 
FMI texts, because she has been given an open agenda so long as there is an emerging visible 
process.  
 

The model of practice - it is not in the book - its in experience…. Having the book validated the 
direction - our practice.  Linda – FMI manager 
 
I spent a lot of time saying… don't know - let's do it - that's a good idea - to do just what comes up…. 
Linda – FMI manager  
 
I have freedom to make mistakes….Outside the box is where the key exists. Linda – FMI manager 
 

                                                 
0 Southern hemisphere – August, September. 
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There is no heavy hand of management over the programme but people get nervous and what 
progress….People can live with the ambiguity if they can see (some) tangibles. Linda – FMI manager 

 
Linda is thrilled that the feedback from regional managers has been so strong it has pressured the 
corporate centre to start another pilot for fear of missing out on the experience sweeping through 
management. 
 

….apparently at a regional manager meeting they couldn't shut them up about F M I ….. 
….overnight….told to pack her)case and join us (new coordinator for corporate services) ….. Linda – 
FMI manager 

 
Linda is seeing contact between FML’s and regions ‘breaking down the institutional barriers’. 
However, there may be a need to consolidate the lessons learned from the current pilot diversity.  
 

(what we needed is) mentor and coaching best-practice - to standardise the process - but we don't 
have that level of control…(I’m) looking at some standardisation of process ....currently - don't have 
that level of control. The Environco model - is so many models (assessment) must not be easier it in 
Garangaro than it is in Bollmore. . Linda – FMI manager 

 
Linda is starting to question what the provider role is in the partnership when they are 
coordinating and coaching participants, and even seeking to moderate assessments between 
providers. Linda wonders if they should take on RTO status and manage the whole process 
themselves. She also seeks an improved practice on selecting and developing mentors. It is 
interesting to find out that Linda will not be available on the Friday as that is her day off. She has 
negotiated a four-day week, and sometimes runs classes at the University on a Friday or relaxes. 
 
The steering group is in progress at Bildoon, and they have already selected their provider. While 
Linda was on leave one of the outside consultants came and helped the steering committee make 
their selection. They are now seeking advice about managing the contract and quantifying the 
responsibilities of the provider, especially in relation to providing a process that includes what is 
‘unique about our region’. Maureen admits that they are ‘having trouble with the ambiguity of 
this - what are the givens’ and the group unpicks the items in the contact to understand what the 
provider will deliver and what the steering group must organise. The group want to know what 
they should expect to receive from the provider in terms of formal sessions and Linda 
encourages them to let this develop within the relationship as the initial assessment is formed. 
 

….you can rely on them to guide you fairly...need flexibility.… - but it's not a course - have faith in 
them - you can't spell out every dot - it's about learning as you go. Linda FMI manager 
 
….that helps….I have found a backdrop. Maureen coordinator 
 
We can use our own people.… It's not about maximising value for money it's about the best way to get 
the learning. We are underestimate our staff…. I use the word intervention not course. Linda FMI 
manager 
 
Perhaps we need the (individual) diagnostics first before (we do this). Daniel 

 
Maureen questions who is responsible for direct delivery workshops of the FMI underpinning 
knowledge, and Linda again provides a more open answer. 
 

….you can get the provider to facilitate to run a learning session…. a learning set ….or use your own 
coaches for the sessions. We can use our own resources….We can use shared resources….We can use 
provider resources….We can do research and share. 
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Linda explains how there may be different solutions for each module of competency depending 
on the local need and capability. John sees the light. 
 

This is not a course. this is not a course, this is not a course, this is not a course. 
This is not a course….the penny has dropped…. But I think there are a lot more pennies up there. John 
– senior manager 

 
Maureen suggest that she needs to put some options down on paper so the group can have a 
discussion and make some progress. They determine the areas for their next moves.   
 

(It’s) difficult to not want to be too precise....Maureen – FMI coordinator 
 
(We need to explore) Role definitions mentors coaches, selection of coaches, role of provider in 
providing coaches…. (role of provider)  in delivering courses.…action learning workshop…. 
arrangements, how many, where spread and workplace visits…. 
communication between provider, steering group and co-ordinator.  

 
The contract on the table is in a standard format that has been used by the three other areas who 
have chosen the same provider. It is clear in stating an open learning approach that is learner 
driven. However the steering group dilemma is that the practices that will evolve cannot be pre-
planned and are a function of the collective individual need, local manager input, and the 
capability of the coordinator and the provider.  
 

To develop and facilitate flexible learning strategies by .........and selection of learning projects 
services and techniques in an appropriate manner fit each individual and the work context. 
 
Responsibility for learning rests with the individual - the co-ordinator remains in a managing it role - 
the provider developed strategies and may be involved in facilitation.  
 
Indicates flexible approach programme design - an assessment driven model with initial individual 
diagnostics of one hour - Management should recognise the validity of this process….action learning 
approach - based on development themes for action learning groups.  
 
Learning shape - depends on negotiation and understanding of coordinator and provider and 
participant. 
 
Clear distinction between coaches and mentors - coaches often bosses… (But) mentors – participant 
relationship cannot be mandated, and the participation must be entirely voluntary.   
 
….believe the future of training in Australia is based on a collaborative approach. 
Partnerships alliances and collaborations. The special needs of the region will be included. 

 
A vehicle for identity development 
Later that evening after a further journey the team from Tamberwell meet for dinner in a local 
hotel with Linda. There is passionate conversation about departmental ‘plated’ vehicles in the 
remote areas and the restriction on carrying family, that appears a knee-jerk reaction to a specific 
incident. The team are more positive about the FMI developments. They have just sent all the 
participants to a change conference in Melbourne, integrating the programme with a visible 
event. 
 

(The FMI is providing) own skills audit for managers. Gaye – FMI coordinator 
 
The FMI will need something that hits the executive group. Sandra – senior manager 
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(Just doing) units versus a conference…  should have more focus on life! Sandra – senior manager 
 
Sandra and Gaye have planned an ‘F M I development day’ with a focus on change management 
that will involve a number of other managers in seminar format which will then focus later on 
evidence collection and a provider session. The next day we assemble at a country club. There is 
a quality venue room, and significant attendance by senior staff and invited speakers. There are 
as many managers as there are FMI participants. The senior managers set the scene with early 
inputs recognising the organisational development capacity of the programme and discussing the 
change from manager to leader change as ‘inevitable’, and taking about facilitating change and 
innovation. The regional manager appears as a mentor in the programme. 
 
An impressive consultant leads the workshop sessions with dramatic inputs to stimulate 
discussion with the 45 strong seminar group. He is provocative, and gains continual responses 
from the FLMs about the changing organisation and their role. 
 

In the in the public service it is often about doing new things second and third rather than first. Paul - 
consultant 
 
I want to be able to develop risk capital in sustainable environments. Harry – senior manager. 
 
It's about getting people to buy into that - the complete culture. It's a complex beast with tentacles - a 
new organisation making a new mindset. FLM 
 
(The FMI) says ambiguity is safe…. it says the - that diversity is safe and starts at the workplace - 
need to start where they are. Linda – FMI manager 

 
Over a formal and quality lunch with a guest speaker from their technical homeland the FLMs 
discuss their experiences that are a mixture of fear and success, balancing achievement with 
learning. 
 

Part of me is in denial - I am at the searching for meaning bit. Roger – FLM 
 
I find it change quite exhilarating…. Really frustrating stuff. Helen – FLM 
 
Well on the way with 10 units - look at the other two then .…By Christmas I will have much done - 
then I'll plan for what I do not have. Michelle - FLM  
 
Be careful - not too quick  (or you'll miss the learning). Sally – provider 
 
I'm trained out - don't want any more training - just want to do the evidence – Anna - FLM  
 
One thing we need to do is keep talking to Gaye (coordinator) - the learning as we go - we need 
conversations. Sally – provider 

 
For some participants the FMI was a life changing experience. 
 

It's been the best morale-booster for Me - before that I was in that dog hole. ( Now I’m like) I know I 
can do that - I am right out there - and terrifying and the best of times - now I am unbearable ….I just 
want to get on to mentoring others (in at the front line management initiative). Michelle - FLM 

 
Anne and Rachael produce voluminous folders with a great deal of evidence that both helps 
other participants understand the process and frightens those FLMs looking for an ‘example of 
what does it take to get signed’. In the afternoon workshop they plan strategies to support change 
in the organisation and be sponsors of change processes.  
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(Its about) developing a language - tell you what you know about management. Rodger FLM  
 
(The) steering group's vocalising…(the) benefits of training…. suiting local culture…. (with) multiple 
processes. Elizabeth – FLM. 
 
There’s a link between learning and change being made (here). Rachael – FLM. 

 
The FLMs explore leadership after the lunch break and the whiteboard fills with their 
perspective in Environco. 
 

Looking for new patterns - campaigning to have ideas adopted - sound knowledge of business 
assessing concurrence of plans - working with key individuals and groups us jute negotiators - using 
networks and contacts for influence .... 

 
Having established the need for change and the managing behaviours necessary, Linda and Jane 
reinforce the FLMs role as change agents within the organisation. 

 
(The process is ) locally owned - community co-ordinated - has external involvement - role 
development - local diversity - multiple learning processes – you can say I don't know…… tolerate 
ambiguity - dynamic learning from each other - using evolving standardisation - using outside 
expertise when necessary - controlling the speed of change. Linda – FMI manager 
 
You now become the first - leading the change - in a special - and you are diverse - you will be 
watched. Jane – HR director 

 
The FLM are positioned as critical change drivers by each senior manager and given licence to 
challenge and improve the organisation. Gaye ensures they are aware of the support that is 
available for the learning process. 
 

….more than happy to talk to groups the programme will be there as a place and after time - and there 
are the learning guides as well - one set at each place - and a text that goes with it.…and workshops to 
explore the competencies. Gaye – FMI coordinator. 
 
We asked them to name mentors…right at the start...didn't work, some (of the mentors) refused, never 
had a FMI participant…knew nothing about the training…were just inappropriate. You need the 
management support and acceptance of new practices (as we are getting here). Gaye - FMI 
coordinator  

 
In the later discussions, Helen one of the more progressive FLMs discusses her improved 
confidence in the role. She has taken action against a consistently sick employee, and now makes 
presentation of new methods to clients more proactively. 
 

I plan a session for them instead of waiting for them to ask I feel more confident about doing it. Helen 
FLM 

 
Ian detects a change in attitude of the FLMs as they now meet as a managing group. 
 

We would agree… need to do something - something has (to be) done – as combinations of staff .…we 
are learning….you have to be a sponsor (of change). Ian FLM 
 
The group is now expecting more of their leaders. Ian FLM 
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The day is a visible reminder how the participants are networked by, and outnumbered by, their 
managers, senior managers as mentors and coaches, the steering group and the coordinators. In 
addition adding to the learning conversations are providers , consultants, subject experts, 
corporate managers, their co-participants, researchers, and FLMs yet to join. 
 
The next day there is a further two hour journey to the very boarders of the State at Robertstown, 
where the local experimental institute is interviewing providers for their small remote pilot 
scheme. In the vast landscape of agricultural produce the institute is gradually circled until it is 
finally located in a historic house with additional laboratory facilities. The steering committee of 
six are waiting and have developed their own questioning pattern from the web based guide lines 
Linda has posted. They want to explore the provider relations in terms of customisation, 
individualisation, tailoring learning, and consistent assessment. Linda reminds the group that the 
provider is just one partnership and that, ‘you need management support and acceptance of new 
behaviours’. 
 
The first provider is careful to indicate that ‘ we are not about telling you - we fit in with your 
organisation(al) pattern.... culture and learning modes. They discuss the logistics of dispersed 
participants and workshop inputs. The provider emphasises a holistic approach. 
 

If you break it down into learning outcomes - you miss the point. Local provider  
 
The dispersion of the participants, their learning styles, your culture and their needs determine the 
type of delivery and sequence of groups. Local provider  

 
The second provider follows the same pattern indicating ‘we work with a moveable feast’. They 
insist that there are certain broad guidelines that shape their action learning programme.  

 
(FLMs) putting their own accountability into the programme….all work place focused - to move with 
confidence yet flexibility.…management own the programme, and it cannot be imposed. City provider 

 
The steering group recognise that the second provider is working with their nearest neighbour in 
Bildoon and they decide that this offers the best option for cross fertilisation, ‘close to us.. we 
can work together with them…’. 
 

Working together that’s what needs doing…. Breaking down the region and Institute barriers. Annie – 
senior manager 

 
On the very long journey back towards the city Linda indicates that in order for the coordinators 
to manage the process they are undertaking a two day workshop on assessment, so they can 
monitor the process. Becoming qualified assessors might actually divorce them from the 
participants. Linda is beginning to seriously question the provider role where there are active and 
sharp coordinators facilitating participant learning. 
 
Linda confirms the significant organisational impact of the FMI within a matter of months 
involving hundreds of participants and managers in reflective workshops, assessment and 
coaching interactions and managing roles. There is a visible infrastructure and considerable 
feedback between managers about these practices, mainly good, and significant volumes of 
conversations about learning and managing development.  
 

Diagnostics - that's the best so far….converts the steering group members…they can live with the 
ambiguity if they se the tangibles….Jane says….produce projects as soon as possible.... it's now got 
well away from….well back from Jane. Linda – FMI manager 
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Linda passes across some photos of the launch of the tenth pilot site in Manning. The focus on 
local ownership is clear from the roles and positioning in the photograph. This is something the 
managers are doing for themselves and their staff.  
 
Formalising the emerging frameworks 
Before the Christmas break the FMI coordinators agree to commit to another reflective seminar, 
in a boutique hotel outside the city by the ocean, on a peninsular. It is one of those rare heritage 
coastal towns where time has seemingly stood still and Victorian grandeur provides an ambience 
that has to be felt. It is a step out of the city and into a period drama. It is a long way from the 
city by train and bus. It is chosen for its relaxed federation atmosphere with deep carpets and 
high ceilings for a two day event that uses a picturesque candle lit mirrored Edwardian dinning 
room for the FMI team dinner. It is noticeable how the groupings are fluid during the event, in 
formal and informal sessions. Again the HR manager attends the evening session and the local 
University evaluation team begin their contact with coordinator interviews during the 
programme. The focus is ‘keeping the FMI moving and improving’, ‘to celebrate, to evaluate, to 
extend our ideas. Before the seminar Linda has informed the team that she is  ‘seeking your input 
and management and ownership of the second day. The agenda only states – ‘open space’. 
 
On the first day the focus is evaluation with an input on Bennett’s evaluation hierarchy from the 
local University group.  
 

The purpose of the study is to provide evidence of the impact of the FMI within Environco.  Impact can 
be thought of in terms of delivery and outcomes. 

 
A review of the national FMI study findings and a reflective review of the pilot then progress. 
Linda wants the coordinators to be ‘knowledgeable about these issues’ and is ‘ privileged to take 
part as a key site’ in the national evaluation. A new brochure is distributed that will go to all 
those who were not included in the pilot, or are yet to access the FMI, to tell them how to begin 
collecting evidence and cut the lead time and lack of learning access. The bowyer bird is chosen 
as the symbol for the brochure, collecting knowledge together in a nest and mirroring the 
evidence collection, cultural footprint of the FMI.  
 
During the lunchtime session the pressure of the role and undone work makes one of the 
coordinators burst out in temper to the FMI manager, disturbing the tranquillity for a minute. 
  

I haven't even got time to read my fucking e-mail !– coordinator FMI 
 

What is interesting is how the other coordinators then gather round to physically help to process 
the mail out that has caused this disturbance, to relive pressure from their colleague. The 
comments over lunch reflect satisfaction that the learning processes are beginning to work for 
participants and developing networks 
 

….now happening because they have the tools…. there is real recognition of tools that others have. 
Julie - FMI coordinator  
 
What makes it work? management support or forget it - do it yourself take ownership local ownership 
- only if they want it - follow the cultural patterns.... Our knowledge is incremental Megan - FMI 
coordinator 
 
(The FMI) is really blown up…. taking all my time…. After the grievance review…..There was a long 
session with the mediator - no eye-contact - 2 1/2 hours 
– Melanie Coordinator FMI 
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Tony (the consultant broker) sat in on our (provider) interviewers - what a change in debate – Megan 
– FMI coordinator 
 
Worries about the "good provider" in quantity are emerging. Corine - consultant 

 
There is a opportunity to talk to the coordinator of the pilot that stated over a year previously. 
Chris describes their processes and experiences.  

 
We use self paced learning groups - focus groups - on Monday each week we brought forward unit 11 
- it was turning point….participants  started undertaking assessment. 
Chris – FMI coordinator 
 
Critical was management support… they participated gave resources.… a dedicated Co-ordinator and 
focus group workshops. Chris – FMI coordinator 
 
(Now) people are more productive and not rushing off to training ad hoc -  there is ongoing needs 
analysis… they are identifying their own needs and priority managing. They decide the training 
needs…. they are thinking of improving. Chris – FMI coordinator 
 
I had a problem with clients and agencies, so I just invited them to a barbeque and we now have a 
whole new network. Chris – FMI coordinator 
 
The whole language is different - thinking of ways to improve reflecting - analysing management - we 
do this more often now.... Chris – FMI coordinator 

 
Developing learning capability 
The next day is taken up by ‘open space’, a facilitative process of agenda setting and decision 
making without a facilitator. It reflects equality between participants and values each persons 
interests and decisions. The briefing from Linda outlines the ‘rules’ for the performance.  
 

 I had decided to take what for me is the bigger the risk on the second day. Part of these workshop 
centred approach is to expose you to new concepts. You indicated you want to take a stronger role in 
your own development - despite that I hadn't had more than three responses with ideas since the 
previous workshop. Linda FMI manager 
 
(Open space needs) A clear and compelling theme - interested and committed group - a time place and 
a leader.... pre-planning usually counter-productive.  
 
An open space for 20 people in comfort - one room for a whole group is best, as tables get in the way 
– syndicates spaces and recording charts…copying facilities… food for all participants when they 
want. 

 
There are four principles to the open space event and one law, that are written in large text on the 
walls with the theme.  

 
Four principles: Whoever comes at the right people – whatever happens is the only thing that can 
happen - when everyone starts it is the right time - when it is over it is over.  
 
One Law: Use your feet 

 
The group are asked to write and pin to the wall the issues thy want to discuss that relate to the 
theme. When the options are exhausted the issues are grouped and a decision is made to run 
three parallel sessions on the 12 issues with the author of each acting as leader and recorder of 
the sessions in the self governing groups. The group are told that they can be ‘butterflies and 
grasshoppers’, settling in or moving between groups as they wish. All group recordings are 
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posted back at the communal market place. Over three hours of simultaneous and intermingling 
conversation takes place over the next five hours located in different sites around the hotel, with 
some in the garden. Lunch and tea are taken between sessions. 
 
There is continuous passionate reflection and comment on all the functional areas of the FMI 
form the past years experiences.  
 

….we are not confident they are competent (the coaches) - as a pilot we just have to go for it - we went 
through it three times and came up with same people …. we don't know how to manage them. Gaye - 
coordinator 
 
….what excites many - is them taking their boots off and putting a toe in the water - assessors have got 
to get together -must check for  underpinning knowledge. Maureen – FMI coordinator 
 
(We need) Lotus Notes sharing ideas – Melanie – FMI coordinator 
 
….don't push mentors… choose mentors after the individual development plans… 
if they don’t want one……don't push it (mentor). (we have) mentor rules dos and don’ts promises to 
circulate the list of learning points from their mistakes). Hilary – FMI coordinator 
 
….never had anything like this before - sometimes it's just chaos  - sometimes you know clearly. Gaye 
– FMI coordinator 
 
What are they (providers) doing to understand the model (our model), we have the power to manage 
them. Margaret – FMI coordinator  
 
….we negotiated the model - drew it up - checked it - faxed it - agreed and wrote it up. Bianca – FMI 
coordinator 

 
At the end of the session the coordinators give votes to the areas they believe deserve the most 
attention – the critical issues that can promote the theme.  There are three themes that emerge as 
consistently important, monitoring providers, moderation of assessment, and coordinator 
communication and resource sharing. The team decides which they wish to work on and further 
session on those three topics produce an action plan for each area that consists of commitment to 
establishing, contract management training, moderation seminars and constructing bulletin 
boards (each of these are activated in the time line agreed). The group ends with an expression of 
feeling from each member as the mascot of the meeting is passed from person from person in a 
quasi- ceremonial fashion. 
 
The team departs for the city independently, some with flights and long drives into the night. In 
the car their commitment to FMI is contrasted with their cynicism for other organisational 
processes, notably the performance management system, the PPS. 
  

You will with bloody George Richards - a high score and never done much.… helps to sleep with 
someone. 

 
As part of their evaluation session the coordinators were asked to discuss the various functional 
areas identified in their role and provide and end of term rating. The session was informal and 
encouraged interaction. The broad results indicated that the new pilot areas have not had 
sufficient time to make progress on all the functional areas of building the FMI infra-structure at 
that time. What is also clear is that there is general satisfaction that good progress in enacting 
new networks and relations of learning. There is strong belief by the coordinators that the 
selection processes for all the roles in the network have been effective except for that of mentor, 
where improved role definition is required. In terms of learning practices the answer is uniformly 
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positive with special mention of the effective individual development plan process. Similar 
responses indicate that learning conversations and relationships are being established through the 
new network. The coordinators feel that the impact on managing skills is just emerging, and the 
effect on the rest of the organisation is just starting with links forming between parts of the 
organisation. There are some early customer benefits, and the most notable area for improvement 
is the partnership with the provider. 
 
A network with powerful tentacles 
The Christmas period enables plans to be made for further study visits during 2001. Linda 
indicates the relationship that has evolved. 
 

….of course you are totally free to get around without me, .…you know people well enough. Linda 
FMI manager 

 
Linda passes on their formal review of the FMI a year further on. The participant groups in the 
pilots vary from ten to 27 with a median of 16, and each pilot sites ranges from 50 to 500 
employees, with an average of about 200. In general, their scientific research institutes are the 
smallest and compact FMI entities, with the regional FMI pilots having often 20 work sites 
locations to cover with remote geographically dispersion. There is a mix of providers being used 
with five sites are using Sunfield TAFE, three the technical University, two others with TAFEs 
and commercial providers. Only two of the sites began the FMI as a response to internal need, 
and the rest applied to be a pilot after presentations by Linda. The great majority of participants 
are attempting Diploma level with very few, if any, at certificate level 3. The process of 
establishing a steering committee, a coordinator and then selecting a provider is usually followed 
by participant selection, and initial assessment followed by mentor and coach training with a 
mixture of workshops with expert inputs and learner direction followed by workplace projects 
and self paced evidence collection. At one site, assessment is being done on line. There are 13 
coordinators, all already employees of Environco except one who is an external appointment, 
and one who is a contracted employee. All have been local appointments sometimes with a 
human resources background.  One person was an external appointment and one is a contractor. 
There is considerable front-end work in establishing the initial infrastructure and the conflicting 
demands from the multiple functions that need kick-starting. The coordinator role may change as 
the pilots develop. Most sites have champions of FMI amongst senior managers and currently 
external sources indicate that motivation is generally high. However in many case the long lead 
time is frustrating for participants. Provider relations appear unique to each partnership. 
Environco pilots experience provides three specific questions for the organisation. 
 

What should be the format for the second generation, who should deliver what roles, and how should 
the coordinator network be developed. Linda – FMI manager 

 
The survey of participant comments indicates how unsettling the move towards workplace 
learning is for most FLMs and how emphasis needs to be placed on developing understanding of 
the process. 
 

Seemed to take a long time. FLM 
 
Initially I didn't have enough information in the booklet, however after talking to numerous people I 
managed to figure out what FMI was about. FLM 
 
I think a more detailed overview of how the assessment would be made, examples and time 
commitment. FLM 
 
The only real interest appears to be through my workplace project. FLM 
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Since the last action learning group I feel more confident in gathering evidence.  FLM 
 
….(mentoring) I feel a bit awkward, seeing as it is all a bit artificial, and she has not approached me 
about it. Am I imposing on her? FLM 

 
The Environco training menu for the 2001 year again is based on the same metaphor of growth. 
 

….. a gradual unfolding to bring out all that is contained , to cause to grow , to change that form but 
not the value, to cause to grow, to bring forth collate and condition , to grow from within. It is already 
a capability that is there -  a latent capability. 

 
The front line management initiative is positioned before the training listing as an over arching 
framework, which may include courses, but they are only a part of the total learning experience. 
The guide indicates to ‘prospective’ FMI participants, appropriate tasks that will provide 
evidence of transfer of learning and subsequent assessment of competence. 
 

Some staff who are not currently FMI participants, but who think they might consider taking part in 
the future should also consider undertaking assessment tasks with a view to being able to show 
competency in the future …. a useful brochure is available - and visit the FMI web site. 

 
Another long journey from the city after the holiday period enables a longer visit to Tamberwell, 
to watch their action learning sets in operation. The Tamberwell Environco centre is located well 
outside the main town with simple gardens, in a flat rural area with significant Italian heritage. 
The offices are new low rise brick and smart, furnished with displays that emphasise the heart of 
their work rather than outcome propaganda. Gaye, the coordinator, explains the complications of 
her role by setting out the day’s schedule that will involve facilitating three learning sets. 
However due to the distance between them, over half the day will be spent driving. 
 
Gaye’s main intention for the day is to help the participants capitalise on the recent leadership 
seminar and the Innovation Conference they attended in the city. Funding for the conference 
delegates depends on the production of visible learning outcomes that can also be used as 
evidence for the FMI. 
 

The funding model is driving the learning schedule series of workshops.... nightmare - trying to build 
stuff up is like a roller coaster - sleepless nights. Gaye – FMI coordinator  
 
We are doing this because of the funding…. she got for the change conference - she needs to show that 
it led to an assessment….. but you don't have to pass. Gaye – FMI coordinator 

 
The first action learning set of three FMI participants in Tamberwell are discussing how to use 
their conference experience. Both the provider and Environco managers have been providing 
ideas to blend learning reflection with evidence production.  
 

Ali ticking off unit 10 ….Not that we would use that phrase – yes. Ron - FLM 
 
Sandra came up with the Assessment tasks - Wendelle the provider checked them 
I have learnt a lot of relevant things for what I'm doing - I would like to do things that will help - in the 
every day. Helen FLM 

 
They are very positive about the influence of the FMI practices within their Environco culture, 
but want more changes. 
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The FMI has a good profile - empowering - a good opportunity - good idea to make a paper out of it - 
we can use it to influence people. Sally – FLM 
 
It's got me out of my box…. I'm more assertive – Helen FLM 
 
Innovative - we are in…. running this programme…. We are developing a language….getting rid of 
interdepartmental bickering. Ron – FLM 
 
This culture internalises guilt  - it will go for low risk and low gain projects rather than high-risk high 
again projects. Small things are tragedy - but if there are no witnesses it has to succeed. We should 
have funerals for failed projects. Ron FLM 

 
After the session there is along drive to the next group, and over lunch Gaye reflects on how the 
programme is going and the developmental nature of the interaction. 
 

I have seen all sorts of fads but this is more than just another one - but then I have immersed myself in 
it…. and I do it myself. Gaye FMI coordinator 
 
We never realised that we could do things together…share sessions and resources….maybe even 
coaches between units. Gaye FMI coordinator 
 
Sometimes I'm feeling uncomfortable and miserable – it’s not a traditional role - and I didn't have the 
skills…. Gaye FMI coordinator 
 
Some HR roles are mechanistic they should be out sourced - the role…. the change agent .…that is the 
way to go. Gaye FMI coordinator 
 

Alison and Holly are at the group in the afternoon comparing evidence for their portfolios and 
developing understanding of the next units and projects they are tackling. They are very positive 
about the experience. 
  

What is the difference? - I have built on the processes I would have used - open my eyes - a manager’s 
view - how it could be managed differently. Alison – FLM 
 
It is productivity and training development at the right time. Related to a better quality of outcomes 
and not just quality. Holly FLM 
 
….they like it because it lets me do things more - like do things beyond what they expected…. There is 
less turnover. Alison FLM 

 
The FMI interaction are beginning to impact on the organisation and raise the profile of learning 
and the position of the FLMs. This can be secured by ensuring the FMI becomes apart of the 
performance management targets. 
 

We are now party of a virtual organisation (club within the organisation)…. 
(needs to be) a legitimate agenda item…. how important is the learning (confronting values). Holly 
FLM 
 
….so all the end FMI (participants) will move (higher up also)…. They are treating us seriously as a 
group. It is permeating. More freedom to do more creative things. Holly FLM 
 
Absolutely imperative to put FMI in the PPS system. Gaye – FMI coordinator 
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Collaborative learning, individual change 
On the return journey to the city there is an opportunity to watch on of the larger workshop 
inputs taking place in a pilot site to over 20 participants. The session explores team relations and 
non-verbal communication introducing the group to Johari window concept and using videos to 
illustrate specific points. Melanie the coordinator indicates how these ‘ large group interactions 
promote group learning and networking between the participants’. The focus of the session turns 
to diversity and cultural change,  exploring different perceptions through group discussions. 
 

 ….perceptions… are how we construct our world. Michael FLM 
 
….this exercise has brought out some real issues ….attitudes to learning - values - it has changed – 
Joan FLM 
 
We are building a network of learning - but also it will be a network of managers in this organisation 
– Ryan FLM  

 
The discussion provides evidence that these FLMs recognise the investment being made in them,  
 

We can see that the managers are putting - like rhetoric - now there's money into investing in people. 
Brian FLM  
 
….they are always talking about investing in staff….We get a qualification - I'd done it before on 
courses. Sarah FLM  
 
I'm too new – (but) I just know that I'm included (in learning). Lillian FLM 

 
As a group they are leaning through discussion about options for managing staff, their bosses, 
and how to challenge the existing system. 
 

You must be transparent in your approach – that’s the first part of building trust. Joan FLM 
 
I’ve been trying to change the way I handle him… and making more positive….work round it….  and 
do the job another way. Ryan FLM 
 
There’s no such thing as no. Brian FLM 

 
There is a chance to discuss their action learning syndicates where the FLMs meet in small 
groups to plan projects and evidence collection. They are encouraged to start a journal of 
reflection. FLMs take turns in providing minutes and action plan reports for the group. Each 
project proposal they develop is agreed and ‘signed off’ by their own managers. After the FLMs 
depart, some interviews have been arranged with three of the group. 
 
Clare has a long history of public service and currently runs one of the departments shop fronts. 
She emphasises the new confidence she is gaining in herself as a manager. 
 

A wonderful for me - seal of approval from management- I see I have a future – confidence. Clare – 
FLM 
 
…because I was a female and they didn't think that females have a role in that particular area. Clare 
FLM 

 
Clare indicates how the learning process is changing her, her team, and providing a learning 
network.  
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Big on inclusion and transparency… changes you as a manager in learning, to a learning manager. 
Clare – FLM 
 
The learning process all three others are doing it (in my team)- like an octopus - with tentacles 
everywhere using theory and practice - we had great confidence - same Goal - process necessary – 
documenting. Clare – FLM 
 
….you can always pick up the phone now and that's happening a lot between the various syndicate 
members.  Which is great. Clare – FLM 

 
Hani has had a long technical background with the department but just two years as a manager.  
She responded to the first adverts about the FMI within the department and applied for the 
programme. She is pleased with the way her workplace projects are progressing and is delegating 
far more effectively to her team. 
 

….this particular project which is called knowledge retention.  And my project involves finding ways 
of staff maintaining or even enhancing certain skills. But in the last couple of months, things have 
really turned around.  And my staff have been coming to me and saying ‘oh do you think we should be 
doing this way or that way’, I listen to them, I might call a snap meeting and say look this suggestion 
has (been) moved what does everybody think?  We all discuss it, we give things a try. Hani - FLM 
 
I used to get involved a lot with the actual manual work, in the last couple of months I haven't been 
doing any manual work.  I've been giving them no assistance at all and they're going along 
well.…Quality. We find that there are fewer mistakes happening. Hani FLM 
 
Yeah, I definitely have encouraged my staff to be not only productive but to think more about what 
they're doing, why they're doing it and continuously looking for improvements.  I'm not telling them 
what I want them to do, I'm asking them what do you think is the best way to do it.  And how can you 
achieve your own goals, what are your goals, how can you achieve your own goals. Hani FLM 
 
Paul (my FMI facilitator) constantly comes to me and says how's things going in there, do you need 
any support anything like that….he had me do the minutes… I just couldn't believe how easy it really 
was.  And I found it enjoyable to do as well. Hani - FLM 

 
Al has been ‘been a public servant all my life, 20 years’, but has gained a new perspective from 
his FMI interactions, and works with the team more effectively, but would like more managers 
support for his learning. 
 

….moving to a new building I suppose it's like a new job, new environment.  But I treat it as a positive.  
I'm excited about it and look forward to it.  With it all there's going to be a lot of challenges. Al - FLM 
 
A lot of the things I have been learning I can use in the team environment. Al - FLM 
 
I am starting to look at my group and ways of improving the way we operate.  Improving the way that 
I deal with my staff.  Giving them more feedback, giving them encouragement. I don't think it's not 
emphasised enough to staff- if they're producing well, they need to be told. It makes them feel good 
and it makes me feel good as well. I feel like I'm doing my job if I give feedback. Al - FLM 
 
I haven't been covered for my absence at the course.  I know it was 4 hours, it's a good almost half a 
day and already there's work there piling up and I have to work my butt off tomorrow to catch up. Al - 
FLM 
 

Their coordinator Melanie is frustrated that she dos not have more time to get involved with the 
learning sessions, but can see a valuable network forming, which includes some senior 
managers. 
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It’s pretty much a day a week, but that’s nowhere near enough, I expected I would be able to do more 
development stuff. Melanie – FMI coordinator 
 
….people have got a new group of people…. that network has been established and that, if nothing 
else comes of it, that would be a major benefit and people are considering things other than just from 
their branch. when we threw around the idea of projects, people weren’t just thinking about the 
projects going on in their branch. So, people are definitely looking at the organisation in a much 
wider way. Melanie – FMI coordinator 
 
I think it’s encouraging some better communication with higher level management....steering 
committees are actually taking on a mentoring role…. I always go in there with options. Melanie – 
FMI coordinator 

 
There is a new learning agenda where the steering groups and coordinators group are the 
principal hubs.  
 

….lot of people ended up with RCC’s on the plan - the steering committee wants them to present 
evidence…. the steering committee didn't want the participants to think that they were just there to get 
a bit of paper, they actually wanted them to work for it and they wanted them to learn on the way. 
Melanie – FMI coordinator 
 
What's important is being part of the Co-ordinator network ! Having a coordinators network is kind of 
a professional development network as well, which is what I really enjoy. Melanie – FMI coordinator  
 

What is particularly interesting is that the FMI manager has bonded a team that she did not 
select. Melanie is aware of lessons learned from the practices so far particularly at the critical 
individual development plan stage. She would like to have been more of a ‘hub’ herself, speeded 
the process and engineered more manager support. 
  

There was a long amount of time between when the diagnostic assessment was done and when 
individuals actually got their individual development plans. Melanie - coordinator 
 
….one was to make sure the participant understood that this was now their learning contract.  And the 
manager had a role in that.  Your giving this person almost giving them permission to spend time on 
FMI, they need your support and we got that commitment again from the manager on an individual 
one on one basis.  So everyone was really on board with it.  Everyone understands what his or her 
plans were about. Melanie – coordinator 

 
Conflicts of productions and structures 
Back at the corporate central office Danniella is less pleased with the progress of her pilot and 
feels frustrated the lack of attendance and conflicting demands of the three very different groups 
of participants in her pilot. 
 

People are still very unsure about how it all works including myself. I wouldn’t say I’m very unsure 
but I’m still not completely clear on it….there are parts of this that I don’t understand, what the 
participants are talking about, because I haven’t done it (myself). 
….what am I here for, everybody else has decided it’s not worth coming. Danniella – FMI coordinator 
 
People’s expectations were obviously different (they say)…it’s too unstructured, there’s no 
direction,…. no one seems to know what they’re doing, we’re all just mucking about and nothings 
getting done…. on the other hand, (some) have said, it’s too controlled, it’s too structured, we were 
told that we could do whatever we wanted to do and it was all going to be workplace learning. 
Danniella – FMI coordinator 
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The FLMs reflect the same concerns. It is noticeable that there seems to be a great deal of 
compulsion about participation and roles in this pilot. As facilitated sessions were voluntary, 
attendance has been poor. Based corporately, the pilot spans three distinct group cultures and has 
a very high profile steering group. 
 

I was approached by my director to participate on the program…. I find slightly offensive….My style 
at work is probably very much one of an open door, open style…but I do have it in the back of my 
mind that part of my role requires me to get out and talk and work with a range of executives, senior 
managers which I simply do not do…my networking needed to take the next quantum step or two or 
three. Ivan – FLM 
 
….so I was dobbed in, but now I’m a willing…. participants don’t tend to talk to each other. There’s 
not a lot of love lost between (the three groups). Mary - FLM 
Maralyn 
 
….a lot of its managers have been thrown in at the deep end. Based on their level of technical 
expertise… I want to become a good manager before I become a manager…. 
So I’d actually like to change my personal attitudes and ways of interpersonal relationship. Mary - 
FLM 
 
The management culture of the organisation needs some working and developing on in the sense that 
we seem to accept mediocrity and that comes from some of our managers. 
….needs a) higher improved focus on managing, on improving our management culture to accept and 
get more on board with Environco needs. Ivan - FLM 
 
….but the momentum has been lost, no one knows what’s going on in terms of projects 
I actually feel quite sorry for Danniella because she’s put her heart and soul into it. 
it’s all the non-natural networkers who have skipped it…. Mary - FLM 
 

Enabling local ownership 
After the interviews there is an opportunity to visit a new pilot site that is just starting. In the car 
Linda reviews the action in the early part of the year. Linda is concerned about the ‘capacity of 
providers’ to deliver the programme to the standard that Environco require in the growing 
quantity that they require with now over 260 participants. To ensure equality of assessment they 
have begun to run moderation sessions with the providers, but are questioning the role 
responsibilities. 
 

.… moderation process  if we run it - we (Environco) may charge you (the providers)….condition of 
contracting.. (is there) a responsibility for developing providers ? Is it a core business of us to manage 
this validation process? Linda -  FMI manager 

 
Linda is still asking questions about how much further they go in terms of programme 
ownership.  
 

….do we want to resource this training and learning sector in the organisation…or  will we continue 
managing TAFE - how much are they doing ?…. Learning has to be core business.… but should we be 
moderating assessment, educating the providers ? Linda – FMI manager 

 
There pilots are built on diversity, but it is evident they can use that learning to achieve greater 
consistency through some standardisation. Linda does not have obvious answers as they will be 
based on future values and direction for the organisation. 
 

How much should we want to manage - the FMI - organisational learning - to be involved as part of 
core business - now we know the options we have to choose. Linda – FMI manager  
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….the deputy secretary .....(has been faced with these ) questions.... having the questions is good 
....this year and a half ago we didn't know the options or the questions ….Linda – FMI manager  

 
As we go into the new Institute building set outside the city, and a rams head is the focus of the 
foyer, surrounded by a range of scientific laboratory instruments in a collage mural of their 
working focus. The steering group has over 12 people involved today and once again is almost 
exclusively females. Linda cautions them about provider selection and ensuring they are clear 
about who will be doing the delivery of the learning and facilitation.  

 
Some providers are becoming overstretched we are used to $1,000 a day delivery,  not a joiner who 
has been trained up….Linda – FMI manager 

 
What is clear at this meeting is that despite the wealth of FMI experience available this group are 
allowed to explore the guidelines and form their own processes. They are encouraged only to 
make the group more inclusive and ensure good communication. 

 
We may need to determine an impact statement…how we will operate…so we don’t meander. ….we 
must avoid it all starts with a big rush and then drops off. Pauline – Steering group chair 
 
Strengthening the steering group there is a role for participants. Linda – FMI manager 
 
It’s crucial that the divisional heads know what it is all about …all the way along. I will leave you all 
the coloured brochures in a folder. ….Have you got a champion ? – having it mouthed from them is 
important Linda – FMI manager 

 
It is clear that Linda is prepared to let each group muddle through the processes and make their 
own decisions. and their own mistakes. Her input is restricted to reminding them of issues to 
consider, not actions to take. 
  
Building local managing networks 
The next morning entails two train rides out of the city centre into the urban area of Princetown 
once again. Holly the coordinator provides and immediate welcome and opens up the local infra 
net to show how they have posted up all the details of their pilot on the web with advise about 
evidence collection and assessment, and lists of mentors and coaches available in different 
functional areas so that participants can activate learning sessions themselves.  

 
 I've just had feedback that participants are finding it a little bit difficult to find that list of coaches on 
the resource web (so I am re posting it). Holly - FMI coordinator 

 
Holly is an HR specialist in payroll and support systems who feels the FMI role was rather 
unfairly forced on her. It has been an intense experience developing a new structure of 
relationships. 
 

Some of the regional managers have been involved in talking about management and development 
training centrally and they were told about FMI and came back very very keen....We went for a 
steering group.… then mentors coaches participants and providers - which should come first?? - the 
roles are not clear at first. – (the provider) asked us to vision - how do you want to do it - what you 
want coaches to be and how do what and to work - we got into this to early - coaches too early…..it 
fell into place quite quickly for me.  It’s only when you actually start to do it that you think… ok that is 
what those do. I felt there was a real steep learning curve… I had over 100 people ringing me at one 
point. Holly – FMI coordinator 
 
They all overlap too because some managers are mentors, some managers are coaches, some 
participants are even coaches, steering committee members, a couple of them are steering committee 
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members, they're managers, they're mentors and they're coaches so for them it's a little bit like what's 
different in this role? Holly – FMI coordinator 

 
Holly looks upon their provider as ‘a nice floor mat to work from’, and build their own processes 
of action learning syndicates. The interactions have had individual impact and are changing 
organisational values. 

 
The focus on people skills. It’s made me do things outside of what I normally do, like negotiate. Holly 
– FMI coordinator 
 
The process of learning - the time to learn (legitimate). Holly – FMI coordinator 
 
Using managers as mentors and coaches makes the organisation question what is an effective 
manager and who should be a role model. Holly – FMI coordinator  
 
People just chose who in their eyes was good and I don’t know the people they’ve selected in a lot of 
cases so my view was, but how do you know they’re competent to be in that role and how do we know 
we’re not passing on bad management techniques because that person…. the mentors are now coming 
back to me and saying they are having trouble understanding how that person shows that competency.  
It’s very subjective isn’t it, whose a good manager? Holly – FMI coordinator 

 
The most notable change is the increasing unity between the three different groups in the pilot 
and the development of learning managing networks. 
 

Breaking down barriers.... like the projects they’re working on for them to tell each other at the 
showcase ….they’ve found a lot of projects touch on each other.  And it was oh I must talk to you 
about that, so that would never have happened if not for FMI. Holly – FMI coordinator 
 
Mixing activities and departments for mentors - this breaks boundaries. It’s helping with a lot of 
networking. Holly – FMI coordinator 
 
Yes. And like we said before it’s broken down the barriers between all the units and branches.  It’s got 
everyone mixing. We’ve had people promoted across pilots as well. Promotions…(well) we have a new 
middle manager group….coaches of the future. Holly – FMI coordinator 

  
The participant discussion that follows confirms those perspectives. Paul is very vocal in 
discussing how his FMI project work is developing reflective management thinking for him and 
involved other managers He can see this developing locally, and between the groups. 
 

Yes, I picked a sort of corporate project, it’s a bit of the flavour of the month....The presentation had 
people there, there were mentors and managers, quite a few reasonably senior people from this region 
and from other divisions. Paul - FLM 
 
Partly through these syndicate meetings we have just talking to other people about management all 
the time. You become more aware of what a manager’s role is, partly through reading, that 
management book. That’s what FMI does, it starts to make you think like a manager and management 
issues. I definitely have got a better awareness, some of the pressures that the managers are under 
within Environco. Paul - FLM 
 
I guess it has made me, it has definitely made me think more about management as a chunk. In the 
past I have never acted as a manager, in terms of staff management before so you know you can be 
quite critical of your managers without really thinking what sort of position they are in. I am 
becoming more aware of what the role of a manager is. Paul - FLM 
  
Seeping its way into three organisations - there is more thinking about management. Paul - FLM 
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Robin echo’s the same feelings about her FMI experience. She values the practical nature of the 
approach, the network that is developing, and her improvement in teamwork and understanding 
managing. 
 

And this appealed to me because I thought well I’m actually going to achieve something, but still at 
the same I can do it though work, it is good to meet them in this environment, because it actually 
brings us a bit closer. There is other people I haven’t met before, I mean they are in different areas 
and there is not as much in common, but I have found that particularly with the people I have worked 
with before it has actually given us a lot more participation to sit down and nut things out and really 
approach things differently, which is good. 
 
….with my team, and I hope I am providing leadership, then in a way they are all independent and 
capable people so I shouldn’t necessarily be dictating everything they do and so its where to find that 
nice balance. 
 
Yeah, management thinking but also teamwork. Yeah, we have actually got people on the ground 
doing the work. 

 
It is very evident from the noticeboards and the local reports that this pilot site has invested in 
good communication between the managers in their various roles using web based and hard copy 
circulars. Princeport FMI News is a regular feature to keep updating stakeholders, and steering 
group reports provide full lists of participant projects and 23 forward planned dates for syndicate 
groups. Syndicate groups do presentations for managers, and participants are alerted to 
management journals at the library. The senior manager supports an executive shadowing 
programme and indicates how this inclusive approach is championed in her local report. 
 

I am delighted to reflect on the contributions our staff made to the achievement of sustainable 
outcomes to our management of natural resources and the environment.  
 

Back at the central corporate office Linda agrees with these perceptions about changes in 
learning within the organisation. 
 

But what I've observed is yes…. certainly the process (of the FMI) has been picked up and considered 
for other (implementation) processes and people are more comfortable with talking about learning in 
a reflective way, and I guess a little more comfortable with ambiguity. Linda – FMI manager 

 
There is evidently less understanding in pilot areas where coordinators are not doing the FMI 
themselves, but that is part of the learning experience. 
 

I think you have to model as an organisation self directed learning and people have had the 
opportunity to choose to do it or not. Linda – FMI manager 

 
Linda detects the development of learning conversations within the organisation. Establishing 
learning as a core business, yet they are now spending resources educating the providers in 
moderation. 
 

So yes, real projects are getting done, yes, real learning is happening.  People are working in groups 
that they wouldn't have normally worked in.  In a reflective learning environment…. There's the ripple 
thing so there's all the coordinators meeting and talking about… and managers of participants.  So the 
senior level of management….a conversation, it's not an organisational dialogue I have seen happen 
often…. Linda – FMI manager 
 
Not to what extent is learning part of the core business, to what extent is moderation part of the core 
business.  A big difference. Linda – FMI manager 
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A change of dynasty 
Linda is planning another coordinators seminar for eight weeks time. She explains that this 
seminar will be shorter and based in the city, and extends an invitation with a request for an input 
on the national FMI scene. Linda also indicates that she will be leaving her post as she has been 
successful in gaining a scholarship to undertake and  
PhD. Subsequent mailings announce the seminar as  ‘Second Generation FMI - With the Benefit 
of Hindsight’. Linda invited the participants to share the journey they have travelled for over a 
year and half, celebrate in the evening dinner, and examined a view of the future. She indicates 
her replacement may be there. 
 

They make an offer to my replacement today and I look forward to being able to introduce her to 
everyone - really excited she is most capable and I pray she accepts. Linda – FMI manager 

 
The coordinators arrive at the Bromfield Hotel, just outside the main CBD, at lunch time and 
settle into their rooms. The sessions begin by introducing two new coordinator and Sasha who 
will be taking over form Linda as FMI manager. The room is nearly entirely female. Everybody 
is dressed as they wish from formal to casual. They begin by discussing what they are learning 
from their experiences. 
 

Co-ordinating participants with mentors and coaches has been the biggest challenge....I'm lucky to 
have an FMI steering group that understood the FMI. Gaye – FMI coordinator 
 
Dealing with strategy, learning and managers - it's rather fluid and evolving - educating managers - 
continually asking where you are at - it's not that easy. Donna – FMI coordinator 
 
I can assure you there is no ‘down to Pat’ - it's about using your own experience. Melanie – FMI 
coordinator 

 
They are all positive about the changes that the FMI practices are introducing. 
 

(This)  must be a better way than stuffing it down them. Maureen – FMI coordinator 
 
Given them the tools to do what they want to do for some time. Donna – FMI 
 
(Its)  them motivated - changed the way they see learning. Gaye – FMI manager 
 
Definite change in behaviour and attitude - different language - definitely a success…The practices 
are ongoing. Caroline – FMI manager  
 
My whole work world has been FMI - the programme will be self-sustaining. Gaye – FMI manager 

 
The group are supplied with coloured paper shapes and asked to use them to write down their 
experiences with the programme and their feeling about the programme. 
 

Heartfelt sentimentsHeartRed 
Bitter pills to swallowCapsuleOrange 
Stormy timesCloudBlue 
InsightsLight bulbYellow 
ResultsDiamond Green 
QuestionsSquareWhite 

 
A time line is indicated over three years around three walls of the room and the participants are 
asked to position their feelings and issues at the appropriate time position and in one of the six 
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horizontal bands so that similar insights are grouped together. The task is enthusiastically tackled 
over half an hour. It is evident from the completed chart that there are clouds but few bitter pills 
early on. As the year 2000 progresses there are clouds but many hearts. Early in 2001 more 
insights appear and results, while the current area of the time line is strong on warmth and 
questions. A pattern of progression appears in the 100 or so statements. Initially the team are 
forming and ‘managing the unknown’, a phase that is followed by ‘spreading involvement’, 
leading to a variety of  ‘partnerships’, and finally to ‘culture change’. They discuss the timeline 
and the change pattern. 
 

It's a journey…..its cyclic at least there are enough green things up there (they are achievements). 
Linda – FMI manager 
 
It (the FMI) changes….. it changes the definition of a manager in their mind. Caroline. FMI 
coordinator 
 
…manager used to be - big office closed mind looking down……Valerie – FMI coordinator 
  
….management is operation…. things - leadership ….is people. Maggie 
 
Geee - not just a little bit - we are fiddling around with a whole organisation. Linda – FMI manager. 
 
So…..there are two big questions…. one is about the engagement of participants....and the other is 
about the disparity with providers. Sasha – New FMI manager 
 

In a conversation over coffee with the coordinators and managers the complication of achieving 
the initial culture match between the provider and the pilot sites is discussed. The conversation 
identifies that there are in fact three cultures in tension: the providers culture, the managing 
culture of Environco, and the emerging coordinator-steering group culture. 
 
Groups of coordinators are asked to provide a visual picture of their experience to bring out the 
critical emotions of ‘My Experience So Far’ in a ‘Projective Drawing’. The drawing have certain 
elements that stand out and reflect some of the struggles with the FMI practice that have been 
evident on field trips. 
 

…there are trees that have grown.........other mothers with two jobs and children - can see the sun. 
Deanne – FMI coordinator 
 
….gradually understand - the rocky bit steep learning….. then a cycle…… the learning does not 
stop….we have had two marriages and two babies in our group.  Leslie – FMI coordinator 
 
….lots of driving.- the Rolls Royce process is thrown in the bin as they develop their own VW. With an 
L-plate on… and a car with a baby on the back seat - the sun is shining Maureen – FMI coordinator 
 
I have two sites…. and what works at one will not work at the other. Maureen – FMI coordinator 

 
The groups are asked to brainstorm and compile a list of do’s and don’ts for the next FMI pilot 
area coordinator and they provide well over 100 in a very short space of energy focussed time. 
There are some that are repeated by most groups. 
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Do’s 
Communicate (Try and involve the FMI in other agendas - get participants into a steering group and 
make regular contact with FMI managers)- Be flexible – Make clear objectives and discuss 
expectations assessment with the steering committee and the provider - Enjoy and have fun  - Plan 
milestone models - It is important to document the scope of the providers service and to understand 
rules and responsibilities – Build trust 
Model assessment – Set up evaluation and feedback systems  
  
 
Don'ts  
Start till the provider is ready - Feel you have to know anything, that you have to match others - Use 
just one approach - Forget to check the content of the programme - Rush to pass the RCC 

 
The following day, after a long and jovial dinner where we are joined by the HR director, the 
coordinators are presented with a functional model of the FMI that comprises of 12 key features 
that are repeatedly found in more successful FMI performance involved in the national study 
They are asked to rank their own performance in each of the categories. The newer pilots who 
have only just begun recruitment are unable to make much significant contribution, but the 
results from the other pilots have a consistent response in several categories. The highest rating 
is for symbolic support and budget for the FMI programme, and this is followed by high ratings 
for their own active management of the pilots and the use of joint application processes for 
FLMs. Their use of strategic projects is ranked quite highly. There is general satisfaction with 
the way they are devolving learning choice, encouraging diversity and risk taking in learning 
processes, integrating feedback, and the customisation of the programme. They are less confident 
about there being a strategic intent within the organisation to enable a culture change and have 
widely different views on their investment into the coaching and mentoring systems. 
 
After this session over coffee, the coordinator of the first FMI site that was already functioning 
when the proposal for pilots was being developed asks ‘Why was it so little was learned from the 
first pilot  - guess it was politics ?  
 
The next session discusses moderation and the need to have equity of assessment between the 
pilots and the providers. 
 

Why moderate….15 sites running…(should have the) same level of competence…consistency in 
assessment. Linda – FMI manager 
 
We can build up samples of evidence…tools of assessment….induction for assessment - ….process of 
assessment….(despite providers) anxiety about sharing - intellectual property. Linda – FMI manager 
 
It might get them to come to the party…. it must not be punitive - bringing them up to scratch….Get 
them to cross-fertilise - will be written into the contract. Linda – FMI manager.  

 
The groups work on ‘affinity diagrams’ to chart the emerging FMI process within Environco. 
There are common themes that occur within each diagram and they produce the plan that they 
have created through experience. 
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Set up for Co-ordinator - Steering committee - Explaining FMI to  managers- Criteria and strategy  
for development - Open applications - selection mutual - Individual assessment - manager involvement 
- Review plan - Develop management plan - Invite coaches mentors with training- Thoughts on 
strategic projects from managers - Begin learning programme - Defining projects mentors and 
coaches - Determined projects mutually - Mentors chosen from list - Continue to focus through open 
workshops- Blend in external training inputs 

 
Linda indicates that each pilot has moved through a series of stages - agenda setting- matching 
partnerships – modification – clarification – sustaining. Sarah confirms the essential nature of 
support agency and moderation as critical FMI issues. 
 
Framing the future 
After the lunch break each person is given a pack of yellow post-it stickers and asked to reflect 
on their experiences in the pilot, and these sessions so far. Participants are asked to write down 
issues that need exploring to shape 2nd generation FMI for Environco. The FLMs and managers 
place 102 post-its on the wall. Through the facilitator of the session they group the issues and 
dispose of duplicates. Six or seven main streams of issue arise from the grouping  
 

1/2 Participant policing & participant attitude :  
 Withdrawals - not completes - responsibility - enthusiasm – problem people - recalcitrants - selection 
criteria.  
 
3 Providers - quality -assessment processes – reselection 
  
4 Manager support - education and management - development steering group - development of 
support network.  
 
5 Co-ordinators - administrators or facilitators - role - active management - level of authority - trust - 
networks – time.  
 
6 Funding - dollars - next funding - funding mechanisms - logistics  - resources  
 
7 Future – graduates - new second generation -  EO? – future reward and recognition 

 
The coordinators vote for the issues they believed most valuable to explore and there is a clear 
consensus that; involving management, managing  providers  and determining the Co-ordinator 
role, were the most important. The participants chose which group they wished to work on and 
for the next hour those groups generated discussion and issues for action. 
 
The group on manager support for the FMI recognised that there was a need to spread the 
understanding of the FMI, and that may only be done through some form of involvement. 
 

The subtext is education…(we have to) be engaging them.  
(Original) Decision - making (it up) on the run.  
(They) need to know why there are doing…. We made them actively involved! 
No interest or direction from some middle managers…. need to focus on engagement  
How are they impeding (us) ?  

 
The group exploring the management of provider had by now gained enough experience to know 
what the issues were, and wanted now to be full partners in making learning decisions and 
monitoring quality processes.   
 

Trainco are the only ones to have their head round it (the FMI). 
I don't want them (providers) to go to me for everything - just when there are major changes. 
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There was no joint discussion with managers of individual development plans.  
They just change the people (facilitators all the time).  
There are a range of responses to a RCCing, learning, or add on learning… Should they be RCC’d ??   
(The evidence collection process) It should align with their job role. 

 
The responses from the coordinators reflect their developing understanding and ability to 
manage workplace learning. Their intention appears to be to recruit wider management to the 
same understanding and to ensure that providers being to appreciate the cultural uniqueness of 
each pilot situation and respond with the appropriate quality learning methodology. The group 
regathers for the final session. The white board is labelled ‘Issues for Action for Mk 2’. Sarah 
steps forward and symbolically takes over from Linda as the groups report back their key ideas 
for action.  
 
There is a need to determine what the coordinator role will be in the future, and what will be the 
level and focus of their work.  
 

What classification….level ?….what is the position description for co-ordinator, or learning 
facilitator,  what is needed - send out a little survey….explore the consequences of the learning role 
with (that of an) admin role. (What) training (in) project management skills and workplace assessor 
(capabilities). 

 
Provider management is just as much about Environco pilots determining what they want as it is 
about ensuring a quality service. 
 

Language defining - map our FMI process  - focusing diversity (to a more standard practice ?) Co-
ordinate co-ordinator groups around the 2 main providers. ….Examine the processes of FMI - assess 
our capability to take on each role. Examine the use of (similar) texts. 

 
Gaining greater management support requires more internal marketing of the FMI to secure the 
agenda and engage further managers in the process.  
 

Educate…. Promote…. Engage… Check objectives ( for the programme) - what is the driver - why are 
they doing it ….Valuing learning - FMI as an item on other agendas….Revisit steering committees and 
co-ordinator roles.. …Examine how to engage managers as coach, mentors, supporters. Educate and 
promote - sell sell sell - business case - a return on investment - causal chain impact. 

 
Linda sits down and Sarah takes the pen to scribe the future. There is enthusiasm to chose issues 
and to take action, ‘I'll do that - that makes sense - I'll co-ordinate that’. They realise that much 
of the action ‘could happen organically’. Their confidence in organising learning makes them 
ask ‘What can we do better than the providers - what should we be doing ?’. Yet they still 
recognise that ‘we need outsiders’. The group agree action for a project management course and 
small group moderation seminars based round the two main providers.  An orientation schedule 
for Sarah is the first step of establishing the hub for manager involvement. There is no dissent or 
silent voices. To complete the event the team are given two minutes to create and form a human 
sculpture. When we return to the room they are arranged in circular swirl that starts close to the 
ground and then ends with the final person standing straight. They are in the order that the stated 
the pilots or engagement with the FMI gradually climbing from the swamp of ignorance to the 
height of understanding following their leader Linda, who now has Sarah standing in front of 
her. It is a timeline of their ascent to understanding the management of workplace learning. 
 
As we leave the venue a few parting reflections are made. 
 

 ….there seems not easy way….as I'm sure you know only too well. Mary – FMI coordinator 
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….in my view you can pick up an understanding of competency- based training environments and 
terminology, but an understanding of management development is harder to come by. Linda – FMI 
manager 
 
What a journey we had been on heh ?  Linda – FMI manager 

 
Knowledge management 
During the next month there is a chance to investigate the FMI intranet at Environco. The Lotus 
Notes system has a very democratic method of publishing with three coordinators having the 
skills of input. This is echoed in the title disclaimer ! 
 

Discussion threads - As always, if you think these suggestions are flawed - let's change it! Linda FMI 
manager 

 
The notes accumulate the learning from the previous seminars and the standard formats used at 
each pilot site. The information gathered from assessor training and moderation sessions, 
newsletters and publications are included. Full contact details of each site are posted as a mail 
merge file. Proposal documents, formal evaluations, and criteria for role selection are openly 
displayed. Examples of agendas, workshops, project specifications and provider lists are 
included. Coordinators have been very frank in the problems they face and generous in posting 
solutions that they discover. Discussion threads have obviously been an active area for some 
coordinators who want to talk but are isolated. The area is linked to the formal HR website. 
 
A final opportunity arises several weeks later to talk to Linda near the end of the year after she 
has left Environco. She clarifies her ability and intention to let the coordinators learners, and 
managers have ‘ownership’, and resist centrally directing the FMI. 
 

….it was fairly ambiguous… (we just wanted it to be) action learning.  It was more about a statement 
of what I believed it was not. (a course). Linda – FMI manager 
 
….people are responsible for their actions and if you give them authority and the autonomy to do 
great things, that they usually do.  And that has certainly been the case in Environco, people have 
never disappointed me at all, they’ve always surprised me, sort of made me think there is no other way 
to go than this. Linda – FMI manager 
 
I’m not really good at making decisions that I feel are going to be terribly unpopular. 
You only had people’s good will out there for a short time. Linda – FMI manager 
 
....give the providers respect for their ability and skills and knowledge in the area but there were 
occasions where I felt that I had to step in. Linda – FMI manager 
 
Within the organisation it was actually, to be honest, all I ever received were positive accolades, 
exceedingly positive accolades, everybody was sort of putting forward the way FMI was implemented 
across the organisation as a, you know, the bastion of good practice, and it was almost like people 
had never realised before that to get anything done you had to have ownership. Linda – FMI manager 
 
Yes, I think so on reflection definitely.  It’s been very interesting that we only ended up with one male 
coordinator. Linda – FMI manager 

 
Integrating an alternative production 
In the early months of 2002 Sarah had established her new role, ‘clocking up the k's at the 
moment and loving it- it's great to get about the regional centres and learn about some of the 
great work being done and there’. But was restrained by having to deputise in the HR director 
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role for three months as Jane had also decided to move jobs to another department. The final 
participant questionnaire was distributed to the 270 participants. At a lunch meting in the CBD 
she outlined some of the change patterns in the organisation which were bedding the FMI within 
the structural changes. 
 

There is a move towards business planning below the executive level with responsibility being thrust 
downward. Funding of the FMI 2 will come from the 2% levy they should expend on 
training/learning…..2nd generation is going ahead - steering groups are forming plans and selecting 
participants. The Secretary was at the FMI graduation presentation…they got an Environco 
achievement certificate as well. Sarah – FMI manager 
 
A best practice model has been formed by the coordinator group. Taking the best from the two years 
of learning.... Provides a model for future provider interaction….they got led by the providers - 
because we knew no better at that time. Sarah – FMI manager 
 
(The) new RTO quality standards are helping moderation…(we have) - asked RTO's to provide their 
quality specifications. Andy Button will be involved in building a framework of practice (for them). 
Sarah – FMI manager 
 
(FMI may even get) coordination through inter-state department meetings, and possibly Premier and 
Cabinet Office (to link people in my role). Sarah – FMI manager 

 
They have been trying to improve the local network and involve managers, an action agenda 
item from the last seminar.  

 
What happens after their (participants) projects - do they just go back to the old ways …..depends on 
the workplace support and involvement levels of the interlinked managers….. So local supervisor 
sessions have been held (to brief managers of participant better)…they came forward with the ideas of 
how to change the situation ….by brainstorming and action planning…I watched it happen….Sarah – 
FMI manager 
 
We have a monthly telephone conversation - brings the voices together - only three people were using 
the Lotus Notes (consistently)…The steering groups are evolving - becoming a T/D group. - as will the 
coordinators. (there is) organic growth. Sarah – FMI manager 

 
The e–mail network between the coordinators continues to bond the group together and include 
those who can stimulate the interaction. 

 
It was a pleasure to include you in our FMI journey - I hope the learning's from   
Windmass assisted you – Leslie – FMI coordinator 
 
The co-ordinators net work meeting was fun and I get a lot out of them. Holly – FMI coordinator 
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Changing language and capability  
In the middle of 2002 the coordinator network met for another seminar to prepare for the 
evaluation of the programme so far. They chose the scene of their first meeting two years 
previously in a small spa town outside the city and a boutique hotel for the group with warm log 
fires. It is almost three years since the first exploration of the FMI option started. 
 
This time all of the areas have considerable programmes operating with some on their second 
intake of FLMs. The session begins with an input that describes and models the possible shape of 
FMI impact in a range of organisations around Australia, which focus on the value of learning. 
 

You put what I was thinking into words. Valerie – New FMI 
coordinator  
 
We have excellent technical staff…  to make them into leaders its taken this …Caroline – FMI 
coordinator 
 
Not so much work problems (now), but challenges…opportunities for learning …Yvonne – FMI 
coordinator 
 
FMI committees now being called ‘Learning and leadership committee’s or whatever Leslie – FMI 
coordinator 
 
That’s what I am seeing more accountability  rather than just dealing with poor performance  nipping 
it in the bud…..The conversations are about learning….. Steering group are talking about learning, as 
an agenda issue. Maureen 
 
There is more reflective practice… See it as the start of their development…We have an alumni group 
we can use now. Melanie – FMI coordinator 
 
Some have gone and done the train the trainer course after their MBA…. They are taking control of 
their learning and they want more….Leslie – FMI coordinator 
 
They use books to search for solutions…  a whole knowledge base they now call on…. Changed the 
language….whole new way of talking and thinking. Instead of pockets its become a culture. Maureen – 
FMI coordinator 

 
In the second session they are formally asked to accumulate the impact of the FMI practices on 
their organisation, and they develop listings on flip chart paper. 
 

·Improved leadership capability 
·Positioned leaders for the future 
·Introduced new work practices 
·Implemented a learning culture beyond the FMI 
·Engaged other senior managers 
·Provided investment outcomes 
·Changed steering groups to Learning and Development groups 
·Diversified learning methods 
·Changed the language of managing 
·Given a greater responsiveness to a changing environment 
·Helping make one Environco  
·Tracking the application of skills 
·How to introduce something (a model of change) 

 
There is no direct mention of the qualifications achieved or the certification of managing ability. 
The group are asked to list their key stakeholders and determine those that are both important 
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and possible to influence. Participants, mangers, steering groups and senior managers are placed 
in the primary sector as important and reachable. In the secondary sector the next participants 
and providers are seen as less important and line managers difficult to reach. The detractors are 
considered unreachable, while mentors, coaches and graduates, while reachable, are considered 
tertiary targets. While the minister and secretariat are important they are not considered 
reachable or a priority in this situation. The participants, coordinators and steering groups were 
identified as the primary targets for the evaluation process. 
 
The group identified a range of criteria for the evaluation base on the impact on first the 
participants and second on the coordinator/steering group network, or the managing process of 
the learning. They established a series of stages for the evaluation framework. 
 

Resources – Activities – People – Reaction - KSA - Practice Change 
 
Later in 2002, with the policy decision agreed for FMI Mk 2, they published a glossy six page 
leadership brochure to recruit FLMs for the next phase of the programme. With 300 current 
participants in 16 areas with 14 coordinators and 5 providers the FMI programme is extended to 
FLMs who ‘must be prepared to commit’ to the range of learning option identified in the 
brochure. Managers of participants are also informed that they have to commit to practical 
workplace support and to attend learning sessions. The programme is marketing as both an 
individual building practice and a contribution to organisational development, listing what the 
initial programme has delivered to Environco. 
 

For participants – the bigger picture… confidence… tools….networking…..qualification. 
 
For Environco – capability of managers….a focus on strategic goals….internal networks  
                   …learning culture.  
 

 
 
Conclusion 
Environco is a large public service organisation that has been formed from a complex and often 
contesting mix of businesses and regions. The managing staff are highly qualified, but usually in 
scientific areas. The organisation espouses strong inclusion values concerning the ability and 
strategic role of people in the businesses. Overarching strategic policies in human resources that 
value diversity and personal growth, provide an operational platform for FMI development. A 
strategic focus on leadership skills underpins this focus. Dissatisfaction with ‘sheep-dip’ courses, 
externalised MBA’s and random on the job coaching combines with manager requests and 
training committee objectives to focus activity. The desire to ‘own’ manager learning in-house 
privileges frontline development above executive leadership, and instigates the exploration of the 
national programme. Research, using external consultants as brokers, produces a proposal 
linking the FMI to current leadership competencies and placing on the agenda the move from a 
training menu to a network of workplace learning within the business and the development of 
capability to manage this network. This agenda is agreed and resources generously. The 
willingness to open their chaotic emerging network to external scrutiny emphasises their 
openness to learning, that is embedded in the network structure of their FMI activity where 
multiple pilots with local ownership are asked to bid to be part of the system.  
 
The agenda of workplace learning, self guided learning, and action learning groups, and the need 
for managers to act as coaches and mentors is clearly placed before the prospective pilots sites 
for the FMI. The response comes from embedded champions of learning from within the senior 
managing groups who form powerful local steering groups to form a federal network where the 
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central FMI unit provides a platform and services the locally owned networks. Critical in this 
relationship is the enthusiasm and open management of the FMI manager as the central hub, and 
the increasing team of locally chosen coordinators.  Local ownership, creating a stake in the 
territory combines with a facilitative management style that accepts the initial ambiguities of 
implementation, and the diversity of solutions to meet local cultures. The emerging network 
generates conversations locally and state wide about new workplace based action learning 
practices and begins to generate a shared language. The network is expanded to include external 
consultants even in operational decision making where the network can benefit from such a 
decision. 
 
The steering groups and coordinators freely engage in partnerships with a variety of providers. 
These partnership and negotiation process appear to mirror the development of the subsequent 
individual development plans and action learning sets for the participants, and model a relational 
mode of managing. This is learning experience for coordinators who though inexperienced in 
this territory of workplace learning rapidly gain knowledge and begin to be active managers of 
the process questioning RCC processes, moderation processes, the quality of facilitation, and 
customisation of practices to suit local relations and culture. These experiences enable the FMI 
network to recognise their ability to negotiate a future, where local relations determine the shape, 
frequency and form of learning interactions. 
 
The evidence indicates that the strong theme of ownership and responsibility passes through to 
the participants. The questioning process of learning models a questioning process of managing.  
Participants regularly vocalise diversity, team ownership, networking, and support when 
conceptualising managing. It is particularly noticeable that both women and men comment on 
the previous macho culture, and female participants indicate a considerable change in 
confidence. There is significant dominance of the FMI network by female coordinators and by 
younger female participants.  
 
The steering groups become action-learning sets, exploring and then promoting workplace 
learning. Where this is done with more compulsion such as in the central corporate area, it 
appears less successful despite coordinator effort. Planning process and enabling participant to 
direct those processes appears to be more successful. The local networks begin to create a 
dialectic that is generative and unified, as understanding moves to experimentation. Learning 
practices that link learning with workplace emerge, like workplace projects, and give the FMI a 
visible presence, linking in participants managers as advisors and audiences at presentations to 
broaden the network and give tangible results and critical mass. 
 
The participants begin to see themselves as a valued groups, recipients of an investment of which 
others are envious. The opportunity to explore themselves as managers promotes a desire to do 
things differently. This is confirmed as time passes by promotions, greater inclusion and positive 
feedback from their teams. They are positioned as agents in a change process to break the boxed 
culture and the internalised guilt of project failures. Their learning network migrates to be a 
managing network with new tools and new confidence in their role and objectives. 
 
Many managers in the organisations are drawn into the FMI networks. In most local networks 
there are more managers involved than participants, in some there are three to four times as 
many managers involved as there are participants. There is a multiplier effect in the network, that 
begins to legitimise these new learning practices of action learning sets and conferences as 
organisational performances.  The language of workplace learning becomes more common 
currency and local capability in managing learning develops. There are still managers with 
participants that do not include supporting subordinate learning as part of their managing agenda 
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or encourage its inclusion on performance management systems. Managers not part of the 
network restrain their subordinate’s FMI learning territory. 
 
The coordinator group move beyond understanding the FMI, to explore a variety of facilitative 
experiences that build learning and focus on participant direction, providing new tools of 
learning, managing and decision making. The climate of the group models risk taking, 
communication strategies and tolerance of ambiguity, in face to face, on-line and telephone 
conferences. The network moves form being an FMI resource to being a learning and 
development resource for the organisation. While the cultural footprint of the FMI is the 
evidence collection process augmented with practices mediated by lists and tick boxes, 
increasingly learning conversations in Environco are building the new learning practices.  
 
Environco wants to release responsibilities for organising providers and focus on strategies that 
will negotiate quality delivery of fewer services. There is much to be gained from the diverse 
experiences that have shaped the initial pilots, and much to be lost by making FMI 2 more 
centrally legislated and standardised.  Patterns have emerged through constant discussion and 
negotiation that provide a basic framework for new members of the network, and local 
ownership will re-shape those patterns in the future. The organisation has developed 
considerable capability, structural models and networks of learning both locally and centrally, 
stable enough to survive a change of dynasty. The rest of the organisation views these networks 
as models of a change process that are being replicated by other initiatives within the 
organisation. This reinforces managing performances that are based on local ownership and cross 
sector network negotiation, encouraging cultural diversity and ambiguity in the managing 
culture, and legitimising workplace learning as continual social practice 
 
 
 
Similar extended narrative case studies exist for both Finco and Powerco. 
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Appendix 54 
Key conceptual relationships  
Table A54.1:  Key conceptual relationships 
 
Key issue of 
Conceptual 
relationship 

Empirical evidence Primary location 
in narrative 
section 

Form of 
relationship or  
discourse intent 

Relational 
characteristics 
& conditions 

Relational 
strength and 
pervasiveness 

Establishing UK 
development 
chain as strategy 
and agenda 

…MCI leads to identifiable improvements 
Unwinding the causal chain. 

FMI formation  
Genre 

Management 
development = 
Business growth. 

Evaluation evidence 
and government 
statement. 

Justified and privileged 
by national case study 
research. 

Continued 
government 
support 

The government White paper in the same year, 
Competitiveness : helping business to win. 
….integrated approach between government and business. 
…..\that  it's one of the disappointing outcomes. 
Dawkins moves to Treasury. …predictably undermined by 
the Vice Chancellors and heads of management schools and 
Simon went running very quickly on that one. 

FMI formation 
Experience values 
Expressive values 
Collusions 
Alternatives 

Management 
development is part of 
national development 
strategy. 

Continues as a white 
paper feature in the 
UK. 

Maintains privileged 
position of MCI as a 
development discourse. 
Bolstered by Tecs & 
IIP. 
 
FMI emerges by 
default from complex 
agenda 

Study tours Without Dawkins it would never have happened. 
Dawkins chaired the OECD in Paris 1988 and took 12 Oz 
members there. Miester System. 
Mistake by David rather than revolving around the 
subcommittees. No question David should have been on the 
study tour. 
 

FMI formation 
Relational values 
Positioning 
Focus 
Goals 
Missing voices 

External data gathering 
to inform internal 
practices. 

Broad political and 
sector agreement. 
 
No alternative voices 
Academic support  
Treasury support. 

Tentative step. 
H Ed privileged over 
VET. 
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Leadership focus Behind the scenes lobbying – leadership. 
….the major audience was in fact industry. 
….the leadership certificate title got dropped because it was 
too liked with courses. …. without relying on the authority 
of the position. The economic gain that had been generated 
through micro economic reform would start to wind (down). 
You can't go down that path with the old autocratic way of 
management style. Very much making that paradigm shift 
from the old control and direct…. from cop to coach…..get 
the words the leadership into the title, investigate how 
managers and potential managers learn. …..best practice 
performance. Best practice is a key strategy….. insisted the 
name be changed. I had to rely on others to get work done. 

FMI formation 
Expressive values 
Active/Passive 
Declarative 
Genre 
Collusions 
Focus 
Goals 

Displacing control 
management. 

Kick start  national 
agenda. 

Textual and 
consultative agenda of 
relational identity. 
 
Focus on managing 
agency. 

Establishing 
development 
chain as 
Australian 
strategy and 
agenda 

What Karpin did was to focus all eyes on one thing- the best 
outcome for business.  
…the difficulty in gaining a senior managers to see the 
connection …We won - …..almost speaking this same 
language ... about working in the commercial world (now). 
Correlation between development investors and 
organisational performance improvement. Unfortunately, 
that particular aspect of our report wasn’t taken up. …. 
Didn't see diversity in the way it was intended…. embed 
effective investment in people. ….learning is not yet a 
fashionable term Meta competency….. it wasn't within the 
context of a total management framework….. to make sure 
the connection between management and performance and 
learning and behaviour was reviewed. 

FMI formation 
Survey 
Declarative 
Positioning 
Collusion 
Goals 
Missing voices 

Management 
development = 
Business growth. 

Karpin statements and 
survey evidence. 
 
Without overarching 
peak body and 
continued monitoring. 

Supported by report 
status and ANTA.  
 
Correlation found in 
this study. 
 
Detached from broader 
leadership agenda. 

FML pivotal role The frontline manager is the most important change-agent. 
….supervisor ends up the meat in the sandwich. 450,000 
managers with technical skills but no managerial 
qualifications…. great drought in Australia of Middle 
managers….. co-ordination of the work of others….(power) 
…. can’t be sustained it has to be spread more widely. … 
supervisor who delivers… important change-agent. 
….copper to coach…. best defined as a first level of 
management. Front line managers are up key element. 

Secondary cases 
Powerco 
Experience values 
Expressive values 
Genre 
Positioning 
Focus 
Goals 
Analysis node 

FLMs development 
leverage. 
 
Discursively 
positioned. 
 

Location and numbers 
of FLMs. 
 
Organisational 
fulcrum. 
 
Boundary spanning – 
interpreting discourse 
technologists. 

Strong potential. 
 
Redefined by relational 
time not technical time. 
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Prepare managers who look at the whole picture. 
….informed agents of change. 

Recommendation 
for action 

FMI was the one that had legs ….It is a high leverage issue. 
….we had not addressed ……the area of management. 
Simon Crean  made a request….doing FMI stuff was not 
ANTA business at that time. Griss sold it to TAFE(etc) (no 
attempt) to modify the recommendations. .. honest 
broker…. The Taskforce was captive to provider 
interests…. why a single course featured so prominently in 
their recommendation. The least controversial….it sits 
across two of the primary levers….. probably the lasting 
artefact of Karpin is FMI…..it delivered what HR people 
were looking for it. National certificate in workplace 
leadership…. a personal view put by a BCA member… 
cultural footprints indicated problems. Simon Crean said to 
Moran get this up and running. 

FMI formation 
Declarative 
Positioning  
Focus 
Missing voices 

Analysis and 
subsequent action as 
possible Government 
agenda. 

Broad support – and 
personal agenda 
benefits for closely 
associated national 
figures aligned with 
training organisations. 

ANTA as broker -  to 
secure national agenda 
and promote flexibility 
in the system. 
 
Commercial 
opportunities in 
extensive national 
programme for large 
numbers of FLMs 

Unique 
Construction for 
Australian 
industry 

To tie it to the MCI is wrong - factual error…that should be 
corrected, for the sake of the history. MCI was typically 
British in terms of it’s bureaucracy…admitted that they had 
de-natured management. fragmentation….a 
decontextualised approach. We (ANTA) had a mess on our 
hands…we had to move forward…..two thousand 
enterprises involved consulted. We went through 8 
versions…. do apply across all of Australian enterprises. put 
a reference group together…. there was not a common 
understanding …..sensitive ground. ….enormous difference 
in concept and detail. ….and move away from any 
simulated activities. ( must not) tell private industry what to 
do….. developing a flexible set of learning modules for the 
continuing change ….nationally recognised qualifications- 
how to lead and manage. 

FMI formation 
Prosody 
Experience values 
Active/ Passive 
Declarative 
Positioning 
Collusions 
Focus 
Goals 
 

Australian – 
competencies. 

Fluid framework 
Detached from 
curriculum. 

Passionate view – 
lengthy consultation. 

Robust 
competencies 

….effort into the fire power, into making those 
(competencies) absolutely relevant. They were poles apart. 
….describe what is expected at a high performing front line 
manager…. But it was slow build….nothing that would be 
an immediate help to ANTA…… The framework …spelled 

FMI formation 
National figures 
Relational values 
Expressive values 
Cohesion 

Consultation and 
piloted. 

Generic - contested 
Industry validated 
Learning, facilitative, 
and diversity based. 
 

Enduring (to 2003) 
Framework of leading. 
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out…what was required of FLMs …in the workplace. They 
are a great set of competencies. The front line management 
competences are the centrepiece ….the link with other 
major components …. business goals ….assessment 
….development of competency. We snuck it in to a couple, 
about relationships and so on. … Feedback from clients & 
colleagues ….person learning style….alternative 
approaches ….which facilitate learning. I think in the end 
there was a lot of compromises. There is a total alignment 
between….. generic - customisation  -contextualisation. 
…is based on a compliance and enforcement role for 
frontline managers, not the facilitative role in embodied by 
the other units (H&S). authoritarian  structures don’t work 
that well any more. 

Positioning 
Collusion 
Focus 
Exceptions 
Analysis node 

Basis for extension 
laterally vertically and 
horizontally 

Strategic move to 
flexible learning 
VET agenda 

ANTA and the States were still pumping money into 
curriculum development…. There was a regulatory and 
technical mindset…we needed to move from….. 
and the accreditation boards controlled course 
development.….no one prescription for best practice….. 
learning is not yet a fashionable term…pilot for package 
agenda…‘this is not a course’.. ..does not present an 
ideological position about the best way to learn. We wanted 
to create a system where ….they had the freedom to devise 
learning experiences….that would take people to outcomes. 
It was important that it did not become a course….what we 
did not want….we were aggressive in our 
statements…..there was a deliberate attempt…..I kept 
asking. The peak bodies were scandalized. David Vines 
ever understood it. Terry's almost action research….. 
program broad, flexible, future oriented…. cutting edge 
stuff. ….pretty radical motion…. learning through a variety 
of formal and informal, structured and unstructured 
experiences including learning from the work role and from 
work relationships; from self-development. ….they keep 
asking for the curriculum…. something as an arrowhead… 
In the FMI the learning model…. test the learning model… 

FMI formation 
Prosody 
Expressive values 
Active / Passive 
Declarative 
Genre 
Positioning 
Focus 
Goals 
Capability 

Changing learning 
focus to learners. 
 
Move from compliance 
and regulatory 
approach to 
performance focus. 

Multiple unique 
patterns 
Contesting curriculum 
led system. 
 
Radical learning 
technology 
experimentation. 
 
Paradigm shift. 
 
Learning mode reflects 
managing agenda. 

Pervasive against 
curriculum led system 
(scandalised). 
 
FMI is a Trojan Horse. 
 
Crafted invisibility. 
( learner and enterprise 
led). 
 
Pervasive discourse of 
local ownership and 
partnership. 
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moving past the notion of a single course….…..ambiguity is 
in the model. Career Development and organisational 
strategies linked. …having a good look in the mirror. Its an 
evolution of learning from a business perspective. 

Relocating 
learning 

It was the time when we were trying to move CBT into the 
workplace ….emphasis is on locating learning with in the 
workplace. Integrated workplace. The FMI emphasis is on 
locating learning within the workplace, and empowering 
enterprises to develop their own systems of staff 
development… the context of the management job itself. 
Competency must be demonstrated….the performance of 
work, locates learning in the workplace….. they work out in 
the great sandy desert and the supervisor may sleep on a 
swag or in a caravan. 

FMI formation 
National figures 
Cohesion 
Genre 
Positioning 
Missing voices 

Workplace locations Relational changes 
Accommodating dual 
productions 

Relational changes 
Accommodating dual 
productions 

Displacing 
training 
practices 

There always was a lot of workplace based learning … but 
it was unstructured ….shoot them off to the one day 
courses…. disparate and divorced…..sporadic approach. 
….challenge the traditionalists….. issued a booklet and put 
in people’s pigeon holes. Development is a more powerful 
word than training…..there were many ways to achieve 
competency against the standards and prevent proprietary 
interest. laying siege or claim to the FMI. … kept the 
curriculum dogs penned and barking furiously at each other. 
The FMI is not a training programme. Challenge the VET 
system to move. (Not) back to school. 
(An) organisational approach. On the job - little re 
cognition,  unconscious,  not assessable,  not quantifiable. 
When participants are asked to put it (the training) in 
context and bring it back into the workplace and convert it 
into actions, it has been difficult. ….have incorporated some 
concepts into our own systems. ...training by 
opportunity......a sheep dip approach…. So there are many 
obsolete files around the place…. are a number of small 
courses that we send them on…..relies heavily on good 
luck, bad luck and personalities…… MD wanting them to 
crawl before they walked. 

Focus groups 
Powerco 
Environco 
Active/Passive 
Positioning 
Focus 
Missing voices 
Alternatives 

Remove courses and 
OJT 

Dissatisfaction with 
past practices. 
 
Strategic use of data 
base to ‘hold’ 
curriculum producers. 
 
TAFE capability 
concerns as primary 
delivering agent. 

Pervasive management 
attitude. 
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Marketing ….started talking about a frontline manager ‘initiative’ it 
was purposeful….to detach it from the course agenda…..a 
professional product, broad, validated approach ….what 
worried me about that….is that we would not exploit it 
fully….. I had great scepticism that it might get 
captured…..provider captured…if was not a commercial 
operation….…..there were people who thought that it 
should not be published….the industry bodies made money 
from the sale of materials. The FMI was a successful 
prototype (unlike the training packages) ….it was written so 
an ordinary person could understand it. And not sure what 
the intentions of the business ITAB are.... a powerful action 
learning approach. I don’t think ANTA saw it as their….. 
launch in September 1998. Minister. RPL 
The RPL model was largely emphasized and promoted… 
fundamentals of management of the workplace. Promoted 
as a product and not as a development solution. 

FMI formation 
Relational values 
Active/Passive 
Positioning 
Focus 
Capability 

Presenting as not a 
course. 
 
National Qualification 
Flexible process 
Career building 
Organisational 
developing. 

Commodification of 
the concept to prevent 
abuse. 
 
Still a set of words 
open to enterprise 
interpretation. 
 
Offers : 
Produce innovation  
Assess FLMs 
Diverse paths 
A strategy for MD 
Business driven. 
 

Strongly presented by 
unique commercial 
contract. 
 
Mixed discourse of 
workplace learning and 
RCC. 

Coercive agendas ….become a regulatory requirement. Instigated by 19 
deaths. 

Secondary cases 
Active/ Passive 

Mandatory 
certification. 

Brokerage by Chamber 
of WA. 

Brokerage of effective 
practice. 

Desire for 
cultural change 

….cultural change was the catalyst or driver. High strategic 
use with FMI users. To spearhead change. Sell as skilling 
then get culture change. Always struggled with the same 
things about work responsibility. …..program logic process. 
….process that could umbrella the whole organisation. 

FMI formation 
Survey 
Secondary cases 
Powerco 
Environco 

CBMD = cultural 
change. 

Strategic intent. Strength related the 
management intent. 
Requires clearly 
articulated objectives. 
 
Environco establish 
cultural goals through 
program logic 
objectives. 

Privileging 
relational 
capability 

….from technical to relationship skills. ….hide in the more 
technical.….were crying out for it,. We have excellent 
technical staff…  to make them into leaders its taken this. 
The wrong people were promoted, cop to coach….. real 
dovetailing. …. not elitist stuff. 

Focus groups 
Powerco 
Environco 
Expressive values 

Technical to Manager 
skills 

Instituting a managing 
agenda 

Primary organisational 
motivation 

Partnerships If they didn't want it – they don't understand it…..we 
worked out very quickly that it's a partnership. ….three 
consultants… a brokerage role within the organisation. 

FMI formation 
Network figures 
Finco 

Cognitive engagement 
critical 

Unique negotiated 
realities. 
 

Multiple perspectives 
critical. 
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TAFE at the time was very variable….. Brokerage and 
knowledge of processes. Enthusiastic about (the) evaluation. 
Believe the future of training in Australia is based on a 
collaborative approach. ….value of using a team approach 
and are forming alliances. …….need to tailor their FMI 
services. Ability to work as a change agent – RTO…. that 
means people becoming actively involved. Consultants on a 
needs basis. …have a brokerage role within he organisation 
now. FMI then marks the move of learning in (by) 
negotiation in the workplace…. the negotiation in setting up 
the training processes is the same as the negotiation but the 
learners do. 

Environco 
Prosody 
Relational values 
Expressive values 
Cohesion 
Active / Passive 
Declarative Analysis 
node  

Invite external partners 
in. 
 
Establishing 
negotiation as a process 
of managing and 
enacting learning. 
 
Managing partnership 
and negotiation mirrors 
subsequent learning 
negotiation. 

Powerco sack their 
provider. 
 
Environco use 
significant brokerage. 

Champions Well pushed by the CO… 
EM going to champion it. 
Seen as prestigious by the Secretary. 
….substantial investment 
GM would need to drive the program through. 

Secondary cases 
Powerco 
Environco 
Active / Passive 
Collusions 

Symbolic leadership. Powerful support of 
agenda. 

Critical strategic 
ingredient. 

Learning 
experimentation 

….freedom to make mistakes…there is no heavy hand of 
management ….fairly healthy budget. ….the bigger risk on 
the second day. It’s a major paradigm shift…. an action 
learning programme, which involves an element of 
calculated risk. Terry's almost action research. I put up a 
paper to our deputy secretary. ….not all action learning 
projects are going to be successful….. cutting edge stuff,  
pretty radical motion. ….an action learning programme, 
which involves an element of calculated risk 

Secondary cases 
Powerco 
Environco 
Active / Passive 
Collusions 

Symbolic leadership. Powerful support of 
agenda. 

Critical strategic 
ingredient. 

Enactment 
diversity 

Primary cases studies are not untypical of wider population. 
No one size fits all….is not as anal retentive. 

Environco 
Experience values 
Active / Passive 
Declarative 

Managing freedom. Risk of new practices. Management 
legitimises new 
learning space 
emergence. 
 
High level of managing 
freedom at Environco. 
Environco coordinator 
works 4 day week. 
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Coordinator role Co-ordinators found the role time-consuming and 
challenging. You need a dedicated coordinator. (We are) 
also at an external provider. Never had anything like this  
sometimes it's just chaos  - sometimes you know clearly. 
….its about a statement of what I believed it was not. (a 
course). I had over 100 people ringing me. I think you have 
to model as an organisation self directed learning and 
people have had the opportunity to choose to do it or not. 
Human sculpture- human ascent… oh my god how did we 
get ourselves into this. What's important is being part of the 
Co-ordinator network ! I haven't time to read my fucking e-
mail. I managed to figure out what FMI was about….. we 
are in…. running this programme. Gratefully and greedily 
received……. And it was almost like I was learning as I 
was telling people. You need a driver for a change. ….no 
idea where I was going…..sleepless nights. …….we are 
leading… let's do it ….ambiguity of this. That's something 
we are learning as we go along…. very time intensive big 
commitment. 

FMI formation 
Powerco 
Environco 
Prosody 
Experience values 
Expressive values 
Cohesion 
Active / Passive 
Declarative 
Positioning 
Goals 
Missing voices 

Move to managing 
learning from 
contacting learning out 
to other external 
agencies. 
 
Moving to a powerful 
relational role within 
the organisation. 

Agenda leader. 
Active chaotic 
engagement. 
 
Knowledge making. 
Constructing internal 
learning networks 
Extending external 
networks and scanning. 
Primary cases engaging 
with researcher. 
 
Thick performances 
position the 
coordinator at the hub 
of new learning 
system, displacing the 
institutional models 

Determined by 
management values. 
Passionate 
coordinators. 
 
Powerco have external 
RTO experience to 
provide a rich 
advanced platform for 
the FMI. 
 
Powerco learn through 
3 stage pilot. 
 
Environco vocalise 
ambiguity of the model 
and uncertainty of 
action. Diversity 
valued. 
 
All primary cases have 
Masters HRD 
capability 

Multiple paths ….thicker performance…its not just one issue …it needs 
the full Monty. One is the Rolls Royce model. There are no 
right and wrong answers….. it’s own cultural setting and 
devise a system of learning that best suits it…. is no one 
prescription. Larger organisation. No we don’t have the 
resources to do that. 

Focus group Network 
figures 
Expressive values 
Declarative 
Positioning  
Alternatives 

Diversity of practices. Diversity of practices 
produces greater 
outcomes. 

Developmental models 
produce learning 
agendas. 
 
Subsequent moves to 
standardise the 
diversity. 

Manager support Co-ordinators found the role time-consuming and 
challenging. You need a dedicated coordinator. (We are) 
also at an external provider. Never had anything like this  
sometimes it's just chaos  - sometimes you know clearly. 
….its about a statement of what I believed it was not. (a 
course). I had over 100 people ringing me. I think you have 

FMI formation 
Powerco 
Environco 
Prosody 
Experience values 
Expressive values 

Move to managing 
learning from 
contacting learning out 
to other external 
agencies. 
 

Agenda leader. 
Active chaotic 
engagement. 
 
Knowledge making. 
Constructing internal 

Determined by 
management values. 
Passionate 
coordinators. 
 
Powerco have external 
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to model as an organisation self directed learning and 
people have had the opportunity to choose to do it or not. 
Human sculpture- human ascent… oh my god how did we 
get ourselves into this. What's important is being part of the 
Co-ordinator network ! I haven't time to read my fucking e-
mail. I managed to figure out what FMI was about….. we 
are in…. running this programme. Gratefully and greedily 
received……. And it was almost like I was learning as I 
was telling people. You need a driver for a change. ….no 
idea where I was going…..sleepless nights. …….we are 
leading… let's do it ….ambiguity of this. That's something 
we are learning as we go along…. very time intensive big 
commitment. 
 

Cohesion 
Active / Passive 
Declarative 
Positioning 
Goals 
Missing voices 

Moving to a powerful 
relational role within 
the organisation. 
 

learning networks 
Extending external 
networks and scanning. 
Primary cases engaging 
with researcher. 
 
Thick performances 
position the 
coordinator at the hub 
of new learning 
system, displacing the 
institutional models 

RTO experience to 
provide a rich 
advanced platform for 
the FMI. 
 
Powerco learn through 
3 stage pilot. 
 
Environco vocalise 
ambiguity of the model 
and uncertainty of 
action. Diversity 
valued. 
 
All primary cases have 
Masters HRD 
capability 

Engaging 
managers 

Coaching program, it didn't get off the ground. Better 
briefing of the line managers.…..we enrolled a group of 
coaches. Mentor development – focus them on their own 
learning support and training….. they came forward with 
the ideas of how to change the situation ….by brainstorming 
and action planning…I watched it happen…. This is not a 
course…..the penny has dropped…. But I think there are a 
lot more pennies up. Training mentors.  Mentors - focus 
them on their own learning. The Learning Framework. 
wham bam” workshop. Lack of understanding of its intent. 
….be carefully explained….. in hindsight it didn’t contain 
much information on coaching. to the uninitiated it sounds 
like training gobbledegook…. you can pick up an 
understanding of competency- based training environment 
and terminology, but an understanding of management 
development is harder to come by. 

Finco 
Powerco 
Environco 
Active / Passive 
Declarative 
Positioning 
Collusions 
Focus 
Missing voices 
Alternatives 

Manager inclusion 
determined by internal 
education. 

Generally poor 
practices and self 
criticism. 
 
Engagement in process 
most successful as 
active learners. 

Area of greatest regret 
for coordinators. 
 
Extended and proactive 
engagement of 
coaches/mentors by 
Powerco prior to the 
FMI 

Grounding in the 
business 

….align the FMI to business planning. What are the key 
business drivers you want ?….integrated within an 
organisations’ business, strategic plan and human resources 

FMI formation 
Experience values 
Active /Passive 

Customisation Local engagement 
processes. 
 

Determined by FMI 
manager values 
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strategy…..tailored to the company.….synergy between 
personal missions and work challenges, and organisational 
achievement. Engineered to be Invisible. …driving seat 
…their own decisions….…..and integrated with real 
work….….not even the managers of participants linked 
FMI objectives to the business needs. . The framework was 
set up for us to make it a success. 

Declarative 
Positioning  
Collusion 
Missing voices 
Analysis 

Active customisation 
of materials 

Local ownership …was critical develop the networks around the 
organisation, create synergies. The steering group…. is 
working as an action learning group. Each pilot site to have 
a coordinator. ….people are responsible for their actions 
and if you give them authority and the autonomy to do great 
things, that they usually do……it was almost like people 
had never realised before that to get anything done you had 
to have ownership. …..the penny has dropped….  It's about 
learning as you go. This group is battling with the 
establishment process. It's not a crime to have faith in them. 
Central support mechanism available to support local sites. 
The law of two feet. Steering committee had input to define 
the organisation's needs.. Keep Steering Group Involved 

Environco 
Experience values 
Expressive values 
Cohesion 
Active / Passive 
Declarative 

Localise learning 
power 

Decisions of managing 
at community level. 
 
Take on action learning 
approach that mirrors 
learner journey. 
 
Requires investment 
substantively and 
cognitively. 
 
Produces micro 
training champions. 

Reflects learner led 
model in the managing 
process. 
 
Ironic absence of 
money at Finco. 
 
Environco enact a 
clutch of self managing 
pilots. 
 
Diversity is negotiated 
in each pilot. Power of 
selecting coordinator 
and provider. 

Mass ….it may need a critical mass. The draw back is that 
everybody hasn’t gone through it. We’ve got swamped and 
had over 230 people. The program, it’s not a huge number. 
If they can change those guys it will definitely have some 
sort of impact. I am not sure if we have the right critical 
mass….. squeezing a big block in the middle, which you 
have limited tentacles in the management leadership at the 
moment. (FLMs) was generating critical mass. 

Focus groups 
Secondary cases 
Finco 
Powerco 
Cohesion 
Questioning 
Focus 

Proportion of system 
engaged. 

Need sufficient for 
agenda setting. 
 
Key indicator of 
enterprise investment, 
substantively and 
cognitively. 
 
Need tentacles in 
focused areas. 

Determined by 
manager engagement 
and pilot size. 
Powerco l3 pilots 
groups - low mass 
Finco – over-mass 
 
Environco coordinator 
network spans the 
organisation. 

Learner 
engagement 

Immature FLMs  after recognition and management skill. 
I was so excited when I got in. Mature FLMs are equally 
motivated by personal desires for learning and by 
certification attainment.….that it’s actually done in situ….  

Questionnaires 
prosody Powerco 
Alternatives 

Shorter term 
perspective self 
Longer term 
perspective – work 

Inclusion in managing 
– Finco Culture seen as 
profit driven - 
symbolic focus on 

LT Evident in 
Powerco. 
  
ST Evident in Finco. 
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Intelligent learner engagement - Voluntary participants with 
scepticism. FLMs are high qualified. …..they were going to 
do it over their dead body. 

integrated. people . 
- Powerco personal and 
organisational survival. 
- fractured and 
polarised between old 
and new ways of doing 
things.  
-Environco - 
Organisation as a series 
of public service 
subcultures. 

 
Mature learner 
responses in  
Environco often higher 
degree qualified. 

Learner selection ….the right people on it 
The initial group were handpicked 
….to make an informed decision to take part. 

Questionnaires 
Collusions 
Positioning 

Dynamic perspective. Mutual selection 
decisions associated 
with thick 
performances. 

Mutual selection 
favoured. 

Self Assessment Diagnostics - that's the best so far. Using them as a signpost. 
….that was a significant. Development plans.. 

Environco 
Prosody  
Genre 

Developing self 
assessment skills. 

Diagnostics involve 
360 degree feedback. 

Strong focus of 
developmental process. 

Learner led …..it's a major paradigm shift –- responsibility for our own 
learning. The individual takes responsibility….. to reflect on 
how they did work….a self paced programme they have to 
learn to manage time. ….they took control…manage the 
projects rather than the staff. , it’s a shift in them accepting 
responsibility for themselves and their learning. They 
basically let us make decisions. Self-guiding learning 
packages. guided self- learning. Part of me is in denial - I 
am at the searching for meaning bit. Experiential action 
learning – that’s how I see it. More things come into 
learning when you do it that way. …… They become self-
governing. help our employees to help themselves. very self 
paced. 

FMI formation 
Network figures 
Secondary cases 
Powerco 
Environco 
Experience values 
Expressive values 
Active /Passive 
Positioning 

Individual management 
of learning. 

Self –responsibility 
 
Develops practices of 
reflective self -
monitoring. 

Critical manager 
support. 
 
Marks the change in 
responsibility of 
learning in thick 
models 
 
Powerco display 
facilitation of learner 
needs – syndicates are 
learner formed and led. 

Learning 
diversity 

I have two sites….. and what works at one will not work at 
the other. A variety of learning strategies will be used. 
….there is a whole range of things that they can choose 
from to fill those skills….self paced many participants have 
lost momentum the problem with self-direction is often 

Environco 
Experience values 
Cohesion 
Active/Passive 
Positioning 

Multiple methods and 
success of programme. 

Mix of group and self 
learning practices. 
 
Workshops of 
prescriptive and 

Strength in meeting 
different learning 
patterns with support. 
 
Centralised 
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management values….. hybrid workplace processes. How 
much variation in design can be tolerated. Face to face catch 
up. 

Focus 
Exceptions 
Analysis node 

facilitative agendas. prescription at Finco. 

Learner 
interactive 
processes 

….accrediting competence is done with planning and 
reflection and are enthusiastic about the discourse materials. 
Created a strong flexible and creative workshop 
environment Any generic forms of training were avoided 
whenever possible.  ….we really wanted to energise them… 
lecture style didn’t fit. Those of you work in rural locations, 
contact us and will discuss options. Bower bird. They spent 
their lives doing things for the company and having to 
program their own time to do something for themselves.  
 

FMI formation 
Finco 
Declarative 
Focus 
Exceptions 
Analysis node 

Flexible learning 
process for 
Management 
development. 

Flexibility associated 
with developmental 
thick programmes. 
 
Active evidence 
collection becomes a 
cultural footprint of the 
FMI. 

Strong relationship 
with active FMI 
management. 
 
High Involvement and 
participation Environco 
and Powerco. 

New learning 
spaces and 
networks 

They formed groups, they shared their own experiences  
we allowed them to call experts in and out….then grouped 
into syndicates so if 10 people. I guess we’d sort of call 
them learning circles. Develop cells. 
Self governing groups. ….learning from the people around 
you …..have joined forces as a small coaching group. 
…..clusters of people get together and have a discussion 
regularly. We also had a buddy system…. to develop the 
networks….. fishbowl exercise. 

Powerco 
Environco 
Relational values 
Active / Passive 
Positioning 
Collusions 
Focus 

New learning forums 
networks. 

Learner led – multiple 
agendas. 
 
Extending network to 
other organisations. 
 
Using managers as 
expert presenters. 

Servicing small groups 
– continue on. Thick 
enactment. 
 
Finco uses managers as 
presenters. 
 
Powerco syndicates 
become new spaces of 
knowing. 

Strategic 
projects 

….workplace-based projects on the agenda as well. Projects 
are being scoped better now. 

Secondary cases 
Valued processes 

Contextual relevance. Provides early 
outcomes. 

Induces partnerships. 

Structural 
barriers 

…. Could not get away from the unit of student contact 
hours of funding…… there's got to be x amount of hours to 
make a qualification. can't put them through FMI if you 
can't give them the experiences to develop. 

FMI formation 
Exceptions 

Initiation – Incentive. Conflicted with course 
mentality and funding. 

Restrained flexible 
delivery processes. 

Pitch conflict …. they obviously found it a bit below them….. So there is 
that little bit of I suppose some tertiary elitism going on. I 
find slightly offensive. 

Exceptions 
Missing voices 

CBT – Academic 
divide 

Polarised response. Minor but singular area 
of method rejection. 

Process 
corruption 

….extreme bastardisation occurs. certain qualifications are 
highly corrupt. There is no RCC because of the strategic 
intents. Be careful - not too quick  (or you'll miss the 
learning). You’ve got to say certain qualifications are highly 

Network figures 
Secondary cases 
Expressive values 
Focus 

Coursification. 
 
RCC scams. 
 

Marketing privileged 
over learning. 
 
Distaste for course 

Pervasive in national 
market 
 
RCC emphasis 
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corrupt. Having somebody from outside do it from cold, 
they weren’t full briefed on our organisation. collecting a 
box of old work. It ends up being a tick in the box… a lot of 
training providers the TAFE system in most areas are trying 
to convert it into another training course. Yes, running (the 
FMI) like X does, is really missing the whole point 
(Individual distance learning FMI). we believe your own 
personal experience and networking during this training will 
be so valuable that we don’t want to waste it by RPLing you 
through any of the training. 

Exceptions 
Alternatives 
Analysis node 

Past orientated. based enactment in 
HRD community. 

diminished ‘learning’ 
focus. 

Textualisation Literacy Pre assessment. Bang, you would think of 
something and write it on a piece of paper. And the 
literacy….. the problem of the literacy levels where they 
feel threatened. 

Secondary cases 
Collusions 
Missing voices 

Exposes literacy issues Forces cognitive 
engagement. 
Associated language 
support. 

In technical 
environments more 
than knowledge 
environments 

Unsupported ….some FLMs feel unsupported in their learning by their 
managers. Only had maybe a quarter of our participants 
submit a portfolio of evidence. Share experience (of 
evidence collection, and let people see). Not supported.  
There’s a lot of people just slipped away…. 

Finco 
Environco 
Missing voices 

Fade from programme. Isolation – dislocation 
of learning. 

Strong when manager 
involvement low. 

Uptake Growth – 13 % quite good actually…..40,000 infrastructure. 
Overwhelming enthusiasm…. 

Survey 
Analysis node 

Broad engagement 
with the FMI. 

Larger organisations. Significant footholds. 

Cultural impact …at the door you can feel something special. Challenge the 
system. Outside of the ‘box’. More embracing of 
change….it’s a bit stiff. Makes them question a lot more. 
Every contact leaves a trace - this is an intervention. There's 
the ripple thing. ….a multiplier of 4 on their needs…... 
Instead of pockets its become a culture. Geee - not just a 
little bit - we are fiddling around with a whole organisation. 
Seeping its way into the organisations. The most 
confronting changes…..the ability to live with uncertainty 
and ambiguity. ….they have never had an appeal in eight 
years…. It's a complex beast with tentacles - a new 
organisation making a new mindset. If you train your people 
you’ll leave them, what happens if you don’t train them, 
they’ll stay.  You have to be learning……if you are not 
learning we are not learning. ….you can see that there is 

Focus groups 
Questionnaires 
Finco 
Environco 
Experience values 
Expressive values 
Questioning 
Positioning 
Focus 
Goals 
Missing voices 
Capability 

Cultural change results, 
the FMI activity 
contests existing 
practices. 
 
Lack of impact linked 
to inadequate 
enactment. 
 
FLM positioned as the 
most important change-
agent. 

Deep enthusiasm – 
disturbs existing 
patterns of 
performance. 
 
Actors at the edge are 
interpreting culture to 
others and being asked 
to reinterpret culture 
themselves. 
 
Changes enterprise 
attitudes to workplace 
learning and 
developing structures 

Pervasive – especially 
thick performances. 
 
Evidence often 
immature and rather 
too early. 
 
Powerco enact the FMI 
performance while 
significantly cutting 
depots and staff 
numbers.  
 
In primary case study 
sites cultural impact is 
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that conflict coming up on their faces. ….pushing 
organisations to change their culture in that way. … Very 
positive reactions. Like an octopus….. to drive change. rub 
off on other managers. if you're not part of the FMI 
programme….one outcome of FMI can be considerable 
agitation against established systems. ….every learner a 
learner to win a few more.. guys over. Its 
permeating…..mentors management coaches assessors 
talking together. 

within enterprises that 
support workplace 
learning. 
 
Considerable tensions 
in the spaces of change.

mediated by ratio of 
manager involvement. 

Exploring 
managing 
identity 

….to re-evaluate my skills, use it as a benchmark. 
increase in confidence. confident that I’m doing the right 
thing. A lot more confident in. I am starting to take more 
control over my own destiny.….lot more tools a better 
understanding….so humans live in language…..make you 
think like a manager and management issues. Improved 
leadership capability. Self confidence …organising myself. 
life-changing experience for me. What a journey we had 
been on heh? ….exploring role boundaries and constructing. 
I can use some of those skills. …individual takes 
responsibility. ….in pride of place. It does raise people’s 
awareness about what they’re doing. ……you are actually 
creating knowledge about management from other people.  
That is what’s valuable to you, I mean it might be in the 
book, but you’re actually building your own framework 
which are useful in this situation. 

FMI formation 
Focus groups 
Secondary cases 
Finco 
Powerco 
Environco 
Prosody 
Expressive values 
Cohesion 
Declarative 
Positioning 
Goals 
Valued processes 
Analysis node 

Self evaluation 
and skill building. 
 
Shaping managing 
subjectivity. 
 
Producing managing 
identity. 
 
Professional and 
managerial identity. 

More than skilling. 
Building capability and 
confidence. 
 
Extending identity 
integrates practices of 
reflective monitoring 
of learning into self 
managing practices: 
 
Identity seeking 
Managing tools 
Interactional capability 
Direction forming. 

Pervasive – strong 
links to thick 
enactments. 
 
Powerco engage in 
specific management 
language workshops. 
 
Identity work is a 
continuous and 
pervasive social 
practice. 

Team relations ….more encouragement to the team and said thank you 
more often. Everyone gets to have their say. How are we 
going to do it 
Understanding of how their team can learn. Better decisions 
and improve teamwork. I’m developing my people more. 
Building capability….. (cascade) the organisation. I learned 
to involve them big time.  
….in terms of how people relate to one another and their 
relationships. More teamwork - then thinking about the 
quality of our systems and processes.….like an octopus – 
with my team. ….ownership of an issue of an outcome by 

Network figures 
Secondary cases 
Questionnaire 
Finco 
Powerco 
Environco 
Relational values 
Expressive values 
Questioning 
Focus 

Improved group 
relationships. 

Listening and 
including. 
 
Improved service 
Reduced rework 
Faster delivery 
At Environco. 

Strong in thick 
performances. 
 
Pools of Finco 
evidence. 
 
Powerco evidence. 
 
Environco evidence 
very strong. 
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the team. Going in to bat for their staff. See we are 
interested in them as a person - that we can achieve as a 
team . Now he listens to each and tries to work out what is 
wrong and help them sort out. The ability to build teams. 

FLM inclusion …bigger picture, inclusion….better informed decisions-  
bigger picture. Focus on what you’re doing. It's been the 
best morale-booster for me. They are treating us seriously as 
a group…..terrifying and the best of times - now I am 
unbearable.….been very very successful.. ….future 
responsibility… never had an appeal. ….to demonstrate 
management commitment. No strategy for those who won't 
be enrolled - either work-sites or individuals. ….now we 
need a broker to the non-the participants…. I’ve heard a 
couple of people say -why wasn’t I nominated. 

Survey 
Questionnaire 
Finco 
Environco 
Prosody 
Focus 
Goals 
Exceptions 
Missing voices 

Part of (new) managing 
network. 
 
 
Excludes non FMI 
managers. 

Strategic awareness 
Morale boost 
 
Muscular inclusion is 
shifted towards 
cognitive inclusion and 
emotional inclusion. 
 
Concerns about the 
employee body migrate 
towards sustainable 
cognitive contribution. 

Strong evidence in case 
studies Powerco & 
Environco. 
 
Visible investment in 
FLMs and their 
agency.  
 
Moves to 
accommodate the 
tensions in the 
relationship between 
the managerial self and 
the wider self. 

Managing 
networks 

….opens up the communication channels between you and 
your manager. Management need to comfortable with staff 
doing different things new things. more thinking about 
things and planning process. Network psyche. Networking 
is also seen as an advantage. Part of a network…. 
networking and support. I was networking big time. 
Fantastic, the networking is just priceless. We are building a 
network of learning - but also it will be a network of 
managers in this organisation. Women would ask different 
questions. And seek different solutions…. that's happening 
a lot between the various syndicate members. Recognising 
each others skills as a network. who are now running the 
show but they were mainly women. The scope of people 
they can talk to is bigger than what it used to be. What’s 
important is being part of the coordinator network. We are 
now part of a virtual organisation (club within the 
organisation). It reflects the female management. We are 
building a network of learning - but also it will be a network 

FMI formation 
Focus groups 
Secondary cases 
Questionnaires 
Powerco 
Environco 
Expressive values 
Missing voices 
Valued processes 
Analysis node 

Manager – manager 
interaction. 
 
Embedding the cultural 
change. 

Networks of learning 
produce networks of 
managing – reflective 
conversations. 
 
Dialogue diversity. 
Structures of change. 
 
Women establish a 
confidence to be there. 
 
Tool of positive action. 
 
Succession options. 
 
Mechanism for 
developing collective 
competency. 

Strong evidence in case 
studies Powerco & 
Environco. 
 
Visible investment in 
FLMs and their 
agency.  
 
Moves to 
accommodate the 
tensions in the 
relationship between 
the managerial self and 
the wider self. 
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of managers in this organisation. 
Managing 
practices 

In self paced programme they have to learn to manage time. 
(The FMI) says ambiguity is safe…… 
Self responsibility. Changed the language of managing…. 
Inclusive language…. A culture that encourages middle-
managers to learn and take risks. People can live with the 
ambiguity if they can see (some) tangibles. If Environco is 
sufficiently sophisticated to implement the FMI…….. 
maybe it's more advanced (than we realise in management 
thinking). There is a link between learning and change 
being made. Management as coaching…. going outside of 
the box 

Secondary cases 
Powerco 
Environco 
Experience values 
Expressive values 
Genre 
Goals 

Learning lessons are 
managing lessons 

Modes of learning and 
learning managing 
migrate to become  
workplace practices 
and attitudes. 
 
Management allocation 
of time on learning 
practices. 

Mode of learning 
extends managing 
identity 

Cultural unity There’s more working together. We’d still be fighting 
against every bit of change.….the FMI has been the 
lubricant - made at a time when they have closed depots, 
and down sized by 25 %. ….without the FMI  the traditional 
conflict would have happened. Helping make one 
Environco. We are developing a language…getting rid of 
interdepartmental bickering…..this breaks boundaries. It’s 
helping with a lot of networking. It's breaking down the 
institutional barriers. It's about working across silos - 
building up networks. We never realised that we could do 
things together…share sessions and resources…maybe even 
coaches between units. 

Focus groups 
Secondary cases 
Powerco 
Environco 
Experience values 
Goals 
Analysis node 

Linking sub cultures 
from joint learning 
platforms 

Extension of learning 
relations. 
 
FMI rarely occurring in 
a vacuum.  
 
Unification of 
departments inevitably 
dislocates pre-existing 
networks. 

Strong in 
developmental models. 
 
Migration of learning 
relationships into cross 
sector managing 
relationships in each 
primary case study. 

Learning agenda ….becoming embedded learning language. Getting it on the 
agenda which means they can talk it. Management should 
recognise the validity of this process….action learning 
approach. Changed the language  whole new way of talking 
and thinking. ….learning part of the core business…..link 
between learning and change being made. The 
conversations are about learning….. The model of practice - 
it is not in the book - its in experience …..meeting they 
couldn't shut them up about (FMI).A best practice model 
has been formed by. Steering group's vocalising - benefits 
of training. Keeping FMI Moving and Improving. Visioning 
what will second-generation FMI look like . Report back -  

Secondary cases 
Environco 
Experience values 
Declarative 
Questioning 
Positioning 
Collusions 
Capability 

Creates workplace 
learning agenda. 
 
The FMI becomes a 
litmus test for 
organisations. The 
emerging practices of 
workplace 
management learning 
and manager behaviour 
are the tangible 
evidence which 

Management practice 
driven. 
 
Coordinators/Str group 
members and mentors 
etc enacting changed 
model.  
 
Established roles 
within enterprise. 
 
Visible investment and 

Strong in thick 
performances. 
 
Establishes learning as 
negotiation and 
displace learning as 
acquisition. 
 
Establishes learning as 
core capability of 
managing. 
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build a collective ideal. …actually being quite open about 
their development needs.  I just know that I'm included (in 
learning). Trainers become facilitators .. not demonstrators  
of culture. changing the culture of learning. …legitimised a 
lot of things. Learning is being positioned as a core 
organisational capability. 

indicate the extent to 
which the organisation 
recognises the situated 
and distributed nature 
of knowledge, and 
values the processes of 
workplace learning as 
core organisational 
capability. 

inclusion in learning. Establishes learning 
conversations and 
dialectic. 
 
At Environco it is 
strong enough to 
survive a dynasty 
change. 

Learning 
capability and 
spaces 

I don't think I understood that when I started.  
If we run it - we (Environco) may charge you. 
coordinators network is kind of a professional development 
network. …developing understanding and ability to manage 
workplace learning…..this year and a half ago we didn't 
know the options or the questions. We have an alumni 
group we can use now. Senior managers modelling 
championing and learning risk-taking habits…..senior 
managers understanding the benefits of action 
learning….coordinator skills and knowledge interlinked to a 
provider network. Learning can move from a ‘shopping list 
training culture’, ….now I am unbearable ….I just want to 
get on to mentoring others. Changed steering groups to 
Learning and Development groups. Diversified learning 
methods. Leadership in Open Space requires that one set the 
direction, define and honour the space. Some organisations 
have been  able to deliver it themselves. …get ownership of 
this process. No program currently in existence to support 
graduates of FMI. 

Environco 
Experience values 
Expressive values 
Active / Passive 
Goals 
Missing voices 

Building capability – 
resources, routines and 
social capital. 
 
Pedagogic 
understanding. 

Knowledges- options – 
networks of capability. 
 
Active management of 
providers. 
 
Focus on next 
generation. 
 
Evidence of workplace 
learning architecture. 

Learning capability 
growth within the 
primary case study 
organisations – choose 
to drive or employ. 
 
Environco takes on 
moderation sessions 
with provider group. 
 
Environco FMI 
coordinators become 
learning facilitators. 
 
Environco FMI 
Steering Groups 
become Learning and 
Development 
committees 

Strategic 
partners 

Its part of much bigger changes. Big handful of ping pong 
balls. Organisation of first choice, …a small change can 
have a big effect. …..leadership is separate ..different 
place…investors in people …link between their investment. 
fits in with the HRD Strategy. No single factor…..could by 
itself have brought about the change that has taken place. 

Network figures 
Secondary cases 
Finco 
Environco 
Relational values 
Positioning 
Collusion 
Alternatives 

FMI and surrounding 
initiatives 

Linked change pattern 
is mutually supportive 
 
Visible supporting 
symbolic and strategic 
focus on people. 

Strength in holistic 
bundled agenda. 
 
Finco symbolically 
supported, but 
leadership modelling 
detached. 
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Environco cushions 
FMI with suite of HR 
policies. 

System linked Its (the FMI) not stable (pools) … It needs to be in the 
corporate plan….tied in….on their agenda. Important to 
include in the PPS. (performance review). No mystery or 
flavour ….it needs to be on the agenda. FMI can help with 
succession planning. Links to performance management. 
 

Finco 
Relational values 
Positioning 
Goals 

FMI linked to PI’s / 
selection criteria. 

Formal integration – on 
strategic plan and as a 
PI. 

Sustainable patterns – 
tied to ongoing 
agendas. 
 
Finco not on PIs. 

Feedback loop 
 
                   53 factors 

They need a central point... some kind of agency. 
FMI is it!  Yet we are not comparing it to anything else in a 
structured way. 

FMI formation 
Goals 
Alternatives 

Recursive development 
process. 

Distribution pattern 
one way. 

National invisibility 
precludes networking. 
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Appendix 55 
Discourses constituting the FMI 
 
Table A55.1:  Pervasive constituting discourses 
 
Pervasive Conceptual 
Construct 

Form of Relational  Pattern 
Belief, relations, 
knowledges 

Relational strength and 
effect  

 
Government focus on linking 
development practices with 
business improvement. 

 
Displaying rationale for investment 
in management development to 
enterprises. 
Aims to harness VET reforms. 

 
Strong in UK and Australia, 
research based 

 
Dawkins initiates ‘study tours’ to 
collect system knowledge. 

 
Meister and MCI systems used as 
enterprise based models 
Dawkins move to Treasury 
provides financial cover for further 
development tours. 

 
Symbolically formative, with 
ongoing support for agenda 

 
Karpin insists on title of 
‘Leadership’. 

 
Leadership privileged above 
control management. Sets agenda 
of relational managing and 
diversity for enterprise cultures. 

 
Gradual impact on national 
agenda though final report 

 
Political response to Karpin 
report. 

 
Strong contesting H. Ed discourse 
Focuses action on FLMs 
National managing forum lost.  

 
Strongly positions FMI as 
visible action. 

 
Taskforce associates and their 
business roles. 

 
Taskforce members representing 
Unions, TAFE and Management 
colleges committed to delivering 
the FMI.  

 
Bridges report 
recommendations into critical 
operational fields 

 
FLMs a silent but expectant voice 
for development. 

 
FLMs provide by weight of 
numbers, critical role, learning 
needs, and dispersion a focus with 
high leverage for organisational 
development . FLMs included and 
paid to learn. 

 
Pervasive groups 
Engaged with enacting the cop 
to coach move.  
Agenda to include in learning 

 
 
ANTA operationalises FMI 
concept 

 
 
Management agenda valued to 
secure VET reform advances. FMI 
also a Trojan Horse for more 
flexible workplace based training 
agenda.   
Desire to break TAFE rigidity and 
to break curriculum bureaucracy. 

 
 
Institutionalised nationally 
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Forming national competencies 

 
ANTA ensures Industry driven 
consultation. 
ANTA ensures embedding of 
Karpin leadership competencies 
with diversity and relational 
emphasis maintained with learning 
as meta-competency. 
Confirms textualisation of the 
Positions RTOs within enterprise 
led partnerships 
 

 
Heavily resourced to ensure 
legitimacy and robust 
framework. 
Extended consultation creates 
a network of political 
legitimacy within industry  

 
Piloting the FMI framework 

 
ANTA strategy to gain enterprise 
collusion and promotion evidence. 
Positioning to distance themselves 
from a previous regulatory agenda.  
Enterprises chosen and privileged – 
not providers. 
 

 
Symbolic agenda of passing 
the framework to enterprises. 

 
Process of Commercialisation  

 
Strategy to reposition the FMI 
away from previous controlling 
intermediaries and usual 
distribution channels. 
Protect the FMI from curriculum 
privileging and bastardisation into 
‘course’ structuring. 

 
Creates symbolic divide with 
past practices. Relocates 
training as workplace learning 

 
Marketing Distribution 

 
Mixed discourses - appeals as an 
OD framework and an RCC 
mechanism. RCC approach 
diminishing the development of 
collective competence. The 
language of selling is determined 
by management authority and. 
forms the resulting practice. 
FMI impoverished by limited 
enterprise understanding or 
expectations.  

 
Invites differing reasons for 
engagement. 
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Appendix 56 
 

Extending the competence framework 
The competency framework of the FMI generated in 1996 still provides a potential basis 
of extension as diagrammed below. Currently it has been merged with associated 
administrative and management service modules. Despite the changes in managing 
practice and communication processes during the period the competencies appear to 
remain robust and generally have face validity with the frontline managers seeking to 
extend their understanding of managing practice and extend their own managing 
identity. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Barratt-Pugh and Quirk 2001 

 
Figure 55:  Extending the competence framework 

 

Existing FMI Competency 

Framework 
E-commerce and 
Virtual management 

Deeper 
organisational 
contextualisation 

Strategic Executive Competencies  

Level 2 Relief Supervision Competencies 

Functional 
Managerial 
Specialism 
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Appendix 57            
                                                                                                               Constituting the FMI  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 56: Constituting the FMI –  
A relational network of conceptual constructs 

Existing 
Curriculum 
Bureaucracy 

Karpin  report 
impact H Ed  response 

to Karpin 

Study Tour Representatives 
with FLM training interests. 

Peak managing 
forum 

FLM focus 
Inclusion 

textualisation 

Leadership focus 
Diversity- relations - learning 

Dawkins 
patronage 

Study Tours 
Meister / MCI 

VET micro 
economic reforms 

Gov Focus 
Man dev  =Bus dev 

Industry driven 
Competencies 

from  extensive 
consultation. 

Creates 
Organisational 

ownership 

Competences embedded  
with diversity, relational  

and learning skills. 

 
 

FMI 
KIT 

Piloting for legitimacy 
Enterprise led. 

TAFE rigidity 

Enterprise 
need for 
relational 

skilled 
managers

ANTA -Trojan Horse 
Context Curriculum 

Flexible delivery 
Workplace location  

Manager 
Development 

agenda 

 
FLM agenda 

Collective 
competency 

modes. 

RCC process 

 
Enterprise 

understanding 
of workplace 

learning 

Commercialisation - 
protection  

‘Not a Course’ 

Enterprise 
FMI 

engagement 

      
                Strong critical constructs 

                Medium instrumental constructs 

                Limited mediating constructs 

                Positive directional impact 

             Negative directional impact 
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Appendix 58 
FMI network and life cycle 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

    1988         1990         1992            1994            1996          1998          2000           2002 

Figure 57:  The emerging life cycle of the FMI 
 

Figure 58: Mapping the social network of relations constituting the FMI 
 

 
 

Initial UK Management  
Charter Initiative 

FMI 
Pilot 
Site

Initial FMI 
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FMI 
Launch 
Prentice 
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Seminars

FMI 
Competency 
Development 
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Karpin Report 

UK MCI Winterton 
Leman Study 

FMI  
Mature 
Users 

Long association with FMI

Workplace projects Links to HR systems

Learner led groups 
 

Manager – participant  
support 

In house learning 
activity 

Self paced timetable 

Voluntary joint 
Participant nomination 

Customisation of 
standards 

Strategic intent

Content focus  
on Job Role 

Trained coaches 
or mentors 

Enterprise led 

facilitation 

History of competency- 
based training 

History of management 
development 

Multiple assessors / 
providers 

Enterprise directed 
learning processes Integrated Workplace 

Learning 

           Inclusive  
     Competency-based 
           Approach 

Externalised 
Training 
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Appendix 59 
 

Taxonomy of engagement 

 
Figure 59: The emerging patterns of FMI adoption  

 
 
Patterns of adoption 
 

Enriched In-house  - often grafting additional competencies onto their existing system, they 
enrich their current in-house activity, but eschew external accreditation options.  

Externalised Training - they fail to engage with the process of the FMI, but grasp the 
competencies and accreditation practices, externalising the learning as a training course run 
by an RTO, but are unable to adapt or customise the FMI framework to the local culture.  

Inclusive Development - enabling some limited and controlled workplace learning practices 
to develop, under the direction of local or external experts.  

Integrated Workplace Learning - not just in the workplace but integrated within workplace 
production issues. 

 
 
What progressively marks the organisational intent towards a more generative 
performance is the enactment of new learning practices within the workplace, merging 
with workplace productions. These new learning practices consist of new relations and 
groupings of organisational actors within organisational space engaged on reflective and 
generative local knowledge making. Field (1995), following a comprehensive review of 
organisational learning for the Karpin report characterised such activity as consisting of 
a focus on double loop reflexive learning and building individual dutero learning 
capability, underpinned by structural and legitimate support for learning within the 
organisation. The following figure illustrates the previous patterns of adoption as a 
continuum that moves from the traditional training mode and a focus on the body and 
accreditation towards more holistic developmental practices that are strategically 
integrated with workplace practice. 

Enriched  
In-house 
programme 

Externalised 
Training 

Inclusive 
Development 

Integrated 
Workplace 
Learning  
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Key:                                  New learning practices : 
                                          Double Loop/ Dutero learning / Legitimised support 
 
 

Figure 60:  A continuum of FMI practices 
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Appendix 60 
 

Analysing FMI performances 
 
Table A60.1:  Critical conceptual constructs in FMI performances: matrix of 
mediating relations 
 
 
Pervasive 
Conceptual 
Construct within 
FMI enactment 

Form of Relational Pattern 
 
Underpinning relations,  knowledges or 
beliefs 

Relational strength 
and effect  

Enterprise requirement 
for managers with 
improved people skills 

Organisations indicate concerns about FL 
manager people skills. Previous recruitment 
policies have privileged technical skills not 
relational skills. Symbolises cognitive 
inclusion. 

Strongly pervasive and 
initiates searches for 
trigger mechanisms in 
each primary and 
secondary case 

Inadequate development 
systems for manager 
learning 

Organisations indicate that there is a lack of 
systematic process for manager 
development, at the enterprise level at the 
individual level. 
 

Almost universal I 
each primary and 
secondary case. 
Initiates partnership 
search. 

Lack of any 
benchmarks for 
manager development 
practices 
 

Development practices are random and lack 
goal referencing. There is no organisational 
construct of good managing or standard of 
practice.  

Each primary and 
secondary case lack a 
standard and search for 
one nationally. 

CEO symbolic 
championing of the FMI 

FMI engagement is often driven by CEO or 
senior manager enthusiasm, creating an 
internal agenda. This local championing 
may be highly symbolic. 

Every case with a 
thick FMI 
performances has an 
FMI champion. 

Existing HR/HRD 
infrastructure 

The FMI makes considerable demands an 
benefits from the a pre existing relational 
pattern for HRD activity and thinking  

Makes the FMI a 
prisoner of larger 
organisations 

Organisational strategy 
includes improving 
manager skills and 
abilities 

The development of manager abilities is 
part of the strategic agenda. This may be 
explicitly stated in texts or a tacit direction 
expressed in dialogue. 

Universal direction of 
each organisation 
engaging with the 
FMI. 

Organisational strategy 
includes developing a 
more adaptive culture 

The development of manager abilities is 
part of the strategic agenda. This may be 
explicitly stated in texts, or a tacit direction 
expressed in dialogue. Often part of 
‘bundle’ of HR strategic intent for culture 
change. 

Only evident in more 
developmental 
enactments of the FMI 
where wider strategic 
OD intent exists. 

Organisational 
investment in FLMs 

The organisation makes a visible, 
substantive investment in FLMs. In some 
cases this is reinforced by accompanying 
organisational rhetoric. 

Differs in both 
visibility and quality 
of support. Includes 
FLMs in enterprise 
future. 
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Organisational goal 
setting for the FMI 

The initial goal of locating a suitable 
development programme may be replaced 
by specific organisational and individual 
goals contributing to culture change. 

Simple and visible 
goals of certification 
pervasive but are 
displaced by aims of 
behaviour and culture 
change in thick 
performances 

Development of broad 
partnerships 

Both internal and external networks are 
scanned to create partnership of discussion 
and negotiation concerning workplace 
learning. Brokerage develops and 
researchers are invited into the 
organisation.  

Pervasive in all 
primary and secondary 
cases. Brokerage and 
external partners 
characterise more 
complex 
infrastructure. 

Active engagement in 
managing workplace 
learning 

Organisations make a specific commitment 
with a dedicated knowledgeable 
coordinator. A statement of engagement 
with workplace learning.  

Universal approach to 
demonstrate ownership 
of the programme. 
Thick performances 
use multiple 
coordinators with high 
pedagogic 
understanding. 

Local ownership of 
learning 

The FMI performance is enhanced by 
customising the text to organisational 
culture and language, and through 
grounding the learning activity in, and 
within, business activity. 
 

Ownership is 
demonstrated by 
enterprise 
customisation in most 
cases and integration 
in thicker 
performances.  

Mutual decisions in 
manager selection 
 

Participants and managers jointly agree to 
engage with the FMI programme rather 
than more extreme models of compulsion 
and open access.  

Joint agreement is 
more evident than 
more extreme models. 

Self assessment 
 

The process of initial, often 360o feedback 
on current performance marks the move to 
participative, networked, reflective learning 

 
Universal mode 
engagement in most 
performances of the 
FMI. 

Diverse practices The FMI performance contains diverse 
modes of learning that combine self paced 
and group supported activity. 

Diversity is associated 
with thicker 
performances. 
Singular enactments 
often fail. 

Learner led practices The FMI performance is characterised by 
workplace based learner led activities 

Learner led practices 
are evident in more 
successful 
performances 

Active workplace 
projects 
 

Projects enables the compartmentalised 
competencies to be combined within 
realistic workplace activity. This is often 
shared with other managers, networks of 
participants and may focused on strategic 
business needs. 

Project activity varies 
widely in both the 
depth and aim of the 
performance 
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Workplace learning 
valued by managers 

Involvement of other managers is mediated 
by understanding of workplace learning. 
Programmes to develop understanding are 
critical  

Variable 
understanding 
mediates variable 
patterns of 
engagement 

Manager involvement 
in learning practices 

Manager support is critical for self paced 
learning. Mentoring and coaching relations 
are highly valued by all FMI actors. They 
generate reflective learning practices and 
networks.  
  

Strong linkages with 
participant success in 
secondary and primary 
cases. 

Workplace learning 
intent – cultural   
legitimacy. 

Management agenda includes workplace 
learning practices and recognises the levels 
of learning risk associated with action 
learning in the workplace and on business 
projects. 
 

Strength of intent 
strongly governs the 
integration of 
workplace and 
learning productions. 

FMI cohort size in 
relation to managing 
body 

The FMI requires a critical mass of 
participants and associates to break from 
learning networks to managing networks 
 

Significant FMI 
programmes are 
required to effect 
cultural change. 

Organisational climate FMI engagement is often associated with 
simultaneous activities focused on strategic 
organisational change. While the FMI can 
be an oil of change, organisational 
transformation may mutilate FMI activity 
and focus.  

The FMI may benefit 
from significant 
agenda of change, but 
be destroyed by 
downsizing.  

Maturity of the FMI 
production 

The FMI performance is complex and 
cumulative in effect. Initial phases are 
resource intensive and visibly unproductive. 
Learner engagement may stretch over two 
years. 

FMI outcomes 
required continuous 
and lengthy 
engagement with the 
FI performance. 

Organisational learning 
networks 

The FMI performance and managing 
models are inherently relational. Self paced 
activity lacks relational stimulation. 
Participant actors benefit from learner 
scaffold 

Self -led networks, or 
lightly facilitated 
networks appear the 
most beneficial. 

Managing identity Participant actors indicate a managing 
confidence, stemming from a clear focus, a 
toolkit of resources and inclusion in the 
managing system 

Universal in secondary 
and primary cases. 

Managing networks Learning networks become managing 
networks and contribute to succession and 
associated socialisation processes. 

Evident in each 
primary case study and 
thicker FMI 
performances 

Changes in workplace 
practices and 
productions 

FMI reflective practice behaviour is used 
with teams to critique existing systems and 
practices. 

Evident in each 
primary case study and 
in thicker FMI 
performances 
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Appendix 61 
 

Primary case study learning performances 
 
Table A61.1:  Critical construct relations within primary case study sites.  
 
Pervasive 
Conceptual 
Construct 
within FMI 
enactment 

Form of Relational Pattern in 
Primary Case studies. 
Relational strength/ direction/ knowledge/ 
beliefs 
 
 
Finco                            Powerco          

 
 
 
 
 
Environco

 

Enterprise 
requirement for 
managers with 
improved people 
skills 

Strong – low level of 
management 
qualifications 

Strong – strategic 
intent 
 

Strong – strategic intent 
 

Inadequate 
development 
systems for 
manager learning 

Strong – disparate 
departmental system. 
 
 

Strong – previously 
externalised 

Strong – menu driven - 
uncoordinated 
 

Lack of any 
benchmarks for 
manager 
development 
practices 

Strong – lack of any 
managing standards 

Strong – power of 
external national 
standard 

Strong – Independent 
internal audits matched 
FMI competencies 

CEO symbolic 
championing of 
the FMI 

Strong symbolic 
champion 

CEO support – 
championing by 
departmental team 

V Strong support at 
CEO and departmental 
level 
 

Infrastructure Disparate and re 
constituted HRD 
function 

Dedicated OD team High quality structure 
and capability 

Organisational  
strategy includes 
improving 
manager skills 
and abilities 

Considerable cultural 
rhetoric 
 

A strategic focus Universal need from 
centre and regions 

Organisational 
strategy includes 
developing a 
more adaptive 
culture 

Considerable cultural 
rhetoric with several 
symbolic but not 
substantive bundled 
schemes (IIP) 

A strategic intent at 
the level of the 
development team 

Explicitly stated in 
documents and enacted  
by HRD managers. Part 
of a bundle of 4 HR 
strategies 

Organisational 
investment in 
FLMs 

Repeated statements 
by CEO 

Smaller sequenced 
groups 

Competitive process for 
participation. 

Organisational 
goal setting for 
the FMI 

Restricted to 
programme 
acquisition and 
numeric targets 

Strong - Goals 
linked to wider 
culture change and 
monitoring systems 

V Strong program logic 
outcomes at multiple 
levels. 
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Development of 
broad 
partnerships 

Sole partnership and 
research partnership 

Dual partnership and 
research partnership. 
 

Extended Brokerage and 
multiple partnership 

Active 
engagement in 
managing 
workplace 
learning 

A dedicated 
coordination team. 
High pedagogic 
understanding 

A dedicated 
coordination team 
Strong pedagogic 
understanding 

Central and local 
coordination teams 
High pedagogic 
understanding 

Local ownership 
of learning 

Substantial 
centralised 
customisation. 
Limited local 
engagement, and  
 
 

Little customisation. 
Well targeted 
projects 

Local steering groups 
and coordinators. 
Customised 
presentations – local 
projects. 

Mutual decisions 
in manager 
selection 
 

Open process much 
mutual application 

Targeted groups and 
pre selected mentors. 

Mandatory joint 
applications. Targeted 
groups 
 

Self assessment 
 

Strong initial 360 
assessment 

Strong initial 360 
assessment 

Strong 360 assessment 

Diverse practices Reliance on 
centralised workshop 
sessions on functional 
areas. 

Focus on self paced 
and action groups 

Diversity of methods 
locally – emphasis on 
learning sets 

Learner led 
practices 

Workplace support 
often has to be 
learner driven 

Design privileges 
coaching and learner 
led groups 

Learner led practices are 
privileged 

Active workplace 
projects 
 

Projects less in 
evidence 

Projects not a part of 
the process 

Strategic project used 
for manager 
involvement and short 
term wins 

Workplace 
learning valued 
by managers 

Gap between rhetoric 
and action –pools of 
support where 
coaching relations 
already exist 

Emphasis on 
preparing coaches 
first is a key strategy 

Local ownership 
integrates learning 
practices with 
production 

Manager 
involvement in 
learning practices 

Manager support 
inadequate. Unlinked 
to executive training. 
 
  

Coaching support 
pre-organised. 
Considerable 
understanding 

Considerable manager 
support but still  
insufficient in direct 
relations 

Workplace 
learning intent – 
cultural   
legitimacy. 

Support for 
workplace learning is 
never a personal 
performance target or 
on strategy list 
despite significant 
cultural rhetoric  

Considerable 
learning within the 
team and coach 
network only. Risk 
restricted 

Clear corporate goals 
and considerable 
learning at each level. 
Risk enabled 

FMI cohort size 
in relation to 
managing body 

Significant critical 
mass unsupported by 
managers diminishes 
in influence due to 
low profile. 

Insufficient critical 
mass, diluted in three 
cohorts 

Significant critical mass 
swelled by associated 
managers 

Organisational 
climate 

Part of broader 
cultural change 
process  

Part of the oil during 
considerable 
downsizing. 

Used as strategic glue to 
unify and develop and 
mega department 

Maturity of the 
FMI production 

Has three years of 
working with the 
initial intake 

Maturity of three 
cohorts 

Has moved into the 
second intake phase 
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Organisational 
learning networks 

Effective workshop 
relations only 
partially transferred 
across the workplace. 
Excessive span of 
control (1:200) 

Tight networks of 
participants in each 
cohort. Learning 
agenda emerges. 
Enterprise has RTO 
capability 

Strong networks 
forming across 
businesses and regions 
Builds significant 
capability and agenda 

Managing 
identity 

Significant impact in 
waves of individuals. 
Some disassociated 
through lack of 
support 

Significant changes 
reported 

Significant development 
an cultural impact 
reported 

Managing 
networks 

Subsequent managing 
networks fragmented 

Networks and 
managing impact 
evident 

Learning networks 
become managing 
networks. Succession 
evident. 

Changes in 
workplace 
practices and 
productions 

Workshop reflective 
practice critiques 
existing systems and 
practices. Limited 
support for such 
challenges in the 
workplace 

FMI reflective 
practice behaviour is 
shared and used 
within broader 
culture change 
programme, 
changing practices 

FMI reflective practice 
behaviour is used with 
teams to critique 
existing systems and 
practices, especially 
through projects. 
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Appendix 62 
 

Relational modelling of workplace learning practices 
 
Table A62.1:  Matrixed taxonomy of emerging FMI learning practices. 
 
   Relational   
   Grouping > 
 
Interactional 
purpose \/ 
 

  
Self 

 
1 : 1 

 
Learning sets  

 
Directed 
groups 

 
Management 
of learning 
Process 
 

Setting personal 
learning path 
Learning 
schedules 
Portfolio 
production 
Evidence 
presentation 

Mentoring by 
senior managers 
and coordinators 
Supportive 
relations with line 
manager 
Agreeing personal 
learning path with 
RTO and manager 

Learning 
conversations 
about evidence 
collection 
Brokerage 
discussions with 
coordinators 
Association with 
other FMI 
performances 

RTO tutorials 
about FMI 
learning practices 
and self  learning 
Management 
 
 

  
Reflection on 
practice 
 

Initial self 
assessment  
Plain English 
guides 

Mentor instigated 
reflective process 
360 degree 
feedback 
Shadowing 
activity 

Peer scaffolding 
for learning 
conversations to 
understand and  
contextualised 
competencies 

RTO assessors and 
coordinator inputs 
on evidence 
collection and 
presentation  

 
Project 
development 
 

Project selection 
and planning 
Network and 
resource mapping 

Line manager 
Discussions 
Job placements 

Developing 
networks across 
silos for resources 
sharing and 
feedback 
 
 

RTO tutor and 
coordinator inputs 
on project 
management 

 
Knowledge 
exploration 

FMI texts Library 
resources 
Net searches 
Net dedicated 
support sites 
Self paced 
learning packs 
 

Coaching inputs 
Networking across 
silos 

Coaching and 
facilitation on 
demand 
Community 
generation 
 

Consultant lecture 
inputs 
Conferences 

 
In the table above the key determinants that characterise the FMI learning practices are 
the relational groupings and the interactional purpose of the social event. Learning may 
be a solely self-reflective process, a joint process with a mentor or coach, or a group 
activity with colleagues within the workplace or external to the workplace and involve 
organisational actors from other enterprises. The purpose of the social practice may be 
concerned with learning management, evidence collection and reflective practice, 
project or experience planning, or gaining a theoretical input.  
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In thicker FMI performances many of the practices detailed in the previous table are 
observed, some explicitly named and scheduled, other more tacitly informal. These 
practices evolve from options and ideas, and where they feed participant needs and gain 
organisational legitimacy they become part of the broader organisational performance. 
The move from linear practices to network complexity is client driven, and requires 
considerable organisational understanding, resources and freedom to enact a variety of 
management learning practices which acquire organisational legitimacy. It is this 
relational diversity evident in the previous table that characterises thicker FMI 
performances. Where thicker performances of the FMI were enacted, the feedback from 
organisational actors at a variety of levels supported their association with generative 
learning experiences, increases in confidence and the development of changing 
practices of managing (Barratt-Pugh 1996,1998c). 
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Appendix 63       
 

Key performance impacts 
 
Table A63.1:  Key conceptual construct impact matrix 
 
 
Enduring 
Conceptual 
Constructs 

 
Variation in 
construct 
effect 

 
Short run 
effect  
 
> Forming 
 

 
Long run 
effect 
 
> Sustaining 

 
Model 
impact 
 

Improve 
people skills 

Varies from a 
conversational 
need to a strategic 
statement 

Establishes 
change and 
learning as a 
management 
agenda issue 

Involves 
managers in 
supporting 
workplace 
learning 

Begins an 
enduring agenda 
of extending 
managing 
identity 

Inadequate 
existing 
systems 

Varies from no 
system or learning 
at all, to random 
menu driven 
programmes 

Basic drive 
towards a 
comprehensive 
system for 
managers 

The acquired 
system can link 
into HR 
competence 
framework 

Promotes the 
search for 
improvement 
systems 

Lack of 
measurement 
standards 

Varied definition 
of managing 
practice – local 
investigations 
support FMI 
competency 
frames. 

FMI Provides a 
standard that is 
external and not 
produced by, or 
owned by, one 
part of the 
enterprise. 

Provides an 
external 
benchmark for 
joint activities 
with local 
companies. 

Provides and 
additional 
supporting 
argument for 
engagement 

CEO 
champion 
 

May be symbolic 
intent only, 
Sometimes senior 
manager group 

Political weight 
for engagement 

Symbolic 
support 

Precondition for 
engagement 
with FMI 
commitment 

Infrastructure Evident in larger 
organisations but 
varies in 
capability, and 
power. 

Assists with 
complexity and 
politics 

Is actually 
enhanced by the 
FMI networks 

Pre requisite 
baseline. 
Produces the 
important 
coordinators 

Skilling 
managers 

Viewed as either 
important or a 
critical need 

Promotes search 
for skilling 
mechanisms 

Promotes 
legitimacy of 
workplace based 
skilling 
mechanisms 

Drives 
engagement 
process at low 
level 
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Visible goals Vary from 

agreeing to grab 
the FMI, to  
detailed program 
logic objectives 

Provides a 
reference point 
for programme 
decisions 

Provides a 
reference point 
for programme 
evaluation and 
performance 
indicators 

Strategic tool 
for integrating 
learning 
performances 
with workplace 
productions. 

Tool of 
cultural 
change 

Viewed as a 
critical need by 
HRD/OD strategy 
enthusiasts – not 
understood by 
many other 
managers 

Promotes search 
for tools of 
change 

Promotes 
legitimacy of 
workplace based 
tools of change. 
Support by 
other 
components of 
the strategic 
bundle. 

Drives 
engagement 
process at high 
level 

Partnerships Integral to the 
FMI production – 
vary in the 
complexity of 
partners – Int/Ext 

Provide multiple 
perspectives for 
learning process 
design 

Model 
collaborative 
process and 
negotiation for 
FMI participants 

Pivotal mode of 
managing the 
FMI 

Dedicated 
coordinator 

Varies in number 
& extent of 
commitment, and 
in depth of 
pedagogic 
understanding 

Hub of complex 
multifaceted 
start up process. 
High pedagogic 
understanding 
needed in 
planning 
 

Moves the 
agenda from 
participants to 
wider 
management 
though political 
pedagogic  
understanding 

Pivotal role for 
managing the 
FMI requires 
high pedagogic 
understanding 

 
Management 
understanding 

Varies from deep 
commitment to 
antagonism 

Critical lever to 
gain manager 
support 
structure 

Critical lever to 
facilitate  
culture change 

Pivotal 
managing 
engagement for 
FMI integration 

Display 
investment 
value 

Substantive 
investment and 
commitment, to 
marginal 
investment 
symbolic 
commitment 

Provides initial 
motivation for 
engagement 

Provides 
sufficient 
investment to 
develop broader 
support 
framework 

Substantive 
investment that 
is made visible 
secures 
commitment 

Local 
ownership 
 

Varies from 
highly centralised 
to local autonomy 

Local ownership 
encourages 
manager 
involvement 

Integrates the 
FMI into 
workplace 
production 

Mediates the 
development of 
communities of 
FMI practice 

Diversity of 
process 

Varies from use 
of 2/3 modes 
though to multiple 
and complex 
enactments – 
individual focused 

Diversity 
engages 
participants 
according to 
learning style 

Permeates the 
workplace with 
multiple 
learning 
activities 

Pivotal 
processes for 
mediating FMI 
participant 
success 

Manager 
involvement 

Varies from weak 
mentoring and 
coaching to major 
participant 
supporters 

Ensures 
practicality and 
reality of 
programme. 
Critical for 
participant 
support 

Integrates the 
two 
productions. 
Adds to critical 
manager mass. 
Legitimises new 
perspectives, 
recruits change 
agents. 

Pivotal 
processes for 
mediating 
enduring culture 
change 
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Management 
agenda 
legitimates 
FMI 
workplace 
learning 
 

Varies from little 
support, to text 
based strategic 
direction 

Enables the FMI 
to establish 
social practice 
footholds 

Enables the FMI 
practices to 
become the core 
of new 
managing 
practice 

Progressive 
need for FMI 
practice to be 
legitimate 
learning 

Workplace 
projects 

Varies from non 
to pivotal activity 

Gains manager 
involvement in 
the FMI 

Produces short 
term gains, and 
visibility. 
Holistic 
approach to 
competency 
components  

Can be a focal 
practice, some 
sites manage 
without 

Mentor skill  
Coaching skill 

Varies from 
negative input to 
vital motivator 

Provides 
immediate 
support network 

Engages 
managers with 
workplace 
learning practice 

Mediating 
essential glue in 
complex 
enactments. 
Always under 
resourced 

Mutual intent Varies from 
conscripts to joint 
approaches to 
FMI participation 

Provides a 
partnership for a 
new learning 
experience 

Provides a 
bridge to 
integrate FMI 
manager 
learning within 
manager 
practice 

Works best 
where a target 
group of 
managers are 
invited to 
mutually apply. 

Initial 
assessment 
 

Universal 
approach that 
varies in depth 
and relational 
involvement 

Begins 
reflective 
learning process 

Establishes the 
negotiation 
partnership 
underpinning 
the activity. 

Model 
subsequent 
learning 
approach and 
managing 
practice. 

Cohort size Varies from pilot 
group to all FLMs 

Needs to a be a 
manageable size 
for a new 
venture in terms 
of ratio of 
support 

Needs to be 
sufficient to 
change 
managing 
practice 
paradigm 

Moderates 
effect of the 
FMI production 

Maturity of 
production 

Currently six year 
pilots and last 
week starts 

No visible 
outcomes for 
some months 

Greater maturity 
supports greater 
outcomes 

Moderates the 
effect of the 
FMI production 

Organisation 
climate 

Varies from 
desired culture 
change to 
immediate 
significant 
downsizing 

May place FMI 
programme low 
on the corporate 
agenda 

May displace 
the FMI 
discourse of 
learning with 
discourses of 
outplacement 

Moderates the 
effect of the 
FMI production 
on the 
organisational 
culture 

Integration 
links 

Varies from 
detached 
performances to 
very integrated 
performances 

Benefits from 
powerful 
supports in early 
stages 

Requires links 
to enduring 
systems to 
ensure 
sustainability 

Integration 
should be a 
feature of FMI 
maturity 

Extending 
managing 
identity 

Universal 
outcome through 
reflective self 
assessment, 
relational 
capability and 
acquired tools  

Begins in pools 
of under 
achievers 
awakened by 
the FMI 

Extends to 
personal teams 
and across the 
FMI networks 

Most visible and 
vocal outcome 
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Learning 
networks 

Develops from 
both led and 
learner led groups 

Mutual support 
in exploration 

Collegiate 
network 
supporting 
succession 
options 

A production 
that underpins 
cultural change 
process 

Managing 
networks 

Develops from 
learning networks 
and include 
mentors etc 

Include FLMs 
in managing 
practice 

Extend 
managing 
practice 

A critical 
production for 
the cultural 
change process 

Learning 
capability 

Develops from 
the partnerships 
and practices of 
the workplace 
based FMI 
enactment to 
create a platform 
and agenda 

Increased 
awareness of 
options and 
resources 

A learning 
agenda and 
increasing 
abilities of 
managing and 
facilitating 
workplace 
learning  

Becomes a core 
capability of the 
organisation and 
establishes a 
learning agenda 

Project 
outcomes  

Depends on 
‘project’ emphasis 

Projects a good 
tactic for early 
visible relevant 
FMI 
productions 

Can integrate 
learning and 
working activity 

A minor 
production of 
tactical value 

System 
challenging 

Active 
programmes 
encourage the 
deconstruction of 
existing practices 

Can disrupt 
existing 
relations 

Team and 
managing 
networks may 
harness 
innovative 
practice 

A production 
that instigates 
culture change 

 
Certification 

Varies focus 
(RCC), in levels 
and quantities 

Provides initial 
motivation 

Provides 
benchmark 
standard 

Displaced by 
goals of 
collaborative 
competence 
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Appendix 64   
Relational influences in case studies 
 
Table A64.1:  Relational influence of the constructs occurring across the primary 
case studies 
 
Power of 
Conceptual 
Construct in FMI 
production 
 
Construct Phases 

 
Strong 
influence  
 

 
Moderate 
influence  
 

 
Limited 
influence  
 

 
Drivers 

Improve people skills 
Inadequate existing 
systems 

Lack of measurement 
standards 

Legislation (WA) 
Pilot subsidies  
 

 
Engagers 

CEO champion 
Strategic intent to 
skill managers 
Visible goals 
Substantive 
investment 

Tool of cultural 
change  
Part of a bundle of 
initiatives (*) 

 

 
Developers 

Partnerships and 
       Brokers 
Dedicated  
      knowledgeable 
      coordinator  
Management 
understanding of 
workplace learning 

Visible display of 
investment  
Existing 
infrastructure 
 
 

 

 
Practice 
Mediators 

Local ownership 
Diversity of process 
Manager involvement 
Management 
Agenda 
      legitimates FMI 

Strategic  
   workplace projects 
Mentor skill  
Coaching skill 

Mutual intent 
Initial assessment 

 
Outcome 
Moderators 

 
Cohort size 
Manager 
Involvement 
Maturity of 
production 
Organisation climate 

 
Integration link 
Part of broader 
bundle of change  

 
 

 
Productions 

Managing identity  
Learning networks 
Managing networks 
Managing 
      practice 
Learning agenda and 
capability 

Project outcomes – 
short terms tactic 
System challenge link 
 

Certification 
(individual 
motivator) 
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    Appendix 65  
 
                                                                         
 
 
 

                                                     Enacting the FMI -A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                             Figure 61: Enacting the FMI –  
                                                                 Conceptual constructs in a relational network  
  
                                                                
 
 

Visible clear 
program goals 

CEO or 
symbolic 

champions 
of FMI 

Need for 
people skills 
not technical 
management 

skills

Mutual 
engagement 

Inadequate  
ad hoc 

detached 
systems 

Substantive visible 
investment in FLMs 

Diversity of 
 Workplace 
learner led 
practices 
Exploring 
identity 

Local Ownership 

Coaching 
skills 

Cohort 
size 

Manger 
Involvement 
inclusion & 
knowledge 

shaping

Managing 
practice of 
learning 

and relating 

Manager 
understanding 
of workplace 

learning 

Lack of 
measurement 

standard 

Extended 
managing 
identity 

Initial 
reflective 

assessment 

Partnerships 
& brokerage 

Dedicated 
knowledgeable 

coordinator 

Time – system 
maturity 

Managing 
networks 

Learning 
networks 

Legitimation 
of new 

Learning 
practices 

Strategic 
intent to raise 

managing 
abilities 

Organisational 
climate 

Strategic  
projects 

Mentoring 
skills 

Enterprise 
Learning 
agenda and  
capability 

Existing 
infrastructure 

Existing Strategic 
intent – part of a 
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                Positive directional impact 

             Negative directional impact 
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(A) A Relational model of workplace-based management development  
 
The construct relations detailed within the previous tabulated 
analysis of the data from the primary and secondary case studies 
are modelled in this relational network. In this model the 
formation of a strategic intent to raise managing capabilities is 
viewed as a result of championing the need for people skill 
development within inadequate existing development practices , 
sometimes externally supported by legislative changes or funding 
opportunities. This strategic intent is then explicitly stated in 
programme goals that may be supported by broader change 
visions or substantive investment statements. Simultaneously, 
informed manager-coordinators of the FMI process and their 
pedagogic partners develop operational plans that may be 
underpinned by existing infrastructure.  Critical in forming 
broader partnerships and gaining active management involvement 
is manager understanding of workplace learning. Local owner 
ship of the FMI process engages managers and develops such 
understanding. While development of mentoring and coaching 
skills can prepare managers for involvement, it appears that 
ownership and understanding drive continued involvement. Such 
involvement should begin at the early stages of mutual 
engagement with the FMI by boss and FLM establishing a 
reflective relationships in the initial assessment phase.  Local 
ownership and broader manager involvement enables a diversity 
of learner led practices to evolve and be sustained. As the FMI 
system integrates with existing organisational practice this further 
develops manager understanding and involvement. Strategic 
projects feedback learning production into the workplace and 
enhance relations between the FMI practices and the broader 
managing community. The most significant production of the 
FMI practices is extended managing identity. A focus on 
certification and adverse organisational climates such as 
downsizing may inhibit this production, which is mediated  by the 

maturity of the FMI programme. Extended managing identity 
begins to question and challenge existing managing activity. FMI 
actors are now part of broader managing and learning networks 
that support such challenging and produce new patterns of 
managing with an emphasis on relational and learning aspects of 
interaction. These networks are strongly mediated by the FMI 
cohort size. Finally the learning networks that develop are 
extensive and begin to form a platform of workplace learning 
architecture and capability that stretches beyond the 
organisational boundaries. 
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Appendix 66  
                                                                                                           Enacting the FMI - B     
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Figure 62: A phased relational model of FMI enactment
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(B) Modelling the relational phases of workplace-based management development  
 
In this phased model, the construct relations are clustered in a 
sequence of phases, based on the longitudinal nature of the 
evidence from the primary case studies supported by secondary 
cases and broad perspectives from the field before during and 
after the FMI. 
 
Initially in this phased model, a change of values within 
organisations towards a more relational form of managing 
confronts organisations with both the poverty of their managerial 
skills and the inadequacy of their management development 
practices. They lack any form of standard for managing practice 
and seek external frameworks. This search may in some cases be 
promoted by legislative necessity or government inducements. 
Locating the FMI, the decision to engage is influenced by training 
champions, and existing strategic intent that embraces changing 
managing skills, attitudes and may be expressed in explicit 
statements. Engaging with the FMI requires a dedicated 
knowledgeable managing resource and pedagogic partnerships, 
that increasingly include other managers. Existing infrastructure 
and substantive investment in the FMI also underpins these new 

practices. Critical in the development of the programme is local 
ownership to engage managers in substantive support, and as 
allies legitimising the new emerging practices. This creates a 
diversity of workplace learner led practices to enable a learner 
directed programme. Mutual engagement with the programme by 
learners and managers initiates a process of  reflective self 
assessment. Skilled mentor and coaching support, and relevant 
projects, sustains learner engagement. Development of the 
programme requires time and system maturity supported by a 
critical mass of  FLMs. Significant downsizing can adversely 
effect the programme, which benefits from being part of a 
broader change strategy and linking in with existing systems. A 
focus on certification can be detrimental to learning production. 
The most immediate focus is on the production of managing 
identity that extends though learning and managing networks 
within the organisation, contesting existing managing practices 
and changing managing practices contesting. Involvement with 
the FMI builds the organisations learning capability and 
establishes a learning agenda.  
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Appendix 67  
Enacting the FMI - C 

Figure 63: Enacting the FMI – Conceptual constructs in a smoothed phased network
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(C) Smoothed phased model of the constructs mediating 
workplace-based management development  
 
The construct relations are modelled in a smoothed phased model 
in Figure 63 that uses the main relationships from the previous 
figures in a simplified diagram. In this diagram the major forces 
shaping the FMI performance are segregated into discrete 
categories according to the maturity of the FMI performance or 
the phases of development. Organisations are driven to search for 
a manager development system by internal needs and existing 
inadequacies. However their subsequent decision to engage with 
the radical FMI often depends on the existence of a strong 
management development agenda driven by powerful managers 
and linked to existing policies or commitments to raise managing 
abilities. Establishing the FMI requires considerable resources 
and activity, and this process is aided by substantive investment, 
existing infrastructure and an agenda of cultural change. Critical 
in this phase is the establishment of a dedicated knowledgeable 
coordinator and pedagogic partnerships. Establishing clear visible 
goals and gaining manager understanding broadens these initial 
partnerships. The enactment of the FMI is mediated by local 
ownership, manager involvement, the diversity of practices and 
the extent to which these practices are accepted within the 
organisation. The use of strategic process, building mentoring and 
coaching skills, and mutual boss/ participant engagement and 
initial reflective assessment practices supports positive FMI 
development. Production by these activities is limited by the 
maturity of the system, the cohort size and the extent that the FMI 
links in with existing systems. A focus on certification or 
downsizing may inhibit production. Finally, the central 
production  

 
 
 
of extended manager identity is supported by the managing and  
learning networks that are developed through the practices of the 
FMI. Managers, often supported by their teams, peers or mentors 
begin to challenge the existing system and establish new 
managing practices. Both the manager learning and the 
management of the learning contributes to a significant agenda 
and platform of workplace learning capability.
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Appendix 68  
Enacting the FMI – D 

Figure 64:  Enacting the FMI – Conceptual constructs in a smoothed phased component network 
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(D) Smoothed phased component model of workplace-based management development  
 
Within Figure 64 the main construct relations from the previous 
figures are modelled in a smoothed component model to 
emphasise the relations within each phase. This model uses the 
same components as the previous smoothed phased model, but 
positions them in relationship to each other to simulate the major 
relations of practice. In this model the drivers and engagers 
remain the same. However the secondary builders are placed in a 
supporting position. In the enactment phase the core activity of 
reflective assessment, strategic project and mentoring and 
coaching skills lie at the heart of the process but are ringed by 
powerful forces. Direct manager involvement and diversity of 
learner led practices are critical influences that determine the 
growth of the production. Local ownership is positioned as a 
critical determinant of manager involvement, and the legitimising 
of new learning practices as a key determinant of learning 
diversity.  Factors moderating production are split into positive 
relations and negative barriers. Outcomes are modelled as 
primary productions of managing identity and networks 
challenging existing systems, and secondary productions of 
changed managing practices and an agenda of enriched 
organisational learning capability. 
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Appendix 69   
Towards a theory of workplace-based management 
learning 
 
The data consolidated within this study reflects the evidence of previous broader 
pedagogic research and the assertions of related models of learning processes 
(Engestrom 1999, Poell et al 2000). It is therefore possible to postulate that the 
relational tensions identified in this study are liable to mediate, and most probably be 
critical, in most workplace-based management learning programme based on 
management performance standards within the increasingly knowledge based 
economies. It is a model that can form the basis of further empirical testing.  
 

Initiation; the organisation makes a strategic commitment to engage with, or 
self-develop, a performance-based framework for manager development 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 65: A theory of workplace-based management learning 
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Appendix 70 
Relative impact of individual and organisational 
productions 
 
Table A70.1:  Strength of individual and organisational impact of FMI 
productions. 
 
Degree of 
construct 
impacts 

Individual  
Impact 
 

Organisational  
Impact 

Strongly 
pervasive in 
each case with 
most 
individuals 
 

Increased confidence 
Feel valued as a manager 
Job understanding & role 
clarification  
Toolbox of managing techniques 
Relational skills displacing reliance 
on technical skills 
Improved self management 

Significant FLM and manager 
involvement 
Clearer objectives and process 
Benchmark for managing practice 
Improved team leadership 
Greater inclusion of team 
More aware of organisational strategy 
Part of a learning community or 
network to change and develop. 
Wider managing network 
Agenda of learning 
Part of change in managing practice 

Regularly 
cited by 
organisational 
actors or 
strong in 
pools 
 

Extended managing identity – role 
re-definition  
Toolbox of relational skills Improved 
work ordering 
Improved learning skills 
Improved attitude to change 
Life changing experience 
Empowered 
Improved awareness of business 
inputs and outputs 

Greater relational focus 
Improved ability to assist team learning 
Improved ability to contribute to 
managing strategy - innovation 
Assisting team members with issues 
Included in a critical managing network 
Generates pools of social cohesion 
Improved networking skills 
Questioning existing practice  
Removes mismanagement 
Improved adaptation and innovation 
Promotions 
Builds learning partnerships 
Pool of capable reflective FLMs 
Improved capability - workplace 
learning 

Limited 
occurrences 
cited by 
organisational 
actors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gained Qualifications 
Confronted and improved 
presentational and textual skills  
More analytical approach 
Valued reflection 
Improved commitment 
Gained personal options and choice 
Improved facilitation / negotiation 
skills 

Senior manager understanding about 
workplace learning 
Confronting ‘blokey’ cultures 
Clearer organisational direction 
Supports parallel change processes 
Network thinking 
Embeds new group practices 
Ownership of change/OD processes 
Stronger bonds - managers and FLMs  
PDM becomes the hub of a complex 
wheel 
Improved retention 
Lubricant in downsizing 
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Con’t 
Limited 
occurrences 
cited by 
organisational 
actors 
 

Standards for downsizing choices 
Generating learning and development 
infrastructure 
Bottom line benefits from projects 
First training package 
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Appendix 71 
Relational strength of pervasive productions 
 
Table A71.1:  Critical conceptual constructs within FMI production : 
A matrix of producing relations. 
 
 
Pervasive FMI 
productions - 
conceptual constructs. 

Form of Relational Production Pattern 
 
Underpinning relations, cultural cues 
and variation. 

Relational strength 
and locations of 
production 

 
Broad programme 
production - uptake 

 
Growth of the FMI across all States, industries 
and organisational locations. Significant 
territory to colonise. 
Often isolated within organisations  

 
Strong growth in larger 
organisations. 
Limited external enterprise 
networking  

Certification 
production 

Qualification attainment privileged above 
generating collective competence. RCC 
process increasingly minimised, often sources 
of dubious accreditation practices. 

Negative driver of building 
capability within 
organisations  

Evidence production Cultural footprint of the FMI. Builds 
individual reflective learning capability. 
Ownership of process extends self 
management of learning activity. 

Strong and pervasive in 
producing capability to 
manage learning. 

Producing culture 
change 

Considerable evidence of FMI being a change 
‘lubricant’. Pockets of engagements seeping 
practices into the organisation like a octopus. 
Learning experiences of ambiguity permeate 
managing practices. 
 
 

Stronger production 
 where management 
involvement is strong. 
Manager involvement adds 
critical mass,  and 
legitimate power to FLM 
practices. 

Producing managing 
identity 

The engagement with the FMI privileges and 
includes FLMs. They are positioned to explore 
their role and I thick production able to 
produce their own learning patterns and own 
managing identity. Often an evangelical 
experience, especially with female 
subjectivity. They are engaged with on going 
work of identity production, redefining their 
selves at work. 

Strong and pervasive 
production in thick 
performances. Work on the 
self. FLMs produce 
frameworks, 
developmental tools and 
begin to test boundaries. 
Gain a confidence to re-
shape subjectivity. 

Producing team 
relations 

The FMI experiences highlight the importance 
of development and relational managing.  
FLMs are more confident with a toolbox of 
people skills at enabling their teams voice. 
Learning is cascaded. Team development 
becomes an extension of self development.  

A strong production in 
pools of relations within 
thicker performances. 

Production of FLM 
inclusion 

The process of thicker FMI performances is 
based on reflective practise and learning 
conversations. FLMs are included in 
managing discussions and networks. This 
inclusion is instrumental in the subsequent 
inclusion of their team members in thinking 
activity. 

Thicker FMI performances 
produce greater FLM 
inclusion 
The agenda of inclusion 
becomes part of managing 
practice. 
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Producing learning 
networks 

FMI performance combines collective 
learning with self paced reflection and  
evidence collection. Participant actor networks 
form to support learning where they are 
supported as a legitimate workplace 
production. They may be informal and virtual, 
or regularly scheduled. workplace  they build 
collective capability and establish a new 
language of learning. 

Learning networks emerge 
from within thicker FMI 
performances and continue 
as manager support 
networks.  

Producing managing 
networks 

Building from the learning networks formed 
within FMI performances, peers and mentors 
form managing networks across functional 
areas. Accessing organisational knowledges 
appears to be a skills more developed by 
women managers. Local agency is developed 
to contest existing practice and promote 
agency for relational managing style 
 

A discursive production 
from the complex relations 
of thick performances. 
Supports those taking on 
new roles. Low status of 
FLMs requires senior 
managers to add power to 
the network for greater 
agency.  

Producing changed 
managing practices  

The FMI integrates learning into managing 
practice. The relational aspects of managing 
displace the previous technical aspects. The 
ambiguity of learning becomes a legitimate 
aspect of risk in managing practice. 
 

The learning experience 
produces a changed 
managing practice. In rich 
productions, modes of 
learning are integrated into 
managing practice. 

Producing cultural 
unity 

The learning interaction includes FLMs and 
places them in a cross organisational network 
that intensifies as the experience progresses. 
Identity exploration makes FLMs more aware 
of their position in relation to the 
organisational whole.  
 

There is a pervasive 
production of FLM unity 
and organisational 
identification. In thick 
productions this unity can 
span changes in FMI 
dynasties. 

Producing system 
integration 

The FMI develops a complex form that 
contest existing practices and productions. It is 
critical to reconcile those tensions by 
integrating this emerging production with 
existing productions. Inclusion on strategic 
agendas leads to inclusion on performance 
indicators  
 

Where there is continued 
senior manager 
involvement the FMI 
practices are legitimised 
and become included 
alongside other workplace 
productions. Critical for 
sustainable practice. 

Producing a 
Learning agenda 

The FMI intervention starts conversations 
about learning and the role of learning in the 
business. Roles and skills are developed 
embedding learning in social performances. 
Responsibility of learning pressures managers 
to reconcile the two productions. A language 
of learning begins to develop. RCC is 
marginalised. 
 

Learning becomes a 
legitimate production in 
richer FMI performances. 
It changes organisational 
language.  

Producing learning 
capability 

Enacting the FMI involves managers with new 
learning roles and practices. Facilitation and 
learning negotiation skills develop, with the 
skills of managing learning. A knowledge 
store of practices, techniques, consultants and 
brokers relations is built. New organisational 
spaces support learning activity. 

Each learning interaction 
adds to a platform of skills 
and knowledge about 
workplace learning.  
Significant capability in 
workplace learning is 
produced by mature 
performances. 
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Producing situated 
knowledge 
generation 

Engagement with the FMI detaches the 
organisations from reliance on external 
knowledge inputs. FMI practice privileges the 
FLMs as knowledge constructors and 
managers as knowledges facilitators. The 
competencies are only meaningful when 
locally contextualised 

Commitment to workplace 
management development 
is a litmus test concerning 
organisational knowledge 
values. Thick FMI 
practices produce situated 
and distributed knowledge 
generation. 

Producing strategic 
partnership 

The FMI is an embryonic partner in 
organisational culture. Culture change requires 
a number of  ‘ping pong balls’ thrown form 
the same direction. The FMI is one of a 
number of mutually supportive initiatives, 
such as IIP that combine to action a strategic 
intent changing organisational alliances and 
attitudes towards workplace learning and 
adaptability.  
 

The FMI can be a strong 
partner within a strategic 
bundle that is alignment to 
produce cultural change, 
specifically in managers. 

Producing partner 
capability 

Association with the FMI practices in multiple 
organisations builds skills and knowledge of 
practices, FMI management and assessment 
moderation that build RTO capability in 
relational negotiation of learning. 
 

FMI performances produce 
pedagogic partner 
development. FMI 
marketing ability is 
displaced.. 

Producing 
developmental 
feedback  

The enactment of the FMI provides a reservoir 
of experiences and organisational learning to 
develop the structure and guidelines. However 
the custodians of this knowledge are isolated 
within opaque fields of organisational 
performance. 

FMI enactment is a 
recursive development 
process. However strong 
invisibility and tripartite 
national ownership 
dislocates the production 
of learning from practice 

Producing a pilot 
national VET 
product 

The FMI is cast as a Trojan horse, pioneering 
workplace learning practice. It positions the 
learning practice and knowledge generation 
within the organisation, placing the people 
development managers centre stage.   
 

FMI performances mark 
the production of a 
changed VET system. 
They produce a workplace 
based package driven 
locally contextualised 
system. 
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Appendix 72 
Case study productions 
 
Table A72.1:  FMI productions in primary case studies 
Primary case study > 
 
Conceptual FMI 
productions 

 
Finco 
 

 
Powerco 

 
Environco 

 
Broad programme 
production - uptake 

Strong initial uptake 
difficult to sustain with 
managing resources 

Pilot uptake – 
replicated through 
three phases 

Competitive and 
strong uptake with 
controlled numbers  

Certification 
production 

Strong incentive to low 
qualified staff. Mark of 
programme success 

Limited personal 
incentive 

Limited to 
programme 
celebration 

Evidence production Mediated by pools of 
manager support 

Dominated by 
syndicate groups and 
workplace activity 

Learner driven and 
group supported 

Producing culture 
change 

In pools where peer or 
manager support 
evident 

Strong in pilot 
networks – pilots a 
minority of managers 

Strong in most pilot 
sites where complete 
teams infected. 

Producing managing 
identity 

Strong effect of 
relational identity in 
most managers 
engaging with the FMI 
practices 

Strong relational and 
learning identity in 
nearly all managers 
in each pilot 

Strong production of 
a relational, learning 
contesting identity 

Producing team 
relations 

Strong engagement 
with teams and their 
development where 
manager support exists 

Strong engagement 
with teams and team 
development 

Strong and pervasive 
engagement with 
teams and team 
development 

Production of FLM 
inclusion 

Strong signals to a 
marginalised mainly 
female group 

Strong indicator to 
FLMs of their 
managing role 

Strong focus on 
group as next leaders 
and change agents 

Learning networks Focus remains on 
central team and fails 
to expand to many 
managers in the 
workplace  

Strong between pilot 
associates but lacks 
critical mass 

Strong in structural 
relational, and 
knowledge networks 

Producing managing 
networks 

Strong in isolated pools 
where managers 
support is given.  

Strong between pilot 
associates but lacks 
critical mass to 
exploit new relational 
language 

Strong and pervasive 
in pilot sites 
supporting promoted 
FLMs and relational 
managing 

Producing changed 
managing practices  

Patchy - split between 
departmental 
communities noticeable 
where managers 
relations are 
instrumental 

Pilot networks begin 
to contest practices 
and promote 
relational, and 
learning, aspects of 
managing 

Networks begin to 
contest practices and 
promote relational, 
learning, and 
ambiguous aspects of 
managing 

Producing cultural 
unity 

Provides  substantive 
action to enact 
symbolic culture 
change initiatives 

Forms bonds within 
leaderless teams 
during downsizing 

Forms bridges across 
silos and businesses. 
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Producing system 
integration 

Limited statement of 
the FMI as a strategic 
objective and no link to 
performance indicators 
of powerful people 

FMI achievement 
strongly linked to 
internal promotion 
system 

FMI placed firmly on 
senior manager 
agendas and in 
performance 
indicators 

Producing a Learning 
agenda 

Polarised executive –
FLM split within the 
organisation stalls a 
pervasive and 
integrated agenda. 
Individually orientated 

Places a strong model 
of workplace based 
and relational based 
development within 
the organisation. 
Limited to one of 
three businesses. 

Strong and pervasive 
throughout 
organisation drive by 
pilot sites. Migrates 
from FMI to 
workplace learning. 
Programme survives 
complete dynasty 
change 

Producing learning 
capability 

Limited to pools of 
FLMs and associated 
managers. Fails to 
infect more senior 
manager layers 

Strong learning 
capability generated 
that has as much 
application outside 
the organisation as 
within due to RTO 
status. HRD Mangers 
leave for learning 
consultancy  

Massive capability 
built in roles, skills, 
knowledge, 
management and 
experience broadly 
within the 
organisation. HRD 
Managers leave for 
PhD and Masters in 
learning. 

Producing situated 
knowledge generation 

Individual pools of 
local knowledge 
generation limited by 
reliance on centralised 
knowledge inputs and 
lack of local 
scaffolding 

Strong support for 
local knowledge 
generation modelled 
through the practices 
of the FMI 

Local ownership and 
learner led practices 
combines with FLM 
inclusion to model 
and strongly support 
the process of local 
knowledge 
generation 

Producing strategic 
partnership 

Initially linked to the 
IIP and cultural change 
programmes the FMI is 
left with low status 

The FMI becomes the 
lubricant for 
associated structural 
and cultural changes 

Strong leader of a rat 
of policies to improve 
relational and people 
aspects of the 
business for a ore 
sustainable managing 
culture 

Producing partner 
capability 

FMI practice 
increasingly 
marginalises RTO 
input and contacts out 
assessment. 

RTO status enable 
FMI learning to be 
outsourced with the 
partnership of 
knowledgeable 
partners 

Strong and proactive 
efforts to engage 
multiple RTOs 
collectively in 
assessment 
moderation activity 

Producing 
developmental 
feedback  

Links to local FMI 
networks feed some 
learning back to State 
level. Engagement with 
national evaluation 
valued. 

Learning utilised in 
RTO external activity 
– little feed back 
nationally. 
Engagement with 
national evaluation 
valued. 

External relations 
enable some direct 
links to be 
established but not 
used – engagement 
with national 
evaluation viewed as 
critical. 

Producing a pilot 
national VET product 

Recognition of 
significance by HRD 
team only symbolically 
reflected by senior 
management 

Strong and early 
recognition of 
significance by HRD 
team utilised in 
external RTO 
operations 

Strong recognition of 
the process and 
significance in 
program logic 
document. 
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Appendix 73 
Categorising the FMI productions 
 
Table A73.1:  Categorisation of FMI productions 
 
Field of 
production 
> concept 
Strength of 
production 
construct  

 
L earning 
production 

 
Identity 
production 
        
 

 
                Managing  
                production  

 
System 
production 

Strong – 
pervasive 
productions 
in all thick 
performanc
es 
 

• Learning 
networks 

• Learning 
capability 

• Learning 
agenda 

• Extended 
managing 
identity 

• Inclusion in 
managing 

• Cultural 
unity 

• Managing 
networks 

• Relational  
managing 
practice 

• Piloting a 
national VET 
product 

Moderate – 
intermittent 
productions 
or strong 
productions 
in pools 
 

• Evidence 
collection 

• Partner 
capability 

• Situated 
knowledge 
generation 

• Culture 
change 

 

• Team relations 
• Strategic 

partnership 
• System 

integration 

• Broad 
programme 
uptake 

Limited – 
isolated 
individuals 
or pools of 
production 
 

• Certification   • Developmental 
feedback 
nationally 
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Appendix 74   
 

FMI productions as a component  
network 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 66:  FMI  production – 
key constructs produced in a    

component network

 
System integration 
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managing 
identity 
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Cultural unity 
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Learning agenda 

Learning networks 

Learning capability 

Piloting a 
national 

VET 
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Culture 
change 
model

 
Managing networks 

Evidence 
collection 

Partner capability 

 
Team 

relations 
Broad 

program
me 

uptake

Certification

Situated 
knowledge 
generation

               Strong critical productions 

                Moderately instrumental productions 

                Limited productions 

                Positive directional impact 

                Limited directional impact 

Developmental 
feedback 
nationally 

 
Relational  
managing 
practice 
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FMI  production – key constructs produced as a  component network 
 
In Figure 66, the broad uptake of the FMI is the most visible 
production of the FMI establishing patterns of reflective evidence 
collection as a cultural footprint, extended managing identity, and 
learning and managing networks. FMI interaction emphasises 
relational, developmental and inclusive managing practice. These 
productions create a learning agenda, increase learning capability 
with partner organisations and provide certification. Similarly in 
terms of the FLMs become increasingly included in managing 
networks across silos producing cultural unity. FLMs engage with 
their teams through changed managing practice. Parallel strategic 
initiatives support culture change as the FMI is integrated into 
existing managerial systems, producing a model of culture 
change. Considerable learning about VET ‘packages’ is produced 
to re-shape the FMI texts. 
 
These productions are complex constructs emerging from 
complex performances. The key productions of managing 
identity, relational managing practice, local knowledge, learning 
capability, models of change, a changing VET system, new 
pedagogic partnerships and tensions, and the problematised 
people development manager role are those illuminated within the 
main text. 
 
The centralised approach to the FMI at Finco, despite committed 
coordination, fails to create sufficient learning partnerships and 
subsequent managing practice mirrors this structure with isolated 
networks of managers. At Powerco a learner centred approach 
services learner led groups and subsequent team relations mirrors 
these relations. Subsequent managing practice is only restricted 
from more pervasive network influence by the lack of critical 
mass. In Environco, local ownership and flexible diverse learner 
led approach produces networks of managers replicating their 

learning experience with their teams and challenging existing 
practices. 
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Appendix 75 
Learning construction in the case studies 
 
Table A75.1:  Learning construction in the case study sites  
 
 
Primary case studies > 
 
Dimensions of  the FMI 
learning environment 

 
 
Finco 
 

            
 
Powerco 

 
 
Environco 

Mutuality of learning 
access 

Eclectic individual 
rush 

Partially selected 
groups 

Mainly mutual bids 
at unit and individual 
level 

Programme goals Clear competencies, 
RTO led at first, 
indeterminate 
programme goals 

Significant enterprise 
led planing and 
preparation 

Significant 
partnerships in 
planning and 
program logic setting 

Situation of  learning  Centralised inputs with 
limited tutorials 

Mainly self paced 
with leaderless 
groups 

Locally located with 
multiple partners 

Distribution of 
learning  

Central session expert 
led 

Most groups self 
facilitated 

Significant learner 
local focus and local 
knowing 

Diversity of processes Mainly unitary process Balance of self 
exploration and 
group support 

Significant relational 
complexity due to 
local ownership and 
multiple partners 

Direction of practice Centralised timetable Learner led process Options in learner 
hands 

Depth of manager 
involvement 

Limited Pre delivery mentor 
training 

Local ownership 
sucks in manager 
relations 

Workplace Support 
network 

Limited – varies 
according to 
department managing 
style 

Planned and 
delivered support 
network 

Community 
scaffolding due to 
local embeddedness 

Local control  No structural support Network groups Steering groups, 
budgets and local 
coordinators create 
local ownership 

Focus of production Directed towards 
certification 

Directed towards 
support for learners 

Directed to local 
ownership of 
learning and 
managing 
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Appendix 76  
FMI Discourses and learning relationships: a progressive model 
 

      Figure 67: Discourses negotiating FMI learning relationships: a progressive model 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

The diagrams attempt to model the relationships between the major discourses mediating the 
organisational performance of the FMI, and include those discourses from the national, 
institutional and organisational fields.  

Key : 
 
                    National Network of 

         FMI “Training/Learning”. 
           

         Organisation network of  
         FMI “Training/Learning”. 
                      

        FMI text distribution  
         and focus of mobility. 
  

 
Frontline 
Managers 

    State 
Department 

 
 
Management 

Industry 
Training 
Board 

Australian 
National 
Training 
Authority 

 
Senior 
Management 

Pearson  
Educational 

Phase One – 67a Agenda Setting : 

The FMI kit is completed after extensive 
consultation and negotiation that enrols a 
significant network of organisational 
actors. This dialectic abstracts 
representations of FL managing from 
diverse practices and diverse manager 
aspirations, which are then transformed 
into an augmented text for distribution. 
ANTA unusually leads the product 
development and makes a critical move in 
directly employing a commercial 
distributor, and bypassing the newly 
formed ITAB. The States are involved 
much later after the pilot activity and 
launches with pump priming funds. RTO’s 
are used to drive the FMI market. 
 
Organisationally HRD managers grasp at a 
programme that can be customised and 
owned , and that caters for a variety of 
learning paths and learner differences. 
Some senior managers recognise the 
connection between managers 
development and business improvement, as 
promoted by Karpin. 

 
HRD/M 
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Frontline 
Managers 

 
 
Management 

Industry 
Training 
Board 

Australian 
National 
Training 
Authority 

Pearson  
Educational 

 
 
Management 

Industry 
Training 
Board 

Phase One  - Age nda Setting :

The FMI kit  is completed after  ex ten sive
consultation an d negotiation that
abstract s representations of FL  mana ging
from diverse practice s and diverse

Australian 
National 
Training 
Authority 

 
Senior 
Management 

Pearson  
Educational 

< Phase Two – 67b Engagement : 

ANTA recedes and the commercial publisher 
provides material for RTO’s in the emerging 
training market. State departments create 
local linkages. The ITB uses the flagship 
product for national promotion. 
 
Organisationally where senior managers 
confirm a strategic HRD agenda, HRD 
managers develop a cognitive engagement 
with RTO’s. The complexity of workplace 
based, learner driven programmes sometimes 
encourages enterprises to use pedagogical 
knowledgeable brokers for the negotiations, a 
role that employer associations may take.  
 
 
Phase Three -  67c Selection :      > 
 
The focus remains on the RTO and the HRD 
managers developing a cultural fit and 
producing a performance with which 
managers and FL managers are motivated to 
engage. Criteria are developed to regulate 
local engagement and ownership for 
management development partnerships. 
Manager engagement in terms of cognitive 
alignment and mass become critical.. 
 
National institutions remain detached from 
local processes where the critical 
development negotiation takes place.  There 
is limited attention to gaining feedback to 
develop the processes or inform the network. 

 
Brokerage 

 
 

    State 
Department 

Registered 
Training 
Organisations 

    State 
Department 

Registered

Training 
Organisations 

 
Brokerage 

  
HRD/M 
 

 
Senior 
Management 

 
HRD/M 
 

 
Frontline 
Managers 
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Management 

 
Frontline 
Managers 

Industry 
Training 
Board 

Australian 
National 
Training 
Authority 

Pearson  
Educational 

 
 
Management 

Industry 
Training 
Board 

Phase One  - Age nda Setting :

The FMI kit  is completed after  ex ten sive
consultation an d negotiation that
abstract s representations of FL  mana ging
from diverse practice s and diverse

Australian 
National 
Training 
Authority 

 
Senior 
Management 

Pearson  
Educational 

< Phase Four – 67d Mutual  
                        Construction : 
 
ANTA withdraws from the developmental activity 
and the State departments, Pearson and the ITB 
distribute the texts and promote practice with 
limited feedback interaction. The RTO begins to 
work within organisational territory and with the 
HRD managers mutually negotiates pedagogic 
structures, options and networks. Initial assessment 
networks managers and begins to legitimise changes 
in workplace learning practices. 
 
Agreed meaning of the performance begins to 
emerge as it contests residual models and attitudes.  
HRD managers become the hub and power of local 
action in what is a distributed learning system. The 
national institutions are increasingly divorced from 
this pedagogic negotiation space. 
 
Phase Five – 67e Integration :      > 
 
The focus is on the FLM activity which is 
increasingly self generating. The processes are less 
reliant on RTO input or brokerage as the 
organisation builds workplace learning capability. 
Manger support becomes more critical than HRD 
support to legitimise the merging workplace 
practices. Senior managers having planned the 
strategy and developed an agenda and language of 
manager learning within the workplace move to 
implement further strategy for a more capable 
enterprise. 
 
While workplace learning is positioned as 
organisational practice, the critical learning from the 
discursive struggle concerning emerging relations,  
knowledges and roles/identities enriches HRD 
manager and RTO pedagogic management abilities, 
but is not returned to the centre of the institutional 
system.  
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Appendix 77 
FMI as an expansive activity system 
 
Table A77.1: The FMI reconceptualised as an expansive activity system  
 

 Activity 
Systems 

Multi- voiced Historicity Contradictions Expansive 
cycles 

Who Interconnected 
activity systems of 
enterprises, RTO’s 
and national 
training agenda 
institutions 

Voices of FLMs 
and Coordinators, 
facilitators and 
assessors, 
publishers and 
promoters 

Defined roles and 
subjectivity within 
the learning 
process 

National agenda 
distributes text and 
RTO’s and 
enterprises 
struggle to adjust 
to new patterns 

Expansion of the  
system only occurs 
where activity 
systems mutually 
negotiate new 
practices 

Why Poverty of 
manager 
development 
activity motivates 
engagement 

Relational 
emphasis of the 
FMI encourages 
networks 

Pressures to take 
on new 
subjectivities and 
relations within 
training market 

Contradictions 
between the 
existing patterns 
and the new tools 
and rules for 
learning activity 

Activity systems 
are engaged with 
an object of 
identity change 
underpinned by 
external evidence 

What New patterns of 
managing practice 
based on relational 
inclusion, learning 
and focused 
analysis 

Engagement in 
networks of FMI 
activity broadens 
available social 
perceptions 

Historical layering 
and co-existence 
of old and new 
learning concepts, 
relations and 
outcomes 

Struggle between 
old and new 
concepts : linear 
training 
approaches and 
integrated 
workplace learning 

Expansion of the 
object from 
manager skilling to 
networks of 
extended 
managing identity  

How Complex and 
unique practices 
generated by local 
conditions and 
needs 

Dialectic between 
RTO and 
enterprise users. 
Flexible but 
didactic text 
distribution 

Mutual negotiation 
between partners 
to evolve towards 
new patterns of 
relations 

Negotiate new 
meaning of 
managing and 
learning practice at 
local level. 

In thick 
performances of 
the FMI multiple 
reflection practices 
and agendas are 
locally determined 

Shaded area excluded in Engestrom’s 1999 exemplar matrix. 
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Appendix 78 
FMI as a learning network 
 
Table A78.1: The impact of the FMI on the learning network components and 
theoretical dimensions 
 
Learning network 
Components 

       
     Implications of FMI intervention 

               Primary mediating impact 
 
    Liberal              Vertical            Horizontal            External 

Learning 
Processes 

The FMI intervention acts to systematise whole 
organisational approach to management 
development 

 
Learner 
focused 

 
Strengthens 
System  
ownership 

 
Locally  
owned 

 
National 
credibility 

Development of 
learning 
policies 

The FMI commitment confirms organisational 
direction in the area of frontline managers, 
workplace learning, competency approaches 

Increases 
opportunity 
for those 
included 

Increases 
System 
direction 

Increases 
local 
decisions 

Inspired/
Tied to 
national  
structure 

Development of 
learning 
programmes 

Commitment to the FMI enacts organisational 
policy into detailed a coherent programme for 
managers of diverse activities based in the 
workplace and grounded in competency 
approaches  

Broader  
options 
for greater 
engagement 

Increases 
system 
coherence 

Increases  
FL Options 
within 
national 
framework 

New but 
Pre –
determ-
ined 
Nation-
ally 

Delivery modes 
of programme 

Commitment to the FMI engages the organisation 
with multiple modes of interaction and new 
places, spaces and relations of learning 
 

Improved 
matching of 
modes and 
styles 

Increase 
System 
width to 
guide 

Increases 
local 
selection 
options ‘to 
fit’ 

Gives 
weight & 
advice to 
local 
ideas 

Learning 
Structures 

The FMI intervention provides the opportunity to 
experiment with multiple forms and modes of 
learning with a stable platform 

 
Individual 
Pathways 

Greater 
Stability & 
internal  
ownership 

 
Locally 
determined 

 
External 
standards 

Learning 
content 

The FMI provides a prescriptive owned menu. In 
thick performances this is contextualised, in thin 
performances it guides local evidence collection. 
Internal workplace delivery a critical change. 
 

Some 
choice in 
levels and 
context 

Clear 
content 
definition 
& 
ownership 

Local 
customis-
ation 
important 
to business 
themes 

National 
format 
mediated 
by RTO 
lacking 
local 
networks 

Learning 
interaction 
relations – 
structures 

The FMI attempts to recruit managers as guides, 
mentors , coaches, and coordinators for the 
programme ; creating a multiple relational web. 
Greater task division and authorisation 
 

Learning 
permeates 
all manager 
Roles 

Multiple 
relations 
and actor 
roles 
difficult to 
manage 

Developed 
through 
performa-
tivity 
principles 

RTO’s 
facilitate 
relations 
& are 
included 

Learning 
climate 

The FMI opens new learning places, spaces and 
relations with a learner driven focus. This may 
produce learning nirvana, fear of the unknown 
and conflict with learning traditions and values 
 

Learning 
production 
is 
privileged 

Diverse 
pools un - 
controllable 
Values 
change 
 

Local 
climate is 
dominant 
and 
variable 

RTO  
relations 
can be 
instrum-
ental and 
leading 

Actor action 
theories 

The FMI contests and disrupts existing theories 
of learning action, reinforcing learner centred 
approaches and changing subsequent learning 
action within the organisation. 

Enables 
individual 
expression 

Limited 
control on 
organic 
growth 

Local 
network 
negotiates 

RTO’s 
Mediate 
 

Learning 
networks 

The emphasis on internal interaction and 
managing learning privileges the learning 
network. Empowers the network to expand 
contesting the traditional patterns of the work 
network. 

Networks  
Feed on 
diversity 

System can 
only 
service 
networks 

Local 
network is 
paramount 

RTO’s 
facilitate 
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Appendix 79 
FMI structuration locally 
 
 
Table A79.1:  FMI organisational performance framed by Structuration theory 
 
Systems of Knowing & Meaning Ordering relations Appropriate action 
Structural 
patterns 

In thick performances 
organisational signification 
is mediated by the FMI 
practice, changing the 
discourse of learning. 
 
The FMI introduction may 
be facilitated by a 
signification system that 
already acknowledges 
workplace learning and 
relational managing intent 
through boundary spanners. 
 
Knowledgeable practitioners 
and managers permeate the 
organisational texts with the 
labels of workplace learning 
practices 
 
New patterns and 
publication of same 
Guidelines and Lotus notes 
repositories are used to 
name, code, textually 
distribute and consolidate 
repeated patterns of learning, 
and subsequently managing. 

In thick FMI 
performances, workplace 
learning is established a 
the dominant learning 
paradigm 
 
The dialectic of control in 
terms of learning moves 
from dependence on 
authorative inputs towards 
greater learning autonomy. 
 
The dialectic of control in 
terms of the locus of 
managing learning moves 
from dependence on 
central authority to local 
managing autonomy, and 
personal learner autonomy. 
 
Relational aspects of 
managing practice are 
privileged.  
 
 

Workplace learning 
becomes institutionalised 
in thick FMI performances 
and defined spaces, places 
and relations of learning 
become legitimate 
practice. 
 
Reflective learning in the 
workplace is established 
as a legitimate mode of 
learning. 
 
The FMI is linked into 
systems that already 
exists. 
 
Metaphors such  
the  bowyer bird 
representing evidence 
collection become part of 
managing practice. 

Modalities 
Interpreting 
meaning  

A critical mass of managers 
high in the hierarchy are 
necessary to ensure 
dialectical debate about 
learning and managing that 
will challenge existing 
discourses of training and 
externalisation.  
 
Knowledgeable HRD actors 
are critical change agents 
and required to lead this 
debate and may be supported 
by external pedagogic 
partners to negotiate new 
meanings of the 
discontinuities of learning 
and managing practice 
 

Thick performances of the 
FMI require a re 
distribution of both 
authorative and allocative 
resources. 
 
In terms of authoritative 
resources, knowledgeable 
and enthusiastic HRD 
managers are associated 
with thick performances 
establishing supportive 
external contracts and 
internal relations.  
 
Distribution of authorative 
resources to local groups 
also support thick FMI 
development. 

The networks of Learning 
may be generated by thick 
FMI performances 
establishing conversation, 
new rituals, traditions and 
appropriate learning 
behaviours. 
 
These networks migrate to 
become The networks of 
managing in thick FMI 
performances establishing 
conversations, new rituals, 
traditions and appropriate 
relational managing 
behaviours. 
 
Where a mass of managers 
are involved within FMI 
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The debate develops shared 
patterns of workplace 
learning and generates 
networks of repeated 
learning conversations  

 
In terms of allocative 
resources, thick 
performances of the FMI 
require substantial 
allocations of work time, 
meeting space and support 
personnel.  

practice the norms of 
learning and managing 
practice are mediated. 
These managers are often 
critical change agents 
 

Discursive 
Interaction 
& Practice 

Where the FMI is adopted 
by an organisation the 
radical technology makes an 
immediate impact within the 
organisation communication 
system. 
 
The FMI initiates reflexive 
dialectic on managing and 
learning in thick 
performances. 
 
Broad induction of mangers 
is necessary to ensure a wide 
network of discussion is 
developed and continued.  
 
The FMI performance needs 
to create organisational 
space for such discussions 
that include all managers. 
 
New discourses and dialectic 
of learning and managing 
are often symbolically led by 
CEO’s or senior managers. 
 

In thick performances 
surface power is provided 
by CEO or senior manager 
symbolic support for the 
FMI. 
 
In thick performances deep 
power is provided by CEO 
or senior manager 
substantive support for the 
FMI through commitment 
to long term policy, 
extended pilot activity, and 
integration with exiting 
organisational systems. 
 
Delegation of FMI power 
to local steering groups 
and managers is strongly 
associated with thick 
performances where the 
locus of control is 
devolved. These managers 
are often critical change 
agents 

There is often strong 
motivation to be involved 
in the FMI practices due 
to managerial pressure, 
and personal career 
opportunity. 
 
Sometimes involvement in 
the FMI practice is 
compulsory. 
 
Joint decision made with 
manager and self appear 
the most effective 
recruitment methods. 
 
Individual inducements 
often obscure the longer 
term of objective of 
collective competence.  
 
Inducements are made for 
local pilot engagement. 
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Appendix 80 
 

FMI structuration nationally 
 
Table A80.1:  FMI national performance framed by Structuration theory 
 
The following tabulation uses the framework of structuration theory to explore the 
patterns of national FMI distribution evident in the analysis of the multiple case study 
material, and data from FMI institution figures. 
 
 
Systems of Knowing & Meaning Ordering relations Appropriate action 
Structural 
patterns 

The signification patterns 
and codes while fluid in 
presentation remained 
immutable from 1997 with 
no organic growth. 
 
The discontinuities of 
practice and organisational 
agency remain unharnesses 
and are not able to enrich 
subsequent enactments and 
guidelines. There is limited 
organisational agency visible 
in the development of the 
FMI concept. 
 
The Web forum remained 
unused. 

The FMI texts provided a 
broad dialectic of control 
with significant local 
autonomy for 
customisation and local 
control. 
 
Local autonomy often led 
to organisations repeating 
similar patterns of learning 
and resource 
misallocation.  

The FMI is subsequently 
linked to another 
institution where 
managing is not the core 
business. 
 
The FMI is not linked to a 
peak body focused on 
developing managing and 
leading practice, or 
formally with broader 
management 
qualifications.  
 
No national space is 
created for the FMI as an 
active forum. 
 
The FMI is placed in an 
arena with institutional 
competitors. 

Modalities 
Interpreting 
meaning  

Each organisation 
individually determines the 
meaning of the FMI Kit and 
this determines subsequent 
patterns of engagement. 
 
Generally structures of 
meaning and interpretation 
are dependent on the reading 
of the FMI texts and internal 
organisational debate. There 
are limited open forums of 
debate. 
 
 

Often resource conflicts 
between the distribution of 
the FMI concept and 
commercial motives. 
 
The change in ownership 
of the FMI from ANTA to 
BSI or Pearson limits the 
authorative resources 
available to promote the 
FMI 
 
After the initial launch 
there are less allocative 
resources to promote the 
FMI. 

Change of institutions 
inhibits the FMI in 
forming active networks 
of workplace learning and 
FL managing 
conversations.  
 
Limited intra 
organisational dialectic 
and public broadcasting 
ensure that workplace 
learning behaviours are 
slow to replace outdated 
traditions and rituals of 
manager development on 
the national platform.  
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Discursive  
Interaction 
& Practice 

Dialectic of  FMI 
conversations is distributive 
in nature.  
 
There is limited local 
networking between 
organizations about FMI 
practices. 
 
Local conversations and 
emotions are restricted to 
discussion about practice 
within each organisation.  

Change of initiating 
institutions replaced deep 
political power with more 
surface influence. 
 
Local autonomy of the 
FMI system removes 
central dependency. 

There are limited 
incentives by government 
to promote change 
towards workplace based 
management development 
practices.  
 
There is considerable 
coercion that the FMI is 
the only government 
supported mode. 

 
 
 


